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OF r.:

THE APOSTOLIC COMMISSION.

Critical investigation of the four Gospels and the Book of Acts

in recent years has thrown a flood of light upon the origin of

Christianity. I propose in this article to use this light in a study

of the Apostolic Commission.

Early in his ministry Jesus called Simon to leave all and follow

him (Mk. i. 16-20). He named him Peter, the rock, as the fore-

most of the disciples, their chief and spokesman. The Gospels

differ as to the time of this naming: Mk. iii. 16; Mt. x. 2, xvi.

17-19; Lk. vi. 14; John i. 40-42; but a critical study of these

passages makes it probable that it did not take place until late in

Jesus' ministry, when his Messiahship was recognized by the

Twelve.'

Jesus also called James and John, who with Simon constituted

the innermost circle of the Twelve, to whom Jesus entrusted the

highest privileges. Next to these was Andrew. Levi (Matthew)

also had a special call.

Seven others with these five were selected from the body of the

disciples (Mk. iii. 14-19) to constitute the Twelve, who were con-

stantl)' with Jesus as his companions in his ministr)\ There can

be little doubt that St. Peter was the chief of the Twelve and that

there was a primary group of four—Peter and Andrew, James
and John. Philip was first of the second group, composed of

Philip, Bartholomew, Matthew and Thomas. The third group

was James, son of Alphaeus, Thaddaeus, Simon the Zealot, and

Judas Iscariot. These three groups constituted the Twelve, who
were sent forth in pairs, with authority from Jesus to preach, and

teach, and heal during his ministry (Mk. vi. 7-13 = Mtth. x.

I seq. = Lk. ix. i seq.). The four lists vary somewhat in the

order of the names within the groups ; but in no case in the four

lists of Mk., Mtth., Lk. and Acts is there any change of the names
out of the three groups.

^See Briggs, Study of Holy Scripture, pp. 514-516.
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The order of names in Acts (i. 13) differs somewhat from the

order of Luke (vi. 13-16) as well as from those of Matthew

(x. 2-4) and Mark (iii. 14-19).

In the first group John's name comes second in Acts, whereas

in Mtth. and Lk. it is last, the name of Andrew having taken its

place in these lists. It seems that the order of names comes from

the Jerusalem source,' and that John is coupled with Peter in the

list as he is in the history. Philip comes first in all the lists of

the second group. But the other three names appear in an

entirely different order in Acts from that of any of the Gospels

:

Thomas, Bartholomew, Matthew. There is no reason for this

that appears in the history. In the third group James, son of

Alphaeus, is always first and Judas Iscariot last. The order of

Simon and Thaddaeus differs. In Luke and Acts, Simon is first

;

in Mark and Matthew, Thaddaeus is first. The reason for this

change lies below the surface of the history. We may think of a

change in their relative historical importance.

The original term used by Jesus for these Twelve was simply

the Twelve. The term apostle seems to be peculiar to the usage

of St. Paul, in his epistles, and of St. Luke, in the Gospel and the

Acts.^ We may say with confidence that the word apostle, as

applied to the Twelve, was not in any of the primitive sources,

whether the Logia of Matthew, the original Gospel of Mark, the

original John, or the Hebraistic source of the history of the

Church at Jerusalem. In all cases in the Book of Acts, it came

from the final author and not from the source. The few uses ^ in

the Gospels other than Luke's are redactional. The term apostle

was a generic term, including in Pauline usage the Twelve and

also Paul, Barnabas, and many others ; an indefinite number of

apostles. The number twelve was a limited number selected by

Jesus as his companions during his earthly life. It could never

be exceeded. Paul and Barnabas were Apostles, but they could

never enter into the group of the Twelve. The treachery and

death of Judas removed him from the number of the Twelve.

The first thing they had to do was to fill his place and make
their number complete. It seems at first strange that Jesus him-

^ There was probably a Hebraistic Jerusalem source used by Luke as the

basis of the first part of the Book of Acts.

*McGiffert, Christianity in the Apostolic Age, pp. 647 seq.

3Mt. X. 2 ; Mk. iii. 14, vi. 30.
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self did not select the substitute for Judas during the forty days

;

and some have inconsiderately argued that the Twelve acted

without the authority of Jesus and the influence of the Divine

Spirit in the selection of the substitute for Judas, and have even

gone so far as to represent that the Lord had really in mind to

substitute St. Paul for Judas. But this is certainly a mistake.

St. Paul maintains his rights as an Apostle, immediately commis-

sioned by the Lord himself, and his equality in this respect with

St. Peter, St. John and St. James (Gal. i. ii seq.). But nowhere

does he, or any one else for him, claim that he was one of the

Twelve. Indeed, he had not the qualifications to be one of the

Twelve.

Acts i. 15-26 gives an account of the assembly of the brethren

for the selection of a substitute for Judas. This narrative in the

main comes from the source, although it is probable that vers.

16^-19 contain additional material from the author of Acts.

This explanatory gloss gives the more specific application of the

Psalm to Judas, and gives an account of the death of Judas in the

Field of Blood. The words apostles and apostleship are also

glosses. But the story itself is original to the source. The
qualification to be one of the Twelve was

:

"Who have companied with us all the time that the Lord

Jesus went in and went out among us (Luke adds :
' beginning

from the baptism of John, unto the day that he was received up

from us'): of these must one become a witness with us of his

resurrection" (ver. 21-22).

Two were proposed : i) Joseph Barsabbas-Justus ; 2) Matthias.

The choice did not depend on the Eleven, or on the 120

brethren assembled, but upon the Lord himself. Only Jesus, the

Messiah, could make the choice. As the Divine Spirit had not

been imparted, they were forced to use the sacred lot, the deter-

mination of which, according to the Old Testament usage, was

with God the searcher of minds ; but which, according to their

new conception that Jesus was Lord and also searcher of minds,

could only come from him. The lot decided for Matthias, and

the number of the Twelve was complete. It should be said at

this point that the choice of a substitute for Judas was made,

not because he had died, but because he had betrayed his trust

and had by his own wicked act departed from his high office.

No one thought of selecting a substitute for St. James when he
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died, or for any other of the Twelve. The Twelve continued to

be the Twelve when they departed to the higher life. They
became the foundations of the New Jerusalem (Rev. xxi. 14).

The Twelve could not possibly have successors as the Twelve,

any more than their number could be increased. They might,

however, have successors as apostles, an office which they shared

with St. Paul, St. Barnabas, and others. It is improper, therefore,

to speak of the Twelve Apostles as a class by themselves. The
Twelve were set apart as those favored with the especial intimacy

of Jesus during his earthly life; chosen to be with him during

that life, to bear witness of that life and of his resurrection ; and

St. Peter was their chief. But in addition to this they subse-

quently became apostles, and as such shared the apostolate with

many others. St. Paul, St. Barnabas, and others were their

equals as apostles. Whether the Apostles as apostles had suc-

cessors is a question which is debatable. Whether the Twelve

had successors or could have successors is not debatable. It was

impossible from the very nature of the case.

The same question emerges with reference to St. Peter, as with

reference to the Twelve—namely, whether he could have suc-

cessors. If the Twelve could have no successors, then St. Peter

as the chief of the Twelve could have no successor. We have

seen, however, that the Twelve were also apostles, and as such

had a ministry to the Church other than the witness which was

their peculiar privilege as the Twelve ; and that this apostolate

they shared with St. Paul, St. Barnabas, and others ; and that the

apostolate therefore might have successors, as it had additions

made to it during the lifetime of the Apostles. If now St. Peter

was not only primate of the Twelve, but also primate of the

Apostolate and so of the Church in other relations than in those

peculiar to the Twelve, then it is quite possible that St. Peter

might have successors in the primacy and the headship over the

Church.

The narrative represents that 120 of the dSeX^oi were present

when the selection of Matthias was made. We may assume that

Joseph Barsabbas and Matthias, Mary the mother of Jesus, and

his brothers, James and Jude, were present ; and that those

unnamed were women as well as men (Acts i. 14, 15, 23). These

statements probably come from the source and not from the final

author. St. Paul, in I. Cor. xv. 6, states that Jesus appeared to
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above 500 brethren at once. Even this number can hardly

represent the sum total of the brotherhood that Jesus had

gathered about himseh" during his brief earthly ministry.

In addition to the Twelve, St. Luke reports a group of dis-

ciples named the Seventy (Lk. x. i). It is doubtless a later

statement than those derived from the Logia and St. Mark, which

know nothing of such a body ; but there is no sufficient reason to

doubt its genuineness.

The story of Luke is : On leaving Galilee for his Perean

ministry Jesus set apart 70, those whom he had called to follow

him, who should go before him in pairs and prepare the way for

his ministry, by heralding the advent of the kingdom of God and

working miracles in his name. The reason why Luke mentions

the Seveyity is that he alone reports the Perean ministry. The
Logia, Mark, Matthew and John know but little of any work in

Perea, and therefore had no occasion to speak of the ministry of

the 70.

It is clear, however, from the Logia and Mark, that other men
than the Twelve were called by Jesus to follow him in special

ministry, abandoning property and family and all things for his

sake and the proclamation of the gospel of the kingdom. There

is no evidence that the group of 70 disciples was continued.

They probably were a special selection for this service. But that

which the 70 represented— a larger group of ministerial followers

of Christ than the Twelve—was certainly continued. In all prob-

ability the number 70 had increased very greatly. It is quite

possible that the most of the 120 brethren were followers in this

special and stricter sense ; and it is not beyond reason to suppose

that even the 500 witnesses of the resurrection were mostly repre-

sentatives of the disciples of Christ, and not the whole body of

them, and so made up of men and women of this class.

We may safely conclude, therefore, that the whole brotherhood

of Jesus, in the week before Pentecost, in Galilee, Perea, Samaria

and Jerusalem, where Jesus and the Twelve and the Seventy had

preached and wrought miracles, consisted of several thousand

men and women ; that upwards of 100 of these were disciples

who had received the special call to follow him in a ministry

which required the renunciation of property and family ties, and

exclusive attention to the preaching of the gospel ; that the

Twelve were the recognized chiefs of this new religious com-
munity, and that St. Peter was the recognized head of them all.
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There is no report in the Gospel of Mark (apart from the

appendix), or in the Logia, of a commissioning of the disciples by

Jesus, subsequent to his resurrection. But there can be little

doubt that such a commission is mingled in the extracts from the

Logia given in connection with the sending forth of the Twelve

and the Seventy ; for many of these utterances of Jesus had

reference to a wider and a larger ministry than any reported in

the Gospels during the lifetime of Jesus. From these statements

of the Logia we may gather the following summary statement

:

Jesus commissioned the disciples to preach the kingdom of God.

He identified himself with them ; so that the treatment of them

would be regarded as the treatment of him. These disciples were

required to love him supremely, to forsake relatives, property, and

all other duties, and to follow him supremely in poverty, self-

denial, crossbearing, and obedience to his word.^

The Apocalypse of Jesus has inserted in it (Mk. xiii. 9-13 = Lk.

xxi. 12-19) ^ logion, which appears also in the commission of the

Twelve (Mtth. x. 17-22). A comparison of the three texts gives

the following three strophes, each of 6 trimeter lines :

" But take heed to yourselves.

They will deliver you up to Sanhedrim,

And in synagogues will ye be beaten.

And before governors will ye stand,

And it will turn out unto you for a testimony,

And unto the nations must the gospel be preached.

II.

"And when they lead you to deliver you up,

Be not anxious how ye shall speak
;

For it will be given in that hour,

That which ye shall speak
;

For it is not ye who speak.

But it is the Spirit that speaketh.

1 Mtth. viii. 21-22 = Lk. ix. 59-60.

" X. 7-16= " X. 2-1 1.

" X. 40 = " X. 16.

" X. 37-38= " xiv. 26-27.

" xvi. 24 = " ix. 23, xiv. 27.

See Briggs, Messiah of the Gospels, p. 238 seq.
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III.

"And brother will deliver up his brother,

And father will deliver up his child,

And children will rise up against their parents,

And they will put them to death.

And ye will be hated by all

;

But he that endureth to the End will be saved."

The Hebrew Logion would be (following in the main the usage

of Delitzsch, N. T. in Hebrew, but keeping in view the rhythm of

Hebrew Wisdom)

:

iS^nn nytri [n:i^-^:)

ariN* ram ntJ'iVn^^

nn^n nnn dx-»3

ijn-nx nx no^n
Dnin.s-Sy Don io,^ipnn

5- DHN* in^tt* nDni

DnK*-SnS D\sii2r vnm
ysrv fpn-ij; nnn,t:m

1. I. Mt. has Trpoae;(£re de (xtto twv avdfjuiTuv, which does not seem to be so

original or natural as Mk., (STiettete de vjieIq tavToii^. Lk. omits this line.

2. This line is omitted by Lk. but given by Mt.

3. Mt. is more specific, using fiaoTiyuaovaiv, scourge, for Mk., SapijCEadE,

which may be original. Lk. generalizes : " But before all these things

they will lay their hands on you and will persecute you, delivering you up

to the synagogues and /r;'j^«j."

4. All have kittgs as well as governors. But it makes the line too long,

and is a natural insertion from the history. The order of the two is
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inverted in Lk. Mk. has aradljaEcde ; Lk., dTrayo/LLCvovg • Mt., axdf/oeoOe, M
going back on the original ^J^^^J^V '^^^'^^'v £f^ov is explanatory addition.

5. Lk., " It shall turn unto you for a testimony," 7Tl"]y7 ^^7 n^nHli
seems to preserve the original line which is interpreted in Mt. and Mk. as

"for a testimony unto them."

6. This line is omitted by Lk., is condensed by Mt. into /cot roZf edveaiv, and

enlarged by Mk. into e'lg navra to. eOv>/ irpurov 6el Kt)pvxO/}vai to evayytTiLov,

which may be regarded as an explanatory addition, making the line too

long. Cf. Mt. xxiv. 14.

n. I. Condensed by Mt. into irapa^uaiv vjiag ; omitted by Lk.

2. Mtth. has TTwf 7/ tI, how or what, which is enlargement. It is para-

phrased by Lk.: " Settle it therefore in your minds not to meditate before-

hand how to answer." How of Mtth. and Lk. is more probable intrinsi-

cally than what of Mk.

3 and 4. These two lines must be restored by conjecture. They are

condensed in Mk. into : " Whatsoever shall be given to you in that hour,

that speak "
; which is prose. Mtth. has the first line correctly ; but only

tI laX.T]G}]TE of the second line. Combining this with the first words of

Mark's sentence, we get the second line. Lk. paraphrases, and combines

these two lines with the remaining two, thus : " For I will give you a mouth

and wisdom, which all your adversaries will not be able to withstand or to

gainsay."

5. This line is the same in Mk. and Mtth.

6. This line varies. In Mk. it is aXka to nvevfia to dyiov. But Jesus never

used holy with Spirit—that is Lukan, and redactional in other gospels.

Mtth. has TO rrvevfia tov Trarpof vz/wv to Xa?Mvv ev vjilv. This, without the

qualifying tov naTpoQ vfiCjv and the explanatory ev v/xlr, gives us the original

line. It was the usage of Jesus to speak of " the Sj>irit,'^ Lk. explains

this as the personal direction of Jesus himself, which is a later concep-

tion and interpretation.

III. I. Eif ddvaTov is explanatory addition from line 4; otherwise the

same in Mtth. and Mk.

2. The Hebrew would repeat vb., as Delitzsch, Heb. N. T.; Mt. x. 21.

3. This is the same in Mtth. and Mk.

4. The line is defective in both texts ; Kal OavaTuaovaiv avTovr, Mk., Mt.

We might conjecture subject ; this should then sum up the three previous

lines in a demonstrative [^^]^. But Mtth. xxiv. 9, condensed in Lk. xxi. 16,

is doubtless based on the same original as Mk. xiii. 12, and it suggests a

change of subject here rather than first in line 5. Mt., Kal dironrevomiv vfiaq.

Lk., Kcil davuTumvaiv t^ vjiuv. But on the whole it seems best to read H/^m

5. rfid TO ovofid /J.OV is an explanatory addition, making the line too long.

6. The oi'Tog makes the line too long, and is an emphatic addition.
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We may not be able to determine when this commission was

given, and whether it was given to the Twelve or to the larger

ministry. But this much is plain : we may know without doubt

essentially what Jesus said to them. Their ministry was to be

before the Sanhedrim, in synagogues, and before Roman gov-

ernors; just as Jesus' ministry was. They would give their

testimony in these places and suffer for Christ's sake. They
were not only to preach the gospel in the land of Palestine, but

also unto the nations. It is not evident whether this ministry was

conceived as to the Jews and the proselytes scattered among the

nations, or as an effort to proselytize the nations beyond the

scope of the proselyting of the Pharisees. It is not likely that it

was, as given by Jesus, in the specific Pauline sense of later date.

It was not inconsistent with it, but it did not compel that interpre-

tation. It did, however, conceive of a world-wide ministry.

There was a specific promise of the presence and guidance of

the Divine Spirit in this world-wide ministry ; and not only a

general guidance, but a specific, one may say an ecstatic, guid-

ance ; for the Spirit is conceived as so taking possession of them,

that they speak not their own words but the words of the Divine

Spirit. It is also distinctly taught that they will suffer persecu-

tion, and that patient endurance until the End of the Age, the

Second Advent of the Lord, is necessary for their full and final

salvation.
\

One finds in the four Gospels a large amount of material

relating to the work that the Twelve and the larger ministry had

to do, in the world, in following the Master. It is impracticable

for us to take all this into consideration. But it is necessary to

consider whether Jesus gave a final commission to his ministry

after his resurrection, and if so, what was the extent of that com-
mission. The reports are so different in the Gospels, that we
must use all the resources of literary and historical criticism to

get at the real facts of the case. There is, as we have seen, no

report of a final commission in the Logia or in Mark. The
report in the Appendix to Mark is a general statement coming
from a late date. Mtth. xxviii. 18-20, however, gives us a com-

mission in connection with the appearance of Jesus to the Eleven

on a mountain in Galilee. A careful study of this commission

shows us that in all probability a logion or original sentence of

Jesus underlies it ; but that it has been enlarged and explained

after the method of the Gospel of Matthew in other similar cases.
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give the contents of the commission itself. It states that Jesus

said unto them: "Thus it is written, that the Messiah should

suffer, and rise again from the dead the third day ; and that

repentance and remission of sins should be preached in his name

unto all nations, beginning from Jerusalem. Ye are witnesses of

these things. And behold, I send forth the promise of my Father

upon you ; but tarry ye in the city, until ye be clothed with

power from on high."

This report gives three essential things: (i) An explanation

by Jesus to the Eleven of the real meaning of his death and

resurrection, and of the relation of the prophecies of the Old

Testament thereto. We have not the contents of this teaching of

Jesus; but it was the most natural thing in the world that the

risen Lord should explain just these things to the Eleven ; and

there is every reason for us to believe that he did it. This teach-

ing of Jesus is doubtless represented in the interpretation of the

Old Testament by the Apostles ; but it is impracticable to distin-

guish between the teaching of the Apostles and the teaching of

Jesus in this particular.

(2) He commissions the Eleven to preach in his name unto all

nations, beginning from Jerusalem, This is simply a reiteration

of what we have found in the Logia, except the phrase " begin-

ning from Jerusalem," which was quite a natural thing for Jesus

to say. But it matters little if we should suppose that clause to

be an addition of the Evangelist. The words " Ye are witnesses

of these things " are only a paraphrase of the witness of the Logion.

What they are to preach: "repentance and remission of sins,"

is what Jesus himself preached, after the example of John the

Baptist. It is what the Twelve actually did preach, according to

Acts. It is altogether probable that Jesus taught them just this.

It is true the Logion commands that they should teach to keep

all the commands of Jesus, But if Jesus had specified later or on

the same occasion what those commands were, he would have

certainly said first of all, repentance, and he would have attached

to repentance, as a condition, the remission of sins. All this is

entirely in accord with the primitive tradition, and is not in

accordance with Paulinism, which makes little of either of these

things,

(3) The promise of the Spirit is given in the Logion, The

only thing special in this passage is the definite attachment of the
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fulfilment of that promise to a specific day, and the command to

postpone entrance upon their ministry until they were endowed

with the special gift of the power {bvvanis) from on high.

The statement in Acts i. 2-8 is in entire accord with this. It is

chiefly from the final author of Acts ; but there seem to be

underlying it statements from the earlier document, as follows:

"John indeed baptized with water ;

But ye shall be baptized with the Spirit."

-(Ver. 5.)

This is a logion, an antithetical couplet. It is verified as a

logion of the Lord by St. Peter in Acts xi. 16. But St. Peter

omits " not many days hence," which is therefore an explanatory

addition of the author from his context, charging the Eleven not

to depart from Jerusalem, but to wait for the fulfilment of the

promise. So also the original document gives us the inquiry of

the Eleven :
" Lord, dost thou at this time restore the kingdom to

Israel?" (ver. 6). They naturally inquired about the kingdom,

and they naturally supposed that the resurrection of the Lord had

something to do with the restoration of the kingdom. They were

certainly looking forward to the setting up of a kingdom of Israel

in the land of Palestine. Jesus' reply is also original to the source

for the most part

:

" No one can know times or seasons,

Which the Father hath set within his own authority.

Ye shall receive power, when the Spirit is come upon you.

And ye shall be my witnesses in Jerusalem and unto the uttermost part of

the earth."

The Hebrew Logion was essentially as follows :

nnn nyh^ ^):i:> r^1)^^ ibiipn

This is a logion of four pentameters, and it is doubtless an

original logion of Jesus. Luke has modified it only slightly by

the insertion of " in all Judaea and Samaria," in order to make
it correspond with his subsequent history ; and, as usual, " Holy "

is appended to "Spirit" in Luke. We follow in the first line
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the Western text, which seems intrinsically more probable than

the usual text
—"It is not for you to know"—and it is more

in accord with Jesus' words in his apocalypse, " But of that

day or that hour knoweth no one, not even the angels in

heaven, neither the Son, but the Father" (Mk. xiii. 32).^ It

is much more probable that Jesus here, as there, included

himself among the " No one can know," than that he should

assume to know and decline to tell it to the Eleven who asked

him. A later scribe would not change the "It is not for you to

know" into "No one can know." A scribe would be more

likely to reverse the process.

The promise of the Spirit here is what we have had elsewhere

with sufficient frequency. The commission to be witnesses is also

now familiar. " The uttermost parts of the earth " is in accord-

ance with the other logion as truly as is "Jerusalem."

In addition to the story from the original document, the author

of Acts gives the general statement

:

"After that he had given commandment through the Holy
Spirit unto the apostles, whom he had chosen; to whom he also

showed himself alive after his passion by many proofs, appearing

unto them by the space of forty days, and speaking the things

concerning the kingdom of God ; and being assembled together

with them, he charged them not to depart from Jerusalem, but to

wait for the promise of the Father " (vers. 2-4).

The Appendix, Mk. xvi. 15-18, gives a commission in connec-

tion with an appearance to the Eleven in Jerusalem, which is

evidently a compilation from several sources.

a) " Go ye into all the world

d) and preach the gospel to the whole creation.

c) He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved;

d) but he that disbelieveth shall be condemned."

This part may be regarded as parallel with the commission

given by Matthew ; but lines 2, 3 and 4 of Matthew are here

condensed, and the language changed in a, b\ and c, d really

substitute Pauline faith for the obedience of Matthew, which latter

is the conception of Christ and the Twelve. The second part is

more manifestly compiled from the point of view of the experi-

ence of the Apostolic Age:

' Briggs, Messiah of the Gospels, p. 161.
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" And these signs shall follow them that believe : in my name

shall they cast out demons ; they shall speak with (new) tongues;

they shall take up serpents, and if they drink any deadly thing,

it shall in no wise hurt them ; they shall lay their hands on the

sick, and they shall recover."

The use of signs, a-rifiela, agrees with the final author ofJohn and

Luke against the other Synoptists. The earlier term was Swaneis.

The use of iojigties reflects the tongues of the epistle to the Corin-

thians (I. Cor. xii. 28, xiv. 13 seq.), if not the gifts of the story of

Acts (Acts ii. 4 seq.). The references to demons and the laying

hands on the sick may have been taken from the earlier commis-

sion, as they resemble those of the Synoptic tradition. The
reference to serpents seems to reflect the story of Paul, Acts xxviii.

1-6, and the reference to the poisonous dr'ink has nothing to

correspond with it. On the whole this composite commission

reflects a late conception, and is little help to construct the

original commission of Jesus. It combines the historic results of

the commission with the commission itself.

When, now, we turn to John's Gospel, we find in Jo. xx. 21-23

a report of a commission given to ten of the Twelve in Jerusalem

in the absence of Thomas :

" As the Father hath sent me, even so send I you. And when

he had said this, he breathed on them, and said unto them :

Receive ye the Holy Spirit. Whosesoever sins ye forgive, they

are forgiven unto them ; whosesoever sins ye retain, they are

retained."

A critical examination of this passage shows that verse 23 is a

variation of Matthew xviii. 18, and that it does not belong here.

It is in the midst of an ancient canon of Church discipline, Mtth.

xviii. 15-20'

:

" What things soever ye shall bind on earth, shall be bound in heaven :

And what things soever ye shall loose on earth, shall be loosed in heaven."

But it is also contained in the naming of St. Peter, Mtth. xvi.

17-19:

" I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of God ;

And whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth shall be bound in heaven :

And whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven."

^ See Briggs, Messiah of the Gospel?, p. 193.
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The connection here is much more appropriate, and is doubt-

less original. If these words be eliminated from the narrative of

John, we have simply the sending of the disciples, and the

symbolic action with the words : "Receive ye the Holy Spirit."

The adjective ''holy" we may regard as redactional, in other

respects the phrase is doubtless original. The symbolic action of

Jesus, " breathing" on these ten, is entirely Hebraistic in concep-

tion, and probably comes from the original John. The words of

Jesus, " I send you as the Father hath sent me " and " Receive ye

the Spirit," are entirely in accord with the other narratives. The

only difficulty lies with the interpretation of the act. If Jesus

actually imparted the Divine Spirit to ten of the Twelve at this

time, there is an inconsistency with the narrative of the Book of

Acts, that the Spirit was first given at Pentecost. We notice also

the absence of Thomas, and also of the substitute for Judas.

Did the writer think that Jesus communicated the Divine Spirit

officially only to ten of the Twelve? This conception of an impar-

tation of the Divine Spirit by Jesus during his presence with the

disciples^ is inconsistent with the conception of the previous dis-

courses, that it was necessary for Jesus to go away to the Father

before he could send the Divine Spirit as another Paraclete (xvi. 7).

Jesus' final departure to the Father, at his Ascension, was necessary

prior to the advent of the Spirit. We must take the passage as

a symbolical prophecy on the part of Jesus, and regard the words

"Receive the Spirit" as prophetic. This interpretation harmo-

nizes the Gospel of John with itself and also with the narra-

tives of the other Gospels and of Acts, and is in accordance

with prophetic analogies. It seems probable that a considerable

amount of the material in the discourses of the Gospel of John,

especially vi. ^ib-^B and portions of chapters xv.-xvii., are post-

resurrection discourses, delivered in that same upper room where

the last Passover was celebrated, and where the disciples were

accustomed to meet after the resurrection of Jesus, which was

probably the same as the house of Mary, the mother of John

Mark (Acts xii. 12). It was not unnatural, therefore, that the

post-resurrection discourses and the pre-resurrection discourses

given in the same place to the same disciples should appear

together in consecutive discourses in the Gospel ofJohn, chrono-

' McGifEert, Christianity in the Apostolic Age, pp. 49 seq.
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logfical order having been abandoned for a topical one, just as in

the Sermon on the Mount (Mtth. chap, v.-vii.). At ail events, the

discourses, chap, xv.-xvii., delivered after the words: "Arise, let

us go hence" (xiv. 31), centre about a promise of the Divine

Spirit and an exhortation, warning and commission of the Eleven

after the departure of Jesus to the Father :

" Herein is my Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit ; and so

shall ye be my disciples" (xv. 8).

"If ye keep my commandments, ye shall abide in my love"

(xv. 10).

"Ye did not choose me, but I chose you, and appointed you,

that ye should go and bear fruit, and that your fruit should

abide" (xv. 16).

"A servant is not greater than his lord. If they persecuted

me, they will also persecute you ; if they kept my word, they will

keep yours also " (xv. 20).

" But when the Paraclete is come, whom I will send unto you

from the Father {even the Spirit of Truth, which proceedeth

from the Father), he shall bear witness of me: and bear ye also

witness, because ye have been with me from the beginning" (xv.

26-27).

" They shall put you out of the synagogues : yea, the hour

Cometh, that whosoever killeth you shall think that he oftereth

service unto God" (xvi. 2).

"It is expedient for you that I go away : for if I go not away,

the Paraclete will not come unto you ; but if I go, I will send him

unto you" (xvi. 7).

"When he, the Spirit of Truth, is come, he will guide you into

all the truth" (xvi. 13).

"While I was with them, I kept them in thy name which thou

hast given me; and I guarded them, and not one of them per-

ished, but the son of perdition" (xvii. 12).

" As thou didst send me into the world, even so sent I them into

the world" (xvii. 18).

" Neither for these only do I pray, but for them also that

believe on me through their word " (xvii. 20).

It is plain that the advent of the Spirit to guide, the command-
ment of love, the sending forth to bear witness of Christ, the

persecutions that they will undergo—all this is entirely in accord

with the commission as given in the Logfia. That which is
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especially emphasized here is the Personal Spirit, the New Com-

mand of Love (xv. 12, 17), and the indwelling of the Spirit in the

witnesses (xiv. 7).

The commissions are attached to the Twelve in all cases where

we have any information as to those who were present. But

they are all of such a character as apply to the ministry as a

whole and throughout all time. Is it involved in this commission

that all other ministers derive their commission mediately

through the Twelve, while the Twelve derived their ministry

immediately from the Lord himself? In a sense this must be

true, because only the Twelve received authority from the Lord
before he left the earth to go to the Father. If all the authority

for the ministry were derived from the original commission, this

would be the inevitable result. But the commission did not

complete the authority for the ministry. According to all the

reports, the coming upon them of the Divine Spirit was to endow
them with the authority and the power to undertake their

ministry. The commission of the Twelve was, as it were, the

instruction and the call of the primary ministers by the Lord
before he ascended to his throne. It was necessary that he

should actually ascend his throne and enter upon his reign, ere

he could impart to even the chosen Twelve the royal authority to

organize and to advance the kingdom on earth.

Union Theological Seminary, New York. Q A BrIGGS



HOMERIC ECHOES IN MATTHEW ARNOLD'S
'BALDER DEAD.'

The poem 'Balder Dead,' published in 1855, may be regarded

as illustrating the 'classical' theory of Arnold's famous Preface of

1853. The subject—Romantic or Gothic as could well be chosen

—is taken from the Younger Edda\- the treatment is consciously

and purposely Homeric. In particular, the account of the funeral

of Balder is to be compared with the account of the funeral of

Patroklos, and the description of Hermod's visit to Hela's realm

with the description of Odysseus' visit to the abode of Hades. In

these passages there is a more or less consecutive imitation of

particular books of the Iliad and Odyssey, but throughout the

narrative one may notice many lines and phrases which seem to

have been borrowed here and there in Homer, as the growth of

the poem recalled them at random to the author's mind.

The poem begins with the wailing of the gods and heroes over

the dead Balder's body

:

"And now would night have fall'n, and found them yet

Wailing; but otherwise was Odin's will."

Compare the wailing of the Greeks over the body of Patroklos,

II. XXIII 154^; "And so would the light of the sun have gone
down on their lamentation, had not Achilles said," etc.; or the

waihng of the Trojan women over the body of Hector, II. XXIV
713. Odin checks their wailing, and reminds them that Balder

has but met the doom which the Nornies spun for him at his

birth, just as Thetis checks the wailing of Achilles, II. XIX 9:

"for by the will of gods from the beginning was he brought low."

And even as Achilles directs, II. XXIII 49, that in the morning

'"Mallet, and his version of the Edda, is all the poem is based upon,"

Letters of Matthew Arnold, vol. I, p. 55 (Dec. 1855).

^ The Homeric passages in this paper are quoted from the standard prose

versions by Messrs. Butcher, Lang, Leaf and Myers.
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the folk shall bring wood, and furnish forth a funeral-pile, so Odin
gives command

:

"to-morrow, when the morning dawns,

Bring wood to the seashore to Balder's ship,

And on the deck build high a funeral-pile."

The funeral-feast of II. XXIII 55, a feast which lasts until night-

fall, has its counterpart in the funeral-feast of the gods and heroes

" While twilight fell, and sacred night came on,"

In this line Arnold borrows the Homeric epithet Kvk^ai Up6v, II.

XI 194 ; XVII 455, and in another line of the same passage

:

"And the Valkyries crown'd their horns with mead,"

he adapts the Homeric expression "and the young men crowned

the bowls with wine " (^KprjTTJpas enfcrTe^avTO noro'io), II. I 47O, CtC.

When the grief-stricken Hoder leaves the feasting gods, and

wanders out through the city gates

:

" Down to the margin of the roaring sea

He came, and sadly went along the sand,"

we are reminded of the sorrowing Achilles, II. XXIII 59, who, at

the end of the funeral-feast, went apart from the rest, and "upon
the beach of the sounding sea lay groaning heavily ... in an open

place, where waves were breaking on the shore." Compare, also,

the famous line, II. I 34, which tells how Chryses the aged priest

"went in silence along the beach of the loud-sounding sea":

jS^ 6 uKiuiv napa 6lva 7ro\v(f)\oi(T^oio daXdaarii.

In the wailing of Nanna and "the Goddesses who wrought her

will," as they stand by Balder's bier

:

" And at his head and feet she station'd Scalds

Who in their lives were famous for their song ;

These o'er the corpse intoned a plaintive strain,

A dirge—and Nanna and her train replied,"

we seem to hear the wailing ofAndromache and the Trojan women
over the body of Hector, II. XXIV 720: "And they . . . laid him

on a fretted bed, and set beside him minstrels leaders of the dirge,

who wailed a mournful lay, while the women made moan with

them." And when their wailing is done :

" and Nanna went

Into an upper chamber, and lay down
;

And Frea seal'd her tired lids with sleep,"
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we think of the recurrent grief of Penelope, Od. I 362, etc.: "She
ascended to her upper chamber with the women her handmaids,
and then was bewailing Odysseus, her dear lord, till grey-eyed
Athene cast sweet sleep upon her eyelids."

The vision which comes to Nanna

:

"Then Balder's spirit through the gloom drew near,

In garb, in form, in feature as he was,

Alive ; he stood

Over against the curtain of the bed,

And gazed on Nanna as she slept, and spake :

—

' Poor lamb, thou sleepest, and forgett'st thy woe !
' "

is very like the vision which came to Achilles, as he slept, II.

XXIII 65: "then came there unto him the spirit of hapless

Patroklos, in all things like his living self, in stature, and fair eyes,

and voice, and the raiment of his body was the same; and he
stood above Achilles' head and spake to him :

' Thou sleepest,

and hast forgotten me, O Achilles.' " And just as Achilles tries

to embrace the shade of Patroklos, II. XXIII 99, "but clasped

him not; for like a vapour (^vt€ Ka-nvoi) the spirit was gone
beneath the earth," so Nanna tries to embrace the shade of

Balder ; but he fades away into the night, like a smoke which is

seen to "hang in the air afield and disappear." Compare, also,

Virgil, Geor. IV 499 :

"dixit, et ex oculis subito, ceu fumus in auras

commixtus tenues, fugit diversa."

Odin's command

:

" Go quickly, Gods, bring wood to the seashore,

With all, which it beseems the dead to have.

And make a funeral-pile on Balder's ship,"

is an echo of the words of Achilles, II. XXIII 49: "rouse the

folk to bring wood and furnish all that it beseemeth a dead man
to have when he goeth beneath the misty gloom." And the

description of the gods bringing down wood for the funeral-pile is

distinctly Homeric. They "took axes and ropes," and, with

Thor at their head,

" Forth wended they, and drave their steeds before.

And up the dewy mountain-tracks they fared

To the dark forests, in the early dawn ;

And up and down, and side and slant they roam'd."
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There they lopped and clove the pine trees,

"And bound the logs behind their steeds to draw,

And drave them homeward ; and the snorting steeds

Went straining through the crackling brushwood down,

And by the darkling forest-paths the Gods
Follow'd, and on their shoulders carried boughs.

And they came out upon the plain, and pass'd

Asgard, and led their horses to the beach.

And loosed them of their loads on the seashore,

And ranged the wood in stacks by Balder's ship."

In the closing lines of this passage Asgard seems to be visualized

as a sort of Ilios—with a Mount Ida on one side of it, and on the

other the sea. But the whole passage is closely modelled on the

description of the Greeks bringing down wood for the pyre of

Patroklos, II. XXIII no ff. In the Homeric passage, men are

sent from all the huts to fetch wood, with Meriones to watch over

them. "And they went forth with wood-cutting axes in their

hands and well-woven ropes, and before them went the mules,

and uphill and downhill and sideways and across they went. But

when they came to the spurs of many-fountained Ida, straightway

they set them lustily to hew high-foliaged oaks with the long-

edged bronze, and with loud noise fell the trees. Then splitting

them asunder the Achaeans bound them behind the mules, and

they tore up the earth with their feet as they made for the plain

through the thick underwood. And all the woodcutters bare

logs ; . . . And on the shore they threw them down in line, where

Achilles purposed a mighty tomb for Patroklos and for himself."

Another of Odin's commands

:

" But now, put on your arms, and mount your steeds,

And in procession all come near, and weep
Balder ; for that is what the dead desire.

When ye enough have wept, then build a pile

Of the heap'd wood, and burn his corpse with fire

Out of our sight ; that we may turn from grief,

And lead, as erst, our daily life in Heaven,"

combines two commands of Achilles: II. XXIII 8, "with horses

and chariots let us go near and mourn Patroklos, for such is the

honour of the dead" ; and II, XXIII 52, "rouse the folk to bring

wood ... to the end that untiring fire may burn him quickly
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from sight, and the host betake them to their work." And the

mihtary honors paid to Balder

:

•'And thrice in arms around the dead they rode,

Weeping ; the sands were wetted, and their arms,

With their thick-falling tears—so good a friend

They mourn'd that day, so bright, so loved a God,"

are borrowed bodily from II. XXIII 13': "So thrice around the

dead they drave their well-maned steeds, moaning . . . Bedewed

were the sands with tears, bedewed the warriors' arms ; so great

a lord of fear they sorrowed for." Virgil has imitated the same

passage, Aen. XI 188-91 ; compare, in particular, the line:

"spargitur et telius lacrimis, sparguntur et arma."

The wailing of Odin

:

" And Odin came, and laid his kingly hands

On Balder's breast, and thus began the wail,"

is like the wailing of Achilles, II. XXIII 17, or XVIII 317 : "And
Peleus' son led their loud wail, laying his man-slaying hands on

his comrade's breast." When Freya, "the loveliest Goddess she

in Heaven," takes Balder's head in her hands, and recalls his

kindness

:

" Thou only, Balder, wast for ever kind,

To take my hand, and wipe my tears, and say :

' Weep not, O Freya, weep no golden tears !

One day the wandering Oder will return.'

and Balder now is gone.

And I am left uncomforted in Heaven,"

one thinks of the lament of Briseis, "that was like unto golden

Aphrodite," over the body of Patroklos, II. XIX 295 :
" But thou,

when swift Achilles slew my husband . . . wouldst ever that I

should not even weep . . . Therefore with all my soul I mourn

thy death,'' for thou wert ever kind." Compare, also, the wailing

^ Similar military honors are recorded as paid by various ancient peoples

to their heroes : by the Greeks to Achilles, Od. XXIV 68 ; by Germanicus

and his legions to Drusus, Tacitus, Ann. II 7, 4 ; by the Carthaginians to

Gracchus, Livy, XXV 17, 5 ; by the Huns to Attila, Jordanes, Get. XLIX ;

by the Jutes to Beowulf, Beow. 3170.

^ rtj & afiOTov Klaio) Tedvrjora, fieiXixov alel. Compare the lament of the hero

Regner :
" Therefore with grateful heart I mourn thee dead,"
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of Andromache, II. XXIV 724, "while in her hands she held

the head of Hector, slayer of men" ; and the lament of Helen, II.

XXIV 774 : "for no more is any left in wide Troy-land to be my
friend and kind to me, but all men shudder at me." And the

line at the end of Freya's lament

:

" She spake, and all the Goddesses bewail'd,"

may be compared with such lines as II. XXIV 746: "Thus spake

she wailing, and the women joined their moan."

After the burning of Balder's funeral-pyre, the gods went and

" sate down in Odin's hall

At table, and the funeral-feast began."

So in the closing lines of the Iliad, after Hector's funeral-pile is

burned: "when they had heaped the barrow they went back, and

gathered them together and feasted them right well in noble feast

at the palace of Priam, Zeus-fostered king."

When Frea explains that the messenger who is to go to Hela's

realm must ride on until he hears " the roaring of the streams of

Hell," and sees the "feeble shadowy tribes" and

" the wailful ghosts

Who all will flit, like eddying leaves, around,"

we are reminded of Circe's instructions to Odysseus when he is

about to go to the abode of Hades, Od. X 504 AT. The Greek

hero is to journey on until he comes to "a meeting of the two

roaring waters," and when he has entreated "the strengthless

heads of the dead," then will many spirits come to him " ofthe dead

that be departed." The 'flitting' ghosts of the English poem
recall Homer's dtVo-ouo-u/, Od. X 495, and Virgil's 'volitare,' Aen.

VI 293, 329. Moreover, Arnold's messenger, as he journeys

through the darkness,

"must ever watch the northern Bear,

Who from her frozen height with jealous eye

Confronts the Dog and Hunter in the south,

And is alone not dipt in Ocean's stream,"

much as Odysseus, Od. V 270, steers his course by "the Bear^

which they likewise call the Wain, which turneth ever in one

place, and keepeth watch upon Orion, and alone hath no part in

the baths of Ocean." And the promise made to Hermod when

he is bidden to set forth to Hela's realm

:

"And they shall be thy guides, who have the power,"
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recalls the comforting words of Od. IV 827: "For lo, such a

friend goes to guide him, as all men pray to stand by them, for

that she hath the power {hvvarai ydp), even Pallas Athene."

In Arnold's version of the manner of Nanna's death—by a

"painless stroke" from Frea—we have the Homeric fancy which

ascribes the sudden death of women to the "gentle shafts" of

Artemis; compare Od. XI 173. And Hela's amazement when

the living Hermod appears before her

:

" Unhappy, how hast thou endured to leave

The light, and journey to the cheerless land ...

Being alive ?

"

repeats the amazement of the spirit of Anticleia, Od. XI 156:

"how didst thou come beneath the darkness and the shadow,

thou that art a living man?"^

When Hermod first addresses Balder in Hela's realm :

" Even in the abode of death, O Balder, hail !
"

we hear once more the cry of Achilles, II. XXIII 20, 180: "All

hail, Patroklos, even in the house of Hades." And a part of

the dialogue between them is a very clear echo of the dia-

logue between Odysseus and the shade of Achilles. Hermod is

speaking

:

'"And sure of all the happiest far art thou

Who ever have been known in earth or Heaven

;

Alive, thou wast of Gods the most beloved.

And now thou sittest crown'd by Hela's side,

Here, and hast honour among all the dead.'

He spake ; and Balder utter'd him reply . . .

' Hermod the nimble, gild me not my death !

Better to live a serf, a captured man.

Who scatters rushes in a master's hall.

Than be a crown'd king here, and rule the dead.'

"

Compare Od. XI 483 ff., where Odysseus is speaking: "'while

as for thee, Achilles, none other than thou wast heretofore the

most blessed of men, nor shall any be hereafter. For of old, in

the days of thy life, we Argives gave thee one honour with the

^ Messrs. Butcher and Lang (The Odyssey of Homer, p. 416) quote the

passage of the Kalevala, in which the Daughters of Death find a similar

difficulty when the living Wainamoinen tries to enter Tuonela, the Finnish

Hades.
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gods, and now thou art a great prince here among the dead.

Wherefore let not thy death be any grief to thee, Achilles.'

" Even so I spake, and he straightway answered me, and said :

' Nay, speak not comfortably to me of death, O great Odysseus.

Rather would I live on ground as the hireling of another, with a

landless man who had no great livelihood, than bear sway among

all the dead that be departed.'"

When Odin proposes to go to Hela's realm and bring back

Balder by force

:

" He spake, and his fierce sons applauded loud,"

we think of II. VIII 542 :

"So Hector spake: the Trojans roar'd applause," as it runs in

Tennyson's specimen translation. The same line recurs in II.

XVIII 310. And the words in which Balder is made to foretell

the downfall of heaven

:

" The day will come, when fall shall Asgard's towers,

And Odin, and his sons, the seed of Heaven,"

are modelled on the words of Hector, II. VI 450, or of Aga-

memnon, II. IV 164 : "the day shall come for holy Ilios to be laid

low, and Priam and the folk of Priam of the good ashen spear."

The ship-burial of the Old Norse story is retained in the English

poem, but many of the details are either omitted or modified.

For example, in the original account^ the gods are unable to

launch Balder's ship, and so send to Jotunheim for the giantess

Hyrrokin. She comes riding upon a wolf, with twisted serpents

for reins ; and while four Berserkers contrive to hold her plunging

steed, she goes to the prow, and launches the ship "with one

single push ; but the motion was so violent that fire sprang from

the underlaid rollers and all the earth shook." In Arnold's poem

this grim giantess is not mentioned at all, and the might of Thor

is made equal to the task

:

"and Thor

Set his stout shoulder hard against the stern

To push the ship through the thick sand;—sparks flew

From the deep trench she plough'd."

1 R. B. Anderson, The Younger Edda, p. 133; Karl Simrock, Die Edda,

p. 287.
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The ship, it will be noticed, becomes a classical ship—beached as

ships in Homer are beached, with the prow pointing toward the

sea,^ Again, in the Norse story Nanna dies of grief before

Balder's funeral-ship ; in Arnold's version she dies in Homeric

fashion, in her bed

:

" Frea, the mother of the Gods, with stroke

Painless and swift, set free her airy soul."

The grotesque incident of the dwarfwhom the angry Thor kicked

into the blazing pyre is omitted altogether. Moreover, in the

Edda "this funeral-pile was attended by many kinds of folk"

—

Odin and his ravens, Frea, and the Valkyries ; Frey drawn in his

chariot by the boar Gullinburste, Heimdal riding his steed Gull-

top, and Freya driving her cats ; there came also a great company

of frost-giants and mountain-giants. In Arnold's version most of

these details are omitted—whether as unclassical or as unessen-

tial—and the gods who remain become somehow nobler person-

ages. For the treatment is Homeric, and Homer is 'always

noble.'

In one of his letters'^ Arnold has something to say of Tennyson :

" The fault I find with Tennyson in his Idylls of the King is that

the peculiar charm and aroma of the Middle Age he does not

give in them," In the Preface of 1853 he had argued for the

Greek theory of poetic art :
" All depends upon the subject

;

choose a fitting action, penetrate yourself with the feeling of its

situations ; this done, everything else will follow." Just how far

the atmosphere or tone of the Norse mythology is reproduced in

' Balder Dead,' how thoroughly the author had penetrated him-

self with the feeling of its situations, I must leave it to others to

say. It is somewhat bewildering to hear Odin and Hermod and

Balder speaking in the very words of Achilles or Odysseus, and

then to see such very Homeric gods eating of the boar Serimner's

flesh, and drinking from "horns and gold-rimm'd skulls." One
is reminded of the Irish critic's protest against Conington's

verse translation of the Aeneid—"setting Virgil a-chorusing

with Sir Walter Scott and Clan-Alpine's boatmen.'" When

1 Compare II. XIII 333; XV 704; XVI 124.

'^Vol. I, p. 147 (Dec. i860).

2
J. Henry, Aeneidea, vol. I, p. 53.
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Arnold wrote his 'Sohrab and Rustum,' he took especial pains

to 'orientalize' the similes, because he thought they "looked

strange, and jarred, if Western."^ His sensitive ear could detect

"one continual falsetto" in the "pinchbeck Roman Ballads of

Lord Macaulay"^; but he seems to have found no incongruity of

details in his own deft mosaic of Norse and Homeric story.

Wilfred P. Mustard.
Haverford College, February i, 1901.

^ Letters, vol. I, p. 37.

^ On Translating Homer, pp. 187, 295.

i
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Nee facta impia fallacum hominum caelicolis placent.

Que tu neglegis at me miserum deseris in malis.

Cum ita scriptum sit in O et G codicibus, ilecesse fuit ut pro eo,

quod ferri non posset, que aliquod vocabulum e coniectura infer-

retur. Primum igitur codices recentiores et editiones veteres quos

exhibent, quam coniecturam Avantio Sillig, Guarino Baehrens

tribuit ; receperunt earn ex editoribus recentioribus Riese et Post-

gate, probavit Richter in Catullianis (progr. Lips. 1881), p. 5.

Facilior et fortasse etiam prior emendatio quae cui debeatur,

nescio ; sed iam pridem vulgata erat lectio, cum eam complures

huius saeculi editores receperunt, ut Lachmann, Rossbach, Vahlen

(in editione Hauptiana quarta, et, nisi fallor, iam ipse Haupt), Ellis,

Merrill, Palmer. Maluit L. Mueller qtiod scribere, cum d finalem

"sinedubio sequentisverbi litera initiali" haustam esseaffirmaret

;

quern secutus Owen corruptelam tamen e compendio scripturae

ortam esse putat, quoniam e qd nota facile q: effici potuerit. Priora

aspernatus Baehrens quern coniecit, quae et ipsa facilis erat emen-

datio ; sed cum ad amiculi vocabulum pronomen reiativum

spectare deberet, etiam ordo versuum necessario commutabatur,

ut V. 5 post V. 3 poneretur. Sed ipse Baehrens in commentario

post decennium emisso suam sententiam reliquit, Munronis pro-

bavit, qui (Crit. and Elucid., p. 114) commate post placent inter-

pungi et quom scribi iussit. Denique quels, i. e. quibus, dubitanter

coniecit H. Richards, CI. Rev. XI, p. 304, coll. L. Muell. ad

Catull. LXIV 31.

Certe, si quae scribas, a lectione codicum vix disceditur ; sed de

sensu dubitatum est. Nam qui primus id scripsit, voluit fortasse

(nihil enim de ea re comperi) sic intellegi, quasi ad eam quae

antecedit enuntiationem pronomen reiativum spectaret
;
quae

tamen enuntiatio cum unam tantum notionem complectatur, dubi-

taverunt viri docti, num recte sic pluralis adhiberetur, quem ad

plures sive res sive notiones referri debere opinatur Ellis in adno-

tatione ad v. 3; cf. etiam H. Bluemner, Nov. Ann., 1885, pp. 879
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sqq. Ilium igitur sensum cum L. Mueller exhibere vellet, singu-

larem pro plurali posuit
;
quae autem lectionem cum et Ellis et

Merrill retinere mallent, lacunam ille statuit, hie ita interpretatus

est, ut quae ad impia facta spectare, neglegis idem quod negle-

genter committis valere censuerit. Sed neque in neglegendi verbo

sic simpliciter posito committendi notio inest sed omittendi, neque

ex eo quo Merrill nisus est loco, Hor. C. I 28, 30-31, negle-

genter ac temere facere idem esse efficitur. lam vero H. Magnus,

Ann. Burs., 1885, p. 258, brevissime sane quaesivit, an omnino

iusta esset ilia de qua dixi dubitatio, neque quid ipse de ea re

sentiret, plenius exposuit. Venerat ei fortasse in mentem, apud

Graecos interdum pronomen plurali numero poni, ubi singularem

potius exspectes
;
qua de re nuper monuit Milden in dissertatione

Hopkinsiensi quae inscribitur "Limitations of the Predicative

Position in Greek," p. 33. Ille unum affert locum, de quo

disputat, Isocr. I 34, alia exempla in Ponickavii de Isocratis

Demonicea libello congesta esse testatur; qui liber cum mihi

praesto non sit, apponam quae ipse collegi : Isae. Ill 48 ytvo\ilv<i>v

avToiv, quod ad verba if e'^ eraipas ova-av airrjv f'yyvaadai SpeCtat
;

Isocr. XVII 24 TovTots fCT;(vpi6r(r^at, 1. e. tw to ypafifxareiov 8te-

(f)ddp6ai', Dem. XXIII 126 rvyxdpfiv Tovrav, 1. e. tov ttoXltos yfufadai',

LIX 86 vntp a\iTa>v ] Plat. Gorg. 448 A avra raZra ] Ar. Ran.

598, 695-6. Etiam Dem. XXXVI 30 si, ut Sandys, Reiskii inter-

pretationem sequaris, verba avrSiv tovtcov idem significant atque

id quod paulo ante praecedit roiro; aliter in commentario suo.

Act. Sem. Erlang. IV 131, Huettner interpretatur, sed minus

probabiliter, qui neque avrcbp pronominis vim neque d|to)^eio-i

participii sensum satis videatur servavisse.

Catullum igitur ex imitatione Graecorum sic locutum esse

credo, quamquam pluralem id genus etiam Romani fortasse in

legibus edictis sim. usurpaverunt ; cf. Rhet. ad Her. I 21 senatus

decrevit, si earn legem ad populum ferat, adversus rem publicam

videri ea facere ; Fest., p. 233 M. e formula praetoria, uti nunc

possidetis eum fundum ... ita possideatis, adversus ea vim fieri

veto. Et verba adversus ea, ad notiones modo unam modo plures

spectantia, saepius recurrunt, sed ea paene pro adverbio fuisse ex

Sc. de Bac. 24 apparet : quel advorsum ead fecissent quam suprad

scriptum est : quo magis veri simile est, e Graeco Catullum potius

quam e iuris sermone hausisse, praesertim cum CatuUiano loco

ille simillimus sit, quem e Rhet. ad Her. attuli, ubi verba ipsa
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1

senatusconsulti fideliter tradita esse vix licet confidenter affirmare.

Sed quod Cicero, C. M. 49, ilia posuit, animadvertendum est, ea

quae sequitur enuntiatione duas contineri notiones, quarum altera

per participium, altera per infinitives exprimitur; cf. Dem. XLI
15 ; Ar. Ran. 610 sq., 693 sqq.

At etiam in primo versus 4 vocabulo viri docti haesitaverunt,

cum coniunctionem copulativam male adhiberi iudicarent
;
qua

opinione aliqua ex parte moti sunt et Lachmann, ut hos versus in

finem carminis relegaret, et Ellis, ut lacunam statueret. Nunc
Baehrens, mim coniecit Schwabe, quern Postgate secutus est

;

neque banc coniecturam aut Riese aut L. Mueller improbavit,

quamquam hie in textu nihil mutavit, non ille maluit, quod etiam

Richtero placuit. Cur tamen coniunctio offenderet, Ellis non

exposuit, dum nihil aliud nisi nee sensu carere dicit
;
quod autem

de inepta affirmatione Baehrens protulit, id eo minus operae est

refellere, quod rationibus parum aptis ipsius coniectura nititur.

At Bluemner 1. 1. ita scripsit :
" Der anschluss dieses gedankens

an den vorhergehenden durch das blosse nee ist entschieden auf-

fallend ; man erwartet bei einem so starken gegensatze, wie er

hier stattfindet, eine deutliche gegenuberslellung durch eine ad-

versativpartikel, zum mindesten aber die reine negation, nicht den

copulativen anschluss mit nee^ Hoc quid sit, haereo ; neque

enim profecto id negare voluit, satis crebro apud Latinos con-

iunctionem copulativam occurrere, ubi linguae vel Germanicae vel

Anglicae consuetudo particulam magis requirat adversativam.

At ne hoc quidem dici potest, respuendam esse illam, si res

plane dissimiles componantur, cum Ciceronis, Off. Ill 41, haec

verba sint: "id quod utile videbatur neque erat." Sed mihi ne

videntur quidem ea, quae hoc versu efferuntur, adeo cum ante-

cedentibus pugnare, ut in coniunctione visadversandi agnoscenda

sit; de illo potius usu cogitandum est, quem tangit Naegelsbach,

StiP., p. 720: '^Und 2war nieht. So steht neque allerdings

zumeist in parenthetisch eingeschobenen Satzen, wie Liv. 28, 42,

^ • • • 5) 53) 3 • • • Aber doch auch am Anfang selbstandiger

Perioden: 3, 36, 4." Eius generis etiam haec sunt : Liv. I 28, 6

nee ea culpa; Rhet. ad Her. HI 15 nee hoc genus causae; ib. 39
nee nos banc verborum memoriam ; Liv. I 23 fin. nee mirari

oportet; Veil. I 3, 3 neque est quod miremur; ib. 17, i neque hoc

in Graecis ; adde etiam locutiones quae sunt nee mirum, ncqve

iniuria. In quibus omnibus vox, ut ita dicam, monentis est; et
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a non tali modo nee differt, ut illud simpliciter et cum gravitate

neget, huic minus gravitatis sed vis insit vividior, et illud quasi

vocis intentionem, hoc quasi digiti sublationem reddat.

Altera sane exstat interpretatio, qua nee aliqui tuentur ; nam id

vocabulum "more prisco pro non positum " esse primus A. Statius,

ut videtur (cf. Baehr. ad h. 1.), tum Munro et eum secutus Merrill

censuerunt. Breviter Munro in Adversariis rem tetigit, plura

idem protulit in adnotatione ad Lucret. II 23, cum eis exemplis

niteretur, quae in libello de particulis, p. 24, Ribbeck congesserat.

Sed quae tum de neque indefinite Ribbeck disseruit, ea hodie vix

quisquam in universum tuebitur; ita enim loqui videtur, quasi

etiam apud eos, qui post Augustum scriptores fuerunt, neque

baud idem quod ne—quidem valeat, sed pro 7i07i semper accipi-

endum sit. Neque vero nunc probatur (vid. e. g. Schmalz^ p.

455), quod in excursu ad Cic. Fin. tertio, p. 821, Madvig affir-

mavit, nee pro ne—qiiidem Livium admittere noluisse
;
qui etiam sic

admisit, ut per earn particulam neque adderetur aliquid neque res

augeretur sed tantum expressius affirmaretur, velut I 25, 6 qui nee

procul aberat ; cf. Xen. An. I 3, 12 koI yap ovde noppa 8oKovpev poi

avToi KaO^a-dai. Nuper autem (Philol, LVIII) Frederking, ei

quoque sententiae adversatus quae ex auctoritate Madvigii usque

adhuc valuit (cf. tamen etiam Kuehn. II 660-1), recte, ut opinor,

contendit Ciceronem quoque «^r tali sensu adhibuisse; id enim

et Catullus fecit (LXVI 73 nee si, i. e. oiS' el, cl. etiam Post-

gate ad LXII 59) et Lucretius (VI 1214 neque se possent co-

gnoscere ut ipsi, i. e. prjS' avroi avrovs). Haec poetarum sunt,

concedo ; at Cicero, Caesari plane contrarius, ut adversus res

novas timidus, ita in novis vocabulis locutionibusque audax fuit;

qui si ei pro etiam posuit, certe nulla causa est. quin eum etiam in

negatione Graecos imitatum esse credamus. Neque vero in hac

re primus novavit ; nam neque pro ne—qiiidein etiam priscos admi-

sisse Gildersleeve-Lodge, §480, n. i, affirmant, idque Plauto

Schmalz\ 455 tribuit.

Aliud tamen est priscum illud nec^ quod saepe apud Plautum

aliosque eiusdem aetatis scriptores occurrere temere aliqui dixe-

runt, cum re vera in paucis tantum locis locutionibusque inveni-

atur. Hoc adverbium non nisi per nee recte scribi et O. Mueller

(Suppl. Adnot. ad Fest., p. 387) et Buecheler (Nov. Ann,, 1863,

p. 785) existimaverunt; quare etiam Kayser in Cic. Legg. II 22

nee pro eo quod est in codicibus neque recepit. At ibidem
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C. F. W. Mueller codicum lectionem retinet ; cf. Ribbeck 1. 1.

quaeque Planta, II 469 profert : "Das o(skisch) u(mbrische)

p widerlegt die Meinung dass nec = non deiktisches c enthalte

(Draeg. II 67 f.). Eher konnte man ein indefinites -que -c -p

(also eigentlich " nicht irgend ") neben dem copulativen annehmen
(vgl. z. B. Schmalz^ 461 ; Stokes-Bezzenberger bei Fick, IP 62)."

In compositis an etiam neg- factum sit, illis statuendum relinquo,

quorum de talibus rebus indicium est ; sed nee opinans et nee

opinatus pro compositis haberi nolo, cum et sic separatim scripta

occurrant (cf. Ter. Andr. 180, Haut. 186 Umpf., Lucr. Ill 959) et

in B. Alex. 63 et 75, B. Afr. 66 7ieque op. legamus, ut haec

vocabula etiam extremis liberae reipublicae temporibus nondum
in unum confusa esse colligas; sane in alio numero necopinus est

adiectivum, quod neque vere compositum et coniunctim semper

scribendum est.

lam nee adverbium in XII Tabularum reliquiis occurrit : V 4
cui suus heres nee escit, 7 b ast ei custos nee escit, VIII 16 si

adorat furto quod nee manifestum erit. Etiam V 5 plerumque sic

scribitur, codices tamen neseit praebent, quod tuetur Stolz, ed. 2,

p. 313; ed. 3, p. 126. His igitur locis vere adverbium est, quo-

niam nisi cum verbo non adhibetur; quamquam enim uno loco,

VIII 16, adiectivo praepositum est, tamen vi sua verbum quoque

afficit. At in eis locutionibus, quae multis saeculis postea apud

iuris scriptores exstantes nee priscum exhibent, alia ratio obtinet

;

nam si de rebus nee mancipi aut de furto nee manifesto illi dis-

serunt, nunquam hanc particulam ad verbum trahunt, sed cum
vocabulo sequenti artissime coniungitur, neque ab in- dififert nisi

quod separatim scribitur; quod iam in Gai definitione satis appa-

ret: III 185 nam quod manifestum non est, id nee manifestum

est. At etiam clarior res fit, si particula nullo modo ad verbum
referri potest, velut Gai. II 18: magna autem differentia est inter

mancipi res et nee mancipi. At Plautinae aetatis media quaedam
ratio est; particula enim, cum ad verbum quoque pertineat,

tamen cum alia parte orationis, eaque adverbio, artius videtur

coniungi, ut in his : Naev. B. P. 53 B., 71 M. quod bruti nee satis

sardare queunt ; Cat. agr. 141, 4 si quid tibi ... neque satis

factum est; Turpil. ap. Fest., p. 162 M. nee recte dici mihi quod
iam dudum audio. Et nee reete dicere sexies apud Plautum

occurrere Lorenz ad Most. 240 docet: As. 155, 471, Bac. 119,

Most. 240, Poen. 516, Ps. 1085 ; semel etiam nee recie logui, Bac.
3
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735. At plerumque viale dicere vel loqui in consuetudine fuit, et

satis si negative efiferre volebant, parum dicebant. Neque vero

negaverim, etiam non rede (ut Cic. Lael. 59) et non satis in usu

fuisse, sed in his particula negativa ab adverbio disiungi potest,

sicut Quintilianus, VII, pr. §1 satis non )?5/ scripsit, in illis autem

non disiungitur. Ergo si Plautina aetate non nisi in illis locutio-

nibus nee pro 7wn adhibetur, sic statuere licet, illas e vetustiore

tempore receptas Plautum aequalesque eius ita admisisse ut nihil

earum mutare auderent, nee autem indefinitum nisi in illis traditum

non fuisse et e consuetudine loquendi iampridem abiisse.

Contra quam sententiam facere mihi quidem non videtur locus

ille Ennianus, Trag. 78 R, cui nee arae patriae domi stant, fractae

disiectae iacent ; nam hie nee pro ne—quidem esse iam collocatio

ipsa verborum et totius loci contextus satis evidenter declarant.

Magis disputandi locus est in Enn. A. 288, 3 B., 453 M. sed nee

pote quisquam undique nitendo corpus discerpere ferro
;
poterat

enim fieri ut 7iec pote pro nequit veteres usurparent. Sed cum
in Plauti fabulis et^*?/*? satis frequenter adhibeatur neque illud nee

desit, tamen coniuncta nusquam inveniuntur ; et sed nee si apud

posteriores legimus (ut Ov. P. I i, 19; Tac. A. IV 34; Mart. IV

87> 5)> turn e Graeco id translatum esse facile concedimus.

Veri simile autem est, saepius in certis coniunctionibus ver-

borum tales translationes primum factas esse, velut et pro

etiam Cicero aut post quasdam particulas aut cum pronomine

posuit (vid. Gildersleeve-Lodge, §478, n, 2) ; et quamquam in eo

quem Ennius versum exprimebat, II. n 107, oiSe bvvavTo est, haud

mirum tamen si ille, cum verbum pro verbo non redderet, adver-

sandi notionem maiore vi efferre et sic vertere maluit, quasi aW olht

legeretur. Quod si fecit, tum apud eum quoque, sicut apud Liv. I

25, 6, nee intendendi tantum vim habet, sicut apud Latinos inter-

dum 7te—q2iidem(ci. Rhet. ad Her. Ill 15, IV 10; Cic. Catil. Ill

24) et apud Graecos olbt vel fxr]be; cf. Plat. Rep. 328 C; Philem.

99, I K.; Anaxandr. 12, 3 K. Atque particulam hoc sensuaccipi-

endam existimo in II. A 119, ^i' 493 eVei ovSt eoiicec, quamquam
Kuehner, Gr. Gr. II 834, Naegelsbachium secutus sic interpre-

tatur :
" well sich's gar nicht einmal ziemt, geschweige denn dass

es billig ware"; quam interpretationem etiam Leaf, sed non sine

dubitatione, recipit. At particula si duas notiones inter se oppo-

nit, aut exprimuntur ambae aut ex altera altera intellegitur
;

extrinsecus autem inferri nihil debet. Idem sensus est in m 212,
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ubi particula bis ponitur ; cf. etiam T 295 ovhi fiev ov8f }i eaa-Kes, e

cuius simili loco pendere videtur Cir. 239 quod nee sinit Adrastea.

At tertius locus obstare videtur: Plaut. Trin. 281 sqq. nolo ego

cum inprobis te viris, gnate mi, neque in via neque in foro nec-

ullum sermonem exsequi ; sic enim et Brix et Schoell scripserunt,

cum in A codice neg. ullum, in ceteris ullum sit. Atque olim

magis placere poterat nectdlus, quia etiam necuter receptum

erat
;
quod postquam nuper (Rh. M. LII) validis rationibus Birt

expulit, de illo altero iam liberius dubitare licet. Et mihi quidem

Plautus non secus atque is qui Cirim conscripsit (Cir. 270 nee

ullo volnere) Graecum illud ov5e elf in linguam Latinam transtu-

lisse videtur ; sed tamen si ei necullum vel neque ulhmi ex dome-

stica copia in promptu fuisse concedimus, aliud nihil efficitur nisi

banc verborum coniunctionem eum ex vetustioribus recepisse

;

ipsum vero nee Plautum ita recepisse, ut id ad suum arbitrium

adhibere et cum quolibet verbo coniungere posset, non efficitur.

Sane Cicero, cum in formis quibusdam legum confingendis inter

alia vetusta etiam nee pro non admitteret, ita locutus est quasi

nequaquam vetustissimum sermonem referre vellet ; cf. Legg. II 18

" sunt certa legum verba, Quinte, neque ita prisca, ut in veteribus

XII sacratisque legibus, et tamen, quo plus auctoritatis habeant,

paulo antiquiora quam hie sermo est." Ex qua oratione haec

colligere licet, et in legibus post deeemviralem aetatem con-

scriptis nee adhibitum fuisse (cuius rei tamen nulla exempla super-

sunt) et id nisi in legibus exstare Ciceronem quidem non existi-

mavisse. Quod tum quoque ille recte opinari poterat, si Plautini

illius nee recte et nee satis Naeviani et eius, quo ipse utebatur,

nee opinatHS optime meminerat; neque enim in sermone suae

aetatis nee quovis modo adhibitum sed solum in illis norat locu-

tionibus.

At quod in Verg. Eel. IX 6 nee priscum vulgo agnoverunt,

animadvertendum est, magis id iure fortasse veteres grammaticos

fecisse quam qui huius saeculi editores idem senserunt. Nam
Donatus cum in Ter. Ph. 678 legisset

quae quidem illi res vortat male

haec adnotavit: "non desinit poeta ostendere avaritiam Demi-

phonis, qui nee ideo libenter fert dari aliquid Phormioni, quia sic

commodum ei est. Virgilius [Eel. IX 6] hos illi, quod nee bene

vertat, mittimus hoedos." Grammaticus de ethesin tantum
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loquitur, de oratione nihil dicit; at tamen ex eo ordine verborum,

quern in versu Vergiliano exscribendo servat, suspicari possis, ut

pro male dicere exstabat nee recte dicere, sic etiam nee bene

vertere pro male vertere in aliqua consuetudine fuisse. Sed nunc

editores nee vertat bene scribere malunt cum propter optimi

codicis Palatini auctoritatem turn quia numerosius sic verba

cadunt. Quae si vera lectio est, etiam hie Graecae linguae ves-

tigia agnoscenda censeo, ut nee pro [vqhi sit; quod autem in

enuntiatione et relativa et optativa intendendi causa particula

adhibetur, id fortasse ne in Graeco quidem sermone multum in

usu fuit, neque aliud mihi exemplum in promptu est ; sed tamen

fere simile illud est Antiphontis, I 23, 6 Ka\ iToiTj<TaTe. At si quis

aliter sentit, ei demonstrandum erit, nee priscos etiam pro 7ie

admisisse ;
quod ad pervincendum non multum valet is locus, in

quo solo ita admittitur, Cic. Legg. Ill 6 nee esto, ubi nei pro fiee

Buecheler 1. 1. scribi iussit.

Rutgers College. GUILELMUS HAMILTON KiRK.
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A Greek philosopher, Euhemerus by name, who seems to have Euhemerism.

been neither fool nor cynic, declared that the gods originally were

excellent and notable men, transplanted after death to heaven.

There was also a school of Hindu ' legendarians ' {ditihdsikcC)

who made bold, for instance, to reduce the A9vins, the Ciifh^ Koipoi

(cf. Vedic dzvo napdta), to the position of pious kings of yore

{rdjdndu punyakrtdu^). This is just what the author of the

Odyssey does (xi. 300 ff) : he makes heroes of them,

' Kastor, the tamer of horses, and Poludeukes, skilled with his fist . . .

They died and received honor like unto the gods.'

The possibility of Euhemerism appears in many quarters of

Indian religious history. The Hindus stood ready at all times to

efface the line that parts gods and men. The gods sin and ' wipe

off' their sins on a scape-god Trita who in turn wipes them off on

wicked men. The gods perform sacrifices. Asceticism or spir-

itual fervor (Japas) is a creative instrument in their hands, but

men vie with them in this ; it becomes necessary at times to divert

the tapas of great ascetics, when it threatens to shake the founda-

tions of the universe, by dispatching (in the manner of the St.

Anthony episode) divine nymphs on their customary mission. In

Buddhism the gods are passably good Buddhists, as Professor

Rhys Davids aptly puts it. The Brahmans say that there are two

kinds of gods : divine gods, and Brahman gods ; from their point

of view this is, I am sure, neither as naive nor as impudent as it

has seemed to be at first sight. The gods descend from heaven

{avaiar) and men ascend to be gods. During the last fifty years

there were still leading Vedanta preachers of the Brahma, so holy,

so sanctifying in character and example, that their canonization

by popular voice as Paramahahsas, ' supreme spirits,' comes dan-

gerously close to identifying them with God himself.

We need not attempt to conceive of natural religion, of religion

1 Yaska Nirukta xii, i.
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that is not controlled by academic commands, as ever entirely

free from hero worship : the hero may be canonized or made
into a god. The impressive object-lesson of superiority, physical

or spiritual, may make a god of a tribal chief, a Roman emperor,

or a Hindu ascetic. This is the true element in Euhemerism ; in

the outer world that surrounds each human being, there is a

power, constant, intimate and compelling, namely, the power of

other men. Let this but exhibit itself dominant or helpful to an

unusual degree, and it must be conciliated or gratefully adored;

here is some of the raw material out of which a god maybe made.

Yet science has wisely repudiated Euhemerism as a general

theory of religion, because the contact between man and man is

but a patch of the complex tissue of existence ; there are other

relations which man has to establish with forces even more exact-

ing, and certainly more mysterious. At the present time Euhe-

merists are trying their hand exceedingly in the explanation of

Vedic mythology. The theory is a convenient catch-all for almost

any mythological fact of obscure origin, for it obliterates conve-

niently the distinction between things hard to interpret and things

that require no interpretation at all.

Father- Worship of the Manes (Fathers and Mothers) is in principle
Worship.

j^Q^. yei-y different from the preceding. What shall primitive man
do with his deceased relations that have become poor relations

all at once? Death does not rid him of them, for they appear in

dreams and visions. They hover over the hearth, they are at the

table and must be fed. The frdddhas, feasts set out for the

Fathers, are the most important religious act of the ordinary

Hindu. The Greek dalficov {dvOpaTrodaificov) and fjpa>s require per-

sonal attention. The same is true of the Roman Lares and

Penates who are coupled with the worship of Vesta, the goddess

of the hearth ; they all testify to the persistent intimacy between

the living and the dead. Worship of the dead is an important

factor in religion, rising here and there to a supreme position. It

is predestined also to assimilate itself to god- worship. The dead

may require order and government like the living ; hence the

Chthonic gods (Hades and Persephone, x^di/iot deoC) rule the spirits

of the dead (;^^oj'toi, ej/epot).^ Or there maybe a Father Epony-

mos, a pioneer Father, who discovers the permanent abode of the

departed ; hence Yama, the son of Vivasvant, who has found the

^Fairbanks, A. J. Ph. xxi. 243.
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bright places where the Fathers carry on a delightful existence in

his company. Yama is first of all a king; next, king of the dead,

Pluto ; and finally a god.

In primitive times a rich field for religious impressions is found 'Auto-

in what is usually spoken of as animism or spiritism. Both terms '"^'^ *^'"'

are open to objection ; they can not belong to a primitive stage of

religious evolution, since soul and spirit with their implied human
twofoldness, baffling even to the modern philosopher, can not be

counted conceptions of primitive savage man. But the narrower

and best sense in which animism is used is not to be misunder-

stood ; I mean what might be more properly called automor-

phism. Taking as a class the living organic beings ordinarily

seen, that is, man himself and the animal world beside himself,

we know that they are reproduced in man's consciousness in

countless exalted and distorted forms. That is to say, they serve

as a suggestion for other shapes, other bodies that evolve them-

selves before the mind with a degree of reality scarcely less than

that of the man and beasts he meets in his daily life. Night, full

of vague and flitting shapes; the fire that dispels them, while

itself producing them ; the clouds and vapors that hover over

mountains and marshes reproduce and exaggerate the shapes of

men and beasts to the point of independent creation, almost ex

nihilo. Dreams, nightmares, delirium, and hallucination fill the

mind with delightful and monstrous fancies in which the auto-

morphic figures become so real that they may not be doubted.

The Upanisads, an intellectually far advanced product of the

Hindu mind, pretty nearly, if not quite, believe in the reality of

dream-life. By its own light the human mind fashions the

materials seen while awake into a new world of forms:

' In the state of dream he roameth up and down
As a god creates for himself many forms.

Now joyfully dallying with women,

Now beholding monstrous forms.'

—Brhad-Aranyaka-Upanimd'w. 3. 13.

How inextricable is the mutual entanglement of real and

visionary life in the consciousness of early man we can scarcely

realize, still less certainly can we count the number of more or

less divine personalities, especially of the uncanny, demoniac sort,

that have been recruited from visions.
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Nature- All this material for making gods taken collectively is in reality

Worship, nothing but the deification of human persons, or persons shaped

in the image of man. The religious object is the will of these

persons ; the religious motive is their conciliation ; the religious

act is praising and giving to these persons, that is, prayer and

sacrifice. Now the discovery of the Veda has established the

following important fact. From what precedes we may presume

that primitive man was conscious of his own power of perception

and volition, else how could he ascribe to others helpful or dis-

turbing exercise of these functions? The Vedic hymns, though

themselves high up in the scale of human production, have con-

vinced us that primitive man at his very awakening to conscious-

ness extended these simple processes of reasoning to inanimate

nature, or, let us say even more broadly, to his inanimate sur-

roundings. The phenomena and forces of nature, no less than the

human and automorphic shapes are ever active ; man's being and

well-being is altogether dependent upon them. The earth that

nourishes ; the heavens that fructify the earth (father and mother)
;

the sun, source of light ; wind, rain, lightning and fire ; they are

all in motion and action. They are all, too, forces which man is

bound to recognize as superior to himself A simple step forward

in primitive reasoning endows these forces with will and intention,

personification follows of sheer necessity, and again man must

establish a modus vivendi with these persons. The grander forces

of nature are not the only living things. The forest is alive with

trees, the plain with plants; the rivers with waters; the moun-

tains with clouds; and even rocks and stones, more or less

shaped, simulate form, life, will and intention. These processes

go on as civilization dots the environment of man with artificial

objects. The sheltering house has life, personality, and divinity
;

the ' goddess furrow,' Sita, becomes in time one of the most

charming figures of Hindu myth and story ; the nourishing por-

ridge, that puts on a home-spun garment, the staple fee of the

Brahmans, in a moment of recklessness turns god ; the battle-

drum, the spear and the 'trusty blade,' ^ and even the senseless

stone or stump by the road-side (fetish) may be at any moment

irradiated by the will and intention that is seen shining in them to

such an extent that they appear to be gods.

1 Beowulf's swords, Naegling and Hrunting ; King Arthur's Escalaber.

Cf. Gummere, Germanic Origins, p. 246.
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But there is left over a kind of god even more shadowy than Symbolic

many of those egoistic (and egotistic) personages who can ^^ ,

exercise their wills in a manner favorably or unfavorably to man.

I mean the abstract gods, according to the usual designation;

since, however, many of the abstract gods are not entirely

abstract, let us say the symbolic gods. To this there can be no

objection whatever ; this type of divinity at whatsoever stage of

development we may meet with it symbolizes something desired

or feared. It is a quality or condition, good or bad, useful or

noxious, that has turned divine ; the quality itself may exist in

nature, but it is not the special property of any one natural object.

More often the quality is even more subjective; it exists only in

the mind. Such gods, for instance, as 'Health,' and 'Immor-

tality ' ;
' Fear,' and ' Grudge,' are symbolic to the last degree,

they simply record a desire, an anxiety, a fear, an aversion. To
sum up, the so-called abstract gods are the symbolic gods, in the

first instance nothing but mental experiences of qualities, good

and bad, subjective valuations of these qualities from the personal

point of view of a given individual. We may, therefore, also

define them as subjective gods, in distinction from all the other

classes of gods, outlined at the beginning, who are in some way

based upon an object, who are objective.

If I am not mistaken, the chronology of the symbolic gods is Chronology

implied in the definition just given. I mean, as my readers will
g ^j^ ij„

easily guess, that they are primitive, that the state of mind needed Gods,

to form them is absolutely that of natural man ; if the state of

mind existed, some form of expressing it is not likely to have

long been wanting. There is, to be sure, a vague feeling among
readers of religious literature that there is something ' secondary'

about these gods. We need but remember Virtue, Honor, Repu-

tation, Love, and Hate, all spelled with capital letters, all common
in modern poetry and oratory, to understand that symbolic divini-

ties can be, and no doubt largely are the product of an advanced,

artistic, plastic, reflective state of mind. That they are almost as

common in Homer, Hesiod and the Veda as with modern poets

proves only that ancient poetry operates with the same instru-

ments and figures as modern poetry ; or shall we say that modern

poetry has not weaned itself from ancient models in this respect ?

The appeal to the imagination made by such glib personifications

has at all times found response ; they count among the safest
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assets of him that speaks poetically or rhetorically. But though

the records of artistic literature can tell us nothing about the actual

time when these gods began, we may nevertheless reason safely

that they are founded upon the bed-rock of early human con-

sciousness. Can we imagine a time when a savage shaking with

ague in the forest, or in his primitive hut, did not crave the quality

' warm '; or, when burning with fever, did not long for the quality

'cool'? The Atharva-Veda 'makes obeisance' to 'cool and to

hot fever,' In various parts of the earth fever is cured by tying

a frog, the coolest of animals, to the body of the patient.

How The Veda has taught us the lesson of the nature-gods (anthro-

G°d*^
pomorphic gods), so that we shall not forget it; it may serve us

are Made, equally well with the symbolic gods. Symbolism is based upon

the crude notion that qualities have a kind of independent indi-

vidual existence, aside from the concrete objects that possess a

given quality. Let us take, e. g., the obvious fact that there is

much in nature round about man that is red in color. Primitive

man, though notoriously awkward in devising names for color,

was surely conscious of that color-quality which we call red, as

well as of the other principal colors. Now in jaundice the com-

plexion turns yellow
;
yet all about in nature there is the quality

' red.' Naturally, the wish and aim of the jaundiced person is to

apply to himself the abundant redness that is in nature :
* Oh,

that I were red, instead of yellow !
' He wishes red, he wishes

away yellow: the wish positive or negative in connection with

some quality is surely the first step in making a symbolic god.

And now the wish is realized as much as possible, first in thought

next in exclamation (prayer), and finally by hugging the desired

quality as closely as may be, and by removing (exorcising) the

abhorrent quality. This is charm and amulet. Red, the color of

life and health (' heute roth morgen todt ') is the quality, destined

to become a god to those suffering from jaundice, and, less par-

ticularly, to all that crave health and life

:

' Up to the sun shall go thy jaundice, in the color of the red

bull do we envelop thee.'

' Into parrots, thrushes, and yellow wag -tails (7iota bene, all

yellow birds) do we put thy jaundice.'

—

{Aiharva- Veda i. 22).

And then something red is placed upon the patient to be worn as

an amulet.
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Soon we have a god ' Red' (Rohita). Now begins the process The

ofpiHng upon this very simple fiction all possible myth-making acts ^^^ 'Red.

derived from the grosser sphere of the visible gods. The thing

that is most especially red and lusty in great nature is the sun;

the god of red quality, Rohita, is drawn irresistibly to become an

attribute, a special manifestation of the sun-god. It is not good
for a god, any more than for man, to be alone ; from the rib of

the god Rohita (masculine, ' He-Red') is fashioned Rohinl (femi-

nine, 'She-Red'). After that we may leave the happy couple to

the tender mercies of poets, story-tellers, old women in the

nursery, and even to philosophers ; they will paint the two figures,

with such outline, color, and perspective as they can command,
into the great picture of the national pantheon.

Let me hold closely to the thread of my argument. The simple- Verbal

minded reasoning at the bottom of all this is that the quality Red» ^o"^-

having some sort of objective existence, is in truth itself an object;

if an object, we know from what has preceded, that it may have

will ; if will, intention: again, the real purpose of the god-making

act is to coax that intention, so that it may be favorable to him

that coaxes. Color is a very noticeable, a very salient quality,

but any quality will do; so, e. g., audible quality, the sound of a

thing as conveyed by its very name. We may take it for granted

that primitive folk are not able to distinguish very sharply

between the name of a thing and its other more inherent quali-

ties
;
yea, for that matter, between the name of a thing and the

thing itself Natural man manipulates language sensitively and

fruitfully, without the interference that comes from a critical under-

standing of the processes of word-making. He is full of the

belief—not quite dead yet—that the names of things are there by

nature (0iio-ei) ; he is not the least bit worried by the truth that he

himself and his ancestors have invented the names and have

attached them to things (deaei).

The Hindus were great grammarians and phonetists, but they

never seemed able, not even in their Brahmanical and Buddhistic

philosophies, to hold apart the names and the essence of things

(jidma and riipa). Hence their etymologies are almost invariably

childish and silly. If the name of anything sounds in a certain

way, that sound is for them as much part of the thing as its chem-

ical constituents. Therefore the name, no less inherent a quality

than the color of a thing, may become a trusted basis for making
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divinities (jiomina numina). There is a 'god barley.' The
name of barley is yava ; the verb stem ydvaya means ' defend.'

The common formula, jV'^e't? ^siydvaydsmad dvesali ' barley (i. e.,

defender) art thou, defend us from hatred,' catches the theogonic

process in the very act. It is easy to prove the example : if in San-

skntyava were sounded with the sounds oihordeum, gerste,ox Ceial,

there would be no god ' barley.' The Sanskrit word for life and

living vsjlva; any plant that has a similar sound, like jivanil or

jivald is life-giving, has supernatural power by virtue of its name.

A favorite plant for sorcery is called apdmdrga ; its power comes

to it from its supposed etymological connection with the verb

apa-via7'j ' wipe away.' In Hindu charms this plant is constantly

implored to wipe away diseases, to wipe out demons and wizards,

to wipe off sins and evils of all sorts. For better or for worse the

real divine element here is the ' god wiper,'

Mythology In this remote corner of the land of myth we may find a safe,

a Disease j-hQUprh verv modest, home for the famous theory that myths are
or Language. <-> - '

i r i
•

a disease of language. If we regard, as was once the fashion,

analogy in language as a disease (' false analogy '), then mythology

is a disease of language precisely in the degree that mythic

figures are created or strongly modified by analogy at work upon

the names ofthese mythic figures. 'A^poSiV*; and 'AippodvTr], whether

they come from Shemitic Ishtar or not, are surely names the

first of which coquets with d(})p6s 'foam,' the second both with

d({>p6s and 8va 'enter.' If once these two verbal ideas were read

into the name of the 'foam -born' goddess they became as much
part of her mythogonic apparatus as was the famous root dyu

'shine 'in the production of Zeii?. Again and again the Hindu

myth makes female relatives for mighty {fakra') Indra out of

words for strength. Indra is at first gacipati, 'lord of might.'

But pati happens to mean ' husband ' as well as ' lord '

;
gacipati

is thought to mean 'husband of ^aci' ; hence we have his ' steady

company' wife ^acl. Another, rather temporary wife, Prasaha,

is similarly abstracted from another of Indra's e^^\\}iie^.'s>, prdsahas-

pati 'lord of strength.' His mother (7az/a.y/" 'Strength ' is a pain-

fully obvious precipitate from Indra's epithets gavasali sunuli and

putrali gavasali ' son of strength '
; from the stem gavas ' strength

'

the old lady is derived with the help of the obligato feminine

ending i. Sanskrit scholars need not be reminded that siira, a

common classical word for ' god' is but a pendant to asicra ' devil,'
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at a time when the latter word was felt in popular etymology to

be a-sura 'not bright.' But asura at first meant simply 'spirit.'

The goddess Diti, of undefinable character, is but an afterthought

to Aditi, the goddess 'Boundlessness.'^ I suspect that Aditi

also, that vague and elusive mother of the substantial Indo-

Iranian Adityas (Mitra, Varuna, Aryaman, Bhaga), herself un-

known in the Avesta, is an abstraction. If we get ourselves to

regard the dditya as the 'gods of old' (afl^z 'beginning' + suffix

'/j'a') we have an epithet that fits them marvellously well
;
grant

but the least darkening of the meaning of this adjective, its least

advance from epithet to mythic person, and Aditi results almost

of necessity as the basis of the seeming patronymic dditya.

We are ripe now for the final statement : Any quality, how- Complete

soever abstract it may seem to us, presents itself to natural man •^t)s^'"^ctions.

as something solipsistic ; it is a thing per se ; the visible quality

'red,' the audible quality 'defending' can claim no advantage

over the quality 'down' in such formulas as the following:

' Thou that makest all men sallow, inflaming them like a sear-

ing fire, even now, O Fever, thou shalt become void of strength
;

do thou now go away down, aye, into the depths ! '

—

(Atharva-

Veda V. 22. 2.)

Or, another time

:

' Down bloweth the wind, down burneth the sun, the cow is

milked downward—down shall go thy ailment
!

'

—

{.J^ig- Veda x.

60. II.)

There is no god 'Down ' or 'Downer', but it seems to me that

I see the fumes over the alembic condensing and shaping them-

selves into such a one ; if there is no such god, clearly there might

have been.

Professor Usener, in his learned, important and—barring cer- Professor

tain etymologies not quite d la mode—altogether delightful book, J^^^"^/ ^
'-Gotternamen,' has proposed the name 'sondergotter' for this Gods.'

style of god ; Professor Gildersleeve^ happily translates the word

by ' specialist gods.' It seems to me that the name is a little too

broad, and not quite as definite as it should be for the class offorma-

tions which we are discussing ; it fails to bring out the subjective

^ Cf. the purely linguistic production of duhkha ' miserable,' out of sukha

'pleasant' (primarily of a chariot, 'having well-drilled naves of the

wheels ') ; or the tentative durdhd ' perdition ' as pendant to svdhd ' hail.'

2 A. J. Ph. xvii. 356 ff.
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element upon which I am endeavoring to lay stress. The god

Agni 'Fire,' or even Zei'r 'shining sky,' is also a specialist god;

where, indeed, do we find anything but specialist gods, until there

comes that final reflection which gathers up the 33 or the 3333
gods into a single god, or extracts all their virtue into a monistic

or pantheistic menstruum ? The really important distinction in

the whole domain of god-making is between ready-made indi-

viduals and individual objects on the one hand, and subjective

states of mind born of man's adjustment of himself to his sur-

roundings in general, and enlivened by keen desire or fear into

objective reality ; heroes. Fathers, visionary personages, nature-

forces, nature-objects and artificial objects on the one side, desires

and fears on the other. In daily life, with a simplicity that car-

ries us back to rudimentary human emotion, we still exclaim, or

think, 'I wish I had,' 'I wish I were,' and proceed to build a

castle in the air or in Spain. The passionate wish and the lurid

fear have in folk-lore always tended to a certain kind of realiza-

tion. The gift of a certain number of wishes (usually three)^

;

the wishing-cap and the magic wand ; the bodily potency of the

curse (wish of another, hostile wish), and the evil eye show how
subjective emotion is conceived to glide over into objective

reality. It is purely a matter of insistence ; the shadowy figure,

conjured up before the mind again and again, thickens in sub-

stance, grows sharper in its outline, becomes more and more visu-

alized, so to speak, every time it presents itself to desiring and

fearing man.

Haurvatat The natural Aryan (Indo-Iranian) man cries out after

. ^? health and immortality in endless exclamations that contain
Ameretat; '

the Goddess the words sarva 'sound and amrta 'immortal.' One Aryan
Grudge.' people, the Persians, have made gods of these two prime desires.

Haurvatat and Ameretat (Khordad and Murdad), mere abstract

nouns from the adjectives just mentioned, figure among Ahura

Mazda's angels, the Ameshaspents ; they rule over the plants and

waters that ward off disease ; they are the gods of nutrition; they

smite hunger and thirst; they nourish the blessed in Paradise.

The Brahman authors of the Vedic hymns get their living from

those for whom they sing and sacrifice. Naturally they love the

generous giver ; their dislike of the stingy, grudging, or even

poor employer, knows no bounds, and is expressed in a fashion

^ See AV xi. i. 10 ; Sacred Books of the East xlii. 181, 613.
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that is the reverse of mealy-mouthed in numberless passages.

One way of describing these much-disliked persons is a-ri, ' he

that gives no wealth' {ri, a form of the stem in Lat. res); the

abstract noun corresponding to ari is ardti 'ungenerousness,'

'grudge,' 'avarice.' The pretty hymn, Atharva-Veda v. 7, dis-

closes Arati as a full-fledged person ; she is ' golden-complexioned,

lovely, rests upon golden cushions,' in fact, quite an Apsaras or

'schone Teufelinne'; yet she is cajoled to go away:

'Bring wealth to us, do not stand in our way, O, Arati; do not

keep from us the sacrificial fee, when it is being taken (to us) !

Adoration be to the power of grudge, the power of failure, adora-

tion to Arati'

!

' Him whom I implore with holy speech (Vac Sarasvati), the

yoke-fellow of thought, the faith (that manifests itself through

gifts) shall find to-day, aroused (in him) by the brown soma-

drink '

!

' To the golden-complexioned, lovely one, who rests upon
golden cushions, to the great one, to that Arati who wears golden

robes, I have rendered homage.'

We must not forget that the symbolic gods are not all common- Brahma,

place or mean like Haurvatat and Arati. The most exalted divine

conception of gentile folk, Brahma, is the symbol of pious thought

and holy utterance {\6yc,i), the outpouring of the soul in its highest

longings ; it is the best wish of a spiritually-minded and gifted

people that has become divine essence and universal personal

god.

It is true, however, that the symbolic gods are largely oppor- Distinction

tunist, very special, and even momentary ; it is ordinarily not easy ^^*^y^^"

to personify and to surround with myth transparent subjective and

states of mind. The names of symbolic gods are slow to congeal Objective

into proper names, because they are checked by the entire family

of words to which they belong. It is after all rather wonderful

that a conception like Arati does take on so much flesh and blood.

They make up-for this restriction by their endless number; many
as are the visible objects that may be deified, more is the number
of human moods, desires and ideals, fears and aversions. Those

diaphanous names share in all the processes of language ; analogy

steps in and makes them almost unhealthily productive. Con-

siderable as may have been the significance of the di certi of the

Roman indigilamenta we must not take them too seriously. The
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engrossing and loving care of child-life has produced over forty :

Vaticanus prompts the child's first cry ; Fabulinus, the beginnings

of his speech ; Edusa teaches him how to eat, Potina how to drink
;

he leaves the house with Abeona, Iterduca guides him on the way
;

Domiduca brings him home again, etc. It is almost like a noun-

suffix that has gained favor and started on a career of indefinite

propagation. After all these gods are lo the end little more than

formulated wishes.

The Sanskrit gods ending in pati ' lord,' beyond a certain

point, are similarly verbal and analogical rather than corporeal.

They range from the 'lord of food,' {annapati), 'lord of wealth
'

idhanapati), ' lord of the field ' {ksetrapati), ' lord of the chariot
*

{rathaspati), 'lord (or lady) of the home' {vdsiospaii, sadaspati,

and mdnasya paini)^ to the much loftier conceptions, 'lord of

speech' {vdcaspati), 'lord of wisdom' (^nedhaspati), 'lord of

righteousness ' {dharmanaspati), and ' lord of divine order

'

{rtaspaii). In many of them the s that precedes pati is purely

analogical (rathaspati, rtaspaii, etc.). And what does it all

mean? After all nothing but the varying desires of the meaner

or better human nature. And so to the end of the chapter,

although different times, different s)'mboIic gods. At one time,

Liberty, Equality, Fraternity; at another. Humanity and Cosmo-
politanism ; again, Civilization, Colonization, and the Over-God-

dess Commerce. But the wish remains father to the god.

Johns Hopkins University.

Maurice Bloomfield.



THE USE OF THE SIMPLE FOR THE COMPOUND
VERB IN PERSIUS.

The historical development of the Latin language presents few-

phenomena of greater interest and importance than the peculiari-

ties which mark the literature of the Silver Age. That the Latin

of this period differs widely from that of the last century of the

Republic is well known, though very many of the details are but

imperfectly understood. The variety and complexity of the

literary forces which combined to produce what is commonly
called Silver Latinity, make it exceedingly difficult to estimate

correctly the stylistic character of the individual author and that

of the time. The training of the grammatical and rhetorical

schools, the encroachments of the language of daily life, the

careful study of the old masters, especially of Vergil and of

Horace, and the professed aversion to uniformity in writing—all

these and other influences united in the formation of a literary

medium which is at once brilliant and commonplace, brilliant on
account of its bold imagery and rhetorical coloring, commonplace
because of the lack of transcendent genius and the monotonous
recurrence of old forms. One of the most remarkable features of

the later period, to which comparatively little attention has

hitherto been paid, is the use of the simple for the compound
verb. In a recently published paper ^ I attempted to show, on the

basis of examples collected from the satires of Juvenal, the nature

and effect of this substitution, and to point out some of the influ-

ences which were at work in its propagation as an element of

style. The use of the simple verb An this pregnant sense is seen

now and then in the poetry of the Republic and even in Cicero,

while in Vergil—to some extent, no doubt, for metrical conveni-

ence—the simple forms are often adopted where the sense of the

compound is required by the context. And yet, though by no

' 'The Use of the Simple for the Compound Verb in Juvenal,' in Trans-

actions of the American Philological Association, XXXI, 1900, pp. 202-222.

For the sake of brevity this article has been referred to below as Juvenal.

4
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means a rarity in the classical period, this use is essentially a

characteristic of the Silver Age, for not till then did it reach its

full development.

The principal influences which caused this feature of style to

become so widespread during the first two centuries of the

Empire were the preservation of the simple verb in the sense of

the compound from the archaic period, especially in religious and

legal formulae, the more frequent appearance on the surface of

the normally hidden undercurrent of popular speech, and the

general dependence on the poetic models of the Augustan Age
which is evident in the diction even of the later prose.^ These

influences, in some respects distinct, are yet so interwoven that

it is often impossible to separate them, and the attempt to do

so in most cases produces a result which is only partial and

unsatisfactory. An effort to distinguish between the colloquial

and the archaic elements in Apuleius, for example, cannot pro-

ceed very far so long as our knowledge of the spoken language

is confined within the present narrow limits. On the other hand,

the elevated diction of poetry reaching out after new and attrac-

tive forms in many respects runs parallel to the sermo cotidianus,

whose leading characteristic is fondness for the novel and the strik-

ing in expression.^ It has been said that Persius on the vantage

ground of a secure social position displays greater freedom in his

use of colloquialisms than Horace the freedman's son/* On the

whole, this is doubtless true ; but there are in Persius only three

simple verbs, used as substitutes for the compound form, that

are clearly colloquial, a far smaller proportion than in Juvenal.*

On the other hand, a comparison with the usage of the later

satirist shows that Persius had more frequent recourse to this

device, though few of his examples are as bold and striking as

many of those in Juvenal; in other words, the use of the simple

for the compound verb in Persius is more closely in line with the

normal poetic diction of his time.'*

1 For a discussion of these influences see Juvenal, 1. c, pp. 204, 205, 209 f.

2 Compare Juvenal, 1. c, pp. 205, 210.

^Teuffel, Studien u. Char.^ p. 407 ; Gildersleeve, Introd. to Persius,

p. xxviii.

* Compare Juvenal, 1. c, pp. 205 £f.

6 The proportion of usage is one example for every 251^ verses in

Juvenal ; in Persius, one for every 20 verses. Persius has 17 simple verbs
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1

*Cadere for decidere.— 3, 102 uncta cadunt laxis tunc pulmen-

taria labris. Cf. Juv. (1. c, p. 210), who uses decidere in the same
connection (6, 434). A metaphorical extension of this use is seen

in 5, 91 sed ira cadat naso rugosaque sanna.

"^ Claudere iox concludere.—a) 5, 11 f. clauso murmure raucus

nescio quid tecum grave cornicaris inepte. This stands in a

passage which, as scholiast and edd. remark, is a reminiscence of

Hor. Sat. i, 4, 19 f., but the reading in the latter is conclusas

hircinis follibus auras. A similar instance is found in Ovid, Fast.

6, 277 f. suspensus in aere clauso stat globus, b) i, 93 claudere

sic versum didicit ; so [Verg.] Ciris 20 et gracilem molli liceat

pede claudere versum. Cf., on the other hand, Hor. Sat. i, 4, 40 f.

neque enim concludere versum dixeris esse satis ; Cic. de Orat.

3, 48, 184 verba versu includere, and Juv., 1. c, p. 211 f., s. v. clau-

dere for includere.

'^Ducere for educere.—5, 4 vulnera seu Parthi ducentis ab

inguine ferrum ; Verg. Aen. 12, 378 ducto mucrone ; Ovid, Fast.

4, 929 vagina ducere ferrum ; Sil. 8, 340 vagina ducitur ensis.

The regular word in prose, however, is educere ; see, for example,

Caes. B. G. 5, 44, 8; Cic. Inv. 2, 4, 14; Sail. Cat. 51, 36. Cf.

Juv,, I.e., p. 213.

Ferre for afferre.—cl) 2, 53 dona ferens. This expression is

very common ; examples are Verg. Geo. 3, 22 dona feram ; id.

Aen. 2, 49 dona ferentes; Ovid, Her. i, 27; Stat. Theb. 6, 168;

id. Ach. 2, 146. Cf., however, Ovid, A. A. 2, 264 adferat in

calatho rustica dona puer. b') 3, 48 f. quid dexter senio ferret,

scire erat in voto. Similarly Verg. Aen. 11, 345 fortuna populi

quid ferat, but cf. Cic. N. D. 2, 63, 158 quid enim oves aliud

adferunt ?

Findere for diffindere.—3, 8 f. turgescit vitrea bilis :
' findor

'

;

Plant. Bacch. 251 cor meum et cerebrum . . . finditur. The use

of thesimple verb with reference to passion is doubtless colloquial,^

but in other connections it is common in poetry. Examples are

Verg. Aen. 9, 413 fisso transit praecordia ligno, and Ovid, Med.

Fac. 39 nee mediae Marsis finduntur cantibus angues.

used for 19 different compounds, and a total of 33 examples; Juvenal, 42

simple verbs used for 63 different compounds, and a total of 150 examples.

Only seven simple verbs are so employed by both in common : these are

indicated in the present paper by asterisks.

^Cf. Otto, Sprichworter, p. 303, note.
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^Haerere for inhaerere.—5, 121 haereat in stultis brevis ut

semuncia recti. Cf. Cic. Tusc. 4, 11, 24 inhaeret in visceribus

illud malum, and Juv., 1. c, p. 215.

Pellere for expellere.— i, 83 f nilne pudet capiti non posse peri-

cula cano pellere ? Similar instances are not rare in poetry, e. g.

Verg. Aen. 6, 382 f. pulsus parumper corde dolor tristi; Hor. C.

2, 2, 14 ; Ovid, Met. 14, 216 ; Sil. 7, 300, and even in prose, e. g.

Cic. Fin. i, 13, 43 (sapientia) maestitiam pellat ex animis, though

here the phrase accounts to some extent for the absence of the

prefix.

^Ponere for app07iere.— i, 53 calidum scis ponere sumen;

3, III f. positum est algente catino durum holus ; 6, 23 nee

rhombos ideo libertis ponere lautus. There is a striking passage

in Martial in w^hich he plays on this word, using it thrice, each

time in the sense of a different compound^: i, 43, 12 ff. ponere

aprum nobis sic et harena solet. ponatur tibi nullus aper post

talia facta, sed tu ponaris cui Charidemus apro. For further

illustration of the colloquial use oi ponere 'serve up' (at table),

see Juv., 1. c, p. 206.

"^Ponere iox proponere.— i, 86 f doctas posuisse figuras lau-

datur; 5, 3 fabula seu maesto ponatur hianda tragoedo ; Cic.

Tusc. I, 4, 7 ponere iubebam, de quo quis audire vellet. Cf. the

use of Bdvai. {Qiais) and Gildersleeve's note to Persius 5, 3.

Possibly the technical term pojiere 'paint' should be included

here: i, 70 f nee ponere lucum artifices, Cf. Juvenal, I.e., p. 222.

Premere for comprbnere.—5, 11 folle premis ventos
; 5, 109 es

modicus voti? presso lare? Similarly Verg, Geo. i, 410 f. corvi

presso ter gutture voces aut quater ingeminant ; Hor. Epist.

1, 16, 37 contendat laqueo collum pressisse paternum ; Ovid, Met.

9, 78 angebar, ceu guttura forcipe pressus. In such connections

comprimere is quite regular ; cf. Ter, Phor. 868 animam com-

pressi, aurem admovi.

Radere for eradere.— 2, 66 f. bacam conchae rasisse . , . iussit

;

3, 49 f. damnosa canicula quantum raderet. For illustrations see

Ovid, Am. i, 11, 22 liitera rasa, and Tac. Ann. 3, 17, 8 nomen
Pisonis radendum fastis censuit. Cf., on the other hand, ibid.

4, 42, 3 Merulam . . . albo senatorio erasit. The natural use of

radere is seen in 3, 114 (ulcus) haud deceat plebeia radere beta,

^Proponere, apponere and opponere ; compare the similar play on different

uses of agcre in Mart, i, 79.
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and deradere occurs in 4, 29 seriolae veterem metuens deradere

limum.

Rapere for abripere.— i, 100 f. et raptum vitulo caput ablatura

superbo Bassaris ; Ovid, Met. 13, 771 f. " lumen " que, " quod
ununi fronte geris media, rapiet tibi" dixit "Ulixes." For the

use of the compound cf. 5, 159 canis nodum abripit; Plant. Men.
193 nasum abreptum; lustin. 15, 3, 8 abreptaque lingua feram

exanimavit, and Claudian, Rapt. Pros. 2, 342 abreptasque dolet

iam non sibi crescere fibras.

Rapere for corripere.—5, 141 f. nihil obstat, quin trabe vasta

Aegaeum rapias ; Verg. Aen. 6, 8 rapit silvas ; Stat. Theb. 5, 3
campum sonipes rapit. In such connections, however, corripere

is usual, e. g. Verg. Aen. 5, 145 (campum); ib. 5, 316 (spatia); ib.

I, 418, and Ovid, Met. 2, 158 (viam).

'^Rtimpere for dirumpere.— i, 25 rupto iecore; 3, 27 an deceat

pulmonem rumpere ventis ? 5, 13 nee stloppo tumidas intendis

rumpere buccas
; 5, 158 rupi iam vincula; 5, 185 ovo . . . rupto;

6, 27 trabe rupta. Examples of both simple and compound verb

may be found in Otto, Sprichworter, s. vv. rtimpere (p. 303) and
risus (p. 301); cf. Juv., 1. c, p. 207.

Scindere for discindere.—5, 154 duplici in diversum scinderis

hamo ; here, as in the passage from Vergil quoted below, the

phrase suggests the force of the prefix. Plant. Aul. 234 asini me
raordicibus scindant ; Verg. Aen. 2, 39 scinditur incertum studia

in contraria volgus ; Ovid, Ibis 278 viscera . . . scissa ; Stat.

Theb. 4, 660 scissas . . . ursas. But cf Verg. Geo. 3, 514
discissos nudis laniabant dentibus artus.

Tangere for attingere.—3, 107 tange, miser, venas ; but ib. 108

summosque pedes attinge manusque. The simple verb seems to

have been technical in this sense : Sen. Epist. 22, i vena tangenda

est; but Tac. Ann. 6, 50, 4 (medicus) pulsum venarum attigit. In

Suet. Tib. 72 we find tentare venas.

Teyidere for extendere.— i, 65 scit tendere versum ; cf. Plin.

N. H. 9, 85 lineam extendere. On the source of this metaphor

see Gildersleeve's note.

Tenere for continere.— 5, 99 teneat vetitos inscitia debilis actus.^

This use of the simple verb is not rare in a certain sphere of prose

and may be colloquial; cf Cic. Vatin. 8, 20 vix risum tenebant

;

^ In this case the presence of continet in the preceding verse may have

had an influence.
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id. Att. 12, 38, 2 sed tenendus dolor est; Hor. A. P. 5 risum

teneatis amici, and Sen. Epist. 113, 20 ut risum tenerenon possis.

Voniere for evomere.—5, 181 pinguem nebulam vomuere lucer-

nae ; Verg. Aen. 5, 682 stuppa vomens tardum fumum ; Ovid, Ibis

596 flammas Sicanis Aetna vomit. For the compound form cf.

Verg. Aen. 8, 252 f. (Cacus) fumum . . . evomit, and Sil. 17,

593 evomuit pastes per saecula Vesbius ignes.

In order to show how very Httle attention has been paid to this

important subject, and at the same time to furnish the interested

student with a basis for investigation, it may not be out of place

to conclude with a bibliographical list. Of course, it is not to be

expected that every casual remark should be recorded here, but

no important treatment, I believe, has been overlooked.

C. J. Grysar, Theorie des lateinischen Stiles, 2te Aufl., Koln,

1843, pp. 18, 255.

A. Draeger, Historische Syntax der lat. Sprache, 2te Aufl.,

Leipzig, 1878, §85.

J. H. Schmalz, Lateinische Stilistik, 3te Aufl., Muenchen, 1900,

§36; in Iw. Miiller, Handb. d. kl. Altertumsw. II 2, p. 452.

The subject has also been taken up, usually with the utmost

brevity, in the following treatises which deal with the style of

individual authors.

M. Kleinschmidt, De Lucili saturarum scriptoris genere dicendi,

Marpurgi Cattorum, 1883, p. 81,

L. Constans, De sermone Sallustiano, Paris, 1881, p. 48.

L. Kuehnast, Die Hauptpunkte der livianischen Syntax. Berlin,

1872, p. 332 f.

O. Riemann, Etudes sur la langue et la grammaire de Tite-

Live, 2' 6d., Paris, 1885, pp. 191-200.

H. Georges, De elocutione M. Velleii Paterculi, Diss., Lipsiae,

1877, pp. 40 ff.

H. Felix, Quaestiones grammaticae in Velleium Paterculum,

Diss., Halle, 1886, p. 20.

A. Draeger, Ueber Syntax u. Stil des Tacitus, 3te Aufl.,

Leipzig, 1882, pp. 9 f.

J. Gantrelle, Grammaire et style de Tacite, 2'' 6d., Paris, 1882,

p. 4.

L. Constans, Etude sur la langue de Tacite, Paris, 1893, p. 28.
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A. Czyczkiewicz, Quibus poeticis vocabulis Cornelius Tacitus

sermonem suum ornaverit, Brody, 1891, pp. 15 f.

F. Kortz, Quaestiones grammaticae de I. Frontini operibus

institutae, Iserlohn, 1893, p. 30.

M. Bonnet, Le latin de Giegoire de Tours, Paris, 1890, pp.

233 f-

Scattered references, too, are found in other works, especially

in certain standard editions.

O. Keller, Granimatische Aufsatze, Leipzig, 1895, p. 63.

L. F. Heindorf, Des Q. Horatius Flaccus Satiren, bearb. v.

E. F. Wiistemann, Leipzig, 1843, p. 525.

J. Miitzell, Q. Curti Rufi libri VIII, Berlin, 1841, passim; e. g.

note on 5, 32, i, p. 482 {capere = concipere).

Th. Vogel, Q. Curti Rufi libri qui supersunt, Leipzig, 1875-

1880, p. 20.

H. Schenkl, Calpurnii et Nemesiani Bucolica, Leipzig, 1885,

P- 130.

G. F. Hildebrand, L. Apuleii opera omnia, Leipzig, 1842,

passim ; e. g. index, s. v.ferre.

Guil. Hartel, S. Thasci Caecili Cypriani opera omnia, Vindo-

bonae, 1 868-1 871, index, s. v. spedare,

E. T. Schultze, De Q. Aurelii Symmachi vocabulorum for-

mationibus ad sermonem vulgarem pertinentibus, in Diss. Phil.

Halenses, 6, p. 195 (s. vv.fuscare s.nd.fascinare').

Th. Birt, Claudii Claudiani carmina, Berlin, 1892, passim ; e. g.

index, s. v. spedare.

Guil. Hartel, Magni Felicis Ennodii opera omnia, Vindobonae

1882, index passim, s. \v.facere,/erre,ponere, spedare, etc.

H. Roensch, Itala und Vulgata, Marburg, 1875, pp. 374 {parere)

and 380 i^struere).

Johns Hopkins University.

Harry Langford Wilson.





THE MOTION OF THE VOICE IN CONNECTION
WITH ACCENT AND ACCENTUAL

ARSIS AND THESIS.

The fact that there is in all articulate speech an element of pitch

needs no proof It can be observed in every modern language.

Its existence could be assumed for ancient Greek and Latin, even

if there were no recognition of it in the writings of musicians and

grammarians. As a matter of fact the presence of pitch in the

tones of the human voice was considered of sufficient importance

by many Greek theorists to warrant a formal analysis of the

manner in which variation up and down took place.

Our chiefauthority for this analysis is Aristoxenus of Tarentum.

In his harmonica elemenia, I, §§25 ff., p. 8 Meib., p. 10 Westph.,

vocal motion is divided into two classes, the continuous {Kivrjais

a-vvexris) and the intervallar {<ivr]<ns Siaa-TrjuariKT]). In the former the

variation in pitch is such that the passage from one degree of

pitch to another is through all intermediate degrees, and the pitch

is nowhere stationary for a perceptible interval of time. In the

latter the passage from one degree to another is by a leap, so that

there is no fluctuation during the production of a note, but the

pitch remains steady now at this, and now at that, degree. These

two forms of motion characterize the speaking and the singing

voice respectively, and the analysis of the pitch-changes seems to

have been made chiefly for the purpose of differentiating these

two kinds of utterance. Aristoxenus expressly identifies con-

tinuous motion with the variation of pitch which takes place in

speaking, and intervallar motion with that which takes place in

singing {Jiarm. elem., I, §28, p. 9 M, p. 11 W).^

Thus a comparison was instituted between the two most

important forms of human utterance, speech and song, and the

^ Later writers make the same or a similar classification : Vitruvius, de

archit,, V, 4, 2 ; Aristides Quintilianus, de vius.,l,\\., p. 7 M,p. 4, 26 Jahn ;

Cleonides (Pseudo-Euclid), z«/r^(f., 2, p. 180 Kv J ; Gaudentius, /«/r^(f., i,

p. 328 KvJ ; Claudius Ptolemy, harmon,, I, iv., p. 8 Wallis ; Martianus

Capella, IX, 937 (31S G).
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melodic or tonic element in the one was considered in connection

with that in the other. Variation in pitch is common to both ; it

is the manner of the variation which is different. A succession of

fixed pitches, that is, of musical notes, subject to certain rules in

regard to the width of the intervening intervals, constitutes the

melody of music proper. A succession of fluctuating pitches,

while it may not conform to so definite rules, nevertheless pre-

sents a no less interesting phenomenon. Such a succession

Aristoxenus calls XoyoiSeV n /xeXo?, "a conversational melody"

{harm, elem., I, §42, p. 18 M, p. 17 W), Cicero, canius obscurior

(or. 17), Dionysius of Halicarnassus, diaXfKTov /xeXos (de conip. verb.,

XI.), TO TTJs (pcovTJs fieXos, \eya> 8 ov ttjs wSik^? aWa Tijs ^ikrjs and to. [xeXrj

7S>v cjidoyyciv {ibid., xi,, fin.). The word Trpoa-adia and its Latin

equivalent accejitus imply the same conception.'

The nature of such prose tunes will depend upon many con-

siderations. Every language has its own characteristic forms of

melody, every individual speaker his own variations on the

national air, if I may call it that. Statements have one form of

melody, questions another. The various emotions, anger, com-

passion, hatred, contempt, and so forth, find expression in the tune

which runs beneath the words. In many languages it would

seem a hopeless task to formulate the laws which govern pitch-

changes. Laws there must be, if they could but be unravelled.

But in the case of ancient Greek, at least, the differences in pitch

were so marked in point of size and so uniform in occurrence,

that a formal classification of the variations could be made. Long
before a system of written accent-signs was devised, the stable

character of the melodic outline of Greek words as pronounced

in ordinary speech was recognized. The pitch element in words

was, it would seem, almost as much a fixed characteristic as is the

stress or intensity element in English. The pronunciation of the

individual speaker might present variations (in degree), but each

1 Diomedes, p. 431, i Keil : accentus est dictus ab accinendo, quod sit

quasi quidam cuiusque syllabae cantus. apud Graecos quoque ideo Tipooijdla

dicitur, quia Kpoagderai ralg avXka^alq. Servius, de Jin., p. 451, 10 K :

accentus autem est quasi adcantus dictus, quod ad cantilenam vocis nos

facit agnoscere syllabas. Martianus ("apella, III, p. 65, 19 Eyss.: et est

accentus ut quidam putaverunt anima vocis et seminarium musices, quod

omnis modulatio ex fastigiis vocum gravitateque compoiiitur ideoque

accentus quasi adcantus dictus est.
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word within the dialect had at any given epoch a normal scheme

of high and low pitches, to which the pronunciation of all those

who spoke the dialect tended to conform.

The existence of a tonic or melodic accent in the Greek

language throughout the classical period and down to Roman
times has been abundantly proved. It is not necessary in this

connection to review the evidence on which the universal con-

viction of scholars on this point is based. Besides the testimony

of Aristoxenus we have that of Plato and Aristotle.^ We learn

from Varro that Theophrastus and Eratosthenes were interested

in the melodic accent of their language.^ After the invention of

the written accent marks by Aristophanes of Byzantium the sub-

ject of correct accentuation became naturally more and more

important from the point of view of grammar, and the theory of

the accents was handled by many writers. Dionysius Thrax

taught that there were three accents, the three which became

universal, acute, grave, and circumflex. Clear indications of the

nature of the Greek accent are contained in the de compositione

verborum of Dionysius of Halicarnassus. He states at the begin-

ning of chap, xi that prose diction to be artistic must attend to

these four things, /neXor, pu^/tio?, /^era^oXiy, and to -npi-nov, and in the

middle of the chapter that variation in pitch takes place within

the compass of the interval of the fifth. The whole of a word is

not spoken with the same pitch, but one part with o^da rdo-if,

another with ISapaa, and another with both (one after the other, of

course). In chap, xix he speaks of the accents as raaeis (f^aviis ai

KoXoviJLfvai Trpo(TcoBiaL. The melodic element in the language was

evidently far more important to literary and grammatical studies

than any intensity or stress element of the sort found in most

modern languages. Differences in intensity cannot but have

existed, but in the absence of any formal consideration of them

by ancient writers, it is reasonable to hold that intensity-variations

were always affections of the whole sentence and not of individual

words as such. The parts played in modern English by pitch

and intensity would thus be reversed in ancient Greek. While

in English stress concerns chiefly the pronunciation of individual

words (although there exists an important sentence-stressing

1 Plato, Crai., 399 A-C ; Arist., rAe/., Ill, i, 4.

2 Varro ap. Serg., de ace, p. 189 Wilm. (Keil, Gr. Lat., IV, p. 530).
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superimposed upon the succession of word stresses), and pitch-

changes affect the sentence as a whole either as an oratorical

element or as a capricious manifestation of personal taste ; in

Greek, on the contrary, pitch concerned chiefly the pronunciation

of separate words, and any oratorical effect produced by pitch-

changes was effected through a superimposed melody demanded

by the emotional character of the sentence as a whole, in the same

way that oratorical emphasis is a concern of the whole sentence.

When we turn to the accentuation of the Latin language, we

are not surprised, in view of the work done by Greek grammarians

for their own language, to find that there exists a great mass of

writing professing to deal with the corresponding phenomenon in

Latin. But, whereas it is now all but universally conceded that

the Greek trpoaablai. were, what their name implies, semi-musical

affections of words, there is not among Latin scholars the same

unanimity in regard to the true nature of the Latin accentus.

One party holds the view that in Latin of the classical period at

any rate the verbal accent was essentially the same phenomenon

as was observed by the Greek grammarians in Greek speech.

The other party, now in a majority, would make the accentus an

intensity or stress accent of the same general character as the

accent in modern English and German. It is not my present

purpose to offer any argument for or against either of these

views, but it must be admitted by any one who will read the

passages bearing on the subject in the writings of such authors as

Cicero, Varro, Vitruvius, and Quintilian, to mention no writer of

later date, that, rightly or wrongly, these authors thought that

there existed in their language a verbal melodic accent, strictly

comparable to the Greek accent. They may have been mistaken.

If so, we may reject their evidence in reaching a decision as to

the true nature of the Latin accentus. But even so, it is important

to analyze the delusion under which they suffered, if only for the

purpose of appreciating just how far it extended, and just how

far it invalidates their evidence on other questions closely connected

with that of the accent, as for example the metrical question. We
must become alienists for the moment and for the purpose. Evi-

dently the whole truth can never be reached ifwe confine ourselves

to etymological and historical considerations, much less to those

which are evolved from our inner consciousness. It is imperative

that we regain the ancient conception of the matter, if we intend
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to make even the slightest use of the doctrinal matter which the

ancients have left us.

Now assuming for Latin a melodic accent, real or imaginary

according to our preferences, let us consider the phenomenon

presented to the ear by ancient accent in general, and its treat-

ment by ancient theorists. For this purpose it will be convenient

to imagine the changes in pitch values to be represented by a

line traced by a moving point, in such manner that its motion

from left to right denotes the passage of time, and its variation

upward and downward the variation of acuteness and graveness.

In the first place there are only two possible directions, up and

down, in which variation can take place. So long as pitch alone

is under consideration, there is only one dimension for the move-

ment. But the number of degrees which may be recognized in

any system of denoting pitch is limited only by the ability which

the inventor of the system may fancy he possesses to discriminate

with certainty the finer grades ofpitch. Theoretically there cannot

be too exact a notation to denote the subtle gradations and varia-

tions of pitch easily detected by the trained ear. Continuous

motion demands a more complete notation, if it is to be scien-

tifically recorded, than does the intervallar motion of music

proper. In practice however the more complicated the system

of notation, the more easily will it break down. If the more

striking variations from the mean tone of the individual voice are

indicated, a sufficiently accurate record for practical purposes

would seem to have been devised.

Another consideration bears upon the kind of motion involved

in ordinary speech. If the definition in Aristoxenus of the con-

tinuous and conversational motion conforms to the facts as

observed (and we have no reason to suppose that it does not),

there are, strictly speaking, no stationary pitches at all in this

form of motion. Says Aristoxenus, harm, elem., I, §26, p. 8 M.,

p. 10 W.: " In the continuous movement the voice appears to the

senses to traverse a certain space in such a way that it rests

nowhere, not even, so far as our conception of the sensation goes,

at the bounds, but is borne along continuously until the sound

ceases."^ And a little further on he says, ibid., §28, p. 9 M., p.

1 Aristoxenus, harm, elem., I, §26, p. 8 M : Kara /lev ovv rr)v avvexv, tottov

TLva Sie^ihai (paiveTai 7/ (puvij ry aladr/aei, ovTug ug av fi7fda/xov ioTa/xevij <?'/>,

U7}6' kn' avTuv tuv TTEpdruv, Kara, ye ryv ttjq alcOf/aeug (pavraaiav, alia (pepo/uevr/

(Tvvexug fiexpt atunf/g.
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II W.: " Now the continuous movement is, we assert, the move-

ment of conversational speech, for when we converse, the voice

moves through a space in such a manner as to seem to rest

nowhere. In the other movement, which we call intervallar, the

contrary process takes place. For the voice seems to rest at

various pitches, and all say of a man who seems to do this, that

he no longer speaks, but sings. Therefore in conversing we

avoid having the voice rest unless we are forced at times by

reason of emotion to resort to this style of movement; but in

singing we do the reverse, for we avoid the continuous and strive

to make the voice rest as much as possible. For the more we

make each of the sounds one and stationary and the same, so

much the more accurate does the singing seem to the senses.

It is fairly plain from the above that of the two movements of

the voice in respect to space, the continuous belongs to con-

versational speech, the intervallar to song."^

Now evidently a notation would be severely taxed if it attempted

to indicate all the glides characteristic of our conversational

speech. Not only are the bounds of such downward and upward

movements difficult to determine from the nature of the case,

supposing it to be true that all speakers employed exactly the

same glides for the same words, but also the rapidity of the

ascent or descent would defy accurate analysis.

A sentence in Greek, then, presented—what is seen in every

language of which we can to-day study the actual sounds—

a

complicated succession of glides in pitch, some of them short,

some long, some rapidly, some slowly rising or falling in pitch,

some beginning and ending on acuter degrees of pitch, some on

graver degrees, some passing from acute to grave, some from

grave to acute.

1 Aristoxenus, harm, elem., I, §28, p. 9, 20 M : t7]v juev ovv ijwexv, ^oyiK7)v

elval (pa/xev. SiaTieyofiEvuv yap y/uuv, ovrug y (puvfj Kivelrai Kara rdnov, ugte fiT/Sa/iov

SokeIv laTaadai. Kara ye ttjv iripav, ijv bvo/idi^ofiev diaaTTifiaTiiajv^ kvavTiug iredvKe

yiyvsadai. aXka yap loTacdal te SokeI, kuI navrsg tov tovto (paivonEvov tvoieiv

ovKETi Myetv (paciv, cMC q6eiv 6i6nEp iv tm diokeyEcdaL (pEvyofiEv to sardvai

{lardvai libb.) t^v fuvtjv^ av fxij did nddog ttote eIq tomvti^v KLvrjaiv dvayKaadufiEv

iWelv iv 6e tu fielLidslv Tovvavriov ttoiov/uev. to fiev yap awEXEg (pevyo/xEV, to 6e

icTavai tt/v (puvrjv tjf fidTiioTa Siuko/iev oau yap jxaTJiov EKaaTTjv tuv (puvuv ftiav

TE Kal ECTTjKvlav aal vr/v av-fjv noi^aofiEV, ToaovTu <f>aivETai ry aloBf/aEi to /iHog aKpi-

^ECTEpov. OTC JUEV 61)0 KtvT/OEuv ovGuv naTa Tonov TTjc, (po)v?}g, y fiEV awEXVQ Tioywii Tlq

ECTiv, y 6e 6t.aaTTjp.aTmy /nETicpdmy, ff;t;£c5ov 6y2,ov ek tuv Elpy/nEvuv.
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It is not therefore surprising to find that the various systems of

denoting accents by written signs agree in this, that they ignore

certain kinds of glides and speak of acute or grave or middle

tones, without further indication of their nature. It is clear that

the purpose of this apparent defect in the notations, is only to

simplify the theory. Even upon syllables of the shortest duration

there can have been no perceptible fixity of intonation, such as is

heard in singing. Aristoxenus and other writers recognize this

point. The moment a tendency towards fixed intonations can be

detected, the conversational manner ceases and singing begins.

Continuous motion is abandoned for the intervallar. But, inas-

much as the nature of a glide—its direction and extent—becomes
more difficult to analyze in proportion as its duration is short,

nothing essential is lost by marking short syllables or short

vowels with only a general indication of the region of pitch in

which they exist.

But in the system of accentuation which ultimately prevailed,

acute accents are found not only on short but also on long vowels,

and it cannot be claimed that the glides on such long vowels were

imperceptible or unimportant. In this case it would seem that

the accent denotes an upward glide. ^ The downward glide

retained a special mark of its own, the circumflex accent.

At one time it would seem that all syllables were marked with

accents, but in course of time only those syllables in general

which contained an acute element were so marked. This acute

element was denoted either by the acute or by the circumflex

accent sign. Every word, not enclitic nor proclitic, bore one such

point of acuteness and one only. This doctrine is found in both

Greek and Latin theory.^

1 Brugniann, Griech. Gram.^ in Miiller's Handbuch, fi44, p. 151.

^Dionysius Hal., de comp. verb,, xi : raiq 6e TcoXvavTiXafiotc, olai Tror' dv

uGii', Tj Tov b^vv Tovov Exovoa u'la kv Tro2?iai(; Papeiaig eveotiv.

Cicero, or., XVIII, 58 : Ipsa enim natura quasi modularetur hominum
orationem in omni verbo posuit acutam vocem nee una plus nee a postrema

syllaba ultra tertiam.

Quintilian, insi. or., I, 5, 30: namque in omni voee acuta intra numerum
trium syllabarum eontinetur, sive eae sunt in verbo solae sive ultimae et in

iis aut proxima extremae aut ab ea tertia. trium porro de quibus loquor,

media longa aut acuta aut flexa erit, eodem loco brevis utique gravem

habebit sonum ideoque positam ante se id est ab ultima tertiam acuet. est

autem in omni voce utique acuta, sed numquam plus una nee umquam
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Thus the melodic outline of a Greek sentence, and of a Latin

sentence also, if the accentus of the grammarians was really the

same as the Greek Trpocrabia, comprised a succession of summits

corresponding to the accented syllables of the more important

words. There was a periodic fluctuation in the tone from regions

of low pitch to summits of high pitch. There was a rhythmical

rise and fall, running through the sentence.

In music proper the upward and downward movements, in

which melody largely consists, received considerable attention, to

judge from the somewhat complicated terminology which we find

in the musical treatises. The usual words employed were eniTaffis

and cipfais.

Bacchius, introd., §19, p. 6 M, p. 297 KvJ : mAo? Se H ianv
;

—"Kvicris Koi eViVncrtS' hC efXfxeKaiv cfyBoyyoiv yivofievr].

Ibid., §45, p. 12 M, p. 302 KvJ : UaQr] Si ri?? n£\co8ias noaa

Xeyofxev flvai
',
—S.

—

Tiva ravra
',

—' Ave (tip, (Tviraaiv, fiovrjv, ardrnv.

' Avecris t'l eVri ;

—

Kivr)(ns /LieXw;' otto tov o^vrepov (j)66yyov enl to

j3apvTepov.

'EniTacns 5e ri ecrrn' ;

—

'Eniraais tort nivrjais pe\o)v otto tov ^apvrepov

(pdoyyov en\ to o^vTepov.

Movri 8e tI ecTTiv',— Oraf enl tov aliTov (i)66yyov nXeioves Xe^eis

pekco85)VTai.

'2tu(tls 8f t'l ecTTi
',

—Sratri? ecrrlv vnap^is ep-peXovs (pOoyyov.

Gaudentius, introd., i, p. 3 M, p. 328 KvJ : x] Se r^s <^wr^?

KLprjcns eK ^apvTipov pev els o^vrepov lovcrrjs totvov eTriracns, avaTToXiv

8e aveais KaXelTai re Koi eaTiv.

Aristides Quintilianus, de viusica, I, v, p. 8 M, p. 5, 28 J :

TavTTjs 8e e'lSr] 8vo, civecris re koi emraais' (iveais pep ovv ecrTip rjviKa

ultima, ideoque in disyllabis prior; praeterea numquam in eadem flexa et

acuta, quia in omni flexa est acuta, itaque neutra cludet vocem latinam.

ea vero quae sunt syllabae unius, erunt acuta aut flexa, ne sit aliqua vox

sine acuta.

Servius, comm. in Don., p. 426, 15 K: unus autem sermo unum accipit

accentum vel acutum vel circumflexum, utrumque autem simul habere non

potest.

Martianus Capella, III, p. 65, 22 Eyss.: omnis igitur vox latina simplex

sive composita habet unum sonum aut acutum aut circumflexum. duos

autem acutos aut inflexos habere numquam potest, gravis vero saepe.

1 It is not clear from the text to what Tamrii; refers. It cannot refer to

rdoiq of the preceding line. Perhaps it goes with tJiq Kara rfjv (j)uv?/v Kivf/aeug

four lines above.
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av cmo o^vre'pov ronov els ^apvrepov 17 (fxopff x^PVi f'^'i-raais 8 orav ««

^apvTepov fifra^aivrj Trpos o^vrepov.

Plethon, Notices et Extraits etc., XVI, 2, p. 234 : ^wk^?

aveais [farlv 17J eVJ to ^apvrepov /Ltera/3oXij, tniTaais 8e 17 eVt to

o^vTepop, aTciais Se 17 eV to) avra oaaye koto ttjp jSapvrrjTa rj o^vrrjTa ttjs

(fiavfjs fiovi'].

But a more complete analysis of the melodic movements is

found in a number of treatises. According to Aristides Quintil-

ianUS neXonoila has three forms, dyayrj, ireTTeta, and nXoKT]. The
first of these is not defined, but it is divided into three varieties,

which are named and described. 'Ayayfj evOe'ia is an ascent by

consecutive notes, aycoyf] dvaKdpTTToixra a descent of the same sort,

while dyayri TrepKpepTjs is a kind of combination of the first two,

either ascending by the conjunct notes and descending by the

disjunct notes, or vice versct.

Arist. Quin., de viits., I, xii. p. 29 M, p. 19 J : dywyris p.ev ovp

i'ibr] Tpia, evdeia, dpaKafiTTTOvaa, nepKpeprjs' evdela fiev ovv f<jTiv r]

8ia Tcitv e^rjs (pduyycop ttjv eniTaaiv TroiQVjxivq, dvaKUfnrTOVffa 8e rj 8ia

Tuip enofxevbiv dnoTikovcru ttjv jSapvTrjra, nepKpeprjs 8e rj kuto (TvvrjfMpevaip

fxfp fTTiTeLvovaa, Kara die^evyfiepcop 8 dpieicra, rj epaPTiois ' avTTj 8e Kdp

Tois /ueTajSoXaly deapelTai.

Bryennius, p. 502 Wallis, has the same analysis of dyayrj into

evdfia, dpanafxivTova-a, and Tr€pi<f)epr]s, but I have not access to a text

of his treatise. The doctrine seems to go back to Aristoxenus,

for we have a corrupt passage giving a similar definition.

Aristox., harm, elem., II, §70 f, p. 29, 31 M, p. 28 W

:

Aycoyr] 8 eaT<o 17 8ia Tap e^r]S (f>66yya>p i'^codep tS)P dp^ap S)P iv

eKUTepfoBep dcrvpdeTop Kelrai 8idaTr]p,a . . . evdeia 8 fj (ttI to avTO , . ,

The same definition of dyuy?? appears in

Cleonides (Pseudo-Euclid), introd., p. 22 M, p. 207 KvJ :

Si hp Be fxeXoTToiLa eniTeXeiTai 8 ecnip' dyayrj, ttXoktj, neTTeia, toptj.

dycoyrj p,ep ovp ecrrip r] 8ia tcop e^r]s (fydoyyap 686s tov p-eXovS'

'Aycoyrj is thus an (niraais ov upevis of consecutive notes in the

scale.

A different set of terms, outlining a slightly different conception,

is found in the anonymous treatise edited by Bellermann, Berlin,

1 84 1, and by A. J. H. Vincent, Notices et Extraits des Manu-
scrits de la Bibliotheque du Roi, Paris, XVI (1847) pt. 2, p. 5 ff.

Anonymus, de musica, §16, p. 52 ff. (Bell. p. 19, nos. 2 ff.

and 84 ff) • 'n'pocrXrj'^is eoTiP en tov ^apvTfpov (fjdoyyov eVt top
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o^vrepov Kara fieXos erriTacni fJTOi avaboais, 'fjv rives KoXovaiv v(j)ev

€(Ta>dev. TOVTO Be yiverai TToiKiXas, afjieaas re Koi diafiecrov' dfiecras fiev

eK Tov eyyif <})d6yyov, olop' t- T, TL, LF, FG, GO, O n, n< .

ffifieacis 8e olov 8ia rpiav F O , 8ia rerrcTapav FIT, 8ia Tvevre F <[ .

eKkr]y\r{.s 8e ra vnevavTia tovtois, dno tS>v o^vrepcov em to. ^apea

itvecTis, 7]v Tives ovofxd^ovai v(f)ev e^codev, olov dpecras p-ev GF, ippeaas

be 810. rpiav O F, 8ia recyadpav HF, 8ia nevre < F.

TrpocTKpovcns pev ecrriv ev xpovois 8vo evos, tovt ecrriv eXaTTOvos,

Xpovov 8vo peXrj, tovt eWt 8vo (pdoyyoi, dno tS>v ^apeav enl ra o^ea,

OLOV dpeacos pev eK tov e'yyvs (f)66yyov FG, e'ppe'crcos 8e 8i.a rpiav F O , 8ia

Teaadpav FII, 8ia irevre F <^ .

eKKpovcns 8e vnevavTia tovtois, aveais dno Ta>v o^ecov eVi to. ^apea, olov

dpecrtos pev GF, eppecrtos 8e 81a. rpicov O F, 8ia Teaadpav HF, 8ia nevTe

<F.

In this scheme we may notice first that the preposition npoa- in

7rp6cr\r)yl/is and rrpoa-Kpovais evidently signifies a rise in pitch, and

e'K- in eKXtj-^is and eKKpovais a fall. Next in regard to the couple

npoa-Kpovo-is and eKKpova-is, as is pointed out by Vincent, the expres-

sion e'v xpopois 8vo shows that the rise or fall in question involved

two Jtofes, that is, that the movement is effected by a leap (is

intervallar). The other couple, npoa-XTj^is and etcKij-^is, are therefore

presumably glides, effected portamento-wise. This view of the

matter is supported by the use of the term v<j)ev and by the fact that

the musical notes' in the examples are the same for np6a\r}\\fis and

fKXrjyj/is as for npoa-Kpova-is and eKKpovais, except that the hyphen

mark is written under the former. Lastly in regard to the

subdivision of each of the four kinds of motion into species, of

which one takes place ' immediately ' and the other ' mediately,'

since the former is in all cases described as occurring only from

one note to a neighboring note in the scale, and the latter always

between two notes not adjacent, but at an interval of a third,

fourth, or fifth, we may rest satisfied to believe that the phrases

dpeaas and e'ppeacos (or 8inpetTov) refer simply to the absence or

presence of intervening notes in the scale.

In §14 of the same treatise as edited by Vincent (Bell., p. 84,

no. 80, and p. 85, no. 81) tables are given with the Greek and

corresponding modern notation of the four motions, Trpdo-XT^v/zts- and

fKXrjyj^is, TrpocTKpovcns and eKKpovcns.

^The notes as printed above are only typographical make-shifts.
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At the beginning of the section we find still another terminology.

Anonymus, de mjisica, §14, p. 43 (Bell., p. 82, no. 78):

aycoyf] npoafx^js oto twv ^apxireputv obos, >) Kivrjais (f)06yya}v (k ^apvrepov

TOTTov em o^vTfpov' avaKXao-tf [_MSS dvdXvais, Vincent dvaK\r}(Tis]

Se rovvavriov.

Here the ascending motion is called simply dycayr^ (or is dyoiyr]

TTpofTfxn^ to be translated " dywyi? proper " ?) and the descending

avaK\a(ns.

Finally the fragments of Plethon published by Vincent

(^Notices et Extraits etc., XVI, 2, p. 234 ff.), entitled Ke^dXai' IWra

\6y(xiv povaiKav, Contain the following (p. 236):

Apaiv pev elvai o^vTepnv (fydoyyov eK ^apvTf'pov /LterdX»y\^t:/, Btaiv Se

TovvavTiov ^apvrepov e^ o^vrepov.

In this passage the words lipais and 6i<ns occur with a musical

signification, but it is the only passage of which I know.

Now without attempting to reconcile any inconsistencies there

may be in these passages, we may at least conclude that the sub-

ject of the movement of the ' voice ' (' human and instrumental
')

received a complicated theoretical treatment at the hands of

musicians. What practical gain was aimed at we can hardly

guess. To us the very naming of the various species of motion

seems superfluous. But the fact remains that the ancients treated

the matter in this way. We are thus brought to the point where

we cannot reasonably refuse to admit the possibility that if the

phenomenon of a rise and fall of pitch in music had a terminology,

the similar rise and fall in conversational speech may have bad a

similar terminology. In fact the line between speech and song

could not be drawn with any degree of sharpness in ancient

theory. The very fact of a formal separation of these two kinds

of utterance according to the character of the vocal motion points

to the existence of a manner of speaking resembling singing, and

a manner of singing resembling speaking. The Kivrjais pfo-r] of

Aristides Quintilianus, partaking of the nature of both Kivrjai^

(Tvvex^s and Kivrfcns diaa-TTjpariKrj, forces US to admit that.

Accentuation thus assumes a place in ancient theory under the

general heading of the Movement of the Voice. The rise and

^ The MSS have dvd?.w/f, which can hardly be right. Vincent adopts

avaK/ir/aic, following the Hagiopolite MS, but avaKAaaic, which Vincent men-
tions as possible (p. 195 n.), seems most likely, as it suits the other name
for the same motion, ayuyfj avaKapnTovaa.
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fall of the tone in musical melody was paralleled by the rise and

fall in conversational melody.

Scattered here and there through the writings of the Latin

grammarians are a number of passages in which I believe we can

see traces of doctrinal matter regarding this melodic rise and fall.

Inasmuch as these passages have often been cited in support of

one or another theory in regard to the basis of ancient versifica-

tion, a great deal of confusion would be removed if it could be

shown that the passages, or, rather, their sources, really con-

cerned the melodic or pitch accent of the Latin language of the

classical period and not its versification at all, except in so far as

pitch accent must needs affect versification indirectly, as it does

all artistic utterance. The point at which the misunderstanding

would arise would be in the use of the words arsis and thesis

or their equivalents. That these words once had a melodic or

accentual signification as well as the more usual rhythmical or

metrical one is certain.^ But when the accents lost their melodic

character, the two uses might easily become confused. That this

is what happened is the explanation suggested to account for the

passages in question.

Sergius, after defining te7ior or accentus'' and explaining that

^ This fact is sometimes lost sight of, but Weil and Benloew touch upon

the matter in a note at p. 98 of their Theorie ghie'rale de Vaccentuatio7i latine

(Paris, 1855), and John Foster in his Essay on the Different Nature of Accetit

and Quantity . . . in the English, Latin, and Greek Languages (Eton, 1763)

devotes a postscript to chap, viii to " The Different 'Apaig of Accent and

and of Metre." In this work at p. 146 n. a passage from J. C. Scaliger

(1484-1558), De Causis Linguae Latinae, is quoted, in which the accentual

meaning of apaiq is given in the words : Syllabae igitur modus, quo tollitur

in ea vox acutior, dictus a Graecis apcsLQ, recte sane, in alteram autem

subeuntem cum demittitur vox, dkciv appellarunt, minus commode :—quae

melius KaTadeai^ dicta fuisset.—vel aequabilitatem vocis potius appellassent.

unde etiam in musicis ofiorevElq quidam dicuntur tractus, in quibus apai^ est

nulla.

^Cf. Donat., p. 371 K : tonos alii accentus, alii tenores nominant. Pris-

cian, II, 12, p. 51, 21 K : accidit unicuique syllabae tenor, spiritus, tempus,

numerus literarum. tenor acutus vel gravis vel circumilexus. in diclione

tenor certus, absque ea incertus, non potest tamen sine eo esse. Diomedes,

p. 431, 3 K : accentus quidam fastigia vocaverunt, quod capitibus litterarum

imponerentur ; alii tenores vel sonos appellant ; nonnulli cacumina retinere

maluerunt. Idem, p. 456, 18 K : tenor quem Graeci dicunt tasin aut proso-
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the term accenius is sometimes carelessly used to include the

long and short marks, the hyphen, diastole, and apostrophus,

says (p. 482, 14 K):

his ita se habentibus sciendum est quod acutus et gravis et

circuniflexus soli sunt qui, ut superius diximus, naturalem

unius cuiusque sermonis in voce nostra elationis servent

tenorem. nam ipsi arsin thesinque moderantur, quamquam
sciendum est quod in usu non sit hodierno gravis accentus.

Then follow rules for the accentuation of dissyllables, poly-

syllables, and monosyllables with acute and circumflex accents.

In this passage versification is not under discussion at all.

Although the names of various feet are used, it is only in order to

describe various quantitative combinations, for which versification

afforded a convenient terminology ready made. The terms arsis

and thesis cannot refer to the arsis and thesis of rhythm, unless

one goes so far as to claim that it is here a question of accentual

versification, in which a stressed accent has usurped the r61e

played in classical verse by quantity. Commodianus is supposed

to have already written accentual poetry, but there is little prob-

ability that such a system of versification would find recognition

in what purports to be a commentary on classical usage.

Pseudo-Priscian defines accent as follows (p. 519, 25 K):

accentus namque est certa lex ad elevandam et deprimen-

dam syllabam uniuscuiusque particulae orationis, qui fit ad

similitudinem elementorum, litterarum syllabarumque, qui

etiam tripertito dividitur, acuto gravi circumflexo. acutus

namque accentus ideo inventus est, quod acuat sive elevet

sylbbam
;
gravis vero eo, quod deprimat aut deponat ; cir-

cumflexus ideo, quod deprimat et acuat.

Then after touching upon the " spurious " accents, the restriction

of the Latin accent to two syllables, and certain exceptions to the

Latin rule of accentuation, he gives the rules for accenting mono-

syllabic, dissyllabic, and trisyllabic words under all conditions of

difference in vowel quantity.^ Examples are given for every

variety of quantitative aspect up to three syllables. Then he

says (p. 521, 24 K):

dian, in flexibus vocis servandus est ; nam quaedam acuto tenore,pleraque

gravi, alia flexo desiderant enuntiari. Cledonius, p, 32, 5 K : tria habet

cognomenta accentus ; aut toni sunt aut tenores aut accentus ; toni a sono

accentus ab accinendo (Keil, acuendo), tenores ab intentione.

^ So Diomedes, p. 430 K.
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ad banc autem rem arsis et thesis sunt necessariae. namque
in unaquaque parte orationis arsis et thesis sunt, non in

ordine syllabarum sed in pronuntiatione: velut in hac parte

nahira quando dico natu, elevatur vox et est arsis intus,

quando vero sequitur ra, vox deponitur et est thesis deforis.

quantum autem suspenditur vox per arsin, tantum deprimitur

per thesin. sed ipsa vox quae per dictiones formatur, donee

accentus perficiatur, in arsin deputatur; quae autem post

accentum sequitur, in thesin.

Here also there can hardly be any reference to versification.

The extent of the arsis is determined by a property of the indi-

vidual word, the accentus, the rest of the pars orationis is thesis.

The ratio of 4 : i between rhythmical arsis and thesis is unheard of.

The fact that the words inttcs and deforis correspond in their use

to the terms v<^iv fa<odeu and v(f)ev e^adev in the Anonymus passage,

de musica, §16, p. 52 iff., quoted above (p. 65 f.), is also to be

remarked.

In the following passage I suspect that the second sentence is

parenthetical, and that temporis of the manuscripts should be

emended to tenoris.

Marius Victorinus, p. 40, 14 K : arsis igitur et thesis quas

Graeci dicunt, id est sublatio et positio, significant motum
pedis, est enim arsis sublatio pedis sine sono, thesis positio

cum sono.' item arsis est elatio temporis (? tenoris) soni,

vocis, thesis depositio et quaedam contraclio syllabarum.

The writer then returns to the consideration of meter and shows

how the various kinds of feet are to be divided into arsis and

thesis, the arsis according to this doctrine invariably preceding

the thesis.^ But in the sentence beginning, item arsis, he merely

adds incidentally, as it were, a non-metrical definition of the terms

arsis and thesis.

The analysis of feet containing an uneven number of syllables

into the constituent parts, arsis and thesis, seems to have called

for rules. We are informed in certain passages that the proper

division into arsis and thesis can be ascertained frovi the accerit.

' Cf. Arist. Quin., de mus., I, xiii, p. 31 M, p. 21 J: piS/xbc roivvv earl

av(yTT//ia sk xpovuv Kara rtva rd^iv avyKEifievuv, ical ra rovruv rrdOr/ Ka?i,ovfifi> apaiv Kal

deaiv, -t(j6(pov koI i/ps/xiav.

^In regard to the trochee, p. 40, 14 K, it is clearly necessary to read

tollitnr lor ponitur, 3.nd pouitur for tollitur, in view of p. 45, 2 K.
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1

These passages are full of difficulties, which will perhaps never

be cleared up, in view of the probability that the writers them-

selves did not understand what they wrote. In the last two of

the following four passages in particular it seems impossible to

reconcile the inconsistencies.

Terentiaiius Maurus, de vietris, v. 1427 ff., p. 368 K :

pes adest supremus unus octo de trisyllabis,

dfi(f)ifiaKpos : hunc priori (scil. afx(f)i^paxei) perspicis con-

trarium

:

nam duae longae receptam continent intus brevem,

Roniulos si nominemus, Apulos aut Doricos.

sescuplo metimur istum : quinque nam sunt tempora :

nunc duo ante Iria sequuntur : nunc tribus reddes duo,

Italum si quando mutat Graius accentus sonum.

Apulos nam quando dico, tunc in arsi sunt duo

:

2a)(cpHT»;i/ Graius loquendo reddet in thesi duo.

creticum appellant eundem, forte Curetum genus

quo modos ludo sub armis congruentes succinat.

primus iste pes locatur his ubique in versibus,

optimus pes et melodis et pedestri gloria.

Servius, in Donatum, p. 425, 7 K : arsis dicitur elevatio,

thesis positio. quotienscumque contingit ut tres sunt syllabae

in pede vel quinque, quoniam non licet in divisione temporum

syllabam scindi, sed aut principio adplicatur aut fini, idcirco

debemus considerare, media syllaba cui parti coniungi debeat,

et hoc ex accentu colligimus. nam si in prima syllaba fuerit

accentus, arsis duas syllabas possidebit ; si autem in media

syiiaba, thesi duas syllabas damns.

Julianus, p. 321, 11 K: Quae accidunt unicuique pedi ?

Arsis et thesis, numerus syllabarum, tempus, resolutio, figura,

metrum. Quid est arsis ? Elevatio, id est inchoatio partis.

Quid est thesis ? Positio, id est finis partis. Quo modo ?

Puta si dicam przcdeyis, illud prii elevatio est, illud dens

positio. In trisyllabis et tetrasyllabis pedibus quot syllabas

sibi vindicat arsis et quot thesis? In trisyllabis, si in prima

habuerit accentum, ut puta dominus, duas syllabas vindicat

arsis et unam thesis. Nam si penultimo loco habuerit

accentum, ut puta beatus, arsis vindicat unam syllabam et

thesis duas. Sic et tempora secundum quantitatem sylla-

barum sibi vindicat.
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Pompeius, comm., p. 120, 29 K: arsis et thesis dicitur

elevatio et positio. ut si dicam ego, e arsis est, go thesis est.

cui rei proficiat arsis et thesis, paulo post dicemus. interim

arsis et thesis dicitur elevatio et positio. ut puta Roma

;

Roma prima syllaba arsin habet, secunda syllaba thesin.

quid si quattuor syllabarum fuerit ? duae erunt in arsi et

duae in thesi. quid si octo? quattuor habet arsis et quattuor

thesis, quid si tres sunt, id est, quid si impar numerus ? si

impar numerus fuerit, quotiens media syllaba accentum habet,

arsis habebit unum tempus et thesis duo
;

quotiens prior

syllaba habuerit accentum, arsis habebit duo tempora et

thesis unum. ut puta Camillus quando dicimus, ecce media

syllaba accentum habet : dicimus in arsi unum et in thesi duo.

Romulus quando dicimus, prima syllaba habet accentum :

dicimus duo in arsi, unum in thesi. ergo in istis, ubi non sunt

aequales syllabae, quando debeat arsis duo habere tempora,

unum thesis, vel quando unum arsis et duo thesis, ex accentu

colligis. nam si media syllaba accentum habuerit, ultimae

syllabae iungis plura tempora, ut arsis habeat unum, thesis

duo ; si prior syllaba habuerit accentum, arsi iunges plura

tempora.

The most important point to determine in these passages is

whether they are really concerned with versification or not. All

profess to be. But it is difficult, if not impossible, to reconcile the

statements made with the accepted doctrine in regard to the laws

of ancient verse. In the first place integral words are given as

examples of what are supposably the feet of verse, and conclusions

as to the internal constitution of the feet are drawn from the pro-

nunciation of the words. In the next place it is not clear how
the accentuation can determine rhythmical arsis and thesis, unless

the accent be a stress or intensity accent, and either the arsis or

the thesis be of the same nature, or at least contain an intensity

element. But even so further difficulties remain. Terentianus

clearly brings quantity into consideration. His doctrine would

seem to be that in words, or, as he calls them, feet, containing five

morae, of the form —^— , the division is 2 : 3 in Latin words,

because the accent falls (by rule) on the antepenult (as A-pidos),

but is 3:2 when a Greek word with the accent on the short

penult (as ^coKpd-rr]v) is involved. Feet of the forms ^

(/Saicxeto?) and ^ (dvTt^aKxos) have been already disposed of
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before the passage quoted. The ratio between arsis and thesis is

stated to be sescuple, but the self-evident division is not specifically

made for each foot. In regard to the amphibrach our author

says that the ratio is necessarily 3 : i, but that we are at liberty

to give the arsis one time and the thesis three, or the arsis three

and the thesis one. Since this ratio is not one of the three

rhythmical ratios, this foot is rejected by the " musici." '

If the Servius passage conveys the same doctrine, we must

consider that here also only the form —^— is in question, for

the division into rhythmical arsis and thesis of the forms ^

and ^ is self-evident. This involves emending the vel

quinque of the manuscripts to et quinque iempora, and duas

syllabas (in each case) to duo tempora. But if the rule is of late

origin, and not a precept handed down from early times, another

explanation is possible. We know that the feeling for quantity

was no longer alive in the time of Servius.^ The passage may
then be regarded simply as giving a practical rule for a partial

determination of the (extinct) quantities in trisyllabic feet (words)

through an observation of the position of the accent (now, of

course, an intensity accent). When the first syllable is accented,

the second or middle must be short, and so, he says, the arsis (or

first part of a foot) includes two syllables (according to the text,

but, as remarked, Terentianus' rule calls for one only), and the

thesis one; but when the middle syllable is accented, it must be

long, and then, he says, the arsis has one syllable and the thesis

two. It is not stated which of the eight trisyllabic feet, ^^^

^

—^yj^ w—Wj WW— J Wj —w— . w ^
J
are covered

by this rule, but some restriction is clearly necessary. The rule

does not give satisfactory results on any rhythmical basis. For

example we cannot suppose the form ^ to be divided into a

rhythmical arsis of one mora and a thesis of four morae.

In regard to the Julianus and Pompeius passages the supposi-

^ exigunt idcirco talem qui sequuntur musicam (v. 1426). I had at first

taken exigunt in the sense of ' demand,' but the interpretation given above,

which I owe to Prof. C, W. E. Miller, must be right.

^ Servius, a^ Piquilinum de fitialibus, p. 1803, Putsche : nam quod pertinet

ad naturam primae syllabae, longane sit aut brevis, solis confirmamus

exemplis ; medias vero in latino sernione accentu discernimus ; ultimas

arte colligimus. (G. Paris, Etude stir U rSle de Vaccent latin dans la langue

frangaise, p. 30, n, 2.)
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tion that only feet containing five morae are under consideration

is precluded by the examples. Yet it is strange if the analysis

into arsis and thesis of feet like dactyls and anapaests was regarded

as difficult to effect without the aid of the verbal accent. It is

quite possible, however, that the examples need emending.

Furthermore to follow the directions literally, we are led to the

curious result that the accent sometimes falls on the arsis (as

ddmi-mis), and sometimes on the thesis (as be-dltis). Nor are we

at liberty to shift the position of arsis and thesis, for Julianus

expressly announces the doctrine, a very common one, that the

arsis invariably precedes the thesis in any foot, and Pompeius

would imply as much in his first examples, ego and Roma.

Another difficulty in the way of accepting these passages as

dealing purely with the meter of versification lies in the examples

beatus and Caviillus, which are amphibrach in form. Pompeius

himself says later, p. 125, 4 K, of the amphibrach: nulla divisio

est. As in the Servius passage results contrary to all rhythmical

theory are reached.

We are thus led to the conclusion that the arsis and thesis

which according to the grammarians can be determined by the

verbal accent are not the arsis and thesis of versification. What-
ever may be the true conception of the latter, they are certainly

not affections of individual words. The arsis and thesis of verse

are complementary parts of a foot. But the arsis and thesis under

discussion have no apparent relationship with true feet. The
accent is a concern of the word, not of the foot. When the

grammarians employ integral words as examples to illustrate the

various kinds of feet found in verse, we overlook the fault in the

method. But when we are asked to believe that the accents of

these words played any role in verse, where it can only occa-

sionally have happened that the words were coterminous with

feet, we must decline to follow our preceptors.

The attitude of the ancient theorists in all this matter is of

prime importance. The science of metric covered more than the

subject of versification only ; it included also the artistic disposi-

tion of long and short syllables in prose composition. Consider

the doctrine of Dionysius of Halicarnassus. He states that pi6fj.6s

is necessary in artistic prose as well as in poetry.' Prose ought

' Dionysius of Halicarnassus, dt: comp. verb., xi : t; Ctv 6k olojj.aL jsvT/aeaOai

Tii^ii' ijdeiav Knl Ka'kr/v, TeTra/)d kari ra Kvpiura-a icai KpciTiara, fiiTiOQ
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to be evpvdfjios, however, and not fppvdfios,^ fv^trpos and not fnfierpos.

It ought to contain feet or meters (pvdfxoi, /^eVpa), but they should

not be prominent.'^ If therefore the same terminology was used

for various combinations of quantities in prose diction as was in

use for poetic diction, nothing could be more natural ; but the

practice does not necessarily imply that the same phenomenon
was under discussion. Indeed Dionysius fully recognizes the

difference. Both the e/i/xerpor Xf^is of poetry and song and the

afifTpos Xe|ir of prose include what are called " feet " for want of

distinguishing names." But whereas poetry cannot employ cer-

tain feet, prose rejects none,^ There is no real rhythm in prose,

but only a quasi-rhythm, no real feet, but only quasi-feet. The
indiscriminate mingling of heterogeneous feet is not forbidden.

The feet of prose diction are then a fact in ancient theory, but

of rhythmical arsis and thesis properly speaking they can have

had no trace. Therefore when we read in the Latin grammarians

of an arsis and thesis found in feet which are identical in every-

thing with individual words, we must look for some other definition

for such a use of these terms than the usual one. Just what

meaning the grammarians themselves attached to the terms may
not now be discoverable. Perhaps to them the arsis was nothing

more than the first part of a foot and the thesis the last, and so

when a word filled the form of a foot, the first part of the word

was the arsis and the last part the thesis. But if there was in

earlier doctrine a verbal arsis and thesis of an accentual character,

it is easy to see how, when the accents became converted into

stresses, the principles regulating the one phenomenon might be

Kai pv6fid( Kal ^era^oXf] koi to napaKoTiovdovv toI^ rpial tovtolq nptnov . . .

<jv fiEV ovv CTOxaCovTai Travref ol a-rrovciy ypdipovTEc fiirpov, ?/ ^tvloc, y t/jd Isyufxe-

VTjv tteCtiv "ke^LV, ravr' kaTi.

^Ibid., fin.

"^Ibid., XXV : bwep oiiv l<prjv, ov Siivarai tpikf] M^ig 6/j.oia yeveadai ry t/xfiirpCf) Kal

ififi£?.el tav iifj TZEpiexv I^^Tpa Kal pvOfiovi Tivag EyKaTafiE/zty/iEVOvg a6ri\uq. oil /lievtoc

irpoafjKEi y EfifiETpov owV IppxSfiov avTfjv Eivai SokeIv Tvoirj/xa yap ovrug iarai Kal

fiiXog, EK^^dETai re dn?i.ug rbv avrf/c xo-po-i^'''VP^ '
^'^^' svpvBjiov abrr/v cnvoxpf/ Kal

evfisTpov (paivEodai /lovov oi.'TU yap av Eh/ noiTjTiKfj fiiv, ov /xi/v 7Toi?//id )£• Kal

eviiE'Xriq fiiv, ov fiskoq 6e.

^Ibid., xvii, fin.: ovtol dudeKa 'pvdfioi te Kal nddEq e'igIv ol npuTOL KarafiETpovvTeq

aTzaaa^ tfi/nETpov te Kal hjiETpov Tie^lv, ef uv yivovrai otixoi te Kal Ku\a.

^Ibid., xviii, init.: ov6e yap aKEXavvETac pvdfwq ovdElg ek Tijq a/iETpov Xi^Eug,

uaTTEp EK TTJq EflflETpOV.
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transferred to the other. Thus the feet of prose also would be

provided with a subdivision into arsis and thesis. The result

would be a simplification on the surface of the doctrine, but a

deep-seated confusion in essentials.

C. W. L. Johnson.
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It is a familiar fact that in the poHtical development of the early-

Empire the cautious experiments of Octavianus Caesar all tended

to preserve, or even restore, the forms and ostensible functions of

the Republic, with the added device of successive cumulation on

one person. The term Augtisius was not particularly civilis^

(to use a Roman term that did not lose its significance from

Actium to the era of Trajan). Princeps, on the other hand, was

eminently civilis. I was led to undertake a survey of the ancient

tradition and theory on the subject, because I was struck by the

fact that Mommsen differs not only from the almost unanimous

opinion ofmodern students such as Hoeck, Madvig, Peter, Merivale

and Ranke, but also from Dio, whom he criticizes severely.

In attempting to analyze the principles by which the second

Caesar was guided in manipulating public affairs and in con-

structing the mechanism of the new government, we may safely

emphasize these points : in the first place, Octavianus wished to

avoid the political blunders ofhis adoptive father, and, secondly, his

aim was to obliterate, as far as possible, the memory of some of his

own^acts during his triumviral period.^ Julius Caesar indeed had

truthfully said "nihil esse rem publicam, appellationem modo sine

corpore ac specie," but he had underestimated the tenacious life

of '' ap^ellationes" and of incidental sentiment and association.^

"^ Ahjovcroc uq Koi Tv'kelov tl tj Kar' avdpu-rrovr uv eireKkijd/j, Dio 53, 16, 8.—In

27 B. c, on January 17, ace. to Censorinus, de die natal. 21, he was so

greeted by an acclamation, "sententia L. Munatii Planci," who had not

been a courtier at Alexandria to no purpose. Madvig, Verfassung u. Ver-

waltung des roni. Staates, I, p. 536, follows Orosius, VI 20, who places

the event in Jan., 29 b. c. The Greek version Se/Jaffrdf emphasizes the

extraordinary character of the appellation ; cf. the reluctance of Tiberius

to use this name, Suetonius, Tib. 26.

^Cf. the apologetic and pseudo-republican strain of the Monumentum
Ancyranum, as well as the spirit in which Velleius, for example, refers to

the proscriptions of the second triumvirate.

^ Cf. details of his " spernere patrium morem " in Suetonius, lulius

76-77.
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Octavianus determined upon the role of senatorial mandalary.

As all the chief acts of the future administration were to be

covered by senaius consulia, the ostensible elevation and purifi-

cation of that august body was indeed a task of the first import-

ance.^ The first lectio occurred in 28 B. C, when Augustus and

Agrippa were censors. According to the custom of the ancient

Republic before the era of Marius and Sulla, an essential part of

the censorial lectio senatus and an important privilege of the

censors was the designation of a princeps senatus. In this lectio

Octavianus was so designated. Dio 53, I zas diroypatpas f^creXeo-e,

Koi iv avTois npoKpiros ttJs yepovaias iTnKkrjBr], axmep ev ttj aKpi^ei SrjpoKparia

fV€v6pi(TTo. It was indeed, as Dio urges, a repristination of an

institution peculiar to the dKpi^i)s drj^oKparia, by which term

Dio means the republican era before the rise of the men
of personal power. For Dio aptly ^ summarizes Roman history

down to 29 B. C. as embracing three periods: the kings, the

republic, the Swaaruai.

The institution of the princeps senatus as an incidental part

of the lectio senatiis, and thus of the census, is discussed by

Mommsen in his Romische Forschungen, I 92 sqq. The literary

tradition enables him to specify twelve,^ beginning with M.
Valerius Maximus, dictator of 494 B. c, and concluding with L.

Valerius Flaccus, consul 100 b. C. He differs, for example, from

Merivale/ whom he does not mention, in excluding Lutatius

Catulus, consul of 78 B, c. This view of Merivale's is also put

forward in Pauly, Real-Encyclopadie, IV 1248. Mommsen claims

that the fact that Catulus was considered princeps senatus is due to

misunderstanding. Dio 36, 14 says : oti tu . . . irpwra r^s ^ovXfjs ^p.

These words, to be sure, are not very explicit, but Cicero, in

Pisonem, III 6, says : "me Q. Catulus princeps huius ordinis . . .

parentem patriae nominavit." Mommsen argues^ that this pri7t-

cipatus differed from the formal one of earlier times, and was so

' Cf . Suetonius, Aug. 35. P'or the degradation of the Senate by Julius

Caesar, cf. Dio 43, 47.

*Dio 52, I. This summary exhibits the superior clearness of Dio's

political vision. Cf. the "certamina potentiuni " in Tacitus, Annals, I 2.

^ He sums up his list as thirteen, but there are only twelve in it.

* Merivale, p. 454 : " the most celebrated of the list was Lutatius Catulus,

whose position at the head of the senatorial oligarchy has been signalized

at the beginning of this history."

^Staatsrecht, III 868, note 4.
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merely "nach der uffentlichen Meinung." But by the latter

standard no doubt Pompey, although he was absent at the time

(63 B. c.) in his Eastern campaigns, was \)a^ princeps. Indeed, it

seems probable that Lutatius Catulus was the formal princeps

senatus. If so, the lectio in which he was designated was that of

70 B. c, which was complete and rigorous,^ sixty-four names
being stricken from the senatorial register. This census of 70

B. C. was the last complete and successful one before the census of

Octavianus Caesar and Agrippa in 28 b. c. The census of 65

B. C.' was abortive on account of radical political differences

between the censors, Catulus and Crassus, which led to their

resignation without having reached either the lectio senatus or the

recognitio equitum. Nor did those chosen in their stead accom-

plish anything, because, as Dio^ says, the tribiini plebis blocked

their action through fear of losing their seats in the lectio senatus.

The latter function stands out as the crucial one in the sphere of

the censorial imperitcm.

The princeps seyiatus enjoyed not so much a political function

as a civil honor.* He had the first place in debate. Regarding

his tenure of office Zonaras says, 7, 19 npoeix^ '"o" XP°''°*' °^ n-poeKptVei-o,

ov yap 81a. ^iov ris els tovto Trpoex^tpi^eTo. It IS true that the

censors at the next lectio had the abstract right to change the

brinceps even by substituting one of their own number, but it

seems to have been done rarely, if ever. Thus Q. Fabius Max-
imus was designated as princeps by the censors of 209 and 204

:

he died in 203. P. Scipio Africanus, himself one of the censors,

became princeps in 199 ; the censors of 194 and 189 ratified that

choice*; Valerius himself, ^;7«<:(?/>^ of 184, and one of the censors,

^ Liv. Epit. 98 : Cn. Lentulus et L. Gellius censores asperam censuram

egerunt, quattuor et sexaginta senatu motis.
'^ Cf. Plut. Crassus, c. 13.

^Dio 37, 9 e/j.irodi.aa.vTon' a(j)ag ruv (h/fj.apxo>v npbg tov Tfjg (3nv'Af/g KaTd?Myov (Uei

Tov /if/ TT/g yepovfflag avrovg kKKeaslv.

*Cf. Madvig, Verf. I, p. 137; Mommsen, Stsr. Ill 969 sq.; C. Peter,

Rom. Gesch. Ill, p. 16.

^ Cf. Livy 34, 44; 38, 28. Livy (39, 52) argues from the continuity of the

honor against the date of the death of Scipio as claimed by Polybius and

others, 183 b. c. In the lectio of the census of 184 the official records gave

the name of L. Valerius, proof positive, according to Livy, that Scipio had

died before that census : quo vivo nisi ut ille senatu moveretur, quam
notam nemo memoriae prodidit, alius princeps in locum eius lectus non

esset.
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died before the censors of 179 came in. M. Aemilius Lepidus,

himself censor in that year (179), became the next princeps, and

remained so in 174, 169, 164, 159^ and 154.

The real conception of the matter held in the republican era is

well set forth in Liv)' 27, 11, where one of the censors claims that

senatorial tradition designated the oldest living censorius as the

proper candidate for prmceps, while the other censor urged that

in this case the princeps civitatis Ro7nanae
, Q. Fabius Maximus,

should be chosen. We may say, I believe, that ordinarily the

oldest living censorius was really the foremost citizen, and that

conversely the foremost man in the senate was ordinarily the

foremost citizen.

It might happen, of course, as in the case of M. Aemilius

Lepidus, that, as the princeps was long-lived and actually main-

tained his formal preeminence in the senate, in the course of

events he would cease to be priiiceps civitatis : he might indeed

be outranked by the very censor who repeated the judgment of

his predecessors in the work of lectio.

Thus L, Aemilius Paulus in the lectio of the census of 164 had

for four years enjoyed the prestige of Pydna, and was undoubtedly

the princeps civitatis ; still he merely confirmed the previous

lectio in giving the principatus to M. Aemilius Lepidus.' That

the victor of Pydna was then the foremost man in the state would

require no special demonstration, but as a matter of evidence we
may quote Cicero, Brutus 80: Atque etiam L. Paulus Africani pater

persomm prificipis civis facile dicendo tuebatur. Nor did Scipio

Aemilianus (whom Cicero incessantly presented' as the ideal

representative of the republic before the decline) attain the formal

principatus^ although no doubt he v{d.s princeps civis.

The emergencies of the times brought young Pompey into

unusual prominence, and subsequently into eminence, when
socially he was merely as yet of the equestrian class, for, with

the lex Annalis suspended, Pompey, having returned from the

Sertorian and Slave war while still an eques, was made consul

^ The word sex in Liv. Epit. 47 is palpably wrong. Perhaps the V of the

original MSS was copied as VI, and so was transferred into the numeral

word.
^ Plut. Aem. Paul. 38, 6 r^f 61 l3ov?\,r/g irpoEypa^pE (lev Mdp/cov Atfii?uov AimSov,

fjdrj Terpamg Kapnov/isvov rav-jju Tyi> wpoedpiav.

^For example, in making him a chief interlocutor in some of the essays.
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without even having been elected quaestor, and even as consul,

after the recognitio equiium, he appeared in the transveciio of the

Knights before the censors* of 70 b. c. to "give up his horse."

And thus from that time forward Pompey, and not Catulus, came
to be " in republica princeps "^ until Caesar's rise made a plurality

o{principes from " Consul Metellus" 60 B. C, down to Pharsalus,

48 B. c. Hence the familiar lines of Horace, Carm. H i, 3 sq.:

gravisque

Principum atnicitias et arma, etc.

The term princeps then, in the new or, as Augustus wished to

have it seem, the restored, order of things, came to be the most

common one in current usage, to designate the head of the state.

It was no doubt well received because it suggested neither rex nor

dictator, but was a good old republican term, and all its associa-

tions were of such a kind as to disarm suspicion and ill will. In

a short time the term came to be one of most comprehensive

significance. And so the foremost of modern scholars in the field

of Roman antiquities, in the index of his Staatsrecht, has chosen

this term in preference to the other more specific ones as the

general designation for the entire sphere of the emperor. But he

has taken especial pains also to emphasize his own conception of

the term. To his mind Augustus is called princeps not as prin-

ceps senaius, but as princeps omnium, or as princeps civitatis.*

" Dass der Kaiser Siuch princeps senattes ist, istmit seiner Stellung

als princeps nicht zu verwechseln, obwol dies schon Dio tut."

And again*: "Aber diese Bezeichnung sagt auch weiter nichts

aus als, wie Augustus selber es ausdriickt, dass der princeps der

gewichtigste u. angesehenste Burger ist," and this statement is

^ Plut. Pomp. 22 TOTZ 6f) TrpoEKadjjvTO /lev ol Tifir/Tal TeAXcog Kal AevrXog kv

Koc/xif) Kal ndpodog r/v tuv linTkuv k^eTa^ofikvuv. oxpOrj 6e Ho/nrz/'iog avudev £it'

ayopav Karepx^/^Evog, to. /uev aXXa napdoiifia Tfjg dpxf/g ejwi', ahrog ($£ did jtvpof

ayDV TOV IWTTOV,

^Cic. Fam. I 9, 11 ; cf. Mommsen, Stsr. II 751, note 4. Mommsen also

cites Sail. Hist. Ill, oratio C. Licinii Macri 23 : mihi quidem satis spec-

tatura est, Pompeium tantae gloriae adulescentem malle principem volen-

tibus vobis esse, quam illis dominationis socium. To which add Cic. Att.

II 19, 3: huic ita plausum est ut salva republica Pompeio plaudi solebat

(written in July 59).

^ Stsrecht. II, p. 750, note 4.

*Stsr. II, p. 751.
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supplemented by the footnote^: "Mon. Ancyr. 6, 22, nach dem
griechischen Text erganzt : praestiti omnibus dignitate (d^iw/iart)-"

Again ^
: "Wo Dio ^ das beriihmte Wort des Tiberius wiedergiebt,

dass er nicht imperaior sei sondern princeps, braucht er dafiir

nicht bloss das ungeschickte 7rpoKp»ror, sondern es ist ihm der

Begriff des Principats schon so vollig abhanden gekommen, dass

er diesen npoKpiroc sogar zum npoKpiros t^s yepovalas, zum princeps

senatus macht." Again*: "Dass Augustus an der Spitze des

Verzeichnisses stand, sagt er selbst, aber dass er sich princeps

senatus nennen liess wie Dio will, widerlegen die Urkunden."

The view of other scholars had generally been that princeps

was strictly based on princeps senatus and developed from it.

Thus Hoeck': '^Princeps, ohne weitern Beisatz, wurde mitunter

schon friiher der erste des Senats genannt, und in keinem andern

Sinne liessen sich die Kaiser anfangs so nennen. Die Steigerung

des Begriffs vom Ersten des Senats zum Ersten der Nation erfolgte

ebenso unvermerkt wie natiirlich."

Merivale^: "the popularity which the assumption of this repub-

lican title conferred upon the early emperors," etc.

Carl Peter': "DerTitel schloss urspriinglich keinen weitern

realen Vorzug in sich als dass der Inhaber bei den Berathungen

im Senat zuerst um seine Meinung befragt werden musste. Wie
aber durch ihn Octavian gehoben wurde, so auch wiederum der

Titel durch Octavian und die nachfolgenden Kaiser," etc.

Madvig^: "den T\\.€i princeps senatus aus dem sich das blosse

princeps als Bezeichnung des Regenten entwickelte [erhielt er] im

Jahre 28, Dio 53, i." And elsewhere **: "Der Name princeps, der

aus der Ernennung des Augustus zum princeps senatus ent-

springt." Ranke^" has the same view.

1 Stsr. II, p. 751, note 3.
'^ lb., p. 752, note i.

=* Dio 57, 8. *Stsrcht, III 971, note I.

^ Ro.-n. Geschichte vom Verfall der Republik, etc., 1841, I i, p. 325.

*Merivale, III, p. 455. He aptly cites Pliny, Panegyr. 55 sedemque

o\iX\Vit.X principis, ne sit domino locus.

' Rom. Gesch. Ill, p. 16. * Verf. u. Verw. I, p. 529, note.

' lb., p. 534 sq.

1* Weltgeschichte, III 2, p. 399 : " Augustus selbst war wie Ca^csdir princeps

senatus," etc. I see now that Ernst Herzog, Geschichte und System der

romischen Staatsverfassung, Teubner, 1887, vol. II, does not agree with

Momnisen on the question of princeps. He says (p. 133): "Bei der Fest-

stellung der neuen Senatsliste sodann liess er sich als princeps senatus
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In stating my agreement with the scholars just cited I should

like to bring forward several considerations that seem to me
essential.

The term princeps hivenhiiis occurs frequently in the annals of

the Augustan Era. It throws a strong light, as I believe, on

the higher title oi princeps to which it is the social or political

stepping-stone.

The equestrian class, particularly the specific centuriae equiium,

were indeed, as Livy 42, 61 calls them, seminarium senatus, and

the bulk of the centuriae egniijim, particularly in the later years

of the Republic, were probably sons of senators. It is a matter

worthy of note that in the centurial classification there were in the

pedites both iuniores and seniores, but of the equites only iuniores.

And in the term princeps iuveniutis the latter word would seem

to designate, not the entire youth of Rome, or of the empire, but

of the alter ordo, particularly of those whose advancement from

the equestrian to the senatorial class was merely, or chiefly, a

question of time and maturity.

Socially and politically (apart from police, ayinona and ludi^

the two ordines were the chief objects that Augustus had in view

in the regulation of the new government ; cf., for example, the lex

lulia de maritandis ordiyiibus. Forcellini, s. v. princeps, goes as

far as to say : "in libera civitate fuit princeps iuventutis cuius

nomen primum recitavit censor ordinem equestrem recensens."

What warrant (apart from a general postulated analogy with the

lectio senatiis) he has for this explanation I do not know.

Cicero (Fam. Ill 11, 3) calls Pompey (in June, 50 B. c.)

"omnium saeclorum et gentium" and Brutus, "iam pridem

iuveniutis (princeps, scil.), celeriter, ut spero, civitatis"—certainly

in a somewhat different sense from the Augustan usage, as Brutus

erklaren, zunachst in keinem andern Sinne als in dem althergebrachten

des ersten Votanten." Herzog has used the analogy of the princeps

iuventutis, as I have independently done, and defends Dio against Momm-
sen. Dio was, of course, not unfitted, by his provincial birth, for a career

which was almost entirely spent in the higher walks of provincial adminis-

tration in widely distant (and only in a minor degree oriental) parts of the

empire. As well might we call Ulpian a Syrian because he was born at

Tyre. Prof. Schwartz, of Giessen, who is working on the Greek Historians

of Rome for the new Pauly-Wissowa, is clearly influenced by Mommsen's
view, when he calls Dio " der brave Bithynier."
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was then 35 years of age. Cicero's designation of the son of C.

Curio as princeps iuventuHs (in Vatin. 10, 24) is merely a piece

of political courtesy.

But in the Augustan era the designation of Gains and Lucius

Caesar zs Principes iuvenhdis^ (as noted both in the Mon. Ancy-

ranum and in other Inss.) distinctly elevated them to a rank

second only to that oi the princeps himself and made them leaders

of those out of whom the senate was recruited. It was probably

in this connection, too, that Augustus reestablished the Troiae

lusus (actually fostered even by Caesar, cp. Suetonius, Juhus 39).

Young Ascanius-Iulus in Vergil, Aen. V 545, appears 2,1, princeps

iuventuiis, so to speak. Here, too, Augustus is repristinating a

priscus mos, as he ostensibly did in all his institutions (Sueton.

Aug. 43).

Madvig (I 530) urges that the character of the principatus

as a magistracy with its apparatus of terms and fixed periods of

tenure, was also marked by the fact, that "during the entire

administration of Augustus, there was no formal indication at any

time that it was to pass to others as something permanently

established." With all due respect to the memory and authority

of the eminent Latinist, I believe that his judgment is too absolute

in its negative character. The entire manipulation of Augustus'

family affairs was determined by the central idea of establishing

the succession. Marcellus, Gains and Lucius, Tiberius were the

successive heirs that were designated. We may confidently say

that they were the heirs apparent, with Agrippa as a constant

contingency during his lifetime. Thus in the very triumph after

Actium (Dio 51, 21), Octavianus gave a largess not only to the

men, but koi Toly Tratal hih. top MapKfWov top d8e\(f)i8ovv.

Regarding Gains, who died in February, in the year 4 A. d., see

the Cenotaphium Pisanum, Orelli, No. 643 : iam designaium

iustissumum ac simillumum parentis sui virtutibus principem.

It is true that this was not an official manifestation of the Roman
senate, but the exuberant and adulatory resolution of a colony

which looked to Gains as paironus. Still we may take for

granted that it was the expression of universal and current public

opinion, an accepted item in the governmental policy ofAugustus.

^The Greek equivalent is irponptToq r^g vedrf/Tog, or, as Madvig, I 552, n.,

szys, irpdKpiTog rjjg i7nrd6og.
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Why does Mommsen reject Dio's explanation (53, i
; 57, 8) of

princeps as TrpoKptroj r^y yepovo-iaf? In the first place, perhaps,

because it runs counter to his own theory that princeps is equiva-

lent \.o princeps civitatis. Furthermore, it does not fit so well with

his theory of political balance and "Dyarchie" oi princeps and
senate. More weighty perhaps than these considerations is

another cited above (Staatsr. Ill 971, n.) : "Dass A. an der Spitze

des Verzeichnisses stand, sagt er selbst ; aber dass er %\c\\princeps

senatus nennen Hess, wie Dio will, widerlegen die Urkunden."
The inscriptions in Orelli-Henzen, as a matter of fact, give the

titles of imperator (as praenomen), pontif. maximus, cos., tribu-

nicia potestate with definite years that had elapsed since tenure

began, how often the title imperator had been earned in cam-

paigns, pater patriae (after 2 b. c), atigur and other minor

functions. '^€\\hQX princeps Xiox princeps senatus is met with for

Augustus. Dio 53, I speaks historically and specifically of the

particular event as a part of lectio and census', ray dnoypucjias

e'^fre'Xecrf, Koi iv avrais npoKpiros ttjs yepovalas fne kXtjOtj . . . ThlS

aorist needs no emphasis from us. Of Tiberius,^ however, Dio

speaks differently ; compare 57, 8 : npoKpiros re r^? yepova-ius Kara TO

dpxalov^ Koi V0' eavTov covo/xafero. Here, it will be observed, we
have an imperfect. Did Mommsen confound these items?

As a matter of fact, Dio has other equivalents oi princeps than

irpoKpiTos ; for example, in the laudatio funebris of Augustus

spoken by Tiberius : Dio 56, 39, 5 : npoaTaata ivos dv8p6s = prin-

cipatus \ lb., §6: npoKpivavTeg TivayKdaare ;^pdi'Oj' yi riva iipStv

npoiTTrjvai, npoKpiveiv being the formal designation oi princeps

and the npoa-Tavla the actual administrative power gradually

associated whh prificipatus.

Dio then does not, as far as I am able to see, say that Augustus

was regularly called (sich nennen liess) princeps senatus. The
occurrence (as in the case of Tiberius) or non-occurrence (as in

the case of Augustus) oi princeps in the inscriptions does not

^ Why not? In his earlier years Tiberius affected the appearance of

being civilis in every way ; cf. Suetonius, Tiberius 26. Why should he not

emphasize, then, the institutional etymology (if I may say so) of princeps}

It was one of the characteristic traits of this Claudian, moreover, to empha-

size '' constiettido antiqua.^^ By merging himself again in the senate, so to

speak, he disarmed in a measure that feeling of distrust which he knew
that his native hauteur had bred in public opinion. Cf. Suetonius, c, 30.
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seem to me to offer any argument either way for the original

signification oiprinceps.

Augustus, through his fellow censor and closest political friend

Agrippa, had bestowed (virtually) the first place in the senate

upon himself. Is it not very probable that the senators and the

Roman world in general (in that spirit of deference which antici-

pated the ultimate aims of this astute manager) dropped the

limiting and modifying senaius from the title at the very begin-

ning? Whether Horace, Carm. I 2, 49,

hie magnos potius triumphos

hie ames dici pater atque princeps

was prompted by recent action in the senate or by the official

designation oi princeps senatus, it is difficult to state. The ele-

ment of utility in the relations between Horace^ and Augustus is

pretty well understood. It is possible, too, that the ode fore-

shadowed impending action of the government, and both tested

and urged on that public opinion towards which Augustus was

as supremely sensitive as he was supremely clever in anticipating,

manipulating and conciliating it.

New York University, Nov. 3, 1900. -t!" vj- oIHLER.

ipiuss, Horazstudien, 1882, pp. 16-43, argues that 36 b. c. was the date

of this ode and that it was elicited by the campaign against Sextus Pom-

peius. His arguments seem to be very subjective and his points far-

fetched. Special students of Horace such as Lucian Muller and Teuffel

agree that the years 31-30 mark the terminus a quo of all ode-composition

by Horace. Mitscherlich, Nauck, Kiessling all refer to the designation of

princeps senatus of 28 B. c.



THE ATHENIAN IN HIS RELATIONS TO THE
STATE.

The following discussion of certain of the legal and sociological

aspects of Athenian life is based largely on the works of the

Attic orators, and especially on the orations of Isaeus. Valuable

material, it is true, has also been found in the works of authors

belonging to other departments of Greek literature; but it is to

Isaeus that the writer is particularly indebted, inasmuch as the

works of this orator, in themselves, contain so much of the

material necessary for reconstructing the life of the Athenians,

and for understanding the influences by which that life was dom-
inated. The pictures that Isaeus draws are not always complete

in detail, it is true, and yet the essential outlines are there.

It may be noted at the outset that the life of the citizen of

Athens was closely associated with the Athenian inheritance

system ; to consider the one apart from the other would be

impossible. It might, perhaps, be more correct to observe, that

the life of the Athenian was, to a large extent, molded and dom-
inated by the inheritance laws. Another important factor must

be considered in this connection, namely, the strong religious

feeling which permeated the life of the individual and the inher-

itance institutions, and which found expression in the worship

of the ancestors as well as of the gods, and in the solicitude of the

Athenian with respect to the heir and with regard to the exten-

sion of the family line. Perrot, Droit Publique d' Athenes, pp.

132-133, well says, in this connection: "The sentiment which

attaches to one another the individuals in the family the families

in the race, the races in the phratria, the phratrias in the tribe, the

tribes in the state— is the belief in a common ancestor, the adora-

tion of this first father ; ... it is the respect with which that

member of each group, to whom comes the honor of succeeding

to the deified ancestry, sees himself surrounded. . . . This is

the principle which dominates all this hierarchy of associations;

this is the keystone which upholds all these concentric arches."
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This deep religious feeling, that forms perhaps the chief motive

for adoption, and strikingly manifests itself in the life of the

individual and the state—this feeling constantly finds expression

in the Greek writers. Everywhere one sees emphasized the

importance of continuing the family worship ; and following the

glorification of the ancestors during the individual's life, we read

of the homage that is to be paid to the individual himself after

death—homage which every Athenian believed to be indispens-

able to his future happiness. A striking passage, illustrating the

Athenian feeling for the dead, occurs in Isae. 2, 47, where the

speaker exclaims: "I entreat you to render aid to us and to

him also who is in Hades "—the thought being that, unless the

adopted son be permitted to possess the inheritance and honor

the dead, the latter will actually suffer in Hades. Similar ideas

are expressed in a number of passages found in Isaeus (Cf. 9, 36 ;

I, 10).

If now we leave the sphere of the orators, we find in Homer
and in the tragic poets manifestations of the same religious

feeling. A most significant passage, showing that the Athenians

looked upon the obligations to the dead as sent from Heaven,

occurs in Soph. Antig., 450 ff. The king has demanded of Anti-

gone whether she knew of his edict forbidding that funeral rites be

paid her brother. She replies (to adopt the rendering of Jebb),
" Yes, for it was not Zeus that published me that edict ; not such

are the laws set among men by the Justice who dwells with

the gods below ; nor deemed I that thy decrees were of such

force, that a mortal could override the unwritten and unfailing

statutes of Heaven." So, too, Antigone says (line 519) :
" Hades

demands these rites."

Prof. Jebb remarks in this connection (Soph. Antig., Introd. p.

25) that Antigone, the nearest of kin to the dead, " is fulfilling

one of the most sacred and the most imperative duties known to

Greek religion," in paying the funeral rites to her brother.

The same authority observes (pp. 32-33) :
" It is true that the

legends of the heroic age afford some instances in which a dead

enemy is left unburied, as a special mark of abhorrence. . . . Yet

these same legends show that from a very early period Hellenic

feeling was shocked at the thought of carrying enmity beyond
the grave, and withholding the rites on which the welfare of the

departed spirit was believed to depend. . . . Achilles maltreated
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the dead Hector. Yet, even there, the Iliad expresses the Greek
feeling by the beautiful and touching fable that the gods them-

selves miraculously preserved the corpse from all defacement and
from all corruption, until at last the due obsequies were rendered

to it at Troy." (II. 24, 411 ff.)

It is necessary to realize the depth and power of this religious

feeling for the dead, and the dominating influence of ancestor

worship among the Greeks, in order to appreciate the immense
importance attached to the inheritance laws, and the anxiety of

every Athenian with reference to an heir.

Closely associated with the thought of devotion to the dead

was the feeling of dread lest one should die and leave behind a

"desolate heritage". To pass away without leaving an heir to

continue the family line and the ancestor worship, was, to the

Athenian mind, not only a calamity but a disgrace, and many
passages in Isaeus, as well as in Greek authors generally, indicate

the genuine horror with which the Athenians regarded such a

contingency. (Isae. 7, 30 ; 6, 5 ; Eurip. Ale. 655 ff.)

The adoption of a son, then, to insure the line and continue the

worship of the ancestors was, naturally, widely prevalent ; and

the undercurrent of religious feeling is again perceived when one

notes, still further, the duties of the heir, and the motives for

adoption. We read in Isae. 7, 30 :
" All men who are about

to die take forethought for themselves, . . . that there may be

some one to offer sacrifices to them and perform all customary

rites." We learn from Isae. 9, 30, that the son was associated

with the father in the performance of religious ceremonies during

life ; and it appears also from many passages that it was the

solemn duty and privilege of the heir to visit the family altars

and offer sacrifices (Isae. 6, 51 ; 9, 7; Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 13).

Thus the prominence of the religious feeling in the life of the

individual and in the inheritance system is very apparent. But,

apart from the point of view of the individual, it is to be remem-
bered that the perpetuity of the family, the continuance of the

domestic cult, and the maintenance of the ancestral possessions,

were matters of great concern also for the state. Perrot, L'Elo-

quence Politique et Judiciaire a Athenes, p. 364, remarks: "It

was a disastrous thing for the city that one of those altars upon
which every year for centuries the hereditary sacrifices had been

offered, should suddenly be seen to be neglected, and finally
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abandoned. All those legendary heroes, those glorious ancestors,

watched constantly over their descendants, and in return for the

homage which they received, protected still this Athens, for

which they had formerly lived, fought, and suffered. With every

family that became extinct, the city was losing a protector, in

allowing the family worship to perish with it. If it were often so,

the gods of the lower world would finally become enraged against

the city which they had so long favored."

In this connection, it is interesting to note a passage from

Isaeus (7, 30), in which the speaker, after alluding to the obliga-

tions to the dead, and after remarking that it was customary for

childless men to adopt a son, adds :
" And not only do men take

cognizance of this individually, but the state publicly recognizes

these obligations. For by law the supervision of private homes
is enjoined upon the archon, who shall see to it that they are not

left desolate."

With this, one may compare a passage from the Antigone of

Sophocles (lines 748-749), in which the king reproaches his son

because the latter has taken the part of Antigone. Creon says,

with reference to Antigone, who has just been caught in the act of

paying funeral rites to her brother : "All thy words . . . plead

for that girl." Haemon sternly replies, "And for thee, and for

me, and for the gods below.
^

"

Closely in accord also with Perrot's utterances, above cited,

is a passage in the Antigone (988 ff.) in which the aged prophet

declares, that " the gods are wroth with Thebes ; they will no

longer give their prophet any sign by the voice of birds, or

through the omens of sacrifice (lines 1016 ff.). The king himself

is the cause, by his edict, forbidding the burial of the dead."

Prof. Jebb remarks further (Soph. Antig., Introd. pp. 14-15)

:

"The king's duty to the dead and to the gods below was now a

duty toward the polluted state, from which his impiety had alien-

ated the gods above." (Cf. lines 1065 ff.)

Nothing could more strikingly illustrate the Greek feeling for

the dead than these passages from the great tragedy. Here we

see that the king's refusal to permit a member of the family to

bury the dead was actually calling down the wrath of Heaven

upon the state.

Apart from religious considerations, the state also had strong

1 The rendering is Jebb's.
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1

political motives for insuring the perpetuity of the family, and the

preservation of the ancestral possessions. It is to be remembered

that the number of the citizens was limited, and especially the

heads of rich families, who could discharge important public

services, such as equipping a chorus. If, now, the family became

extinct, and the property passed into the hands of some obscure

person, he could and generally did find some pretext for contrib-

uting less liberally to the expenses of the government, and the

glory of the state. This is forcibly brought out in Isae. 6, 38

;

60-61. Here the speaker, having dwelt upon the distinguished

public services of members of his house, promises to use his

means for the glorification of the state, just as his family had done

from time immemorial ; and he calls attention to the fact that if

the inheritance passes out of the family, the state can no longer

expect to receive any such benefits ; that, in fact, much of the

property has already disappeared, to the detriment of the state.

Thus, the religious and political motives of the state for perpet-

uating the inheritance and the family are very apparent. In view

of the existence of such motives, it was not strange that Athens

watched so faithfully over the ancestral mansion and the family

altar. The importance of the role played by the laws of succes-

sion can hardly be overestimated, and one can readily understand

the eagerness of the Athenians to adopt an heir, if ever a break

occurred in the family line.

If now we consider somewhat more in detail certain phases in

the life of the Athenian, we shall still observe that the influence

of the religious idea was dominant, and that the demands of the

state 'rvere most uncompromising. For example, there was a cur-

tailment of personal liberty in the marriage relation, and in the

circumstances surrounding it. Every Athenian was forbidden to

marry a foreigner, under pain of the severest penalties [(Dem.)

59, 16; 52]; evidently because such a union might tend to

diminish patriotic feeling, and because the family cult under

such circumstances, might eventually be neglected. Nor could

an Athenian always choose his wife; if a father died without sons,

leaving a daughter (the heiress) neither married nor betrothed, it

became the duty of the next of kin to marry the girl, or otherwise

to provide for her. An elderly uncle could thus claim a youthful

niece ; this obligation on the part of the next of kin is clearly

established. (Isae. 1,39; 3.67; 10,5; [Dem.] 43,54; Andoc.
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I, 117 ff.) And here again the explanation is obvious; the

inheritance must be kept within the family. But the inheritance

law went a step further ; and, astonishing as it may seem, we find

that too often there was no security even in the marriage relation,

and circumstances might arise which would tear the wife from her

husband, and give her to another. Isaeus says (3,64): "And
with reference to women who have been given in marriage by

their fathers, . . . if their father dies without leaving to them . . .

brothers, the law ordains that they be claimed in marriage by the

next of kin, and many husbands (in this way) have actually been

deprived of their wives." (Cf. Isae. 10, 19.)

Such was one of the results of the Athenian inheritance system,

carried out to its logical conclusion. The property must be kept

within the family, or else the state would suffer; the ancestor

worship must be continued by the heir, otherwise the gods might

become estranged, and might proceed to afflict not only the

family, but the state. The rights and sacred affections of the

members of the family are of minor importance; the individual

and the family live chiefly to perpetuate religion and serve the

state.

Besides all this, there were likely to be other grounds for

unhappiness in the marriage of the heiress with the next of kin,

for, even if their life proved to be a tranquil one, there was little

satisfaction for either husband or wife in the possession of the

estate. As Perrot, L'Eloquence Politique et Judiciaire a Athenes,

pp. 371 ff., expresses it: "The inheritance was not transmitted

to the daughter, but with the daughter. It did not belong to the

woman, who, held in a perpetual state of legal incapacity, was dis-

qualified to possess it. It belonged still less to the husband, who
was a member of another family, and celebrated another domestic

cult." He, then, was virtually the trustee, and the estate was

held in trust for the son born from this marriage. "When this

son had attained his majority," continues Perrot, "he left his

father's house, and, although his father and mother were still

living, he took possession of the estate of his maternal grand-

father." (Cf. Dem. [43], 51 ; [46], 20; Isae. 8, 31 ; 3, 50.)

It was evident, then, that the position of the heiress was a

peculiarly hard one, for, apart from her other trials, she was con-

stantly confronted by the thought that she and her husband were

considered of minor importance as compared with their son, and
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that this heir might some day sweep them aside and enjoy for

himself the rich inheritance that had cost his parents so dear.

In forming our estimate of the lot of the Athenian woman, we
must remember that her position, however distressing from our

point of view, was not, after all, at variance with the hard logic

of the old institutions. It is necessary to bear in mind that the

man's paramount duties were to the religion and the state, accord-

ing to the Athenian point of view. Since, then, the woman was

disqualified to serve the family and the state by performing the

religious duties that devolved upon the heir ; and since she was

incapable of discharging the arduous and expensive public ser-

vices that fell to the lot of the head of an influential family

;

therefore, from the point of view of the individual and the state,

she was compelled to occupy a wholly subordinate position. It

was cruel, and yet it was doubtless inevitable.

In connection with this general subject, it may perhaps be of

interest to note Aristotle's criticism of one phase of the Spartan

polity, which is summarized on p. 106 of the Susemihl & Hicks

edition of the Politics, as follows: "The permission to give

away or bequeath land at pleasure ; the absence of any limit

as to the amount of the dower ; the unrestricted right of the

father ... to bestow an heiress upon any one he likes ; all

this combined has brought two-thirds of the Spartan land

into female hands, and occasioned moreover terrible inequality

of possessions, with a frightful diminution in the number of

the men capable of bearing arms." (Cf. Arist. Pol. 2, 9, 14 ff.)

The Athenian antipathy to all things Spartan, and the desire

to avoid any such contingencies as those mentioned by

Aristotle, may perhaps have influenced the Athenians in

certain of their radical legislative enactments. At the same
time, it must be acknowledged that they overreached them-

selves ; and while believing that they were providing for the

perpetuity of Athens, by subordinating the family so completely

to the state, they were actually hastening their downfall as a

nation.

Other aspects of the life of the Athenian citizen might be

discussed, and many passages could be cited to illustrate his

peculiar obligations to the state. In particular, one might note

the startling dependence of the Athenian father upon the opera-

tion of the inheritance laws, and the striking contrast between his
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own restricted power and the unlimited authority possessed by

the Roman father over the members of his family. But to pursue

these topics further would protract the discussion unduly ; and

enough has perhaps been said to establish the general principles.

In conclusion, then, it must be admitted that the family life of

the Athenians in the time of the orators was often full of peril.

Dominated as the family relations were by the obligations to

religion and to the state, neither husband, wife, son nor daughter

could tell when life's hope and happiness might not be shattered.

There was something radically wrong in a system in which the

very bulwarks of society—the sanctity of married life and the

integrity of the family—were likely to be ruthlessly attacked at

any moment. Far more pleasing is the picture of the old Roman
father surrounded by his family ; a father stern and often cruel,

if you will, but secure in the possession of his own ; the mighty

unit in the massive and long-enduring Roman civilization.

It is amazing that the Athenians, with all their intellectual

power and keenness, should have tolerated such abuses, and

ignored the very safeguards of the nation's life. In their

superstitious fear lest they should offend some deified an-

cestor, they trampled upon the most sacred rights of the

individual and the family ; they wronged the living in their

frantic efforts to honor the dead. In their endeavors to create

a more powerful governmental fabric, they utterly ignored

individual liberty ; theirs was the fatal error of destroying the

integrity of the component parts, while striving to create a more

perfect whole. In the ultimate analysis of the conditions which

confront us, it is impossible to deny that the individual and the

family existed for the state. In the age of Isaeus and Demos-

thenes, it is true, there seemed to be a tendency to break with

old traditions, and men evidently had begun to realize that the

institutions of the past were insufficient for the changed condi-

tions of the times. But the lack of independent authority on the

part of the father, the insecurity of the husband, and the conse-

quent weakness of the family, were fatal ; beyond question, this

constituted one of the causes which made Greek society less

permanent than the powerful and long-enduring civilization of

the Romans.

University of Minnesota. ChARLES AlBERT SaVAGE.



USE OF THE SUFFIXES -ANUS AND -INUS IN
FORMING POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVES FROM

NAMES OF PERSONS.

Latin adjectives in -anus have received such extended treat-

ment from Schnorr von Carolsfeld' that some explanation of the

discussion of a closely connected subject, viz., the formation and

use of possessive adjectives from names of persons, may properly

be given at the beginning of the present article. While Schnorr

von Carolsfeld has very thoroughly traced the general develop-

ment of the Latin suffix -dnus, he does not profess to have made
his collection a complete one for the classical period, and he has

discussed very briefly the differences which exist in classical usage

between the secondary formations and the gentile adjective. The
personal suffix -inus has not received treatment since Reisig,' and

no reference is made either by Reisig or Schnorr von Carolsfeld

to the important testimony of Varro and Priscian upon the proper

limits of its use. I shall attempt to supplement the article of

Schnorr von Carolsfeld under the two heads just indicated and at

the same time to show the part which the suffix -inus has played

in this disputed question of the possessive formations.

The chief uses of these adjectives may first be briefly noted.

Adjectives in -dnus formed from the names of persons are in

their use commonly possessives, closely paralleled by the genitive,

and this is the head to which they are referred in Priscian's

detailed treatment {Gr. Lat. K. II, 69-82). A second use, i. e.,

the patronymic, is conveniently recognized by Priscian (p. 63) in

the cognomen Aemilianus, assumed by a person who has passed,

through adoption, from the gens Aemilia to another gens. In

respect to the range of their use, it is obvious that these posses-

sives, which are formed largely from the names of contemporary

persons, are much more restricted than the corresponding geni-

tives, and that they tend to occur in certain set phrases. Such

expressions as we freely employ in English, 'the Smith mortgage,'

^Archivf. lat. Lex., I, 177-194. '^Vorlesungen, I, 237 f.
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' the Tichborne trial,' ' the Clayton-Bulwer treaty,' etc., are sug-

gestive and often exact parallels. The principle underlying the

Latin usage appears to be that the possessives either refer to

some act or quality of a person which is assumed to be well-known

or notorious, e. g. Clodianus furor, or they are concise forms

which belong to the language of business and commercial life,

e. g. Pomponianum nonten (' debt '). The former head which

includes the occurrence of these adjectives in well-known political,

legal and literary references may be passed over here, and atten-

tion directed to the second or strictly commercial use. Cicero's

Letters afford the most frequent examples of this use, which in

some cases becomes more common even than that of the genitive.

Hence in the Letters nearly two-thirds of the occurrences of the

possessives (97 out of 156) relate to the purchase and sale of

houses and lands, the settlement of property claims, the collection

of debts, legacies, promissory notes, and the like. The substan-

tives most commonly qualified by possessives are domus, horti,

villa, praedium, negotium, res, nonien, also auctio, bona, caput,

coheredes, co7itroversia, mancipia, praedes, syngrapha, etc. The
clearest illustration, however, of the predilection shown for the

possessive forms in legal and commercial transactions may per-

haps be drawn from the language of the jurisconsults, e. g. Dig.

8, 3, 33 essent mihi et tibi fundi duo communes Titianus et

Seianus ; ib. 5, 4, 7 verbi gratia . . . sunt Seianae et Sempro-

nianae {aedes^; cf. CIL. XIV, 2527 pertineat hoc sepulchrum

ad possessionem fundoruni Naeviani et Calpurniani}

It is clear that the possessives in this use indicate only external

and technical relations, and that the genitive alone can represent

the individual in voluntary personal and social relations. For

example, the possessive adjective is used with villa or domus in

questions of bargain and sale, or of the local position of some
hereditary mansion : Cic. Ait. 1, 13, 6 Auironianam domiini emit;

ib. 4, 3, 3 ex Anniana [Milonis] domo eduxit viros. Where the

possessor is viewed at the same time as the friend or the host,

only the genitive is possible: Cic. Mil. 20, 54 devertit in villam

Pompeii. Hence in the higher oratorical style arise certain

restrictions upon the use of the possessive in property relations.

' On the frequency of this commercial use in the inscriptions, see the

indices to the Corpus under Fundi, Villae; as II, p. 1195; IV, p. 256, etc.
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For the purpose of the present summary a single illustration will

suffice, i. e., in referring to his own clients and personal friends,

Cicero does not use the possessive in the Orations, but writes

always bona (/*.) Quincti, bona {Sex.^ Rosci, etc.

Cicero, as a rule, forms possessives with the termination -dnus

only from the ia-stems of gentile adjectives, e. g., Tullia, Cornelia,

or from those of an entirely similar form. The following forma-

tions of this kind, occurring in Cicero, may be noted as found

neither in Lewis and Short nor in Georges

:

Actdilianus , Asuvianus (al. Avillianus), Brinnianus, Caerel-

lianus, Calidia7ius, Canuleianus, Cispianus, Cuspianus, Fufianus,

Fulciniamis , Hirtianus, Hostiliamis, Luciyiianus (al. Licinianus),

Naymeianus, Paccianus, Paciliamis, Populiamis, Safinianus,

Scandilianus, Selicianus, Sthenianus, Tadianus, Trebonianus,

Vediaiius, Ve7inonianus , Veratianus (al. Neratianus), Vettiamis.^

A second and much smaller class consists of possessives which

are formed without a previously existing gentile adjective. These

forms may be due either to the original suffix -nus added to

a-stems, or to the developed suffix -dnus added to o-stems, but in

the present discussion both classes may be conveniently treated

together. Of these formations only a few gained general currency

or were used by Cicero. Fivibrianus and Lavtianus present no

difficulty, as the stem is here entirely similar to that of the gentile

adjective. Besides these there are found in Cicero only Cinnanus,

Sullamis, Scapulamis {Scapula) and Gracchamis. The last

occurs but once {Brut. 34, 128), and is very evidently avoided by
Cicero in the Orations^ but is used freely later (Val. Max., Sen.,

Quint., Flor.). As Schnorr von Carolsfeld has shown (p. 186) in

the case of Lepidamis, Lucullamis, Augustanus, substantially all

the formations which were made near the close of the republican

period waver in later usage and offer variant forms with the

improper suffix -idnus, while, from the second half of the Augustan
period on, new formations are made only in -idnus. The early

forms Cinnanus, Stcllayius and Gracchanus alone remain abso-

'The above collection has been made from the text, but the writer has
since noted in vol. XI of the Tauchnitz edition of Baiter and Kayser the

substantially complete enumeration of all the proper adjectives that are

used by Cicero.

''Vat. 9, 27 Gracchorutn ferocitate et cruore Cinnano ; Agr. i, 7, 21. 2,

29, 81, Rab. Perd. 4, 13, Brut. 58, 212, Or. 70, 233.

7
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lutely fixed (perhaps also Cleopairanus). To the republican

formations of this class, which continued in use to a greater or

less extent, should be added Crassaims^ (Plin. 6, 47 Detlef.),

Mamurranus (CIL. XIV, 2431), Cleopatranus (Treb. Pol. Tyr.

30, 19. 32, 6), Perpennamis (ap. Prise. K. II, 77, 11), and Hercu-

lanus (CIL. II, 4064, Gell. i, i, 3).

Without regard to the manner of formation, we may con-

veniently note here the extension of the purely Roman suffix

-anus (jidmis) to other than Roman words. The adjective Her-

culaneus, which is found in the popular speech as early as Plautus

(later in Plin., Sen., Capitol., [ApuL] Herb.'), presupposes a form

Herculanus, and we have seen that the latter actually occurs

in inscriptions and in Gellius. Cicero permits himself to form

Tropho7iianus (^Ait. 6, 2, 3) from a mythological Greek name, and

Catullus in a drinking-song makes Thyojiiamis {c. 27, 7). We
meet also with Phrixianus (a popular formation : Plin., Sen.),

Annibalianus (as cognomen : Vop. Prob. 22, 3), Hasdrubalianus
(Sidon.), and from place-names Phasiafius (Plin., Suet., Pall.,

Lampr.), and Hyperboreanus (Hieron.). From contemporary

names presenting Greek stems are formed Tereianus (Plin.),

Patroclianus (Mart.), Niceroiianus (Mart.), Hertnogenianus

(Cod. Theod.).^ The Romanizing of Greek town-names in -tV???

through the addition of the Latin termination -amis, as in Neapo-

litanus, Taurominiianus, etc., is well-known (Prise. K. 11,79;

Schnorr von Carolsfeld, p. 189).

The Romans of the Republic formed possessives in -amis very

freely from ia- and io- stems ; with respect to all other stems, they

were not agreed whether they should form the adjective in -dnus,

in -mus, or in -idnus. The most important testimony in ancient

times upon this question is that given by Varro, L. L. 9, 42, 71

Sp.^ In this passage Varro cites Cascellianus and Aquilianus as

^ Crassianus : Veil., Val. Max., Flor.

^ See further P. Meyer, Die cognomina auf -dnus griechischtn stammes auf

den rom. inschriften, Bern, 1886.

^Quae (vocabula) tamen fere non discedunt ab ratione sine iusta causa,

ut hi qui gladiatores Faustinos ; nam quod plerique dicuntur, ut tris

extremas syllabas habeant easdem Cascelliani, [Caeciliani], Aquiliani,

animadvertunto, unde oriuntur, nomina dissimilia Cascellius, Caecilius

Aquilius . . . Faustius, recte dicerent Faustianos ; sic a Scipione quidam

male dicunt Scipioninos; nam est Scipionarios. (L. MuUer supplied the

lacuna : Faustus, quod si asset.)
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the adjectives formed from Cascellhis and Aquilius respectively,

but he denies that any true analogy exists between these names

and Faustus. On the contrary, he approves the usage of those

who form from Faustus the adjective Faustinus,'^ and he declares

that Faustiamis is correctly derived only from Fausiius. At a

later period, as we learn from Charisius (^Gr. Lat. K. 1, 94), Velius

Longus wrote a special book upon the same question, and his

treatment was probably in many respects similar to the extended

discussion of the adjectival suffixes -dnus, -enus and -inus that we

now find in Priscian.

The earliest example of the improper formations in -idnus

which are here condemned by Varro, appears to be Cato, R. R.

7, 3 coionea Quiriniana. It is clear that these improper forms

were already in general use at the close of the Republic,

but they are carefully avoided by Cicero in the orations and

philosophical works. Twice only in his letters to Atticus does he

allow himself the use of the new adjectives : 12, 25, 2 Drusianis

hortis (perhaps also ib. 22, 3, where M has Drusia); 16, 11, 8

Lepidianisferiis. If Varro himself uses Cae/iani of the followers

of Caeles Vibenna (L. L. 5, 8, 46), the possessive is to be

regarded as properly formed from the gentile adjective Caelius,

yet even Varro cannot wholly escape the prevailing tendency, as

is shown by the assumption of a form Diviana (5, 10, 68) to

explain Diana.

The question how far these possessive adjectives in -inus, which

the grammarians pronounced correct, were introduced into actual

use may best be considered, after a brief summary has been given

of the chief uses of the Latin suffix -inus. With appellatives the

most familiar use of the suffix is in forming adjectives from the

names of animals, e. g., aguili7tus, bovinus, catulinus, columbinus,

equinus, leojiinus, etc. Again, the suffix is freely employed in

forming adjectives from the names of towns and peoples, e. g.,

Agrigeyitinus, Centuripinus, Praenestinus, Saguniinus, Taren-

tinus, cf. Tiberinus, etc. In the case of io- or ia- stems the

primary suffix -nus is often employed, e. g. Aricinus, Brundisinus,

Canusinus, Latinus, Nujnantinus, etc. In the formation of such

^In the same connection Cicero uses the genitive: Sull. ig, t^/i^ Fausti

munus. Faustianus is found later : Plin. 14, 62 . 63 ; Front. Ep. de Fer.

Ah. 3, p. 224 Nab.
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national and geographical adjectives the suffix -inus performs a

function altogether similar to that of the suffix -anus, and occa-

sionally from the same place-name we find that both formations

have been in use, e.g. from Arpi, Arpanus Varr., Plin., Front., Col.,

Arpinus Liv.; from Spoletium, Spoletinus Cic, Liv., Plin., Spole-

ianus Prise. (Gr. Lat. K. II, 78); from Veiens, Veientanus Liv.,

Hon, Mart., Plin., Veientinus Inscrr.; Hortanum Plin., Hortinus

Verg.; compare .^.J^z^/awz^j from Asculum in Y\Q.^x\X!iXi\,Asciclinus

from Asculum in Apulia. Finally, the suffix -inus forms cog-

nomina which commonly indicate the parentage of the person,

i. e., the cognomen of the father, which is most often some well-

known appellative, is borne by the son with the added suffix -inus.

Thus Marcellinus (Cic. Div. in Caecil. 4, 13) denotes the son of

Marcellus, Scaurinus (Capitol. Ver. 2, 5) the son of Scaurus, and

the like.* The following cognomina occur in Cicero : Acidinus,

Albinus, Balbinus, Caecina, Caesoninus, Calvinus, Censormus,

Corvinus, Flmnininus, Laevinus, Longinus, Luscinus, Mancinus,

Marcellinus, Porcina (?), Rubellinus, Saturninus, Viscellinus.

Such surnames are formed not only from o- and a- stems, but occa-

sionally also from io- stems through the original suffix -nus, e. g.

Flavnininus (?), Antoninus. Under the empire the use of these

patronymics came more and more into vogue," and often sup-

planted an ancient family cognomen, as in the case of the sons of

Messala Corvinus, who took the name oi Messalimis (Tib., Veil.,

Tac). The termination -idnus, among its many other uses, has

also at times a patronymic force, but rarely in cases where the

appellative origin of the cognomen continued to be easily recog-

nized. Sometimes we find both suffixes applied to the same stem

in the formation of cognomina, i. e. both Nepotinus and Nepoti-

anus occur in inscriptions, both Macrinus and Macrianus in the

Scriptt. Hist. Aug.

' On the diminutive force of the suffix -Inus, which is doubtless derived

from its use in the patronymic formations, see Olcott, Word Formation of

the Latin Inscriptions, p. 134, and on the employment of the patronymic

formations in -inus as the personal cognomina of women, see Schneider,

Beitrdge zur kenntniss der rdm. personennamen, p. 63 f.

2 See especially the indices of the Corpus, and Friedlander's Index to the

real and fictitious names used by Martial. Martial is fond of these names,

which have a certain elegance or imply endearment, e. g. Fabullinus,

Faventinus.
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1

The formation of patronymic cognomina finally became the

sole use of the suffix -mics when applied to the names of persons,

and Charisius ' is quite right in denying wholly for his own age

the existence of the adjectival use. But in the republican age

the question was still an open one, and the adjectival use of the

suffix -Imis was at least possible. Cicero, it is true, almost

invariably avoided all controverted forms through the employ-

ment of the genitive,^ but at times, chiefly in the Letters^ he has

made a tentative use of the formations in -inus.

In an enumeration of such of these adjectives as occur in Cicero

we may first set apart two which evidently belong to a much earlier

period of formation, viz., Sibyllinus (Varr., Cic, Liv., Hon, Quint.,

Cell., Lact.), Mameriinus (Cic, Liv., Plin., Mart.) ; cf. also

maiutimis (from Matuia, cf Prise. K. II, 76, 18). Of the nine

remaining forms found in Cicero only three occur more than once,

viz., Antiochinus, lugurthimis, Verrinus. Two classes may be

conveniently distinguished, according as the termination is applied

to purely Roman or to Greek and foreign names.

I. Roman Names.—Cic. Ep. ad Brut, i, 15, 6 Brutina^ con-

silia ; ib. i, 2, 5 Plautinus pater, Varro ap. Quint. 10, i, 99
Plautino sernione, also Hon, Front., Cell,; Cic. Verr. 2, i, 46, 121

Verrinum ius, 2, 78, 191 Verrina cauda, later Verrinae (oraiiones)

in Priscian (II 201, 5. 357, 3 K.), Victorinus, Mart. Cap., and other

grammarians; Cic. .^//. i, 13, 5 Metellina^ oratio, also Festus,

p. 363, 12 M. aedes lovis Metellina, Treb. Pol. Tyr. 25, 4 Isium

Metellinum. This last adjective appears to be an earlier forma-

tion, which at one time was admitted into general use. Compare
the name of the Spanish city Metellinum (Itin. Ant. p. 416, 2),

which perhaps, as Hiibner conjectures (CIL. II, p. 73) was

named after Metellus Pius; so also Plin. 4, 117 colonia Metelli-

' Gr. Lat. K. I, 93, 29 ff. cum sit Agrippa, mulierem Agrippinam dicimus,

thermas vero Agrippinianas. . . . thermas Titinas ut pelles lupinas non

dicimus, sed Titianas.

^ The language long remained contented with the genitive even in some
cases where the adjective lay apparently close at hand, e. g. Appi Forum.

Except in strictly official language lex Caepionis is always an alternate

form for lex Servilia, see Orelli's Index Legum, VIII, 268 ; cf. Cic. Dom.
16, 41 M. Drusi leges, etc. Gracchatta lex occurs first in Florus (2, i sqq.),

Leoniana or Zenoniana lex first in the jurisconsults.

^ Bruttanus, Veil., Val. Max., Lact.

^ Metellianus, Schol. Gronov. ad Cic. Cat. 4, 5, 10.
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nensis, Ptol. 2, 5, 6 Kai/c/Xia MfWXXtca (Miill.). Several Spanish

place-names of a similar formation show that the suffix -mus in

this use was at one time widely current in Spain. See the

examples cited below under Caesariims, and compare Ptol. 2, 6,

27 "YSara KoiuVrim (a Spanish locality).^

II. Foreign Names.—The suffix -inus was felt to be especially

applicable to personal names which were not purely Roman, but

Greek or barbarian, and it apparently impressed on such forma-

tions something of an exotic character. Thus from Aeacides is

formed in Plaut. As. 405 Aeacidinae minae; Cic. Brut. 33, 127,

N. D. 3, 30, 74 lugicrthiiia coniuraiio,—lugiirthinus first in

Lucil. II, 19 M., then Sail., Hor., Ov., Veil., ap. Quint. 8, 3, 29,

Plin., Gell.; Cic. Att. 13, 45, i Diocharinae epistolae (i. e.,

addressed to Caesar's freedman, Diochares); Fam. 9, 8, i Ariti-

ochinae partes (i. e., of Antiochus of Ascalon), but elsewhere,

notably in the philosophical works, only the Greek adjective

Antiochius, or -ens, e. g. Att. 13, 12, 3. 25, 3, Ac. 2, 31, 98. 36,

115, etc.; Phil. 11,7, 17 Ayitiochinum bellum (i. e., with Antiochus

Magnus ; wrongly referred by Orelli, Ononiast. Tidl., and Georges

to the city Antiochea), then Veil. 2, 39, 2, Gell. 4, 18, 7. 6, 19, 8

(Hertz).—Except in the case of Diochares and that of Antiochus

of Ascalon, Cicero employs the Greek adjectives in the Letters,

when he refers to the business relations of contemporary Greeks,

e. g. Att. 6, 2, 12 Pammenius ; 4, 10, 2 Cyreus.

From purely Roman names only the adjectives Plautinus and

Verrinus remained fully current in the later language, and to each

of these belongs a special history. Plautinus occurs first in two

passages of the prologues of Plautus, which are the addition of a

later hand, but belong to the second century b. c: Pseud, pr. 2
;

Cas. pr. 12 Pla7itinas fabulas. In Varro's time, however, as is

evident from Gell. 3, 3, 10, usage wavered between the forms

Plautinus and Plautianus. Hence Cicero apparently avoided

this adjective ; for he uses Plautinus only once, while Caecilianus

and Tere7itianus occur frequently. Varro, however, in his quae-

stiones Plautinae and in his treatise de comoediis Plautinis

declared in favor of the form Plautinus, and, as we may see from

Gellius' account, he adduced in its support the same arguments

1 Benseler, Worterbuch der griech. eigennamen, also cites 'KapKthl.Lvd, the

name of a fort in Dardania, from Proc. Aedd. 4, 4 (281, 56); cf. Ma/OKtm,

Strab. 5, 251.
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which have been quoted above from the de lingua Latina.

Hence it is to Varro alone that we owe the retention of the older

form Plautinus. In like manner Cicero's puns upon the name of

Verres attracted an altogether disproportionate amount of notice

from Quintilian and later Roman critics, and thus fixed in the

usage of the grammarians the phrase ' orationes Verrinae.' The
possessive is, however, here formed less from the proper name
than from the appellative.'

With two exceptions ( Verrimis and Diockarinus), the adjec-

tives cited above are formed from o- and a- stems. From consonant

stems of the third declension formations in -inus are mentioned

both by Varro and Priscian,'^ though distinctly rejected by the

former. Cicero has twice used this formation in the Letters:

Fam. 7, 25, I vereor ne in catonium Catoninos^ (' I am afraid he

will send us Catonians to join our hero below ');* Att. 16, 10, i

Caesarina celeritas. The same form of the adjective is also

preserved in the names of two Spanish colonies: Plin. 4, 117

colonia Norbensis Caesarina cognomine(Detlef.), and cf. Hiibner

CIL. II, p. 81 ; CIL. II, 694 colionia) Norb(ensis) Caesarin{a);

Plin. 3, II Asido {colonia), quae Caesarina dicitur; CIL. II, 1315

municipes Caesarini.—Of the competing formations those in

-idnus from -on-stems are admitted by Cicero, although very

rarely, in the orations and philosophical works: Har. Resp.

I, 2 Pisoniamis ; de Or. 2, 61, 248 Neroniamis ; Or. 49, 165

Miloniamcs.

Schnorr von Carolsfeld is mistaken (p. 184) in denying alto-

' The same view is expressed by Wolfflin, ALL. I, 279.—There is no

Roman gentile adjective Verrius corresponding to Verres, as Lewis and

Short and Georges imply (De Vit only Verreus or -lus). The Greek

adjective Verrius or -etts is found : Verr. 2, 2, 63, 154 Verria . . . Marcellia

('the Verres festival '); 3,49, 117 lege Hieronica . . . lege Verria. In both

cases alike the inferior codices show the form Verrea.

^ Gr. Lat.K. II, 78, 13 £f. ' Piso Pisonis Pisonianus ' quamvis quidam et

'Pisoninus' et ' Miloninus ' dici putaverunt. . . . possumus tamen dicere,

quod a ' Caesarius ' et * Milonius ' et ' Pisonius ' derivata sint ' Caesarianus,'

* Milonianus,' 'Pisonianus.' Priscian's argument for Miloniamis rests on

cogent grounds, e, g. Plautus forms from Ballio the adjective Ballionius

{Fset(d. 1064), the poets have Itt7ionius and similar forms, Catonius occurs

as a cognomen Cic. Ep. ad Brut, i, 2, 3 (M), Sen., Tac; Milonius, Hor,

Sat. 2, I, 24, etc,

^ Catonianus, Racilius ap. Cic. ad Q. Fr. 2, 6, 5, Sen., Mart., Dig.

* Here belongs also Hor. Ep. i, 18, 82 dente Theonino.
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gether the use of Caesarianus in Cicero, for it is found Ait.

6, 8, 2 meros ierrores Caesarimios? Elsewhere, notably in

the Philippics, the careful avoidance of this adjective is most

evident.^ In prescribing the formation ' Scipionarius ' from

Scipio in the passage already cited (Z. L. 9, 71), Varro shows

little discrimination, and seems rather to have in mind the

formation from the appellative, e. g. scipionarius, ' a dealer in

staffs,' as carbonaritis, ' a dealer in charcoal." Yet the possessive

signification of the suffix -arius is distinctly recognized among
its other uses by Priscian (Gr. Lat. K. II, 74 f.). lanuarius

and Februarius fall under this head. Cf. also Plin. 3, 121 Car-

bonaria ostia (Padi) (a popular formation). Olcott cites from

the inscriptions lunonariuvi, 'shrine of Juno' (CIL. XIV, 2867);

cf. Afrarius (VI, 1620), Graecarius (XII, 3349), Hierosolymarius

(Cic. Att. 2, 9, i). The adjective Catilinarius, as Wolfflin has

shown at length (^ALL. I, 277 ff.), is avoided by all classical

writers, and occurs first in Priscian.

The formations in -inus cited above are confirmed by external

evidence, and are subject to little doubt. A very different ques-

tion may next be considered. In addition to the regular adjective

with the suffix -anus, was it also possible in the republican period

to form from io- stems a less usual adjective with the suffix -7ius ?

Such formations would naturally belong to a more archaic style,

and could hardly be expected to occur outside of the Letters.

Four such forms are actually transmitted in M : Asin. Poll, ad
Fam. 10, 33, 4 Hirtinus" {Hirtianus Cic. Favi. 9, 18, 3, Att. 10,

4, 11); Cass, ad Fam. 15, 19, i Catinus {Catianus Cic. Fam, 15,

16, i); Cic. Att. I, 16, ID Marinus (with a punning reference to

' By the side of Caesarianus is found the adjective Caesareamis, formed

from Caesareus : Sen. Ep. 95, 70, Scriptt. Hist. Aug. (the invariable form,

except Spart. vit. Sev. 6, 9), and ace. to the best codd., Nep, Att.-], i, Flor.

2, 13 (4. 2).

"^Att. 5,6, 2. 10,4 Caesaris nonien (with nomen, 'debt,' the adjective is

the rule); 14, 13, 2 Caesaris bello ; Ep. ad. Brut. 2, 6, 2 aiiimi partium
Caesaris, cf. Asin. Poll, ad Fam. 10, 33, i ; Fhil. i, 7, 16. 42, 109, etc. acta

Caesaris.

2 On the commercial use of the suffix -arius, see Olcott, Word Fortnaiion,

p. 138 ff.

* Of these forms only Hirtinus and viarinus are placed in the text by
Wesenberg and Mendelssohn.
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viarinus) {Mariamis Cic. Agr. 3, 2, 7, de Or. 2, 66, 266, etc.); ?<^.

10, 18, I Horiensimis {Horiensianus ib. 4, 6, 3). The possibility

of such secondary formations on the analogy of place-names and

of surnames cannot be absolutely denied, but in the absence of

external evidence it seems perhaps more reasonable to regard

these cases as due simply to mistakes of the copyist.

After the first part of the Augustan period possessive adjectives

were formed, in general, only with the suffix -idmis, and without

any limitations upon its use, except that, in the case of o- and

a- stems, Sallust, Livy and Quintilian appear to have avoided the

use of the improper formations. The popular forms, on the other

hand, occur in the greatest abundance in Martial, Tacitus and

Florus. The adjectival suffix -fiius had now become practically

obsolete, and only the following examples of its use can be cited :

Barcinus, Liv., Sidon., cf. the name of the Spanish city Barcino ;

Sen.' Suas. 4, 5 Fiiscinae explicaiiones (i. e., of Arellius Fuscus)
;

Mart. 5, 37, 2 Phalanti?ius Galaesus (of the legendary founder of

Tarentum); cf. Plin. 3, 121 Philidina fossa (where, however, it

is not clear that the adjective is personal rather than ethnic)

;

Mart. Cap. 6, 577 sapis Midinum (= asminuvt) ; cf. orcinus

Suet. Aug. 35, Dig. 26, 4, 3, 3 ; Nerimis Nemes., Aus.; CIL. Ill,

3228 legionum \_G\erma7iiciana\r{%mi)'\ [e'\i Britannicin{aruin)^

From the name of Alexander Severus we find in Lampridius both

forms of the adjective, Alexayidrinus as well as Alexandrianus

(the former apparently adopted by the emperor himself for the

sake of the possible reference to Alexander the Great); e. g.

Lampr. 6Vz^. 26, 7 Alexandrina basilica ; ib. 25, 7; Treb. Pol. Tyr.

32, 3: Lampr. 6Vz^. 25, 3 aqua, quae Alexandriana^ nunc dicitur;

ib. 40, 6, etc.; CIL. Ill, 797. 798 legio Alexandriana.*'

The preceding examples represent a very rare and exceptional

use, and show clearly how little the scruples of the grammarians

^But elsewhere Moniantanus, Seianianus.

''The cases do not belong here, in which a cognomen terminating in

-inus is employed as an adjective without change of form, e. g. Capitol.

Ant. P. 10, I menses Antoninus atque Faustinus.

3 Parallel to Agrippianus, Antoninianus, Severianus, etc. in the Scriptt.

Hist. Aug., and in inscriptions.

* The manuscripts of Columella have Cestina mala (5, 10, 19) according to

Schneider. It may be doubted whether this form is correct, or is due to a

corruption of the Sestiana mala, which is read in Col. 12, 47, 5.
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availed in the end to check the popular development of the

language. A few of the cases cited above are later than the second

century of our era, but the history of the personal suffix may
properly conclude with the curious attempt by which Suetonius,

in his character of grammarian and disciple of Varro, sought for

the last time to revive its use on an extended scale. The popular

formations in -ianus were, in Suetonius' time, in universal use,

and it was clearly impossible for the historian to change the

familiar phrases which were everywhere current in the city and the

camp, e. g. Marcellianum iheatrum, Variana clades, AjigusUani

(^eguites), Germaniciani exercitus, Christiani {homines)^ Sueto-

nius did not, however, scruple to change all less usual forms, and

hence he shows us the following new formations : Claud. 1

1

Augustinus"^ currus ; de Gramm. 17 Catulina^ domus ; Cal. 55
Columbinum venenum ; Claud. 1 Drusinae'^ fossae ; Galb. 3
Viriathinum bellum.

The differences in classical usage between the gentile adjective

and the possessive admit of somewhat fuller statement than they

have hitherto received. The essential distinction is clearly

implied by Cornelius Fronto * (Gr. Lat. K. VII, 520) : the gentile

adjective is used of buildings which become public property, the

possessive in -anus is used only of property which passes from

one private owner to another. This usage shows clearly the

importance of the ancient gens and the character of the Roman
system, in which the individual was subordinated to the^(?;z5, and

the gens subordinated to the state. Hence all public works and

buildings completed by its single members are viewed as the

^ Cf. also from consonant stems Caesarianus, Gelotiamis, Maecenatianus,

Neronianus, Pisonianus.

'^Augustiani Tac, Suet.; Augtistanus Plin., Ulp., Dig., Inscrr.

^ Catulianiis Plin. 34, 77 Uetlefsen; Cicero has only the genitive, as Att.

4, 5, 2 villatu, quae CaUili fuerat ; Q. Fr. 3, i, 4, Att. 4, 2, 4. 5, Dom. 44, 116

Catul? portiais.

* Drusianus Cic, Flor., Inscrr., Dio Cass.; Drusiana fossa Tac. A. 2, 8.

^ Pompei porticus et Pompeia et Pompeiana. Pompei, si possidet

;

Pompeia, si publicavit ; Pompeiana, si in alterius dominationem venit. If

the Anonymus in J, W, Beck, de differeiitiarttm scriptoribus Latinis, p. 73,

states : Octavia porticus est, si privata fuerit ; Octaviana porticus dicitur,

si publica facta fuerit, the text is clearly corrupt and the correction

obvious. The distinction which Fronto seeks to make between the genitive

and the use of the adjective is of much less value.
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viomimenta of the gens '/ they bear ofificially no distinctive per-

sonal designation, but only the common gentile name, and this

usage is continued long after the introduction of the cognomen
as a more distinctive name, and after the formation of possessive

adjectives referring to single individuals within the gens. Apart

from the commercial use, only that kind of possession which

belongs to the military or the party leader, the jurisconsult, or the

author is expressed in the classical language by the adjective in

-anus, e. g. milites Serioriani (Cic. Verr. 2, 5, 28, 72), homines

Stillani {ad Q. Fr. i, i, 21), iudicium haiiamun {Che. 1,1), ille

Tereniianus Phorjnio ( Caec. 8, 27).

The use of the gentile adjective may be classified under three

leading heads, viz., referring to the gens itself, to laws and public

works, to place-names and natural objects. The use with gens

and its synonyms {domus, siirps, familia, nomen, etc.), with lex

and rogatio, and with the names of the public roads is too well

known to require 'illustration. In relation to the public works

and buildings, the most familiar examples are afforded by the

various basilicas, porticoes, senate-houses, fora, aqueducts, gates,

bridges, colonies, etc., e. g. the basilicae Aemilia, Aeviilia et

Fulvia, Asinia, Inlia, Opiniia, Porcia, Sempronia, etc.; poriictis

Claudia, Flaminia, Minucia, Octavia, Pompeia, Vipsania, etc.;

curiae Accjileia, Hosiilia, lulia, Pompeia, etc.; fora Augustujn,

hilium, Ulpiian, etc.; aquae Appia, Augusta, Claudia, lulia,

Marcia; portae Mi^iucia, Naevia, etc.; pontes Aetnilitis, Fabricius,

Minucitis, Mtilvius, etc.; coloniae Augusta, lulia, Flavia, Pom-
peia, etc.^ Examples in Cicero of public buildings and monuments
in addition to those already named are as follows : Quinci. 3, 12.

6, 25 atria Licinia ; Cael. 25, 61. 62 balneae Seniae ; Att. i, 14, i,

Sest. 14, 33, etc., circus Flaminius ; Div. in Caec. 16, 50, Sest,

58, 124 cohimna Maenia ; Clu. 34, 93, Flac. 28, 66 gradus

Aurelii ; Plane. 7, 17 fornix Fabius ; Quinct. 6, 25 tabula

Sextia ; Favi. 14, 2, 2, Vat. 9, 21 tabula Valeria; Sest. 15, 34,

' Cf. Tac. A. 3, 72 basilica Patili, Aemilia tnomimenta ; Val. Max. 4, 4, 8

Maria monunienta (where Kempf appears to follow the inferior codd. in

reading Mariana),

^ In the forms which have no corresponding gentile adjective in use, the

genitive is always employed by Cicero, and often by later writers, e. g.

Cic. Dom. 44, 116, Ait. 4, 2, 4. 5. 3, 2 porticus Catuli ; Dom. 38, loi, Liv.

8, 19, ^ prata Vacci ; Tac. A. 3, 72, Plin. 36, 102 basilica Pauli.
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Pis. 5, II tribunal Aurelium. Similar examples from other

authors are the following : Liv. 39, 44, 7 atria Maenium et

Titi7mi ; Vop. Aur. i, 7.8, i bibliotheca Ulpia ; Plin. 36, 122

foyis Cicriiics ; Li v. I, 23, 3. 2, 39, ^ fossa Cluilia ; Plin. 3, 121

fossa Clodia ; Hor. C 4, 12, 18 horrea Sulpicia ; Fest. p. 290

M. horrea Sempronia ; Suet. Aug. 16 partus lulius ; Fest. p. 363

M. scalae Tarquitiae ; Mart. 9, 3, 12 templa Flavia ; Tac. //i 5, 11

turris Anto7iia ; Paul. exc. Fest. p. 131 M. iurris Ma^nilia.

The popular language early disregarded the distinction between

public and private ownership, and introduced the possessive

adjectives into the names of many of the public monuments.

This use is carefully avoided by Cicero, but from the Augustan

period on becomes more frequent in literature, and is especially

characteristic of writers who represent the popular speech (Vitruv.,

Scriptt. Hist. Aug., Inscrr.) It is especially noteworthy that in

several cases where the gens was comparatively obscure and some

single member universally known, the gentile adjective goes

almost entirely out of use {Marius, Pompeitis). Cicero shows

but a single case of wavering usage : Verr. 1,7, 19 fornix Fabi-

anus. This was undoubtedly the name of popular speech : Sen.

Dial. 2, I, 3, Treb. Pol. Gall. 19, 4 arcus Fabianus ; cf. Front.

Aq. I, 20 arcus Neronianus. The ancient and more correct

form, Fabiusfor7iix, is found Cic. Plane. 7, 17, Quintil. 6, 3, 67.'

A real exception is scarcely to be recognized in the tullia7ium, the

" well-house " associated by popular etymology with the name of

Servius Tullius ; for here it was obviously not possible to use the

neuter of the gentile adjective alone as a substantive. An
undoubted departure, however, from earlier usage is afforded at

the close of the Republic by ^ikeairuni Pompeianuni^ (Plin.,

Mart., Tac, Suet.), a use which stands in marked contrast to

* circus Flaminius.^ The reason for this innovation plainly lies

in the fact that the adjective of the political faction and of the

camp {^Pompeianus) was at this time far more in evidence than

the ancient gentile formation (^Pompeius). Hence the ancient

form has disappeared wholly from the literature, and is preserved

only in the official language of Augustus : Mon. Anc. 20 Pompeium

theatrum refeci. Upon the analogy of ' Pompeiamim theatrum

'

'In a quotation from Cic. de Or. 2, 66, 267, where the manuscripts and

editors are divided betweeny. Fabianus and/", Fabii (Sorof, after L, Fabit).
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later writers allow themselves to employ also Pompeiana curia '

(Suet. Caes. 81), Pompeiana poriicus (Vitruv. 5, 9, i), in place of

the classical and well attested Pompeia curia (Cic. Div. 2, 9, 23,

Gell. 14, 7, 7), Pompeia poriicus (Prop. 3, 30, i, Plin. 35, ii4)«

Other examples of this use of the possessives are as follows

:

Vitruv. 5, I, 4 basilica lulia et Aquiliana \'^ CIL. XIV, 140

poriicus Placidiayia ; Vop. Aur. 41, 3 curia Pompiliana ; Vitruv.

3, I, 5, Val. Max. i, 7, 5 Mariana aedis Honoris, lovis ; Mel. 2,

78 Mariana fossa ; id. 2, 122, Plin. 3,80, Ptol. 3, 2, 5 Mariana

colo7iia ; Val. Max. 2, 5, 6 Mariana vionumenta, but id. 4, 48

Maria monumenta, according to the best codd. Under the empire

possessive adjectives were also freely formed from praenomina

and cognomina, and in these cases were necessarily the only

adjectival forms in use, e. g. iheairwn Marcellianum ^ (Mart.,

Suet.), fossae Drusianae (Tac), thermae Neronianae (Mart.),

Tiiianae^ (Capitol. Max. i, 4), Severiayiae (Spart.), legiones

Antoninianae , Maximinianae (as purely honorary titles and

parallel with legio Claudia, Flavia : Scriptt. Hist. Aug., Inscrr.).

It is perhaps in opposition to ' thermae Titianae ' that Gellius

writes balneae Titiae (3, i, i Hertz). ^ In any case, the effect of

these formations was necessarily felt in obscuring the sharp dis-

tinction between the possessive and the gentile adjective.

In the classical language the gentile adjective is the rule also

with localities and natural objects which bear historical or com-

memorative names. Instances occur most frequently with Forum,,

mons,silva,eXc.,Q.g. Fora Anrelium, Cornelitcm., lulium, lunium,

etc.; mo7ites Augustus, Caelius, Cassius, Cispius, Claudius, Coe-

lius, Herminius, Oppius, Pincius, Tarpeius, etc., cf. clivus

Publicius ; silvae Caesia, Maesia, Naevia, Scantia, etc. Other

examples of this use are as follows : Varr. L. L. 5, 154 campus

Flaminius ; Plin. 29, 12 cojnpitum Acilium; Varr. L. Z,. 5, 148,

Liv. 7, 6, 5 lacus Czirtius ; Hor. A. P. 32 ludus Aemilius ; Varr.

L. L. 5, 163 nemora Naevia; Liv. i, 26, 10, Prop. 4 (3), 3, -] pita

' Also the %&\\\^\st, porticiis ox curia Pompei: Q'xc. Fat. i,,'^, Suet. Caes.

80. 84, Plin. 35, 126.

- Compare Vitruvius' use of mediatius for mediiis (Schnorr von Carols-

feld, /. /. p. 188).

3 Mon. Anc. app. 2 Marcelli, and often later.

* Martial has only the genitive Titi, as 3, 20, 15, etc.

* But both form and reference are uncertain (codd., stitias or sticias).
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Horatia ; Liv. 3, 54, 15. 63, '] praia Flaminia ; id. 2, 13, ^ Praia

Mucia ; id. 3, 26, 8, Plin. 18, 20, Paul. exc. Fest. p. 256 M.
praia Quinciia; L.iv. 6, 20,12 saxum Tarpeitini; l^^m^r. Heliog.

17 victis Sulpicius. Here also the popular language early intro-

duced the use of the possessives, and such expressions often

became the names in actual use in the provinces ; hence they are

frequently found in the literature, chiefly from the Augustan

period. Thus the site on the African coast where the elder Scipio

had made his camp was regularly designated as castra Corrielia

(Plin. 5, 24. 29, Mel. i, 34 P., Caes. B. C. 2, 30, 3. 37, 3; cf.

Plin. 4, ii'j c. Servilia, c. Caecilid), but the sermo casirensis, not

distinguishing in this case between historical and contemporary

names, preferred the possessive form, casira Corneliana (Caes.

B. C. 2, 24, 2. 25, 6),' casira Claudiana (Liv. 23, 31, 3. 39, 8, etc.);

cf. Ptol. 2, 5, 6 sq. AiKiviava, Mav\iava, etc. (names of Spanish towns

with which casira is to be supplied). Similarly Servilius lacus

(Cic. Rose. A?n. 32, 89, Fest. p. 290 M.) is the ancient name of the

locality at Rome, but we find later also Servilianus lacus (Sen.

Dial. 1,3,7); so also Mel. 2, 89 P. Clodianuvi fluvien, cf. Ptol.

2, 6, 19. Livy has salius Marcius (39, 20, 10), but saliiis Manli-

anus (40, 39, 2). We find as place-names aquae Sexiiae (Veil.,

Plin.), a. Scaniiae (Plin. 2, 240), but a. Posidianae (Plin. 31, 5),

a. Persianae (Apul. Flor. 3, 16, p. 353, 5 H.) ; arae Muciae (Plin.

2, 211), but arae Sesiianae {id. 4, iii).

Finally, in the personal names given to varieties of cultivated

plants and fruit-trees, the usage appears to have never become
absolutely fixed. In such cases the possessive is much more
usual, as is to be expected in the popular language, but Pliny and

Columella employ the older form also very freely. Cato uses

only the possessives, e.g. oleae Sergiana, Colminiana, Liciniana

(P. P. 6, I sq.); Varro has the same forms, with the exception of

Colminia for Colminiana (P. P. i, 24, i); cf. Plin. 15, 13 olivae

Licinia, Cominia, Coniia, Sergia, and ib. 20 olivae Sergiana,

Cominiana. A typical passage is Col. 5, 8, 3 oleae Algiana,

Liciniana, Sergia, Naevia, Culminia. The manufactured product

is almost always the possessive, as Plin. 15, 8 oleum Licinia7ium ;

so always the names of condiments and perfumes in Martial

{Cosmianum, Capellianum, etc.).

' Hence there is no need, with Meusel and Hofmann, to correct to castra

Cornelia.
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1

These results lend probability to the conclusion that the pos-

sessive adjectives in -anus are later^ formations of the language,

and that the gentile adjectives originally possessed a much
broader, perhaps a wholly unrestricted use. This older usage

was always retained in the ritualistic language, in the poets and

in the authors of archaic tendencies (Varr. L. L. 5, 85, Tac. A.

I, 54 sodales Titii ; Ov, Po7it. ^, 5, 9 domus Pompeia ; CIL.

XIV, 391 1 (carmen) Aelia villa; Gell. 9, 13, 20 H. imperia

Manlid).

Bryn Mawr College. RoBERT S. RADFORD.

' For examples of the extension of the suffix -amis in adjectives, see

Schnorr von Carolsfeld, /. /., p. 188. To these may be added Lucanus,

Venafratiiis, A/ricanus, Veientanus, Praetutianus, etc. as the later forms of

Lucus (Naev., Enn., Lucr., Varr.), Venafer {Ca.to, Ya.TT.), A/ruus (Enn.,

Scip. Afr. ap. Gell. 4, 18, 3, etc.), Veiens, Praetutitis. Compare also

Picentinus (Sail., Mart.) for Picens, Literninus (Cic, Liv., Plin.) for

Litemus.





THE FALL OF THE ASSYRIAN EMPIRE.

On the death, in 626 b. c, of Ashurbanipal (Sardanapallus),

king of Assyria, his son Ashur-etil-ilani succeeded to a troubled

inheritance. A little more than twenty years before, Shamash-

shum-ukin, king of Babylon, the brother of Ashurbanipal, had

endeavored to free himself from Assyrian control, to unite

Babylonia under his sway, and thus to establish an independent

kingdom with Babylon as its capital. To this end he incited to

revolt the dependencies of Assyria and sought the aid of her

enemies, his main reliance being placed in the neighboring king-

dom of Elam. This formidable danger was overcome by the

policy of Ashurbanipal and the ability of his generals. The
rebellion was crushed, the allies defeated, and Shamash-shum-
ukin, besieged in Babylon and driven to the last extremity, cast

himself into the flames rather than fall into the hands of his

brother. It is doubtless this tragic circumstance, well vouched

for by the annals of Ashurbanipal (col. IV, 11. 50 ft'.), that has

given rise to the well-known story of the fate of the last king of

Assyria. In 647, the year following the death of Shamash-shum-
ukin, Ashurbanipal had himself crowned king of Babylon under

the name of Kandalanu,^ a measure intended to soothe the some-

what susceptible feelings of the Babylonians who could ill brook

the degradation of the holy city to the position of a mere appanage

of a foreign power. In this the king followed the example of his

predecessors Tiglathpileser III and Shalmaneser IV. The kingdom
of Elam was now destroyed ; its capital, Susa, was sacked ; its

remaining cities were ravaged, and the whole country left defence-

less. But although Assyria came out of the contest with success, her

success was a costly one. The struggle had taxed the resources of

the empire to the utmost, and the destruction of Elam removed
a strong bulwark against the growing power of the Aryan Medes
whose scattered communities were rapidly consolidating into a

^ The Kineladan of the Ptolemaic canon. See Schrader, Jiineladan und
Asurbanipal, in Zeits.fiir Keils., II, 222 £f.
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united and aggressive state.^ At the end of Ashurbanipal's reign

they constituted a formidable menace to the security of the Assy-

rian empire. Nor were the Medes, whose migration into Asia

was at least as early as the ninth century B. c, the only Aryan

people who now came in contact with the Semitic rulers of

Western Asia. In the reign of Sargon (722-705 B. C.) new swarms

of barbarians appear in the North. Chief among these were the

Gimirr^ or Kimmerians, at that time seated in the neighborhood

of Lake Van to the north of the Armenian kingdom of Urartu,

and, further east, around Lake Urumiah and along the northern

borders of Media, the Ashguza or Ishkuzi who, as Winckler has

shown, must be identified with the people called Scythians by

the classical writers.^

In the reign of Esarhaddon (680-668 b. c), the Kimmerians

driven from their settlements by the Scythians, moved westward

overrunning Phrygia and the north-western provinces of Assyria,

though Esarhaddon was able to divert their attack from Meso-

potamia and Syria. In the reign of Ashurbanipal (668-626 B. c),

they invaded Lydia and took its capital Sardes, but here their

course was checked, and soon after they were expelled from Asia

Minor by the Scythians who pursued them, ravaging the country

on all sides, as far as Palestine and the frontier of Egypt. The
hostility between the Kimmerians and the Scythians was un-

doubtedly fomented by Assyria, whose obvious policy it was to

play off one against the other. Esarhaddon, one of the shrewdest

statesmen that ever sat upon the throne of Assyria, seems to have

formed an alliance with the Scythian king Bartatua, the Proto-

thyes of Herodotus,' and to have cemented it by giving him his

daughter in marriage. At all events, it is certain that Esarhaddon

formally consulted the oracle of the Sun god as to whether, in

case this marriage should take place, Bartatua would prove a

loyal friend of Assyria (Knudtzon, Gebete an den Sonnengott^

No. 29), and, from this time to the fall of Nineveh, friendly rela-

tions appear to have been maintained between Assyria and her

Scythian neighbors.

1 Winckler, Zur medischen und altpersischen Geschichte, Untersuckuvgen

109 ff.; Billerbeck-Jeremias, Der Untergang Ninevehs, Beitr. zur Assyr.,

Ill, 141.

2 Winckler, JCimmerier^ Asguzder, Scythen, in Forschungen VI, 484 ff.

3 Winckler, Forschungen VI, 488.
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In Syria, where Ashurbanipal had been obliged to put down
some sporadic revolts, the great Kimmerian and Scythian invasion,

occurring towards the end of his reign, must have thoroughly

disorganized the country. Egypt, which for a brief period under

Esarhaddon and Ashurbanipal had been reduced to the condition

of an Assyrian province, gained her independence about 645 b. c,

and her energetic ruler, Psamtik I, cherished the ambition of

regaining the long lost Asiatic possessions of his remote predeces-

sors. Such then, at the death of Ashurbanipal and the accession

of his son Ashur-etil-ilani, was the situation of affairs. The
Assyrian empire still extended from the Persian Gulf to the

Mediterranean, but to the West, Syria disorganized by recent

events was ready to fall a prey to Egypt at the first favorable

opportunity. To the North, the Scythians held full sway and,

though for the time being friendly to Assyria, they were too

powerful to be altogether comfortable neighbors. To the East,

the Medes, enemies both of Assyria and of the Scythians, were

pushing westward to the frontier of Assyria and southward into

the defenceless land of Elam.

Of the reign of Ashur-etil-ilani little is known. A brief inscrip-

tion found in the south-east palace of Nimr<id (Kelach) gives

his genealogy and states that he caused bricks to be made for

building the temple of Ezida in Kelach (Schrader's Keilinschr.

Bibliothek, ii, 268). Another inscription {ibid, iv, 156) is badly

mutilated and gives no additional information. Contract tablets,

found by the American expedition, are dated at Nippur in the

second and fourth years of the reign of this king^ so that he

must hp.ve ruled both in Assyria and Babylonia until at least the

year 622 B. C. It is probable that he died soon after this date.

He had a daughter, Sheru'a-eterat, whose letter to the lady

Asshur-sharrat, in regard to a point of etiquette" affords an

interesting glimpse of Assyrian court life, but there is no evidence

that he had a son. One event, however, of the utmost importance

is known to have occurred in his reign, and this was the accession

of the Chaldean Nabopolassar as king of Babylon. According

to the Ptolemaic canon, Nabopolassar succeeded Kandalanu

1 Hilprecht, Keilinschriftliche Funde in Niffer, Zeits. filr Assyr., iv,

164 ff.

-yohns Hopkins University Circulars, June, 1896, pp.91 ff.; Journ. Am.
Or. Soc, XX, 244 ff.
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(=:Ashurbanipal) in 626 B. c. and reigned for twenty-one years,

and this is amply confirmed by a series of Babylonian contract

tablets dated up to the twenty-first year of his reign. To which

of the Chaldean tribes he belonged is unknown, as also the cir-

cumstances attending his accession. Abydenus has preserved a

tradition that Saracus, who succeeded Sardanapallus as king of

Assyria, learning that an army numerous as locusts was coming

from the sea to attack his dominions, sent his general, Busalos-

sorus, to Babylon. Whereupon the latter, throwing off his

allegiance, and securing an alliance by marrying his son

Nebuchadnezzar to Amuhea, daughter of Ashdahak, Prince

of the Medes, forthwith marched upon Nineveh. Saracus,

informed of this, burnt himself in his royal palace (Miiller-

Didot, Fragmenta Hist. Graec, iv, p. 282). The ultimate

source of this story seems to have been Ktesias^ and it is

therefore suspicious, yet it may embody a genuine tradition.*

As the brief rule of Ashur-etil-il^ni was apparently unknown to

classical writers, it is not remarkable that events should be referred

to the reign of Saracus (Sin-shar-ishkun) which really occurred

in that of his predecessor. The account of the army coming
against Babylon from the sea may well refer to a movement on

the part of the Chaldeans, who saw in the death of Ashurbanipal

(Sardanapallus) a favorable opportunity for reasserting their

ancient claims. That Nabopolassar may have held a position of

authority and made use of it to place himself at the head and reap

the fruits of such a movement, is by no means improbable. And
although he did not take part directly in the destruction of

Nineveh, it is certain that the monarchy he established was

essentially Chaldean in character, and that he subsequently acted

with the Medes against Assyria. The marriage of his son

Nebuchadnezzar with a Median princess, while not impossible, is

at least open to doubt.

Ashur-etil-il^ni was succeeded by his brother Sin-shar-ishkun

the Saracus of classical writers. Sin-shar-ishkun's descent from

Esarhaddon is set forth in a fragment ingeniously restored by
Winckler (Revue d'Assyr., vol. II, 1889, p. 67), and in a mutilated

tablet, apparently containing a grant of land, published by Father

Scheil in 1896 (Zeits.fiir Assyr,, xi, 47), he is called the son of Ash-

1 Winckler, Forschungen II, 172 ff, 2 cf^ Schrader in ZKW, 228.
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urbanipal. Portions of several inscriptions of Sin-shar-ishkun have

been found, but all are either badly mutilated or merely fragmen-

tary. The longest of these inscriptions, of which a transliteration

and translation are given by Winckler in Schrader's Keilin-

schriftliche Bibliothek (ii, 270-273), refers to the building of a tem-

ple, and is dated in the eponymy of a certain Daddi the vizier,

but as the eponym canon is incomplete there is no means of

determining the precise date. In this inscription, as also in a

fragment published by Winckler in Revue d'Assyriologie (ii, 67),

the king refers to wars in which he claims that the Assyrian

arms were successful. The gods, he says, " subdued his foes,

overthrew his adversaries " {^KB, ii, 270, 1. 7) ; and again, " I

revered the great gods, I frequented their temples, I prayed to

their majesty. They stood by my side, rendered me gracious

help, championed my cause, and subdued my foes. They bound
fast my adversaries, and laid low the foes of Assyria who obeyed

not my royal will " {^Rev. d'Assyr., ii, 67). Winckler is inclined to

restore AIa-da]-d, 'the Medes' in line 2, but it is evident that tda]-d

' at my side,' must be read here. However, as Mount Demavend
(sad Bikni) is mentioned in another fragment (K, 1654), it is

possible that Sin-shar-ishkun actually refers to a war with the

Medes and that, as Winckler suggests, Herodotus' account (1, 102)

of Phraortes' unsuccessful attack upon Nineveh may rest upon a

historic basis. Two contract tablets are dated at Sippara in the

second year of " Sin-shar-ishkun King of Assyria", and another

is dated at Erech in the seventh year of his reign,^ so that in 615

B. c, or later, he still ruled in Babylonia.

Prof. R. F. Harper's Assyrian Letters contains (No. 469) a

communication from, the people of Erech to the king, in which

they state that a dispute about certain lands had been decided in

their favor by "thy father Ashurbanipal " (rev. i; cf. obv. 12).

This must, of course, have been addressed either to Ashur-etil-

ilani or to his brother Sin-shar-ishkun. As late therefore as the

year 615 B. c, and probably somewhat later, since the precise

duration of Ashur-etil-ilani's reign is not known, there is no evi-

dence that Nabopolassar held dominion anywhere except in the

city of Babylon and the district immediately adjoining, while

there is positive evidence that parts, if not the whole, of Babylonia

^ JCeil. Bibliothek, iv, 174-176.
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were still held by Assyria. At some time before the year6ii

B. C, the situation must have changed, since a contract tablet

dated at Sippara, in the fifteenth year of Nabopolassar, king of

Babylon, indicates that he then had possession of northern Baby-

lonia. He seems about the same time to have gone further and

to have made a successful invasion into the Mesopotamian

possessions of Assyria. Three inscriptions of Nabopolassar are

known, all belonging to the latter part of his reign. In one ofthese

{Keil. Bibl. iii^ 6) he states that he connected Sippara with the

Euphrates by means of a canal, and this could only have been

done at a time when the city was actually under his authority.

The fact that, in this brief inscription, he styles himself simply

Sar Babili " King of Babylon " and not king of Sumer and

Akkad should not be pressed too far, since his son Nebuchad-

nezzar, who undoubtedly ruled over all Babylonia, employs the

same title in several of his shorter inscriptions. Another inscrip-

tion of Nabopolassar (^Keil. Bibl. iii^ 8 ; Beitr. zur Assyr. iii,

528) relates to his restoration of the temple of Belit at Sippara,

and contains a distinct reference to his military operations

:

"When Shamash, the great lord, marched by my side, subdued

my enemies, and turned the country of my adversaries to pasture

land and heaps of ruins, then for Belit of Sippara, the exalted

lady, my queen, I built anew E-edina, her abode, and made it

shine like the day" (col. I, 20—col. II, 10). In another inscription

{Keil. Bibl. iii^ 2 ; Beitr. zur Assyr. iii, 525) the reference is

more definite :
" When, at command of Nabti and Marduk, who

love my sovereignty, and through the mighty weapon of the

terrible god Girra who smites down my enemies with the thunder-

bolt, I subdued Subaru and reduced that land to pasture field and

ruin," (col. I, 21-29)—the king then goes on to describe the

building of the great temple tower of Babylon and its dedication

with imposing ceremonies in which his sons Nebuchadnezzar and

Nab<l-shum-lishir took part. In the last two inscriptions Nabo-

polassar calls himself King of Sumer and Akkad, and therefore

claims sovereignty over all Babylonia. Subaru, ofwhose conquest

Nabopolassar boasts, was a district of northern Mesopotamia,^ and

in this connection it is significant that a contract tablet exists

dated at Babylon in the seventeenth year of Nabopolassar Sar

1 Winckler, Forschungen II, 153 ff.
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KiYsati ' King of the world '/ so that in 609 B. c. he bore the title

which, according to Winckler, pertained specially to the ancient

Mesopotamian kingdom whose capital was Harran. This rapid

extension of the dominions of Nabopolassar argues at least a

temporary helplessness on the part of Assyria, and would seem to

have coincided with the events described in Herodotus 1, 103-106.

The Greek historian states that the Median King Cyaxares,

after thoroughly organizing his army, invaded Assyria and,

defeating the Assyrians in the field, had actually invested

Nineveh when the siege was raised by an army under command
of Madyes, son of Protothyes, King of the Scythians. By means
of a stratagem Cyaxares and his Medes got the better of these

fresh opponents, after which they captured Nineveh and subdued

Assyria with the exception of Babylonia. The story of Cyaxares'

stratagem is not very probable, but the essential features of

Herodotus' account are borne out by all the known facts in the

case." Protothyes (Bartatua) was in all probability the son-in-law

of Esarhaddon, and therefore it is not unlikely that his son Madyes
was the nephew ofAshurbanipal and the cousin of Sin-shar-ishkun,

and from the time of Esarhaddon there is no evidence that other

than friendly relations existed between Assyria and the Scythians.

In any event Madyes could hardly have viewed with complacency

the aggrandizement of his Median enemies and their absorption

of the fairest portions of Western Asia. The intervention of the

Scythian king at this juncture was, in fact, a political necessity.

At first he was successful and the Medes were forced to raise the

siege and retire to their own territory. The relief of Nineveh,

which probably occurred in the year 610, and the diversion of the

Median attack afforded Sin-shar-ishkun an opportunity which he

was prompt to utilize, and he seems to have made a vigorous

effort to drive Nabopolassar out of Mesopotamia and to recover

the territory he had occupied in that quarter. Such, even then,

was the prestige of the Assyrian arms that many cities of

Babylonia either were lukewarm to the cause of Nabopolassar, or

openly sided with Assyria. The Babylonian monarch, deprived

of the Median support he had hitherto enjoyed, hard pressed in

Mesopotamia by the Assyrians, and attacked at home by the

^ Published by Strassmaier, Zeits. fiir Assyr. iv, 143-144.

2 Cf. Winckler, Forschungen VI, 490.
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disaffected Babylonian cities aided doubtless by Assyrian troops,

now found himself in a situation all but desperate. Had Sin-shar-

ishkun at this crisis been left unhindered in other directions, there

can be little doubt that he would have crushed his Chaldean

opponent and restored, in some measure at least, the ancient

glories of Assyria. But fate was against him, and his success was

of brief duration. The Medes, having signally defeated the

Scythian forces, now returned to the attack. They swept over

Assyria ravaging and burning in every direction, and Nineveh

was once more besieged.

The stele of Nabonidus^ found by the German expedition at

Babylon, which contains the only cuneiform account of the fall of

Assyria at present known, thus depicts the scene (col. II) :
" He

(the god Marduk) gave him (Nabopolassar) a helper, granted

him an ally. The king of the Ummanmanda, whom none could

withstand, he made submissive to his (divine) command and

brought him to his aid. Above and below, right and left, like a

storm he overwhelmed the land, taking vengeance for Babylon

in full measure. The king of the Ummanmanda, knowing no

fear, destroyed all the temples of the gods of Assyria, while, as

for those cities of Babylonia which were hostile to the king of

Babylon or came not to his aid, he destroyed their sanctuaries,

leaving not one ; like a storm he utterly laid waste their cities.

The king of Babylon, at the command of Marduk to whom sacri-

lege is an abomination, laid no hand on the shrines of the gods."

According to Nabonidus, therefore, Nabopolassar left the work
of destruction to the Medes and took no part in it himself.

In the same inscription (col. X, 13 ff.) Nabonidus states that he

restored the temple of Sin in Harran which had been destroyed

by the Ummanmanda and lay in ruins for fifty-four years. In the

Abu-Habba inscription {Keil. Bibl. iii^ 96 ff.) he states that the

restoration of this temple was undertaken at the beginning of his

third year. In 608, therefore, or 607—the former being the more
probable date—Mesopotamia was invaded and Harran was de-

stroyed by the Medes." The relief of Nabopolassar from his

1 Messerschmidt, Die Inschrijt der Stele Nabuna'ids Konigs von Babylon,

Mittheilungen der Vorderasiatischen Gesellschaft, 1896, i.

^ Here, as elsewhere, Nabonidus uses Ummanmanda in the general

sense of Northern barbarians. See Winckler's note, Messerschmidt, 0. c.

p. 71.
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perilous predicament and the chastisement of the disaffected

Babylonian cities were doubtless effected at the same time. It is

possible, as Messerschmidt suggests {o. c, p. 14), that Nabopo-
lassar was in the neighborhood of Harran and that this movement
of the Medes was undertaken in his behalf, but it may be ex-

plained on other grounds. Nineveh, the objective point of the

Median attack, lay close upon the Tigris, and from the western

bank of the river ran the highways communicating with the fertile

plains of Mesopotamia whence both troops and supplies could be

drawn. It is not necessary to suppose that, from the first, thewhole

military strength of the Assyrian empire was massed within the

walls of Nineveh. It is more than probable that strong bodies of

Assyrian troops controlled the country beyond the Tigris, ofwhose

strategical importance Sin-shar-ishkun was well aware. Indeed,

it is hardly likely that the troops which had been operating in this

quarter against Nabopolassar had as yet been withdrawn. The
Babylonian cities on the Assyrian frontier could also render

effective aid if so disposed, and their recent antagonism to Nabo-

polassar gave them little choice as to how they should side. So
long as the country beyond the Tigris held out for Assyria, the

reduction of Nineveh was a well nigh hopeless task. It was

necessary, therefore, that this district should be rendered useless

both as a source of supplies and as a base of military operations.

This seems to have been effected by dispatching strong detach-

ments to thoroughly ravage the country, destroy all opposing

forces, and render harmless the frontier cities of Babylonia.

Their object accomplished, the Median detachments could rejoin

their main body before Nineveh, leaving to Nabopolassar the easy

task of holding the devastated district in subjection.

When the Medes, after reducing Assyria east of the Tigris,

proceeded to dispossess their Scythian neighbors and to extend

their dominions in Asia Minor,^ Mesopotamia was left to Nabo-

polassar and the wily Chaldean thus enjoyed the fruits of a

vicarious victory.

Nineveh was now cut off from outside aid, but behind her

strong fortifications her garrison could still offer a stubborn

resistance. When at length the Medes prevailed and the city

fell, all was not yet lost. A strong line of defences connected

^ Winckler, Forschungen VI, 49; Herodotus, I, 103.
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Nineveh with Kelach, a fortress little inferior to the fallen capital in

strength, and thither Sin-shar-ishkun fell back to make a new

stand. But fate was against him once more. An unusual rise of

the Tigris undermined the wall, and the city, now at the mercy

of the besiegers, was sacked and burnt.^

Thus, shorn of her wide possessions and reduced to her last

stronghold, fell the great Assyrian empire, and it is characteristic

of her whole history that she fell with her face to the foe, fighting

to the last. According to tradition, the siege of Nineveh lasted

for two years, and this, if it be taken to include the whole course

of events down to the fall of Kelach, is doubtless correct. It was

therefore in the year 606 b. c. that the reign of Sin-shar-ishkun

came to an end together with the last remnants of the monarchy

he represented.

Johns Hopkins University.

Christopher Johnston.

1 For a detailed account of the siege of Nineveh see Dtr Untergang

Ninevehs utid die Weissagungsschrift des Nahum von Elkosch, by Col. Adolf

Billerbeck and Dr. Alfred Jeremias, Beitr. zur. Assyr. Ill, 87-188. For

the fall of Kelach cf. especially Col. Billerbeck's remarks, ibid. p. 131.



NE EMISSES, NE POPOSCISSES, AND SIMILAR
EXPRESSIONS.

The expressions ne emisses (Cic. in Verr. II, 3, 84, 105) and

ne poposcisses (Cic. ad Att. II, i, 3), etc., are commonly regarded

as volitive subjunctives, representing ne emeris, ne poposceris,

etc., projected into the past. This theory makes it necessary to

explain the pluperfect tense as due to analogy with the behavior

of the perfect subjunctive in certain subordinate clauses, when pro-

jected into the past, e. g. si emeris, nisipoposceris, which become

si emisses, nisi poposcisses. Until recently I have myself accepted

this view,^ because no other possible explanation of these strange

expressions occurred to me. However, I have never been able

to accept a similar theory for the origin of such uses of the

pluperfect subjunctive as that illustrated by restitisses in Cic.

pro Sestio 20, 45. To be sure there was a strong temptation

to associate the affirmative with the negative expression, as

restitisses apparently means " you should have resisted", just as

ne emisses apparently means "you should not have bought".

But the tense of restitisses seemed to me a serious difficulty in

the way of the theory that it represents a volitive use of the sub-

junctive. It was, I thought, conceivable that ne emisses should

be 7ie emeris projected into the past,^ but restitisses could not

similarly be traced back to a restiteris, for no such use of the

perfect subjunctive as restiteris, in the sense of "resist thou", is

known in Latin ; and a present tense would, when thrown into

the past, become resisteres, instead of restitisses. On the other

hand, the pluperfect tense in affirmative expressions could not

1 See my Studies in Latin Moods and Tenses, p. 226, and the Latin Pro-

hibitive in American Journal of Philology, Vol. XV, pp. 315-316, note.

2 This, however, involved the necessity of assuming that Cicero (strangely

enough) projected into the past in his most dignified styles a type of ex-

pression {ne emeris) which is itself carefully excluded from such styles.

See American Journal of Philology, XV, p. 134-135. The necessity of

making such an unreasonable assumption is in itself enough to bring the

validity of that theory into serious doubt.
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well be explained after the analogy of the pluperfect in negative

expressions like ne emisses, since that would necessitate the

assumption that the type ne emisses had become firmly estab-

lished before the type restitisses arose, while all the evidence is

against any such assumption. It was on account of these

considerations that I ventured in my Studies (p. 226) to

dissociate the two uses and to explain affirmative expressions

like restitisses as having originally meant " you would have

resisted ", with some such ellipsis as " if you had done your

duty ", and as having from this original use developed the

meaning "you should have resisted". Something like a

parallel seemed to me to exist in the development of meaning

undergone by certain other expressions. For instance, nee

putaueris, when used in the sense of "nor would you suppose ",

distinctly and prominently implies the manifest impropriety

of supposing the thing referred to and probably came at

times to be felt as amounting practically to "nor ought

^

you (under the circumstances) to suppose". Similarly cur gau-

deasf, starting with the idea " why would you rejoice (under the

circumstances)?", "what reason is there for rejoicing?" (i. e. it

would be absurd to rejoice) came to mean " why should you re-

1 In his discussion of my theory regarding a Subjunctive of Obligation

or Propriety in Latin (see his Critique of Some Recent Subjunctive Theo-

ries), Professor Bennett forgets that the idea of " propriety ", as well as

that of "obligation ", is involved in my theory. By clinging to the word

"ought" in applying the theory to concrete cases, he makes the interpre-

tation sometimes seem forced and unnatural. For instance, in Trin. 627,

noli auorsari neque te occultassis tnihi, he translates " don't turn away and

you oughtn't to hide". This is, I believe, the only passage in which a

prohibition immediately precedes this use of ftec and is therefore the pas-

sage in which my interpretation seems least natural. Still even here it

makes perfectly good sense to interpret ' don't turn away—nor had you

better hide ". If " ought " is to be the one word by which my theory is to

be tested, the word must be understood as used with the various shades of

meaning recognized by lexicographers, viz., as meaning not merely "to be

bound in duty by moral obligation ", but also, and quite as often, as mean-

ing " to be necessary, fit, becoming or expedient, to behoove " (Webster).

"You ought" in English frequently means "you'd better", "you need

to ", etc. The fact that the word " ought " has taken on all these meanings

proves that an expression of obligation may easily become one of mere

propriety, and forms therefore a sufficient justification for associating the

two conceptions as I have done.
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joice?"^ But I must confess that such a development of meaning

does not seem so natural in a contrary-to-fact expression like

restitisses as in expressions like nee putatteris and eur gaiideas ?.

Further consideration has convinced me not merely that the two

types of expression represented by restitisses and ne emisses must

be associated as being affirmative and negative forms of the same

modal use, but that both the common view regarding the mood,

and the one previously held by myself, are fundamentally wrong.

The best and clearest statement of the common view with which

I am acquainted is that found in the Appendix (§362) to Bennett's

Latin Grammar, from which I quote the following, enclosing in

brackets a sentence added by Professor Bennett in his Critique,

p. 27

:

" Corresponding to the jussive loquaiur, ' let him speak ',
' he's

to speak', there developed an imperfect use, loqiieretur, 'he was

to speak ',
' he should have spoken '. This use is manifestly a

derived one, since one cannot now will a person to have done in

the past what he obviously has failed to do. An expression like

loqtceretur, therefore, must have been formed after the analogy

of loquatur. The pluperfect subjunctive also occurs in this sense

^ Bennett (Critique, p. 22 f.) regards such a development of meaning as

impossible. But a similar development has actually taken place and can

be historically traced, in the meaning of the English word "should",

which sometimes indicates obligation, sometimes (in the first person) mere

contingent futurity. This development of meaning was due wholly to a

confusion in the popular mind, somewhere in the history of the language,

between the two conceptions. Bennett remarks: "what a person would

do . . . bears no necessary or natural relation to what he ought to do.

Sometimes one would do what one ought. Oftener, I fear, one would do

what one ought not". This last assertion may be true. But the fact

remains that the ideas " ought to do" and " destined to do" have very

frequently, both in ancient and modern languages, come to be expressed

by one and the same mechanism, and that this has been due to the inti-

mate association, at times, of the two conceptions involved. For instance,

the words "shall" in English, " soUen " in German, "devoir" in French,

all start with the idea of " ought ", but " I shall go " has come to mean that

the act will certainly take place, and '« er soil " and '• il doit " are often used

in the sense of " he is destined to"; ''faciendum est^'' means "ought to be

done ", but it also means "must be done "; again in id faciendum curaiiit

the idea of obligation is entirely lacking; ^^ oforiet" , "(5eZ", " xp>y^ are all

used both of what "ought to be" and of what " must be" ; "obliged''

means " under obligation ", but " he is obliged to go " refers to an act tha ^

is of necessity going to happen.
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[evidently an attempt to bring out more distinctly the reference

to the past], as etim imiiaitis esses, 'you ought to have imitated

him '. The volitive character of these expressions is shown by

the fact that the negative is regularly ne."

This explanation recognizes as involved in the expressions ne

emisses and ne poposcisses two ideas, viz., the volitive idea, in the

form of a prohibition, and the idea of obligation or propriety,

in the form of a mere assertion that an obligation, as a matter of

fact, existed (equivalent therefore to some form of oportet with

the infinitive). These two ideas are wholly different and distinct.

A prohibition cannot at the same time be an assertion that merely

states something. If therefore both of these ideas are suggested

by ne emisses, as is assumed by the interpretation we are con-

sidering, it follows that one of them must be the idea primarily

expressed and the other must be merely an implication involved.

That is, the expression ne emisses must be primarily a prohibition

(the idea of obligation being merely implied), or else primarily

a mere assertion that an obligation existed in the past. Let us

consider the possibility of each of these two alternatives.

The first alternative is absolutely impossible, a fact fully recog-

nized by Bennett in the passage above quoted. His own language

is sufficient comment on this point, viz., " one cannot now will a

person to have done in the past what he obviously has failed to

do," or will him not to do what he obviously has done.

But it is practically certain that the other alternative is equally

impossible. To suppose that the Romans themselves felt these

expressions as mere assertions of any sort would involve us in

insurmountable difficulties. For instance if these expressions

were mere assertions that an obligation existed in the past (and

were therefore equivalent to some form oi oportet v^'wh the infini-

tive), the ne could then be accounted for only by supposing that

the expression originated in some volitive use of the subjunctive

and that, in the developed use, the ne was simply retained from

the earlier volitive. But before ne, the negative of the volitive,

could be used to negative a mere assertion that an obligation

existed in the past, it must necessarily have been used with

expressions which were identical inform with direct independent

expressions of the will, but which nevertheless so prominently

implied the idea of an obligation that they, after a time, came to

be regarded as sometimes amounting to mere statements that an
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obligation existed. Otherwise there would be no starting point

from which the development might proceed. But it has been

seen that 7^1? emisses does not have the form of any possible

expression of the speaker's will. Therefore this use of ne in an

expression which, we are for the moment assuming, has already

come to be felt as a mere assertion of the existence of an obliga-

tion, cannot have originated in such an expression as ne emisses,

or any similar expression referring to the past. If then, ne has

come to be used in mere assertions, it must first have been so

used in assertions referring to the present. In other words, we
must assume that such expressions as 7ie evieris, ne emas, first

began to be felt as mere assertions that the act ought not to be

performed. After 7ie had begun to be frequently associated with

assertions of this form, it might then have easily drifted away from

this original use and come to be used in assertions that the act

ought not to have been performed in the past, i. e. in assertions

that did not even retain iYieform of an expression of the speaker's

will.^ But no syntactician, so far as I know, ever claimed that ne

enieris, ne emas, etc., are ever mere assertions that the act ought

not to be performed, i. e. that they mean merely " it is not proper

for you to buy ", " you ought not to buy ". Such expressions are

universally regarded as prohibitions, involving no more idea of

obligation or propriety than the imperative 7ie erne, ne emito

itself. If 7ie enieris means nothing more or less than " do not

buy ", then it is inconceivable that, in an expression like ne emisses,

ne is suddenly felt as the negative of a mere assertion that an

obligation existed. This forces us back upon the other alternative

again and we must assume to be true what we have already

agreed cannot be true, namely, that ne is used only because ne

emisses is still felt distinctly as an expression of the speaker's will

(a prohibition) and one requiring therefore the negative associated

with the volitive. For, be it remembered, the Subjunctive of

Obligation or Propriety, from first to last, early and late, persist-

ently clings to no7i as its negative—or rather, non clings to it."

There is absolutely no exception to this statement, unless ne

^ Even then the pluperfect tense would have been inappropriate.

2 See my Studies on this point. If the explanation of ne emisses etc.

offered in the present paper is correct, the chief support for the theory that

the subjunctive of obligation ever arose from a volitive subjunctive is gone.
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emisses, ne poposcisses, etc., which we are discussing, form such

exceptions.

A still further obstacle, and a very serious one, in the way of

the theory I am combating is formed by the use of the pluperfect

tense—a tense probably unknown to the volitive subjunctive. If

logueretur'is formed after the analogy oiloquaiur, after the analogy

of what is the pluperfect tense used? It does not seem satisfac-

tory to say merely that the pluperfect is due to a desire to bring

out more distinctly the reference to the past. How does the

pluperfect in such cases refer any more distinctly to the speaker's

past than the imperfect? The imperfect tense refers as distinctly

to the past as anything possibly can, and there is, in such a

context as that in which these expressions occur, never any danger

of the slightest ambiguity. Is it then conceivable that a Roman
would ever hesitate to use the imperfect tense for fear that some

one would think he was referring to the present ? The question

seems answered with the asking.

It follows from the considerations above advanced that ne

emisses, ne poposcisses, etc. cannot be either prohibitions or nega-

tive assertions. The theory we have been discussing does not

satisfactorily account either for the negative, or for the pluperfect

tense. Apparently then we have from the very outset been

traveling in the wrong direction. I am now convinced that these

expressions are developed from the optative. If we proceed

upon this assumption, the explanation of all the phenomena is at

once greatly simplified. The pluperfect tense, which is wholly

inexplicable and without parallel if the expressions be regarded as

volitive in origin, now becomes perfectly regular and exactly what

would be expected. The 7ie, too, now seems perfectly normal

since some idea of an unfulfilled wish, i. e. of regret that something

happened which ought not to have happened, still remains promi-

nent enough in the expressions to justify the retention of the

negative 7ie. Such expressions of regret used of the past might

easily lean toward the idea of obligation or propriety. On the

other hand, one can hardly conceive of anything which he feels

ought not to have happened, about which it would seem very

unnatural for him to wish that it had not happened. Such expres-

sions might well have been used now with the one idea upper-

most, now with the other.

The use of the imperfect subjunctive in ne comesses and ne
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faceres,c\itd by Bennett from Plautus(Men. 611, Pseud. 437), forms

no obstacle to the explanation I am advocating, as the imperfect

subjunctive is occasionally used in early Latin (and rarely in later

times) to express an unfulfilled wish in the past (see, for instance,

Gildersleeve-Lodge §261, note 2), and the developed use might

have retained this peculiarity of tense-usage. The occasional use

of 7ion ^ will then be on the same footing as the occasional use of

no7i with other optative subjunctives. It is true that utinam

might have been expected with the pluperfect tense, but as

utinam is very frequently omitted with the present and perfect

tenses of the optative subjunctive and sometimes with the imper-

fect, it is not unreasonable to suppose that it might occasionally

be omitted also with the pluperfect. Indeed many scholars recog-

nize its occasional omission with the pluperfect.^ The omission

would seem especially natural as soon as the meaning of the

expression began to drift away from the idea of mere wishing.

At any rate it seems far less difficult to suppose that these curious

expressions have their origin in the optative subjunctive than to

regard them as representing a development from the volitive.

Cornell University.

H, C. Elmer.

1 See Clement's Prohibitives in Silver Latin (Amer. Jour, of Phil., Vol.

XXI, 2).

2 See Allen and Greenough §267, D, note 2; Harkness §558, 2 ; see also

the comments of editors and Gildersleeve-Lodge §261, note 2, on Tibull.

I, ID, H-12.





NOTES ON THE LATIN VERBS OF RATING.

I.

The Stylistic Use of Pro.

With a number of verbs of rating pro with the ablative is used

instead of the genitive of value. This is, ultimately, a development

of the use oi pro with the force of 'in the place of,' 'instead of,'

'for,' seen in such examples as Cat. p. 37, 16 (Jordan) numquam
ego argentum pro vino congiario . . . disdidi. Of the inter-

mediate stages in the development one is to be found in the

occurrence oi pro in expressions of price. Cp. Plant. Most. 823
tris minas pro istis duobus . . . dedi. Another is its use with

verbs of viewing, judging, considering, etc. Cp. Plant. Stich. 571
sese ducit pro adulescentulo; Ter. Ad. 48 hunc . . . habui, amavi

pro meo; Cic. Verr. 2, 4, 33; and the frequent occurrence oi pro
certo habere and similar expressions, as in Cic. Att. 10, 6, 3 Pom-
peium pro certo habemus per Illyricum proficisci in Galliam

;

Sail. C. 52, 17 ; Liv. 23, 6, 8 ; id. 25, 10, i. Many examples of

this usage might be given. It emerges at an early period and
maintains itself throughout the history of the language.

It is from this subjective use oipro that the construction oi pro
with the ablative as a substitute for the genitive of value is

immediately developed; I mean the use oi pro with the ablative

of some word, which, with a verb of rating, is usually put in the

genitive. Pro nihilo is the phrase that occurs most frequently
;

pro viagno turns up occasionally, and possibly other combinations

might be found. Examples are pro 7iihilo esse instead of nihili

esse, pro nihilo habere instead of nihili habere^ pro nihilo putare

instead oi nihiliputare

.

Neither Plautus nor Terence seem to have used pro nihilo,

although many instances of nihili are found. The only example
that I have noticed in early Latin is Caecil. ap. Varr. L. L. 7, 103

(Spengel) tantum rem dibalare ut pro nilo habuerit. It is first

fully developed by Cicero who clearly prefers it to nihili, as being

more formal, as making a rounder phrase, in those of his works in

which special attention is paid to style. Of 7iihili there seem to
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be only five examples in all his works ; oipro nihilo, on the other

hand, some thirty have been noted, seventeen of which occur in

the philosophical writings, eleven in the speeches, two in the

letters. The statistics are significant. The phrase, well adapted

to the fuller style of the philosophical works, is not in keeping

with the conciseness and brevity of the letters.

In almost every case it occurs in the cadence of the sentence,

and in a large number of examples it stands as the last member

of a climax. In this, which is perhaps its most characteristic

position, the stylistic effect is most clearly seen. Cp. Fin.

I, 32, 61 quam contemnet, quam despiciet, quam pro nihilo

putabit ; Tusc. 3, 17, 36 ut omnia . . . contemnas et pro nihilo

putes; Off. I, 9, 28 contemnant et pro nihilo putent; ib. i, 21, 71

quod gloriam contemnant et pro nihilo putent ; de Or. 2, 84, 344
magnitudo animi, qua omnes res humanae tenues ac pro nihilo

putantur ; Mil. 24, 64 ut . . . contempsit ac pro nihilo putavit

!

Div. in Caecil. 7, 24 contempsit semper ac pro nihilo putavit

;

Fin. 3, 8, 29 despicere ac pro nihilo putare; ib. 3, 11, 37 non

requirat et pro nihilo putet; Caecin. 19, 56 respuat . . . et pro

nihilo putavit ; Vatin. 9, 23 solus conculcaris ac pro nihilo putaris;

Fin. 4, 14, 37 relinquat et pro nihilo habeat herbam ; Off. 5, 24

contemnere et pro nihilo ducere ; Tusc. 5, 10, 30 opes contemnere

eaque . . . pro nihilo ducere.

Elsewhere it is used alone: cp. Phil. 2, 23, 56 quoniam con-

demnatum esse pro nihilo sit; Att. 14, 9, i di immortales, quam
mihi ista pro nihilo ! Fin. 2, 13, 43 quae . . . visa sunt pro nihilo

;

Phil. I, 6, 14 ut . . . rempublicam pro nihilo haberemus; Dom.

14, 38; Tusc. 5, 26, 73 quam pro nihilo puto ! Fin. 5, 24, 72;

Lael. 23, 86; Phil. 10, 3, 6; Fam. 10, 26, 3; Tusc. 5, 32, 90 pro

nihilo pecuniam ducere ; Verr. 2, 16, 40.

Other examples oi pro nihilo occur here and there in classical

and silver Latin. Cp. Sail. J. 31, 25 quae . . . pro nihilo haben-

tur; Liv. 2, 61, 5 tribunos . . . pro nihilo habebat; id. 33, 46, 3;

Sen. Dial, 11, 10, 3 habuisse eadem pro nihilo ducit; id. N. Q. 4,

13, 10 pro nihilo est familiaris rigor; Pers. i, 30 ten cirratorum

centum dictata fuisse pro nihilo pendes? Sil. Ital. 2, 494 pro nihilo

esse; Plin. N. H. 18, 31, 319.

In later Latin we find it taken up by some of the church fathers.

Cp. Lactant. i, 725, 12^ philosophiam . . . pro nihilo conputent;

• The reference is to volume, page and line of the Vienna edition.
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Sulp. Sev. 226, 12. Lucifer uses it in several passages : 108,7; 178)

25 dignaris pro nihiio habere persequi servos unici filii del ; 291, 6
;

44, 9 haec omnia ducens pro nihiio; 52, 25; 134, 8; 245, 4; 291,

16; 291, 31. Cp. Paul. Nol. 2, 438, 22 qui autem pro nihiio me
habent, ad nihilum redigentur ; id. 2, 438, 9 ; 2, 439, 10. Gregory
of Tours 2, 707, I (Arndt) has oblectamenta pro nihiio reputata;

id. 2, 715, 13 contumelias pro nihiio habuerunt; and, what is of

special interest, examples of the combination oi pro nihiio with

verbs other than those of rating, namely respuere and deducere.

The same thing occurs in Orosius 352, 12 with contemnere : et

ipsi pro nihiio contempti sunt. This development is in direct line

with the Ciceronian phraseology already pointed out, e. g. Tusc.

3, 17, 36 contemnas et pro nihiio putes ; Fin. 3, 11, 37 respuat

. . . et pro nihiio putet.

II.

A Group of Partitive Genitives.

In the expressions boni consulere, aequi bonique facere, nihil

pensi esse, the genitives are partitive. Aliquid boni consulere

means to consider something as forming part of that which is

good ; aliquid aequi boniquefacere, to count something as part of

that which is fair and good ; while in nihilpensi we have the same
partitive genitive as in nihil mali, 7iihil novi. These genitives

should, therefore, be differentiated from the genitives of value

magni,parvi etc., which go back to an original genitive of quality

magnipretii, parvipretii. Their classification under the head of

the Genitive of Value, adopted by almost all our grammars, is in

some c".ses perhaps simply a matter of convenience, yet in one of

the more recent productions of this now prolific field identity of

origin seems to be implied. The fact that the expressions had

become stereotyped, and that the Romans in their everyday use

of them did not feel their partitive origin, does not affect the

question. Neither did they feel the genitives magiii, parvi with

verbs of rating as genitives of quality. Roby's explanation

(§1191) that boni, aequi, and pe?isi are locatives may now be fairly

regarded as exploded, at any rate, wherever Latin grammar is

studied seriously. His theory seems to survive, for the most

part, only in some of the smaller editions of Latin authors, and it

is accordingly somewhat surprising to find it cropping up in so

pretentious a work as Spooner's edition of Tacitus' Histories.
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At least some such idea is apparently involved in his note at i, 46

neque genus quaestus pensi habebat : "pe?isi is a genitive of price,

literally 'at any value.'"

Bo7ii consulere.

That this was an old formula we know from Quintilian Inst.

Orat. I, 6, 32 sit enim 'Consul' a consulendo vel a iudicando,

nam et hoc 'consulere' veteres vocaverunt, unde adhuc remanet

illud 'rogat boni consulas,' id est bonum iudices. Cp. also Paul,

ex Fest. (p. 29 de Ponor) 'consulas' antiqui ponebant non tan-

tum pro 'consilium petas' et 'perconteris,' sed etiam pro 'indices'

et 'statuas.' It survived as an archaism, occurring sporadically

in all periods of the language. An old fashioned homely phrase,

it is found most frequently in writings in which there is a tendency

to use colloquial Latin, or where at least there is no effort made
in the direction of an elevated style.

We find it first of all in Plant. True. 429 boni consulas. Cp.

Cist. 468 ut illud quod tuam in rem conducat, aequi consulam.

Cato uses it Orat. Reliq. (p. 41 Jordan) eane fieri bonis, bono

genere gnatis, boni consulitis? and Varro L. L. 7, 4 M. potius

boni consulendum quam . . . reprehendendum. It occurs in Priap,

53, 6 consule poma boni, in familiar address to the least dignified

of Italian deities, and in Ovid's pleading line, Trist. 4, i, 106 car-

men, interdicta mihi, consule, Roma, boni. Cp. Ep. ex Pont, i,

3, 94 and 3, 8, 24. Augustus, a man of plain speech, makes use 01

it in his letter to Horace, Suet, de poetis (p. 47, 8 Reifferscheid)

libellum tuum, quem ego . . . boni consulo. Columella 10,

praef. 5 has boni consulat, si non sit dedecori. It is a mannerism

of Seneca's; cp. Ep. 17, 7 id boni consulet; ib. 123, i hanc coqui

ac pistoris moram boni consulo ; Ben. 1,8, i ; ib. 5, 17, 5 ; 7, i, i

;

Dial. I, 2, 4 quicquid accidit boni consulant ; 11, 10,6. In all

these instances it has a direct object. Somewhat less definite is

Ben. 2, 28, I hoc initium est: boni consulamus. With si clause

Ep. 75, 4 sed si ita conpetit, ut . . . , boni consulet ; ib. 88, 14

si quid remittitur, boni consulo; ib. 108, 10. Other examples

are Plin. N. H. 33 prooem. 2, 4; ib. 8, 16, 44; Quintil. 6

prooem. 16 boni autem consulere nostrum laborem ; Plin. Ep.

7, 12, 3 quod si feceris, boni consulam. Apuleius, true to his

archaizing tendency, shows some examples: Flor. i, 7 fin.

Apol. 16 med., with accusative and infinitive, ego non mirer, si
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boni consulis me de isto distortissimo vultu tuo dicere ; ib. 99

init. In Met. 8, 9 we have a development in the addition of the

superlative: boni ergo et optimi consules, si. . . . Met. 6, 3 is

probably another example of the use of optimi, although in this

case many of the MSS have optime. We find it again in its

simple form in Dig. 4, 4 fin.; ib. 23, 3, 12, i ; Auson. Ep. 16, i

(p. 175 Sch.) quod tu etsi lectum non probes, scriptum boni con-

sules ; and in a number of places in the letters of Symmachus,

with accusative i, 20 (15), 3 ut . . . has adlegationes boni con-

sulas ; I, 30 (24); 4, 58, I ; 8, 49; with accusative and infinitive

3, II, I deesse huic epistulae Atticam sanitatem boni consule.

Aequi bonique facere.

This phrase is more distinctly colloquial. It occurs in Ter. Heaut.

788 ceterum equidem istuc, Chremes, aequi bonique facio. Cp.

Plant. Mil. 784 aequi istuc facio, 'that's all the same to me.'

Cicero Att. 7, 7, 4 has qui totum istuc aequi boni facit ; Liv. 34,

22, 13 in a speech ceterum si . . . nos aequi bonique facimus

;

Apul. Met. I, 5 init. istud quidem quod polliceris aequi bonique

facio ; ib. 11, 18 oblationes honestas aequi bonique facio ; Symm.
I, 50 (44), I.

Nihil pe7isi esse, habere, etc.

Of the expressions in which pensi occurs, the earliest type is

exemplified in Plant. True. 765 nee mi adeost tantillum pensi iam

quo capiam calceos. Of the same kind is Sail. C. 52, 34 quibus

si quicquam umquam pensi fuisset . . . ; cp. also Liv. 26, 15, 4

quis neque quid dicerent neque quid facerent quicquam unquam

pensi fuisset ; id. 34, 49, 7 ; 42, 22, 3 illi cui nihil pensi sit
; 43, 7, 1

1

quibus nihil neque dicere pensi sit neque facere ; Sidon. Apoll.

Ep. 3, 13; Greg. Tur. i, 149, 26 (Arndt) in Cantino autem nihil

sancti, nihil pensi fuit.

In all these examples esse is the verb used. Nihil {nee quic-

qtiavi) pensi habere is probably not much later in origin, although

its first appearance in extant literature seems to be in one of the

sententiae ascribed to Caecilius Balbus (p. 127 in Friedrich's

edition of Publilius Syrus) nil pensi habere insanientem est vivere.

Sallust uses it C. 23, 2 neque dicere neque facere quicquam pensi

habebat; ib. 5, 6 ; 12, 2 linked with moderati : pudorem pudici-

tiam . . . nihil pensi neque moderati habere ; id. J. 41, 9 nihil
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pensi neque sancti habere; Sen. Ben. i, 9, 5; Suet. Ner. 34; id.

Dom. 12. In Gell. 13, 12, 2 we find a variation of the phrase in

ratum pensumque nihil haberet, where the form of peyisum is

probably due^^to that of ratum. Lactantius i, 481, i has nihil

denique moderati aut pensi habent, dummodo . . . , where the

phraseology is very similar to that of Sallust C. 12, 2 cited above ;

Sulp. Sev. 103, 8 certe Ithacium nihil pensi, nihil sancti habuisse.

So far, it will be observed, the genitive invariably depends upon

some negative word or phrase such as nihil or nee quicqtiam.

Just when the freer type was developed, in which the negative is

no longer used, and the genitive depends directly upon the verb,

cannot be definitely ascertained. The first evidence of this

emancipation is perhaps found in Liv. 34, 31, 3 in me quoque vobis

quid faceretis, minus pensi esse, but the first positive example is

Val. Max. 2, 9, 3 nee pensi duxerat isdem imaginibus ascribi.

This precedent is followed by Tacitus, Ann. 13, 15 neque fas

neque fidem pensi haberet; Dial. 29 nee quisquam . . . pensi

habet quid . . . Cp. also Symm. Ep. i, 73 (67); ib. i, 75 (69)

hunc ut pensi habeas
; 3, 17, i ut in reliquum pensi habeas

amicitiae diligentiam. It is in this last stage of its development

that pensi comes closest to the Genitive of Value.

Ukiversity of Chicago. GoRDON J. LAING.



THE PENTAPODY IN GREEK POETRY.

There is nothing more striking in the history of Greek metres

than the fact that at the beginning of the literature we find so

highly developed a form of verse as the dactylic hexameter, a

tetraseme hexapody, evidently not representing the people nor

coming from them. The solemn, majestic dactylico-spondaic

verse, so well adapted to song in service of the gods, had naturally

been employed by those early leaders of the people, the priests ;

it was used in the course of time, in the form of the hexameter, to

the exclusion of all other measures ; we find it so used by the

great poet himself in the two works which mark for us the begin-

ning of the literature. How long the process of evolution and

firm establishment of this composite verse lasted we may never

know ; certainly long enough to make its use a fixed law which

no one might easily transgress. The first change is seen in the

introduction of the elegiac distich ; but this is still dactylic, and

the hexameter is still a component part. All admiration is there-

fore due the man who could completely break away from the

thraldom of binding custom and introduce new verse forms,

especially those which were dear to the people : we have in this

at least one reason why Archilochus should be placed next to the

immortal Homer. Archilochus it was that gave to Greek litera-

ture the triseme, the iambic and trochaic forms of verse ; it

was he that brought forth the tetrapody and the tripody; in

Archilochus, too, we find the first possibilities of a pentapody. It

is true, the second member of the elegiac distich—the broken hex-

ameter—was called a pentameter by the ancient writers on metrics,

and it still keeps the name ; but in cases like this even those who
insist most earnestly on the necessity of paying due honor to the

theories of the ancients must recognize that their methods were

not always right.

To the student of metres the pentapody has always been an

interesting combination of verse feet. Not naturally a verse

which appeals to the people it has yet become one of the most

familiar in modern literature, although everywhere its first appear-
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ance calls for explanation, and that explanation is not always

forthcoming. Abstractly considered as a combination of units the

number five might seem to be symmetrical enough, but in verse

it is the rtrpas that has held its own for the poetry of nations, and

for Greek poetry it is besides this the ever-insistent duodecimal

element which wins the victory over the decimal. In modern
song and hymn for the people it is certainly the tetrapody and

the tripody that reign supreme ; wherever a pentapody shows

itself it is felt to be at least unusual. In some cases such pen-

tapodies are easily resolved into the component dipody and

tripod5% as in the hymns 'Abide with me, fast falls the eventide';

*Jerusalem, du hochgebaute Stadt'; 'Ich habe gnug, mein Jesus

lebet noch'; in other cases this is not so readily done, as in

Luther's 'Jesaia dem Propheten das geschah.' In all, however,

the music will be found to have taken up an even number instead

of the number five, and this charfge is brought about by lengthen-

ing the note on a syllable either at the beginning or at the end of

the line, or by pause. It is of considerable importance in the

study of the pentapody on Greek ground to bear in mind that in

the best period it is altogether restricted to lyric poetry, never

used in continuous stichic arrangement, and by no means largely

used in lyric poetry.

Like the hexapody it is apparently a composite verse, but that

it in all cases so originated is not so certain. Of the several

kinds of pentapody which we meet in Greek poetry the dactylic

and the iambic-trochaic seem to be not so much a composition

as rather a new creation, a conscious enlargement of a series

which already included tetrapody and hexapody. In the

dactylo-epitrite (Doric) group we have to deal with an

evident union of different elements; not only was the com-

position felt at first, but it must also have been felt, more or

less, throughout. The ease with which the component parts

are separated is one of the striking features of its use. The
logaoedic group includes especially the Sapphic and the Alcaic

pentapodies, and the pentapody of the skolia, the Phalaecean

;

all of these are very familiar verses which might easily produce

on the mind of the reader the impression that the pentapody

is an ordinary phenomenon in Greek poetry. They are part

of a series of lines which mark the simplest and earliest union

between the trochaic and the dactylic elements, and which are
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of all logaoedic combinations the most popular. The series

includes the Adonic, the Pherecratean, the Glyconic, and the

lines named above, that is, monodactylic^ logaoedic dipodies,

tripodies, tetrapodies, and pentapodies. In the case of the pen-

tapody we have diiferent names if the dactyl occurs in different

feet, but the lines are all only different manifestations of the same

general type, just as the Glyconic remains a Glyconic, no matter

in which foot the dactyl is found. In the formation of. these

pentapodies the tendency to make use of monodactylic logaoedic

lines was no doubt fundamental, but it seems not unlikely that

they were in part based on lines like those of which Archilochus

has left us three: these are the fragments ioi~; 102, i'<^' lySoi/^y

a-aXev/j.fi'T] Kopavr] ; 116. We are here Standing on the border-land

between pentapody and hexapody ; there may have been synco-

pation of the last foot (as is generally supposed), the single long

syllable being extended to occupy the time of the entire foot, or

the last two syllables may form a trochee, the last being short in

the syllaba anceps, just as we not infrequently find a long syllable

similarly shortened in the final dactyl of an Aeolic dactylic

pentapody.^ For Archilochus it was perhaps the former feeling

that was uppermost : with him it may have meant a syncopation

of the trimeter which he himself introduced ; but the other scansion

could easily, and soon, arise. The line becomes fairly familiar

after Archilochus, and, with the tendency to form monodactylic

logaoedic lines, it is not difficult to conceive how the use of a

tribrach in the third foot (the metre being regarded as trochaic with

anacrusis) could have led to the formation of both the Sapphic

(with, and without, anacrusis) and Alcaic verses. Such a tribrach

we have in Alcman 75 fj8ri napi^ii irvaviov re nokrov, in which, it is

true, there is a possibility of synizesis in the third foot, but the

tribrach is more likely. It is most interesting and suggestive to

note that the strophe of Bacchylides I (3),* of the recently dis-

^ In three of the skolia (9, 11, 12), two dactyls are employed, but this is

due to the exigency of the use of the names Harmodius and Aristogiton.

2 In citations of the melic and the iambic poets the numbering of Bergk

(fourth edition) is given.

^ Cf. Alcaeus 25, avrpetliEi rdxa rdv k6'Xlv a (5' £;t;ero< pSnai- ; Sappho 32;

loi, 2; Theocritus 29, passim.
•* The numbering of these odes is that given in Smyth's edition of the

melic poets ; numerals in parentheses give Kenyon's arrangement.
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covered odes, consists of a line like that from Alcman just cited,

two tetrapodies/ and a Sapphic pentapody. This certainly

proves that Bacchylides felt the line as a pentapody (if he felt

the Sapphic line as a pentapody); but it also proves no less

that the iambic line in question was closely associated in his

mind with the Sapphic. When we find on line 85 of the

same ode the tribrach in the second foot, where the dactyl

is found in the Phalaecean, there is even more suggestion, all

culminating in the use of the simple iambic line of Archil-

ochus in the corresponding line of the antistrophe, line 89.

There are no pentapodies that are more familiar and none deserve

to be called popular to the same extent. Other logaoedic pen-

tapodies are essentially different : none of them occur more than

a few times in the literature, not a few only once, and all are

creations for the time being, their formation rendered possible by

the existence of the monodactylic types and of the dactylic pen-

tapody. In many it is difficult to avoid the feeling of composi-

tion, so much so that at times it is not easy to decide whether we
have dipody 4- tripody, or pentapody. It is only the eurhythmic

structure of the whole that can finally decide the question, and

where the material is not full enough we may never know the

answer.

Before taking up a rapid survey of the use of the pentapody in

Greek poetry it may be well to bear in mind that here as else-

where, if not more than elsewhere, one looks in vain for agree-

ment among the editors, either as to the reading or as to the

proper division of the lines, with the result that pentapodies

appear and disappear according to the editor one follows. Again,

where there is agreement as to what constitutes a line, the decision

as to whether we have a pentapody or not is often fraught with

more than ordinary difficulty : what at first sight seems to be a

five-foot line is often shown by a study of the whole ode to be a

case of dipody -I- tripody ; or, and this is a possibility always to

be borne in mind, we may have to deal with syncopation, either

at the beginning or at the end of the line, so that what seems to

be a pentapody is really an hexapody. In the following the

' In these tetrapodies we have the addition of anacrusis to the fourth

line of the Alcaic stanza.
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guidance of Schmidt ^ will be followed in the main throughout.

It may be that for Germany Gleditsch^ is right in the conclusion

of his statement that "infolge der Unwissenschaftlichkeit und
Willkiirlichkeit seines Verfahrens hat er unter den Philologen

nur einen beschrankten Anhangerkreis gefunden," but we must

resent the protasis. If any are arbitrary it is those who preceded

Schmidt, including the ancients ; and surely if his method is not

truly scientific, one must despair of ever reaching a definition of

the term.

We have seen that Archilochus gives us three examples of a

possible pentapody, although in him these lines are perhaps to be

scanned as syncopated iambic trimeters. In Alcman ' we find the

first dactylic pentapody: 51,0V yap iy^vya, Pavaaaa, ^i6s dvyarep.

We also find the Aeolic^ dactylic pentapody in 17. In 71, aiKXou

'A\Kfidcov dpfMo^aro, we have a trochaic ^ pentapody, if the line is

complete in the fragment quoted by Athenaeus, IV 140 C. Of
lines like those cited from Archilochus Alcman gives several:

I, 3; 4; 6; 7; 36; 74 A; 74B
; 75; 81. They are probably to

be taken as pentapodies. Fragment 62, Eivopias re koi Undws

aSeX^a, gives US the first example in Greek literature of the mono-
dactylic logaoedic pentapody, if Plutarch (de fort. Rom. c. 4) has

not omitted any words in his quotation ; as it stands we have in

this first example the rare use of the single dactyl in the first foot.

In fragment 39, ;^pv<rioi' oppov e;(a)»' padivdv neToXoKTi *:aX;^aj', if we put

the last word on the second line, we have another dactylic penta-

pody, although Bergk's reading, nerdXois laa KoKxdv, making the

^Schmidt has shown in §31 of his Antike Compositionslehre that the

pentapoay occurs as the principal member of the period only in commatic
songs, and he adduces a representative collection of examples from the

tragic poets and from Pindar to prove his point. Other writers on metrics

generally content themselves with the statement that the pentapody occurs

rarely and give a few examples of the more familiar types.

'^ Metrik der Griechen und Romer, § 3 of the introduction.

2 From Alcman to Simonides inclusive all pentapodies are given.

* See Hephaestion, p. 24, Westphal's edition.

* It has also been taken as iambic, but cf. 70, Krjnl rq pi>Xq dpvijyrjrai ktjttI

rai^ awaiKXiai^. Both the trochaic and the iambic pentapodies are very rare

and occur later in the dramatic poets. The trochaic occurs in Aesch.

Agam. 765 = 775 ; Soph. Aj. 405 = 424 ; Eurip. Troad. 290 : the iambic in

Aesch. 408 = 425; generally there is doubt as to the arrangement, as in

Aesch. Suppl. 136= 146; Eur. Iph. Aul. 1523.
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line an hexameter, is probably correct.^ Besides these pentapo-

dies there are several lines which might seem to be of the same

class, but are to be scanned otherwise. Such are 60, 5, koi Kviahai^

fv ^e'vdfcri TTop^upea? dXos (where we have dipody + tetrapody, the

scheme of the whole being 3 34 33 242 333); 83-; 87,2.

In Alcman, then, we find only a few examples of the dactylic

pentapody and possibly one each of the trochaic and of the

monodactylic logaoedic type, while the iambic line of Archilochus

is well represented by nine examples.

In the poem attributed to Arion several pentapodies occur,

dactylic and logaoedic, but the poem represents a later period,

and so does not count for that which we are now considering.

In Alcaeus we find above all the monodactylic line which goes

by his name: 1; 9; 13 B (incomplete); 14; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22

(incomplete); 23 (Hiller-Crusius (35) gives a different reading);

26 ; 34 ; 35 ; 65 ; 68
; 74. The Sapphic line occurs in 5 ; 36 ; 77.

Aeolic pentapodies are found in 25 and 93. 89, ov8e n fiwdixivos

ciXXvi TO vorjiia (quoted by the scholiast to Hom. Od. XXI 71), as

it stands might seem to be a dactylic pentapody, but it is of a

kind such as is found nowhere else. Either iavra is to be added,

^ Bergk at first read the line without change or addition, thus giving us

an early specimen of dactylo-epitrite verse, but one of a kind that does

not occur in the later poets who use the metre. The reading would be

interesting as recalling Pindar's unusual line, Pyth. Ill 4, Ovpavida yovov

€vpv/j.i6ovTa Kpovov, pdaaaial t' apx^i-v Tlakiov ^?/p' ayporepov, where the

division is different, the scheme being either 54 2 or 3 2 2 2 2. Nowhere

else does Pindar give us in the dactylo-epitrite metre a pentapody con-

taining four dactyls, or a tripody consisting of three. It is interesting, too,

to note that the tendency to make use of epitrite combinations, so natural

to the language, and showing itself constantly in iambic and trochaic

lines, appears after a dactyl in Alcman 62, cited above.

^ These two lines :

Trepi.aadv. al yap 'Att^A^wv o AvKrjog.

'Iv(j aaXaaaonsdoia'' ai.< airb /laaSup

are quoted by Hephaestion (p. 46), in the chapter in which he gives his

explanation of the Sapphic and the Alcaic verses, and of the Sapphic and

the Phalaecean with anacrusis. It is not surprising that the presence of

two ionics in the lines quoted, or of a choriamb in the Sapphic, and also in

the Alcaic, should have appealed to Hephaestion; when", however, he finds

an ionic (in anaclastic form) as the central element of the Phalaecean with

anacrusis (Sappho 58 and 59) we can only wonder at the ingenious results

of his search.
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making the line an hexameter, or \ivva\ifvoi should be changed

to ^Lvvii^ivos (cf. (ivvT](Ti Hom. Od. XXI iii), the line then being

ionic. 94 gives us (possibly) the first example of the Doric

pentapody, which later became so familiar a type

:

^ p' ETi, Aivvofisvi}, Tift Ti'ppadyif)

T&pfiEva AafiTTpa Keavr' ev Mvpaikf/u
;

Hephaestion distinctly says, (p. 51,) that these are examples of

the so-called iyKcopnokoyiKov, that is, of the Doric pentapody. As
we lack the setting it is impossible to speak with certainty : it is

not unlikely that to Alcaeus the lines were logaoedic and that

there was syncopation at the end of the line.

Bergk's troublesome dual fragment, 55, is interesting as giving

us a Sapphic line with anacrusis: l6n\oK ayva neWixofidSf SaV^ot;

this line is given by Hephaestion himself as an example of the

'aXkuikw SaBfKaavWa^ov. Bergk assumcd that the other line, ^Aw
Tt Fdnr]v, aWa /xe Ka>Kv(i atSwy is One of the same kind, but this is

manifestly wrong, as the assumption compels us to admit either

an impossible use of two dactyls, or else a violent synizesis

between the last two words. Whoever wrote the second frag-

ment, it was undoubtedly written in the Alcaic metre, and aibas is

to be separated from the rest (see Smyth's note to Sappho viii).

As to the Sapphic line with anacrusis, it seems to have been a

recognized type ; witness its use by Stesichorus (49), and the fact

that the ancients gave it a name.

102, eyo) fih ov 8e(o ravra fj.apTvp€VPTas, might be taken as an asyn-

artete hexapody ; it seems rather to be an example of the Archi-

lochian line discussed above, now unquestionably a pentapody.

Sappho gives us first her own line in i ; 2 ; 3 ; 4; 5 ; 6; 7

;

9; 10; 11; 12; 13 (incomplete); 14; 15 (incomplete) ; 16; 17;

18 ; 19 ; 20 (incomplete) ; 22 ; 26 ; and in the ode to her brother

Charaxus : a comparatively small number when we bear in mind
that antiquity had an entire book of odes composed by Sappho
in this metre. There are more Aeolic dactylic pentapodies of hers

preserved than of either Alcman or Alcaeus: 32; 33; 34; 35 ; 37
(H.-Cr. change so as to produce a different verse)

; 38 ; 39 ; loi

104. Hephaestion quotes 33 as an example of the acatalectic

pentameter, 104 for the catalectic type. Of these, too, antiquity

possessed an entire book. In 103 we have the Archilochian line,

which Hephaestion cites (p. 14) as his example of a catalectic
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line, and he plainly states that the last syllable takes the place of

an entire foot : it is more than likely that for Sappho the line was

a pentapody. The Alcaic line occurs in the famous fragment 28,

supposed to be her answer to Alcaeus 55, and in 29. The Phal-

laecean with anacrusis is found in 58 and 59 : part of the ordinary

Phalaecean is probably in 21 and 105. 57A, X9^^°^^^ dtpdnaivav

'A(f)po8iras, might be regarded as a Doric pentapody, but is un-

doubtedly, as Bergk says, logaoedic. In 51, kj? 5' dfi^poa-ias p.ev

Kpdrrjp (KeKparo, and 54) ^prjctrai vv nor' S)8' tpfitXecas notfaaiv, WG have

a type of line such as occurs not infrequently in the later poets:

lines of this kind contain a logaoedic tripody (especially a Phere-

cratean), together with a cretic or a choriamb, either of which may
be at the beginning or at the end of the line. Such lines may be

pentapodies, but the division into dipody and tripody is always a

possibility, or we may have an hexapody by syncopation at the

end of the line.

Coming to Stesichorus we find the dactylic pentapody used

in 8 and 50, 3 ; the latter after one of the dactylo-epitrite

kind, an unusual combination. Dactylo-epitrite pentapodies

are now an assured metrical condition. The looseness of the

tie between the parts is shown in 35, 37 and 42, where the

epitrite occurs between two dactylic tripodies, an arrangement

which is met with not infrequently in Pindar. In 29, i an epitrite

precedes a series of dactylic tripodies : the dipody is pro-odic and

there is no pentapody. In 51 a dactylic tripody precedes a

ditrochee : according to Hephaestion (p. 25) such a line (without

anacrusis) was called a Praxillean verse and he speaks of it as

logaoedic. If this combination was ever felt as dactylo-epitrite,

the feeling soon was lost, for in the large number of Pindaric odes

written in that metre three dactyls are not found in pentapodies,

although they do occur in tetrapodies. If 46 is complete, we
have a rare iambic pentapody with resolution in the second foot.

36 is hardly complete ; as it stands it would be a cretic + synco-

pated Glyconic, that is, an hexapody. The second line of the

famous palinode (32), oiS' e^as iv vavvip daeXp-oL^ is not a pentapody

but an hexapody by syncopation of feet at the end. Such heap-

ing of long syllables, each constituting a foot, is not at all usual

in Doric poetry ; in logaoedic verse it is somewhat more frequent,

^ Hephaestion cites this as an example of ionic verse.
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beginning with Simonides. 17 is probably a tetrapody like

Ibycus I, 4.

Ibycus presents only a few instances of the use of pentapody.

An apparent example is found in Bergk's reading of i, 10; here

the reading -nthoQiv for TraiSo^e*' brings the line into harmony with

the dactylic character of all that precedes, and it removes the

pentapody. 21 is a Praxillean verse with anacrusis. 6, 2 and

22, 2, which might be taken as dactylo-epitrite, especially the

former, are to be taken as logaoedic.

Anacreon also has but few pentapodies. Hephaestion cites 70,

opfTokoTtoi fiiv''ApT]i (f)i\€€i iJ.fvalxiJ.av, as an example of the encomio-

logicum : this line as well as 72 and 72 B might easily be con-

sidered Praxillean verses, especially the latter. On the other

hand 71, 73 and 74 are possible examples of the first-named line.

All are probably logaoedic with syncopation at the end. 31, 32,

33 and 37 are all lines which might be taken as pentapodies, but

are not. In view of Anacreon's fondness for the use of ionics

they might be referred to that class ; as logaoedics they would be

hexapodies. 36, alvoiradrj irarpiS' e7ro'\//'o/Ltai, as it Stands looks like a

pentapody; it may have belonged to some ionic system. All

the changes suggested remove it from the list of pentapodies. 79,

Koifiicrov 8\ S) Ziv, (ToXoiKov (f)d6yyov, looks like part of a trochaic

tetrameter ; it may have been an epitrite line ; if so, we have

syncopation of the last two feet.

In Simonides we see the dactylo-epitrite pentapody firmly

established. It is found in: 7; 8; 57; 70; 71, the last two per-

haps logaoedic. 23 might seem to contain in the second line a

catalectic pentapody added to an epitrite, but the line is better

taken as 2 3 2. Three dactyls precede a dipody in the logaoedic

lines 53 ; 68 ; 69 ; 80 (in two cases there is lack of agreement as

to the reading) ; these lines are all variants of the Praxillean line.

In fragment 10, 2 we find a dactylic pentapody after an epitrite
;

the first line has also been scanned as a pentapody by syncopation

of feet at the beginning ; it is, however, altogether uncertain.

57. 3 might be considered a rare form of the dactylic pentapody
;

the rest of the fragment shows it to be tripody + dipody. An
Alcaic line without anacrusis is found in 37, 13 (Danae and

Perseus), and in line 15 a Phalaecean with anacrusis of two short

syllables. The Alcaic line without anacrusis occurs also in 73
and the Phalaecean in 74. In 4,4; 32, 3 and 36, 4 we find after

10
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a tripody three long syllables which are to be scanned, by synco-

pation, as three feet, making the lines hexapodies. 12, 4 (ending

in a cretic) is tripody + dipody ; in the same way the division

is to be made in 36, 39 and 46.

Lamprocles, Pratinas, Diagoras, Cydias and Praxilla give us

each a few examples of the types of the pentapody which have

been seen in the poets preceding. From Praxilla we have only

two specimens of the line which bore her name, and these are the

two quoted by Hephaestion (p. 25). It is also interesting to

observe that we have in Pratinas 5 (as in Bacchylides 28) a

trochaic pentameter.

In Bacchylides and Pindar, in the latter of whom especially

there is more of pentapody material than in any of the poets that

precede, the Doric pentapody reaches its largest use. In Bacchyl-

ides most are of this type. His logaoedic lines are all simple.

In 31 we have a cretic pentapody such as Aristophanes makes use

of in the Acharnians and the Knights. In Pindar we find much
greater freedom in the treatment of the logaoedic pentapodies : a

single dactyl is found in the fourth foot ; tribrachs and syncopated

feet are freely used, and, in general, combinations are employed
such as we do not find before. The proportion of Doric to loga-

oedic lines in Pindar is about 3 : i. The large use of the two

forms of the Doric pentapody in Pindar and Bacchylides served

to make them the most extensively used of all pentapodies in

the literature as we have it, and, as has been seen, they are

the least certain of all. But these two poets are not the

only ones to make use of the Doric form : others show how
familiar a verse it had become. Its use in folk-song, in the

Chalcidian love-song, is interesting. Of the tragic poets Euripides

is especially fond of it, using it in the Alcestis, Andromache,
Hecuba, Electra, Medea, Rhesus and Troades. Sophocles has

it in the Trachiniae, and Aeschylus in the Prometheus. The
same combination of feet is sometimes employed in logaoedic

verse: Euripides has this form in the Bacchae, Helena and

Hippolytus ; Sophocles in the Ajax ; Aristophanes in the

Knights, Clouds and Ecclesiazusae. In Aristophanes these pen-

tapodies are, of course, comic reminiscences of the higher lyric

style; thus Eqq. 1265, fj &oav "vmratv fXaTrjpas dudtiv firjdei/ es Avai-

<TTpaTov, recalls the epinikian strain.

In the later lyric poets the pentapody is not avoided, nor on
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the other hand is it much used. The hnes found are altogether

those simpler forms which we see in the earlier period. Espe-

cially interesting is the use of the Aeolic dactylic pentapody in

Theocritus, 29. The tendency to play with metres in the effort

to produce something which might appeal to the eye shows

very clearly that the poetry of the Alexandrine period was no
longer truly lyric, that it was intended to be read, not sung. In

the attempt to produce verses which in the written form might

resemble some concrete object, as an ax, or an egg, or an altar, or

a shepherd's pipe, or the wings of love, series of lines of gradu-

ally diminishing length were employed, and so the pentapody

was naturally made to do duty in its turn, or else a line of the

same general length, as a syncopated hexapody. Theocritus,

Simmias, Dosiadas, Besantinus, all show examples. In these

artificial attempts the writers made use of the most familiar

forms, the dactylic, the iambic (such as were cited from Archil-

ochus) and the Phalaecean.

Of the tragic poets we find in Aeschylus a preference for the

early types, the dactylic being the only form used in the Eumen-
ides. In his logaoedic pentapodies he rarely uses tribrachs (in

most cases there is a difference of opinion as to the arrangement

of the lines); still less two dactyls, Sept. c. Theb, 321 being the

only example that is generally admitted ; syncopation at the

beginning of the line is found in four of the plays. The Doric
pentapody does not show itself except in the Prometheus. In

Sophocles we find in the main the same conditions except that he
uses more than one dactyl in logaoedic lines with some freedom;

pentapodies containing tribrachs seem certain only^ in Oed. Col.

216, 218, 220, 222, where the lines are probably to be taken each

as tripody + dipody. In Sophocles, too, there is but little of the

Doric pentapody. In Euripides, on the other hand, there is much
more of this form of verse, the number of lines in the Medea and
the Andromache being especially large. In the treatment of

logaoedic lines there is more freedom in his plays : tribrachs are

used without hesitation, even three occurring on one line, Bacch.

598 and Phoen. 1548 (here again editors are by no means agreed
as to the arrangement). The largest number of pentapodies is

found in the Medea, the smallest (i) in the Cyclops. Aeschylus

'Schmidt adds in his scheme of the choral odes Oed. Col. 1449 zz 1464
and Trach. 88 ;.
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has the largest number in the Agamemnon, Sophocles in the Ajax.

The Antigone and the Oedipus Tyrannus, the best of the latter's

plays, show no certain examples : this is all the more striking as

they are the only extant tragedies of which this may be said.

Aristophanes has examples in the Acharnians (largely paeonic),

Knights, Clouds, Birds, Thesmophoriazusae, Frogs and Ecclesi-

azusae. The total number of occurrences in each of the dramatic

poets is as follows: Aeschylus 119; Sophocles 52; Euripides

183; Aristophanes 43. Compare with this a total of 833 for

Pindar, 616 of which are dactylo-epitrite.

Ordinarily pentapodies do not occur in immediate sequence in

the choral odes : two together are found in Bacchylides (11 times)

;

Pindar (84); Aeschylus (20); Sophocles (11); Euripides (22);

Aristophanes (5) : three together in Bacchylides (i) ; Pindar (8)

;

Aeschylus (6) ; Euripides (10); Aristophanes (2) : four together

in Pindar (26) : five together in Euripides (2). The two examples

of five in immediate sequence are found in the Medea 410-416 =
421-427. Some editors allow only three pentapodies here, read-

ing the last two differently. While it is true that this large use

stands alone, it is hard to believe that Schmidt is not right in

his division of the lines and his scansion : certainly the lines make

five perfect Doric pentapodies. The cases of four consecutive

pentapodies in Pindar all occur in the fourth Pythian ode, one at

the beginning of each strophe and antistrophe, and they are

generally admitted ; they make the unusual instances of heaping

in the Medea all the more likely.

The pentapody associates itself not infrequently with dochmiac

verses; it is then generally pro-odic, although other positions

also occur. Of the three tragic poets Euripides shows this

tendency most.

In popular song we have first of all the monodactylic pentapody

of the skolia found in the first fourteen of our collection. The use

of two dactyls in 9, 11 and 12 has been referred to. 15 is an

Alcaic stanza. 28 is written in monodactylic hexapodies and a

tetrapody, closing with a pentapody which in the first strophe is

a Sapphic line, in the second a Phalaecean. The Sapphic line

occurs, too, at the end of 30. The Phalaecean is also found in the

first of the carmina popularia if we accept, with Bergk, the reading

nXuarov ovXov let, 'lovXov tei, in Athenaeus XIV 618 E, but the other

reading which repeats the word ovXov has good authority for it.
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This popular use is reflected in Aristophanes Eccl. 938-9 = 942-3.

Two instances of the Phalaecean among iambic trimeters are met

with in Aristophanes, Wasps, 1226-7, verse 1226 being a quotation

of the first line of a skolion, and verse 1227 a comic continuation

in the same metre.

To sum up : the pentapody is used most frequently in those

forms which most easily admit a separation into dipody and

tripody (this includes all Doric pentapodies and a considerable

number of logaoedics as well, especially those which begin or

end in a cretic or a choriamb) ; most of the certain pentapodies

which remain are of the logaoedic type, the familiar monodactylic

lines being most important, although many other forms are used,

especially in Pindar and Euripides ; the dactylic group is fairly

represented in all periods, while least frequent of all are the

iambic, the trochaic and the cretic.

Johns Hopkins University. *^' ^' oPIEKER.





HORACE AND LUCILIUS: A STUDY OF HORACE
SERM. I, 10.

The fourth satire of the first book of Horace deals with the

legacy of Hterary theory which the practice of Lucilius had be-

queathed to Roman literature, rather than with the great satirist

himself. But the somewhat subtle repudiation of the spirit of

Lucilius, which was the main argument of that composition, had

provoked the jealous champions of the founder of Roman satire

less than the brief words of censure directed against his slovenly

form. The result was to bring the personality of Lucilius promi-

nently into the quarrel with the theory of satire which Horace

had inaugurated. Returning now to the censure of form, which

he had made before, Horace adds direct and emphatic criticism

of the spirit of Lucilius, but his vehemence is evoked rather by

the hostility of living enemies than by antipathy to the dead poet.

Horace, in the progress of his own development, had come to

feel that satire in the spirit of Lucilius was illiberal, or at all events

alien to his own nature, and in the fourth poem of this book had

set forth his protest in an impersonal way.^ But no writer so

young and with so brief a career behind him could challenge the

position of a national figure like Lucilius with impunity. His

protest had been met with hot counter-protest, and under the

fresh smart of hostile criticism this composition is written. In its

present form it is apparently the last of all in the first book, but

in its conception and first execution it must have followed quickly

upon the hostile reception accorded to the fourth.

Nempe incomposito dixi pede currere versus

Lucili. Quis tarn Lucili fautor iiiepte est,

ut non hoc fateatur? at idem, quod sale multo

urbem defricuit, charta laudatur eadem.

5 nee tamen hoc tribuens dederim quoque cetera : nam sic

et Laberi mimos ut pulchra poemata mirer.

' Cf. the writer's article in A. J. P., vol. xxi, pp. 121 ff,, Horace, Serm. I 4 :

A Protest and a Programme.
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The poet points out that the praise which he had awarded to

Lucilius has its sharp limitations and is far from being general.

Ergo lion satis est risu diducere rictum

auditoris ; ' et est quaedam tamen hie quoque virtus:

If these words are to apply to Lucilius as well as to Laberius (as

must of course be the case), it is not the laughter of mere clown-

ishness which is meant, but the bitter laughter provoked by

harsh and abusive jest^ such as Horace describes (in I 4, 35 and

78 ff.) as the characteristic aim of satire as usually conceived.

But in admitting that mere ability to provoke a laugh is a merit,

and in implying that this is the only ground of recognition which

he is willing to concede to Lucilius, Horace shows that he had

meant to limit the praise which he had formerly bestowed upon

his predecessor. And so in the following verses, while he does

not deny that Lucilius had developed some features of the style

and spirit of satire, he sets over against these qualities certain

ideal demands which he misses in the earlier poet.

est brevitate opus, ut currat sententia neu se

10 impediat verbis lassas onerantibus auris,

et sermone opus est modo tristi, saepe iocoso,

defendente vicem modo rhetoris atque poetae,

interdum urbani, parccntis viribus atque

extenuantis eas consulto.

The wide divergence of commentators in the detailed interpre-

tation of these words seems to demand a careful effort to arrive

at the poet's exact meaning. Concerning brevitate there is of

course no room for dispute, but with the second precept the

difficulties begin. In the phrase sermofie tristi the editors and

critics are apparently unanimous in giving a false interpretation

1 Auditoris :
' Man erwartet vielmehr entweder lectoris, oder im Anschluss

an die Exemplification auf Laberius spectatoris x aber der Witz setzt

eigentlich Horer voraus ' (Kiessling). The word is drawn rather from the

theoretical discussions of the proper limits of jest, which take account not

only of that which it is right to say, but also of that which it is fitting to

hear (hence oKoveiv and 6 clkovuv, Arist. Eth. Nic, IV 14, passim).

^ Sale multo urbem defricuit (of. Plutarch, Comp. Arist. et Men. 4 : ol 6e

'ApiaTO(pdvovg aleg, iriKpol koI rpax^lQ 6vT£g, Dikutiic^v dpi/j.vT7}Ta /cat St^ktikt/v

Exovaiv), with which cf. Persius' reminiscence : secuit Lucilius urbem. For

Laberius cf. Macrobius' characterization, Sat. II 7, 2 : asperae libertatis

equitem Romanum.
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to tristi. But it does not here mean ' serious ' or ' earnest '. It

defines accurately the harsh means by which Lucilius provoked

the laughter of his reader with the language of abuse or invec-

tive. It designates the cutting jest which aims to hurt and not

to please, as in Serm. II i, 21 : quanto rectius hoc quam iristi

laedere versu.^ It is the quality of satire in Lucilius which

Horace has above praised, but praised with reserve. And so

here, against a quality to which he does not deny occasional

merit (modo), he places the frequent {saepe) or constant require-

ment of a tone of playful humor {iocosd). As elsewhere, the

theory of satire which Horace presents is identical with the post-

Aristotelian theory of comedy, which demanded a union of to

niKpov {a(f)o8p6v) with to x^pUv.^ In the succeeding lines—defen-

dente vicem modo rhetoris atque poetae, interdum^ urbani—there

is present the same relation of balance or antithesis between a

characteristic which Horace recognizes in Lucilius, and a quality

which he demands but fails to find in him. While it is clear that

the latter quality, the subtle elpaviia of the urbanus, is the requisite

which Horace misses in Lucilius, unfortunately we are scarcely

in a position to determine how far there was reason to censure

him for excess of poetical or oratorical qualities of style. But

Juvenal may afford an illustration of the dangers in this direction

to which the satirical spirit, untempered by a kindly humor,

is exposed.* Furthermore, the portion of the fourth satire, in

which Horace denies poetical character to his own work (and

to Lucilius), is scarcely intelligible except on the assumption

1 Similarly the criminosi iambi of Carm. I 16, 2 are the tristia of vs. 26

ib., and cf. Lucil. 963 (Lach.): idque tuis saevis factis et iristibu' dictis.

^ Cf. Platonius TT. Kw/i, (Diibner II), in characterization of Aristophanes,

and the writer's Excursus on the Theory of Satire in Persius, A. J. P., vol.

XXI (1900), p. 140, to which add Hermogenes' definition cited below

(P- 155).
'^ Interdum merely gives variety to the enumeration, and is not to be

taken strictly in the meaning of 'sometimes' (zuweilen), as L. Miiller

understands it, making this objectionable meaning a ground for changing

urbani to urbane. The usage is well shown by Propertius I 3, 41, who

has modo . . . rursus . . . interdum, and II 15, 5 (III 7, 5 Mill.) modo . . .

interdum.
• Cf. Juvenal's lines VI 634 ff. : fingimus haec altum satura sumeitte

cothurnum 1| scilicet, etc.—which are perhaps a truer characterization than

the poet meant to give of himself.
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that literary criticism had attributed to Lucilius poetical qualities

which were alien to the spirit and purpose of satire, and which

may have been derived from Greek criticism of the old comedy

when once the dogma of Lucilian imitation had been established:

7) hi. TraXaia (e^*') ^° hiwov {rheioris) Kai v^qXop (^poetae) ToZ Xdyov

(tt. Ka>\x.. V VS. 7).

From the time of Lambinus it has been recognized that the

words urbani parceyitis viribus atque 1|
extenuaniis eas consulto

are an endeavor to interpret the Greek fipoj/, a type of refinement

and subtlety which Horace, among Roman writers, is one of the

first to attempt to characterize.^ And more effective than the

scathing wit of Lucilius is the playful humor of the cipwK:

Ridiculum acri

15 fortius et melius magnas plerumque secat res.

It is a precept of Gorgias which had become the common property

of rhetorical theory : hilv e^j; Topyias rrjv fi(P aTrov8riv 8iacf)6eipeiv tS)v

fvavTiuiv yfXari (Arist. Rhet. Ill 18). The forms of jest, Aristotle

continues, have been named in the Poetics and the gentleman

must select a form appropriate to himself, ecrn 8' rj upavda (cor-

responding to ridiculum, as defined in the preceding 2irba7ii

parcentis, etc.) r^? ^anoXoxlas (corresponding to acri, as defined

by the preceding description risu diducere rictum and sermone

tristi) fXfvdfpMTepov (ib. extr.). But as the doctrine had become

common property we need not suppose that Horace had the

words of Aristotle in mind.^

16 lUi, scripta quibus comoedia prisca viris est,

hoc stabant, hoc sunt imitandi : quos neque pulcher

Hermogenes umquam legit, neque simius iste

nil praeter Calvum et doctus cantare Catullum.

It has been observed that in many respects, not only in this

satire but also in the fourth, the attitude of Horace toward

Lucilius is analogous to Aristotle's relation to the old comedy.

But an important difference should be noted, due to the fact that

iCf. Ribbeck, Uber den Begriff des elpuv, Rh. Mus. vol. XXXI (1876),

p. 389' In den vergrobernden Nachbildungen [der attischen Komodie] der

R5mer ist der Zug so gut wie verloren gegangen '.

^ Similarly the author of the Rhet. ad Alex. eh. 35 : XPV ^^ £v ^«if Kanoloyiaig

(to which satire as a carmen tnaledicum is related) e'lpuvevsaOai.
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Horace does not wholly share Aristotle's point of view.* The

latter had repudiated the spirit and style of the old comedy

without any reservations. But this sweeping condemnation did

not prevail among later critics. Plutarch, to be sure, is animated

by the same spirit of hostility in his Comparison of Aristophanes

and Menander, but for the most part subsequent literary theory,

while recognizing in the old comedy the scurrilous wit which

Aristotle condemned, found in it also a liberal spirit of jest, and

justified the presence of both (et est quaedam hie quoque virtus).

From such criticism was developed the general formulation of

comic theory (Hermogenes, tt. /ue^oSoi; Seir'oVjjTos, ch. 36, Sp. II, p.

455, l8): Kco/xwfiiay Se liKoKi] niKpa {(ZCri) Koi yiKoia {ridiculum) . A
striking illustration of this estimate of old comedy, so different

from Aristotle's, is found in Cicero, in an ethical passage on the

limits of appropriate jest, which is otherwise thoroughly Aristote-

lian. For, in illustration of the liberal jest, he names Atticorum

antiqua comoedia (De offic. I 104). Similarly Persius, although

like Cicero reproducing the Aristotelian theory of the legitimate

forms of humor, nevertheless names the three canonical writers

of old comedy as ideal representatives of the appropriate spirit

in satire (Sat. I 123 ff., with which cf. V 16).

It is this point of view which Horace also represents in the

verses above. Hoc stabani cannot grammatically, and does not

logically refer to the whole description preceding (as many edi-

tors interpret), except in so far as the sum of the preceding is

contained in ridiculum acri^ etc. At all events ridiculum takes

up the essence of the description of the urba7ius in verse 13.

Thu?, like Cicero and Persius, Horace praises the writers of the

old comedy for their command of an appropriate and becoming

form of jest. Hoc sunt im.Handi— in their command of this

quality {ridiculum), rather than in their use of the acre^ are the

writers of the old comedy to be imitated, as they were not imi-

tated by Lucilius. For though he is proclaimed as an emulator

of them, it is only in their license of speech and their harsh wit

that he has reproduced them. But Hermogenes and Demetrius

' It has seemed necessary for the interpretation of vss. 16 ff. to repeat

here in summary, matter which the author has presented more fully in the

A. J. P., vol. XXI (1900), pp. 140 ff.

5 Cf. Porphyrio ad loc. : ad id autem pertinet hoc stabant, quod dixerit

ridiculum acri, etc.
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{simius iste}), with their affected admiration for Lucilius and

their resentment of all criticism of him, have never read a play

of the old comedy, and in prating of him as a Roman Aristo-

phanes or Cratinus, they do not know that he failed to take from

those writers that in which their chief strength lay.

This passage yields incidentally an important result for the

history of Roman satire, for it shows that the dogma of Lucilius'

relation to the old comedy was not an invention of Horace (as

Kiessling, ad Serm. I 4, 6, held), but was a current formulation

of the genesis of Roman satire in Horace's day. It is perhaps

somewhat surprising to find the friends of Lucilius and the critics

of Horace among the quondam j/ewrfpoi, a school of poetry which

we are not wont to associate with the patriotic and national

tendencies which kept fresh the fame of Lucilius. But in lieu

of fuller information concerning the literary tastes and affinities

of this school, it will suffice to point out that Valerius Cato, the

friend of Catullus and the professional representative of the

group—qui solus legit et facit poetas—is the open champion of

Lucilius.^

An interpretation of the whole satire is not now contemplated,

but only a treatment of the parts bearing upon Horace's estimate

of Lucilius, in which current interpretations seemed to require

correction or more accurate definition. Therefore the criticism

of LuciHus for interspersing Greek with Latin words may be

passed over, as well as Horace's justification of his choice of satire

as a medium of literary expression. At verse 50 he returns to

his indictment of the form of Lucilius, and defends himself against

the imputation of affecting superiority to his predecessor because

he claims the right of criticism, which Lucilius himself had freely

used.

53 nil comis tragici mutat Lucilius Acci ?

The words are uttered in a tone of ironical interrogation, as

Porphyrio points out,^ and the irony is contained not only in

' Defensore tuo, in the doubtful verses prefaced to this satire in MSS
of the III class.

'^ Et hoc interrogativa figura cum ironia quadam pronuntiandum, quia

ex contrario intellegendum est. comis autem Lucilius propter urbanitatem

dicitur, et mutat pro eo quod est cmendat positum est. Porphyrio com-

ments on the two words in which the irony lies. What he means by
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viutai, but also in comis. Besides ironical reference to the usual

meaning ' kindly ', comis perhaps contains suggestion of an

etymological word play upon kw/hmSos (KWjuwSe?*'), evoked by jux-

taposition of comis with tragici, and by the analogous relation

of the poets of the old comedy to their tragic contemporaries.^

56 Quid vetat et nosmet Lucili scripta legentis

quaerere, nutn illius, num rerum dura negarit

versiculos natura magis £actos et euntis

mollius ac siquis pedibus quid claudere senis,

60 hoc tantum contentus, amet scripsisse ducentos

ante cibum versus, totidem cenatus ? Etrusci

quale fuit Cassi rapido ferventius amni

ingenium, capsis quem fama est esse librisque

ambustum propriis.

Horace selects two possible explanations for the harshness of

Lucilius' verse. They are not alternative, but parallel, for both

are true. As for the first, it presents no difficulties ; as the spirit

of the man was harsh, so the form of his verse was the expression

of it, and lacked that smoothness of movement which a kindlier

nature would have found as the vehicle of its thought. It is a

type of criticism which is not uncommon." Concerning rerum

natura some have thought that it designates the general crude-

ness of the time, but there is no reason for deserting the natural

significance of the words—the harsh nature of the subject-matter

(res = trpa-yiiaTa). But why shouM Horace suggest an excuse for

Lucilius which he does not invoke for himself? Or why should

Lucilius find the matter of satire a more difficult material to

handle than the Greek satirists, Archilochus and the comic poets?

It is not only that the matter was in itself difficult,^ but chiefly

the form chosen by Lucilius which made it so. For while the

Greek iambic and comic poets had employed the natural conver-

sational metres, the trochaic and iambic, Lucilius had endeavored

urbanitas may be seen by his comment on vs. 3 of this satire : saleni pro

urbanitate posuit, and especially ad Serm. I 3, 40: Luciliana urbanitate

usus in transitu amaritudinem aspersit.

' Cf. Doderlein, Kiessling, and Orelli-Mewes ad loc.

- Cf, Cicero, Brutus loi : C. Fannius . . . et moribus et ipso genere

dicendi durior. ib. 117: Q. Aelius Tubero . . . ut vita sic oratione durus

incultus horridus.

^ Cf. Epp. II 1, 168 on the difficulty of comedy—ex medio quia res arcessit.
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to cast the familiar matter of social and personal satire into a

form which had only been employed in Latin for the epic.^ And
it can scarcely be denied that the hexameters of Lucilius reveal

a certain uncouth, plunging movement, even in more finished

specimens of his work, such as the lines on virtus, the metrical

effect of which Mommsen compares to and renders by German
' Knittelverse' (doggerel).^ On the other hand " the fragments

of his trochaics and iambics are much simpler, much less depart

from the natural order of the words, than those of his hexameters;

a fact which reminds us of the great advance made by Horace in

adapting the heroic measure to the familiar experience of life

(Sellar, p. 248)." The subject-matter therefore is harsh in rela-

tion to the form chosen for its expression.

Thus, for either or both of the reasons named, the verses of

Lucilius are so ill-made and have so rough a movement, that his

aim would seem to have been only to put together, somehow or

other, hexameters in quantity, with the result that the bulk of his

writing is so great that it would have furnished fuel for his funeral

pyre, as is the story of Cassius Etruscus. Here, as in the fourth

satire (vs. 14), Horace turns the edge of his attack by the use of

an illustration. As there Crispinus is the foil, so here Cassius

Etruscus, but in both cases, of course, the underlying criticism is

directed against Lucilius.

Fuerit Lucilius inquam

65 comis et urbanus, fuerit limatior idem

quam rudis et Graecis intacti carminis auctor

quamque poetarum seniorum turba: sed ille,

si foret hoc nostrum fato delapsus in aevum,

detereret sibi multa, etc.

It is commonly held that the poet here turns from criticism of

Lucilius to recognition of his good qualities, and that accordingly

inquam harks back to the praise bestowed in verses 3 and 53

;

but quite incorrectly. The passage grows immediately out of the

preceding inquiry into the reasons for the harshness of Lucilius'

verse. Horace has named as explanations of it the harsh nature

of the poet himself, and the harshness of his subject-matter in

' That Horace only takes account of the hexameters of Lucilius in his

criticisms appears from Ser. I 4, 6 and vs. 59 above. Cf. Luc. Miiller,

Quaest. Lucil, p. XIII (^brief and results inconclusive).

^ History of Rome (6th German ed.), vol. II p. 446.
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relation to the form chosen. Now he turns the same thought

about in the form of two hypothetical concessions :
' Grant that

his nature was kindly and urbane, grant that he was more

finished than was to have been expected of a pioneer in a form

of poetry as yet unhewn (rudis) and unshaped by the hands of

Greek predecessors.' It will be seen that illius djira natura is

balanced in the concessive form by comis et urbanus, while rerwn

d2ira nahira, as an explanation of the crude form of Lucilius, is

offset by limatior quam rudis et Graecis intacti carminis auctor.

Together the two concessive clauses introduced by fuerit, com-

prehend the spirit and the form of Lucilius.

Horace has already pointed out that, in contrast to the vehe-

mence of Lucilius, there was place in satire for the more subtle

wit of the urbanus. He has said in verse 7 that Lucilius' con-

ception of wit was coarse, and in verses 14-17 he has contrasted

the means by which his effects were produced with the more

successful humor and banter of the old comedy, which he was

supposed to have imitated. Finally in the passage just preceding

he has designated the nature of Lucilius as harsh. Does Horace

then in fact mean to yield any one of these hypothetical conces-

sions which he makes with the iterated /w*??'// ? Certainly not.

It is a familiar manner of giving cumulative force to an argument

by conceding for argument's sake that which it is well understood

is not conceded in fact. ' Even if I granted all this concerning

Lucilius, I should still hold that he must have written very differ-

ently if he were to satisfy the demands of the present. How
much more so, since he was not kindly nor urbane, since he did

not even satisfy the demands we may justly make of a pioneer,

and since he is not more finished than many of the older poets.'

As a matter of grammatical usage it is probably superfluous to

point out that this form of concessive expression may or may
not contain the writer's real thought or the objective fact.^ The
characteristic feature of the construction is that the admission is

made for argument's sake. Consequently the number of instances

' On the construction cf. Madvig 353 (English transl. 352) : Eine An-

nahme oder Einraumung von etwas das sick iiicht so vei/idlt oder das man
unentschieden lasst und nicht bestreiten will u. s. w. Examples in Roby
1622. Cases where the concession is clearly not in accordance with the

writer's feeling or the fact, Liv. 44, 38 (quarta pars . . . relicta erat. sed

fuerimus omnes), Cic. De fin, 11 61.
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is large where it is plain that the concession does not represent

the real thought of the writer or the fact, and indeed, even where

it does, there is frequently a reservation of feeling which implies

its untruth. Therefore in designating Lucilius as cotnis et ur-

banus^ Horace makes a concession contrary to his own belief and

feeling for the sake of adding cumulative force to his argument.

That the words do not represent Horace's own thought may
be seen finally from liviatior . . . qtiamque poeiarum senionmi

iurba. For though it is true that Horace is not friendly to any

of the earlier Roman poets, we cannot readily believe that he

failed to recognize, for example, the immense inferiority of

Lucilius to Terence in elegance and finish.^

There remain but one or two points which we may regard as

criticism of Lucilius. If he were alive to-day

detereret sibi multa, recideret omne quod ultra

70 perfectum traheretur, et in versu faciendo

saepe caput scaberet, vivos et roderet unguis.

Porphyrio comments : non cessat autem Lucilium tangere quasi

incuriose scripserit, nor need we hesitate to refer the words which

follow to criticism of Lucilius, although such reference is appar-

ently not entertained by many editors and is expressly repudiated

by some.

Saepe stilum vertas, iterum quae digna legi sint

scripturus, neque te ut miretur turba labores,

contentus paucis lectoribus. an tua demens

75 vilibus in ludis dictari carmina malis ?

non ego: nam satis est equitem mihi plaudere, ut audax,

contemptis aliis, explosa Arbuscula dixit.

' The epithets, although chosen to offset Horace's own words above

{jllius dura natura, vs. 57) may well represent a current characterization

of Lucilius by his admirers. Cf. Cic. De orat. I 72 [homo perurbatitis)

and De fin. I 7 {urbafiitas summa). In Serm. I 4, 90 Horace criticises the

indulgent habit of giving complimentary names to indiscriminating license

of speech ; hie tibi cot>iis et urbamis liberque videtur.

* See Sellar, p. 248, who refers to Munro's criticism in the Journal of

Phil. VII 294 q. V. It will be remembered that Horace has reproduced

almost verbatim a considerable passage of the Eunuchus (46 ff.zz Serm. II

3, 259 ff.), and that in the Epistle to Augustus and the Ars Poetica

Terence escapes the censure which is so generously apportioned to Plautus,

Ennius and Accius.
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men tnoveat cimex Pantilius, aut cruciet quod

vellicet absentem Demetrius, aut quod ineptus

80 Fannius Hermogenis laedat conviva Tigelli ?

Plotius et Varius, Maecenas Vergiliusquc,

Valgius et probet haec Octavius optimus atque

Fuscus et haec utinam Viscorum laudet uterque.

ambitione relegata te dicere possum,

85 Pollio, te, Messalla, tuo cum fratre, simulque

vos, Bibule et Servi, simul his te, candide Furni,

compluris alios, doctos ego quos et amicos

prudens praetereo : quibus haec, sint qualiacumque,

adridere velim, doliturus, si placeant spe

90 deterius nostra.

But one who has followed the strong personal feeling of this

satire through from its initial words will not readily believe that

criticism of Lucilius subsides so suddenly at this point, and passes

over into merely general precept on the demands of finished exe-

cution. Horace has said above rather extravagantly (vs. 51) that

there was more in Lucilius that deserved to be eliminated than to

be left ; but as in verse 61 he dulls the point of his keenest shaft by

the insertion of a comparison, so here (vs. 72) he puts in the form

of an universal rule a statement which his audience (and certainly

the hostile critics to whom he is addressing himself) cannot well

have understood otherwise than as a judgment that Lucilius was

scarcely worth a second reading. Again in the words following

(neque te ut miretur), in the form of a general injunction, the

poet declares the audience for whom he writes, and not without

contrast to what he esteems the vulgar popularity of Lucilius, or

perhaps even in contrast to a well-known utterance of the latter

conccning the audience to which he made his appeal (in book

XXVI). At all events one cannot fail to recall in this connection

\h^ publica erudiiorum reiedio (Pliny, N. H. praef. 7) of Lucilius,

which was expressed in words which Munro^ reconstructs thus:

Nee doctissimis scribuntur haec neque indoctissimis:

Persium non euro legere, Laelium Decumum volo.

The passage is brief and the reconstruction of actual words is not

certain, but the use made of it by Cicero and Pliny leaves no

doubt about the general meaning." Certainly it is an interesting

• Journal of Philology, vol. VIII (1879), p. 210.

- Cf. De orat. II 25: Lucilius . . . dicere solebat ea quae scriberet neque

ab indoctissimis se neque ab doctissimis legi velle, etc. Madvig, ad De
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commentary on the great popularity of Lucilius if he did in fact

(as seems to have been the case) make open profession that he

wrote for the average man, and not for a select literary circle.

Horace on the other hand is content with few readers, men of

whose judgment {dodi vs. 87) and friendship {amici ib.) he is

assured. He will not read to any but his friends and even to them

only under compulsion (I 4, 73), nor does he care to see his books

thumbed by the sweaty fingers of the rabble (ib. 72). The whole

passage breathes the arrogance of an exclusive literary coterie,

conscious of ideals beyond those which had hitherto satisfied a

democratic taste ; in its conscious contrast to the professed aim

of Lucilius, it forms a fitting and triumphant conclusion to the

warfare of protest which the poet had raised against undiscrim-

inating admiration of elements of harshness in the spirit and form

of satire, to which the force of an almost binding tradition had

been given.

The purpose of this analysis has been to ascertain as carefully

as possible, and without reference to utterances of a later time,

the attitude of Horace toward Lucilius as expressed in this com-

position.^ It will be seen that only in the general recognition of

his predecessor as the originator of the poetical form, and in

acknowledgment of his skill in the employment of the harshest

weapons of satire, does he treat Lucilius with consideration. His

condemnation extends not only to the form but also to the spirit

of the earlier satirist. In contrast with this severe arraignment

is the first satire of the second book, with its frank and generous

recognition of some admirable qualities in Lucilius and an avowal

of discipleship, which neither this poem nor the fourth of this

book contains. It belongs to a later time and sounds a note of

assured position and success, which is no longer disturbed by the

hostility of carping critics. But the generous treatment which

it accords to Lucilius has done not a little to obscure the fact

fin. I 7, suspects that different utterances of Lucilius are in Cicero's mind

in the two allusions : altero non doctissimis nee tamen rudibus se scribere

significabat, Laelii exemplo utens, altero indoctis et vulgo.

' The writer regrets that, in spite of diligent search, the dissertation of

Herwig, Horatius quatenus recte de Lucilio iudicaverit, Halle, 1873, has

remained inaccessible.
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that in this satire Horace's criticism of Lucilius is sweeping and

uncompromising.^

excursus: graecis intacti carminis auctor.

The interpretation of this line has been given in the paraphrase

above :
* More finished than was to have been expected of the

pioneer in a form of poetry as yet unhewn and unshaped by
the hands of Greek predecessors'. This is the conception of the

passage which is implied in the comments of the scholiasts, it

was held by the earliest modern editors, and since Hermann's^

defense of it has been entertained by many modern editors. It is

criticised as grammatically impossible because Lucilius is appar-

ently compared with himself. It must be acknowledged that the

phrase is brief and open to the charge of obscurity, but there is

no sphere of language so subject to short-cuts of expression as

that of comparison. Nor is Lucilius here, strictly speaking,

compared with himself. He is compared rather with an imag-

inary auctor in circumstances like his own. A parallel which

admits of no ambiguity is cited by Hermann from Tacitus, Hist.

Ill 53: Litteras ad Vespasianum composuit iactantius quam ad

principem.^ The simplest and most natural confirmation of this

view is afforded by verse 48, in which Horace alludes to Lucilius

as the inventor of satire.*

^ The general attitude of interpretation toward this poem is expressed

by K. F. Hermann's (Disput. de sat. Rom. auct. Marburg 1S41) comment
on vs. 54 : quum hoc Horatio per totam satiram propositum sit, ut quantum
possit Lucilio concedat, modo ne curam et diligentiam in eo maiorem agno-

scere cogatur, quam quae re vera in eius carminibus appareat, vel hac de

causa ea interpretatio praeferenda erit, quae plus laudis in ilium conferat.

The favorable interpretation began in antiquity, so that against the obvious

meaning of the language and the context, saepe ferentem
||
plura quidem

tollenda relitiquefidis (vs. 50) was distorted into praise, and tollenda, as if

excerpeiida (v. Porph. ad I 4, 11), is interpreted by laudanda and imitanda,

Ps.-Acro ad loc. Cf. also Porphyrio on vs. i. The comment of Ps.-Acro

is probably drawn from Porphyrio (cf. Porphy. on I 4, 11), whose note is

lost. It is probable that the distortion of Horace's meaning is due to

archaistic afiSnities, which Porphyrio elsewhere reveals.

2 K. F. Hermann, Disputatio de satirae Rom. auctore ex sententia

Horatii Serm. I 10, 66 (Marburg, 1841).

3 See other examples ap. Hermann pp. 13-15.

* But a zealous advocate of Ennius has faced the difiSculty—with what
success the reader may judge. On vs. 48 L. Miiller says: Lucilius heisst
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The criticism which has done most to displace this interpre-

tation, and to cause preference to be given very widely to the

reference of the words to Ennius as the carminis auctor, is the

fact that in Serm. I 4 Horace has already said that Lucilius is a

close follower of the old comedy, and therefore can here scarcely

affirm with consistency that Lucilius in taking up satire found

it Graecis iniactam. This objection has already been met by

pointing out that the harshness of Lucilius' subject-matter did

not so much lie in the subject-matter itself, as in the treatment of

it in a metrical form not appropriate to its nature. In relation to

the hexameter the res were as yet rough and unhewn, for the

practice of Greek predecessors had not pointed the way to the

successful employment of this verse for the familiar matter of

satire. The reference, it will be seen, is to form and not to con-

tent, and the passage therefore in no way comes into conflict with

the affirmation of Lucilius' dependence on the old comedy, a

dependence which is expressly stated to have been one of spirit

and not of form {mutatis tantum pedibus numerisque). And what

else than allusion to form can litnatior contain ? Obviously the

labor limae by which the raw material is wrought into a work of

art is a question primarily of form, and the more naturally so in

view of the sharper distinction between form and content which

belongs to all ancient literary theory. This is furthermore the

interpretation of Porphyrio, who says against the lemma Graecis

intacti carminis aucior: hoc ideo dictum, quia nuUi Graecorum

hexametris versibus hoc genus operis scripserunt. (That Horace

has in mind only the hexameter verse of Lucilius has been

indicated). The status then in Horace's time of the inquiry into

the relation of Lucilius to predecessors was, that in matter and

spirit he drew from the old comedy, but that in form he was

independent of Greek models. It is probably this conclusion

which, with patriotic exaggeration, Quintilian represents in the

famous words satura quidem iota 7iostra est}

dem Horaz inventor weil er die urspriingliche Satura erst in die gute

Gesellschaft eingefiihrt hat. Compare with this the same editor's note

on vs. 66: Gemeint ist Ennius der durch seine sechs oder mehr Bi'icher

Satiren zuerst die altromische Satura in die Literatur einfiihrte.

' Quintilian groups the non-dramatic Greek poets with reference to

metrical form, viz., the writers of hexameter, elegiac, iambic, and lyric

verse. The Roman poets are arranged in the same order, except that,
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Supplementary, but by no means contradictory, to this conclu-

sion, is the account of Roman satire which is presented by the

Byzantine writer Johannes Lydus in his treatise De magistratibus

reip. Rom. Although of doubtful absolute value for the history

of satire, yet it affords an interesting illustration of the philo-

logical methods which constructed many of the ancient data of

literary history, and casts some light on the particular question

in hand. In a literary digression on the beginnings of the drama

at Rome, Lydus enumerates the various forms of comedy, and

among them the 'VivQaviKX], which is the occasion for a further

digression concerning Rhinthon, 6f f^aneTpois (jpa-^e npasros KUfiaSiav.

e'l ov npcoTos XaScov ras a(^opp.as AovklXios 6 'Payfialos rjpaiKois eireaiv

fK0)fj.a)8r]ae. fxfd ov Koi roiis fxer airov, ovs KaXovai Pcopaloi crarvpiKovs,

oi i/ecorepoi top Kparivov koi Evtt6\i8os x^P^^'^'^'W^ ^TjXoiaavTes to7s fiev

'Pivdavos jjiiTpois, Tols 8e tcov p,vrjixovevdiVTa>v biacrvpfxais xprja-dfievoi rrjv

a-arvpiKriv eKparvvav KcofKoSiav (I 41). ' StufF and nonscnse ' (tolles

Zeug) is L. Miiller's comment, and indeed this seems to be the

general verdict, with the exception of Kiessling (ad Serm. I 4,6),

who believes that we have in this an authentic account of the

genesis of Lucilian satire going back to Varro.^

The text is not perhaps free from corruption. At all events

there is a difficulty of grammatical interpretation here which has

not received attention, although the meaning of the whole pas-

sage depends upon it. For if, as Leo and Marx point out, iied' ov

following the elegy, a place is given to satire, for which there is no

corresponding Greek category. The allotment of position would seem to

have been determined by metrical considerations, in order to place here

the rem;4ming writers of hexameter; because the humorous and critical

tone of satire differentiated them sharply from the serious writers of

the same verse, and made it inappropriate to group them simply with

those who employed the heroic measure. Satire therefore is given an

independent position, and because there were no canonical Greek writers

of satirical or comic matter in hexameters (for neither the pseudo-Homeric

poems of parody nor the cynic ai2.?.oi received attention in the gramma-

rians' canon), this department is claimed for the Romans as exclusively

theirs.

1 Cf. Leo, Hermes, vol. XXIV (1889), pp. 81 ff., and F. Marx, Int. Hexas,

p. II, Prog. Rostock i888. The error which is common to all discussions

of this passage is the failure to note that the source which Lydus repro-

duces had no other purpose than to explain the origin of the hexameter

verse in Lucilius and subsequent Roman satire.
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excludes Lucilius from the class of the imitators of old comedy,

by the same argument the remainder of the phrase

—

iy[>^^-ra) roiis

fier avTov, ovs KaXovai 'Pcofiaioi a-arvpiKovs—excludes the Other Roman
satirists from this class, and leaves no place for the existence

of any veuTepoi, if such imitation did not begin until a/ier

Lucilius and afier his successors. But in view of the uniform

doctrine of Lucilius' dependence on the old comedy, it cannot

be doubted that the source of Lydus, at all events, gave the cur-

rent version of the relation of satire and its founder to comedy.

The meaning, which it would seem that the account must have

contained, may be given therefore somewhat as follows :
' From

whose time (and including whom) on, the younger group of

those whom the Romans call satirists, emulating the manner of

Cratinus and Eupolis, making use of the metrical form of Rhin-

thon and of the jesting criticism {diaavpfiols) of the comic poets

mentioned, produced satire ' (tj)^ o-aTvpiKfjv Kapablav). The younger

group, the vearepoi, to whom Lydus' Greek has assigned so un-

certain a place, are the representatives of the developed form of

satire, Lucilius, Horace, Persius, Juvenal, in contrast to an older

group, Ennius and Pacuvius, who used the name without devel-

oping a fixed type in respect either to form or spirit. It is the

same contrast which is given in Diomedes' account of satire by

the words sed olim carmen^ etc., descriptive of the form before

Lucilius, and in Quintilian by alteruvi illud etiam prius saturae

genus}

The essential point for our purpose is that the satire of Lucil-

1 Although it would seem not improbable that Lydus has obscured his

source, perhaps from ignorance of the separation of the satirists into two

groups, yet it is perhaps worth while to suggest that an intelligible meaning

can be restored to his words by a very slight change, thus : iitQ' ov koX ol

[MSS. Toiif] /uet' aiirdv, ovg KciXovai 'Vufialoi aarvpiKovc, ol veurepoi, rbv Kparivov

ktI. ' After whom, those likewise (/fa/) after him, whom the Romans call

satirists, viz., the younger group, emulating, etc." ol vEurepoL is added as

a corrective to the general designation aarvpiiiov^, as explained in the text.

It is important to keep in mind that the purpose of the account is to set

forth the relation of Lucilius and subsequent satire (hence the appropri-

ateness of Kal 'likewise') to Rhinthon in the matter of metrical form.

The relation to old comedy is only incidental to the presentation of this

discovery of the aetiological author of this account. Therefore the current

doctrine of Lucilius' indebtedness could be taken for granted as compre-

hended in the general statement of the relation of the younger group of
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ius, and hence subsequent Roman satire, here receives a twofold

explanation. Its form, that is the hexameter, was derived from

Rhinthon, its matter and spirit from the old comedy. Whether
there is any truth in the statement of Lucilius' relation to Rhin-

thon ^ is a matter of indifference for our present inquiry, but at

all events it casts some light on the questions in hand. We have

seen that in Horace Lucilius is represented as having derived the

spirit, but not the form, of his work from the old comedy; that

in the matter of form, the employment of the hexameter, he was

a pioneer. Thereupon some later philologian pointed out that

the use of the heroic verse for the treatment of comic and satirical

matter was not Graecis intactum, but had already been employed

before Lucilius by Rhinthon, and in accordance with the hasty

inductions of ancient philological science, affirmed that Lucilius

had taken his metrical form from this source. The manner is well

known. For every observed custom or phenomenon whether of

national life or literature, the Greek or Roman antiquarian inves-

tigator, yielding to a natural, but naive fondness for the objective

and concrete in the explanation of origins, raised the question

* quis invenit '
; and in accordance with the ingenuity and learn-

ing of his answers earned the applause of his time and of posterity.

It is thus that Cicero praises Aelius Stilo, antiquitatis nostrae et

in inventis rebus et in actis scriptorumque veterum litterate peritus

(Brutus 205), and the sum of Bibaculus' praise of the philologian

Valerius Cato is omnes solvere posse quaestiones (Suet. De
grammaticis 11). Many examples of such explanations of cus-

toms by reference to a specific inventor as well as discussion of

rival claimants, are to be found in the Quaestiones Romanae
of Plutarch. In the field of literary history the habit is best

characterized by the familiar lines of Horace : quis tamen ex-

iguos elegos emiserit auctor
||
grammatici certant, etc. The

satire of Lucilius presented to the Roman philologian a question

Roman satirists to Cratinus and Eupolis. It is curious that Aristophanes

is not named. The reason may be that the essence of old comedy is given

by these two names, Cratinus for to nLKpov^ Eupolis for 1) x^P'-?' Aristo-

phanes' pre-eminence consisted only in a combination of their character-

istics (rbv fiiaov k/.ijTiaKe tuv avdpc)i> xapaKTTJpa. Platonius tt. ku/j.. II extr.).

^ Whether Rhinthon composed works, whether of a dramatic or non-

dramatic character, in hexameters is not clear. Cf. Leo, 1. c, p. 83, and
Kaibel, Comic. Gr. frag., vol. I p. 1S4.
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to be approached in this spirit. In Roman literature he was the

first to employ unchallenged the satire of personal attack and

invective. Was he the inventor, or not ? Doubtless there were

those who championed his primacy in this field ; but at an early

time Roman philology had named as the source of his spirit the

napprjala of the old Attic comedy. The question of form presented

a more baffling problem ; but at some time in the history of

Roman philology, perhaps even as late as a period subsequent

to Juvenal, the question was solved, and the form and content

of Roman satire were thus explained with reference to Greek

sources. It is such a solution that this account presents. The

method in both cases was the same, but the solution offered for

the problem of form has no more claim to our consideration than

the earlier effort to name a single source for the spirit of Roman
satire. We now recognize that it is no more possible to name

a single source of influence in the development of an individual

genius of prolific vigor, than it is to trace the origin of a national

or religious custom to a specific author or occasion. The one,

like the other, is the product of a multitude of influences which

in large part, must elude any effort of investigation.

University of Chicago. GeORGE LINCOLN HeNDRICKSON.



THE AIM AND RESULTS OF PLATO'S
THEAETETUS.

In one of his essays Matthew Arnold speaks of " the barren

logomachies of Plato's Theaetetus ", and therein voices the im-

pression which this dialogue leaves on the minds of many readers,

to whom it seems a mere exhibition of dialectic,—capricious, ill-

planned, accomplishing nothing and leading nowhither. Even

such a scholar as Professor Kennedy in his edition (pp. 234-5),

while admitting that there are certain miscellaneous positive

results in the first thirty chapters, regards the subsequent elenchi

as " little more than gladiatorial word-fights, intended by Plato to

exercise and display the dialectic skill which he had acquired at

Megara, and at the same time to amuse and puzzle the minds of

his readers by the parables or myths of the waxen tablets and the

dove-cage." Grote thought that Plato here "intends to qualify

the mind for a life of philosophical research," "to bestow a

systematic training on the ratiocinative power" (p. 391); again,

" To form in men's minds this testing or verifying power, is one

of the main purposes of Plato's dialogues of search, and in some
of them the predominant purpose, as he himself announces it to

be in the Theaetetus'" (p. 338). Professor Jowett finds more in

the dialogue than this: " Like Theaetetus we have attained no

definite result. But an interesting phase of ancient philosophy

has passed before us. And the negative result is not to be

despised. For on certain subjects, and in certain states of

knowledge, the work of negation or clearing out the foundations

must go on, perhaps for a generation, before the new structure

can begin to rise. Plato saw the necessity of combating the

illogical logic of the Megareans and Eristics. For the completion

of the edifice, he makes preparations in the Theaetetus, and

crowns the work in the Sophist" (IV, p. 264). Zeller goes

' He refers probably to the concluding words of Socrates in the dialogue ;

but this is an observation of a character in the drama, and can no more be

ascribed to Plato, than the utterances of Hamlet, to Shakespeare.
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farther and includes the Theaetetus among the dialogues which
" point unmistakably to a time when Plato had already laid the

corner stone of his system in the theory of ideas" (Plato, Eng.

trans, p. 126), and in his brief analysis (pp. 17 1-3) shows a cer-

tain nexus of thought in the successive arguments.

It is the object of the present paper to combat such a view of

the dialogue as is voiced in the phrase of Arnold or the quota-

tions from Grote; to exemplify and expand the view hinted

at by Zeller; to show in detail the purpose and results of

the Theaetetus. It is, upon the face of it, improbable that at

the period of life and development at which Plato had arrived

when this dialogue was written, his object should have been

merely to represent the character and method of Socrates, or to

give an exercise in intellectual gymnastics,—aims which were

doubtless predominant in some of the earlier dialogues.^

An attempt will be made, in this paper, to show the presence

of a plan in this dialogue: that the definitions follow one another

in logical sequence ; that in each a closer approximation is

reached to a satisfactory (from Plato's point of view) definition of

knowledge; that in the examination of each definition results are

attained, which are employed in the subsequent stages of the

inquiry; that in the process an analysis and definition of various

mental processes is made—a psychology indicated ; and, finally,

that there is an unspoken, but not, probably, an unconscious,

trend of the thought to Plato's characteristic solution of the

problem of knowledge. Plato, the eclectic philosopher is here

examining the theories of his predecessors and contemporaries as

to knowledge ; he submits them to the test of his dialtctic

battery ; certain positions are shattered, others are left standing

—

sound foundations, as our author thinks, upon which to erect the

superstructure of his own theory of knowledge. It is true the

superstructure is not erected, no satisfactory definition of knowl-

edge is adduced ; but the discussion is brought to such a point

that the hypotheses by which Plato did meet the difficulty of the

existence of knowledge—the hypothesis of " ideas " and of

"reminiscence"—are made natural or even inevitable. In show-

1 Without attempting to fix very accurately the date of the Theaetetus,

one may safely conclude from the historical indications of the prologue,

general style, and philosophical content that this dialogue belongs to the

middle period of the author's literary activity.
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ing this, it will be needful to follow the thread of the dialogue, to

emphasize the main points established, and to neglect many
details and digressions. We must be careful, too, to take the

standpoint of Plato and of his age; we must not, as Grote does,

argue from the modern position, and suppose that whatever may
be inept or illogical to us, must have seemed inept or illogical to

Plato. A slight change in point of view or in expression will

often serve to show that what seems at first sight absurd to

a hasty modern reader is really a plausible, or even accepted,

notion of our own day. In this connection we must not fail to

bear in mind that to Plato rh akr]Br] and ra ovra are interchangeable

terms; that the Greeks of that time had not separated the con-

ceptions of truth and of reality. The axiom that, if a thing is true,

it really exists lies at the basis of Plato's theory of knowledge.

The inquiry which is the subject of this dialogue is—What is

knowledge? To this question Theaetetus, after a false start,

answers that knowledge is sense-perception (ato-^rjo-ts-)—a defini-

tion which has been credited to Aristippus, and which was

at least current. This theory is at once identified with the

doctrine of Protagoras, that man is the measure of all things,

and with the Heraclitean principle that all things are in a state

of flux. Grote takes exception to this identification as unfair

to each of the three theories, and considers this portion of the

dialogue as, in consequence, nugatory. But Plato's main object

here is not to present and combat philosophical systems.

Thi? might be guessed even from the fact that the youthful

Theaetetus is the person here submitted to Socrates' dialectic,

and not some competent protagonist of philosophy. There is

a dramatic fitness in Plato's selection of characters for his

dialogues. When the subject is courage, Nicias and Laches

are the fitting interlocutors ; if temperance, the temperate

Charmides ; if it is the defects of the Sophists, Protagoras,

Prodicus, and others are introduced upon the stage; when the

ethics of the rhetoricians is discussed, Gorgias is present to

see fair play, as it were, although a more manageable character

than Gorgias maintains the discussion. But Theaetetus and

Theodorus are not characters who could be supposed adequate

to the defence of philosophical theories; nor is Plato intent
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on overthrowing philosophical opponents. Theaetetus is the

impersonation of candour and common sense, and Plato is seeking

for some account of knowledge which may commend itself to a

fair and rational way of thinking. Now, from Plato's point of

view, if knowledge be sense-perception, man is the measure of

all things. For, as the discussion proceeds to show, sensations

vary with different men ; hence if sense-perceptions be true, not

only is man the measure, but the things themselves (to 6Wa) must

also vary, and all things be in a state of flux. Plato, in short,

accepts in regard to sensations, and also in regard to certain

notions, such as "greater" and "less," the principle of relativity

;

that man is here the measure, and that these things are in a state

of flux, i. e. have no permanence.

Next (chapters XVI-XXVI) the doctrine of Protagoras is

examined upon its ow?i basis. Is the definition of Theaetetus for-

gotten in a side issue ? By no means ; if Plato can overthrow the

doctrine of Protagoras, and show that there are some things of

which man is not the measure, some things in regard to which

the opinion of one man is better than another, these things must

lie outside the sphere of sensations ; of them sense-perception will

not be knowledge. The definition of knowledge as sense-per-

ception will be overthrown as defective; for even if sense-percep-

tion be knowledge, there will be some knowledge which is not

sense-perception.

Such is the connection of this part with the main line of the

dialogue ; let us follow the discussion itself If sense-perception

be knowledge, it is argued that animals, as possessing sensations,

are as much the measure of truth as men—a reduciio ad absurdum.
Again, the world regards the opinions of certain men as having,

in certain matters, greater validity than those of the ordinary

man ; hence, in the opinion of the world in general, man is not

equally the measure of all things. Such considerations, however,

only furnish presumptions against the principle ; accordingly,

there follow (chaps. XXII-XXIII) what are intended to be the

conclusive arguments. The first of these is, as Grote points out,

fallacious. It may be briefly stated thus : Protagoras maintains

that whatever a man thinks is true to that man; but the vast,

majority of mankind think that Protagoras' opinion is not true

;

hence it is not true. The proper conclusion is that it is not true

to them. But though this reasoning is fallacious in form, it seems
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to be substantially sound ; the dictum of Protagoras as interpreted

by Plato is self-contradictory; if each man's opinion be equally

valid with that of every other man, there is no absolute truth.

For among the large variety of opinions possible upon a subject

some one must (even by mere chance) more closely approximate

to the existing reality than another ; hence if one opinion be

equally valid with the others there can be no reality cor-

responding to any opinion. It is probable that Plato did not

notice that Socrates' argument is fallacious. In his time,

whether through lack of a formulated logic, or through the

difficulty of distinguishing words from things, fallacies were

less easy of detection; and never is a sophistical argument more
likely to escape notice than when it leads to a conclusion mani-

festly, upon other grounds, true. In any case a more effective

refutation follows : in regard to future events, the opinion of one

man is found to accord more closely with the event than that of

another ; hence in this case, one man is more a measure of truth

than another. Besides, the opinions of experts are found to be

more likely to approximate to the facts in their own particular

sphere, than those of other men; yet one man's sense- perception

is as true as another's. Hence there is knowledge that is not

sense-perception.

But not only is this definition thus shown to be inadequate, it

is also false. The principle of Heraclitus is true in regard to

sensations ; these have no permanence of any kind ; they are not

among ra oVra. Now, neither truth nor untruth can be predicated

of what does not exist ; hence there can be no knowledge (in

Plato's sense) of sensations. Theaetetus' first definition of

knowledge is completely overthrown.

Further, an important corollary is deduced (chap. XXX),
which offers no difficulties in the original, and may therefore be

briefly stated. Sensations are not apprehended by the senses

themselves but by a central organ, the intelligence (17 ^vx^])', this

organ has the power of comparing sensations and of arriving at

notions which are not apprehended by the senses themselves. It

is through this intelligence that we arrive at the notion of exist-

ence, and as existence is always implicated in truth, we must hence-

forth seek for knowledge in the operations of the intelligence.
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II.

Sensation is the lowest of mental states ; and it was fitting that

Plato in his pursuit of knowledge should begin at the foot of the

mental scale ; but having succeeded in excluding sense-perception

from the domain of knowledge, he now considers the next higher

mental process, that of opinion^ (,86^a, Bo^aCeiv). In this investigation

(chaps. XXXI-XXXVIII), it is worthy of note that the argument

finally employed to refute the definition of knowledge as right

opinion, might have been used at the outset, and would, doubtless,

have then been used, had Plato's only object been to overthrow the

definition. But, in truth, he wishes, as in the first stage of the

discussion, to sift what is called opinion, in search of clues to the

realm of knowledge. Before proceeding to this second stage, we
should note something which underlies the whole of this portion

of the dialogue,—the assumption, which Piato (whether or not it

commends itself to the modern mind) evidently regards as

axiomatic, that false knowledge is not knowledge at all: one may
have a true or a false opinion ; but false knowledge is a contra-

diction in terms ; one either knows or does not know a thing.

Socrates, accepting for the nonce Theaetetus' second definition

of knowledge as true opinion, points to a difficulty in regard to

false opinion. Iftwo things, A and B, are both known, it is evident

that they cannot be contused ; hence false opinion is in this case

impossible; so also, if one is known and the other not known; in

short, false opinion is impossible within the domain of knowledge.

Still false opinion does undoubtedly exist; and a second attempt

is made to find how and where this is possible. At this point is

introduced the comparison of the soul to a wax tablet which

receives impressions through perceptions. After an elaborate

enumeration, by the help of this symbol, of all possible cases of

judgment in regard to two things present in the mind, it is found

that false (as well as true) opinion is possible, not as between two

things known, or as between two things perceived, but as between

a thing known and a thing perceived ; in other words, false opinion

is possible in referring perceptions or other products of sensation

'"Opinion," in Plato's mind, seems to correspond to what we cnll

empirical knowledge,—knowledge for which we cannot assign the grounds,

which is unreasoned and accidental, and whose truth, in consequence, we

cannot ascertain.
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to general notions (which are attained, as we saw above, through

the intelligence). As Socrates says, " False opinion arises not in

the comparison of perceptions with one another, or of thoughts

with one another, but in the bringing of a perception and thought

together.^" This does not contradict the conclusion formerly

arrived at, that false opinion cannot exist ; for we were then con-

sidering the sphere of knowledge ; but perception, which is

outside the sphere of knowledge (chap. XXX), is involved in all

cases investigated by means of the figure of the wax tablets.

Suddenly, however, at this point (§196), an example is brought

forward to show that, even in the case of the known, false opinion

may actually exist, although this has been shown a priori to be

impossible. Here we are in a quandary. It does not seem that

Plato, in this paradox, is merely amusing himself with dialectic

subtleties, but that he was profoundly puzzled by this possibility

of error in the realm of the known. His seriousness is attested by

the minuteness and care of the psychological analysis in this part

of the discussion. In the search for some explanation of this

dilemma, Socrates (i. e., I believe, Plato) falls upon the use of the

verb 'know' (eV/o-rao-^at), which has not yet been defined. Now,

Plato was perfectly cognizant of the fact that 'to know ' cannot be

defined without defining 'knowledge,' which is the point at issue;

what he seeks is to define the relation of 'knowing' to 'knowl-

edge.' He reduces the two unknown terms to one, by defining

'knowing' in terms of 'knowledge': to know is to possess

knowledge (fVio-Ti^/x?;? KTJyo-i?). He further shows by the com-

parison with doves in a cage that ' to possess' {KeKTT]a6ai) is different

from 'to have' (e^f'")* Knowledge which is 'possessed' is latent

or potential; in order that we may have knowledge, i. e. in the

fullest sense know, the potential must be made actual. In this

process mistakes seem possible ; and this, in turn, may serve to

explain how false opinion is possible in the sphere of knowledge,

i. e. as regards general notions. Thus a further step is made
towards the solution, yet Plato is not satisfied; how can a man
not know what he knows? The further solution of this difficulty

is not found in the dialogue, but we shall have occasion to recur

to it later.

^ evpTjKaQ 6fj TpEvdfj 66^av, on ovte kv ralg alcOfiaeciiv kart npoq bXkrfkaq ovf

iv Tolg Siavoiacg, aTJk' tv Trj cvvatpei alcdrjOEuq Trpbg dcdvoiav (§195 C-D).
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Plato, having thus investigated the process of 'opinion ', as at

an earlier stage he investigated ' perception ', and having cleared

it up in some degree and attained some results by the way,

quickly dismisses Theaetetus' second definition (as he might

have done at the outset) by showing in a special case that true

opinion may exist without knowledge, and, therefore, cannot be

knowledge (§201).

III.

We now reach the third stage of the discussion and Theae-

tetus' third definition : Knowledge is true opinion combined with

definition {\6yos)} This as it might seem, somewhat peculiar

definition of knowledge evidently springs from the desire of

excluding that element of mere empiricism, of chance, which we

noted as pertaining to Plato's conception of opinion. The clause

added to the former definition is intended to limit its application

to such opinion as is based upon reason, or is clearly appre-

hended and understood ; to exclude mere empirical guess-work,

and include what we might call scientific or reasoned knowledge.

Again, as in the previous stages, the dialogue turns forthwith to

what seems to be a side issue, but, again, this apparent digression

results in a reductio ad absurdtim of the definition.

The point upon which the argument which results in this

reductio ad absurduni hinges, is the fact, admitted in our day

as well as accepted in this dialogue, that no definition or descrip-

tion can be given of what is elementary. We define one thing

in terms of another ; the latter, perhaps in terms of a third; but

sooner or later we must come to the ultimate constituents of

thought. A triangle may be defined in terms of lines ; a line,

in terms of points; but we can go no further. So with other

elementary notions ; to a man born blind we cannot define or

describe ' redness'.

With this explanation let us return to our text. The definition

is taken for granted ; it implies, since elements cannot be defined,

that they cannot be known. Only complexes then can be known.

Now, a complex must either be the sum of its elements and equal

to them all taken together, or else a whole which springs from

and is different from its elements. But, in the first case, the

1 Tijv fiev jUETO. Aoyov akrfii] 66^av iTTiGTTjfiTjv slvac, tijv 6e aAoyui' tK-oq iniaTrjuij^

(§201 C-D).
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knowing of the complex would imply the knowing of the ele-

ments, which, as we have seen, cannot be known ; in the second

case, the complex is a new unit; is therefore elementary, and

cannot be known/ Thus the acceptance of Theaetetus' third

definition results in demonstrating the impossibility of knowledge.

As objection might be taken, however, to the meaning as-

signed to definition {\6yoi), or to the assumption that elements

are unknowable, this third definition is now attacked in a more

systematic way (Chaps. XLII-XLIII). 'Definition' may have

any one of these meanings: (ist) expression in language; but

this cannot be the meaning here, for all right opinion may be

expressed in language, and we have already shown that all right

opinion is not knowledge. (2nd) ' Definition ' may mean enu-

meration of the ultimate elements ; this is the sense in which we

employed the word in the reductio ad absurdunt above ; but

we now proceed in a way less open to cavil. A thing is known
(according to Theaetetus' third definition) when we have a right

opinion of it with an enumeration of elements added ; but

elements have no elements to be enumerated, therefore cannot

be known.^ Our third definition would thus absurdly read :

Knowledge is right opinion accompanied by an enumeration of

things not known. (3rd.) ' Definition ' may mean the statement

of the characteristic difference.' But this will not help us ; for

in order to have a right opinion about anything, we must be able

to distinguish one thing or notion from another ; so the definition

which bids us add the characteristic difference to right opinion,

bids us add what we have already, in order that we may learn

^ Whac Plato means may be made clearer by a modern illustration.

The elements, in the first alternative, are like the various colours in the

spectrum ; if we are acquainted with the spectrum, we are also acquainted

with all the primary colours, red, yellow, etc., since the whole spectrum is

merely the sum of these. The elements in the other alternative resemble

these same primary colours in relation to white light; they combine to

form a new unit which arises out of them, but is not equal to the sum of

them; white light, although it is produced by a complex of colours, is an

elementary sensation, and cannot be described in terms of red, yellow,

etc., as can the spectrum.

2 This is of course in harmony with the results of the first stage of the

dialogue ; for the elements enumerated in a definition are sense-percep-

tions, and these cannot be known.

'^To exsiv TL a?]fj.elov eItteIv, u tuv cnravTuv dcaiptpei to kpuTTjBtv. Again ri/v

6ia(j)opav eKaarov, y tov aXXuv 6ta(p£p£i.
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what we know already. In fine, the addition by means of which

Theaetetus has attempted to improve his second definition turns

out upon analysis to be no addition at all ; the third definition is,

therefore, nothing more than the second, which has already been

exploded.

Theaetetus has no further definitions to suggest, and Socrates

closes the dialogue without indicating that any results, other than

the purely negative one of showing the inadequacy of the defini-

tions proposed, have been attained. That, however, need not

have been the opinion of the writer of the dialogue ; in truth,

it is sufficiently manifest that various positive results have been

attained, such as an insight into the nature of sense-perception,

the establishment of a central mental organ, the intelligence, etc.

We need not enumerate these ; but rather let us ask the question,

are these results of a miscellaneous character, or do they lead in

a given direction ? is there a philosophic unity in the dialogue ?

In the first stage of the discussion sense-perception and the whole

world of sensations of the concrete is excluded from the domain

of knowledge ; knowledge must be sought in the operations of the

intelligence,—in the results that it seems to attain by comparing

sense-perceptions with one another. In short, we establish the

sphere of knowledge to be general notions or concepts. In

the second stage, however, we discover that all even of the suc-

cessful operations of the intelligence are not productive of knowl-

edge ; all true opinion is not knowledge. More important still,

for the general purposes of the dialogue, are the results attained

with regard to knowledge itself; that it exists in two forms,

latent a,r\6. actual) and that the possibility of error in the sphere

of knowledge must, in some at present inexplicable manner, lie

in the process of making the latent actual. In the third stage

we learn that if a complex is known, the elements also must be

known; but the elements, or sense-perceptions, cannot be known.

Hence our knowledge cannot arise from sense-experience.

Such results as these might well lead to the scepticism professed

by some of Plato's opponents, or by such a philosopher as Hume.
But throughout the Theaetetus, we feel that the author tacitly

assumes the possibility of knowledge, nor was the disposition of

Plato's mind such as to rest in scepticism. Accept the pos-

sibility of knowledge, and consider where the dialogue leaves us.

The sphere of knowledge must be in concepts; but if these are
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known, they cannot arise from sensations or experience. They
must therefore be intuitive or transcendental. But if thus given,

they must be perfect, free from error ; they must, accordingly, be

knowledge in the latent form. Errors which actually are found

in concepts must, then, arise in the process of transmuting latent,

into actual knowledge. We see everything prepared for the hy-

potheses by which Plato cut the Gordian knot of the possibility

of knowledge. As concepts cannot arise from experience, and

since we have no experience of real existence, general notions

are the result of the contemplation of real existences in a previous

phase of the life of the soul ; but through the limitations of body
and matter, this knowledge of real existence is rendered latent.

The process of making this knowledge actual is that of anam-
nesis or reminiscence ; imperfect revival is the source of errors

in the sphere of knowledge.

This dialogue is, therefore, a demonstration, as far as demon-
stration is possible, of Plato's positive theory of knowledge.

The whole subject is investigated as far as reasoning can go.

The final step is not made—the explanations afforded by the

doctrine of ideas and anamnesis—because this final step is a pure

hypothesis. Like other hypotheses—like the modern scientific

hypotheses of the existence of atoms or of a luminiferous ether

—

it is not susceptible of proof; but like them it justifies itself by
affording a solution of the problem. It seems scarcely credible,

when one notes how the dialogue leads up to this solution,

that the writer did not have the hypothesis more or less definitely

conceived. Especially does the somewhat unmotived and, for

the argument, purposeless introduction of the distinction between
" possessing knowledge " and " having knowledge ", seem to

indicate that the writer must have had the theory of anamnesis

already in mind.

Why, it may be asked, should Plato have left unexpressed in

the Theaetetus, the main outcome of the discussion. To answer

this, one must look at certain peculiarities of his work and devel-

opment. Plato was both a philosopher and a literary artist ; it was
under the artistic impulse and through the desire to represent and
defend the character and teachings of his master that the earliest

dialogues were written. But, as years went on, the literary bias

was gradually subordinated to the philosophic. In his latest

works literary charm is wanting not merely in the dramatic set-
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ting but in the very style. This is markedly true of the Laws

;

and here too Socrates is absent, no doubt because the positive

and dogmatic character of the teachings was inconsistent with his

character and method. Between these two poles of Plato's work

we trace an easy transition. The dialogue, originally employed

for artistic purposes would naturally be later employed by

the active philosophic mind of Plato, as an instrument for clari-

fying his own ideas. The earliest dialogues would doubtless

represent actual discussions which had been maintained by

the living Socrates. But what more natural than that his pupil,

in pursuit of truth, should imaginatively represent the keen

intellect of his master, applying his dialectic to topics which the

latter had never actually treated. The dialectic method would

be, in Plato's earlier years at least, the natural method for the

attainment of philosophic results ; but as his views grew more

positive, the dialogue with Socrates as its central figure would

become inadequate for the expression of the writer's mind.

There would be a point in Plato's development where he would be

hampered by his form ; and this point seems to be represented in

the Theaeieius, where we find, on the one hand, the dramatic

framework, literary skill and charm in some of the digressions,

and the original Socrates of the earlier dialogues ; on the other

hand, passages of strenuous and dry dialectic, criticism of con-

temporary theories, and numerous positive results. It is notable

that in the Sophist, so closely linked by its framework with the

Tkeaetetus, the chief place in the discussion is transferred from

Socrates to the Eleatic stranger, who may more appropriately

give utterance to the positive teachings of this dialogue. " In the

Timaeus, Sophist, and Politicus," as Jowett notes, "Socrates'

function as chief speaker is handed over to the Pythagorean

philosopher Timaeus and the Eleatic stranger, at whose feet he

sits and is silent." And so in the Republic, to quote Jowett

again, "the Socratic method is nominally retained . . . but any one

can see that this is a mere form, the afiectation of which grows

wearisome as the work advances." The artistic plan of the

Tkeaetetus hampers Plato in the expression of his views, and this

taken with the fact alluded to above, that the keystone of Plato's

theory of knowledge was pure hypothesis, incapable of demon-

stration, would serve to account for the apparent inconclusiveness

of the Tkeaetetus.

University College, Toronto. W.J. ALEXANDER.



ON THE USES OF THE PREPOSITIONS IN HOMER.

The Homeric poems furnish the best field for the study of

the Greek prepositions, because they are there employed with

greater freedom and variety than elsewhere and the origin and

development of their uses may more easily be traced. In the

Iliad and Odyssey prepositions not only enter into composition

with verbs or govern cases—to which uses they are for the most

part confined in prose—but they are also used independently of

verbs or cases in tmesis or as adverbs. Further freedom in their

use is seen in the fact that they are not unfrequently doubled and

postponed.

Hitherto complete statistics on these various phenomena have

been wanting. This article is an attempt to supply this want and

embraces a tabulation of the frequency of the various preposi-

tions, the numerical relation of the cases, doubling of prepositions,

postposition, tmesis, and the adverbial use.

Frequency. In point of frequency Homer has an average

of one preposition in every 3.4 lines, that for the Iliad (3.3)

being slightly higher than that for the Odyssey (3.5).^ Tycho

Mommsen (in his Beitrage zu der Lehre von den griechischen

Praepositionen, Berlin, 1895) has shown that there are well

marked differences in the aggregate frequency of prepositions

accordmg to period, department, author, etc. Poetry, as we

might expect, has fewer prepositions than prose. Epic and lyric

poetry in general excel tragic and comic, though variations occur

both in different poets and in the works of the same poet. In

prose the historians excel the philosophers and the orators.

Numerical relation of the cases. Mommsen has also shown

that the numerical relation of the cases with which prepo-

sitions are used is an important element in style and may serve

to differentiate the periods and departments of Greek litera-

ture. As stated by him (Beitrage, p. 19) "the preponderance

of the dative with prepositions belongs to the older and poetic

^ Mo nmsen's average for the Iliad is 3.14, for the Odyssey 3.95.
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language, that of the accusative to the younger language and

prose, that of the genitive to the rhetorical and philosophical

elements in poetry and prose." The marked preponderance of

the dative in epic poetry is seen from the fact that 42.07^ of the

prepositions in Homer are used with this case. We naturally

expect this from the great number of concrete locative situations

afforded by the subject matter of epic poetry. Hence eV and eVt

are the favorite prepositions. There is an element of pictur-

esqueness in this phenomenon. The dative, more strictly defining

the locality or limiting it to a narrower sphere, gives color and

emphasis (cf. Forman, The Difference between the Gen. and

Dat. used with eVt to denote Superposition, Baltc, 1894, p. 43).

The numerical relation of the cases in Homer is as follows

:

22.23^ are used with the genitive, 42.07^ with the dative, 35.70^

with the accusative. The Iliad and Odyssey show about the

same preponderance of the dative, while in the Odyssey the

genitive has lost and the accusative gained, each in about the

same degree.

Doubling of prepositions. The doubling of prepositions gives

a picturesque fulness to the expression. It makes the preposition

doubly deictic. Homer has 80 examples, the most frequent double

prepositions being fiian-po (21), irapU (19), 'vnkK (18), hiU (12). The
Iliad shows much greater freedom in doubling prepositions than

the Odyssey, having 50 of the above 80 examples. In this

respect the Odyssey is in accord with its general tendency to

use the more distinctively poetic licenses less freely than the

older Iliad.

Postposition. The normal position of the preposition is im-

mediately before its case. In poetry, however, it is found not

unfrequently after the word which it governs, i. e., it is post-

poned. In Homer where the transition from local adverbs to

prepositions proper was not yet complete and the position of the

preposition had not yet become rigidly fixed, postposition is to

be regarded as a freedom of the language. In succeeding poets

it became more and more a conscious means of poetic effect.

The 6thos of postposition may be seen from the fact that it is

found largely in the higher spheres of poetry, while in prose

it is rare and confined mostly to the earlier period (cf. Kiihner,

§452, 2).

Homer postpones 7.85^ of his prepositions (Iliad 8 13^, Od.
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7.50^) or nearly one in every 13. Of the 645 examples of post-

position in the Homeric poems, 255, or about 3.1^ of the whole

number of prepositions, are cases of pure anastrophe, 390, or 4.7^

of the whole number of the prepositions, are cases of interpo-

sition between the noun and adjective or dependent genitive.

The latter cases are here included in postposition, though the

feeling is somewhat different from that which prevails when

the preposition follows the simple substantive or both the

substantive and its qualifying adjective. Instances of inter-

position without anastrophe, i. e., interposition between the

adjective or dependent genitive and the substantive may
be mentioned here, though they are not to be included under

the head of postposition. Homer shows a marked fondness for

this kind of interposition, using it almost twice as freely as inter-

position between the substantive and adjective and almost as

often as postposition in general. He has 600 examples of this

phenomenon, so that 7.3^ of all his prepositions are thus used.

As might be expected, the great majority of the cases of post-

position occur with the dative, which in this use predominates

even more strongly than in the general ratio of the cases given

above. The ratio for postposition is as follows : gen. 22.2^,

dat. 45.4^, ace. 32.3^.

The scansion of all the lines in which postposition occurs reveals

the fact that there are preferences for it at particular points in the

verse. Prepositions are most frequently postponed in the first

(191 examples) and the fourth (165 examples) foot.

Adverbial 2ise of prepositions. The fact that Homer has over

one-fiflh as many instances of prepositions used adverbially as

with cases furnishes abundant evidence that prepositions were

originally adverbs. Here the Iliad is slightly less free than the

Odyssey, the average for the former being one in 17.3 lines, for

the latter one in 15.7 lines.

The above figures are based on the aggregate independent

use of the prepositions (i. e., without a case), and hence includes

both tmesis and the adverbial use proper. It is impossible to

determine with exactness what uses in Homer fall under the head

of each of these subdivisions. Strictly speaking, whenever a

preposition is so used that it cannot be said to govern a case, it is

adverbial, and the term tmesis has no place in the Homeric

poems. Still, as it seemed desirable to make some distinction
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between tmesis and the adverbial use pure and simple, the plan

that has here been followed has been to classify as adverbial only

those instances in which the preposition does not in Homer enter

into composition with the verb and so cannot be said to be

separated from it by tmesis. It appears that the strictly

adverbial use is a little less than one-fourth as frequent as tmesis.

The adverbial use is considerably more common in the Iliad

than in the Odyssey (II. once in 83 lines, Od. once in 98.4

lines), while tmesis is slightly less common in the former than

in the latter (II. once in 21.9 lines, Od. once in 18.8 lines).

The 6thos of tmesis—as well as that of the adverbial use—is

seen from the fact that it belongs predominantly to the higher

spheres of poetry. It lays stress on the preposition by giving it

an independent place in the sentence. This stress is sometimes

further emphasized by anastrophe. The effect in epic poetry is

different from that in lyric and tragic. In the former tmesis is

used less consciously and more for picturesqueness, while in lyric

and tragic it is used more for emphasis (cf. Pierson, Rhein. Mus.,

XI, p. 90 ff).

The prepositions most freely used as adverbs are rrept, a/x^i,

and iv', those most frequently used in tmesis Kara^ fK, ini

The results of this investigation show that prepositions, both in

their frequency and their case relation are an important element

of style in the Homeric poems, and that the marked prepon-

derance of the dative case, the doubling of the prepositions,

and their free adverbial use contribute in no small degree to

picturesqueness. Of the two poems the Odyssey has in general

employed the more distinctively poetic features of prepositional

usage less freely, thereby showing an advance toward the later

and more formal principles which were to govern the uses of the

prepositions.

PREPOSITIONS WITH ONE CASE.

Prep.
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PREPOSITIONS WITH TWO CASES.
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Total number of prepositions with cases in Homer, 8198

Average frequency, one in 3.403 lines.

jjj \ Total number of occurrences with gen., 1823; 22.23^

< I

dat., 3449 ; 42.07 ic

ace, 2926; 35.70^

T3

•^ i

Total number of prepositions with cases in the Iliad, 4746
Average frequency, one in 3.306 lines.

Total number of occurrences with gen., 1160; 24.46 <fo

" dat., 1979; 41.70^
" ace, 1607 ; 33.84 i

f Total number of prepositions with cases in the Odyssey, 3452
oT

I

Average frequency, one in 3.508 lines.

^ i Total number of occurrences with gen., 663 ; 19.21 fo

O I

" " "
" " dat., 1470; 42.58^

^ " " " " " ace, 1319; 38.21 fo

TABLE SHOWING THE NUMBER OF EXAMPLES OF POSTPOSITION

OF EACH PREPOSITION AND THE PER CENT. OF ITS TOTAL
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES.

Prep.
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TABLE SHOWING THE NUMBER OF EXAMPLES OF TMESIS AND
THE ADVERBIAL USE OF EACH PREPOSITION.

Tmesis
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The 'law' of Thurneysen and Havet, that av is the normal

Latin representation of Aryan ow, further defined and dated by

Lindsay/ Horton-Smith^ and Buecheler,' has been much in

evidence for the last four or five years. In a short review,

originally written for 'Brief Mention ' in the American Journal of

Philology/ I pointed out that ovis (and boves) had not been

satisfactorily accounted for by the defenders of the law, and

avowed for myself a negative attitude. Recently Solmsen,^ and

before him Kretschmer" and Hirt,^ have modified the law by

exempting from its operation the ov group when tonic by Latin

accentual laws,

I need not here call the roll of all the distinguished scholars

that have already accepted this phonetic change as proved in

some sort, but I trust that the expression of a negative opinion on

my part may nevertheless meet with a fair hearing.

It is inevitable that the proofs of phonetic change shall differ in

completeness and certainty, nor will perplexing exceptions always

down. Thus the first expounders of this change might derive

fovet, movei, vovet from the nearly gratuitous construct-forms

*fevet etc., while for ovis (and boves) they could offer nothing

better than the pleas of ' dialect admixture ' and ' borrowed from

the Greek,' pleas especially lacking in cogency in this case, par-

ticularly when the phonetic change was specifically dated in the

third century B. c.^-^

The later delimitation of the law not only accounts for ovis, but

takes y<?z/^/ etc. as they stand,—2d conjugation forms of the mo7iet

type. But the new restriction brings with it fresh exceptions that

must in turn be submitted to the analysis that sublimates and
refines away.

For fovei etc. paradigms like the following are presented : 2d

sg.foves, 2d plur. ^fave'tis; out of this variation yiw*?^ and faveo
were both engendered, while only caveo survived (not *coveo),

and moveo (not ^maveo). Such levelling within a paradigm is

capable of illustration, as a comparison of German war : wareii
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with English was : 7vere will remind us. We may even admire

how, in the pick and choose of these construct Latin paradigms,

first the pres, sg. and 3d plural have predominated over the rest

of the plural and all the imperfect and future, and vice versa; and

again, how from the interplay twain verbs have come, of different

case construction, but not alien significance, viz., /avei and/ovef.

The words cdvus and cdvea offer a further difficulty in the new
statement of the law, though it is claimed that Spanish cueva,

Portuguese cova vindicate a Latin covos, borrowed about the time

of the Roman occupation of the Iberian peninsula, say 201 B. C.^

To explain these exceptions Solmsen does not plead the influence

oi cavirna and trisyllabic forms of cavdre, which are not registered

in Plautus, but rather pleads that, when *coves and cavetis were

alternating in the verb-paradigm, the vocally similar adjective

stem "^cdvo was caught up along with *cdves. Possibly, yes ; but,

this is very far from convincing. As to the illustration from the

survival of archaic y*?^^^^ ' ugly ' along with the retention,
in legal language, of the archaic spelling oi foedus 'treaty,' there

being for both words a period when both spellings must have

been in vogue, that is an independent proposition a scholar may
be doing well to maintain, if he likes. That a new caves was

growing up beside old *coves sheds no light on the new creation

of cavos from *covos. Regarding this verb, a Plautine scholar

might wonder why the imv. cave did not dictate the vocalization,

as this form alone is used by Plautus over 60 times, while the

forms with accented a are at least four times as numerous as with

unaccented a.

To be able to explain away exceptions to a theory furnishes no

really corroborative evidence for it. Really convincing evidence

for a phonetic law can be furnished by nothing short of the strong"

positive testimony of etymologies quite beyond reasonable ques-

tion. It is to be feared that scholars sometimes fall into the

almost unavoidable psychological error of proving their etymol-

ogies by their laws. The following are the etymologies on which

Solmsen more especially bases the particular modification of the

law we are now discussing.

i) favissae ' ceWaxs^ : fovea
'
Y>^i.' For him who has no ety-

mological theory to defend, a candid examination of the passage*

on which all our knowledge of this word depends will leave a
doubt whether favissae or flavissae is its original form, even
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though Varro provides for the latter a specious derivation from

flare ' to coin.' The gloss' seems to be not flavi'ssae hut flavissae

spectis, where, for all we \inoyff, flavissae may be adjectival, like

Tulliayiufn, and derived from some forgotten builder, a Flavins.

Or we may connect flavissae as an adjective with Gr. (^peap

'weir,—Homeric *(pprj(f)aTa, nom. plur. to the w (or nt) stem,

with / in Latin by dissimilation, as in Armenian albizir. This

enables us to derive flavissae {d from p') from '^flava'71-vent-td-

'rich in wells' (cf. Skr. udan-vdnt- 'rich in water'),—a colum-

barium}'' sort o{ specus, to wit. The same derivation will account

ioxfavissae which might, in the r-flexion of the stem, have lost

its first r by dissimilative process.

But even rejecting the form flavissae altogether, we may inter-

pret these caverns of many compartments as 'honey-combed,'

and connect with favus. Inasmuch as favus has been derived

from "^fovos, we may ask why it may not be better explained

from Gr. x<^^-vos 'porous' ( : fau-ces 'jaws').

2) favilla 'glowing cinder'; Favonius 'West Wind ' : ybz'*?/

'warms.'

So far as mere definition goes the above words might have a

common origin, and I confess to a teacher's partiality for keeping

together as many Latin words as possible, because it simplifies

classification. Still I can see no sound reason for denying the

cognation oifavilla [from '^faves-sld, cf. Gr. (^taewos from ^cf^affa-

v6-s 'shining' (of fire)] with (fyafos 'light' (once in the Odyssey
connoting 'torch'), while the wind Favonius was the 'clearing'

wind par excellence, as the passages from Plautus* show.

Favonius forms a striking counterpart of the German adjective

heiter as applied to the wind. With this group a.\so flauslus

'bright, auspicious' belongs.

3) cavilla 'jeer, taunt' : /fdjSaXo? 'impudent knave, pert rogue.*

This comparison might be allowed to pass, if the av/ov change

were already well authenticated. But at best it would be only

one of those cognations not demonstrably inconsistent with the

phonetic laws ; v and ^ may both be the product of a labialized

guttural media, but nothing short of the discovery of a iertium

comparatio7iis could demonstrate this ; for v may just as well be a

true w, or a labialized guttural aspirate, while /3 may be a true b.

Nor do these words correspond so nearly in sense and structure

as to demand their identification. Similarly, only the discovery
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of a tertium comparationis can cogently demand the equation of

Lat. combretum and Lith. szvendrai}'^

[I may note in passing that a recent synopsis'^ has reported

me as admitting that my comparison^^ of the structure of Lat.

ferend-ae and Skr. bhdradh-ydi was unphonetic, though I was

contending expressly for the normal phonetic identity of prim.

Italic -end- and Skr. -adh-, with the cautious admission that,

inasmuch as Gr. i^epeadai, the tertium comparationis, diverges in

its eo- from both the other terms, no one could prove for this

specific formation that Lat. en and Skr. a actually did represent

a primitive nasal vowel, nor that dh and d varied, whether in the

primitive speech, or in prim. Italic, in this particular nasal environ-

ment. Yet either of these propositions is in complete accord with

recognized phonetic changes.]

To return to cavilla : I see no good reason to reject the oldtime

explanation by dissimilation from *ca/villa {: ca/umnia 'abuse,'

calvitur 'deceives '). We may even give that up for the sake of

argument, and still explain cavilla as a cognate of Lettic kauns
' shame, disgrace, insult

;

' cf. Hesychian Kav-pos' kukos, and KavaXos

'silly talker,' a signification seen in Plautus, Aul. 638 aufer

cavillam ; non ego nunc nugas ago. This group of words we

may connect with Gr. KaUi 'burns,' as we speak of ' burniyig

shame, insult,' a metaphor renewed in the slang of to-day, in

'scorches,' 'roasts,' both in the sense of 'jeers at.'

I may be permitted to note in passing that Ko'/3aXoi, used by

Aristophanes of certain kobold creatures invoked by thieves,

maybe cognate to Skr. kdbavd-s 'disease-demon' (in theAtharvan,

the folklore Veda). Had the Sanskrit word a usage in the fable

literature, we might even advance the theory that kdbavd-s is a

folklore name from India that has wandered via Greece all the

way to the kobold of German fable.
'^*

4) avillus (with a variant in the glosses% abellus') 'agnus recens

partus' (Anglice, 'lambkin') : ovis 'sheep.'

When Solmsen, to dispute the derivation oi avillus from agnus

'lamb,' declares for '^agnelbis or '^agniciihis as the only possible

Latin diminutives of agnus, I wonder if I have read him aright.

Unless in the group ^^« the guttural lost its rounding completely

before the close of the primitive Italic period, I see no way to

deny the cognation of agnus and avillus that would not make us

question scamnum : scabellum, signum : sigillum, asinus : asellus,
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geminus : gemellus. The very definition of avillus, to say noth-

ing of its gender, seems to me to proclaim its cognation with

agnus rather than with ovis.

5) aububulcus.

The glosses' define this word by ' pastor bovum ' {yel * bovium ').

Loewe's correction of this definition to pastor oviunt yields a

material all too uncertain for etymological purposes, at least as

evidence for setting up a phonetic law. It takes a great deal for

granted to assume that a compound *ovi-bubulcus, with secondary

accent on ov-, would suffer the same change as pretonic ov-^,—in

the terms of Solmsen's theory. We may safely leave aububulcus

to the textual critics,' who have already corrected to bubulcus and

aut bubulcus, as well as to aubulcus.

6) favet : fovet.

The cognation assumed in this formula is, all things considered,

the one most favored by the upholders of the law. It may as

well be admitted at the outset that these words are, after a

fashion, synonymous; but how are they synonymous, and when?
The answer is, in their most general and pale significance, and

rather late in the language. Their meanings converge. In

differentiated etymological cognates the senses should diverge.

For converging words of great phonetic similarity we might

expect manuscript confusion. We might even expect syn-

tactical confusion. For this pair such a case has been pointed

out. But Buecheler," after a thoroughly satisfying justifica-

tion of the rather unusual phraseology coeptantem—fove, subse-

quently seems inclined,' if I read between the lines aright, to

interpret fove as an archaism {oxfave. He further points out a

case oi fovea archaic iox faveo in Charisius,'^ where the words

faveo tioi foveo te stand at the end of a paragraph rubricated

' Dativi et accusativi casus.' But I object that in the entire

paragraph of 18 examples we have but three structural types : la,

adsideo praeiori el praetorem (15 times); ib, accedo tibi, id est

eadem tibi sentio, ei te {i); 2, timeo tibi, id est ne eveniat tibi, et

timeote {\)\ and 3, the phrase under discussion. If the same verb

were intended to be repeated we should accordingly expect yaz/^<7

(^foveo') tibi et te, or by bare possibility, f. tibi et f. te. There is

no objection, so far as I can see, to supposing that the gram-

marian—in what is, after all, nothing but a practical teacher's list

of memorabilia and discernenda—has inserted, as a final member,
13
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a pair of verbs almost identical in sound, but taking different

case constructions. He has nearly done this again in the middle

of the next rubric but one: adnitor \id est adiuvo] hanc renty

nitor hac re.

But though we may dismiss these cases as devoid of any inde-

pendent significance, a more serious case for the identification of

fovet with favet is offered by Buecheler's interpretation' of the

following inscription found on the base of a tiny golden image,

supposed to be that of a weasel, viz.: FOVE L. corneliai l. f., the

date of which he assigns, because the praenomen of the woman is

given, to a period before Hannibal, let us say somewhere about

225 B. C.—a date in beautiful harmony with the surmise already

mentioned.'' ' Buecheler's interpretation is fave Corneliae, a

request to a deity^® to show regard unto Cornelia. A prayer on

a votive offering without mention of the deity addressed may, for

all I know, be a normal type of inscription, but it cannot be

denied that, so long as the deity's name is withheld, the way is

open for a different interpretation. The interpretation I have

advanced^ for this inscription is fui Corneliai ' I was Cornelia's.'

This may be expounded under several aspects: i) as a mark of

ownership on an heirloom, perhaps a pendant to necklace"; 2) as

the utterance of a dead pet* imaged in gold; 3) as a warning that

the image was out of the hands of the rightful owner, a sort of

"stolen from J—n Sm—h" dog-collar inscription.')

The explanation of FOVE (e = Ei) as the accented form of

fui, or as a true perfect beside the possibly aoristic fuit, is

linguistically beyond cavil. But unfortunately no other certain

<7-perfect has yet been found for the Italic languages, though the

handbooks venture on their reconstruction, and would doubtless

welcome the real thing. That fove is a unique form need not

^) I cannot better state the objection to this interpretation than by

quoting from a personal note in description of the little object written at

my request by Prof. Dressel : " Ihre deutung der inschrift wUrde ich ohne

weiteres acceptieren, wenn der schriftcharakter auf eine altere zeit hin-

wiese ; ich glaube aber kaum, dass der gegenstand alter ist als etwa

150-100 V. Chr." I see nothing to hinder us from accepting this date for

the object, while regarding the inscription as representing an older type.

Besides the use of the praenomen, already mentioned, DresseP'* notes

that the dative (I say, gen.) ending -Al speaks for an early date. Further,

the form of the L is semiarchaic, and we might note in comparison how our

jewellers often use black letter or German text.
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rule out my explanation ; is not pover a unique form for puer}*

and possibly, I can but think, even a false archaistic orthography ?

For still other explanations of fove I shall presently ask a

moment's patience.

I have challenged above the synonymity oi favet and fovet,

on the ground that it is late and confined to their vaguer,

figurative uses. The etymologist must try to fix the earlier

and more specific senses. If we note that fovet means 'warms,'

and specifically 'foments'; that ybw(?«/«w, already metaphorical

in Cicero's time, means a 'poultice' (generally hot) for medicinal

application; \\\2X focula (Plautus) means 'warming-pan'; and

that fames means 'kindling-wood,' we are not doing violence

to unite all these significations, and define the root by 'applies

to the fire, applies fire to.' Of the cognations hitherto advanced

for fovet, that with Skr. bhdvayaii—actually rendered fovet by

the Petersburg Lexicon—is, pace dixerim certorum doctissi-

morum, hardly to be considered; for bhdvayati means fovet

only in its palest general sense. The cognation with Gr.

6o6i 'quick,' in the sense of 'gives rapidity,' has even less to

recommend it. The connection with Skr. ddhayati ' burns, makes
burn ' is more nearly satisfactory. But decidedly the most satis-

factory, as it seems to me, is the one I now propose. I note Gr.

xv-rpa 'pot, potful of sacrificial pulse,' ^^rpot 'hot baths' (at Ther-

mopylae), ;^o)7 'drink-oifering, libation,' x°°^^^^ 'hollow pit for

casting molten metal' (cf. Skr. havani, defined by native lexica,

but not yet verified in the literature, by ' sacrificial fire-pit ') ; and

further I note Skr. y«^(7'// ' pours into the sacrificial fire, offers,

'

havi-s ' offering,'—usually of boiled porridge. The common root

to all these words means * pours into the fire, offers.' Now com-

paring for their signification focula with x'^'^paJ fomentum on the

one hand with ^i^Tpoi, and on the other with x^'^p°^ ^'^d havi-s ; and

noting iox fomes ' kindling ' that the fat offerings (in the Vedic

ritual, ghee) did in fact serve as fuel to nourish the flames

withal ;—it seems to me that we cannot separate the group of

Latin words above from the Sanskrit and Greek words grouped

after it. There is no phonetic let or hindrance, as ^f'" ' hole ';

Lat.y<?z'(?a 'pit' shows.

Besides the merit of bringing fovea and fovet together, this

etymology would enable us also to connect fove (i. e. foves ?)

on the weasel inscription with Skr. havi-s, supposing the little
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object to be either a votive offering, or, a trifle pompously, the

" offering of friendship ".

[I may add in passing, supposing FOVE to be the name of the

little quadruped represented, further etymologies. The weasel

is often named for its beauty," and gave its name to a cap of

skin, and nt-xt (?) to one of metal (cf. Lat. galea and Gk. yakirj

'weasel'),—though independent origin of these terms from the

signification of 'shining, bright', is not impossible. Thus fove
might be made out a cognate of Skr. chavi ^s^\n, beauty', from

a primitive base, s)KHaWYE. Or the weasel, particularly the

ferret and ermine varieties, may have been named from its white,

bright color,—and even the common weasel is white-bellied, with

back of reddish brown. So we might compare with FOVE Skr.

dhavald-s ^ "Nh'Ae/. Inasmuch as Gr. atKovpot means both weasel

and cat, it would then be possible to explain together fove

(sc. animan) ^.ndfeles,—from prim. Italic '^feveles, with e from eve

in quick speech : I note for the structure the Sankrit pair chagas,

ch >galas 'goat', and for the vocalism Gr. vecp-e-Xtj. The spelling

faeles in manuscripts of Varro and Cicero is absolutely incapable

of proving the priority of ae to e in this word." Other names of

the weasel possibly present this same signification : thus beside

yaXfjj we may note yakrivri 'calm' (with the epithet 'white' in the

Odyssey). Does yaXa 'milk' also belong with these words? In

German slang I have heard milk called weissheit. Might not

Cymric bele 'weasel' be referred to the Celtic group belonging

to the root be 'shines'?^' Still other names of the weasel seem to

mean 'nimble, quick','' and hence FOVE might be connected with

Gr. 606^ 'quick', ^i? (note the plural Qaavni) 'jackal'. Those

Avestan scholars who render gabwa by' cat "° might find its

etymon in fove, and connect both with Skr. gandhd-s ' perfume',

with the bad sense of 'stink' in modern Persian derivatives.

Inasmuch, however, as the proof has not been rendered that

fove does mean weasel, I recommend none of these etymologies.]

If the current etymologies for fovet fail to bring conviction on

the semantic side, they but fail the more for favei, as a secondary

form of fovet. There is a separate etymology for favet, con-

necting with O. Bulg. goveti 'religiose vereri', Lith. gausus

'abundant', L.Q\.i\c gausa 'abundance, prosperity'." But these

Balto Slavic words seem to me rather to be cognate with Skr.juhdti

'offers sacrifice', especially gausus, which corresponds in sense

to the Greek advb. x^-h^ (Lat./w^i?) ' copiously '. To reconcile
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Avestan zaoQra 'offering' with this group we must assume

variation between palatal and unlabialized guttural."

For favei I have two explanations to offer, either of which

seems to me to account for the signification and case con-

struction of the word. If we render it by 'regards, looks upon',

German '^ sieht an, achtet {aufy^^^ may make it a cognate of

Homeric dr]€Ofiai 'I gaze at with interest, marvel at, admire';

davfia ' wondrous sight'. But if we make a study of the earlier

usage of the word we shall reach a different definition.

Naevius, 56:" dubii fauentem per fretum introcurrimus,

"doubtful we dart through the gaping strait"—the Symple-

gades, I conjecture.

Ennius, Trag. 250:" fauent faucibus russis
|
cantu plausuque

premunt alas, "they (the cocks) gape with jaws wide open

{russis from revorsus, or from russus 'red'?) etc."

Ennius, Ann. 376:" matronae moeros complent spectare

fauentes, "and the dames fill the walls, gaping to behold."')

Accius, 510:" cives ominibus faustis augustam adhiheant
|

fauentiam, ore obscena dicta segregent, "let the folk accord the

omens blest a solemn wide-mouthed attention, and from their

lips ill-omened speech remove."

Ennius, Annales, 414 :" hie insidiantes vigilant, partim requi-

escunt
I

contecti gladiis sub scutis ore fauentes, "here they set an

ambush; some watch, some begin to nap, covering themselves,

swords (handy), beneath their shields, with mouths ayawn."

With these passages before us, we can hardly avoid the con-

clusion that the specific sense oifavet in the early period was

'gapes at, admires'. By this QX.yn\.o\o%yfavissae and favtis may
both be explained as cognates oifavet. The phraseyflZ/.?/(? Unguis

lends itselfto explanation as a substitute for orefaventes, connoi i ng

the wide-mouthed hush of astonishment, though at Naevius 11 1-2

(cf Enn. TV. 250 V. cited above), regum filiis
|
linguis faueant atque

adnutent seems to mean 'at kings' sons marvel with tongue and

nod'; while the pale sense 'marvel at' is all I can find in Ennius,

Annales 289:" Romanis luno coepit placata fauere.

I note that the word is solemn, and not used by Plautus, save in

the Amphitruo prologue, in the ioxm/avitores ' claqueurs '.

1) Here compare Shakespeare's King John, ii, i, 375 :

And stand securely on their battlements,

As in a theatre, whence they gape and point

At your industrious scenes and acts of death.
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We have now passed in review the evidence on which Solm-

sen chiefly relies to establish the change of ov to av in Latin.

We have seen that aububulcus and f(J)avissae are not of a

philological certainty to invite confidence in their etymological

explanation, though favissae may be explained as a derivative

oi faviis 'honeycomb' (: Gr. -f^avvos. ' porous'), or /{l)avissae as

cognate—with dissimilation—to Gr. ^(pp^i^f^aTa 'wells'. There is

no convincing reason for separating favilla ' glowing cinder' and

jFavonius ' cle^r'mg wind' from Gr. (f)dJ^os 'light, glow—torch'.

The old explanation of cavilla from *calvilla {calumnia), or its

derivation from the root of Gk. KaUi 'burns' (cf. Lettic kauns

'shame, insult'; Hesychian Kav-pos' kukos, KavaXos' ficopoXoyos) are

more plausible than the comparison with Gr. Ko^aXos 'demon'.

The diminutive avillus (with variant abellus) 'lambkin' must

not be separated from agnus ^\d.vcio\ ¥or fovet the definition

'applies to the fire, applies fire to' suits the more specific usage

of the word and its derivatives, whence follows cognation with

Gk. x"t 'pours', Skr. yw^(?/z 'pours into the fire, offers'. Thus

fovea '(sacrificial) pit' [and fove 'sacrificial offering'?] meet a

common explanation W\\.h. fovet. Further, fove may be a unique

form oi fui, or, if it means 'weasel', be explained in sundry other

ways. For favet an apt definition is 'regards, looks upon',

German 'sieht an, achtet (auf)', whence might follow its cogna-

tion with Gr. daeoiJ.ai ' I gaze at with wonder'; davna 'wonder'.

But the early and more specific usage of the word demands

the definition 'gapes (at), admires';—whence we must infer, for

the structure o( favet, derivation from the base of Gr. x^^^o^

'porous', ;;(doy 'yawning, void', while the sense corresponds to

X^icTKei 'yawns, gapes', metaphorically extended to 'gapes at,

marvels at, admires'.

That arguments still remain in favor of the older statement of

the law, I do not gainsay. One of these is furnished by cavus

'hollow', beside which is a rustic cohum, which modern scholars,

correcting Varro, have defined by 'hollow in a plough'. Further,

Spanish cueva, Portuguese cava proceed from an earlier '^cova. I

may spare myself the trouble of proving the originality of the a

in cavus by noting that, without exception, so far as I can learn,

scholars connect Gr. Kavko^ 'stalk', Lith. kdulas 'bone', and

Lat. caulae 'passages', deriving all these senses from 'hollow'.'*

As to Gr. Koikoi ' hollow ', /cwor ' den ', kooi ' caves ' there is

nothing to prove a lost F, rather than a lost y or o-, until a
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yet undiscovered inscription or manuscript, with /, or v, etc.,

comes to light. Meantime we may define k&j-os by ' lair ', and

derive from Kfirai ' lies '. I note ra K^a, ' the indented sides

of the dice', where the best authorities seem to warrant the

subscript iota. Should this term be connected with the island

of Cos, as the name of the opposite side of the dice, ra x««>

seems to show, then we might ask ourselves, with an atlas

before us, how Cos got its name? Thus the equation of Lat.

cohuni with xwo? need not involve caviis at all. If it did,

Kooi with o may show a specific dialectal shortening of vowel in

Greek." For the Iberian words cited we might advance the notion

of a Greek source (Massilia), which would be to admit the f in

the Greek word (cf. KtiXai in Alcaeus, 15, 14, but Pomtow reads

KolCkat). The Iberian words may just as well, however, be of

Germanic origin from, or in some way affected by, an early Low
German cognate of English cove. I note in passing, but without

stopping here for further explanation, that a connection is pos-

sible between cavea 'cave ' and Gr. (cat'ei * burns ' (cf. aedes 'house',

but originally only ' hearth '),—the ' fire ', to wit, of the primitive

cave dweller, of a Robinson Crusoe, reduced to primitive condi-

tions. And the primitive man," Robinson Crusoe's man Friday,

uses fire as his chisel, his tool of excavation ; cavat, ' he hollows

out with fire'.

If FOVE be not certainly iox fave, and I think the affirmative of

this proposition incapable, with our present material, of proof;

if the originality of the a in cavus be not put in question by Gr.

/cdoi; \i cohuni and Iberian *cova be susceptible of explanation

without assuming Italic *cova

;

— I see no material left for dating

our supposed law.

In Latin lavit ' bathes ' beside Gr. Xdei ' washes ', we have a

really strong case for the law, as Armenian loganavi ' I bathe

myself may be taken to warrant o for the primitive period. Since

no clear case of a form in e belonging to this group has been

pointed out, some scholars are ready to explain the ajo variation

as a primitive gradation. It is possible that a wider survey of

this group may discover a cognate in Gr. airo-Xaxiu 'enjoys'. An
analogous correlation of senses is found in Latin viadet ' is wet,

drenched, full of: Skr. viddati 'rejoices'; further repeated in

Skr. mddate 'rejoices, is merry': Gr. nvha 'is wet'; and we can

scarcely doubt that madei and ^ivba are ultimately cognate, if we
note the diphthongal Lithuanian maudyti ' to bathe '. The Ger-
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man verb laben means 'to wash, quicken, refresh', with some

question as to which signification is primary. The primitive bath

involves some form of rubbing, scrubbing or scraping (stripping),

and nothing prevents our connecting German waschen with O. IR.

faiscim'l squeeze'." Similarly Uith.Tnduju'l strip' ('remove

by cutting or scraping'), waw-^/a 'I strip smooth (Lat. mucus
'snivel') are cognate with O. Bulg. myii 'to bathe'. A similar

semantic series is found in paivfi 'sprinkles', paUt 'strikes', pin.

'flows', if these be correctly grouped together.'"

Now by bringing Skr. Idva-s 'cutting' into the group with lavat

'scrubs', we may set up a root law^^ 'cut, scrape, scour',—and

in the trade of the tanner scraping and scouring are one and the

same operation. In Latin, moreover, we might expound lev-it by

'has rubbed',—cf. particularly delet (from *delev-etl) and delev-ii

'has rubbed out', lev-is 'smooth', Gr. Xeioy from '^\r]fyoiQ')—so

as to fit into a long-vowel series with lavit, from a root lew.

The root law may be identified with lew by regarding the a in

the Greek words as in some way secondary, like the problematic

a of TrXa^of." Then Xoet" belongs to LOW, the deflected form of

LEW.
Still another possibility : the reduced grade to a root lew—and

all the long-vowel forms may be long-grades in a short-vowel series

—would be either lu- or Iw. In Latin we might derive from Iw not

only lavat,—shortened from *ldvat by the rule of vowel before

vowel," V between similar vowels not preventing this ; or originally

short, if Osthoff"'s claim for la- from / be right—" but also alveus

'tub' and, with secondary meaning along the lines of well-known

vulgar phrases, alvus 'belly'. As lavat has all the look of a

denominative, we need not scruple to define it by 'tubs', in the

dialect of Old England. The word alamen 'alum', a scouring

substance used by the dyer, may also belong to this group.

I do not feel it advisable, however, to make lavit (3d conjug.)

a form structurally different to XtJei, especially in view of Lucilius'

elovies, though a consideration of the corresponding citations

makes me raise the question whether elovies is not cognate to

elevH?^ That lavat is the product of *lovat, with assimilation of

o to the following a, and more particularly in forms accented like

lavdtis, seems to me a proposition we may not refuse to grant,

even though we cannot prove it directly. The Latin glossaries'

gives us lacatio for locatio, clabaca (i. e. clavacd) and claucus for

cloaca.^^
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Summing up here the discussion of lavat\ semantic parallels

can be adduced to support a cognation between lavat and Gr.

aiToKaUi, 'enjoys', deriving both from lew, low in a long-vowel

series (with problematic a in the Greek forms). Whatever the

vocalism of its root be, a reduced grade Iw is possible, whence

in Latin alv, or lav- (? lav-'). Or, inferring from elovies: Xd«

original *lovii, the change in lavii may have come about by a

specific Latin vowel assimilation in lavdtnus, lavdtis, etc.

A sound etymology cited for the law seems to me to be Lat.

pavet^is fear struck, trembles': Gr. Trroel 'frightens', cf. nrrjo-cTd

i) 'frightens', 2) 'cowers, is frightened', uTaxraei 'crouches',

nenTTjas 'crouching'. But beside /az^<?/ is pavzl 'strikes', with the

same correlation io pavet 'is frightened' ('is fear-struck') that we
see in iacit 'strikes': iacet 'lies, is struck'. In Gr. mam i) 'trips',

2) 'stumbles' we have a specialization of the meaning of itroii

and nrrjo-cret on the one hand, and of 7rat« 'strikes' on the other

[cf. ir(T)6Xeixos, n(T)6Xis]. The whole secret of the vocalism of this

group we need not examine here, but merely justify the a in

pavet, pavit by the a of the Greek forms.

Apparently strong evidence for the law is yielded by cavet ' is

wary, bewares': (coel 'hears, heeds'. If the specific sense of koCi

is 'hears', as it may well be, why need we separate it from qk-ov-h

(cf aKoi) ' hearing ') ? Hesychius furnishes the further forms koq* oKovet,

and eKoafxts' rjKovaafitp. Accepting Kretschmer's" explanation of

dn-ov-fi: Gothic h-aus-jan 'to have sharp ears', k-o-Ci corres-

ponds in its reduced grade with h-aus-jan. The accord between

the vocalism of koo. and of aKf)Qao\i.a\. constitutes a further argument

for their cognation with h-aus-jan.

If we follow the current definitions, Bvo(t-k6o% means the 'sacri-

ficing priest', and Hesychian BvooKd means 'make burnt offerings'.

These and Hesychian koi'tjs 'priest' we might connect with xatei

'burns',^* deriving ko/jjs from *KcoPyris and 6vo(t-k6os from °-Ka6s,

with assimilation of a to the neighboring o's. To the same root

we may safely allot O. Bulg. kovati, Lith. >^az^/z 'to forge'. In

English hews the sense of 'hammers metal' has yielded to 'ham-

mers with metal, cuts'. In Skr. kdvaca-s 'coat of mail, bodice,

jacket ', Gr. KavvaKrjs ' cloak ',
'^—said to be ofPersian manufacture—

,

\_Kvper] 'helmet' (?)], /cauo-t'a 'felt hat', Kaas 'fleece', Lith. kauras

'carpet' we have further cognates. Nearly the entire shift of

meaning of these words is exhibited by English corselet, corset,

if we start with 'coat of mail' as the primary signification. How-
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ever, felt-making, with its beating and heating, is not unhke

forging in its mechanical processes.

We may see in the Balto-Slavic words how naturally the sense

of forges ' develops from ' burns,' and we need not be told how
easily technical terms shift from a special art to artistry in general,

e. g., in TeKT<ov, Skr. idksati^" and their cognates ; so also in Latin,

in faber ' smith,' fabre ' skilfully, ingeniously.' Thus with O.

Bulg. kovati ' to forge ' we may connect Skr. kavi-s ' wise, shrewd '

and, with a bad sense, kavatnil-s, kavari-s, ' selfish, stingy.' Cer-

tain Slavic cognates" develop the sense of 'treacherous' and so

do other words of the same meaning, e. g. English forges, Gr.

7r\aa-aei, Lat. fabrefecit (see e. g. Plautus, Most., 892). I see no

reason why we may not explain Lat. cavet 'is wary' as a denom-

inative to an adjectival ^cavo- ' cunning, wary,' a slightly oppro-

brious counterpart of Skr. kavi-s 'wise.' For the vocalism of

the root it will be well to note Hesychian Kma' ivix<jp<^ ' sureties,'

with the same legal sense as cautio in Latin.

I briefly sum up the meanings found in the above group : A.,

verbal : i) burn, (s)melt, 2) forge,—2a) counterfeit, deceive— , 3)

hew, cut, etc. with a transfer from metal working to wood working

;

B., adjectival : workmanlike, skilful, wise, cunning, wary.

We are now prepared to add certain other words to this group,

—

Lat. ciidit ' forges,' Skr. ku-dayati, ku-layati ' burns '; Lat. cau-ies,

Skr. ku-lam ' cliff,' from the sense of ' cut,' cf. English scar

' scaur ' : shear. With this pair we can join the explanation

already advanced for Lat. cavus (v. on cavea, p. 199), though cavus

perhaps means literally 'cleft,' as cau-dexvs\2.y vs\q.2.x\ 'cleft wood.'

Greek is prolific of forms in kC-, e. g., Kvha^n 'abuses' (: cavilla, v.

supra, p. 192), Kv-8i(TTos 'most skilful, reputed for skill,' Kv-pei

'strikes, hits upon, gets,' Kv-plaaei 'strikes (with horns).'

In all the forms already adduced the initial k- seems to be a

pure guttural, but Gothic /lawi 'hay ' and Gr. ttoIt) ' fodder' bear

association with this group if we construct a base qow-ya. It is

a fact of some importance that the four labializing languages all

fail to labialize before u, and I see no reason why this phenomenon
may not be dated in the Aryan period, whence beside QOW we
might expect KU ; or, even dating the phenomenon in the derived

languages, we may look for confusion of g and k. Thus we may
not only reconcile Gr. ttoIt] with this group, but also compare Skr.

kavyd-s 'wise, seer, poet,' kdvya-m 'poem ' with Gr. Troujr^r 'poet.'

I note that Homer uses -noui of the acts of the smith and the car-
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penter, and after him it is used of the sculptor and poet. We
may illustrate by O. Eng. ldr-sjni]>, 'lore-smith,' wundor-smi\,

'miracle doer,' wrdht-sini\, 'crime-doer,' gry7i-smi\>, 'grief-causer'

etc., which show a similar generalization of meaning. It is hardly

necessary to add that noiPeei may be legitimately deduced from

*ndfy€i, and no Sanskrit scholar, I take it, will be particularly

drawn to its equation with cinoti 'heaps, gathers,'"—even with

Lat. struii 'heaps, builds ' before his eyes.'

We have now passed in review the evidence for Latin av

from ov, and I have offered for all alleged cases explanations,

phonetically normal, and semantically plausible, not involving the

equation of Lat. av with the ov of any other language,—save for

the single group lavU : Xoet, and here, besides other possibilities,

we cannot disprove the suggestion that in lavdre vowel assimila-

tion has taken place.

University of Texas. EdWIN W. FaY.
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THE CONNECTION BETWEEN MUSIC AND
POETRY IN EARLY GREEK

LITERATURE.

"On Se wpbg tt/p fiovaiKr/v o'lKEidTara Siekeivto ol apxcuoi dijlov

Koi k^ 'OfiT/pov (Athenaeus, xiv, 632 c.)

It is a familiar fact that in some of the most highly developed

forms of Greek literature, the sister arts of poetry, music and

dance were combined and produced a homogeneous effect. Thus

an ode of Pindar's was not merely a poetical but also a musical

composition, which was composed not to be read, but to be sung

to instrumental accompaniment, and not only sung, but danced

with appropriate and expressive gestures. It is, in fact, this union

of the arts that accounts for the marvelous elaboration of form

which the greatest of Pindar's odes exhibit.

In most of the forms of melic poetry, of which the Pindaric ode

is an example, poetry, music and dance are inseparable. No one

art is employed to the exclusion of the other two. In the drama,

however, while all three arts are utilized at one time or another,

they are employed in combination only in the lyrical parts, and

even here there are exceptions.

This union of the arts in the most complex of Greek literary

forms is due, not to any artificial process of combination, but

to the survival of earlier and even primitive ideas. Aristotle,

" master of those who know," looking back as an historian over

almost the whole field of Greek classical literature, realizes that

the arts of poetry, music and dancing stand in essential unity and

rest upon a common basis. They are all imitative arts, imitating

by means of language, melody or rhythm the characters, pas-

sions and actions of men.^ Rhythm, indeed, may be said to be

common to all three, for poetry is rhythm expressed in words,

music is rhythm expressed in sounds, and the dance is rhythm

expressed in bodily movements.^ Greek literary history furnishes

^ Aristotle, Poetics, i. 4 and i. 5 .

'^ Butcher, Aristotle''s Theory of Poetry and Fine Art^ (Macmillan, i

p. 138.
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abundant illustrations of this union of the rhythmic arts. The
lyric or dramatic poet was necessarily a musician, and not only

wrote the verses to be sung, but gave them their musical setting.^

More than this, he possessed a practical knowledge of orchestic,

and, as ;^opoSt8ao-Ka\oy, originally taught the chorus the various

gestures, postures and attitudes, which, under the name dancing,

aided in the expression of emotion and the interpretation of his

verse.

In these days most of us would probably be slow to admit that

our complex art of music is in any sense imitative of human life,

while dancing has been vulgarized, and as a fine art has almost

disappeared from our midst. But though each of these sister

arts now moves along independent lines, still there can be no

doubt that the Greek view of their essential unity—based upon

the common rhythmic element—is in strict accord with primitive

conceptions, and may even to-day be illustrated in the customs

of many aboriginal peoples.

The union, for example, of song and dance, is almost universal

among the primitive peoples of the world. The aborigines of

America, Africa and Australasia almost invariably combine

dancing with vocal and instrumental music* Dance and song,

indeed, are "so unified, that it is neither possible to treat of the

subject of primitive dance without primitive music, nor to make
it even probable by means of ethnological examples that they

ever were separated." *

The third member in the triad, poetry, can hardly claim a

status as ancient as that of dance or music. Among primitive

races vocal music often exists without language of any sort, the

expressions used being mere aids to vocalization. In many cases

though definite words are used, these are practically meaningless.

Poetry, indeed, however simple, has an intellectual basis and

implies a certain amount of mental cultivation. It is, however,

not infrequently developed by races that are still in a primitive

stage of culture, in which case it is invariably set forth in the

1 Cf. Emil Reich, Hungarian Literature {l^ondon, 1898), p. 30 : "Music

in Hungary is the vocal and instrumental folk-lore of the people, and no

lyrical poet of the Magyars could help writing without having in view the

musical adaptation of his poem."
2 Wallaschek, Primitive Music (London, i%<)'^), passim.

* Ibid., p. 187.
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form of song. The Maoris, Australians and Tahitians have song-

poetry of a comparatively artistic value.

An important feature of all primitive music is its preference for

rhythm as compared with melody. The Iroquois Indians, for

example, have a highly developed sense of rhythm in their music

and dances, but their melodies are very poor.^ The Samoans, a

highly musical race, always keep time well, though they care

little for distinct melodies ; while among the Siamese, a people

devoted to song, " modulation and expression," we are told,

"were sacrificed to power and rhythmic effect."^ In fact, in

the music of primitive races, melody is always a matter of slight

consideration. " We do not meet with a single instance among
savages of melody, fixed according to musical principles."*

Among savages, dancing and singing directly reflect pleasur-

able and painful states of mind. The native Australian sings, when

hungry or sated, when angry or glad. The songs of Indians vary

distinctly in character, according as the occasion is a mournful or

merry one. The Greenland Eskimos can express various passions

in their dances and drum music. Similarly, nearly all aboriginal

people recognize the great emotional power of music and use

it both to cure disease and to banish evil spirits. Under the

influence of his native rhythms, the Australian rushes to the

hunt and the fray, or is soothed into tranquillity and submission.*

Even among the most civilized nations of to-day, no art takes

such a direct hold upon the emotions as music. You will see

more emotion in a concert-room than in an art-gallery, and this

is especially true when the music is of the simpler, more tangible

kind.

In the light of these facts, the testimony of Greek philosophers

as to both the ethical and the imitative character of music is

more intelligible, inasmuch as Greek music, though far removed

in point of development from that of primitive races, was much

simpler than the modern art. Just as in China music has

been under state supervision, and edicts have been issued

against effeminate airs, so Plato, in the firm conviction that

melodies and rhythms are expressive of character and react upon

it, would have the whole musical art controlled by authority.*

"A musical training," he tells us, "is of supreme importance,

1 I6id., p. 51. ^ /did., p. 21. ^ /i,id., p. 230. * Ibid., pp. 39, 44 ff.

8 Plato, Republic, iii, 398 C ff.
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because rhythm and melody sink into our inmost soul, and take

hold of it most powerfully."^ Hence the importance of admitting

into education only the right kind of rhythms and melodies

—

those, namely, which will contribute to the upbuilding of a manly,

noble and beautiful character. Unwholesome music, through its

pernicious effect upon the citizens, may ultimately disturb the

most important institutions of the state.'' It is in a similar spirit

that Aristotle recognizes in musical forms the very image and

reflection of human passions and character.' The various modes

of Greek music have their own peculiar character, imitating

various states of feeling and affecting the hearers in distinctly

different ways. Even the curative properties of music are recog-

nized by Aristotle, who speaks of sacred melodies, in which men
laboring under religious frenzy have found healing and cleansing

for their souls.*

Thus we see how, even in the late days of Plato and Aristotle,

Greek music preserved some of the striking features of the prim-

itive art. It was still in a comparatively rudimentary stage and

maintained a close hold upon human life, exerting with its marked

rhythm a strong psychical and even physical influence. It

was simple and direct, a vehicle for emotional expression, and

appealing directly to the feelings of the hearer. As with Chinese

music, its modes were believed to be full of significance and moral

import. The connection between words and tune was close and

vital, the time of the music coinciding perfectly with the metre

of the verse. The unified art was, however, in such a stage, that

poetry was the dominant element, the music being subsidiary and

serving not to obscure, but to emphasize and illustrate the force

of the words. To Plato, indeed, music without words is a mean-

ingless anomaly.^ Further, though the Greeks were familiar with

harmony,® of which even savage nations have some knowledge,'

they never employed it in vocal music, their choruses being sung

in unison, so that the poetry did not become indistinct amid a

variety of melodies.

1 Ibid., 401 D. * Ibid., iv, 424 C. ^ Aristotle, Pol. v (viii) 5. 1340 a 18.

"^ Ibid., 7. 1342 a 10 : in 61 tuv lepuv iitkuv op^iiEV TOVTOvg, brav jp/;CTuvra<

To'ig k^opyiaC,ovcL tijv ipvxvv fii?i-eai, KadicTafitvovQ, uarrep larpeiag TVx6vTag Kal

KadapbeuQ. ^ Plato, Laws ii, 669 E.

« Westphal, Die Musik des griechischen Alterthumes (Leipzig, 1883), p. 24.

'' Wallaschek, Primitive Music, pp. 139 £f.
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In view, then, of the intimate relations maintained between

music and poetry even in the late days of Greek literature, let

us endeavor to ascertain how close a connection existed between

them in the age portrayed for us in the earliest of our extant

literature, the epic.

It must, of course, be assumed that the Iliad and Odyssey are

the resultant of a long process of antecedent development. The
epic, indeed, presupposes lyric sources, which in their turn, if we
may draw conclusions from the customs of various aboriginal races,

go back to a primitive drama of a pantomimic character.^ Of
such a drama we learn very little from Homer.^ In one passage

from the Iliad^ we have a reminiscence in a dance of youths and

maidens, headed by two Kv^iarriTripe or professional players, who
perform in dumb show.* A similar scene in the Odyssey repre-

sents a minstrel singing to the lyre, while the Kv^iaTTjTripe perform.*

Of the lyrical forerunners of Homeric epic, we have much
more knowledge. Thus Homer mentions several forms of both

choral and solo lyric. The paean, for example, was sung by the

Achaeans after a sacrificial feast to propitiate Apollo. "^ It was

also sung as a song of victory after the death of Hector.' Of the

ihrenus, or lament for the dead, we have an instance near the

close of the liiad,^ where Hector is bewailed.

Trapa (5' elaav aoidovQ

dpTjvuv e^apx^tvi, o'i re OTOvoeacav aoi67)v

ol u£v 6fi dpfjVEOv, enl 6e arevaxovTO ywalKEq.

Here follow solos, sung by Andromache, Hecabe and Helen,

respectively (of 21, 12 and 14 verses in length), with whom
the mourning women wail in accord. Smiilarly, over the body

of Achilles a threnus is chanted by the Muses themselves respon-

sively, while the Nereids and the Achaeans join in the lamen-

tation.^ The hymenaeus is described in connection with the Shield

1 Wallaschek, Primitive Music, p. 271.

"- Unless otherwise indicated, I use this name to embrace only the Iliad

and Odyssey. ^ 2 590-605.

* In Hector's boast, ol&a d' ivl arad'u) ('irjiu) /lETlireaOai Apijt (H 241), there

is doubtless a reference to an ancient war-dance, in which a battle-scene

would be acted in pantomime. To such a scene there is also an allusion

in n 617, where the Cretan Meriones is called a good dancer {opxv^Tr^i)

,

= 617. ^A473. 'X39iff. 8i2 72ofE. " w 60 ff

.

14
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of Achilles/ Pipes and strings (aiXol cj)6pfiiyyes re) with dancing

accompany the bridal song.

The hnus was one of the early Volkslieder of Greece, being a

plaintive nature-song on the death of a beautiful youth who
typified the passing of summer. As described by Homer, it was

a solo sung by a boy to his own string accompaniment, while

youths and maidens danced, shouted and gesticulated in concert."

In the Odyssey, Calypso and Circe are represented as singing

(doididova otti KaXfj) as they ply the loom.^ Nothing is said as to

the burden of their songs. Here the noise of the shuttle would be

a substitute for the music of strings. In the /had, Achilles occu-

pies his leisure time in singing the glories of heroes ((cXta dp8pS>v)

to the accompaniment of a clear-toned harp ((j^opfiiyyi Xi-yetj;).*

Doubtless, other varieties of song, religious and secular, were

familiar to Homer, but we must confine our attention to those

actually mentioned in the epics, of which the most important are

the lays setting forth the kXco dvSpav. In these we must recognize

the immediate predecessors of the epic poems, which—whatever

be our theory of epic composition—must be regarded as embrac-

ing a number of epyllia or songs of an epic character. Such an

epyllion was the song of Phemius,^ dealing with the return of the

Achaeans from Troy, "the newest song to float about men's

ears,"® or that of Demodocus,' setting forth Odysseus' quarrel

with Achilles, or again the same bard's song on Odysseus and the

wooden horse.' A song of this sort is described by Alcinous®

as dotS^j vpvos or ' linked song ', vpvos having its early meaning as

derived from the root found in Latin suere, English 'sew'.'" Thus
v/ii/oy, as used of song, and the once disputed pa'^co8ia have pre-

cisely the same original force, a fact well illustrated by the phrase

which Hesiod" applies to himself and Homer in the words eya koI

Oprjpos doi8o\ peknofiep ep penpols vppois pd'^avres dni8rjp.

The numerous legends of early Greek bards, such as Orpheus,

Musaeus, Eumolpus and Olympus, point to a wide diffusion of

1 2 491 £f. 2 2 569ff. 3e6i, K22I. * I 189.

^0326. ^0352. ''^73£f. ^d^ggH.
^6 429. 10 Cf. Smyth, Greek Melic Poets, p. xxvii. " Fr. 244 Rz.
'^ Cf. Sittl, Geschichte der griechischeti Litteratur , I, p. 119, who compares

pdnTeiv with singen and siuwan (Eng. 'sew'). Koegel, Geschichte der

deutschen Litteratur, p. 143, connects sitigen with seq- [itisece, ivverre, and

therefore sagen), but not so Kluge.
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minstrelsy throughout Greece in prehistoric days. In the cata-

logue of the ships^ is told the story of such a traditional bard, the

Thracian Thamyris, who is evidently regarded by the author as

a wandering minstrel, ready to enter into contests of song. These

bards, to be sure, figure nowhere else in the Iliad. Achilles, as

we have seen, was his own minstrel, and the doiSol, who in o 720

chant the threnus over Hector, were professional mourners who
led the dirge. In the Odyssey, however, the doidol have a recog-

nized position at court, and here, prompted by the Muse' or

" stirred by the god 'V they sing (deideiv) to their own string-

accompaniment both /cXea dvbpdv and tales of the gods,* making a

selection from their repertoire of their own accord^ or, on request,

taking up a narrative at some particular point * in the story. In

the palace of Alcinous, Demodocus, on one day, besides accom-

panying with his lyre the dance of the Phaeacian boys,' sang

three lays, two about Odysseus, and one on the love of Ares

and Aphrodite.* Other subjects for the minstrel's song (dotSjj)

recorded in Homer are Orestes,' Penelope,^" and Clytaemnestra."

The minstreP^ is skilled in lyre and song" and his art is de-

scribed" by the expression Kidapis koI aoidrj. He accompanies the

dancing," and opxrja-rvs and doiBt] are mentioned as closely associ-

ated pleasures." Evidently the art of the Homeric minstrel is

in that primitive stage, when singing, playing and dancing are

intimately connected and almost form a single interest, such as is

well illustrated by the description of the /inos in 2 569 ff." The
dance, however, does not usually accompany the minstrel's song,

and in his performance (a combination of vocal and instrumental

1 B 594 £f. * ^ 73- ^ opuTjOelQ deov, ft 499.
* Cf. 'T'heocritus, xvi, i, 2.

aiEi TovTo Aiog Kovpaig fieTiei, a'lsv aoidoig

vfivElv adavcLTovq, vfivelv ayaOuv kMu avdpiJv.

5^45. « 500, evdev kluv. ' 6 262. 8 e 266 ff.

' y 204. '" u 197. " u 200.

'2 In connection with this whole subject, compare Koehler, " Uber den

Stand Berufsmdssiger Sanger im Nationalen Epos Germanisc/ier Volker,'^

in Germania, XV (iSjo), pp. 27 ff.

13 (p6pfj,i.yyog eniaTO/xevoc /cat aoiSfjg, <p 406.

'*a 159; cf. N 731 ; B 599, 600.

'5 Cf. ip 145. 1* a 421, 6 253, p 605, a 304.

" See above, p. 210, also Prickard, Aristotle on the Art of Poetry, p. 21.
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music) it is the story—the words used—which affords the main

charm for the hearer.^ This story, however, is set forth in song,

and if divested of its musical garb would no longer be a tale

of minstrelsy, such as appealed so powerfully to the Greeks of

Homer's day.^

This musical dress for epic narrative is regularly defined by

the verb dei'Set*/. Though an instrumental accompaniment was

as regular a feature of the minstrel's art as vocal song, yet detfieir,

embracing as it did the narrative, was much more representative

of the entire performance than such a verb as KidaplCeiv, which in

fact is found in Homer only once,^ or cfjopixiCtiv, which occurs only

three times.* On the other hand, aelbeiv, as applied to Phemius,

Demodocus and bards in general, is used no less than twenty-

eight times. It is also used twice of Achilles, as he sings the

K\fa dvSpayf,^ and twicc of the Muses themselves, once as they sing

in Olympus while Apollo plays the lyre,* and once of their contest

with the boastful Thamyris.' This, then, is the prevailing appli-

cation of the verb, for of actual singing in other connections

(presumably in combination with words), aeideiv or the allied

doiStden/ is used only eight times. It is also found once in con-

nection with the nightingale's song,* and once is used figuratively

of the bow-string, which, when touched by Odysseus, sang "like

a swallow."*

There still remains one instance of the word in Homer, and

that is in the opening line of the Iliad. Here, in the invocation

to the Muse, the poet calls upon the goddess to do that which he

himself does under her inspiration. The epic poet, who, like

his own Achilles or Demodocus, sings the /cXe'a avhpu>v is himself a

minstrel guided by the Muse, and as his first word (/i^fti/) intro-

duces the theme of his story, so the second (oeide) expresses the

mode by which it is to be presented to his hearers."

' Cf. p 519, CTTc' ifiepdevTa (Sporolaiv.

' Cf. p 518—521. <jf J' ot' aoiSbv avrjp TroTiSepKerai, of re deuv e^

aeidri, 6e6ad)^ gTre' IfispdevTa (ipoTolaiv,

Tov d' ap.oTov fie/LLaaaiv aKovefiev, onndT' aeidri-

ug k/Li£ keIvoq edeTiys Trapy/j-evoc ev /neydpotaiv.

^ 2 570. * In the Odyssey only, the instance in 2 605 being spurious.

'1189,191. * A 604. > B 598. ^r5i9. '91411.

1" In the corresponding line of the Odyssey, ivverre is used, as elsewhere

Ecnere (cf. B 484), from the root found in insece, sagen, say. The two terms
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We are all, of course, familiar with a common use of the verb

'sing', and its equivalents in various languages, according to

which the poet is represented as a siiiger, whose productions are

veritable songs. This use, it is needless to say, is more or less

artificial, and for the most part is a mere imitation of the language

of early poets, who actually did sing their compositions. How
often, for instance, has this use of de/Seti/ in Homer suggested a

word for the more learned, less naive poetry of later times? In

arma virumque cano Vergil imitates the opening of the Odyssey,

but his verb he takes from that of the Iliad. Milton's "sing,

heavenly Muse !
" comes directly from ^jj"'*' n'«*S« ^*«' ^^^ Homer,

living as he did in the very hey-day of Greek minstrelsy, and

being himself the greatest of all the aotSoiV is little likely to have

used the verb in these opening words of the Iliad in a purely

artificial sense—a sense in which he employs it nowhere else, and

which is at all times rare in Greek literature.^ Thus in his great

epic the word retains its primary and natural meaning. The poet

was indeed a singer, and Homeric poetry preserves this notable

feature of the primitive poetic art. It was intended to be actually

sung.

As we have said, an instrumental accompaniment was a

regular though less essential feature of the art of the aoiScJs.^

As Odysseus and the swineherd drew near to the palace,

"the sound of the hollow lyre rang around them,"* ova ydp

<T(f)i(Ti ^dWfT del8eiv ^^fiios. Similarly, when Telemachus and

the disguised Athene came among the suitors, an attendant

placed a lyre in the hands of Phemius, and 7 rot 6 (pop/xiCwp

are in no sense contrasted, yet they are not synonymous. The one, aeideiv,

involve^ the other, kvccnElv, and expresses not only the fact of telling a

story, but also the manner of doing so. Compare what is said below on

Myeiv TE Kal g6eiv in Plato.

^ Cf. Hesiod, Fr. 244 Rz., iyu Kal "O/nTjpog aoiSol /leAirofiev k, t. A.

* The verb applicable to our 'the poet sings' or 'writes' is ttoieIv or

simply Tiiysiv, not aSsiv. Plato nowhere uses a6ecv of the poet from whom
he quotes. See p. 217 below.

* It is hardly necessary to call attention to the prominence of the harp or

similar stringed instrument among the early Germanic and various other

peoples. (Cf. Koegel, Geschichte der deutschat Litteratur, p. 142; "the non-

strophic epic song was regularly delivered with harp accompaniment."

For its importance among the Old English, see Padelford, Old English

Musical Terms, (Bonn, 1899) pp. 2, 6 ff. * p 261-3.
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avt^aWero Kokov ddSfiv? It is a question whether in these passages

ava8dX\€(T6ai is used of the instrumental prelude, " sounded the

prelude to his sweet singing", or of the opening of the song

itself, " lifted up his voice in sweet song ". The latter inter-

pretation is supported by a passage in the Hymn to Hermes"

yTjpver d/xj3oXaSiji', eparfj 8e oi ecrnfTO (fxavfj,

where d/i/3oXdSr;i/ " by way of prelude " certainly modifies yripvero.

However, even if Phemius " touched the chords in prelude to his

sweet singing ", it does not follow that the lyre was confined to

the prelude and that the rest of the song was purely vocal. If

such an interpretation were applied to the opening of Pindar's

First Pythian, we might infer from the beautiful apostrophe of the

xpva-ea (})6ppiy^, which " with quivering strings gives the prelude

to choir-leading overtures ",' that only the prelude, but not the

ode itself was accompanied by the strings. No one has ever

imagined this.

Tradition indicates that in reference to the lyre accompaniment

there may have been some distinction between Homeric and

Hesiodic epic. Hesiod is said to have been excluded from a

Pythian musical contest, because he did not accompany himself

on the lyre,* and Pausanias finds fault with a sculptor for repre-

senting Hesiod with a Kiddpa on his knees, when the poems them-

selves show that, as he sang, he held in his hand a laurel staff,*

viz. that which the Muses gave him when they consecrated him

to their service. In Homer, the staff is held as a sign of authority

by heralds, judges and speakers in the assembly, but is never

mentioned as a symbol of minstrelsy. Pindar, however, himself a

Boeotian, and therefore probably more familiar with Hesiodic

than Homeric symbolism, assigns the pd^Bos to Homer, for "by

the staff of his divine heroics he set forth the excellence (of Ajax)

for others to sing ".^

However, the very fact that Hesiod presented himself at a dis-

tinctly musical contest would show that whether he employed

^ a 1 55 ; so 266, of Demodocus, ^ 1. 426.

* ayrjaixopuv ondrav Tzpootfiiuv

aiifio7ia<: tevxv? '^'^^^I'^ofikva. * Pausanias, 10. 7- 3-

^ Ibid.,<). 30. 3; Hesiod, Theog. 30.

* KaTCL pdjidov e^paaev deaneaiuv eneuv Xonrol^ dOvpecv, Pindar, IstA. 3. 56.
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the lyre or not he regarded his work as belonging to the musical

art. Moreover, we must remember the striking difference in tone

and intrinsic worth between Homeric and Hesiodic verse, much
of the latter being mere prose in contents, though verse in form,

so that Hesiod may not have found much favor at a. Pythian
contest. And finally, we must not forget that in thus gossiping

about the old epic poets, Pausanias " seems to repeat the stories

of the time when the richer and more elaborate lyric poetry came
to look upon the old epic recitation as bald and poor."^

The successors to the Homeric aoiSoi are the so-called rhapso-

dists. The term pa^wSd? is of late origin, occurring first in

Herodotus,^ who tells us that Clisthenes, tyrant of Sicyon {circa

596-565 B. c.) stopped the rhapsodists from contending for prizes

in Homeric verse, because Argos and the Argives are celebrated

throughout. The verb pa\j/co8eiv first appears in the Ecclesiazusae

of Aristophanes,^ and in Plato,* who applies it to Homer and
Hesiod themselves. Hesiod's own expression pa^avm doiS^v, and
Pindar's designation of the Homeridae,^ panrSyv iivemv aoi8oi, illus-

trate the meaning of the first element® in the compound,—a com-
pound which could hardly have been formed before it was
necessary to distinguish between varieties of doi8q. Thus the

term payj^aSia, ' stitched, i. e. linked or continuous song,' did not

originate until other forms of doi8ri came into prominence, and
chiefly such as are associated with me/ic, a name which is prob-

ably due to the grouping of words and music in members (kutu

(leXr)),'' as contrasted with the unbroken continuous flow of epic

and certain other forms of verse. Similarly, rhapsodists were
sometimes called o-tixc^SoI,^ because the poetry they rendered con-

sisted of single lines, which were not grouped in melic systems.

Closely connected with the rhapsodists is that body of verse

which has come down to us known as the Homeric Hymns.
These Hymns, showing as they do much diversity of language

and tone, evidently belong to different times and places, and

^ Mahaffy, Greek Literature, vol. I. p. 117, note 2.

"^

5. 67. ^l. 678. The play was produced in 393 B. c.

* Rep. X, 600 D. 5 JSfetn. 2. 2.

^ See above, p. 210. For another explanation, see Cxo'iSQi, Histoire de la

Litt^rature Grecque, Vol. I, p. 412, note 3.

' Cf. Smyth, Greek Melic Poets, pp. xviii flE.

' Schol. ad rind, Nem. 2. i.
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testify to the wide-spread and long-continued custom of rhap-

sodizing. We learn from Pindar' and Plutarch^ that rhapsodists

composed hymns as preludes to their rendering of Homeric and

other poetry. Hence, besides vfxvoi, we also find the word npoolfjua

frequently used of these compositions,—a term appropriate

enough to the smaller Hymns, though less so to the larger ones,

some of which are long enough to be of independent interest.

The Homeric Hym^is were composed by rhapsodists in con-

nection with various religious festivals, at which there were

contests of song. Of such contests we have frequent notices

from the close of the seventh century B. c. on, while tradition

carries us back to the time of Homer himself. The most notable

contest was connected with the Panathenaea, where by a law of

Solon's it was ordained that rhapsodists should render Homer in

consecutive, not hap-hazard order.

The most complete description which we possess of the rhapso-

dist's art is that given by Plato in his Ion It is not necessary to

give the details of this familiar picture, but we may note one

important fact. Even in Plato's day the rhapsodist's rendition of

Homer was regarded as a kind of musical performance. Thus

pa\^a)8la is not Only a branch of fiovaiK^,^ but it is grouped * with

avXrjdis, Kiddpia-is and KidapcpSia as a kindred art, and as each of the

other terms designates a form of vocal or instrumental music, it

seems clear that paxf/adla is regarded in a similar way. Moreover,

the verb aBetv is used of Ion's rendition of the Odyssey^ and of the

performance of rhapsodists in general,' and further, a portion of

Homer as presented by a rhapsodist is even called by Plato a

fxiKos,'' a word which certainly implies a distinctly musical element.

Notwithstanding Plato's language. Professor Jebb claims* that

"the rhapsode of Plato's time clearly did not si7ig Homer to

music," for though aheiv is used of Ion's performances, " that word

was applicable to any solemn recitation : thus Thucydides ap>plies

it to the reciting of an oracular verse."" Jebb seems to forget

that '' singing and recitation—as the very word recitative should

be enough to remind any one—pass into each other by degrees

imperceptible to any but a technical ear."" Moreover, the use of

^ A' em. 2.1. "^ De Musica, 6. ^ Jo7i, 530 A. * Ibid., 533 B.

5 Ibid., 535 B. « Ibid., 532 D. '' Ibid., 536 B, ^]eo\). Homer, p. 80.

'Thucydides, 2. 54.

'0 Saintsbury, 7he Flourishing of Romance and the Rise of Allegory (Scrib-

ner's 1897), p. 48.
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aScti/ in Thucydides affords weak support for Jebb's contention.

It is found only in the second book, four times in all. In chapter

8 we read ; kcu ttoXXo \ikv Xdyia eXeyovro, rroXXa 8t ;^pr;cr/:/oXoyot ^8ov

K.T. X., where there is a distinct contrast between ordinary speak-

ing and a professional mode of rendition, quite possibly singing.^

In chapter 21 aSetj/ is similarly used of the chanting of oracles by

professional xpWH-o^oyoi, and in chapter 54 it is employed thus

twice, for with a(TovTai we must doubtless supply ol xp^ot^oXoyoi and
in the case of adeadai the agency would be expressed by vn6 tS>v

XP'7o-/ioXo'yci)v. If the laws in certain states were " conveyed to the

people in forms of music and poetry," why not oracles as well?'

Again, a study of Plato's use of adeiv in other dialogues will

confirm the view that in the /o?i the word does imply -musical

presentation. Thus the phrase Xeyeti' re Ka\ a8uv,^ which is used

several times, shows that aSeiv means more than Xsyeti/. In sub-

stantive form the words become Xdyot re koI (o8aL* In fact, 'keyfiv is

used of plain speech, and aSetv of the same speech, when it

becomes song, such as a lover sings.* In one case, aSeiv is com-
bined with nouip, the latter being used of poetical composition,

the former of the rendering of the poem.^ Of the fifty-four cases

of a8f(.v given in Ast's Lexicori Plaionicum there are probably

very few where the word is not used literally of singing.' In two,

it is said to be equivalent to celebrare.^ In only two is it supposed

to equal proiuintiare, but an examination of the passages ' shows

^ We must supply 7MyLa with the second -nol^la and " der Unterschied liegt

in tkkyovTo and ij&ov'''' (Classen).

"^ See Butcher, Some Aspects of the Greek Genius (Macmillan, 1893), p. 185 :

" we read of laws arranged as catches and sung after dinner."

3 Cf. Lachmann's article (1833) Uber Singen und Sagen, in Kleinere

Schriften, ed. by Mullenhoff (Berlin, 1876), pp. 461 ff.

'* Plato, Lysis, 206 B.

* Ibid,, 205 D. ; 205, E ; 206 C. Cf. Sympos. 214 B. (al. iv:d6zLv); Gorg. 502 B.

^ Lysis, 205 D.

^This may include the singing of birds (Phaedr. 85 A) and even the

crowing of cocks (Svmpos. 223 C).

^ Lysis, 205 C '. a fj tt6\iq h\ri g6si, and 205 D, dnep al ypdiai adovct.

^ Laws, ix, 854 C and D. Lucian, Herod. 833. i, uses gdeiv of the mode
in which Herodotus presented his histories at Olympia, but we may note

that (i) the historian was supposed to enter a contest, which was presum-

ably musical (oi OeaTijv dA/l' ayuvicTfjv irapeixev eavrdv) and therefore qSetv is

probably used by analogy ; (2) his books were called after the Muses in
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that there it is used metaphorically, the laws proclaimed being

treated as hymns and preludes {npooiina').^

In an enumeration of the early Greek musicians, beginning

with Amphion, the fabled inventor of the citharoedic art, Plutarch

includes Thamyris, Demodocus and Phemius, whose tales, he

assures us, were similar to the poems of Stesichorus and the old

lyric writers, who composed hexameters and set them to music

(fiArf).'^ Terpander, too, "set airs, according to his nomes, to the

verses of Homer as well as his own, and sang them at public

contests".* Terpander, in fact, was an Homeric payj/a86s* whose

own compositions, called later irpooiiua Ki6apa8iKd,^ are very possibly

represented in the extant Homeric Hymns.^

From this passage in Plutarch we may draw two important

inferences. In the first place, we have positive testimony that

Homeric hexameters (non-strophic) were sung by Terpander, even

as hexameters were sung afterwards by Stesichorus, the latter's,

however, being in strophic form. In the second place, the citha-

roedic art existed long before Terpander, who, by his musical

improvements, merely enriched and enlarged its scope. Thus

the innovation here attributed to Terpander consisted not in the

singing of Homeric verse, but in singing it according to definite

musical styles, represented by his so-called nomes. If the more
elaborate music of Terpander could be applied to Homeric verse,

consequence of the recitation, and (3) he belongs to the infancy of prose,

and his style has many traces of its poetical origin. Cf. Dionys. Halic.

de Thucyd. ch. 23, p. 865.

' See above p. 215 f. In Plato, Rep. ii, 364 C, ol yikv KaKiag nipt EVTrereiag

6i66vTEq, Muretus suggested gdovrsQ for diddvTtq, but the change would not

accord with Plato's use of gdeiv.

^ De Musica 3 : ol noiovvTeg etttj rovToig jitkr} nepieTidsaav.

^ Ibid., Tolg eneai rolg iavTov Kal rolg 'Ojur/pov peXy nepiTidkvTa gdetv £i> role

ayuciv.

*" Every ancient doidof is a rhapsodist, not because he sews songs to-

gether, but because he is a composer and reciter of epic songs [pama etvtj').

He recites his own and can also recite those of others". (Comparetti, The

Traditional Poetry of the Finns, translated by Anderton,—Longmans,

1898-p. 357.)

* Plutarch, De Mus. 4 : nenoijjTai de rCt TepiravSpG) koI wpooi/iia KidapudtKo, iv

Eneciv.

^ Cf. Wolf, Prolegomena ad Homerum §§ 106-7 (pp. 64-5, Bekker); Muller,

Greek Literature, I, p. 206; Sittl, Geschichte der griech. Liit. I, p. 122.
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there could certainly have been little trouble in combining with

it the simpler music of earlier days.

According to Timomachus, as quoted by Athenaeus,' Stesander

the Samian was the first citharoedus to present Homeric poetry

at Delphi, his selections being taken from both the Iliad and the

Odyssey. Here the innovation consists not in singing Homer
to a lyre accompaniment, but in competing in the Pythian citha-

roedic contests with Homeric verse, instead of poetry composed
by the citharoedus himself. The original contest at Delphi,

according to Pausanias, consisted in the singing of hymns to the

god Apollo,'' and Eleuther is mentioned as the first who com-

peted with a song which was not his own.' It was a tradition

recognized by Athenaeus* that Homer himself had given all his

poetry a musical garb and Chamaeleon is quoted as saying, in

a work on Stesichorus, that not only the verses of Homer, but

also those of Hesiod, Archilochus, Mimnermus and Phocylides

were sung (^cXaS/j^iJi/at).^

This important statement of Chamaeleon's is in complete ac-

cord with the inherent probabilities of the case. The poetry of

the Greeks, as of all other nations,* was originally song-poetry,

and the changes from sung to merely spoken poetry (i/^iX;) Tro/jjats)

came not before, but long after Homer. It will not do to claim

that Homeric verse was not sung, because it is not strophic' If

a strophic arrangement were a necessary prerequisite for song,

Homer's verse would have been strophic, like the songs of the

Edda or the Vedic hymns. But in the Kalevala, or epic poetry

of the Finns, there is an "absolute want, at all times, of strophic

division",' and yet the epic runes (called laulu 'song', in distinc-

tion from luku 'reading', or magic rune which is merely recited)

were actually sung to the accompaniment of the kaniele, or instru-

* Athenaeus, xiv, 638 a.

' Pausanias, x, 7. 2, aaai vjuvov kg tov dedv.

^ Ibid., X, 7. 3.

* Athenaeus, xiv, 632 d, juefie?u)TvotfjK£vai naaav iavrov ryv izoirjaiv.

^ Ibid., xiv, 620 c.

* "The Japanese name for • poem ' is allied to the word ' to sing,' and it is

the opinion of the native literati that in olden days all poems were sung "

(Chamberlain, The Classical Poetry of the Japanese—Boston, 1880, p. 22).

' Westphal, Griechische Rhythniik (Leipzig, 1885), pp. 211 ff.

* Comparetti, The Traditional Poetry of the Finns, translated by Anderton

(Longmans, 1898), p. 299.
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ment of five strings, corresponding to the Greek <f)6pniy^.
" In

Finland there is no difference in form between eVoy and /ie'Xoy."'

In Greece, the continuous, unbroken hexameter verse is alone

in evidence long before we meet any other. Not only so, but

the earliest form of historical lyric is the same. The early lyric

hymns were dactylic, as were also the nome, prosodia, paean,

hymenaeus and threnus." How strong a hold hexameter verse

had in lyric poetry may be inferred from the fact that four

hundred years after Terpander it was still used by Timotheus of

Miletus, in his vonoi KidapcoBiKoi, which are defined as tnr].'

The first deviation from epic verse-form is the elegiac couplet,

which is derived from the hexametric series by a slight modifica-

tion of every alternate line, so that a continuous metrical para-

graph is broken into small sentence-groups. This couplet, which

first comes into view in the seventh century B. C, proved a fitting

vehicle for personal reflection of all kinds, and though so closely

allied to the stately verse of the epic, was soon found to be

applicable to the most heterogeneous subjects. Elegy (a word of

Asiatic, non- Greek origin) is closely linked with the music of the

flute, and in its earlier days, whether associated with a funeral

or a banquet, a call to arms or sentimental moralizing, was

undoubtedly sung.

On this point the testimony of Plutarch is very explicit: ev apxf,

yap eXeyfia pepeXoTToirjpeva ol auAmSot rjdov.'' Mimnermus, the elegiac

poet, was a noted flute-player, and his name was associated with

a particular tune for the flute, known as the Kpa8ias vopos.^ How
the elegies of Theognis were rendered may be inferred from the

poet's words on his beloved Cyrnus:

Kai ae avv avXioKoiai TiiyvipdoyyoiQ veoi avdpeg

EVK6afi(j)g kpaToi nakd te nal Xiyia

dcovrai.^

—they were sung to a flute-accompaniment. As for Solon, we
all remember the story of how he recovered Salamis for the

Athenians. " Mounting the herald's stone, he sang through the

elegy, which thus begins :
' I am come myself as a herald from

lovely Salamis,' using song-embellished words, in lieu of simple

^ Ibid., p. 31. "^ See Smyth, Greek Melic Poets, Introduction.

3 Steph. Byz, M-Hi^toq.

* De Musica, 8, ^ Ibid. * Theognis, 241-3.
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speech."' Solon's language reminds one of the fact that Japanese

envoys once sa7i^^ important speeches at foreign courts. After

Solon's da)' the children of Athens were taught to sing (aStiv) his

poems,° and Chamaeleon's statement, already quoted, that the

works of certain of the non-melic poets were once sung, includes

Mimnermus, Phocylides and Archilochus.'

The poet last mentioned, Archilochus, is the reputed inventor

of the iambic trimeter,* and since the iambic, as Aristotle clearly

shows, ^ is of all verse-forms the least removed from prose, it is

here, if anywhere in Greek poetry, that we should expect the

element of music to disappear. And yet, as we have seen, the

verses of Archilochus, (including, no doubt, his iambics), were

once sung, even as in later times they were presented in the

theatre by rhapsodists, as were also the iambics of Simonides.*

It is here, however, in iambic verse, that we may detect the

first indications of a tendency to divorce music and poetry in

Greece. Plutarch states that "Archilochus, according to tradi-

tion, first showed how iambics could be partly sptktn' to the

stroke of the lyre, and partly sung (thereto); afterwards, the

tragedians followed this custom ; then Crexus, taking it from

them, applied it to dithyrambs." Thus it was Archilochus who
first substituted speech for song in the least elevated type of

poetry, though even here he still retained the instrumental music.

This mode of delivery was adopted in tragedy, and in time made
its way even into one form of melic poetry, the dithyramb.

The innovations in metres and poetical delivery attributed to

Archilochus are coincident with the great advance in the musical

art with which the nameof Terpander is associated. Archilochus

and Terpander flourished in the first half of the seventh century

B.C., and among the ancients it was a disputed question, which

was the older of the two.* Be that as it may, Terpander and

' Plutarch, Solon, 8 : kv u6y dte^JjWe ttjv kTiEjEiav, rjq eariv apxv '

avTog Kijpv^ f/Wov a(j)' IfiepTfig 2a/la/uvof

,

Koc/iov ETTEoyv udr/v t' dvr' ayop^g dsfisvog.

2 Plato, Timaeus, 21 B.

3 See p. 219 * Plutarch, De Afusica, 28.

^ Aristotle, R/iet. 3. i. 9 ; Poetics, 4. 14.

^ Athenaeus, xiv, 620 C.
" Plutarch, De Musica, 28 ; i-t 6e tuv la/ifiEiuv, to to. jiev MyEodai napa r^v

Kpovaiv, TO. d' gSsadac, ^Apx'i^ox6v (paai KaradEi^ai.

^/dtd.,4.—Glaucus of Rhegium supposed that Terpander was the earlier.
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Archilochus take part in the same forward movement in art.

Terpander, the poet-musician, and Archilochus, the musician-poet,

are the founders of that more musical and elaborate form of lyric,

which is known as melic poetry.

Besides being famous as a writer of iambic, trochaic, and elegiac

verse, Archilochus was a love poet, who possessed the strong

personal feeling and fiery passion characterizing the Lesbian

singers, Alcaeus and Sappho. He also composed dithyrambic

and epinikian hymns, of which the latter at least were choral.

These poetical forms belong to melic verse. Yet it is the same

Archilochus who was apparently the first to weaken the hold of

music upon poetry by allowing iambic verse to be sung only in

part, and who invented the mode of verse-delivery known as

TrapaKaraXoyT]. In no case, however, did he give up an instru-

mental accompaniment, for we are told that he determined the

accompaniments appropriate to his various rhythms, and also to

his TTapaKaTaXoyr],

The term napaKaraXoyrj has been the subject of much discussion.

WestphaP supposes that it is a melodramatic delivery, mere

declamation with instrumental accompaniment, while Gottfried

Hermann and Christ take it to mean musical recitative. Certainly

the term, taken literally, seems to imply plain or prose speech

{KaTaKoyahy]v elprjj^eva) but it is evident from Zielinski's study' of

the question, that in actual practice it was as often recitative as

melodrama. The instrumental accompaniment would constantly

tempt the voice into musical utterance,^ and recitative was cer-

tainly employed very largely on the Greek stage.^

Before Archilochus, the presentation of poetry had been con-

trolled by the limitations of the musical art. Now that the latter

^/did., 28.

2 Griechische Metrik, (Leipzig, 1887), pp, 53 ff.

^ Zielinski, Z>iV Gliederung der altatiischen Komddie,{^t.\'^z\%, 1885), pp.

288-3T4. .

^ "The general temptation is, to let it (the voice) glide, insensibly, into

some note sounded by the orchestra ; in which case, the effect produced

resembles that of a Recitative." (From the article on Melodrama in

A Dictionary of Music and Musicians, eA. by Sir George Grove,—Macmillan,

1890.)

^Zielinski, loc. cit.; Haigh, Attic Theatre, 2nd ed., p. 301 ; Barnett, The

Greek Drama, ^. 81, (Macmillan, 1899). Aristotle's scanty treatment of

vocal music in the Poetics applies only to ixE?Mnoua.
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had been greatly enriched and developed, new poetical forms

arose, and the musical delivery tended to become more elaborate

and complex. This would be suitable enough for choral poetry

with its dance accompaniment, or for monodic poetry of an

impassioned tone, but would seem less appropriate for more
reflective verse, or for poetry of a narrative or didactic class.

Hence the non-melic verse-forms did not—indeed, could not,

without material change in form—keep pace with the advance

made in music, but continued to use the simpler and more modest

art. Their musical delivery, as long as this was preserved, stood

halfway between declamation and melic song, and must therefore

have closely resembled recitative. On the other hand, if declama-

tion, aided by an instrumental accompaniment, tended to pass

into musical utterance, we can see how these two modes of pre-

sentation would often meet on common ground, and yet be

described in different terms, according to the writer's point of

view.

In the rhapsodic delivery, then, we have a survival of the earlier

musical art which existed before Terpander's day,—a delivery

practically identical with the presentation on the stage of that

large portion of a drama which was intermediate between the

merely spoken dialogue and the sung lyrics.^ Thus we can

explain the frequent use of musical terms in connection with the

arts of rhapsodist and actor, as in Plato's account of Ion's perfor-

mances, or Lucian's satiric description of the tragedian who " at

times struts about, singing iambics, and— the most unseemly

feature of all—putting his misfortunes into melody, and making
himself responsible for voice alone."* Thus it is that in Athe-

naeus ' the three verbs ^ueXaSeti/, pa-^aSelv and vnoKpiveadai are all

found m one passage to describe the rhapsodist's mode of

delivery. The first two are used in reference to the verses of

Archilochus, while the first and third are both applied to the

hexameters of Homer and Hesiod. The three terms are not

synonymous. The first, /^eXwSeZj/, shows that the music was the

main feature of the performance, while vrroKpivfadai. emphasizes the

mimetic element.* The second verb, pu-^ade'iv, used of the iambics

^ See Zielinski, loc. cii.

* Lucian, De Sallatione, 27 : ivio-z koI TvepidSuv ra lofi^ela, Koi to 67/ alcxLCTov

fj.E2.(f)6(i)v rdf av/x(j)opa,g k. t. A.

' Athenaeus, xiv, 620. 12.

* Thus bharata means actor in Sanskrit, singer in Indian dialects.
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of Simonides, the hexameters of Empedocles, and undefined

verses of Archilochus, is the normal expression,^ and as the

name itself indicates, implies nnisical utterance. ° Doubtless the

character of the performance differed according to time, place,

individual tastes and the skill of the performer, but nothing is

more certain than that, so long as poetry was made public in

Greece by oral delivery,—and this covers almost the whole

creative period of the literature,—vocal music was considered a

natural and regular, if not essential, element of the presentation.

The music involved was either plain or artistic, simple or

elaborate, recitative-chant or set melody, but it was music, and

in all cases, distinct from simple speech. If it was not jueXwSt'a, it

was at least payj/^abla, a term which is never used of the formal

reading or recital of prose, even in public gatherings, and how-

ever musical the delivery.'

Terpander's singing of Homer was doubtless an attempt to

adapt the old song-material to the new music of his heptachord,

but the adaptation could not be made with any permanent success.

The non-strophic hexameters with their continuous flow {axoivoTevrj

atTixaTo) could easily be rendered in simple chant-form, with slight

modulations and few melodic phrases, but were unsuited to the

variety of intervals and more definite melodies which resulted

from the enlargement of the musical scale. For us, whose music

is so elaborate, it is hard to find an analogous case in our own
experience, but the difference for the Greeks between an Odys-

sean episode, as sung by the early rhapsodists and as sung by

Terpander, might be compared to the contrast for us between the

Te Deum, as chanted to a simple Gregorian melody, and the

^ This verb is also used of Xenophanes' public rendition of his epic poem
on nature (Uiog. Laert. ix, i8).

2 In Lucian's Symposium (431. 17) it is said that Histiaeus, the gram-

marian, rhapsodized, when at a banquet he combined into a single song

(cjfJ^) verses from Pindar, Hesiod, and Anacreon, two of whom are distinctly

melic poets. The term pai/'wrf/a is used of Chaeremon's Centaur, a poem
composed of metres of all kinds (Aristotle, Poet. i. 9.)

3 1 do not find it used even of the showy rhetoricians of late times, who
sometimes possessed "the voice of a nightingale," whose " rhythms were

more varied than those of the flute and the lyre," and whom Lucian derided

for turning their speeches into songs and melodies. (Philostr. Vit. Soph.

2. 10, 3; Lucian, Rhet. Praeceptor 19: fiv 6k nore koX gaai Kaipbt; elvai SoKy,

rravTa aoi ihUadu Kal /x£?iog yiyveadu.)
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same, as sung to an elaborate musical setting. Or again, since

only our simplest poetry is ever married to music, we might

fittingly compare a modern epic, composed in hexameters, viz.

Klopstock's Messias, as merely read, and the same, as sung to

the setting of Kapellmeister Graun, who, in composing music

for certain portions, tried to preserve "das Mittel zwischen Reci-

tativ und Arie, zum Versuch, wie die Griechen ihre Tragodien

gesungen hatten." ^ Graun's success delighted the poet's friends,

but we do not read that the experiment was ever repeated.

Even the Terpandrian music was simple enough in comparison

with that which succeeded it. Phrynis and Timotheus represented

two important stages in its further development, so that in time

the music of Terpander came to be regarded as quite out of date :

TT)v yap oXtyoxopSiav /cat rfjv anXoTrjra Koi crffivoTtjTa ttjs fJiovaiKfjs TravTeXats

apxalKT^v €ivai (Tvp^i^j]Kev.'^ And Aristoxenus of Tarentum {/lor.

300 B. c.) tells us how he and a few friends, believing the music

of his day to be thoroughly debased, would gather together to

contemplate the beauty of the older art.*

What the delivery of the Greek doiSdr or pa^^(ohQ9 was like may
perhaps be learnt even to-day from certain countries where the

minstrel's art preserves its primitive character. Thus, in Finland
" epic and lyric runes are sung to a musical phrase, which is the

same for every line; only the key is varied every second line,

or in the epic runes at every repetition of the line by the second

voice. The phrase is sweet, simple, without emphasis, with as

many notes as there are syllables."* In certain parts of Russia

epic songs are still sung, and collectors of these poems give us

descriptions of the Russian rhapsodists, " with their fine voices

and masterly diction," which enable us to appreciate the character

of their performance. " The airs to which the songs are sung or

chanted, are very simple, consisting of but few tones, yet extremely

difficult to note down. Each singer has an air of his own (per-

haps two), to which he sings all the songs in his repertory,

modifying it according to the subject and sentiment with the

greatest skill. Rybnikof and Hilferding often dropped their pens

^ Hamel, JClopsiock-Studien, zweites Heft, p. 113 (Werther, Rostock,

1880).

2 Plutarch, De Mus. 12. ^ Athenaeus, xiv, 632 a.

* Comparetti, The Traditional Poetry of the Finns, trans, by Anderton,

p. 71.

15
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and listened in amazement and admiration to the skill of these

untutored minstrels."^

But the most interesting and instructive parallel is furnished

by the Kirghiz, of Central and Western Asia, a people peculiarly

rich in various kinds of folk-poetry. The songs of the Kirghiz-

Kazaks, a wide-spread nomad race, are mainly lyric ; those of the

Kara- or Black Kirghiz, whose home is in the mountainous

country on the Russo-Chinese frontier, are exclusively epic.

Epic song, indeed, has absorbed all other kinds, and this is so

extensive that the common Volksgeisi—the whole life, spirit and

aspirations of the people— is reflected in it, as in a mirror.' Dr.

Radloff, who has collected many thousands of lines of this epic

poetry, finds striking resemblances between such a remarkable

body of verse and the great Homeric epics, and with good reason

expresses the opinion that the poetry of the Kara-Kirghiz "will

contribute not a little to the solution of the yet unsolved ' epic

question'". The interesting information furnished by Radloff

certainly throws a flood of light upon some dark places in early

literary history, and the Homeric student, in particular, is under

great obligations to this distinguished Russian investigator.

The character of the Kirghiz singing is thus described. "In

the delivery the singer always employs two melodies, one ren-

dered in more rapid tempo, for the narrative of facts, and the

other, for speeches, delivered in slow tempo as solemn recitative.

This variation of melody I have had occasion to observe in all

singers of any skill whatever. Otherwise, the melodies of the

various singers are almost absolutely the same. In respect to

clearness of pronunciation, the Kara-Kirghiz singers excel those

of every other branch, their musical presentation interfering so

little with an understanding of the words, that it is easy for even

a foreigner to follow the song."^

The Kara-Kirghiz singers have all the inspiration of the

Homeric aoi6oi. " I can sing any song whatever," said one to

Radloff", "for God has planted this gift in my heart. He puts the

word upon my tongue, without my seeking it. I have learnt

^ Hapgood, The Epic Songs of Russia (Scribner's, New York, 1886) p. 11.

2 Proben der Volkslitteratur der nordiichen tiirkischen Stdmme, gesanimelt

und iibersetzt von Dr. W. Radloff. v. Theil : Der Dialect der Kara-Kirgisen.

(St. Petersburg, 1885).

' Ibid., p. XV i.
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none of my songs ; each wells up from my heart." * Only a

genuine dotSd?, one who was himself full of the Volksgeist and had

the native song-inspiration, could possibly, according to Radloff,

combine the single songs into a unified epic, like the Iliad and

the Odyssey y for such an epic must be "a compilation of that

which is created and sung by the people," and in spite of its being,

in an important sense, the work of an individual, "will contain

contradictions and repetitions, even as do the episodes sung by

the people themselves, which have originated at different times

and under different circumstances."* Who can doubt that if

such an architectonic poet should arise among the Kara-Kirghiz,

he too, like Homer, would set forth his work in song?

Leland Stanford Jr. University. H. RuSHTON FaIRCLOUGH.

1 Ibid., p. xvii. * Ibid., p. xxv.





SOME STATISTICS ON THE ORDER OF WORDS
IN GREEK.

The free order of words in ancient Greek authors is often

emphasized and has even caused investigators to doubt the

possibility of finding general rules.' At the present stage of our

knowledge it is perhaps best to be satisfied with individual

observations. However, some fundamental ideas seem sufficiently

reliable to be used as guides in our search.

Henri Weil has taught us that sentences should be regarded

as having an initial notion and a goal. He says :

"
" There is then

a point of departure, an initial notion, which is equally present

to him who speaks and to him who hears, which forms, as it were,

the ground upon which the two intelligences meet; and another

part of discourse which forms the statement (I'^nonciation)

properly so called." He then discusses the following examples:

Idem Romulus Romam condidit ; Hanc urbem condidit Romulus

and Co7ididiiRomam Romulus, dindsdiys: "The point of departure,

the rallying point of the interlocutors, is Romulus the first time,

Rome the second, and the third time the idea of founding."

That is to say, these initial words were in each case familiar, and

so were used as natural starting points, from which to proceed to

the new idea, the goal of the sentence. In another passage

he says: ' "In general there is no syntactical part of the sentence,

whatevci may be its name, form, or extent, which may not have,

in a given case, the initial notion of the thought."

On the other hand, Weil recognizes the fact that sometimes

the goal comes first. This he calls the pathetic order.*

This twofold division of the sentence, based on the order

of words, had before been taught by Chr. Karl Reisig.* Re-

' KZ. 33. 508.

» The Order of Words, transl. by C, W. Super, p. 29.

^1. c, p. 33. M. c.,p. 43.

5 Chr. K. Reisig, Vorlesungen uber lat. Sprachw., III. Bd. neu bearb.

V. Schmalz u. Landgraf, Berlin 1888, p. 845 £E.
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ferring to him Weil says in a note:^ "The two parts of the

proposition which this scholar calls the 'logical object and the

predicate' seem to me to coincide with what I have named the

initial notion and i\\^ goal oi the discourse."

Now, as regards emphasis, it seems evident that this should fall

on the goal of the sentence, on the new idea to be conveyed,

whereas the initial notion, though prominent by position, requires

less stress of utterance when already familiar. Reisig says on this

point :
" Da nun in solchen Satzen oft die Hauptbetonung auf dem

Pradikat liegen musz, als dem Spezielleren, so folgt dass es

keineswegs notwendig ist, den betonten Begriff voranzustellen;

z. b. Gallia omnis divisa est in partes tris, wo das tris als das

Speziellere mehr zu betonen ist. Cic. p. Quinct. c. 12. Quis

sic dissolutus fuisset, ut fuit S. Naevius? Quum hominem nomino,

satis mihi videor dicere, wo nomino betont ist." There are, how-

ever, various possibilities by which the initial notion may gain

in stress, while the goal may lose.

When subject and predicate are accompanied by modifiers, it is

often difficult to determine which word, or words, the writer

intended to emphasize. An important principle that helps de-

termine this, is the tendency to move a word forward in the

sentence. B. Delbriick^ says: "So lasst sich als ein durch alle

indogermanischen Sprachen durchgehendes Grundgesetz der

okkasionellen Wortstellung das aufstellen, dass das hervorzu-

hebende Wort nach vorne riickt."

To illustrate this principle, I present the results of an examina-

tion of the simple infinitive in Plato's Protagoras. It is easy

to see that the infinitive regularly follows the word on which

it depends, whether it be as subject, object or in other relations.

Excluding the occurrences of the articular infinitive and those

of a fixed order, such as oxjTf., nplv, etc., with the infinitive, I have

counted 635 examples, of which 593 follow the word on which

they depend and only 42 precede. That is to say, 93 per cent

follow in the regular order, which is the reverse of the order in

Sanskrit in the case of the auxiliary verb and infinitive.^

An examination of the 42 cases that precede will show that

these infinitives are more or less emphatic, sometimes presenting

' 1. c, p. 114. 2 Grundr. Vergl. Gram., V, p. 38 ff.

^ Delbriick, 1. c, p. 63 ff.
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1

the initial notion of the sentence. Take for examples the passages

340 d, 343 d, 344 a, 344 b, 344 e, where Socrates makes points

on y^veaOat and ilvai., or 337 b-c, where Prodicus explains the

difference between evboKifxf.lv and enmveiadai, fv(f)paipea6ai and fjdeaOai.

Sometimes it is not the infinitive alone, but the infinitive joined

to its adverb, object, or predicate, that is made prominent, the

latter taking first place, as 313 a, to acbfia inLTptneiv, 337 a, koivt] jxev

yap aKOvaai, 343 ^> *''''' <'iv8pa ayaBov yfvfadai ;^aXc7rdi', Or followmg,

as in 31 1 c, reXtiv tovto to apyvpiov. The last example shows that the

infinitive may take the prominent first place in order to serve

as a connecting link with the previous sentence, the chief emphasis

coming later on the postponed interrogative tLw 6Wt.

In 325 c, we find oUadai ye xpv which seems to be the usual

order for this phrase. It occurs again in Crito 53 d, 54 b, Phaedo

68 b, Gorg. 522 a.

More complex than the arrangement of the infinitive and its

governing word is that of the copulative verbs, mainly elvai. and

yiyvetrQat, with their predicate adjectives or nouns. In the Gorgias

I counted 604 cases of predicate before verb, and 84 cases of

predicate after verb; in the Protagoras 381 of the former and

73 of the latter. That is to say, in the Gorgias 88 per cent of the

predicates precede the copula and in the Protagoras 84 per cent.

In his article on the Greek verbals in -reo Professor C. E.

Bishop ' presents statistics for the relative position of verbal and

copula, which agree closely with the above results. For Plato his

figures show over 83 per cent of the order, verbal followed by

copula, and nearly the same (84 per cent), when his detailed

statements for the Orators, Xenophon, Thucydides and Herodotus

are included.

As regards the effect of the order by which the predicate

follows its copula, Professor Charles Short in his valuable essay,

prefixed to Yonge's English-Greek Lexicon,^ makes this ques-

tionable statement: "If the word in the predicate be somewhat

emphatic, or have an adjunct following, it may stand after the

verb." The fact is that, while the predicate may be emphatic

when it follows the copula, it is equally or even more emphatic

when it precedes. The explanation is that the copula with its

predicate usually constitutes the goal of the sentence and as such

is emphasized.

1 Am. J. Ph., XX, p. 252 ff. 'Chap. X.
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The change from the regular order should rather be explained

with reference to the copula, which is put before the predicate

in order to receive the emphasis: Protag. 343 d, ort ovk, aK\a

yfviadai fiev )(aketTov (iv8pa ayadov eariv, 344 ^< °^ 7°P «H'a* dWa yeveadai

fUv iariv av8pa ayadov . . . ;^aXen-oi' aXadeas. (The emphasis clearly

rests on the infinitives and not on the predicate avBpa dyadovO

Protag. 345 '-'' ° ^^ kokoj dvrjp ovK av nore yevotro KaKos' eiTTi yap del»

325 b, e(f)' oh OVK eCTTi ddvaros 17 f»j/xt'a. (Here punishment with death

is already before the mind; the emphasis lies on the negative

statement.) However, emphasis on the copula may easily and

naturally be joined with emphasis on the predicate: Protag. 337 a,

ccTTt yap ov ravrov. ^l6 d, e'ycb 8e rrjv cro(f)iaTiKf]v rex^prfv (prjpl p.fv etvat

iroKaiav. 35-^ ^> ^'""' • • • to avTo (paivrjTai f)8v re Ka\ ayadov. Gorg. 4^3 '^>

o 8oKf2 p.iv fivai TexvTj, wr 8e 6 ffios \6yos, ovk eariv rex"^) dW eptneipia

Kal rpi^Tj.

Then again neither copula nor predicate are emphatic, as

in Gorgias 4^3 ^} o 8 eya Ka\S) rrjv priTopiKtjV, Trpdyp-aros Tivos eVrt

fiopiov ovBevos rS>v KaXmv. PrOtag. 32 1 b, (am 8' ols f8aK€v tivai Tpo(f>fjv

^tudv aXXatv ^opdv.

If we turn to examples of the regular order, it will be easy

to find emphatic predicates: Protag. 350 b, ovkovv ol 6appa\eoi ovroi

Koi dv8peioi elcriv', 3^5 ^> tovtcdv 8e . . .to fiev woXii ^(vot ((f)aivovTO.

This is regularly the case, as is recognized by Professor Short,^

when the predicate is placed at the head of the sentence, either

closely followed by the copula or separated from it; Protag.

325 b aKeyfrai ms davixaaioi ylyvovrai 01 dyadoi, 325 d 8iaiJ.dxovTai, oncos cos

jSAritrTor earai 6 irals, 33^ ^ ""^^ ovros 6 Xo'yof earl, 315 ^ "^'^ "" davfj.d(oifii,

el Trai8iKa Tlavaraviov rvyxdvei a>v, 3^5 ^ 7rdaao(f}os yap pot 8oKfi avrjp eivat

KOI Bflos, ^16 d oil yap crpiKpoi TTfpi avra <pd6voi re ylyvovrai.

But the arrangement, predicate copula, may also stand without

emphasis. Protag. 3^2 e, W S17 eort tovto, nepl ov avros re fViCTTjj/xav

fcrrlv 6 (To<^i.<TTr]s koi tov padrjrrjv noiti', here eniaTTjpoov earlv repeats the

cViWarai of the preceding sentence; 309 d aocjiardTcp (lev oSp S^ttou

tS>v ye vvv, ei aoi SoKel cro^oiTaTos fivai TIpcuTayopas, 327 b otet av ri, e(f>ri,

fiaXXov, S) S., rav dya6a>v avXrjrav dya6ovs avXrjras tovs vleis yiyvfcrBai rj tS>v

<j)avXa>v.

The regularity with which the predicate precedes the copula

determines to a considerable extent the order of these parts of

» 1. c, ch. X.
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speech in connection with the subject. The following table

presents a view of all the cases of copula and predicate adjective

or noun in the Protagoras, both with and without subject. I have

indicated where words intervene between predicate and verb by

means of (W) and where particles, such as hk, yap, av, alone inter-

vene by (part.)

PREDICATE PRECEDING COPULA.

Pred. Verb. Subj. = 43 Pred. (W.) Vb. Subj. = 9 Pred. (part.) Vb. Subj. = 10 Total = 62

Subj. Pred. Vb. =84 Subj. Pred. (W.) Vb. = 10 Subj. Pred. (part.) Vb.= 10 " =104
Pred. Subj. Vb. =20 " = 20

Pred. Verb =154 Pred. (W.) Vb. =12 Pred. (part.) Vb. =19 " =185
olds Te Vb. =10 " =10

381

PREDICATE FOLLOWING COPULA.

Verb Pred. Subj. = 3 Vb. (W.) Pred. Subj. = i Vb. (part.) Pred. Subj.= i Total = 5

Verb Subj. Pred. = 8 Vb. Subj. (W.) Pred. = 5
" = 13

Subj. Vb. Pred. =24 Subj. Vb. (W.) Pred. = 8 " = 32

Verb Pred. = 11 Vb. (W.) Pred. = 8 Vb. (part.) Pred. =4 " = 23

73

It will be noticed that although the copula frequently stands

between the subject and predicate that this is not the most usual

arrangement in the Protagoras/ The verb follows in 124 cases

and precedes in 18, whereas it stands between the subject and

the predicate 94 times in all.

Let us now turn to an examination of the order of subject,

object and verb.

Professor G. Kaibel^ writes of the six possible arrangements

as follows: " Allgemein giltige Gesetze fiir die Wortfolge giebt es

im Griechischen kaum: ein so einfacher Satz wie ol S' 'Adifvaloi

Tovs AaKeBaifjioviovs fPiKrjaav laszt eine sechsfache Ordnung der drei

Begriffe zu, eine jede wird unter dem Drucke des Gedanken-

ganges die einzig richtige sein konnen. Der Gedanke ordnet die

Worte, nicht ein Sprachgesetz, und je klarer der Gedanke desto

klarer und einfacher nicht nur der Ausdruck sondern auch die

Wortstellung." Professor Kaibel's insistence on the absolute

freedom of arrangement of subject, object and verb raises the

question whether or not there were conditions of thought or

language that favored one order rather than another.

Professor Delbriick ' sums up his conclusions on the order of

^ Cf. Transactions Am. Ph. A., vol. XXI, p. 17.

^ Stil u. Text der 'Adrjvaiuv noXtreia des Aristoteles, Berlin, 1893, p. 96.

^ Grundr. Vergl. Gram., V, p. no ff.
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words in the Indo-European languages in part as follows: "Die

Stellung der Worter war entweder habituell oder okkasionell.

Beide Stellungsarten sind beherrscht von dem Grundgesetz, dass

das wichtigere Wort seinen Platz weiter vorn im Satze erhalt.

Ausserdem kanndas rfiythmische Gefiihl, ohne Riicksicht auf den

Sinn, die Stellung bestimmen. Das habituell wichtigste Wort war

das Subjekt, dann folgten die iibrigen nicht-verbalen Bestand-

theile des Satzes, den Schluss machte das Verbum finitum."

In Greek this seems to be true of the subject, but less true

of the verb. In referring to the verb, he says (p. 65): " Fiir das

Griechische sind umfassende Sammlungen nicht vorhanden. Man
hat im AUgemeinen den Eindruck, dass die Stellung frei ist."

Again he says (p. iii): "Unter den im Satze vorkommenden
Kasus hatte der Akkusativ die besondere Neigung, unmittelbar

vor das Verbum zu treten." This also is true of Greek. Accor-

dingly we find that the most usual order is: subject, object, verb,

not subject, verb, object, as we might be led to believe from the

following statement:* "When the finite verb has its subject

expressed and a simple object, very commonly the subject stands

first, then the verb, and the object last, . . . but if the object be

emphatic it often stands before the verb." The fact is that both

arrangements are very common, as we shall see; though, in Xen-

ophon's Anabasis, which formed the basis of Professor Short's

work, the figures appear to be nearly equal. The following

table shows the number of occurrences of the above mentioned

orders in the books named at the head of each column.

Anabasis I. Protagoras. Gorgias.
j jj jjj y^

Subj. obj. vb 45 62 74 73

Subj. vb. obj 42 24 32 17

The predominance of the order S. O. V. is marked in Plato

and Isocrates. The difference in the style of the Anabasis,

indicated by the equality of the two arrangements will appear

even greater if the above table is subjected to some analysis.

In the next table, I have noted subject and object as noun or

pronoun, including as nouns, adjectives and participles so used,

and as pronouns, the pronominal adjectives Ttokvi and ttS?. I have

counted only sentences with simple objects and have included

relatives.

1 Preface Yonge's Eng.-Gk. Lex., Chap. VII.
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object is regularly put first if it be a demonstrative pronoun of

previous reference, or a word modified by such pronoun." But

his leading statement for the order in which the object precedes is

:

" When the object is very emphatic, it is put first, the subject and

verb following, the more emphatic commonly last." This state-

ment can hardly be said to characterize properly that class of

sentences in which the object precedes. In the first book of the

Anabasis there are, in all, 2 1 cases of the order O. S. V. Of these,

9 have relative objects, 7 demonstrative objects of previous

reference, and the remaining five cases are: t[io\ yap i, 3, 3,

arpovdov 8e I, 5, 3, (TTparivixa I, 5, 6, nera ravra oiVe (mvra Opovrav

0VT€ TfdvrjKora I, 6, II, Koi rjs vpas I, J, 3.

An examination of these five passages will show that the vpas

in the last example, though prominent, is not very emphatic and

that in the other four the objects are all more or less connective

and familiar and so can also not be called very emphatic. Take,

for example, the case of (rrpovdop 8e. Xenophon mentions (i, 5, 2)

the various animals that were found in the Syrian desert and says

:

ravra 8e ra Brfpia 01 tTTTret? tpior t Si'co/coj/. Then he speaks of each kind

and begins /cat 01 pep opoi, iirel ris SiwKot, npobpapoPT^s earaaap' k. r. X.

Next he refers to the ostrich and begins ; arpov66p fie ovSel? eXa^ep'

K. r. X., and in a similar way to the bustards, ras 8e ariSas ap rty raxv

dpiarrj eo-ri Xap^dpeip. These accusativcs are, to my mind, no more

emphatic than the nominative ol opoi, presenting like it only the

initial notion.

In the same way I find in Plato's Gorgias that, of the 55 exam-

ples of the order O. S. V., 35 have relatives as objects, and the rest

are mainly connective, and, while prominent, cannot be regarded

as especially emphatic. Thus in 512 e, rf/p elpappevrjp oiS' ap eh

fK(f>{)yoi, the idea of death being already before the mind, rrjp dpap-

p.eprfp is without cspccial emphasis, which clearly falls on the ovh'

* »
ap e(f.

Similar results appear in the study of the Protagoras and the

four orations of Isocrates. Accordingly, I consider that the usual

reason for beginning with the object is, that the object in such

sentences forms an easy connection with what has gone before

or at least presents a natural initial notion for its sentence, and

I am of the opinion that the stress which falls upon it, while

variable in force, is usually less than that which we place on the

goal of the sentence.
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Professor Short, in the passage cited above, states that the

subject and verb following the object are placed in such a way
that the more emphatic commonly comes last. This cannot be

true, if stated as a general rule, for when the verb comes last

it is more likely that the subject receives the greater emphasis.

If, however, the verb precedes, it may unite closely with the

object, thus leaving the subject to stand out prominently as the

goal. But in this case, too, the subject may be the indefinite rtf

and the stress fall on the preceding verb.

In regard to the last two methods of arrangement in which the

verb precedes. Professor Short says :
" When the verb is emphatic

it often stands first, the subject and object following, the more
emphatic last." In such cases the verb is put first largely for the

sake of the initial notion and indeed chiefly to connect with what
has gone before. The object or subject that follows is usually

joined closely to the verb, thus allowing the third member to

stand last and receive the emphasis that falls on the goal. Some-
times, however, in the order V. S. O. the subject is contrasted

with the object.

In discussing the relative importance of the various positions

we must of course bear in mind that some other word than sub-

ject, object or verb may receive the chief emphasis. One example
may suffice. In ovk a\>.ax'^*- tqvt eyw XrjyjroiJiai, Anab. I. 7. g, it is

evident that the chief stress falls on a^iaxfi.

In order to form a clearer conception of the arrangement of

the verb and object on the one hand and the verb and subject

on the other we must study them separately. In the Protagoras

I have counted 601 cases where the object precedes the verb,

relatives and interrogatives being excepted ; and 363 cases where
the object follows. These figures show that the statement^• "The
simple object commonly follows the verb ; but precedes if em-
phatic," cannot be correct. I should prefer to say that the ten-

dency was to give the object the prominent position before the

verb, even when not emphatic, but that frequently the object was
made to follow. The following table presents a partial analysis

of the above figures, showing in which words a considerable part

of the difference in arrangement lies.

1 Pref. Yonge's Eng.-Gk. Lex,, Chap. VII, iii.
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OBJECT PRECEDING VERB.

civToq no
TOIOVTOC

sKElvog

oSe

avrSg

fioi eSo^e

Sbst. TTOiela^ai 8

alrj-^TJ "kiyziv 1

6

* 1 ot Ta fia^Tniara irepidyovTcc ... lO

* ovdeva . . . ^eT^t'iu inoirjcav ... 8

* aavTov . . . GO(piaT^v Kapex^'^ • • 13

* fiei(,ov TO v6a7]fia ttom 5

* dAAcvf ol(5f r' el noielv aya^ovq. . 4

10

6

3

24

34

OBJECT FOLLOWING VERB.

OVTOg 26

TOLOVTOq I

eKclvog 7

oSe 2

avTog 42

edo^e fioi 17

Tieyei t^v aXTf&eiav i

Tov fifj irpoaTTotovfievov diKaioavvijv

.

i

* 'Koirjcei KOL as ao<p6ii 2

* noieiv avdpag aya'&ovg noXirag . . 4

* aaa(j>r/ enoisi ra T^eyofjiEva 9

The prevalence of the order, object verb, in the case of olros

and toloZtos is largely due to the desire to bring the pronoun into

close connection with the word or words to which it refers and

even when it follows, a similar reason can often be detected, such

as a desire to bring the demonstrative close to a following relative

or on clause. At the same time ovtos before the verb may be

emphatic while an unemphatic ovros of previous reference may
follow. The preference of the oblique forms of airoy for the

position after the verb is probably due to their enclitic nature.''

Turning now to the arrangement of the subject and verb, I find,

omitting relatives, that in the Protagoras 65 per cent and in the

first book of the Anabasis 66 per cent of the subjects precede

their verbs.

The following table gives some idea of the distribution.

Subject verb.

iyiy

kyii olfiat

Protag.

. 78

2

ug syufiai o

ctg kyc) <j)/i/j,i 2

iyuye verb 6

oi " 38

(TV (imperative) 4

ug av 07ff 2

Anab. Verb subject. Protag. Anab.

f/r 6' kya 44 (vb. syo))

iipT^ Eyu 31

yyovfiai iyu 2

60KU tyi) I

eIttcv ovv kyu 2

verb iyuyE 10

E(j>7}a9a ovv cv i

ug <f>fg ci)

^The examples marked with * are typical.

*Kuhner-Blass, Gk. Gr., I, p. 339, A. i.
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Subject yerb. Protag. Anab.

iyw rc koX <tv vb 4

^^^fHverb
vfieic )
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the verb commonly goes before its subject." Besides the cases

cited I counted c^airiv av lywye 2 times and 8 examples of ^arat with

a proper noun as subject. Of the opposite order with 7Z£>w«-sub-

jects preceding I found only 6 examples of <^a.vai, in all of which

the subject has been made prominent, as in 317 e, fVel Se Traj/rer

o-vveKa^efo/ze^a, o npcoTaydpaf , Nui/ 87 ai/, ?0)7, Xeyoiy, ^ 2. Only one of

them, 317 d, 6 KaWi'ay e^j;, is a parenthetic phrase and here the

new subject must be made prominent.

With o)? and the verb ^avai also, the subject preferably follows
:

SxTTrep f(f)rj "Oiirjpos, 34O a ; as (prjai, IIpobiKos o8e, 34O C; wr (f)f/s (tv, 361 d
;

wf (jjafiep eya> rt Koi Up-, 354 ^'> ^^ 'Pd^ °^ '^^^^ ^7^ neiBopai, 316 a (the

chiasmus here is easily made^. Of the opposite order I have

found only los iym (f}T]pi, 338 d, and wr o-v (p^s' eluoras, i>s iya (f>r}pi,

322 e. Here the pronouns are decidedly emphatic.

With wf and other verbs, however, the order, subject-verb,

seems the usual one ; and as we might expect, the pronouns are

here frequently used without especial emphasis, as in the 8 exam-

ples of u)s eyapai. The rest of the examples are: as eya rJKovaa,

311 a; wo-Trep ai) Xtyeis, 323 a; 344 C; 35I e; 352 C; a)s trv ipu)Tas,

351 d ; coTirep TIpa>Tay6pas e7re;^etp€i Xeytiv, 361b; u)s airo SrjXoi, 329 bj

iaantp (TV vnoKap^dvds, 34 1 a; as (rv (nrevdfis, 36 1 b. I have only

one example of the reverse order to oppose to the above citations,

oix wf olerai Upcorayopas, 34*-^ *-•

That the personal pronouns are not always emphatic is recog-

nized by Professor Gildersleeve,* who calls attention to the

frequency of e'ywSa and eyapai. I think it is evident that the f-yw

is unemphatic in the phrases ^u S' f'^o) and e^iji/ eya and in many

other cases it seems better to read the pronouns without a special

stress as in Protag. 360 d, n' . . . ovre av (jirjs a epa>TS> ovre an6(f)r]s;

Haverford College, Pa. HeRMAN LoUIS EbELING.

' Syntax of Classical Greek, §69.



THE ATHENS OF ARISTOPHANES.

That Aristophanes has been a frequent source of appeal to

students of Athenian topography is evident from a casual inspec-

tion of Milchhoefer's '^ Schrifiguellen zur Topographic von

Athen'' published with Curtius' '' Stadtgeschichie von Athen^'

(Berlin, 1891), and of Miss Harrison's ^^ Mythology a7id Monuments

of Ayicient ^//i<?«^ " (London, i8go). But to the topographer

Aristophanes usually yields barren results ; for the purpose of

comedy did not call for any precise localizing of the places and

objects he mentions—the chief aim of topographic study. Nor,

on the other hand, do the local allusions in Aristophanes prove

very suggestive to the student of literature, unless he brings to

the perusal of the author the topographic knowledge acquired

from a personal acquaintance with " the fruitful land of Pallas,"

and from a study of the sites and monuments of land and city

as described in the Attika of Pausanias and in other sources.

But, if we presuppose the knowledge thus acquired, references to

places and monuments in the extant comedies and fragments of

Aristophanes fill in most richly the wavering outlines, and give

to our conception of Ancient Athens the touch of life. Hence, it

is the object of this paper, not to consider what contributions

Aristophanes may have made to Athenian topography, but to

define the scope and nature of his allusions to places and monu-
ments on Attic soil, and to sketch the Aristophanic picture of

Athens and Attika.

Attika is to Aristophanes ' the illustrious soil of the august

Pallas,'^ 'the much loved country of Kekrops.'^ Its inhabitants

are alone rightly of noble birth and autochthonous.* It is the

land of brave men, abounding in temples and statues and votive

offerings to the celestial gods ; in holy mystic rites and sacred

processions and well-crowned sacrifices ; and with the approach

of spring is here celebrated the Dionysiac festival, when are

heard the songs of melodious choruses and the loud-sounding

1 n 773. 2N 299 £f. 3 2 1076,

16
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music of flutes.^ It is a sea-encircled land with all the diversity

of climate and scenery, of fauna and flora, that mountain and

plain and seacoast and islands produce.'^ It experiences the

snows of winter, as well as the gentle breezes of spring. Hares

and wild game abound in the woods, sheep and goats are tended

in the pastures, and the bees feeding on the wild thyme of the

mountain slope produce "the Attic honey."* The country dis-

tricts delight in the vine, the fig tree, the olive, the stately oak

and the plane tree ; so too, in the arbutus, the myrtle and ' the

violet bed beside the well.' The hooting of the owl, the shrill

piping of the cicada, and the sweet notes of the lark and the

nightingale are heard in the land.

About the mainland are the islands, which are regarded politi-

cally as an essential part of the territory of Attika,*— Aigina,*

which the Lakedaimonians coveted, merely that they might

dispossess the poet (who is known to have had an estate there)
;

Salamis,® with its seafaring population, oft mentioned because of

the naval engagement fought in its straits ; and Euboia,' pointed

out on the map by the Disciple of Sokrates to the docile Strep-

siades, as stretching out a long way by the side of Attika, and

which had been ' stretched ' by Perikles.

Of the mountains of Attika, Fames ^ plays the chief role in

Aristophanes. It is from Mount Parnes whence the Chorus of

the Clouds descends gently towards the theatre. Hither Lama-
chos had to journey in the depth of winter to guard the moun-
tain passes from Boiotian robbers. Leipsydrion* was one of its

strongholds. Phelleus," where goats were pastured and wood
was gathered, was probably one of the spurs of Parnes. Kyklo-

boros," generally considered to be a mountain torrent pouring

down from Parnes' slopes, serves frequently as a simile to describe

the thunderous voice of the loud-mouthed Kleon. 'Perky'

Lykabettos^^ is twice mentioned in connection with Parnes, if in

B, 1056 we read with certain of the editors Uapvi]6iiiv rather than

• N 299 ff. 2 Cf. A 990 ff., E« 580, 1 127 ff,, 228 ff. et al.

301192,1/252, * I 170. ^ A 653, 2 123, B 363.

*> I 785, B 204, A 59, 411, E/c 38. ' N 211, 2715.
* A 348, N 323, B 1056, fr. p. 509. The references of the fragments are

to the edition of Dindorf, Oxford, 1835.

'A 665. '^A273, N71. " A 381, I 137, fr. 275,539, ^^ B 1056, fr. 509.
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No reference is made to the more famous Pentelikon and

Hymettos, nor to the rivers Kephissos and lUssos. Aristophanes

cites places and monuments merely because the situation he is

describing calls for mention of them, and the only conclusion we
can legitimately draw from omissions, such as these, is that while

occupying so prominent a place in literature and art these moun-
tains and rivers were not so intimately associated with the daily

life of the people as those more frequently mentioned. And we
must reflect that Pausanias, whose business it was to describe

what he saw, ignores the Pnyx and many monuments which must

have stared him in the face.

Paralia,^ or the seacoast, and Diakria,^ the mountain region,

are recognized as divisions of Attika. And many of its historic sites

and characteristic demes are presented in suggestive passages.

Sounion' is the Aegean headland, the promontory of Athens,

sacred to Poseidon of the golden trident, who is here worshiped

and who smites his own temple and the tall oaks. Laureion* is

cited only for its owls. Eleusis,^ is the spot, " where is reverence

for sacred rites not to be divulged ; where the house that receives

the initiated is thrown open in holy mystic rites." Marathon,'

with its lovely meads, where was set up the trophy of victory, is

symbolical of that sturdiness of character nurtured by the Old
Education, for the return of which the poet longed. Phyle^ was

still reminiscent of Thrasyboulos, when the Ploutos was com-

posed ; and to Phyle Lamachos was dispatched against his

protest through the snow to guard the passes.

Of the demes of Attika, Acharnai,* the largest and the most

important, has given its name to one of the extant comedies, a

deme of charcoal-burners, selected no doubt by the poet because

here he found that love of freedom and manly vigor characteristic

of the older generation. About the play is the atmosphere of

'A 58. 22 1223.

^I 560 and N 441 corroborate fully the recently discovered inscription

which proves that the beautiful temple hitherto called the temple of Athena
was the temple of Poseidon (v. Berl. Phil. W. Sept. 2, 1899; Athen. Mitth.

xxiv, 1899, p. 349). Cf. also 869, B 665.

*0 1106. 5N 302.

« A 181, 696, N 9S6, 2 711, 246, e 806, B 1296, A 285.

' A 1023, 1075, n 1 146.

*A 177, 180, 200, 203, 223, 329, 666 et al., A 62, 6 563.
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vigorous country life. Its seniors are ' sturdy old fellows, tough

as oak, inflexible, Marathon men, stout as maple.' Nor are the

women of Acharnai less pronounced. Lysistrate counted on them

first of all to join with her in her plot to restore peace to Hellas,

and in the Thesmophoriazousai mention is made of the story

of an Acharnian woman who once buried her father under the

kitchen-boiler. Other demes are known from the characters

attributed to them. Who does not recall Dikaiopolis of Chol-

leidai/ and Trygaios,the Athmonian,-'and Strepsiades ofKikynna,'

and Euelpides of Krios* and the less known Strymodoros of

Konthyle,' 'best of fellow-dicasts,' and Chabes of Phlya,' his

comrade, and Chairephon of Sphettos,' and " What's his name

of the deme of Kothokidai ?
"

' Other demes and places freerred

to for various reasons are—Anagyrous,' Brauron,'" Halimous,*^

Kephalai,^^ Kropidai,^^ Pergasai,^* Skiron^^ and Skambonidai,^^

Coming to Athens itself, we find it frequently cited by name.

Athena" is guardian of the city and is supreme over this " most

sacred spot, surpassing all others in war and in poets and

in dominion." ^* For the city, Aristophanes has his favorite epi-

thets—ancient (d/jxatat),^' sacred (Jepa/)/" WOndrOUS (^davfiaarai),^^

much-sung-of (noXvvfivoi),'^^ sumptuous (Xmapai),'^^ violet-crowned

(lo(TT€(j>avot),^'' much-to-be-envied (dpi^^Xwroi).^' The epithets

Xijrapal and io(Tre(l>avoi, the latter being first used by Pindar, are

made the subject of facetious parody in the parabasis of the

Acharnians. The ambassadors from the cities, says the poet,

made use of the term loureipavoi in order to cajole the Athenians

;

and he plays upon the double meaning of the word \map6s

' sumptuous ' and ' sleek ' or ' greasy,' alleging that if the envoys

soft-sawdered them by speaking of \nrapas . . . 'Adfjvas, they got

whatever they wished, though merely imputing to the Athenians

^' the glory of the anchovy.

Many of the important demes of the city are presented in

characteristic passages,—Diomeia,^* the site of the festival in honor

of Herakles, whose role Xanthias in the Frogs was playing, and

^A 406. 2E( 195, 3N 12^, 210. *0 645. S2 233.

«2 234. 'N 156. 8 9 620. 9 A 65. iOEt874. "O498.

''^0476. '^i yg, 1*1321. i^-E/cie. "2 81.

"I 580, 763, N 602, A 345. 1^1 1227. 191 1327. 201^80,1037,1329,
21 A 639, I 1329. 22^627^11224,9. 23 1 1329. 24 B 651.
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who sighs because it had not been for so long celebrated ; Melite/

whence came the aforenamed Xanthias; Kolonos," home of

" Meton, whom Hellas and Kolonos knows "; and Kerameikos,^

both the Inner, where near the gates the poor fellow at the Pana-

thenaia got so sound a drubbing, and the Outer, often alluded to

as the long home of the Athenian dead.

About the walls * of the city swarm numbers of the inevitable

dicasts and beside the battlements during the siege Dikaiopolis

suffered hardship amid surroundings not so agreeable as those

of the ambassadors to the Persian Court. At the city's gates^

were the cheaper markets, where sausages were sold made of

rather unpalatable ingredients. The streets* of the city were

narrow and muddy, for, according to the Chorus of the Wasps,
the old fellows seek their way with the aid of lamps, and should

the light by any chance become extinguished, there was danger

that they would stir up the mud as they walked, like the snipes.

Demosthenes' promises the Sausage-Seller in the Knights, that

when he demolishes Kleon, he shall become alone Lord of the

Agora and of the Harbors and of the Pnyx. As these were

the chief centers of Athenian life, they receive the most frequent

mention in the comedies of Aristophanes. To notice first the

harbors.

The Peiraieus® was a clever device of Themistokles, yet not

so clever as the chiton which the Sausage-Seller presented to

Demos; it was kneaded up by Themistokles for the city, while

the latter was at breakfast;® one of its harbors was known as

Kantharos;^" its Deigma" or Exchange, points a witticism against

the litigious propensities of the Athenians ; its Tenderloin dis-

xtrict^^ was observed by Trygaios as he mounts heavenward on

his beetle; its marts and merchant ships^^ are pointed out to the

Sausage-Seller as part of his possessions, when he overcomes his

rival; its colonnades and dock-yards" are scenes of busy activity

in times of war, when vessels are being launched, figure-heads are

getting gilded, provisions are being measured out, colonnades

are groaning with the press of business, and the dock-yards are

filled " with spars getting cut into oars, wooden pins resounding,

' B 501. "^ 998. 33 129, 1093, 395, I 772.

*2iio7, A72. 511246,1398. *S25off. '1165.
8 188s. 'I 815. '0Eii45. '^1979- "E<i6s. i»I 171. "A548ff.
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bottom oars getting furnished with thongs, and boatswains' flutes,

fifes, whistlings." Phaleron,^ on the other hand, has so sunk in

the scale of importance, that it is noted only for its anchovies,

which are frequently the subject of ludicrous mention.

The Pnyx is the subject of illuminating passages or forms the

center of important scenes in various plays. Thus in the Achar-

nians* we are introduced to the Pnyx as the place of assembly.

When Dikaiopolis arrives, he finds the Pnyx deserted and sees

the members gossiping in the Agora, trying to avoid the vermil-

ioned rope; but at the hour of noon they rush in pell-mell, every

man scrambling for the first seat. Demos, in the Knights,^ insists

upon coming to the Pnyx to decide the contest between the

Paphlagonian and the Sausage-Seller, for he cannot sit in com-

fort in any other place. Sosias, in the Wasps,* relates to

Xanthias, his fellow slave, the vision that appeared to him in his

dream—some sheep sitting together with staffs and cloaks, hold-

ing an assembly in the Pnyx, and addressed by a whale with the

voice of a bloated sow—a parody on Kleon and the stupidity of

the Athenians. And in the Peace^ Hermes tells Trygaios how
the goddess Eirene is anxious to know "who at present is master

of the Bema in the Pnyx." The Thesmophoriazousai*' doubtless

settles conclusively the question that the Pnyx was the scene

of the celebration of the Thesmophoria, and much of the fun

of the piece centers round this fact. The Pnyx became for a few

days annually, as we judge from the play, a sacred precinct under

exclusive feminine control. The assembly, the female herald,

the prayer, the debate, the resolution, show that in ancient times

as in modern, feminine assemblies got their ideas of parliamentary

practice from the sterner sex. And when Mnesilochos is dis-

covered, they run round the whole Pnyx, and search the tents

and the passages in the vain endeavor to find another masculine

interloper. The strong-minded women of the Ekklesiazousai ''

desired to hold forever the possession of that Pnyx which the

women of the Thesmophoriazousai held annually for a season.

They disguised themselves as men, seized the best places in the

Pnyx, overawed and out-voted the regular members of the assem-

bly, and petticoat rule is established in Athens.

' A 901,^76, fr. 422. 2A20ff. 3i745ff. * 2 30 ff.

5 Et 680. « 655 &.; cf. 278, 879 etc. ' Ek 85 ff., 280 ff.
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The neighboring hills—the Areiopagos, the Hill of the Nymphs
and the Hill of the Muses, receive no mention, but Barathron,'

just outside the walls, as a place of dire punishment, has become

a term of execration, and to it various disagreeable persons are

consigned by their angry antagonists.

\y^ ^ The Agora or Market- Place, as the center of Athenian life,

naturally constitutes the chief theatre of action for the characters

of the Aristophanic plays, being referred to in all the extant

comedies and in the fragments as well.^ It is represented as the

resort for lounging and gossip, for public and private business; it

has its boundaries, its market-tolls, its market-clerks ; its various

commodities are often mentioned in detail ; even its plane-trees,

said to have been planted by Kimon, are referred to in a frag-

ment. The kvkXoi, or sections of the Agora, devoted to specific

lines of business, are familiar places of resort—the flour-market,'

fish-market,* bird-market,' cheese-market,' vegetable-market,'

bran-market,' lamp-market,' perfume-market," myrtle-wreath-

market," pottery-market,'^ barber-shops," chemists'-shops," &c.,

&c.

Buildings and temples and statues, known from Pausanias and

from other sources, to lie within the limits of the Agora or in its

neighborhood, are mentioned amid associations that fix them

forever in the memory.

Into the Bouleuterion'^ or Senate-House, the author was drag-

ged by Kleon on account of his last comedy (the Babylonians),

and calumniated and lied against. Hither rushed Kleon and the

Sausage-Seller in their efforts to convince Demos of their respec-

tive merits and Kleon is carrying the day by the mere strength of

his voice, when his opponent creates a diversion by announcing

the rc:duced price of anchovies, whereupon the dignified Senators

leap over the barriers and rush out to avail themselves of the

change in the market. Possibly in the ' Basileia'* of the Birds,'

there is an allusion to Basileia the queen-mother of the neigh-

1 I 1362, N 1450, B 574, n 431, 1 109, fr. 309.

* A 21, 533.719. 896; I 147, 181, 293, 636, 1009, 1245, 1373, 1375; N 991,

1000, 1055; 2 i6, 492, 659, 1372 ; E« 999; 1000 ; A 558; ©457.578; B 1350 ;

E/c 62, 681, 711, 728, 819 ; n 787, 874; fr. 162, 3 ; 344, 3, 8; 391.

3 Ek 686. 4 B 1068, 2 789. 6 14. « B 1068. ' A 557. 8 i 254.

9N1065. '•'11375. "8448. "*A557. »3n335. '*N767.
'^ A 379, I 395, 485. '®0 1537 (v. Miss Harrison, Athens, p. 52).
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boring Metroon. The Heliaia," a comprehensive term for the

various judicial courts, one of which was the New Court into

which Philokleon, the old jurist of the Wasps, on one occasion

rushed and began to adjudicate—naturally calls for frequent

mention in an author who delights in satirizing the litigious propen-

sities of the Athenians. Public maintenance in the Prytaneion/

outside the boundaries of the Agora, but in its neighborhood, the

emolument of many public servants, worthy and unworthy, is

oft-times the subject of the poet's sarcasm. Thither the King's

Eye is invited ; the Sausage-Seller is summoned by Demos to

the Prytaneion, to the seat once occupied by Kleon, and even in

Hades, the best poet was to receive maintenance in the Pryta-

neion. The Stoai^ or Colonnades, used as regular resorts by the

Athenians for business and gossip, are vividly brought to mind

in suggestive passages. Thus in the Ekklesiazousai when Prax-

agora recounts the blessings of feminine supremacy, the law courts

and the Stoai are to be devoted to the use of the men at the

public tables. She will take her stand in the Agora and deter-

mine by lot whither the people are to go to dine,—some to the

Stoa Basileios, some to the Colonnade next to this (probably the

Stoa Eleutherios), and some to the flour-market. The Stoa

Poikile* is not expressly mentioned, but the mounted Amazons
of Mikon, one of the paintings with which it was adorned, served

to point a moral for the Chorus of the conservative old men in

the Lysistrate who are inveighing against the novel antics of the

women. Of the temples, the shrine of Theseus'^ and the pre-

cinct of the Eumenides are places of refuge for the oppressed,

whither the scandalized upper-class trireme of the Knights ex-

plains she will sail away and sit down as a suppliant rather than

let the hated Hyperbolos board her.

Allusions in Aristophanes to the famous statues of Harmodios

and Aristogeiton/ and to the popular skolion upon these heroes of

democracy, are frequent. The old gentlemen of the Lysistrate,

fearful of the encroachments of the women, swear that over them

they shall not tyrannize, for henceforth they will wear their sword

in a myrtle-bough and will lounge in arms in the market-place

1I897, N835, 287, 121, A 383.

^ A 125, I 167, 281, 709, 766, 1404, E< 1084, B 764.

3 E« 684, 685, 686, A 548. *A678f. ^\ y^iz; ix. i,Ti , 2.

« A 633, Ek 682, 2 1225.
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near the statue of Aristogeiton. In the Ekklesiazousai Praxagora

gathers all the people beside the statue of Harmodios, and chooses

them by lot, and sends them to the various syssitia. The statue

of Pandion/ one of the Eponymoi, whose statues were set up in a

group in the Agora, was used as a conspicuous place for posting

public notices. Thus the poor conscript in the Peace had no
individual warning and knew not he must go to war until stand-

ing by Pandion's statue, he saw his name on the list for service.

The Aristophanic Sausage-Seller swears by the Hermes^ of the

Agora, a prominent bronze statue near the Stoa Poikile.

Allusions to the Hermai^ erected in the streets and squares of

the city and to the little chapels and statues of Hekate,* which

every citizen had before his door, give valuable hints as to the

private life of the Athenians.

Leaving the centers of political and commercial life and coming

to those of education and physical training, we find that the

schools, palaistrai and gymnasia ^ frequented by the young men
of the town, figure largely in Aristophanes, particularly in the

debate regarding the Old and the New Education carried on by the

AtKoto? and "aSiko? Adyo? in the clouds. Here the Academy® is

described as the resort par excellence, where the young men ran

races "beneath the sacred olives along with some modest com-
peer crowned with white reeds, redolent of yew and careless

ease, and of leaf-shedding white poplar, rejoicing in the season

of spring when the plane tree whispers to the elm." The Lyceum'
had its military as well as civic uses, alluded to by the citizen in

the Peace, who complains of marching in and out of the Lyceum
with shield and spear as one of the trials of war.

We pass finally to the Akropolis and its immediate neighbor-

hood, and consider first, its southern slope, on which were situated

the theatre of Dionysos and the precinct of Asklepios. As to the

theatre* itself, it is clear from Aristophanes, that it was open to

the sky, that the spectators still sat on wooden benches and that

it was a special honor to be present at the festivities in splendid

apparel beside the statue of Dionysos. Hard by the theatre was

the Odeion of Perikles, mentioned as the seat of one of the

iE<ii83. - 1 297. 3^ log^^ 1084, Ei 925. * 2 805, A 63, B 364.
5 N 179, 964, 972, 1002, 1050, 2 1025, 1215, B IC70.

«Nioos. '^4355. *N 322, e 395, I 535, B 217.
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courts frequented by the dicasts. We are inclined with Kock

to locate the much disputed At/ti/at in the neighborhood of the

theatre, for the Chorus of the Frogs in Hades recall ' the song

once sung in Limnai round the Nysaian Dionysos, son of Zeus,

when the crowd of worshippers rambling in drunken revelry on

the sacred festival of the Chytroi marched through their domain.'

Of the precinct of Asklepios^ and the cult of the healing god,

we have a lively picture given us in the Ploutos, wherein the

blind god of wealth is led to the temple, and the method of his

cure described in detail ; we also recall that in the Wasps the old

man Philokleon was seized and made to lie down by night in the

precinct of Asklepios.

The action of the Lysistrate'' centers round the Akropolis,

which has been seized by the women of Hellas, who have adopted

a novel method of bringing about peace between the belligerents.

The Akropolis is to Aristophanes the /xe-yaXoTrerpof a^aros aKponoXis,

Ifpop Tffifvos and in reading the Lysistrate, its topographical features

are brought vividly to mind,— the citadel, garrisoned by the women
who have made last the Propylaia with bolts and bars,—the

Chorus of Old Men advancing slowly up the western slope to

smoke out and to burn out the revolted women, and their dis-

comfiture at the hands of their feminine antagonists,—the Temple

of Demeter Chloe hard by the Propylaia outside the fortifications,

near which the ardent husband of Myrrhine is first spied as he

approaches,—and the Grotto of Pan and the Klepsydra connected

with the bridal chamber incident of the young married lovers.

Reference is made in the course of the play to 'the inexhaustible

sum of money in the temple of the goddess,' to 'the sacred

wooden image' and to 'the guardian serpent' whose abode,

as generally accepted, was in the Erechtheion. Suggestive al-

lusions occur also in other plays. The gold-and-ivory image

of Athena Parthenos is suggested in the Knights,* where the

Sausage-Seller brings to Demos spoon-shaped pieces of bread,

which, says he, ' were scooped out by the goddess with her ivory

hand,' and Demos exclaims 'What a huge finger then you have,

O mistress!' Ploutos* after the restoration of his vision, is

established with becoming dignity on the Akropolis, as ' guardian

> n 411, 621, 636, 640, 2 123. * Cf. A 174, 260, 483, 759, 836, 911, et al.

8 1 1 169. *n 1193.
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of the Opisthodomos of the goddess.' And Hke the Akropohs
Nephelokokkygia of the Birds ^ has its Pelargikon. Finally, the

picture in the Knights' of the redeemed Demos gains in strength

and vitality from its association with the Akropolis, where he is

represented seated enthroned on his sacred rock,—" He is dwelling

in the violet-crowned, the ancient Athens, like as he was when he

used to mess with Aristeides and Miltiades. Ye shall see him : for

now there is the sound of the Propylaia swinging open. But

shout aloud at the appearance of the ancient Athens, both

wondrous and much sung of, where the illustrious Demos dwells."

The foregoing sketch has, perhaps, been sufficient to indicate

that we have in Aristophanes abundant illustrative material for

the study of Athens and Attika, and that his references to places

and monuments are very comprehensivein their scope, embracing

as they do, the islands, the principal sites and demes of the

mainland, and of Greater Athens, the harbors, the Pnyx, the

Agora and its monuments, and the Akropolis and its neighborhood.

The most salient characteristic of the local allusions of Aristo-

phanes is that in every instance the places and monuments are

mentioned incidentally to the portrayal of life. The locality is

inevitably associated with the living character created by the

greatest of comic artists, and consequently receives a connotation

which appeals to the sensibilities and the imagination. This has

been happily expressed by Professor Gildersleeve •} "The wave
of Aristophanes' torch often fixes an image such as no detailed

drawing can yield." And it is because of this abiding human
interest in his local allusions that Aristophanes is such an indis-

pensable traveling companion to the Greek student on Attic soil.

We cannot, it is true, dispense with the rather droll and arid Pau-

sanias, for, as we have seen, it is his detailed descriptions which make
it possible for us to realize the wealth oflocal colour in Aristophanes.

Yet the point of view of the guide-book maker and antiquarian

was altogether different from that of the portrayer of the comic

side of Athenian life, and while we go to the former for facts, we
go to the latter for inspiration. Whenever I seek to estimate the

respective merits of Aristophanes and Pausanias, I am vividly

'0832, 2 1 1324 ff.

'My Sixty Days in Greece, III. My Travelling Companions, Atlantic

Monthly, August, 1897.
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reminded of the prophet Ezekiel's vision of the valley of dry

bones. Pausanias mentions numberless places, and buildings,

and temples, and statues, many of which are, as he says, eUi a^ioi

but nevertheless, as he does not associate them with life, he sets

us down ' in the midst of a valley full of bones, and lo! they are

very dry.' Aristophanes, by the wave of his wand, supplies the

sinews and the flesh and the breath of life, and makes the dry

bones of topographical data become living realities to every

student of Athens and Attika.

The Columbian University. MITCHELL CARROLL.



ON THE THEORY OF THE IDEAL CONDITION
IN LATIN.

In all the Latin grammars in use in this country, in the chapter

on the Unreal Condition, we are warned that when the apodosis

contains an idea of possibility, power, obligation or necessity, or

the active or passive periphrastic or its equivalents, etc., the In-

dicative is used instead of the Subjunctive. The same is true of

most of the foreign grammars.

Various suggestions are offered in explanation of this phenom-
enon, most of which involve the idea that in these sentences we
have not genuine conditional sentences, but that the apodosis is

stated absolutely. Some grammars go so far as to supply a con-

ditional apodosis, as : he had the power to do so (and would

have done so) if, etc.

In the third edition of Gildersleeve's Latin Grammar (1894)

certain of the examples usually cited under this head were trans-

ferred to the 'Ideal from the Past Point of View '. But the sub-

ject has not been adequately discussed, and it has seemed to me
desirable to indicate what appears to me to be the theory of the

usage, so far as the narrow limits of this paper will admit. No
attempt will be made at a thorough discussion of the literature of

the subject, for which readers are referred to the articles cited

below.

In an extensive article, in 1884,^ Lilie endeavored to explain

the usage. He drew attention to the fact that this use of the

Indicative is not an isolated use, but is found with a Present Sub-

junctive protasis also; and maintained that in investigating the

matter we should begin with the Present Subjunctive, rather than

with any other tense,—a perfectly just contention.

In formulating the difference between a conditional sentence

in which both members have the same mood, and one in which

they have different moods, he says

:

^Conjunctivischer Bedingungssatz bei indicativischem Hauptsatz im

Lateinischen von Dr. C. Lilie. Berlin Pr. 1884.
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' Wahrend namlich in den hypothetischen Perioden bei der

Congruenz der Modi beide Glieder dieselbe Stellung zur Wirk-

lichkeit haben, so beansprucht hier die Aussage des indicativischen

Satzes entschiedene und durchgangige Giltigkeit auch fiir sich,

wogegen die im Vorstellungsmodus erscheinende Annahme in

suspenso bleibt ; wahrend in jenen zwei sachlich coordinierte

Glieder durch Correlation mit einander verbunden sind, so dass

sie zu einander stehen als Vordersatz und Nachsatz, nicht als

Haupt- und Nebensatz, so ist hier einem Hauptsatz durch Subordi-

nation ein Nebensatz verbunden; wahrend in jenen, wo aus

einer Annahme eine Folge hergeleitet wird, der bedingende Satz

den antecedierenden Gedanken enthalt, so entsteht er hier erst

hinter dem Gedanken des Hauptsatzes ; er ist also ein posteriori-

scher Nebensatz im Sinne der neueren Grammatiker.'

Blase^ takes issue with this distinction of Lilie, and maintains

that the difference is rather one of period, showing by statistics

that the form esl si sit grows in Latin at the expense of the form

sii si 5zV, and practically drives out the latter.^ As happens so

often in such discussion, both are at fault, Lilie in making all the

est si sit {orms cases of subordinate si, Blase in practically deny-

ing that any are.

That si has, to a certain extent, the effect of a subordinating

particle, has long been recognized in the grammars, in the semi-

interrogative constructions after verbs of Trial and Expectation.

Li the case of the former it is paralleled by the construction with

uf, and in the latter case, dum and Jii are also used. So that the

subordinating character is evident.

In a short treatment of the subject in 1896,'' Greenough tried

to deduce the Unreal usage referred to above from the future

outlook of the verbs employed, in my mind the only correct

method, but he failed to develop any means of discrimination

except the very doubtful one of emphasis in the Roman enunci-

ation.

1 Der Konjunktiv des Praesens im Bedingungssatze, Archiv IX, p. 17 ff-

'^ This article of Blase's furnishes an excellent illustration of the slight

value of statistics, if not properly interpreted. Actual counting does show

a large growth of the form est si sii. But I can see no attempt to discover

the difference in the effects of the two types and a consequent investigation

whether the Roman ceased to need the one type.

*Some Features of the Contrary-to-fact Condition. Harvard Studies in

Classical Philology, VII, p. 13 ff.
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In the discussion of the Unreal Condition in Latin, we are

fortunate in not being able to refer to the Greek for assistance.

In Greek, Unreality is a matter of tense in combination with

particle {av). In Latin it is a matter primarily of mood, fixed by

opposing reality.

Consequently, in our discussion, we have to consider the mood,

and then of course the tense. In considering the Subjunctive

mood, the typical tense is the Present.

The Subjunctive Moody Present Tense.

The investigations of recent years into the original forces of the

moods have resulted in a practical agreement that the Subjunctive

mood was future in force. Whether the Subjunctive is derived

from the Future or the Future from the Subjunctive is of little

importance. The important point is that the Subjunctive and the

Future were inextricably combined as far back as we can reach.

The Optative was also future in force. It is true that there was

a Perfect Optative, but in this case the tense expressed kind of time,

not sphere of time, as the ascertainment was always future.

Now the Latin Subjunctive, combining the functions of both

the Subjunctive and the Optative, must of necessity at the outset

have been future and only future in force.

How does this future force manifest itself in Latin? In inde-

pendent sentences the Subjunctive is used mainly in the Potential

and the Optative forms. In the case of the Potential, the narrator

interprets the nature of the person or object under discussion as

having a certain potentiality for action. This must of necessity

be future from the point of view of the narrator, which is always

present. The genuine wish is also always future, having regard

either to action that is to be, or (more rarely) to ascertainment.

The Will side of the Subjunctive is shown in the Imperative

usage and in the Deliberative Question. Both of these are future

from the point of view of the narrator.

In other words the present Subjunctive is prospective from the

point of view of the narrator. In this lies the key to the whole

matter.

The conception involved in the word prospective is very old.

Every grammar that has used of the Subjunctive the word Design,

Contingency, or Suspense, has used the word prospective thereby.
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It has also always been present in Expectation. The term has

however certain advantages, which the recent discussion as to its

inventor has brought out; but these advantages are perhaps all

present in the term suspense, which has also the additional

advantage ofshowing the spirit as well as the attitude of the subject.

Now, the narrator may combine two future conceptions.

So far as the Subjunctive is concerned a premiss in the form

of a wish may be followed by a conclusion in the form of a poten-

tiality (Subjunctive), a wish (Optative), a will (Imperative) or

a prediction (Predictive Future). Both of these members would

have the same relation to the narrator, and the result would be

a normal conditional sentence, of the Ideal form. The important

matter to bear in mind is that both these members are referable

primarily to the narrator, and by his act to each other, but the one

is not the complement of the other nor is it dependent upon the

other. Lilie is right thus far, though he was, as is evident, wrong in

restricting his combination to a ' Congruenz der Modi.'

Opposed to this normal form is what may be called the

spurious form. The original prospective sentence introduced by

si may have proceeded from one of many mental attitudes on the

part of the narrator. When this attitude is actually spelled out

in words, the force of the si clause is no whit modified, but the

attitude of the subject is clearer. This is the form that has given

all the trouble. If in a sentence o si hoc verum sit, we substitute

for the o any form that looks forward, such as / intend, I can,

I must, /ought, we have this spurious condition. If we substitute

Iam waiti?ig, Iam trying, the effect is the same. None of these

forms has a genuine apodosis, which is already implied in the

statement of attitude. But it is not on that account necessary to

supply an apodosis. That would be a work of supererogation.

One very important thing needs emphasizing. The si clause

now must be measured not from the point of view of the narrator,

but from the point of view actually stated. So long as this is the

point of view of the narrator, that is, so long as the narrator gives

his own experiences, there is no difficulty, but just as soon as the

narrator gives the mental attitude or interprets the potentiality of

any one other than himself, we have the idea of Oratio Obliqua

at once entering. As a result, it is almost impossible to exclude

the idea of Oratio Obliqua from these spurious conditions. Inas-

much however as both points of view, the actual and the assigned,
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are in the present, the conflict in personality escapes notice, though

it is none the less present.

In his further discussion Lilie makes four categories, according

as the « clause stands to the leading clause, as: i, forderndes;

2, hinderndes
; 3, Ausnahme

; 4, aufhebendes. This division

seems to me not to be vital. It is more important to divide

according to the effect of the leading verb.

To mention only the more important categories, we find :

1. Verbs of Trial and Expectation. These are more frequently

followed by a clause of design, verbs of Expectation also have

dum. The si construction is merely the simplest way of indi-

cating suspense.

2. Verbs of Possibility, Power, Obligation and Necessity. In

cases like these the apodosis is usually involved in a following

Infinitive, which is waiting for existence until it shall please the

si clause to allow it.

3. The Active and Passive Periphrastic. The former expresses

intention, the latter will. With the former the idea of Oratio

Obliqua is very near at hand. To this category the Future

indicative when volitive must be added, though such a usage is

rare by reason of the use of the periphrastic.

4. Any word or phrase that looks toward the future. Such as.

There are two roads ifyou are going towards Rome. There is

a store on the Appian Way if you are searching for pictures.

We have strong hopes, if he can be gotten out of the city. This

is a broad category.

5. The Present tense when it indicates progress. For progress

is often due to pressure and that involves will.

6. A number of usages like lotigum est, par est, aeq^iom est,

etc. The conception seems to be a little different here. I, the

narrator, look forward rapidly in my mind over a prospective

course of action. My judgment remarks : it is long, it is fair, it

is beautiful, it is good. The prospective idea is none the less

involved, though not so evident.

It will be seen that the conception of Repeated action can come
very readily from more than one of the above categories ; most

easily from the fourth. It depends partly upon the character of

the leading verb, partly upon the nature of the subject of the si

clause.

It may also be added that the above list of categories may be

17
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indefinitely increased, but as it seems to me, without correspond-

ing advantage to the presentation.

The Imperfect

The Imperfect is peculiar to the Latin. Formally, it is still

obscure, and consequently we can obtain light only from the study

of the function.

Delbruck,^ from a study ofthe independent uses in Latin, namely

the Unreal Wish, the Unreal Condition, the Potential of the Past,

the Deliberative of the Past, comes to the following conclusion:

' Das eigentlich Bezeichnende fur den sog. Konj. Impf, ist die

Entferntheit von der Wirklichkeit, eine Anschauung von der die

Versetzung in die Sphare der Vergangenheit nur eine Unterab-

theilung bildet. Der Name Konj. Imperfect! ist deshalb nicht

geeignet. Man soUte Irrealis des Praesens sagen.' To my
mind, the fact that this form does not always express unreality,

but sometimes ideality, even if it is past, is sufficient to destroy

the theory. To obtain unreality from ideality is easy, the reverse

is logically almost impossible.

Hale, in his article on the Sequence of Tenses," on the basis of

a study of the behavior of this tense in subordination, claims that

the Imperfect denotes time (past) and stage (incomplete). This,

as it seems to me, introduces an idea into the Subjunctive which

we are not justified in assuming, as I shall try to show.

We have seen that the Subjunctive is future in its effect, and

that the subordinate clause holds primarily a future relation to

the leading point of view, whether it be of the narrator, or of the

subject introduced. Now, when the narrative shifts from the

present into the past, there is no apparent reason why the relation

to the leading subject should change. What is prospective from

the present point of view, is none the less prospective when the

subject is in the past.^ The Roman felt this instinctively, as we

^ Vergleichende Syntax, II, p. 398-404.
2 A. J. P., VII, VIII.

3 Here again we get no assistance from the Greek. The shift in Greek is

one of Mood and rests upon the simple doctrine, set forth by Professor

Gildersleeve, that what, from the point of view of the present or from the

point of view of the narrator, is or may be -will, must of necessity become

•wish when another personality enters ; which is o£ course necessary when
the sphere shifts to the past.
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see at once from his large employment of Representation in his

colloquial language—a device which did not escape the notice of

the later artistic historian.

The Imperfect should accordingly be found in the same uses as

the Present. Let us see. The Deliberative of the Past is not a

question as to what under present conditions should have been

done in the past, as would be a necessary inference from Hale's

view, but a question as to what, under certain conditions, in the

past, should have been done subsequently to those conditions.

The same holds true of the Unfulfilled Duty. This duty was

incumbent under certain past conditions. The Potential of the

Past gives the potentiality from a past point. In fact the Imper-

fect is originally future to the past, not past to the present.

If this is true it involves a further consideration. In the case

of the present the fact that the narrator and the second subject

are in the same time obscures the idea of Oratio Obliqua. But

in the case of the Imperfect we have an enforced separation of the

two personalities, and consequently it is often very difficult to

avoid the Oratio Obliqua conception.

Now, just as in the present sphere, we had the normal Ideal

condition with both members referred to the narrator, so it is

possible without any indication of Oratio Obliqua to transfer the

same combination to the past. Then we have a genuine Ideal

Condition from the past point of view, with both members in the

Imperfect and no unreality indicated. Examples are naturally

very rare but they do occur, and some are cited in Gildersleeve's

grammar and by Greenough in the article above referred to.

Usually however the transfer affects these spurious conditional

sentences which we have divided into categories above.

The categories will remain the same in the past sphere as in the

present. Still some interesting facts may be observed. Livy uses

the Future Participle in predicate combination with a verb so

frequently that it is a distinct mannerism. This falls under the

third group. Caesar has a number of cases of the Imperfect in

conditions. They all fall under the fourth group. The Imperfect

Indicative is much more readily adapted to indicate progress than

the Present : hence, the Imperfect Subjunctive after an Imperfect

Indicative is not a rarity.

In the case of the sixth group, we have no separation of the

personalities. The Indicative clause gives the judgment of the
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narrator : consequently, the tendency towards unreality is ir-

resistible and the Imperfect after this Indicative is a rarity.

This leads to a consideration of unreality, which is wrapped up

with the use of the Pluperfect.

The Perfect, Pluperfect and Unreality,

We have observed that with an Imperfect Subjunctive, the

Potentiality, the Duty, the Command, the Question are all from

the point of view of the expressed subject (Past). We also notice

that every statement is made from the point of view of the nar-

rator (Present).

As the Present is subsequent to the Past, it may easily be within

the knowledge of the narrator whether the duty was fulfilled, the

potentiality exercised, or not. If this knowledge is negative,

unreality is the effect : otherwise the ideality remains unimpaired.

If the opposing reality is present, then the Imperfect Subjunctive

seems to express an Unreality of the Present: if that opposing

reality is itself past, then that same Imperfect seems to express

an Unreality of the Past. This ambiguity of effect is natural and

is frequent in the Early Latin, and occasional later.

It was natural that the Roman should try to avoid this ambiguity.

The English was confronted with the same problem. 'What was

he to do ? ' has as a rule an unreal effect, but not necessarily so.

'What should he have done?' always has the unreal effect.

It thus appears that the English has fixed the unreal effect by

means of the addition of the idea of completion through the tense.

The Roman did the same. Unreality of the past was shown by

throwing the activity into the completed stage, leaving the un-

completed stage to serve for the Unreality of the Present.

Greenough thinks that the Unreal of the Past is nothing but

the transfer to the past of a condition in the Perfect Subjunctive.

This is unlikely for two reasons. The Perfect Subjunctive con-

dition is very rare indeed, much too rare to have served for any

transfer. Then, the expression of both present and past unreality

originally by the same form, shows that a differentiation must

have been made.

I do not mean to deny that occasionally there are conditions in

which the reference is to a completed stage. In this case the

transfer would bring the Perfect into the Pluperfect Subjunctive,
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1

but with the Ideal, not the Unreal effect. We actually do find

examples of just such transfers.

Conclusions.

Our conclusions are as follows :

—

A. A normal Ideal Conditional sentence consists oftwo members

usually both in the Subjunctive, and both referred independently

to the narrator.

When a complete Conditional sentence contains both members

in the Imperfect Subjunctive, it is an Unreal Conditional sentence

of the Present or (rarely) of the Past; except as follows.

But it occasionally happens that an Ideal Conditional sentence

which would have been naturally in the Present Subjunctive, is

by transfer to the past point of view, put into the Imperfect

Subjunctive without any indication of Oratio Obliqua except such

as is involved in the transfer.

B. When a si clause follows a verb in the Indicative, the si clause

may be either Ideal or Unreal, as follows :

—

1. If the leading verb has a future outlook the si clause will be

Ideal. This is always the case when it contains a Present or Perfect

Subjunctive, regularly the case when it contains an Imperfect

Subjunctive, and rarely so when it contains a Pluperfect Sub-

junctive.

2. When the future outlook is obscured by the intrusion of the

point of view of the narrator, the si clause may be regarded as

Unreal. This is regularly the case when the clause contains

a Pluperfect Subjunctive (particularly if introduced by <ni>),

and rarely true if any other tense is involved.

TBACTiBRS College, Columbia University. GONZALEZ LODGE.





ON THE CASE CONSTRUCTION OF VERBS OF
SIGHT AND HEARING IN GREEK.

While the frequent association of verbs of sight and hearing

under the same case-regimen in Greek invites a parallel treat-

ment of the two senses, the study of their relations is interesting

still more from the point of view of diversity than of similarity

of case-construction.

A brief preliminary survey of the nature of the cases employed

seems desirable. These cases are almost exclusively accusative

and genitive. With verbs of hearing the dative also enters to

a small extent, but the reading is often doubtful and, where it is

not, in a large proportion of the instances the case is dependent

on the prefix with which the simple verb is compounded rather

than on the verb itself Therefore anything more than a passing

reference to this case must be excluded from a paper necessarily

brief.

To consider first the accusative. Rumpel's view seems in the

main to reflect the nature of the case best, and his notion that the

accusative is joined to the verb 'ganz unmiiielbar,' prepares the

way for the view that the relation of the case to the verb is not an

enduring relation. Especially to be noted in this connection is

the habit of forming what have been called by Professor Gilder-

sleeve "temporary compounds"; e. g. koko. Trotetv beside KOKonoifiv,

the o-x^Ata Kad' oXov Koi fiepos, and, by way of illustration from another

sourcj, such expressions as "brow-beat a man". It is then but a

step to the conviction that mobility as regards the action with which

it is connected and the power of registering the action's ultimate

effect are among the chief characteristics of the accusative.

This transitory quality of the accusative and its common func-

tion as the indicator of the result of an action lead easily to

the conception of the case as peculiarly involved, in the general

lines of its use, with the operation of the will, as the power that

both calls into being and dismisses from being.

In order to illustrate this readiness of obedience to the will,

two phenomena, everywhere present, will be observed. For the
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manifestation in the one direction we have the principle of the

anticipation of the subject of the subordinate clause, by which

that subject is wrested from its ordinary grammatical setting and

lifted into temporary prominence, for a special reason. On the

other hand, as reflecting the power of dismissal, may be mentioned

the so-called attraction of the relative to the case of its expressed

or unexpressed antecedent.

At this point some help comes from our English speech.

English is fond of dropping relatives, but only accusative rela-

tives. The Greek does not drop his relatives, but disguises them.

In both languages, under a different outward form, the same force

is at work.

This seems at least partly accounted for by the consideration

that the accusative represents work done. It makes way for that

which contains more vitality. As serving to show with what

facility the accusative form vanishes in response to a force in

the immediate surroundings, and then recovers itself as the force

fades with distance, may be cited Dem. [48], 45 ; biKr)v t^s otKiW ^s

€(f>a(TK€S (iicrdSxrai fioi as (xavrov ovaav.

In addition to the qualities mentioned, it is useful for present

purposes to note the quality of contrariety, recoil, at least sug-

gested in the case by the fact that the impersonals i^6v, etc.,

regularly denote a relation of opposition.

The genitive is a case of not simple but complex character, two

cases in fact fused in one. The differentiation of the two functions

is sometimes a matter of extreme difficulty. The local situation

furnishes the solution in many instances. If we place II. i, 44:

^ij 8e KOT Ovkvfinoio Koprivav beside I9, 39* ""ra^E Kara pivS>v, the

distinction in case force is at once made by the meanings of the

words involved and by the general surroundings.

One of the most widely extended and characteristic uses of the

genitive is that which puts it on the same plane with the adjective.

The two occur side by side both with nouns and with verbs in

a way to show that they must have been felt as virtually if not

absolutely equivalent. Thus in Od. 20, 265 we find Sij^tos con-

trasted with 'ohv(TT)os and in 18, 353 occurs the adjective 'ofiuaTjioi/.

Hdt. 5, loi : gives KoKdixtvai beside KaXdfiov and in the same sense,

while Plato, Protag. 313 B, matches fantpas aKoCaas with opOpios rjKiav.

I have even ventured to compare II. 9, 219

:
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avT6g 8 avTiov l^ev 'OSvaa-rjos deloio

Toi)(OV Toil fTfpOlO

with Eur, Androm. 266:

Kd6r]<T (Spaia.

The passivity of the genitive is well illustrated by Aesch. Agam.

1359:

vcKpos 8f TTJaBe fiesta? x^P°^

fpyov 8iK.aias t(ktovos>

Compare " my meat ".

In addition to that phase of the affinity of the genitive and

the participle in which the one form is used as the approximate

representative of the other, a no less important and instructive

usage in Homer may be mentioned, wherein the genitive and the

participle (" the adjective in motion") manifest their attachment

by association. The participle eiSco? furnishes this illustration.

The occurrences of the genitive with non-participial forms of this

verb are few, only three or four, but sufficient, it would seem, to

make it highly improbable that the participle in connecting itself

with the genitive has lost the proper sense of the verb from which

it is derived. That this form should show also the case-regimen

of the other forms (i. e. the accusative) is not strange in view of

the double nature of the participle, "that floater between noun

and verb" (A. J. P. IX, 137). In the one construction the noun

end of the combination is emphasized, in the other the verb end.

The range of words employed in the genitive in this connection

is small, and their character is striking: To^av, nokepav {noKipoio),

alxp^s, nvyp,a)(iT]s, pdxr]s, x^Pl^^^i ^^P^S) dXKtjs, tokoio, novav, ola>vS>v,

Stonpoiricov, dyopdav, reKToavvdcov. Whether it be the warrior, the

seer, the artisan, or the citizen that is considered, we have in the

wo''d the atmosphere in which he who follows the calling moves,

his vital breath ; in this, the trailing end of the participle, to express

it so, is conveyed the notion of intimate contact with details. The
content of the noun appears to have much to do in bringing about

the embrace.

When the verb side of el8as is uppermost, a marked difference

of character in the nouns employed is to be observed. Of the

occurrences, about twenty-five in number, I quote a few : pqdea,

aiaipay 6\o<f)wia, iraXaid re noWd re, dBifiiaTia, rjiria, Kepdea, KeBvd, Xvypd.

More than half are substantivized neuter adjectives, a form en-

tirely absent from the other class. The line separating the two
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usages seems clear. In the second we see no votary of a calling

following up all the suggestions offered him in the open field of

his profession ; instead the exercise of power to produce a definite

result. The note of sympathy is distinctly lacking.

The verbs of sight take everywhere and under all circumstances

the accusative. In the single occurrence of q^mw in Homer and

in the Herodotean use of rrpoopav the faculty is complicated with

other notions. Sight has been designated the ' king-sense '. So
the Greeks regarded it not only in what they had to say about it,

but in the way they treated it in case-construction. It stands for

will enthroned ; it recognizes no other side. Each visual act is

a new creation or annihilation. The frequent assumption, partic-

ularly by opav, 6eaa6ai, of the prefix Kara seems an intensification

of the already present notion of headship. The not infrequent

employment of the aorist participle with the object of the verb,

whether of outward or inward vision, accentuates that impatience

of any bar to immediate and final results which is always present

in a verb of sight. Again, the notion of conscious control of

the situation is made more pronounced by the expression, with

great frequency in Homer and all the poets, not seldom in other

writers, of op^avi, 6(f)6a\fjio7s. Plato is an exception. For him the

full expression, if he wanted it, would be something like ^vxn ^t*

6cf)daXfiS}V opav.

The simplicity and directness in case-construction which char-

acterizes verbs of sight as compared with verbs of hearing is very

marked. While with the former class the accusative alone is

admitted, with the latter the genitive also plays an important

part. This diversified construction of verbs of hearing in contrast

with verbs of sight corresponds to the broad distinction in

character between the two senses from other points of view.

Hearing is dependent on external conditions and influences, sight

acknowledges no dependence; sight is active and aggressive,

hearing is in large measure passive. This passivity is shown in

the secondary sense of obedience which may appear at any time

in a verb of hearing. This is well illustrated by the common
Homeric verse '. «? e<j)a6\ o\ 8 Spa tov p,d\a p.fv ickvov fj8 enlBovTO. It

is further distinctly shown by the construction with vtt6 or other

preposition as an ordinary passive form. The passive sense is

sometimes emphasized by sharp contrast with the active, e. g.

Aesch. Eum. 426

:
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kKvuv 8iKai<og fiaWov >) npa^ai dtXeis-

As a negative indication may count the rare expression of ovacriv,

aa-i, with verbs of hearing, corresponding to oc^^aX/notf , o^fiauiv with

verbs of sight. There is only one instance in Homer (II. 12, 442),

whereas this means of emphasizing the absolute control involved

in verbs of sight is nowhere more clearly marked than in Homer.

Two metaphors in Sophocles are instructive in their bearing

upon the Greek conception of the sense of hearing. In O. T.

1386 the blind Oedipus says : dXX' d t^s aKovoxxrrji er' ^f nr)yr]s bC «5to)v

(ppayfios, distinctly implying that the ^paynos is beyond his control.

Again, in Antig. 12 14, Kreon is told that a cry has been heard

from the direction of Antigone's tomb, and in an agony of dread

lest it be his own child that has uttered it, he cries: iraibos pe aalvti

(})d6yyos, which Strikingly illustrates the clinging, pliant character

of continuous sounds. These are bold figures, but when taken

in connection with other indications along the same line, they are

not without value. The fanciful expressions are but the reflection

of what is elsewhere indicated more definitely, namely, that one

phase of the act of hearing is the awaiting of outside influences

over which the actor has no control.

On the other hand, there is involved in the sense of hearing

an element, if unstable, of activity. This is shown in a variety

of ways. It is foreshadowed in the prefixes els and ini. Again,

there is frequent association with verbs of sight, as in the familiar

Homeric phrase, os navr i<popa kol ndvT fTTUKovei (II. 3, 277), and

the putting forth of power in hearing is sometimes suggested in

the combination, as in Plato, Legg. 902 C. The construction with

the accusative is everywhere common, but even while thus mani-

festing its active power, the verb of hearing not seldom shows its

vacillating character by leaning at the same time to the passive

construction, e. g. Ar. Eq. 820 : tuvtI Sen'w aKoiieiv iuTiv pJ vn6 tovtov.

The dependent or. obi. ace. w. inf. is not rare. Here, as the reso-

lution aKOTj vopicrdvTuv of Thuc. 4, 8 1 seems to show, the verb of

hearing exhibits its composite nature, as reflecting the will of the

actor tempered by external circumstances. So also in uKpoaaQai

there is frequently present the notion of intention, as in Plato,

Euthyd. 304 D, but this is easily supplanted by the close-lying

sense of obedience, as in Thuc. 3, 37. This is true often also of

the compounds enaKovtiv, elcraKoveiv. So that we must be prepared
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to see any verb of hearing show, according to requirements,

either its active or its passive side, sometimes both together, as

has been noticed.

And here it seems important to emphasize the adjective sense

of the genitive. It is by no means contended that with verbs of

hearing the genitive is always characterized by the notion of sus-

pension which belongs to adjective and participle. There are

various shades of color between the genitive of lightest touch

and the coarsest ablative that requires some 'gnomon' to raise it.

In this part of the genitive's territory, as in others, the context

must in many instances be the surest guide.

To illustrate by the familiar double usage of exeer^at, what but

the surroundings makes possible a distinction in case force be-

tween II. 2, 97

:

KTjpvKfs ^o6a>VT€S iprjTvov, eiTTOT avTrji

(TXpiaT , aKovaeiap 8e dioTpe(f)e<ii)v ^acrtXtjav

and Od. 5, 429:

Kriiger thinks that the genitive of the thing with verbs of

hearing marks the " Wirkungskraft " of the object, while in the

accusative " der bloss percipirte Inhalt " is expressed. He does

not state whether his term Wirkungskraft imputes to the genitive

in this connection a clear-cut ablative sense, or a general evolu-

tionary movement, without the distinct notion of separation. If

the latter idea be intended, then from the very meaning of the word
in many instances Wirkungskraft is to be seen in the accusative

also, but Wirkungskraft as a totality, not in detail.

Space does not permit a discussion here of the setting of the

four occurrences ofavSrjv and the two of avSrjs with k\v€ip in Homer
nor of the one of Kpavyfjv and the two of Kpavy^s with uKoveiv in

Demosthenes, to select these as typical instances from many,
but an examination of the connection will, it is believed, show
that the accusative marks the absence of the responsive relation,

the genitive its presence.

An examination of participial usage in this connection will

show that when the noun end of the combination is emphasized,

we have the genitive ; when the verb end, the accusative. There
are apparent exceptions to this in situations where the case and

the meaning of the participle are not in harmony, and such in-

stances give rise to other interpretations to escape the difficulty.
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An example of this kind is Soph. Philoct. 426: ot«' tyw lyMor' hv

r\6i\r]iT oXaXorotf kXvuv, in which the genitive has overbalanced

the accusative, and the reason for this is found in the stress the

speaker lays on the noun, as contrasted with the action which

is connected with it. There are several instances (most of them

in Homer) in which the genitive might not be expected in view

of the meaning of the participle and in view, moreover, of the

fact that the persons concerned are not within hearing distance of

each other. These examples, which are collected by La Roche,

have to do for the most part with the son's anxious search for

his father, or the longing of the wife and servant for the absent

husband and master, or of the mother for her son. It appears

better here, for the reason given, to see in the rare construction

a drift away from what might, on other grounds, seem the more

natural accusative, than to follow Kiihner and La Roche in giving

the sense by 'de aliquo ', as if nepl were to be supplied, and this

is what Jebb also seems to imply in Soph. O. T. 307, KXCav aov.

In Soph. Philoct. 615 we read

Koi Tav6 onccs rJKOw 6 Aaiprov tokos

Tov fiavTiv elnovT
,

where Kiihner says the accusative is employed instead of the

usual genitive, apparently meaning that the sense is the same.

The words as they stand mean merely that Odysseus heard a

statement ; to say that the seer made it to him personally (which

is what the genitive would mean) is an unwarranted liberty of

interpretation.

It is important to notice, beside the double case-construction

involving the participle, the double form of proleptic subject with

verbs of hearing. Od. 3, 193:

ATpdSrjv 8e Koi aiiTol aKOVfre v6a<f)iv f6vT€S

&s T TjXd
,

and Dem. 19, 39- oKover S) av8pfs ^Adrjvaloi Trjs enKj-ToXrjs, wff KaXfj /cat

(fiiXavdpanos. In the former instance the animate subject is hurried

over in the eagerness to reach the more important predicate,

whereas in the latter lively fancy reverses the process and ele-

vates the inanimate subject into a living being.

If the foregoing view as to the difference in sense between the

accusative and the genitive as subject of the participle and as

proleptic subject of the clause dependent upon a verb of hearing

is correct, we have in it a clue to the distinction everywhere
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between these cases with such verbs. The words that occur in

the genitive or the accusative with verbs of hearing may con-

veniently be divided into two main classes: i, Substantives proper;

2, Substantivized neuter adjectives and participles.

The substantives are in all about two hundred and twenty-five

in number and fall, according to case-usage, into three divisions:

1, those that occur in the accusative only, more than half of all;

2, those that occur only in the genitive, less than one-third

;

3, those that occur in both the accusative and the genitive, less

than one-fifth. The classes are distinguished from each other as

regards the nature of the words only on broad lines. Yet on the

whole the contrast is striking. In class i the presence of two

kinds of words in particular is to be noticed : such as convey

notions inherently disagreeable, as dBiKrjfiara, aXyos, axos, voa-rjfjiaTa

and many more, and those that denote a violent, noisy or unex-

pected sound. The class is largely composed of words that do

not express sound, but suggest only action, and the absence of

purely vocal utterances is particularly noticeable. A distinguish-

ing feature of class 2 is the entire absence of what constituted so

large an element in class i, namely, sharp, explosive sounds and

offensive notions like dneiXas, /SSfXypiW. Sounds are plentiful, but

they are vocal, musical, and the note of lamentation, a manifesta-

tion of the recognized melancholy of the Greeks, is not lacking.

The play of fancy is present in the use of such words as Satrdr,

olaKos, and the comic Kpida>v. Throughout, the passivity of the

situation is felt in the notion of suspension, subordination to an

influence. Class 3 is interesting in that it is in some measure a

meeting ground of the other two classes and illustrates the facility

with which the Greek turns from the one construction to the

other according as he sees in the word at the moment the notion

of a mere fleeting actipn, or that of an unexplored territory which

engages his attention. The class is of heterogeneous composi-

tion, as witness vofios and ktvuos. The latter word occurs twice in

Homer: II. 10, 532, i^earap 8e npa>Tos ktvtvov aie, where there is no

suggestion of preparation for the sound;' Od. 21, 237, ffv 5* ns ^

' As serving to emphasize the sharp, clear-cut character of one of the

words of sound in this list may be cited the striking transfer in Aesch. Sept.

loi : KTvnov 6k6opKa. KTvnog is probably related to (y)(Joi)7rof, which expresses

the same kind of sound in general and is used only in the accusative with

a verb of hearing. No other word to which the sense of hearing only is

properly applicable is found associated with a verb of sight.
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QTovayri^ rje ktvttov ev8op aKovarj. The prospective attitude of the

subject is foreshadowed in the case as in the setting. The em-

ployment of vofios in the genitive with verbs of hearing to denote

the relation of the governed subject or of the expectant hearer of

its provisions is too frequent to require special illustration. Plato,

Legg. 721 D marks the contrast to this in situation and in sense:

ToiiTov 8rj nap (Kfivov rov vofiov aKovcravra (^((tti. ntpl evos (kckttov biavot)-

6rjvai. The legislator is spoken of, the cold critic that touches the

law to create, not follow it. A striking instance of the reversed

relation, involving the genitive with the participle is found in

Legg. 839 B.

The second main division, which comprises substantivized

neuter adjectives and participles, about seventy in number, shows

almost invariably the accusative. Among the fifty different ad-

jectives thus employed the only plural genitives are t&v ayaQStv

and tS>v e'nav, and the only singulars are ov8ev6s and ixrjSevos, all of

rare occurrence. The participles show four genitive forms, all

plural and with the article, which commonly attends the adjec-

tives also. This strong drift toward the accusative seems to

reflect the affinity of the governing verb's action for the activity

concealed under the noun form. Of neuter pronominal forms

the great mass are accusative, but Tovrav, TMi/de, hv, and avrav are not

uncommon. The only singulars are the interrogatives rov and

rivos, once each in Ar. in reference to the future, and one of them

in a situation of intense anxiety and suspense.

Among the substantives which stand always in the accusative

is the word ovona, which occurs several times in both numbers.

Thus with reference to the verb of hearing, the person, or what-

ever endowed or conceived as endowed with life represents it,

stands at the one pole; the name, compressing the personal

relation within the narrowest possible limits, at the other. Plato,

Protag. 311 E, shows the higher form reduced to the grade of the

lower : W ovopa aWo ye Xeyofievov nep\ IlpaTayopov oKovofiev, coairep . . .

7r«p) 'Oprjpov noiTjTtjv',

bbijiir acadbmy. James William Kern.





THE SCENIC VALUE OF THE MINIATURES IN
THE MANUSCRIPTS OF TERENCE.

For sources of information concerning the manners of the

Roman stage, it has been usual to cite above all the literary

record of Quint. (Inst. Or. xi, 3, 65 ff.) and certain scholia of

the Donatus Commentary on Terence along with the testimony

from ancient art, including notably the scenes of the Pompeian

wall-pictures and the miniatures of the illustrated manuscripts

of Terence. Accurate knowledge, however, concerning this inter-

esting subject is in nowise commensurate with the variety and

apparent richness of the material. The pictures that are placed

at the beginning of each scene in the illustrated manuscripts,^

represent the actors as they appear at some critical point in the

action and the different series, unmistakably related, are all

referred to an older original, which is supposed to approach in

date the period of the Terentian presentation. Arguments for the

antiquity of the tradition have been found in the possibility of

identifying many of the gestures shown with those described by

Quintilian (1. c.) ; in the general harmony between the pictures and

certain situations assigned in the Donatus Commentary, in which

the scholia touching stage direction are commonly thought to be

excerpts older than the time of Donatus ;" and in the close resem-

blance which they bear, in action and technique, to the Pompeian

wall-scenes. Leo (1. c, p. 342), considering the last point to be of

special importance, places the original after the appearance of

the Imagines of Varro—Rome's oldest illustrated book (cf. Pliny,

N. H., XXV, 2. 11) which was published about 39 before Christ

—

^ The group is represented by four MSS, CFPO, with approximately

complete series of pictures, and by three unimportant fragments (cf. Leo,

Kh. M. 38, p. 336, n. 2, and Sittl, Die Gebard. der Griech. u. Rom. Leipz.

1890, p. 204). Following Hoeing (Codex Dunelmensis of Terence, Johns
Hopk. Univ. Diss,, 1898, p. 311, n. 3), I designate the Dunelmensis O
(Oxoniensis), since it may not be called D for fear of confusion with the

Victorianus.

^ Sittl (1. c, p. 203) holds the contrary view.

18
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and before the destruction of Pompeii. Pease ingeniously argues

(Trans. Amer. Phil. Assoc, 1887, p. 40) that the editor of the

archetype of the P family must have taken his illustrations from

a very old manuscript, which did not belong to the Calliopian

recension, since the division into scenes is often different^ and

the order of plays has been changed, presumably to that of the

ancient illustrated edition (And., Eun., Heaut., Ad., Hec, Phor.).

Since the actors are shown with masks, the originals must in any

case be assigned to the post-Terentian period (cf. Diomed. p. 489
and Cic. de Or. Ill, 221).'

By the same radical estimate which at once rejects the value of

the Donatus " Gestenscholien" for the ancient stage and disputes

the reliability of the tradition preserved in the illustrated manu-

scripts, Sittl (1. c, p. 205) eliminates from consideration two

principal sources of information. Thus, in a treatise from which

much might be expected, he is permitted to contribute but little

upon the matter of comic gesture. While recognizing an older

original for the miniatures and a measurable amount of accuracy

in the reproduction of masks and costume, he considers them

unauthoritative as far as the portrayal of ancient gesture is con-

cerned, because the copyist is surmised to have introduced the

customs of his own period.

" Die Bilder," he asserts, " gehoren ihrer kunstgeschichtlichen

Stellung nach nicht zu einer antiken Technik, sondern zu der im

neunten Jahrhundert entwickelten Gattung der Federzeichnungen,

welche gerade in den Bewegungen einen derben Realismus auf-

weisen. Daher ist in den Terenzbildern die antike Zeichentradition

der Gebarden verlassen und das tagliche Leben (z. B., erwahnte

italienische Gewohnheit, die Fingerspitzen zusammenzulegen)

nachgebildet."

From the close relation of ancient comedy to the customs of

real life it may be supposed that the system of gesticulation

^ A. Mai, in an autograph prefixed to F, notes a picture at Heaut. 3. 3.

32, (reproduced in his M. Accii Plauti frag, inedita, etc., Med. 1815, p.

47), wanting in C, (neither is it in P), and on the other hand C has one at

Heaut. 5. 2, omitted in both F and P. F leaves a space ; P makes no pro-

vision for its insertion, merely indicating the roles in red capitals. Were
such devised by the copyist ?

5 Other opinions concerning the date are given in Wieseler, Theater-

gebaude u. Denkm. des Biihnenwes. bei den Griech. u. Rom., Gott. 1851,

p. 63.
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employed on the comic stage was lacking in a highly developed

artificiality.^

The dilettante effort of Canon Andrea de Jorio (La mimica

degli antichi investigata nel gestire napolitano, Napoli, 1832), who
sought to interpret the gestures of ancient art and those described

in writings, by the modern gesticulation of the Neapolitans, has,

in addition, furnished some good evidence that the general sys-

tem of gesture once prevailing in ancient Italy is substantially the

same as now observed. Mr. Mallery" further, commenting on

the similarity of the merely emotional gestures and attitudes of

modern Italy to those of the classics, compares very aptly the

attitude of a pulcinella, drawn from life in the streets of Naples,

with the characteristic abandon in limb of the fawning, clownish

servus of the Vatican Terence. A highly wrought realism,

therefore, and the marks of later Italian life do not force the con-

clusion that these did not exist in the older period. It remains

true, however, that the value of the pictures for critical purposes will

depend not only upon their claims to an older original, but also

upon the faithfulness with which this is represented in the later

manuscript-drawings, and the opinion of Sittl is pertinent in sug-

gesting the need of evidence for the latter.

With a stable basis of investigation, the method of Leo, who
identified in the miniatures many of the gestures described by

Quintilian, might be further employed with interesting results

;

but even apart from such identification, the variety and complete-

ness of the situations portrayed,—with the constant possibility of

interpretation by the accompanying text—must always insure for

the collection a distinct and unique value in the estimate of

scenic action.

Gesticulation as the accompaniment of speech is characteristic of

the southern blood, and, among the Italians, the play of the fingers

as a means of interpretation, is a matter of familiar observation.

In the Terence miniatures the prominence given to the disposition

^ Compare for example Quint. Inst. Or. II, 10. 13 Actores comici . . .

neque ita prorsus, ut nos vulgo loquimur, pronuntiant, quod esset sine

arte neque procul tamen a natura recedunt, quo vitio periret imitatio, sed

morem communis huius sermonis decore quodam scaenico exornant.

See also Donat. Comment, de Comoedia, p. 8 (Reiff.).

'Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1879-80, Wash. 1881, p. 292,

Fig- 73-
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of the fingers is very striking, and it is probable that, after the

introduction of masks upon the stage, the fingers were taxed to

an unusual degree, but in accordance with a set system,^ to make
clear much that might otherwise have been disclosed by facial

expression.' Since in all the manuscripts the general grouping,

action and postures are sufficiently identical to establish the

unmistakable relation of the different series, it is in these less

obtrusive gestures that the marks conjectured by Sittl or the

careless divergencies from a copy might be discovered. To this

end a comparison of all the manuscripts which show most clearly

the supposed ancient tradition in the smaller matters of the play

of the fingers and the hands will be significant in determining the

accuracy with which this tradition has actually been preserved.

It therefore becomes necessary to speak in greater detail of the

published forms in which the pictures have been available. Only

those of the Vatican MS are accessible in complete series.

These, imperfectly published, first by De Berger (Comment, de

personis vulgo larvis seu mascheris, etc., Francof. et Lips. 1723),

and later in two Italian editions (Fortiguerra, Urbini 1736, and

Cocquelines, Rome 1767), are manifestly inaccurate. A marked

difference in the representation of gestures is to be observed, and

Cocquelines, the best of the three, where pictures are wanting for

the division of scenes accepted by him, devises such as are con-

sidered fitting for the situation.^

' Cf. Quint. Inst. Or. xi, 3. 103 a peregrinis scholis tamen prope recepta

tremula scaenica est.

2 The school-rules elaborated by Quint, for the orator and the attention

paid to the matter by other writers whose works are lost (e. g. Plotius and

Nigidius, cf. Quint, xi, 3. 43), emphasize the importance with which it was

regarded.

3 Andr. 1. 3 is typical, with the note: "In codice Bibliothecae Vat.

nulla his visitur actoris persona . . . nos vero . . . Davi personam insculpi,

et ad servandam nostra in editione uniformitatem poni curavimus."

The Vatican picture of Mysis, and Davus with the child, v. 716 Dz., is

inserted at v. 722 and the figure of Mysis supplied for the scene at v. 716.

(P and C are alike; F lacks Andria.) In like manner elaborate pictures

are devised for Andr. 5. i zi: v. 820, and for 5. 2 =1 v, 842. (In P spaces

appear, but no picture.) At Andr. 5. 5=: v. 957 the figures of Pamphilus

and Charinus are found (P adds Davus) ; at Ad. 3. 6=: v. 511 the figure

of Hegio appears; at Ad. v. 882 the picture of Syrus and Demea is

repeated from the preceding scene. Contrasting Fortiguerra and Coc-
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Most accurate in technique, but giving only isolated pictures,

are the facsimiles of D'Agincourt (Histoire de I'art par les monu-
ments, Paris 1823, T. 5, PI. 35 and 36).^ These, with the photo-

graphs of the Phormio included in the Harvard edition of the

play (Cambridge, 1894), supply the only reliable copies of C.

In the case of P, Madame Dacier has said much that is inter-

esting, but Picart's execution of those pictures which her

enthusiasm required for her translation of Terence (Amsterdam,

1724), depicts the actors performing in edifices of modern con-

struction and may thus be duly estimated. Faithful reproductions

are published by Chatelain (Pal^og. des class, lat. pi. vii, Andr. i. 5

and Ad. 3. 3) and by Champollion (Pal6og. des class, lat. pi. iv,

Eun. 2. 3).

F has had even less notice. A. Mai (M. Accii Plauti fragment,

inedita, etc., Med. 1815) gives (pp. 51 and 61) the masks to the

Ad. and Phor., and (p. 47) the picture at Heaut. 3. 3. 32 (= v. 592
Dz.), for which C makes no provision.* Chatelain's specimen

page of the manuscript (1. c, pi. viii) shows the scene at Ad. 3. 4.

The last of the group, the Dunelmensis, shows unmistakable

traces of mediaeval influence. The figures are larger and coarser

than those of the general type, grotesque and clownish, with

fingers disproportionately long and conspicuous, and inferior

artistic ability is everywhere evident (cf. Hoeing, 1. c, p. 313).

It thus appears that the Vatican apparatus is useless for a full

grouping of typical gestures and that for the information which

is desirable concerning F and P recourse must be had to the

manuscripts themselves. The results therefore of a comparison

which sought for detailed evidence of a copy common to both,

quelines, t\\t prologus of the Phormio in the former does duty in the latter

for the Hecyra. Similarly the aediculae of the Eunuchus and the Hecyra

are exchanged. At Heaut. 4. 3:13 v. 723, in a group of five figures, one

shows the order, Bacchis, Clinia, Phrygia, Dromo, Syrus ; in the other the

order is Syrus, Dromo, Clinia, Bacchis, Phrygia. It will be observed that

we have here not a mere matter of substituting designations of the figures.

In one, the fir^^t figure is a female ; in the other, a slave. Other similar

matters might be noted.

' These show, besides a series of grotesque masks, the scenes at Andr.

1.5; 4. 3 ; Prologus Phor.; Phor. 2. 4 ; Eun. 2. i ; 4. 7 ; Heaut. i. i [all

reproduced in Wieseler (1. d Taf. v. and x.)].

' Reproduced in the edition of Giles (Lond. 1837) and in Wieseler (1. c,

Taf. V. 29 and x. 9).
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will be partially indicated below. The first example will illustrate

both the correctness of the method suggested and the caution

to be observed in the use of the pictures.

A common gesture among modern Italians for scoring points

as they are successively presented in discourse, as it were the

commas of speech, is that made by placing together the tips

of the thumb and first finger, approximating a circle, the others

being carelessly relaxed or elevated. This position seems indi-

cated by Quint, xi, 3. loi poUici proximus digitus mediumque,
qua dexter est, unguem pollicis summo suo iungens, remissis

ceteris, est et approbantibus et narraniibus et distinguentibus

decorus. Jorio (1. c, p. 86) shows that this gesture was also a

Neapolitan sign for inquiry, and he mentions another, which

differs but a little in the disposition of the unemployed fingers,

and which was used in the sense of" good !"(cf. Quint. 1. c, "appro-

bantibus "). Beda (De computo vel loquela digitorum, p. 256, § i,

ed. Sittl), quoting Hieronymus, gives evidence that in antiquity

the elements of the same gesture made up the sign for marriage,

" Triginta referuntur ad nuptias ; nam et ipsa digitorum con-

iunctio quasi molli osculo se complectens et foederans, maritum

pingit et coniugem." This practically is one of the few out of

the large number of gestures described by Rabelais, the signi-

ficance of which is explained. Nazdecabre (Pantagruel Bk. Ill,

ch. xx) is described as having elevated his left hand,^ the fingers

retained ' fistways closed together ', except the thumb and the

forefinger the nails of which ' he softly joined and coupled to one

another '.
" I understand," quoth Pantagruel, " what he meaneth

by that sign. It denotes marriage.'"' The position, formed

however upon the right hand, seems indicated also by Apuleius

(Met. IV, 28) where the adorers of Venus are shown "ad-

moventes oribus suis dexteram primore digito in erectum poUi-

cem residente."

With these literary notices of a gesture which is still perpet-

uated in Italian custom as a sign of love (Jorio, 1. c, p. 46) and

' It should be noted that St. Jerome's symbol for thirty is made on the

left hand. Cf. Beda (1. c. §S), trecenta in dextera, quemadmodem triginta

in laeva.

*
J' entends, dist Pantagruel, ce qu'il praetend par oestuy signe. II denote

tnariage ; et d'abondant le nombre trentenaire, scelon la profession des

Pythagoriens. Vous serez marie.
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in the other significations noted, its frequent occurrence in the

Terence miniatures is most interesting ; but these miniatures are

of but little use in determining its scenic value, when it is found

from the collected instances as shown by the Vatican reproduc-

tions and F and P, that no strict uniformity is preserved in the

dramatic situations to which the gesture is assigned. The prints

of Cocquelines and De Berger differ much as F and P ; out of 18

instances of the gesture in the latter, Cocquelines has only 14.

F and P agree in giving it to Pythias (Eun. 4. 5 = v. 727)

;

Thais (Eun. 4, 6 = v. 739); Parmeno (Eun. 5. 8 = v. 1031);

Chremes (Heaut. 3. 3 = v. 562); Hegio (Ad. 3. 4 = v. 447);

Demea (Ad. 5. 6 == v. 889) ; Laches (Hecy. 4. 2 =: v. 577) ;

Laches (Hecy. 4. 3 = v. 607); Demipho (F) = Chremes (P)

(Ph. 4. 3 = V. 606).

In F the fingers are often shown merely tending together, and

at Eun. 4. 5, the thumb and third finger, instead of the first, are

involved ; at Eun. 5. 8 (9), the second and the thumb are em-

ployed. P shows it, besides for Parmeno, for both Thraso and

Gnatho, (Eun). 5. 8 (9) ; for Chaerea (Eun. 5. 10 = v. 1049), and

for Philotis (Hecy. i. i = v. 58). F alone has it for Gnatho

(Eun. 4. 7= v. 771); Bacchis (Heaut. 2. 4= v. 381) whereas in P,

she holds a small object between the fingers ; Demea (Ad. 5.4 =
v. 855) ; and Geta (Ph. 2. 3 = v. 348).

By an examination of the situations in which the manuscripts

show the gesture in common, the conclusion that it was charac-

teristically a sign of interrogation or inquiry was drawn apart from

other information concerning its significance. Some instances

possibly exemplify the attitude described by Quintilian as that

of an " approbans " or " distinguens." ^

1 Chaerea (Eun. 5. 10= v. 1049) ^^^^ Demea in the monologue (Ad. 5. 4^
vv. 855 to 881 J are cited by Jorio (1. c, p. 49) as instances of the sign of

"love". The MSS C F P, however, do not divide at v. 882, as do the

published pictures which the canon used, so that in the manuscript picture,

which shows both Demea and Syrus, a critical situation is portrayed in the

longer passage of vv. 855 to 889, and the gesture may naturally be assigned

to the excited inquiries of Demea v. 883. In the Eun. passage, Chaerea's

part is a minor one ; he is prominent only in the latter part of the scene,

where his words show Quintilian's " approval ". Cf. v. 1086, ac lubenter

;

V. 1087, placet. He is also shown as addressing Gnatho (cf. the text).

Furthermore, one should expect the left hand to be used in the sign for

love.
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Reviewing the situations involved in the instances presented by
F and P in common, the value of the gesture is, in most cases,

clear.

At Eun. 4. 5 = V. 727, the two figures of Chremes and Pythias

are shown. The youth enters from the left, uncertain in gait and
speech after a drunken debauch, while Pythias propounds eager

interrogatories, gesticulating with the right hand. Compare v. 733,

An abiit iam a milite ? v. 735, nil dixit, tu ut sequerere sese? v. 736,

Eho, nonne id sat erat ?

Eun. 4. 6 = V. 739. Pythias on the right, in pose of rest, sup-

ports a casket on the left arm. Thais appears from the opposite

side inveighing against Thraso.

Iif^ V. 753 the girl has been dispatched for the casket of tokens,

and since she now is seen with the box in hand, the grouping

depicted evidently belongs in the latter part of the scene. The
action of Chremes, too, who, on the point of exit, looks back over

his shoulder at the meretrix is indicated at v. 763. Thais seems to

use the gesture to punctuate a series of arguments that Chremes
should bestir himself against Thraso for the possession of the

girl in her charge. " Consider this further," says she (v. 759),
" your rival is a foreigner, with less influence, fewer friends, is less

known."

Eun. 5. 8 (9) = V. 1031. Chaerea, who, as he enters, exclaims

joyfully at his good fortune, " O populares, ecquis me hodie vivit

fortunatior ? " is the object of interest. The three other figures

Parmeno, Thraso and Gnatho, are evidently curious to know the

cause of such extreme joy. Parmeno who is nearest the youth

questions apart (v. 1034), " Quid hie laetus est ? " ^

The scene at Heaut. 3. 3 = v. 562, is marked by Chremes's

rapid questioning, first of Clitipho then of Syrus, as to the latter's

design hatched up for Menedemus. The dialogue is largely

between Chremes and Syrus who is advancing towards him, and

the attitudes of the two point to the latter part of the scene

in which comes the chief contribution to the plot of the play as

the slave reveals his plan, Chremes interrupts with inquiries at

vv. 595 (twice), 596, 597, 598, 602, 605, 606, 607, 611, 612, 613.

Ad. 3. 4 = V. 447. Geta stands in the centre in an attitude of

excitement, strained and comical, having disclosed to Hegio his

^De Berger gives the sign to all three ; Cocquel. only to Thraso ; F and

P only to Parmeno.
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1

family's woes consequent upon Aeschinus' desertion. The old

man here employs the gesture, and with figure and eyes afire,

bursts into the impassioned exclamation " Pro di immortales,

facinus indignum, Geta, quod narras !
" (vv. 447-48).

Ad. 5. 6 = v. 889. In a short scene between Demea and

Geta,^ the old man plays the affable, with complimentary expres-

sions to the slave reinforced by the gesture. (Cf. Quintilian's

" approval ".)
'' Geta, hominem maximi preti te esse hodie

iudicavi animo meo," etc. (vv. 891-97).

Hecy. 4. 2 = V. 577). Sostrata in a dialogue with Pamphilus

reveals her resolution to retire into the country in order to

remove the fancied obstacle to her son's happiness. Laches

(unnamed in F), who takes no part in the dialogue, stands on

one side overhearing it (cf the next scene v. 607 : Quem cum istoc

sermonem habueris, procul hinc stans, accepi, uxor) and seems

to indicate by the gesture his secret approval which is openly

expressed in the following scene (cf 4. 3, v. 610). In this F and P
again show him with the gesture, while in the Vatican prints it is

unfittingly transferred to Sostrata.

Ph. 4. 3 = V. 606. Geta and the third figure of the group,

including besides the slave, Antipho and two old men, are the

engaging figures. The fourth figure with the gesture under

consideration, is called by F, Demipho, by C and P, Chremes, a

variation which introduces difficulties in the proper use of the

text. The threatening attitude, however, of the third figure

seems to make it certain that this figure represents Demipho

(so C and P), at the climax of the scene, where Geta reveals that

he has promised to the parasite, with hardihood unwarranted, a

sum of money for which his master is to be responsible (vv. 636 ff.).

All ire intent to hear the amount promised, and Chremes at this

point urges (v. 642), Cedo quid postulat? (v. 643) Quantum} die.

A further marked difference between the manuscripts is the

characteristic substitution by P of the first and second fingers in

those positions in which F shows the first alone extended, the

thumb being usually apart. This occurs in the ordinary positions

of pointing and in others where the fingers seem disposed for no

special effect." The type common in P is designated by Sittl

(1. c, p. 286, 3) an ear-mark of post-classic art.

^ F reverses the names in obvious error,

* Examples are numerous. For the act of pointing, I cite Eun. 4. 7
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Again, an attitude in the miniatures that is typical in passages

of soliloquy, usually monologues, is that of the hand directed

toward the face while the head inclines downward as if to meet it.

The fingers are variously disposed. In the movement of the hand

may frequently be discovered the emotional value which Quintilian

(xi, 3. 103, cf. 96) assigns to it : digitos cum summi coierunt, ad

OS referre, cur quibusdam displicuerit, nescio ; nam id et leviter

admirantes et interim subita indignatione velut pavescentes et

deprecantes facimus. P and F, however, show no uniformity

either in defining the position of the hand or in the disposition

of the fingers. At Eun. 4. 2 = v. 629 and 4. 3 = v. 643 Phaedria

is shown in P with the first finger extended, the hand tending

upwards. In F the first finger rests above the eyebrow. At

Eun. 5. I = V. 817, Thais appears in F, advancing with arm

raised high and with hand compressed and touching her brow.

The gesture suggests that of striking the forehead, while in P
her clenched hand merely tends upwards and is removed from

her face.

In Eun. 5. 5 = v. 971 Laches, in F, has the less pronounced

gesture ; in P, the forefinger extended rests upon the left cheek.

The same positions are shown in reversed order for Clinia, Heaut.

2. 2 = V. 230. At Heaut. 2. 3 = v. 242 the figure named Clinia

in P (Clitipho in F), with all fingers bent under and hand against

cheek, seems to be supporting his head. In F he is shown with

his arm sharply elevated, all his fingers extended, and his hand

directed toward his face. At Phor. i. 3 = v. 153 Antipho with

his arm extended and his right hand uplifted rests his first and

second fingers on his left brow (F). In P and C,^ the first finger

alone is extended and touches the left cheek. Similar differences

appear in the pictures at Eun. v. 942 (Parmeno), Heaut. v. 874

(Chremes), Ad. v. 364 (Demea); Phor. v. 534 (Geta); v. 766

(Demipho).

(Sanga P=iThraso F)
; 5. 4 (Parmeno); Heaut. 1.2 (Clitipho); 4. i

(Syrus), pointing downwards ; cf. Quint, (xi. 3. 94), versus in terram et

quasi pronus urguet. For otlier positions cf. Eun. 5, 6 1, Pythias); Heaut.

4. 4 (Phrygia F^ Bacchis P) ; 4. 8 (Menedemus) ; 5. 3 (Sostrata) ; Ad. i. i

(Micio) ; 2. i (Aeschinus) ; 5. 2 (Dromo) ; Hecy. 3. i (Pamphilus)

;

Phor. 2. 4 (Demipho) ; 4. 3 (Geta), et saepe.

The Harvard pictures for the Phor. are much like those of P.

' According to the Harvard photographs.
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Another gesture, which appears not infrequently, viz. that of

extended first finger, other fingers bent down, the thumb resting

on the second, is so variously shown that the type for definite

situations is destroyed. Thus at Eun. 4. 7 = v. 771 F and Pshow
it in common for Chremes; at Eun. 5. 5= v. 971, F gives it to

Parmeno, while in P he is shown with open palms and fingers

extended. Dromo has it in F at Heaut. 2. 3 = v. 242, while P,

with the substitution noted above, modifies the gesture by showing

the first and second fingers out, and the thumb on the third which

is bent upon the palm. The form which appears here in P may
be exemplified in both manuscripts at Hecy. 3. 4 = v. 415 (Sosia),

5. 3 = V. 799 (Bacchis), Phor. 4. i = 567 (Chremes)
; 5. 5 = v.

829 (Antipho). Other numerous instances in which it occurs in

but one of the two manuscripts clearly define the type, but

leave unsettled any opinion concerning the correctness of its

claims. Where it is found in F, P often substitutes the open

palm and extended fingers, e. g. Ad. v. 447 (Demea) ; Hecy. v.

336 (Pamphilus) ; v. 607 (id.) ; Phor. v. 348 (Phormio).

Thus far the examples cited have been of characteristic

gestures selected from different plays; but before drawing a

conclusion it will be well for the purpose in hand to include a

comparison of F, P and C (using Cocquelines) at the strikingly

comical scene of Eun. 4. 7 = v. 771 where the braggart soldier

comes indignantly with his following to storm the house of Thais.

This has often been reproduced from the Vatican with varying

identification of the characters and conflicting explanations.^

The representations of F and P differ markedly in both attitudes

and gestures. The first figure on the left, Gnatho, is seen in C
and P excitedly girding or ungirding a scarf about his waist.

In F he lifts his right arm aloft, tending to form a circle with his

thumb and first finger, his left hand being disengaged and all

his fingers extended. Thraso, the third of the group, advancing

with action, points with his first finger to the right (F and C).

P adds also the second finger (cf. above). Donax, the fourth

figure, in C and P, grasps in his right hand a club-like object

(the "vectis" of v. 774), while the left seizes the scarf (Koavfi^r))

about his shoulder. Named Simalio in F, the figure is shown

I Cf. Wieseler (1. c, PL x, Fig. 5 ; Baumeister (Uenk. des kl. Alt. II, p. 38,

Fig. 914) ; Schreiber (Atlas of Class. Antiq., PI. Ill, Fig. 5); Leo (Rh. M.

PP- 339-340).
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with the arm lifted high over the head, and the next figure (Donax

in F) assumes the"vectis". This figure, in P, is Simalio with

arm elevated ; in C, Syriscus bearing in the right hand a whisk

(cf. Plaut. Men. vv. 77 and 391).^

On the right F shows a door between the advancing crowd

and the vieretrix and Chremes who are within. Syriscus (F

and P), having reached this point, halts and turns to those

behind. In P no door appears, but the figure which faces those

that are advancing, grasps a gourd-like object the end of which

is held by the figure preceding. C, omitting the door, designates

here the figure Simalio and represents it much as F. Wieseler

and Leo have made much of the attitude of Thais who stands

in C and P as though in deep thought or perhaps careless and

unconcerned, with her right hand supporting her cheek, the elbow

resting on the other hand crossed about the waist. In F, how-

ever, she awaits the storm in pious supplication with hands

crossed religiously over her breast.

Certain differences are further to be mentioned in the care

bestowed upon the aediculae prefixed to the plays, P being

much superior to F, and both evincing greater elaboration for

the early plays of the manuscripts. F, after the Heaut., places

the masks merely upon waving, rough-drawn lines of blue.

At the Hec. the collection is wholly omitted. Nor is the

number of masks represented with regularity, F having, for the

Ad. and Phor., eight each, P, at these places, thirteen. In P
some of the aediculae are ornamented with birds (so Ad. Hec.

Phor.), a device popular in the Carolingian Renaissance, and thus

in itself a mark of the later period.^ At the Hec. one perches

above each corner, and a pair is seen in the centre of the gable.

That on the Adelphi holds a spray in its bill.

Stage entrances are shown in different forms of square open-

ings draped or undraped, or with arched tops usually undraped.

Some appear with lattice-work in the middle. P and F, again,

are far from uniform both in the type chosen and in the frequency

with which they are added to the pictures.

The footgear of the actor is shown by P and C to be quite

uniformly the comedian's soccus laced across the instep and

'The text (v. 777) assigns to Sanga the peniculus.

* Cf. Sittl, 1. c, p. 205, n. 3 ; Janitschek, Die Trierer Ada-Handschrift,

Leipzig 1889, p. 69 f.
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ankle. F, on the other hand, omitting detail, gives the somewhat

odd effect of the modern sock. Ludicrous exceptions are to be

noted. The miles at Eun. 4. 7 has bootlets; at Ph. 2. 3, Geta

stands with his feet close together, as though in bonds adjusted

about the ankles; so also at Ph. 4. 2 and at Ph. 2. 4, Cratinus'

left foot is drawn with protruding toes.

In general, the pictures of F are not regular in execution, but,

as types, exhibit more grace than those of C. All are shaded in

light blue with ornamental effect. Some are drawn with full, round

outlines, others are deficient in technique with disregard of proper

proportions. Those of the Adelphi and Phormio are perhaps

the best of the manuscript. The early scenes of the Eunuchus

exhibit an unpracticed hand, while in the later portions and in

the Heautontimorumenos,the next in order, more regularity may
be observed. Those of P share the superiority of the manuscript,

and, though lacking the blue ornamentation of the other, are

outlined and shaded with good effect in the brownish ink of the

manuscript.

The results of our investigation, which has been sufficiently

illustrated by the matters presented, are such as to warrant,

conservatively speaking, the conclusion that the pictures do not

adhere to the supposed original as accurate copies of a fixed model,

and that in the elaboration of a system of scenic gestures, they

should deserve credence as representing the older tradition

only in those particulars in which the testimony of the several

manuscripts coincides. For depicting general situations and

bearing, for the nature of the devices and the resources available

for comic effect, for the characterization of stock roles ^ and

attitudes, and to a certain extent, for the costume, they are of

undoubted value.

University of California. JOHN W. BaSORE.

' E. g. the " servus currens " is depicted with admirable conformity to

our testimony as to the stock type of comedy, usually also in the short

tunic, cf. Donat., De Com. p. 11 Reiff., servi comici amictu exiguo teguntur

paupertatis antiquae gratia vel quo expeditiores agant. The type appears

in Quint. (1. c. 112), j^ri/z, ancillulae, parasiti, piscatores, citatius moventur.

Compare also Ter. Heaut. vv. 31, 124; Eun. 36, et al.; Donatus, scholia

to Ad. vv. 299, 324; Phor. 179; Andr. 722; Hecy. 16, 443; similarly in

Plautus, Acanthio (Merc, vv. ni-119); Leonida (Asin. vv, 290 ff.); Epid-

icus (Ep. vv. 185 £f.)
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PUPULA DUPLEX.

A Comment on Ovid, Amores I, 8, 15.

In his Address to the Lena, a conventional theme of the elegiac

poet, Ovid says of her :

. . . oculis quoque pupula duplex

fulminat et gemino lumen ab orbe venit.

This statement occurs in the usual list of magic feats which all

lenae were supposed to perform ; for everyone knows that the

business of this indispensable adjunct of an antique love-affair

included, as a matter of course, the brewing of love-potions and

the practice of necromancy in all its branches.

Of course, it is Ovid's implication that his ' Dipsas,' as he

expressively calls her, has the Evil Eye. But what would have

been his definition oi^Lpupula duplex, a double pupil ? And why
was this peculiarity, whatever it may be, esteemed a sign of the

Evil Eye ? Commentators have added nothing of any value to

the solution of these questions since the time of Burmann.' Of
the parallels cited by them Pliny, VII, 16 and a passage from

Ptolemaios Chennos are all that have any bearing upon the point.

Pliny, VII, 2, 16, says that " In this same Africa, according to

Isigonus and Nymphodorus, are certain families of people possess-

mg the Evil Eye who cause cattle to die, trees to wither up, babies

to perish, simply by commending them. Isigonus adds that per-

sons of the same sort are found among the Triballi and Illyri.

These, also, especially if they are angry, charm and kill by their

gaze whomsoever they look upon for any length of time. Youths

who have just reached maturity are most easily injured by them.

More notable still, says Isigonus, is the fact that they have double

pupils in each eye. According to Apollonides there are also

women of this sort in Scythia. They are called Bitiae. Phy-

larchus says that in Pontus there is a race called Thibii and many

^ The latest commentary on the Amores is by Martinon, Paris, Fon-

temoing, 1897.
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others who have the same powers. As peculiarities of these

people he notes that they have in one eye a double pupil, in the

other the figure of a horse. Even when their garments are

soaked through they cannot be made to sink in water.' Cicero

also, among us, is authority for the statement that all women
everywhere with double pupils possess the Evil Eye."

Pliny refers again to this passage at XI, 142, and Gellius, IX)

4, 7, gives the substance of it. No other references to the super-

stition are quoted from Roman authors. It may be observed too

that, except Cicero, all the authorities cited by Phny are Greek.

The eldest, Phylarchos and Nymphodoros, belong to the early

Alexandrian period. The time of Isigonos must have been

later as is shown by his use of Nymphodoros. The most

recent is ApoUonides. He lived in the period of the Mithradatic

Wars. All belong to that class of marvel-mongers familiar to

everyone who has followed the romantic and novellistic literature

of later Greece." This type of popular historian and paradoxo-

graphos was much read throughout the entire Roman period, and

perhaps may be said—at any rate in the case of Pliny, who lacked

the training, not the temperament, of a scientist—to have taken

the place of that which, under different circumstances, might have

ripened into more profitable investigation.

The passage which Pliny quotes from Cicero is not to be

found in any work of his now extant. But Baiter and Kayser

(Cicero, Tauchnitz, Leipzig, 1869, vol. XI, p. 77) are undoubtedly

right in ascribing it to the Admiranda. Pliny used the work,

indeed, quotes it by name at XXXI, 12 and 51 for notices similar

in character to this. The title of the Admiranda and, as far as we
know them, its contents, are so suggestive of "ATriora, liapabo^a,

Qavnaa-Ta. and similar names given to the books of the Hellenistic

romancers that we may well believe Cicero's work to have been

based directly upon the sources used by Pliny. In fact, it is not

impossible that, in this particular statement, Cicero merely gener-

alized where Pliny, more accurate—or more painstaking—gave

• This detail is familiar to all who have studied the judicial side of sorcery

in the Middle Ages. See Grimm, D. M.*, p. 899 ; Deutsche Rechtsalt., II,

p. 923; Soldan-Heppe, Gesch. der Hexenprozesse, 1880, 1, 394 f.j Remigius,

Daemonolatreia, Cologne, 1596, III, 9 (p. 370).

^ See, for example, Rohde-Scholl, Der Griech. Roman und seine Vorldufer,

Leipzig, 1900, p. 188 f.
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his authorities in detail. Finally, if we turn back to our passage

from Ovid, reminding ourselves of his extraordinary acquaintance

with the light literature of later Hellenism, we may suspect

that he, too, drew from a source similar to that used by Pliny and
Cicero.

It would be dangerous, however, to conclude that this super-

stition was not Italic, although with the Latin authors mentioned,

it has all the air of being the result of reading rather than the

personal observation of a commonplace superstition near home.
It is true, moreover, that Pliny's Greek sources agree in placing

all actual examples of the double pupil in a remote country. But

just as the testimonial of a patent medicine seems to flourish best

in a town remarkable for its distance or obscurity, so the Land of

Marvels is generally well outside the limits of the known world.

In both cases the suggestion is very likely to have originated in

the home of the reporter. For our purpose, therefore, it is quite

unnecessary to discuss the identity of the ' Thibii ' and 'Bitiae'

or why and how this idea of a double pupil became connected

with the various remote and obscure peoples mentioned in Pliny's

catalogue.

We should note, however, the curious statement of Phylarchos

that his ' Thibii and many others in Pontus ' have ' in altero

oculo geminam pupillam in altero equi effigiem.' In his edition

of Pliny, Lyons, 1587, Dalecamp suggested that Pliny had made
the mistake of taking the word iTTTroy, in its literal sense, whereas,

in fact, it was the regular name given by Phylarchos to a peculiar

disease of the eye, the most prominent symptom of which, as we
are told by Hippokrates,^ was a constant trembling and winking

of the lids. Dalecamp's explanation was very reasonably ques-

tioned by later editors of Pliny, Hardouin in particular, but was

again adopted, without reference to Dalecamp, by Otto Jahn.'

But, as Hardouin saw, we could hardly expect Phylarchos to

couple a simple everyday eye-disease on one side of the Thibian

and Pontic nose with a miraculous double pupil on the other.

Moreover, as Riess, A. J. P. XVIII, 195, has well observed, this

theory, like Miiller's mythological 'disease of language' in a

1 Galen, 8, 604, F ; 732, A. See Thesaurus Steph. s. v.

''Ueber den Aberglauben des bosen Blicks bei den Alten, 1855, p. 35,

n. 26.

19

CAA
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kindred field, really reverses the order of things. " The very-

name of the sickness proves that its presence was ascribed to a

horse-shaped demon." ' It is evident, therefore, that in his desire

of making us quake again Phylarchos has followed a method not

infrequently observed in writers of his class. He has furnished

his ' Thibii and many others in Pontus ' with a double share of

horrific signs for the Evil Eye.

We may now turn to an interesting passage from Ptolemaios

Chennos " who, according to Suidas, would be a younger contem-

porary of Pliny the Elder. His Y^aivt] 'laropia, which consisted of

seven books and is fortunately preserved for us in the abstract of

Photios, at once stamps him as a mythographer of the semi-

novellistic type.

In this work,' according to Photios, Chennos told " that the

wife of Kandaules, whose name Herodotos does not mention, was

called Nysia ; that, according to report, she was BUopos (i. e.,

had a double pupil), and extremely sharp of sight, being in

possession of the stone bpaKovrirrfs,'^ and on this account perceived

Gyges passing out of the door."

At first sight we might suspect that this passage is merely a

piece of Alexandrian embroidery on the famous story of Hero-

dotos, I, 8-12. But in his life of Apollonios of Tyana,^ Philos-

tratos, during a long digression on Indian dragons, the manner of

their capture, etc., observes that the wonderful stone in their heads

(i. e., the bpaKovT'nrii) is " invincible even against the ring which,

they say, was possessed by Gyges." This shows that in the

version to which Chennos refers and which is that of neither

Plato ° nor Herodotos, Gyges was not put behind the door, as

Herodotos tells the story, but, probably without the connivance

' For modern instances of the horse-demon as a sign of the Evil Eye,

Professor Riess refers to an article by Tuchmann in La Melusine, vol. IV.

I have been unable to inspect a copy of this volume.

2 Persistently quoted by his father's name of Hephaistion. The title of

his work is Tixohtfiaiov tov 'H^aicrrt'wvof Trept rf/g elf TzoTMfiadiav Kaivfjq laropiag

My. C.
* Mythographi Graeei, Westermann, p. 192.

* So Westermann. The word is not found in L. & S. (8th ed.). " Dra-

conitis sive Dracontias " according to Pliny, XXXVII, 158. Compare
Solin., XXX, 16, 17; Isidor, XIV, 14, 7; 14, 5, 15; Tzetz. Hist. 7, 656.

5 111,6 (vol. I, p. 88, K.).

^Repub. II, 359, D.
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1

of Kandaules, was depending upon his ring—as old Henslowe
used to describe certain of his theatrical properties—"for to goo
invisibell." But against the dragon-stone which, according to a

world-wide superstition regarding serpents/ makes its possessor

all-seeing and all-knowing, even this famous ring was as power-

less as the hypnotism of the Hindoo juggler in the presence of the

kodak.

Chennos is our only authority for the statement that Nysia, as

he calls her, possessed a double pupil as well as the dragon-stone.

Moreover, it is to be observed that he uses the idea of the double

pupil in a new sense. The Evil Eye is not the point here, though

it may be implied. Nysia derives the same power from her double

pupil that she already derived from her dragon-stone in infinite

measure— supernatural sharpness of vision. In other words

Chennos, like Phylarchos, has doubled his signs of the same
thing.

So far as I am acquainted with the commentators on this sub-

ject we have now reached the end of our resources. As we pause

to review the situation it becomes clear that we are hardly wiser

than when we started. The two questions proposed for solution

are still unanswered. To show how far they have been from an

answer, let me quote the only two persons who, to my knowledge,

have ever expressed any opinion on zpupula duplex.

The first comes from no less a person than Cuvier. He was an

associate editor of the Lemaire Pliny, Paris, 1827. At the pas-

sage already quoted he observes :
"^ " Unde haec de pupula

duplici pervagata opinio, equidem nescio; neque crediderim

tales unquam in humanitate, etiam monstrosa, oculos visos."

The second comes from E. Miiller, Phil. VII, the main object

of whoje article was to prove that Plato's story of Gyges and his

Ring originated in a volcanic myth. Commenting on the word
diKopos in the passage from Chennos, Miiller makes the naive sug-

gestion (p. 254, n. 40) that the wife of Kandaules " verschiedenar-

tige, wie es scheint, nach ganz verschiedener richtung blickende

^Comp. p. 290, n. 4; Fafnir in the tale of the Volsungs ; Bulukiya and
the Queen of the Serpents, Book of the Thousand Nights and a Night, vol,

V, p. 278 (Burton) ; etc., etc.

2 Vol. Ill, p. 24.
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pupillen gehabt habe." The old legend of Venus Paeta'—if one

must turn to the books to settle a question like this—makes it

clear that any Dream of Fair Women is incomplete unless it

includes at least one with a cast in her eye. But " nach ganz

verschiedener richtung blickende pupillen"! Add this touch of

description, if you please, to that figure of gleaming white which,

seen and yet unseen, stands amid the flickering, perfumed shadows

of the doomed king's chamber. We have all gazed, with Gyges,

upon its perilous beauty, we have all shared his mingled emotions

of rage and fear, shame and delight.

But, to leave Miiller's theory for the present, we have, at

least, discovered that the Greek word for one possessing a /7^ji>z^/«

duplex is diKopos. It is not found in Liddell and Scott, but the

Thesaurus gives us three examples, none of which, curiously

enough, seem to have ever been connected with the discussion of

the double pupil.

In the Scriptores Physiognomonici, II, p. 225 (Foerster), a pas-

sage dealing with the color of the eyes as a sign of character, reads

as follows : 6(f)da\fio\ /xAaj/ey ayadov arrjfie'iov (I /xfi^ovs ilviv. 6(j)6a\fio\

diKopoi daraTov yvapiajia Koi avvnoaTarov, ei hoXktt iv tc5 avrw 6(f)daXix(o

Suidas, S. v. AiKopos, tells us that ^Avaardaios 6 rav 'Pcop-aiav ^atrikevs

AiKopos eXfyero. Zonaras, XIV, 3, p. 53 (cf. Joh. Mai., p. 392) adds

that he was so named, on dvofjioias dWrjXais etp^e rds Kopas Tmv 6(f)da\iJ.cop'

T17 fi€P yap rjv to xpo>p-a fieXdvrepov, f] 8e Xaia npos to yXavKorepov expcofidTiaTO.

Finally, an old scholium on Thamyris, the minstrel (Iliad, B,

595 f-)> preserved in Eustathios, 298, 44, says, among other things:

\(xropov(Ti hk avrov koi diKopov etVat, tuv 6(^6a\p.oi)V top p.ev yXavKov €\ovTa,

TOP 8e fxtXapa.

These passages tell us that a SiKopos is a person whose eyes are

of different colors. Sometimes the difference of colors may be

found in one eye. More frequently, to judge by modern experi-

ence, one eye differs in color from the other. This new associa-

tion for Sluopos, pupula duplex, lets in a flood of light. It removes it

from that which, to one accustomed to deal with problems of folk-

lore, might well seem a curiously contracted sphere, and takes it

into the domain of a world-wide superstition—one might cite the

^ Ovid, A. A. 2, 659 ; Priap. 36, 4 ; Varro, Sat. Men. 344 B. ; Lucian,

Dial. Dear. 20, 10; Petron. 68, Fried.
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single example of Hereward, "last of the English"—according

to which all persons who show a difference of color in the eyes are

credited with the power of fascinatio}

But what has puptila duplex, BUopos, to do with color? How
does it happen that two ideas, apparently quite foreign, should

be associated ? Finally, what is a pupula duplex ? Before at-

tempting to answer these questions it may be well to observe

briefly some aspects of the primaeval and universal superstition

with which they are connected.

The Evil Eye^ may be the cause of every ill in mind, body or

estate that flesh is heir to; briefly, of misfortunes which in

modern times are covered by insurance, attributed to the weather

or for which the remedy is sought by recourse to a lawyer, a

physician or a gun, according to the temperament of the loser.

Above all, the Evil Eye is responsible for those slow, wasting

diseases and nervous or mental disorders for which the untutored

mind can find no explanation in the circumstances of the person

afflicted. Anyone may be blighted by it, babies in the cradle

especially. The possessor of it simply has to cast a glance

—

la

gettatura, as the Neapolitans expressively term it— upon his

chosen victim at some unguarded moment. The etymology and

historical usage of words like invidere, ^aa-Kalfeiv and their

parallels in other languages show that, in the popular conception,

envy was the principal motive for using the Evil Eye. Never-

theless there are some unfortunates born with the Evil Eye who
involuntarily blast all that they look upon. This was the pathos

of Gautier's well-known story. The ability to detect the Evil

Eye is an acquisition of obvious value. There are many rules for it,

and most of them are common to all folk-lore. Persons with a

pierc.ng eye who look at you steadily are to be avoided. Persons

who are cross-eyed, 'wall-eyed,' one-eyed or have any other

marked peculiarity of the eye have always been dreaded.

1 My friend, Mr. Charles Stafford-Northcote, who lived for nine years in

the highlands of Ceylon, tells me that the natives, one and all, have the

utmost fear of anyone who possesses this peculiarity. The same is true

elsewhere.

* The subject has attracted much attention, especially in its connection

with Phallic worship. One of the best known and most important treatises

upon it is the work of Otto Jahn, mentioned in note 2, p. 289. For

ancient and mediaeval authorities, see note 2, p. 295.
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Witches, werewolves, vampires—the three are often united in

the same person—possess and use the Evil Eye as a matter of

course. Indeed, it should be observed that the Evil Eye is very

frequently accompanied by other powers of an uncanny nature.

An enquiry into the origin and philosophy of this widespread

superstition, which was, of course, derived in the first instance

from the primaeval explanation, whatever it was, of vision, may
safely begin with the general axiom of folk-lore that the primitive

man, whose beliefs survive in our superstitions, conceived of no

manifestation of natural forces or organic life except as due to a

personality. To him, the causes of all effects are never things or

laws, but always persons. Those well-known lines of Pope,

"Lo, the poor Indian whose untutored mind

Sees God in clouds and hears him in the wind,"

are not only truer, but they must be taken in a more literal and

homelier sense, than their author had ever supposed. Without

pausing to mention many other ideas of a similar nature, the ' poor

Indian ' is one of those also who see in the eclipse a monster pro-

ceeding to gulp down quick the god of day, and is much relieved

when his strenuous efforts in the way of shouting, beating of

drums, archery practice and such like, have averted the threatened

calamity. He also knows that the real cause of his chills and

fever is a devil, that another one of a different sort gives him the

small-pox. In short, after his own peculiar fashion he believes in

microbes. Hence the medicine-man prescribes an allopathic dose

of tom-toms over his patient's bed while the Chinese practitioner,

more advanced, pierces the diseased member with needles. The
object in both cases is to oust the demon.

The primitive man of all nations accounted for the phenomenon
of sight and explained the functions of the eye after a similar

fashion. Nor do we need to consult the lore of the modern
savage here. Traces of it are clearly visible in the traditional

discussion of optics found in the earliest Greek and Roman
thinkers, the Church Fathers and various mediaeval doctors and

theologians, from the dawn of Hellenic thought to the middle of

the 17th century. A detailed review of this long discussion, in-

teresting and curious as it is, would be unnecessary and, more-

over, is impossible in the space at my disposal. A few points,

however, may be noted.
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We shall go far towards understanding the primitive theory of

sight among the Greeks and Romans if we begin by giving a

perfectly literal interpretation to the old saying that 'the eye is the

window of the soul.' The expression has been traced to Hera-

kleitos, but it is repeated or implied in all languages and all

periods. The same thought, for example, is in the Nov? hpr) Ka\ vov^

cLKoveC ToXXa Koxpa Kol Tv(f)\a, that famous vcrse of Epicharmos'

which was the emphatic expression of a philosophical dogma and,

for ages, the text of a philosophical dispute regarding the nature

of vision." It is evident moreover, that, in the strictly popular

conception, the eye was more than the window, it was literally the

door of the soul.'

Still another step back brings us face to face with the belief that

the soul actually resides in the eye itself, ' profecto in oculis ani-

mus habitat,' to give a literal turn to Pliny's words (XI, 145), and

may be seen there in the form of a mannikin. This view explains

a number of superstitions. It becomes clear, too, that such desig-

nations of the pupil as Koptj, ptipa, pupula, pupilla, i. e. the little

lass, the mannikin, das vt'dnnlein, though easily explained by a

different theory in the wisdom of a later age,* undoubtedly go

back to the time when they were applied in a literal sense to the

soul which was seen in the man's eye.^ I would suggest that this

^See Kaibel, Com. Dor., 249 and references. Add Pliny, XI, 146

aniino autem videmtis, aninio cemimus.
2 See especially Lucretius III, 359 f. and the long list of references in

Heinze's note. Frequently in connection with fascinatio itself. Comp.,

e. g., Plutarch, 680, C f. ; Heliod. Aethiopica III, p. 86, B, ; Alex. Aphrodis.

Problem. Sect. I, 39, 68. 70 ; II, 53 (vol. I, Ideler), etc. Plentiful reference

to the Church Fathers and a long line of mediaeval authorities may be

founc in the detailed discussion by M. Delrio, "de fascinatione," Disquis.

Magicae, Mainz, 1624, Lib. Ill, Pars I, Quaest. IV, Sect. I, Add P. de

I'Ancre, L'Incredidite et Mescreance du Sortilege plahtement convaincue,

Paris, 1622, pp. 70-113; Du Laurens, De Opera Atiatomica, quaes. 16.

3 See Rohde, Psyche,^. 22, n. i and p. 692, with ref. Add Physiognom.

II, p. 17 (Foerster).

*See, for example, Plato, Alkib. I, 133, A.

^ lidpr], meaning the pupil of the eye, is notably a favorite with Euripides.

More than a score of examples are found in the extant plays. For the

complete list see the Index Graecus of the Glasgow edit., 1829, vol. IX.

Empedokles, 227, is the earliest example quoted. The word Kbp-q is still

used by the modern Greeks in the same sense. On the traditional explana-

tion of y\i]vr} in the Ippt, Kanij yh'/vr/, of Iliad, 0, 164, see Leaf's note.

Latin /)«//'//« survives in Italian. Old French pupille has been replaced
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theory is the origin, for example, of the old Norse superstition

that the werewolf when in his bestial form may always be detected

by his eyes. The eye is the one thing that remains unchanged.'

When one dies, the mannikin, i. e. the soul itself, leaves the

eye." Hence the origin of that immemorial custom of closing

the open eyes of the dead, closing the door, as it were, upon the

departed guest and insuring against the possible return of an

occupant no longer welcome.

Conversely, though a man be never so ill, there is no immediate

danger of death as long as the mannikin may be seen. ' Augu-
rium ex homine ipso est non timendi mortem in aegritudine, quam-

diu oculorum pupillae imaginem reddant' (Pliny, XXVIII, 64).

On the other hand, in the very midst of health and prosperity,

the mannikin may disappear. This is a sure sign of impending

doom. Capitolinus says of the unfortunate Pertinax (14, 2):

" Et ea die, qua occisus est, negabant in oculis eius pupulas cum
imaginibus, quas reddunt spectantibus, visas."

But, even before death and without being a premonition of it,

the mannikin, in exceptional circumstances, may leave the eye

by prunelle and survives only as a technical term. See Littre. Old

Spanish /?<///« has been replaced, and the idea preserved, by New Span.

nina, Desca7tsar la niiia del ojo\^ quoted as Cuban Spanish for 'Take a

nap.' Eng. 'pupil' has the same history although quite lost upon the

uneducated speaker.

Augapfel, augensiern, ' the apple of the eye ' seems to be the figure in all

the Teutonic languages. But the Germans say 'das mannlein im auge '

and everyone will be reminded of the 'babies ' so often mentioned by the

Elizabethan dramatists and other old English writers. Compare Beaumont
and Fletcher's fVoman^s Prize, V, i :

" No more fool

To look gay babies in your eyes, young Rowland,

And hang about your pretty neck—

"

The Macusi Indians of Guiana say that though the body decays the

" man in our eyes " will not die but wander about. J. H. Bernau, British

Guiana, p. 134 (quoted by Tylor).

^W. Hertz, in his famous monograph Der Wehrwolf, Stuttgart, 1862, p.

49, n. 2, refers to Maurer, Bekehrung des Norwe^ischen Stamms, Munich,

1855, II, p. 105, for examples of this superstition.

* Rohde, Psyche, p. 692 and Crusius, on Babrios, 95, 35, Rhein. Mus.

XLVI, 319, show that this superstition was Greek as well as Latin. Ex-

amples from Scottish and Anglo-Saxon sources are given in Grimm's
Deutsche Mythol^, p. 988.
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and, return again. In this connection a story told by P'u Sung-

Ling, a famous Chinese author and scholar of the 17th century,

deserves our attention.

Fang-Tung was a good scholar but an unprincipled rake who
followed up and spoke to every woman he saw. One time he

caught sight of a beautiful girl going by in a carriage and followed

it for a long distance, staring at her. Finally, the girl's maid,

taking a handful of dust, threw it at him and blinded him.

Upon examination the doctor found on the pupils a small film

which, in a few days, became as thick as a cash. On the right

pupil there came a kind of spiral and no medicine was of any

avail. Mr. Fang then betook himself to repentance and religious

meditation. At the end of a year, being now in a state of perfect

calm, he heard a small voice, about as loud as a fiy's, calling out

from his left eye: "It's horribly dark in here." To this he

heard a reply from the right eye, saying, "Let us go out for a

stroll, and cheer ourselves up a bit." Then he felt a wriggling in

his nose—as if something was going out each of the nostrils ; and

after a while he felt it again, as if going the other way. After-

wards he heard a voice from one eye say, "I hadn't seen the

garden for a long time," etc.

Mr. Fang related the matter to his wife and she concealed her-

self in the room. 'She then observed two tiny people, no bigger

than a bean, come down from her husband's nose and run out of

the door ... In a little while they came back and flew up to

his face . . . After some days Mr. Fang heard from the left

eye, "This roundabout road is not at all convenient. It would be

well for us to make a door." To this the right eye answered,

"My wall is too thick; it wouldn't be at all an easy job." "I'll

try and open mine," said the left eye, "and then it will do for

both of us." Whereupon Mr. Fang felt a pain in his left eye as

if something was being split, and in a moment he found he could

see.' His wife examined his eye and 'discovered an opening in

the film, through which she could see the black pupil shining out

beneath, the eye-ball itself looking like a cracked pepper-corn.

By next morning the film had disappeared and when his eye was

closely examined it was observed to contain two pupils. The
spiral on the right eye remained as before: and then they knew
that the two pupils had taken up their abode in one eye. Further,

although Mr. Fang was still blind of one eye, the sight of the

other was better than that of the two together had formerly been.
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H. A. Giles, the translator ('Strange Stories from a Chinese

Studio,' London, La Rue, 1880, vol. I, p. 8), adds in a note:

"The belief that the human eye contains a tiny being of the

human shape is universal in China ... "

It will be seen that in this story the idea of the mannikin is

further extended. It is itself the sight of the eye and has an

entity separate from that of the man. We also have here an
instance of the double pupil and the Chinese explanation of it. In

the Occident, at least so far as we are now concerned, the absence

or obscuration of the mannikin during a man's lifetime has a

different meaning and is best taken up in another connection.

The soul, the real self, that dynamic part of every person

which is of kin with the dangerous and unmeasured forces of the

other world, dwells in the eye. Otherwise how could we see?

Here, in fact, it may actually be observed by any one in the form of

an homunculus. Naturally, then, any influence, at all events, any

spiritual influence, exerted by the individual must necessarily

come from the same source. Nor should we forget that this

idea received ample support from the primaeval observation of

certain natural phenomena, for example, the power of the serpent

to charm its chosen victims, the hypnotic power of the human
eye, etc., etc.

The light which this primitive theory of vision appears to

shed upon the doctrine o{ fascinatio is in itself a strong proof

that the two are closely connected. Once granted, for example,

—and, certainly, such was the theory of primitive man—that the

homunculus, the real personality, dwells in the eye, it was inevit-

able to suppose that the appearance of that dwelling should

betray and reflect the character of its occupant.^ This will

explain why it is that among all nations every marked peculiarity

or defect of the eyes is thought to be a proof of the Evil Eye.

Having reached this point we find ourselves face to face with

the doctrine of possession. Any part of a man may be possessed,

especially the part that aches, but if the real man, the director,

1 Especially, in view of the undoubted fact that the eye actually does

play an important part in the determination of character and temperament

by the physiognomy. So too the universal idea that the body reflects in a

visible form the character of its occupant is certainly responsible for the

fact that in art, tradition and literature all demons and evil spirits have

been misshapen and ugly since the world began.
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has been possessed—or dispossessed—we must, of course, expect

to find the evidence of it in the eye, if anywhere, because the eye

is his abode. In such cases, the Evil Eye and the defect which

marks it are both caused by the fact that the possessor is himself

possessed. Thus we, at once, understand that large class of

apparently anomalous cases in which the possessor of the Evil

Eye inflicts damage quite against his will and, indeed, may even

suffer from it himself as well as those about him.

The homunculus, except at death or the premonition of it, does

not leave the eye unless driven out by the intrusion of a superior

power which usually takes his place. Hence in German folk-lore

(Grimm, D. M.*, p. 898) : "Ein mensch, in denholden gezaubert

sind, ist erkennbar daran, dass man in seinen augen kein mann-

lein Oder kindlein (Ko'pr/, pupa) sieht, oder nur ganz triibe." In

other words the man himself is really absent or, at least, under a

charm. So of Pliny's horse-demon and the frog's foot observed by

Pierre de I'Ancre.' In short, any peculiarity of the eye may be

traceable to the same cause.

The puptila duplex can now speak for itself. The BiKopos is a

person who has two mannikins instead of one. In such cases,

the demon-mannikin—and the case of Nysia shows that at least

one of them was a demon—does not oust the legitimate occupant,

but the two live side by side either in the same eye or in different

eyes. The presence of the uncanny intruder is betrayed by the

difference in color. If, therefore, dUopos means two colors in the

same pair of eyes it is only because the word contains what was

originally the popular explanation of that peculiarity. Moreover,

we can now explain why the diKopos should have supernatural

' Tableau de Vinconstaiice des niauvais Aftges, etc., Paris 1612, p. 184 :

'•Une fille nous a diet (de I'Ancre, who was 'conseiller du Roy au Parle-

ment de Bordeaux', was iiunting witciies at tiie time) qui faisoit semblant

de cognoistre les sorciers et sorcieres au premier trait d'oeil qu'elle jettoit

sur eux, que toutes celles de Biarrix estoient marquees en I'oeil gauche,

d'une marque semblable a une patte de crapaud ... ." Afterwards, he

made use of this valuable discovery (p. 188) :
" Le 3 Septembre 1610 ils

[la Grande Chambre] m'appellerent pour voir si ie recognoistrois la

marque dans I'oeil a une ieune fille de dix-sept ans : ie la recognus des

I'entree de la Chambre, et dy qu'elle I'avoit dans I'oeil gauche, le quel

estoit aucunement louche et egare et plus hagard que I'autre : on regarda

audedans, on y trouva comme quelque petit nuage qui sembloit une patte

de crapaud, etc." See also Grimm, D. M.*, 903-4.
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powers of vision. Gyges might, indeed, escape the notice of

Nysia herself but no one would venture to assert that her

demon-Ko'pj; could be deceived by a ring of darkness. He,

or—who knows—possibly she, could " perceive Gyges passing

out of the door " and immediately reported the matter to head-

quarters.

Whether 'SiKopla', if not too pronounced, is a blemish to beauty

I leave to the more extensive experience of my readers. Cer-

tainly Ptolemaios Chennos never meant to imply it and, for one's

own part, it is not unpleasant to feel that, whatever else they

may have inherited, the Mermnadae were in no danger of inher-

iting eyes of "ganz verschiedene richtung" from one who is

not only the central figure in a masterpiece of the great story-

teller, but who, we are convinced, still deserves the place among
those M miliaformosarum, which has been given her by every

reader of the tale of Kandaules.

Last of all, turning back to Ovid's lines quoted at the beginning

of this paper, we may assert that the dictionaries are mistaken

in telling us that his word orbe means the eye. It means the

pupil. Moreover, if my explanation of dUopos is correct, the

indefiniteness of Ovid's orde is of such a character, the Roman
references to a double pupil are of such rarity and from a sphere

so limited, literary, and foreign, as almost to make one suspect

that their authors had simply translated 8I.Kopos by pupula duplex

and set it down as another wonder of the world, without knowing
what the word really meant, and possibly without connecting it in

any way with that familiar phenomenon which hiKopos itself in no

way suggested but of which it had once been the explanation,

Johns Hopkins University. KIRBY FlOWER SmITH.



INGENIUM IN THE ABLATIVE OF QUALITY
AND THE GENITIVE OF QUALTIY.

Several conclusions reached in a recent investigation of the

constructions of the Ablativus et Genitivus Quahtatis may receive

notable illustration from the instances furnished by the use of the

noun ingenium. From the nature of the quality which this noun
expresses and from the antiquity, persistency and frequency of its

occurrence arises the fact that almost no other illustration is so

valuable.

That the list of instances available for citation in this discussion

does not include all that occur in Latin literature is a matter for

regret; especially when the entire works of some authors have

been neglected. Yet the ground actually covered in the previous

investigation may be fairly regarded as comprehensive enough,

and the instances as of sufficient scope to yield some degree of

security for the conclusions which were there drawn. The
instances under observation include all the examples from the

following authors : Plautus, Terence, Cato, Varro, Lucretius,

Caesar, Cicero, Sallust, Vergil's Aeneid, Livy, Velleius Pater-

culus, Valerius Maximus, Seneca rhet., Seneca phil., Tacitus,

Fronto, Justinus, Gellius, Apuleius, Firmicus Maternus, Palladius

and the Scriptores Physiognomonici. Besides these there are

many instances from Catullus, Horace, Tibullus, Propertius,

Ovi i, Curtius, Pliny the Elder, Phaedrus, Pomponius Mela,

Petronius, Statius, Quintilian, Juvenal, Suetonius, Lactantius,

Eatropius, Aurelius Victor, Scriptores Historiae Augustae,

Ammianus Marcellinus, Prudentius and other writers.

Not all of the conclusions reached in my former investigation

are shown in the usage of any single noun, but the instances of

ingenium furnish the clearest illustration of the following points

:

I. The frequently observed distinction between the genitive

as the expression of the permanent characteristic and the ablative

as the expression of the transient is not sufficiently fundamental

to govern all the instances.
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2. The distinction observed between internal and external

qualities likewise fails to be established.

3. The distinction between actual and apparent qualities (cf.

Kriiger's Gen. " wie er ist," Abl. " wie er sich zeigt ") is not suf-

ficiently fundamental.

4. The distinction between the predicative and the appositional

use is not sufficient to explain the usage.

5. In early Latin the ablative construction was as freely used

as ever in its history, while the genitive was comparatively rare

and did not reach its full development until after Livy.

6. By this early prevalence of the ablative its use in certain

phrases became stereotyped, so that later when, after Livy, so

many new expressions of quality were being put in the genitive,

these particular phrases still appeared in their original ablative

form alone.

7. In the consideration of these two expressions for quality the

historical factor is of greater importance than has been anywhere

recognized.

The instances of ingenium which illustrate these points are

the following

:

Ablatives : Plant., Aul. 9 (ita avido i. fuit); Asin. 944 est tam i.

duro; Bacch. 454 consimili i. est; 615 malevolente i. natus; 1086

eost i. natus; Merc. 969 sunt i. malo ; Most. 206 mulierem lepidam
etpudicoi.; Poen. 1185 ingeniis quibus sumus; Pseud. 137 eo
enim i. hi sunt ; 1134 sunt alio i. ; Stich. 116 quae i. est bono;
True. 452 nimio i. sumus; 780 colubrino i. ambae estis; Pacuv.,

frag. trag. 37 (Ribb.') feroci i. ; 254 feroci i.; Ennius, frag. trag.

23 (Ribb.*) est tam firmo i.; 326 eo i. natus sum; Terence, Andr.

487 ipsest i. bono; Heaut. 151 i. te esse . . . leni; 420 i. egregio

ad miserias natus sum; Eun. 880 inhumano i. sum; Phorm. 497
i. esse duro te atque inexorabili; Hec. 164 liberali esse i. decet;

489 fuisse erga me miro i.; Adel. 297 talem, tali i.;' Caec. Stat.,

com. frag. 137 (Ribb.^) habuissem i. si sto amatores mihi;"

Afran. com. frag. 15 (Ribb.') i. unico; Sail., Cat. 5, i fuit . . .

malo pravoque i.; Jug. 7, 4 erat impigro atque acri i. ; 20, 2 is

. . . placido i. ; 28, 5 acri i.
; 46, 3 i. mobili esse; 66, 2 i. mobili

erat; Cic, Tull. 33 singulari i. esse; Verr. 3, 170 homo summo i.,

summa prudentia, summa auctoritate praeditus; 4, 131 summo
i. hominem; Leg. Agr. 3, 6 tardo i. esse; Muren. 36 Philippum
summo i.; 61 summo i. vir; Arch. 31 hominem tanto i. ; Flacc.

^Tali genere, A cum rell., ingenio Bentley,

^ Variants are, si ston, si isto, si istoc.
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76 viruni singulari i.; Har. Resp. 41 quo i.; 57 poeta praestanti

i.; Gael, i adulescentem inlustri i.; 76 adulescentes magno i.

;

de Orat. i, 95 pari fueris i.; 104 summo hominem i.; 191 homi-
nem acutissinio omnium i.; 2, 162 acri i, esse videbatur; 351
non sum tanto ego, inquit, i. quanto Themistocles fuit.

; 3, 124
acri vir i. ; 230 (orator) i. peracri; de Rep. 2, 4 i. esse divino;

6, 18 (homines) praestantibus ingeniis; de Leg. 2, 46 qui mode
i. possit moveri;^ pro Ligar. i praestanti vir i.; Brut. 125 vir

praestantissimo i.; 130 acuto i. fuit; 180 fuit . . . i. sane probabili;

212 summo i. fuisse; 237 Murena mediocri i.; 237 Turius parvo
i.; Orat. 18 vir acerrimo i. ; 109 poetas divino i.; Acad, i, 34 fuit

acri i. ; 2, 117 sit i. divino; 125 paribus . . . esse . . . ingeniis;

Fin. I, I summis ingeniis . . . philosophi ; 2, 51 praestantissimis

ingeniis homines; 74 te isto ... i. ; 105 magno hie ... i.
; 4, 62

tantis ingeniis homines; Tusc. i, 3 si qui magnis ingeniis . . .

exstiterunt; 7 vir summo i.
; 5, 45 fuerit . . . hebeti i. atque nuUo;

68 i. eximio (is vir) sit; Nat. Deor. 2, 16 Chrysippus, quamquam
est acerrimo i. ; de Div. i, 6 accessit acerrimo vir i. Chrysippus;

53 singulari vir i. Aristoteles et paene divino; Off. i, 158 optimo
quisque i.; 2, 59 magno vir i.

; 3, 25 optimo quisque et splendi-

dissimo i. ; Phil. 2, 13 vir summo i. ; 10, 17 hebeti enim i. est ; 11,

II ille summo i.; ad Fam, 4, 6, i summo i. . . . filium; 11, 22, 2

hominem . . . summo i. ; ad Att. 13, 28, 3 discipulum summo i.

;

14, I, I ille tali i. ; Curt. Ruf., 4, 6, 3 horridis ingeniis multumque
abhorrentibus ; Plin., N. H., 16, 233 testudo . . . portentosis

ingeniis . . . inventum; 5, 62 memorabili i.; Tac, Ann, 5, 8, 11

Pomponius . . . i. inlustri; Hist. 2, 87 calonum . . . procacissimis

ingeniis; Pomp. Mel., i, 13, 3 specus singulari i.; Fronto, ad M.
Caes. 4, I fuisse egregio i. . . . virum ; ad Ant. i, 2 sublimi i.

extiterunt ; i, 2 ita egregio i. natus est; 2, 6 is ... placido i. ; 2, 6

acri i. (erat); ad Amic. i, i vir est . . . i. libero ac liberali; 2, 7
homo i. . . . remisso et delicato ; Cell., i, 53 subagresti homo i. et

infestivo; 2, 18, 3 fuit ... 1. liberali; 4, 15, i non mediocri i. viri;

6 (7), 3, 8 fuit i. homo eleganti; 12, 4, i quo i. . . . esse; 13, 25, 21

obtunso ingeniost; 13, 30, 3 feroci i. virum (quoting Pacuvius);

17, 15, 2 vir i. praestanti; 19, 8, 6 eo i. natus sum (quoting Ennius);

19, 9, I adulescens . . . facili i. ac lubenti ; Script. Hist. Aug.,

Ant. Pius 2, I fuit vir ... ingenio singulari, eloquentiae nitidae,

litteraturae praecipuae; Firm. Mat., 3, 6, i divinis ingeniis;

Script. Physiog., H, Anon., 78 (Foerst.) virili i.; total 115.

"Genitives: Plaut., Most. 814 esse existimo humani ingeni;''

Cic, Q. Rose. 48 est hoc principium improbi animi miseri ingenii

nulli consilii; Caec. 5 summi ingenii causam esse; ad Att. i, 20, i

idque . . . ingenii summi ac sapientiae iudico; de Or. 2, 298

1 Ingenio sit mediocri, Davis, Halm, Baiter.
^

* Humani ingenii FZ, humani ingenio CD, humani ingenio B.
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Crassi quidem responsum excellentis cuiusdam est ingenii ac

singularis; 2, 300 videsne quae vis in homine acerrimi i.; de Leg.

3, 45 vir magni i.; ' Brut, no in quibusdam laudandi viri etiamsi

maximi i. non essent; Orat. 90 est auteni illud acrioris i., hoc
maioris artis; Liv., i, 46, 4 Tarquinium, mitis i. iuvenem ; 2, 23,

15 Appius, vehementis i. vir; 7, 23, 6 gens ferox et i. avidi ad
pugnam; 22, 29, 8 eum extremi i. esse; 22, 58, 8 Romani i. homo;
25, 37, 2 impiger iuvenis et i. ... maioris; Val. Max., i, 8, Ext.

18 in vate i. florentis ; 8, 8, Ext. 2 i. caelestis vates; 9, 12, 7
illustris i. orator; 7, 2, Ext. 7 concitati i. iuvenes; Veil. Pat., i, 7,

I vir perelegantis i.; 2, 75, i magni vir animi doctissimique i.

;

Sen. rhet., Controv. 2, 2 (10), 12 summi i. viro; 2, Exc. 2 summi
i. ; 2, 4 (12), 8 fuit autem Messala exactissimi i.

; 3, praef. 4 vir

maioris i. quam studii; 7, 4 (19J, 8 Euctemon homo exactissimi

i«
; 7> 5 (20), II Vinicius, exactissimi i.

; 7, Exc. 5 Vinicius

exactissimi i.
; 9, 5 (28), 15 homo rarissimi etiam si non

emendatissimi i. ; Suas. 2, 15 Lesbocles magni nominis et nomini
respondentis i. ; 2, 17 Seneca fuit . . . i. confusi ac turbulenti ; 2,

22 homo . . . quam infelicis i. ; Sen. phil., Dial. 3, 20, 6 dicitur

vir i. magni magis quam boni; 5, 7, 2 qui fervidi sit i. an frigidi

atque humilis; 6, 16, 4 iuvenem inlustris i. ; de Ben. 2, 27, i i.

fuit sterilis ; de Clem, i, 9, i stolidi i. virum ; 2, 7, 4 multos parum
sani sed sanabilis i. servabit ; Plin., N. H. 8, 6 est unum tardioris

i-; 8, 55 vir tam artificis i. videbatur; 9, 39 Pollio , . . prodigi et

sagacis ad luxuriae instrumenta i.
; 36, 51 importuni i. fuit; Tac,

Ann. 4, 42 Celebris i. viro; 13, 11 iactandi i. voce principis; Suet.,

de Gram. 7 fuisse . . . i. magni; Gell., i, 4, i fuit honesti atque

amoeni i.; i, 10, 4 excellentis i. ac prudentiae viro; 19, 8, 3 vir

i. praecellentis
;
Justinus 18, 3, 13 servilis i. ; Script. Phys , II,

Pseud.-Pol., 6 (F. p. 152) pauci i. est; 12 (P.p. 155) praeceps

est et pauci i. ; total si-

lt takes but a glance at these totals, ablatives 115, genitives 51,

to show the insufificiency of the principles mentioned in the first

three of our conclusions above ; for no one would venture to assert

that ingenium denotes now a permanent, now a transient quality

;

now an internal, now an external one; now a quality "as it

appears," now one "as it is."

A single glance, also, is sufificient to show, in illustration of the

fourth proposition, that ablatives and genitives appear without

distinction with or without esse.

To illustrate more clearly the truth of the remaining three

propositions, a rearrangement of the instances is here made

whereby they will appear in one table in chronological order,

^ Magno Davis.
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as far as practicable, the ablatives and the genitives being placed in

separate columns and cited by the limiting adjectives only. Many
phrases occur repeatedly. These will appear regularly in their

chronological places, enclosed, after their first appearance, in

parentheses. The fact of their repeated occurrence will be noted

also at the place where the phrase first appears.

Phrases which appear in both ablative and genitive form will

be put in italics.

Plautus
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sutnmo, eleven times

Livy

tardo, twice

tanto

quo, also in Gellius

praestanti, twice and in Gellius

i7ilustri, also in Tacitus
magno, thrice

pari

acutissimo

suvtmi, twice, second
time doubtful, and
in Sen. rhet. twice

(acri), thrice

quanto
peracri

divino, four times
praestantibus

mediocri, twice and in Gellius

praestantissimo

(isto)

acuto
probabili

parvo
acerrimo, thrice

paribus

summis
praestantissimis

tantis

magnis
hebeti, twice

nullo

eximio
Optimo, twice

splendidissimo

(tali)

excellentis (?)

ac singularis (?)
acerrimi (f)

magni (magno ?) also

in Veil. Pat., Sen.

phil., and Sueton.
maximi (?)

acrioris (?)

mitis

vehementis
avidi adpugnam
extremi
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Val. Max.

Veil. Paterc.

Curtius Ruf. horridis

Seneca rhet. abhorrentibus

Seneca phil.

Pliny, elder

Tacitus

portentosis

memorabili
procacissimis

(inlustri)

Pomp. Mela (singulari)

Suetonius
Fronto (egregio) twice

sublimi

Romani
maioris, also in Sen.

rhet.

florentis

caelestis

inlustris, also in Sen.
phil.

concitati

perelegantis

(magni)
doctissimi

(summi), twice

exactissimi, four times
(maioris^

rarissimi

emendatissimi
nomini respondentis
confusi

ac turbulenti

infelicis

{magni)
boni
fervidi

frigidi

humilis
(inlustris)

sterilis

stolidi

sani

sanabilis

tardioris

artificis

prodigi

sagacis

importuni

Celebris

iactandi

(magni)
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(placido)

(acri)

libero

liberali

remisso
delicate

Gellius honesti

amoeni
subagresti

infestivo

(liberali)

excellentis

(non mediocri)
elegant!

(quo)
obtunso
(feroci)

(praestanti)

praecellentis

facili

lubenti

Scrip. Hist. Aug.
Capitol. (singulari)

Justinus servilis

Firm. Mat. divinis

Physiog., Anon.
virili (?)

Physiog., Ps.-Pol. pauci, twice

Again the conclusions follow from our first glance through the

table. The ablative, very frequent in early and classical Latin,

almost disappears from use in Livy and the writers of the Silver

Age. After Tacitus it is seen again, frequently in phrases verb-

ally identical with those of the earlier time. The genitive

almost non-existent in early Latin, seems to be more frequently

used by Cicero. After Livy it came to be used, for a time, to the

almost total exclusion of the ablative, but lost this predominance,

later beneath the tendency of Quintilian's school to return to

earlier models.

As an illustration of the history of these ablative and genitive

constructions the list just cited would be fairly representative of

the whole situation. But this list of genitives can not be

allowed to pass without material correction. It will be observed

that in the table just given the genitives from Plautus and Cicero
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have nearly all been marked doubtful. They have been cited for

various reasons which vifill appear through the discussion of them

in detail.

First, let us consider the example from Plautus, Most, 814

humani ingeni. The latest editors agree in reading Et bene

monitum duco atque esse existimo humani ingeni. This reading

makes the meter easy, for in the seventh foot of a trochaic sep-

tenarius a trochee |ingen|i is regular, whereas a dactyl Ingenio

would be extremely unusual. Earlier editors, however, have not

reached the same agreement for the text. Guyet proposed atque

humano ingenio te existumo ; Ritschl, et te esse humano ingenio

existumo; and besides these Bentley, Miiller, Bergk, Langen and

others have attempted emendations of this verse. The inconsist-

ency of the manuscript readings tempts indeed to emendation,

for C and D read humani ingenio, which seems not to make sense
;

F and Z (the inferior codex Lipsiensis and the editio princeps) read

humani ingenii, while B has humani ingenio, with a correction by

the second hand to humano. The correction oihumani to humano
is simple and easy, for the corrected vowel is in an elided syllable

as the verse stands and is identical with the initial vowel of the

following word. On the other hand the change oi ingeni 2X the

end of a line to ingenio would be difficult. It would seem, there-

fore, that the reading humano ingenio would be clearly superior

except for its metrical irregularity. How great importance is

to be attached to this metrical irregularity is difficult to determine.

Granting that a parallel instance to ^^^— at the close of a

trochaic septenarius is hard to find, and that the synizesis ingenio,

-^^ — , does not occur elsewhere in Plautus, the fact remains that

Plautus is in other places by no means metrically perfect, and

that the manuscripts point to the ablative rather than the genitive

as the true reading.

To settle this balance of arguments comes now the historical

consideration that in early Latin such genitives of quality are

extremely rare and that a genitive of quality ingenii is, except for

this instance, totally unknown before Cicero, while the ablative of

quality ijigenio occurs before Cicero 28 times, Plautus alone fur-

nishing 13 of these instances, not including the passage under
discussion. Therefore, the texts which give us here a genitive of

quality ingeni are at fault, and we should either read here with

the best manuscripts ingenio, in spite of the meter, or emend
by transposing iiigeyiio to some other part of the line.
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Second, let us consider the examples from Cicero, miseri,

summi, excellentis ac singularis, acerrimi, magni, niaxinii, acri-

oris ingenii. Each of these expressions has been cited or trans-

lated as a genitive of quality by some authority and hence has

been admitted, with or without attaching a sign of caution, to

the list above. We shall see from a brief discussion how little

some of these instances deserve a place among true genitives of

quality.

One of the plainest of these instances is ad Att. i, 20, i deinde

te . . . moderatissimum fuisse vehementissime gaudeo, idque

neque amoris mediocris et ingenii summi ac sapientiae iudico.

Clearly the meaning here is " I regard this as a mark of no small

affection and of the highest ability and rightmindedness," or in

other phrase, " as the act belonging to, or pertaining to no small,

etc." or " as due to no small, etc." This is not a genitive of

quality but a possessive. To be a genitive of quality it should

mean " a thing which possesses no small affection, etc."

Another instance plainly not belonging in our category is Orat.

90 est autem illud acrioris ingenii, hoc maioris artis. This does

not mean " the former possesses the keener constitution, the latter

the greater skill," which would be a genitive of quality, but it

means " the former is a thing belonging to the sharper nature, the

latter to the higher skill," or as Sandys translates, " while ' wit ' is

more a gift of nature arising from an inborn sprightliness of

temper, * humor ' is rather the result of refined cultivation."

Compare also Piderit's phrase " dxe facetiae sind mehr Sache der

feinen Bildung," where the genitive is one of origin.

A third instance where the question is one of interpretation is

de Or. 2, 298 Crassi quidem responsum excellentis cuiusdam est

ingenii ac singularis ; cui quidem . . . visum est. . . Some assert

that the passage means, " The reply of Crassus is one of a noble

and singular character," that is, possesses a noble and singular

character, an interpretation which makes the construction a genitive

of quality. It is better, however, to interpret it as a possessive,

and so it is interpreted by many, for instance by Guthrie, who in

his translation of 1808 will hardly be suspected of bias on the

question of the genitive of quality. He renders: "As to the

answer of Crassus it was the answer of a noble and elevated mind

who looked upon it etc." It may be added, in support of this

interpretation that a genitive of quality singularis would be
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of itself extremely unusual, especially so for Cicero, as is shown

in my dissertation, The Ablative of Quality and the Genitive

of Quality, page 30.

A fourth instance of the same character is de Or. 2, 300

Videsne quae vis in homine acerrimi ingenii, quam potens et

quanta mens fuerit ? This sentence, appearing in Livy or Seneca,

might well be interpreted by a genitive of quality but the great

rarity of this genitive in Cicero, contrasted with the frequency

of the ablative ingenio, gives strong support to those who interpret

this genitive as a possessive with vis and translate, " Do you

conceive what force and vigor of genius, how powerful and

extensive a capacity there was in that great man ?
"

A fifth instance, Q. Rose. 48 Est hoc principium ' improbi animi

miseri ingenii nulli consilii, has similar grounds for its exclusion

from our category. Whether we read here principium with

the manuscripts and earlier editors, or adopt Muller's con-

jecture principio, the interpretation of the genitive remains

unaffected. As a genitive of quality the rendering would be,

" This beginning, or plan, is characterized by a wicked spirit,

a despicable nature, a lack of foresight." Much better seems the

interpretation as a mere possessive :
" This is the plan of a wicked,

worthless, unwise individual {animus, ingenium, consilium),^'

and this interpretation has the authority of an unprejudiced

scholar, Osenbriiggen, who translates, in Jahn's Archiv fiir Phil,

u. Paed., vol. 11 (1845), p. 574, "so legt ein schlechtes Herz,

ein elender Geist, ein unkluger Kopf einen Plan an." We
have to do in this instance with what, if accepted, would

be the earliest undenied example of ingenii as a genitive of

quality ; for the instance cited from Plautus must be denied that

plact;. It is proper, therefore, to regard the innovation with the

closest scrutiny and, other things being equal, to assume that it

is the familiar and not the novel interpretation which is to be

accepted. Many editors call attention in this passage to the

archaic character of the genitive form nulli, which would indicate

an early origin for the whole phrase. Osenbriiggen suggests

that Cicero is quoting the words of some poet. The suggestion

is not unreasonable and its acceptance, owing to the rarity of all

such genitives of quality in the early times, would render still more

unlikely an interpretation of these genitives as genitives of quality.

1 Principio Miiller.
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A sixth instance presents an objection of a different sort : Brut,

no in quibusdam laudandi viri, etiamsi maximi ingenii non

essent, probabiles tamen industria. In this case the text is cor-

rupt. Klotz, Orelli, EUendt, Kayser, Jahn-Eberhard, Piderit,

Stangl and others read as above, with all the manuscripts. On
the other hand Peter, Madvig, Friedrich and others read "lau-

dandis viris . . . probabilis etc." The manuscripts on which the

text rests are all derived from the lost Laudensis, itself not a

codex of perfect authority, and the difficulties of the passage are

so great that editors have not stopped with brief conjectures, but

Eberhard has rejected the clause " etiamsi . . . essent," and Bake
discards as spurious the whole passage " in quibusdam . . .

industria." It is but fair to say that our passage might derive some
support for maximi ingenii as a genitive of quality from three con-

siderations ; first, the Brutus is one of Cicero's later works, so

that ingeniihexQ might have been used after the analogy of many
of his other genitives of quality ; second, the genitive of quality

with the adjective maxitni is one of the earliest and most frequent

of the forms through which the genitive of quality attained its

Ciceronian development; third, Cicero had probably once before

used one genitive of quality, ingenii, though of a somewhat

different type. Notwithstanding these circumstances the fact

remains that ingenii here is opposed to Cicero's regular usage,

is almost unexampled at the date of its supposed occurrence and

appears in a difficult passage of much-doubted MS authority and

in a phrase which some editors hold to be spurious.

Two more illustrations from Cicero must be cited. One of

these, our seventh, is perhaps a true genitive of quality though of

exceptional character. Caec. 5 video summi ingenii causam esse.

"Qua in re," says Cicero, "si mihi esset unius A. Caecinae

causa agenda, profiterer satis idoneum esse me defensorem . . .

Sed quum de eo mihi iure dicendum sit quod pertineat ad

omnes . . . video summi ingenii causam esse non ut id demon-

stretur quod . . . , sed ne omnes, etc." If the meaning here is, " I

see that the case is one calling for the highest ability," then

although not of the ordinary type, which would be, "a case having

an ability of the highest order," yet it is to be distinguished from

the mere possessives discussed above and is to be compared

rather with those figurative expressions of early origin which

have been assigned to this construction, as de Or. i, 257 Multi

sudoris res ; ad Fam. 9, 24, 4 multi cibi hospitem, multi ioci.
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The eighth and last instance is a puzzle : de Leg. 3, 45 vir

magni ingenii summaque prudentia. The expression has been

fully discussed in the writer's dissertation, The Ablative of

Quality and the Genitive of Quality, pp. 54 and 55, where the

conclusion is reached that, in spite of the agreement of all manu-
scripts, Cicero may have written, as some editors think, mag7io

ingenio. Otherwise we should have here, as Stegmann remarks,
" eine eigenthiimliche Mischung."

Of all these supposed instances of the use oiingenii ^.s a genitive

of quality before Livy, nearly every one, then, has some ground to

warrant its exclusion from our category, the exceptions being only

one or two of those last cited.

With this reconstruction of the historical aspect of our genitive

ingenii we are brought next to the sixth point of our discussion,

namely, the preservative influence which the early prominence of

the ablative irigenio exerted upon its later use.

Having reduced the number of Cicero's examples of ingenii to

one or two, we find the proportion of genitives very small for this

noun. Of all Cicero's ablatives of quality one in every twenty

occurs with ingenium ; of Cicero's genitives of quality not one

in a hundred occurs with this noun. The ready inference is that

the great frequency of ingenio helped to maintain its own use and

to hinder the use of ingenii, on the principle that familiar ideas

tend to recur to the mind in their familiar form.

A further consideration of the table will illustrate more widely

the operation of this principle. Of the 28 adjectives used with

the ablative ingenio before Cicero, 12 recur with ingenio in later

writers; in all 17 times. Of the 24 instances of ingenio as an

ablative of quality occurring after Suetonius, 1 1 are phrases dating

from a period at least as far back as Cicero. On the other hand itv^

of the conventional ablative phrases were ever changed to

the genitive form. So of the 40 new genitive phrases with

ingenii appearing after Cicero, only 3 show adjectives which
have been used in corresponding ablative phrases, and

two of these even seem to apologize for their form by the

addition of qualifying phrases: with Plautus' avido ingenio

compare Livy's ingenii avidi ad pugnam, and with Plautus*

bono ingenio compare Livy's ingenii magni magis guam boni.

Furthermore the transformation of an ablative phrase into

a genitive phrase seems at times distinctly avoided by means
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of a synonym; so with Terence's ingenio leni compare Livy's

miiis ingenii; with Cicero's ingeniis praestantibus^ ingeniis prae-

siantissimis, ingeniopraestantissimo and with Cicero's and Gellius'

ingenio praestanii compare Gellius' ingenii praecellentis, ex-

cellentis, but never praestantis.

From the above discussion must appear the truth of the seventh

of the propositions enumerated at the beginning of this paper,

namely, that the historical factor is of very great importance

for the understanding of our constructions. If the investigator

were to stop with the writers preceding Livy, or with the phil-

osopher Seneca, the evidence of the forces which were operating

to control the usage would be incomplete. It is only by a more ex-

tended investigation that the operation upon these constructions

of two forces, analogy and the desire for a change of style, is

brought clearly to the surface.

Olivet College, Mich. GeORGE VaIL EdWARDS.



MAGIC IN THEOKRITOS AND VERGIL.^

No one who will read the Greek and Latin versions of the

love-incantations given in the second idyl of Theokritos and the

eighth eclogue of Vergil can fail to be impressed with the greater

vigor and intensity of the Greek original. The reason, and a very

cogent one, which drives Simaitha to magic rites is given in v. 36

"

OS /u€ ToXaivav

dvrl yvvaiKos edrjKe kokqv Koi airapdfvov eifxev.

So in speaking of her lover (v. 3) she says t6v tfibp ^apvv evpra

<pi\ov KaraBrja-ofMai avSpa', she terms him dpdpa-ios (v. 6) and speaks

(v. 159) of the sorrow that he brings to her at 8' en. kuI pe
\
XuTret.

Nor is her charm designed to have but a gentle effect upon

DelphlSJ note v. 21 ndacr , apa Ka\ \eye raira' ' rd AeX0i8oy ocrrta

7racro"<u , V. 20 ovtco toi koi AeXcfiis evi (pXoyl crdpK dpadvvoi , V. ^O

Koi eV ToSe dcopa nepdcrai
\

paivope'pco lAceXof, V. 6 1 koX Xey enicpdv^oKra'

' Ta Ae'X^iSo? ooria pd(r(T(o (cf. V. 2l), V. 1 59 "/"dp 'Ai'Sao nvXav

vai Moipas dpa^ei which re-echoeS V. 6 ol8e dvpas (ipa^ev dpdpaioS'

Again we may note Simaitha's earnest protestations of passion

and her remarks on the power of love in v. 23 AA^tj ep' dpiacrep,

V. 35 aXX' eVt TTjPcp nda-a Karaidopai' cf. V. 6 and V. 55 ff.

In general, however, the incantation of Theokritos contains

very little poetic digression.' The charm is described and carried

out in a quick succession of actions through which these notes

of anguish and anger keep ever recurring.

In turning to Vergil, a much less technical and a far milder treat-

^ Owing to the untimely death of the author, Dr. Morris C. Sutphen, who
was drowned in the Shrewsbury River on August 31, 1901, this article,

which was left by him in manuscript, did not have the benefit of his final

revision.

2 The references are to Ahrens, Bucolicorum Graecorum Reliquiae, Lips.

1861.

3 The exceptions are vv. 33-36, 45-6, 48-9, SS-6.
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ment of the theme is at once noticeable. There is no prologue with

magic invocation, no story of a maiden cruelly wronged. There

is a lover, of course,—for so we must probably take the meaning

of coyiiugis (v. 66) ^—but faithless Daphnis is not faithless Delphis.

There is also a certain softening of the details that were borrowed

from TheokritOS; for example v. 2I iracriT , afia koI Xeye ravra' 'to.

Ae\(f)i8os 00-Tia irddtTOi' appears in Vergil (v. 78)asnecte, Amarylli,

modo et 'Veneris' die 'vincula necto.' In each poem mention is

made of the barking of dogs; but in Theokritos (v. 30) Simaitha

interprets the sound to indicate the approach of the dread Hekate,

in Vergil (v. 107) it is apparently a favorable omen.

If we exclude the introductory lines in Theokritos the two

poems are of almost exactly the same length, the actual incantation

covering forty-four hexameters in Theokritos and forty -five in

Vergil or if we further exclude the intercalary verse—thirty-five

in one and thirty-six in the other, since the first intercalary in

Theokritos (v. 17) and the re-echoing of the intercalary in Vergil

(v. 109) are, I believe, not properly parts of these incantations.

I have indicated that the purely poetic element in Theokritos is

slight ; in Vergil, on the other hand, there are two long digressions

on the power of carmina—a hackneyed subject in later Latin

poetry^—vv. 69-71 and 95-99, and five lines are used to imitate

a simile which was borrowed from Varius (vv. 85-89) ^ to parallel

two lines in Theokritos (vv. 45-6).

A still wider divergence is noted when we investigate the form

of each incantation.

The recent publications of magic papyri, particularly those

edited by C. Wessely in Denkschriften d. k. Akad. der Wiss. zu

Wien, phil.-hist. CI., vol. 36, II (1888) and 42 (1893), enable us to

investigate each poem, but more especially the idyl of Theokritos,

in a manner that before was impossible. The words of Theokritos

^ So of one's betrothed : Verg. Aen. 3,330 (Forbiger); 9, 138 (Conington).

Euphemistically: Prop. 2, 8, 29 ; Ovid, her, 8, 84; Verg. eel, 8, 18; Aen. 7»

189 (but cp. Conington),

* Cf, Verg, Aen. 4, 489, Tibull. i, 2, 43; i, 8, 19; Propert. 4, 5, 9 ; Ovid

am. I, 8, 17 ; 2, i, 23 ; rem. am. 253 ; her. 6, 85 ; met. 7, 199 ; med. fac. 35 ;

Petron. 134, Sen, Here. Oet. 454; Apul. met. 1,3, Apoll. Rhod, Arg. 3,

532. See A. Zingerle, Ovidius und sein Verhaltniss zu den Vorgangern,

P- 75-

3 Macrob, 6, 2, 20,
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in the few lines that sketch the invocation show some strong

points of agreement with these papyri.

Wessely^ comments on verbal agreements. So Theokritos

in V. lo vvv 5e viv en dveav KaraBfjaofiai uses two magical termini

technici, KaraBea with which may be compared the general use

of this verb and its accompanying noun KardBeafios in these papyri,

and dv((ov, with which Wessely compares pap. Par. 2575 17 delvd

<Tot 6vei dta Seivou n dvfiiatjfia ] further pap. Par. 2866 a-apKO(f)dy€ . . .

eXde fir' ifiais dvalais. Again the epithets in V. 11 davxe^ daifiov and

in V. 14 xat/j' 'Ekuto Sao-TrX^Ti are found together in pap. Par. 2856

fjfrvx^ Koi SacTTrXijTt.' With V. 12 rav Koi CTKiiXaKfs rpofitovTi, note the

epithet of Hekate, pap. Par. 2722 aKv\aKdyeia and Ps.-Origen.

refut. Omn. haereS. IV, 35 X'^'P"*'""" (TKvXciKav vXqk^ re koI atfian (f)oiv<i.

A parallel with V. 13 fpxofitpav PfKvav dvd t rjpia Koi fiekav alp.a IS

found in pap. Par. 2856 ^a-vx^ kqI daanXrjTi rdcpois evi Baira e^'^^'^'^
*

and the citation from Ps.-Origenes just quoted xaipov<Ta vKvXdKav

v\aK^ re Koi atfiari <f>oip^, |
dv vtKvas crTfixovaa kut rjpia redvrjaTav, • . •

J
fXdois eiidvTTjTOS i(f) fjfji€T€pr)<Ti dvt]\ais.

Further attention may be directed to v. 11 (^atvc koXop with which

compare pap. Par. 1045 eio^fX^c koI (fjdprjdl ° fioi IXapos (Vfxepfjs TTpats'

The epic and tragic verb ondbei (v. 14) is reflected in pap. Par.

948 adtvos avTos OTrd^ois. With the epithet x^oj'ta (V' 12) ra x^o"'?

6' 'EKdra compare pap. Par. 1443 'EKdrjj x^opla, pap. Lond. (Anastasy)

335. Theokritos says (v. 40)

Xws diveW oSc pofi^os 6 xd^Keos f^ Acppodiras

^j TTjpos 81P01T0 TV 'id dfieriprjai dvpjjaiv

a parallel to which occurs in pap. Par. 2782 amevSe rdxwT. rjhr} eV*

efiaiai dipaiai ivapiaTOi, 2757 ^''^ ip-aiai 6vpai<n rdxiora XrfdoufPt] roKeasv^ re

1 Denkschriften d. k. Akad. der Wiss. zu Wien, 1888, II, p. 27.

' For the term v'^v^e applied to the moon see pap. Par. 2544.

3 These two epithets, apparently so contradictory, arise from the invoca-

tion to the moon as the kindly goddess Selene (of. Roscher, Selene und

Verwandtes, p. 75 ff.) and as Hekate the dread mistress of ghosts, see

Dilthey, Rhein. Mus, 27, 390.

* Dilthey, Rhein. Mus. 27, 388.

* See A. Dieterich, Nekyia, Leipzig, 1893, p. 52 £f,

^ The adjuration (paive {(pdvrj'&i) occurs frequently in the magic papyri, cf.

pap. Par. 1002, 1007, ioi5> 1019 etc.

" See Dilthey's conjecture, Rhein. Mus. 27, 405 and Abel, Orphica, p. 290,

V. 29.
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avvrjdfirjs re TtKvav <CTe^ Koi aTvyeovaa to nav avhpatv yevos rjSe yvvaiicmv

fs t68' f/Jt-ov Tov 8(^eiva) fiovou 8 e/n e^ova-a TrapeVrco fv (ppeal 8aij.vaiJ.evT)

Kparfpfjs vn epcoros dvdyKT]s. With this compare further Theokritos

V. 45 roaaov ex^oi Xddas and V. 44 ^''''^ yvva Trjva napaicfKXiTai. etre Koi dvijp

and pap. Par. 2737 fF/

prjSiiTOTe ^\e(f)apov ^\e(jidp(o KvWiarov {koWtjtov, W^eSSely) eireXdoi,

Teipfcrddi 8 in ffialcri (^iXaypvwvotcTi fiepifjvais,

et 8e Tiv' aWov €)(ois iv KoKnois \_os\ KardKtiTai,

Kilvov dnaxydtrdco, ipe 8 iv (f)pea\v eyKOTadecrdco,

Kat •npoKvnovua Ta\i.(TT en epois npoavpoiai Trapeara,

SapvaptvT] yf/v)(ri trr eprj (fyiXorrjTi Koi eiivij.

Verse 51 /cm e's roSe 8a>pa nepda-ai : note pap. Par. 2756 paivoptvT) tj8ri

(cat eV' ipaiat Bvpaicri Td}(i(TTa and 2908 livacra Iic€tS) a^ov rfjv 8eiva rdxiara

poXovaav eXBelv iv TrpodvpoKxiv ipov tov 8eiva (fnXoTTjTi koi evvrj.

In investigating the various magical properties we find the

a\cf)iTa of V. 18 mentioned in pap. Par. 2583, 2586, 2647; the pop^os

6 xdXKfos (v. 40) in pap. Par. 2296 and 2336 pop^os (Ti8t]povs; Krjpos

(v. 38) frequently, pap. Par. 1878, 2359, 2378, 2945, 31 14 etc.;

TTiTvpa (v. 28) in pap. Par. 2580.

Two facts are plainly evident; that the actual language of these

incantations and the words of Theokritos are much alike, and

that the magical properties employed are also mentioned, in great

part, in the magic papyri.

In the eclogue of Vergil no sketch of an invocation is given

and the amount of space taken up with the description of the

magic rites is relatively so small, that little can be found suggestive

of an incantation in the wording of the poem. However, even

here, all editors note the internal rhyme of v. 80

Limus ut hie durescit, et haec ut cera liquescit

as a magical reminiscence. Many interesting examples of such

rhyming syllables have been collected by R. Heim in Jahrb.,

Supplementband 19, p. 544 ff.^ To these I would add a striking

^Dilthey, Rhein. Mus. 27, 398.

" Cf. Shakspere, Macbeth, i, 3.

* See especially Marcell. 8, 191 and Varro, r. r.i, 2, 27 ; cf. also the remarks

of WoelfHin, ALL. i, 365 and 3, 454, and of Bttcheler, Rhein. Mus. 34, 343.
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instance in the Medea of Dracontius 398 (PLM. V, p. 206 Baehr.)

where Medea is described addressing the moon

:

Ac nocturnorum triplex regina polorum

Atque tenehraruvi splendens patrona nigrarum

with which may also be compared pap. Lugd. 7, 30 ff.^

ov TO ovofia {jovj rj yrj aKOvcraaa

eXt'trcrerat, 6 adrjs aKOvav ra pdcr (t erai ,

TroTafioi BdXaaaa XifMvai nrjyai aKovovirai

TTTjyvvvTai, ai nirpai aKOvcracrai prjy vvvrai.

But in Theokritos and Vergil we have a very strong magical

reminiscence to which too little attention has been paid— the

intercalary verse and the number of times that it is repeated.

The intercalary verse is of ancient origin—perhaps it is as old

as poetry itself. Its artistic use was appreciated in bucolic poetry

in Theokritos' idyls i and 2, in Bion's 'EinTa<j>ios 'ASoij/tSoy and
in the third idyl of Moschos.' In Latin literature it was used by
Catullus,^ by Vergil* in the eighth eclogue, Ovid her. 9, (vv. 146,

152, 158, 164), am. I, 6, in the Pervigilium Veneris, incert. epist.

Didonis (PLM. IV, p. 272 Baehr.) and in Ausonius eel. VI, pre-

catio p. 17 (Schenkl).

No intercalary appears in any of the shorter charms cited by
Heim nor, as far as I can discover, in the magic papyri. An ex-

cellent parallel however exists in a Chaldean incantation given

by Lenormant, La magie chez les Chald6ens, p. 75 (English

translation).

The evil, which is in my body, in my flesh, and in my bones,

May (all that) be broken in pieces and plucked up

As this twig.

May the burning fire devour it this day,

May the evil fate depart and I behold the light again.

^ A. Dieterich, Jahrb., Suppl. 16, p. 808,

' R, Peiper, Jahrb. 87 (1864), 449 and 456; further literature in Susemihl,

Gesch. d. gr, Litt. in der Alexandrinerzeit I, p. 216, n. 58.

* See Ziwsa, Wien. Stud. 3, 298.

* Brandt, p. 7, de re metrica qua usus est Vergilius in eclogis, Festsch.,

Salzwedel, 1882.
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As this wool is rent, so also shall this spell be,

The burning fire shall devour it.

May the burning fire devour it this day,

May the evil fate depart and I behold the light again.

Other close parallels occur in Sanskrit^ literature, especially

in the sixth book of the Atharva-Veda which is concerned with

charms for gaining the passionate love of a man or a woman.

Here the intercalary is frequently employed; VI, 30, may yonder

man burn after me;^ cf. VI, 8; VI, 139.^ Such incantations form

very close parallels with the second idyl of Theokritos.

A matter of still greater importance is the number of the inter-

calaries. Lenormant* makes the suggestive remark that these

are used not merely for metrical adornment, but have actual

reference to magic procedure. There is no doubt that the number

of intercalaries, if they are to have magic significance, should be

three or a multiple of three.^ The locus classicus for the religious

and magic use of three and its multiples is Ausonius griph. 26,

p. 129 (Schenkl); note especially v. 4

luris idem tribus est quod ter tribus, omnia in istis.

The number three occurs very often in Heim's collection," twenty-

seven seems to be next in frequency, closely followed by nine.''

In both Theokritos and Vergil three is fairly well represented;

Hekate is expected at the third turn of the iynx wheel (Theokr.

II, 31) and Simaitha pours out her libation three times, v. 43.

In Vergil note the three magic colors (v. 73), the triple circum-

ambulation of the altar* (v. 74), and the binding of three love-knots

(v. 77) each of three colors.

1 Kaegi, Der Rig-Veda, n. 83, A.

2 1 cite from Bloomfield, The Atharva-Veda, 1899.

3 So in charms to ward off disease, I, 25; II, 10; III, 31 etc.

4 Rhein. Mus. 9, 376.

^ Heim, notwithstanding the experience gained by the collection of

about two hundred and fifty incantamenta, says (1. c, p. 511) ' fortasse

etiam afferri carmen decies repetitum necesse est.' But ten, as a magic

number, has hardly any significance ; see further his remarks upon magic

numbers, pp. 542-3.

^ See nos.49, 52, 6g, 82, 84 etc ; for twenty-seven, nos. 51,94, 100, 118 etc •

ninety-nine, no. 187 ; nine, nos. 38, 58, 184, 196, 226.

' See also Woelfilin, ALL. 9, 334 ff.

8 Perhaps a prophylactic ceremony; cf. Verg. Aen. 11, 188 ter circum

accensos cincti fulgentibus armis |
decurrere rogos.
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The number nine appears to be associated directly with the

6(o\ x^oVtot;* compare Tibull. i, 5, 15

Ipse ego velatus iilo tunicisque solutis

Vota novem Triviae nocte silente dedi.

So Ovid, fast. 5, 439

Hoc navies dicit, nee respicit.*

Since three and its multiples appear to possess magic significance

we must assume that Theokritos chose nine ' as the number best

suited for his artistic purpose.

At once objection will be made that there are still ten repetitions

of the intercalary in Theokritos. In reply to such objections,

it may be said that the intercalary verse, in general, follows the

colon to which it is attached and artistically separates it from the

following colon. But this is not a necessary or invariable usage.

At times we find an introductory verse afterwards repeated as an

intercalary. This seems to be the case in the first idyl of Theo-

kritos where apx^re ^ovKoXiKus, Moto-ai (jiiXai, apxtr aoibas merely

introduces the song of Thyrsis which follows. Again, in the

'ETTtTa^toy ' ASwj/iSof the first line starts with the words ataf' ^ rbv "Afiwi/ti/

foreshadowing the intercalary which first appears in v. 6 a'ia(^ S> r6v

ASojwj'' sVatd^buatj' Epares.

The same artistic plan has been followed, in my opinion, in the

second idyl. To express this in musical terms, we have a prelude,

vv. I -16, followed by the intercalary verse (v. 17) which serves as

the motifs expressing the ever-recurring thought and keeping the

object of the incantation before the mind. Thus it forms an artistic

separation between the invocation and the incantation. The latter

1 See Lersch, Antiquitates Vergilianae, §70, p. 210 and Servius on Verg.

Aen. VI, 426 and 565.

^ Sec further Ovid met. 7, 261 and 7, 234.

3 For further literature on the significance of the number nine see Jahn,

Ueber den Aberglauben des bosen Blicks, p. 95, n. 277, Diels, Sibyll.

Blatter, p. 41, n. i. Compare Shakspere's Macbeth, act. i, sc. 3 :

The weird sisters, hand in hand

Fosters of the sea and land

Thus do go about, about.

Thrice to thine and thrice to mine

And thrice again to make up nine,

Peace ! the charm's wound up.

21
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also—or to be more exact—the first and last cola end, if so I may

term it, on the same note, ra AeXcfuSos 6Wta ndaa-o) (v. 21) and ra

AeX0tSoy oCTTia fidaao) (v. 61).

Again the use of nparov (v. 18), aX<^tra Toi TTparov trvpi laKerai,

indicates that the actual rites of magic have just been started,

while in v. 3 ^apvv evvra (piXov KaTabrjaofjiai avbpa Simaitha speaks

of them as future action. But if this is the case the first inter-

calary is merely used with artistic not magical intent.

Confidence in this theory may be strengthened by the fact that

the incantation proper consists of just nine magic actions each

accompanied by a subsidiary wish expressed, or suppressed for

artistic reasons and separated by the turning of the iynx wheel,

the whir of which is plainly heard in the intercalary. In the first

colon comes the burning of the aX^tra with the partially expressed

wish (v. 21) ra A€\(f)i8os ocTTia Trda-aco. Then the SdcfiVT) is thrown on the

fire and the wish (v. 26) follows ovTa> toi kqI a/X^i? eVl (f)Xoyl a-dpK

dfiaBivoi.'' In the third colon the nirvpa are introduced but the

wish is artistically suppressed through Simaitha's dread of the

expected appearance of Hekate. The fourth colon contains

neither magic rite nor wish but serves to break the monotony

arising necessarily from the description of a close succession

of technical actions. Note, however, that the fifth colon contains

iwo actions, one of which properly belongs to the fourth division

of the charm, each with its accompanying wish, v. 39 and v. 41.

The libation (v. 43) and the wish with a slight poetic addition

which again dispels monotony, fill out the sixth part. The seventh

is perfecdy regular with magic act (v. 48) and wish (vv. 50-1).

A natural outburst of feeling ^ which takes the place of the formal

expression of the wish, gives color to the eighth colon, while the

ninth with its suggestion of a more powerful incantation brings

the poem to a fitting close.

If this theory is true for Theokrilos, it should also hold good

for the imitation by Vergil in the eighth eclogue. Here if we

^See Bucheler, Rhein. Mus. 15, 451 and Ribbeck, Rhein. Mus. 17, 551.

^ For the form of this wish see Kuhnert, Rhein. Mus. 49, 54 flf.

* It may be noted that rag ;j;/latVaf to KpaaTreSov is the only thing thrown

into the magic fire which is personally as well as symbolically suggestive

of the faithless lover.
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follow the MS tradition and retain v. 76^ we have again but nine

intercalaries, since the last line of the poem

Parcite, ab urbe venit, iam parcite, carmina, Daphnis

is no true intercalary but a mere re-echoing of it, a parallel

to V. 61 in the first half of the eclogue

Desine Maenalios, iam desine, tibia, versus,

itself a direct imitation of the change of the intercalary in Theo-
kritos' first idyl. Each verse is used as a fitting and artistic close

to its own poem.

Nor does the incantation in Vergil really end with the seventh

intercalary (v. 94) though no following acts of magic are men-
tioned. Apparently the rest of the poem is taken up with

preparations for a new incantation and a hint of the final happy
dinoue7ne7ii. But we must not forget the iynx wheel or the art of

Vergil. After asking for stronger herbs the enchantress repeats

her charm (v. 100) for the eighth time. Then supposing that the

magic fire is really dead—she terms it cineres—she bids Amaryllis

cast the ashes over her head into running water, and with the

despairing cry ' nihil ille deos, nil carmina curat ' completes her

charm by the final turn of the wheel. Note the instantaneous

transition from despair to hope (v. 105) ;

Aspice : corripuit tremulis altaria flammis

Sponte sua, dum ferre moror.

The maid^ has seen a last red spark which brightens into life

—

with life there's hope—the dog barks—and lo ! the faithless lover

appears.

In retaining the intercalary at v. 76 we avoid Charybdis but we
must sail uncomfortably close to Scylla. It is charged that its

retention violently breaks the sense of the colon and shatters the

strophic arrangement of the two parts of the poem. In answer to

the first objection it may be said that we have two undoubtedly

different acts of magic separated by v. 76. The winding (v. 74)

is merely preliminary to the solemn circumambulation of the

altar—the main magic act of the first half, while the actual tying

'This verse is retained by Ribbeck, Heyne-Wagner, Paldamus, Coning-

ton and Papillon, bracketed by Thilo, Kappes and Benoist, and omitted by

Ladewig, Kolster, Forbiger, Walz and Hermes.

^I follow Ribbeck's arrangement of the dialogue.
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of the vincula Veneris ' is, in reality, a distinct step onward in the

progress of the incantation.

To meet the objections of the metricians, we must consider the

warrant that they have for the omission of v. 76, Of course no

one will assert that metrical unity should be violated between the

two halves of the poem by the retention of v. 76, unless we have

a corresponding intercalary at v. 28, the only place, it may be

noted, in the first half of the eclogue where, within a five-line colon,

the grammatical sense would not be broken.' Ribbeck, follow-

ing y, retains the intercalary at v. 28 against the authority of M
and P. This may seem daring, but if we believe that there is

a cogent reason for the retention of the intercalary at v. 76, what

appears daring is after all only right and reasonable.

One or two points connected with these magic incantations

require a more extended treatment.

On terna . . . licia (eel. viii, 73) Servius says : terna : tria : tria

alba, tria rosea, et tria nigra ; the schol. Bern, novem intelligimus

... id est, alba, rosea, nigra omnia trinum numerum habentia.

That Servius meant by rosea the color called puniceus is evident

from his note on Aen. v, 269 puniceis ibant evincti temporibus

:

vittis roseis. Hence the magic colors were red, white and black.'

The color red in antiquity has been the subject of considerable

investigation,* from which we reach the result thzi purpureus and

puniceus correspond most closely to that color which we term

red. This color in ancient superstition appears to possess a

distinct prophylactic quality.^ In anthol. Pal. 5, 205, 5 the iynx

wheel is bound with it ; in Theokritos II, 2 red fillets are twined

^ See Heim, 1. c, p. 484, n. 1.

*An examination of other five-line cola will show that it would be

manifestly unfortunate to attempt the insertion of an intercalary at v. 39 or

V. 54 in the first half and equally unfortunate at v. 87 or 97 in the second

half.

3 This triplicate of colors is directly associated with Hekate, the especial

goddess of magic, by Eusebius praep. evan. 5, 14 eari de cvfi^oTia fiev r^g

'E/cdr^f Kr/pdg Tpixp(')fiog, ek Xevkov kuI fikTiavog Kal ipvdpov awEorui, ixo>v rvnov

'E/cdr^f.

* Price, Am. Journ. Phil. 4, 15, Jordan, Jahrb. 113, 164, H. Blumner, ALL.

6, 401.

* Lobeck, Aglaoph. 1257 f.; Jahn, I.e., p. 42, n. 47 ; Propert. 5, 9, 51 (M.);

TertuU. apol. 13; Aesch. Eumen. 1007.
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c.-.-f

about the altar. On the other hand, Artemidoros i, 77 says <;(«

yap TKva to nop(f)vpovv \pS>fJ.a cvfinddfiav npos tov ddvarov ] compare

Aesch. Eumen. 1007.^ Red has then evident magic qualities and

associated with white and black we have the magic—or to be

more exact—the moon-colors.*

In Apuleius met. 11, 2 Lucius invokes the moon: regina caeli,

sive tu Ceres . . . seu tu caelestis Venus, . . . seu Phoebi soror . . .

seu nocturnis ululatibus horrenda Proserpina triformi facie lar-

vales impetus comprimens. The cult of all these divinities is

associated with that of the moon-goddess. The caelestis Venus is

evidently Luna or Selene herself, a prominent figure in love-

incantations.^ Ceres is at times associated with the moon,*

Artemis is the second one of the regular triad, ^ while Hekate, the

third, is often confused with Persephone.' Such a four-fold lunar

divinity appears in magic papyri, pap. Par. 2561 TfrpaoSm, but

rpioStTt, V. 2525.

When now the lunar divinity appears to Lucius she is described

with the words : multicolor bysso tenui pertexta, nunc albo can-

dore lucida, nunc croceo flore lutea, nunc rosea rubore flammida,

et quae longe longeque etiam meum confutabat optutum, palla

nigerrima splendescens atro nitore.'

Here evidently exists a color distinction for this manifold lunar

divinity in her different manifestations." That white is associated

with Luna or Selene hardly requires proof. Her color is often

likened to silver® or to swan's-down. With the remarks of

Apuleius compare also Prudentius contr. Symmach. 1,365 denique

cum luna est, sublustri splendet amictu ; Euseb. praep. evan. HI,

II, 32 EKar»j Se i] (reKrjvr) ndXiv . . . 8t6 Tpifiop(jios fj SCvapus, ttjs ptv

vovixrjuias (fitpovcra t^p Xevxct/J^ova koI xp'^f^oaavhakov.

Yellow was also frequently and persistently associated with

Demeter-Ceres,^° while black was appropriate and symbolic for

' See Jahrb. Archaeol. Instit. 1894, Anz. p. 81.

* For these magic colors in Sanskrit and German folk-lore see Kuhn,
Zeitschrift fiir vergl. Sprachf. 13, 148,

2 See Roscher, Selene, p. 83, n. 326 and Hildebrand on the passage in

Apuleius.

* Roscher, 1. c, p. 125, n. 531. 'Ibid. p. 116. ^Ibid. p. 119.

' See Dieterich, Abraxas, p. 103. * Ibid. p. 19.

» See Blumner, Farbenbezeichnungen bei den rom. Dichtern.

'"Dieterich, Nekyia, pp. 26 and 38.
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Hekate ; cf. the epithets in magic papyri wx'.a, x^ovia, fieXaveifiav.

But to connect the color red with Artemis-Diana is a matter of

greater difficulty, though this color was strongly associated with

Phoebus Apollo/ and it is but natural that it should also be indic-

ative of the Phoebi soror (Apul. met. ii, 3).

It may be noted that Venus, appearing to Aeneas (Aen. 1,328),

is taken for Diana

O dea certe,
|
an Phoebi soror?

and she replies (v. 335)

Virginibus Tyriis mos est gestare pharetram

Purpureoque alte suras vincire cothurno.

Here the connection may appear too obvious with the famous

Tyrian purple. But in eel. VII, 32 where 'parvus Micon ' dedi-

cates the stag-horns to Diana, we read

levi de marmore tola

puniceo stabis suras evincta cothurno,

and Livius Andronicus, Ino 5, p. 5 (Ribb. 3) says

hymnum quando chorus festo canit ore Triviae.

•set \2.va. purpurea suras include cothurno.'

Hildebrand in his note on the passage from Apuleius (XI, 3)

compares with it the remarks of Plutarch, Isis et Osiris, c. 77

(TToKai 5' a\ fiev "JaiBos^ noiKiXai rah ^a(t)ais. He aSSUmeS that these

colors are associated with the moon when most identified with

magic—during eclipse. Of the four colors mentioned by Apuleius,

the yellow is undoubtedly the least distinctive and could be most

easily omitted from the color-triad naturally belonging to the

triformis dea. During an eclipse the first change of color results

in a pallid, dead-white hue ; compare Ovid rem. am. 256 nee

subito Phoebi pallidus orbis erit ; cp. Lucan 6, 500. As the eclipse

proceeds the color red becomes prominent, as Lucan shows in the

passage just cited; Phoebe . . . palluit et nigris terrenisque ignibus

arsit; Horace sat. i, 8, 33 Lunam rubentem (with double signifi-

cance) ; Seneca Hipp. 796 carmina sanguineae deducunt cornua

lunae. Black is, of course, the color of total eclipse.

1 Colors are often in Aegyptian mythology directly associated with cer-

tain divinities; cf. Plutarch, Isis et Osiris, c. 22.

2 For the identification of Isis with the lunar divinity see Roscher, Selene,

p. 14, n. 40.
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On Theokritos II, 28 vvv dvaS) ra irirvpa the scholiast says: mVupa

TO XeTTTia-fiaTa tov (tItov koI rffs Kpidrjs. But great doubt may be cast

upon the scholiast's definition. That nirvpa were possessed of

magic or sacred significance is evident ft^om Demosth. de Cor.

§259 and pap. Par. 2579.

The latter passage reads XeTrra nlrvpa rStv fivpwv. This appears

to be a better definition. Not only is it unnatural to suppose that

a\(j)iTa would be used in one magic rite and XeTTTiaiJiaTa tov a-irov Ka\

rfjs Kpidrjs SO closely following in a new act of magic significance,

but also sweet-smelling herbs were frequently used in incarita-

menta} The pap. Par., in particular, gives an incantation to be

made with myrrh (1498 ff.) which in many points corresponds

quite closely with the amorous character of the Theokritean idyl,^

especially with such lines as

ovTO) roi Koi AfX(f)is eVi (pXoyl aapK afia6vvoi>

Johns Hopkins University. MoRRIS C. SUTPHEN.

1 Eusebius, praep. evan. 5, 12, quotes in reference to the making of a figure

of Hekate a/ivpiniq Kal arvpaKog TiilSdvoio re /xiy/xara Tpiijjag . . . avrof ETreDjd^evof

TTfiiS' evxvv.

2 See Kuhnert, Rhein. Mus. 49, p. 42.





THE INTERPRETATION OF EURIPIDES'

ALCESTIS.

No play of Euripides has given rise to a wider discussion, or

been interpreted in more widely divergent ways, than the Alcestis.

A good summary of the question is given in the former of Bis-

singer's two papers,^ with comments in the main judicious ; but

since that time the discussions of Bergk, (Literaturgeschichte, 3,

p. 494 ff.), of Wilamowitz, (Isyllos, Philologische Untersuchun-

gen, Neuntes Heft), of Verrall, (Euripides the Rationalist), of

Schone, (Ueber die Alkestis des Euripides, Kiel, 1895), and of

Ebeling, (Transactions of the American Philological Assoc,

1898), and the editions of Weil, Earle, and Hayley have shown

that the last word has not yet been said.

Measured as a great tragedy, every one must feel the Alcestis

to be inadequate, whether one's conception of a great tragedy be

drawn from Aeschylus and Sophocles, or from Shakespeare. It

does not offer us the spectacle of a great and heroic soul strug-

gling against Fate, or against an inherited burden of guilt that

has gone on increasing from generation to generation ; we see no

noble nature brought, through witting or unwitting sin, into cir-

cumstances fraught with pity and terror ; there is no grappling

with great problems; no resolving of life's enigmas; no portrayal

of passions and resulting actions." It is simply an affecting pic-

ture of wifely devotion to a husband whom we feel to be unworthy

of her, and of her restoration to him by Heracles. Yet, when one

reflects, how stupendous the theme !—nothing less than Death

and Resurrection. Moreover apart from this inadequacy in the

treatment of the theme, we are told that in Admetus, Pheres, and

Heracles, Euripides has given us characters wholly unworthy of

tragedy. In particular, the intolerable baseness of the husband

who accepts the wife's sacrifice, and the cold selfishness on the

^ Ueber die Dichtungsgattung und den Grundgedanken der Alcestis des

Euripides, Erlangen, 1869-1871.

*See Bissinger, i, p. 9.
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sides of both father and son in the odious scene between the two,

are emphasized, and Heracles is stigmatized as a braggart and

swash-buckler, who feasts like a sot and a glutton, and talks in

maudlin, boisterous fashion in the house of his grief-stricken

friend. As a result, some decry the play altogether, and while

admitting, perhaps, the beauty of certain scenes, declare that it is

preposterous to regard it as a work of art ; while others, relying

upon the notice of the didascalia that the play occupied the fourth

place in the tetralogy, have considered it but as a substitute for a

satyr-drama, and see in it, not perhaps an out-and-out comedy,

but a nondescript play, in which, while the outward form of

tragedy is retained, full scope is given to travesty, and the comic

tone is purposely sought. This is plain, they say, in the charac-

ters of Admetus and Heracles, in the scene between Pheres and

Admetus (which on their view was added solely for comic effect),

in that between Apollo and Thanatos, and in that in which Alces-

tis is restored.

This last view may be said to represent one extreme ; the other

is that held by those who endeavor to save both play and poet by

contending that the traditional view misinterprets entirely the

character of Admetus : that, to the Greek, his action in accepting

the sacrifice of Alcestis was not base and egoistic, but natural and

proper. The purpose of this paper is to show that both of these

views are untenable, and to point out a more reasonable inter-

pretation.

In approaching the question we should endeavor to put our-

selves in Euripides' position, and to understand his attitude

toward his art, difficult as this unquestionably is in the case of an

antique poet. A great dramatic artist, in the fullest sense of the

word, he certainly was not ; his plays are not perfect tragedies

either of the ancient or the modern type. Powerful plays he

could and did produce, distinctly great plays at times, displaying

not only power but great art. Yet in most cases we feel something

to be lacking, or are struck with the artificiality of the prologue

or denouement, or with triviality in detail. But with a decline in

art, we note an astonishing advance in humanity, evinced, at

times, in a fondness for dealing with situations which appeal to us

by their very pathos ; a phase of his work which is the more to

be noted, because it gives rise to one of his most patent artistic

defects—a tendency toward sensationalism, and to the elaboration
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1

of certain scenes which attracted him strongly and which appeal

to us strongly, at the expense of the effect of the whole. He is

rpayiKmraros always, in season and out of season ; and Aristotle's

famous phrase is not wholly complimentary. For the same reason

we must be prepared for many an incongruity ; we have left the

antique, and, while tending toward it, have not reached the modern.

Keeping the background of the heroic age, he gives us varied pic-

tures of life, in tone oftentimes neither heroic nor Hellenic, but

almost, if not quite, modern. And many a scene, rich in promise

for the future, shows that the despised Euripidean art contained

in itself the germs, and the partial fruition, of much that was to

make the art of the future deeper and richer, in some respects,

even than that of Aeschylus and Sophocles.

Why then did he write an Alcestis, and why did not Sophocles ?

The answer is, I think, simple : the theme, looked at from any

standpoint, offers inherent difficulties when regarded as a tragic

theme. There is no conflict, nor, indeed, room for a conflict,

unless it be between Heracles and Thanatos, and all will, I think,

agree that Euripides chose the wiser and more artistic course, in

limiting himself to the brief soliloquy in which the heroic resolve

is taken, and the still briefer statement at the end. Or shall we
say that Alcestis could have been made a genuinely tragic char-

acter, and a struggle on her part between love and duty to her

husband and a clinging to life, be made the essential action? Or
Admetus himself, perhaps, blinded by arx], and led on to a weak
acceptance of another's sacrifice ? (The myth barely mentions a

failure to sacrifice to Artemis,—a possible motifs in the Aeschylean

sense.) And, frame it as you will, the fact remains that a gen-

uinely tragic conclusion is unattainable ; not Euripides' play alone,

but the myth itself, ^l^ yaphv Kcn fjSovrjv KaTaarpecpei.

But Euripides does not demand of a theme that it, of itself, offer

material for a great tragedy in the strictest sense, and many of

his plays cannot adequately be understood, so long as one at-

tempts to wrest them into this form. Nay, he often takes such a

theme and makes something quite different out of it, (witness the

Orestes). The theme before us offered him what he most desired

—an opportunity to portray a beautiful character in a highly

affecting situation. This he has wrought out with admirable art.

It is to be noted, further, that the theme of vicarious suffering—or,

if not vicarious, of suffering, or even death, voluntarily undergone
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for the sake of others—seems to have been a favorite one with

Euripides. In the extant plays we have many instances. That

of Iphigenia may, perhaps, best be left out of the question, as it

is not his peculiar property ; although, with him, it is no mere

incident but the theme of a whole play ; but we think of young

Menoeceus, in the Phoenissae ; of Macaria, in the Heraclidae

;

of old lolaus in the same play; of Andromache, leaving her place

of safety at the altar, to save her child ; and in the Iphigenia

Taurica, we have first the generous rivalry between the two

friends as to which shall die to save the other—a scene particu-

larly suggestive because of the arguments by which Orestes pre-

vails upon his friend to accept his sacrifice,—and then the sister's

resolve to save them though it cost her life, and the brother's

unwavering refusal to accept safety on these terms. So we may
safely say that the strange legend of Alcestis was one strongly to

attract Euripides, and that it attracted him because of its inherent

human interest rather than as a subject upon which he could

construct a drama which would satisfy all the requirements of

Hellenic art.

These are, in my opinion, the principles in the light of which

the Alcestis is to be interpreted ; and to say, with Verrall, that it

was written " to kill the legend," or with Schone, that it is but a

travesty of Phrynichus' Alcestis, seems to me preposterous, and

itself a travesty of literary interpretation. And now of the char-

acters of Admetus and Heracles.

That the former is one who has won the favor of a god, and

that Apollo interests himself in his behalf, is a feature of the

legend, and is told in the prologue ; he is an oo-tos avr\p. Further,

his boundless hospitality, under the most distressing circumstan-

ces, is a striking feature of the play. Yet, when all has been said,

we still feel that he is lacking in the one thing needful,—that his

acceptance of Alcestis' sacrifice is base.^ But we are told that

this is modern misinterpretation, that the Greek would not so

read his character ; and this view must be discussed.

It is put most pointedly by Way.' "Admetus," he says, " was

^ For a survey of the various means by which modern poets have en-

deavored to avoid this feature of the story, see Ellinger, Alceste in der

modernen Litteratur, Halle, 1885. But, after all, what one of the modern

versions of the legend would one choose in preference to that of Euripides ?

*In the appendix to the first volume of his Euripides in English Verse.

See also Sittl, Geschichte der griechischen Literatur, 3, p. 334.
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a noble character. 2. He was right in respect to the motif and

incidents of the play. 3. He reaped the just reward of the good
man." And, in connection with the first of these postulates, he

maintains that hospitality was " the highest social virtue recog-

nized by a Greek; " that, beside such a trait, "conjugal affection

shrank into insignificance," and again says later on :
" The espec-

ial pathos of the situation to the audience lay in this, that the

sacrifice of a young and happy woman was forced upon her by

the cowardly selfishness, not of her husband, but of a miserable

old man : that Admetus should not have found a substitute at all

would have seemed monstrous."

Now in all this there is just thus much of truth, that the act of

Admetus might appear less base to the Greek than it does to us.

That, however, Euripides did not mean to idealize his character,

that, on the contrary, such an idealization entirely misinterprets

the play, I hold most strongly, and for the following reasons

:

(i) Such an assumption is unnatural. After making all allow-

ance for the Greek glorification ofyouth as against age, and of man-

hood as against womanhood, it remains true that human nature

is essentially the same in all ages, and that the Greek tragedians

are strikingly faithful in their portrayal of human nature. Now
that men love their wives is not a modern sentiment. It is elo-

quently voiced by the Homeric Achilles ; it plays an important

part in one of Euripides' romantic dramas. Further, Euripides

offers us in the Tauric Iphigenia a situation that is closely par-

allel, and his treatment of it shows how far he was from feeling

that it was the "duty" of a noble youth to allow a loving woman
to die for him. (Iph. Taur. 1003-1011.)

(2) The character of Admetus was not thus understood by

that Greek of the Greeks, Aristophanes; but, on the contrary,

his parodies show that he read it as we do. In the Thesmopho-
riazusae, Euripides, not daring himself to plead his cause before

the women, endeavors to induce Agathon to go in his place. The
whole scene is paratragedic and the language strikingly Eurip-

idean ; Agathon's refusal is phrased as follows

:

AF. 'EvpiiridTi EYP. ri eartv ; AF. inoirjadq TTore,

Xaipei^ opuv 0of, naripa d' ov ;^;««/3e/v doKs'ig
;

EYP. eyuye. AF. /i?/ vvv iTiniariq to aov kokov

fifiaq v(pE^£iv. Kac yap av fjaivoi/xed' av.

dAA' airof ye c6v kartv o'lKeiuq <pepe.

(Thesmo. 193-197.)
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It is not that vs. 194 is quoted from the Alcestis that is the im-

portant thing, but that Aristophanes puts Euripides in a situation

corresponding roughly to that of Admetus, and makes the one

whom he approaches in the hope of finding a substitute, ridicule

his claims. This same verse (Ale. 691) is used by Aristophanes

again in a scene (Nub. 1415) where he appears to be travestying

the wrangle between Admetus and Pheres, and the brutal parody

of Ale. 367 f. in Acharn. 893 f. may perhaps be taken as an indi-

cation that the hollowness of Admetus' protestations of love for

the woman whom he none the less allows to die for him, was not

unfelt even in antiquity.

(3) This view seems to be absolutely untenable in the face of

the scene with Pheres (vss. 614-738);^ one who meant to idealize

Admetus would not have gone out of his way to portray the base-

ness of his act so mercilessly.

(4) A sympathetic study of the earlier scenes of the play leads

to the same conclusion. Alcestis is brought before us as she is

about to bid farewell to life and life's joys, and not for a moment
does she waver or appear to regret her choice. Yet, true to

Greek conceptions and true to nature, she does not belittle the

joys she is leaving, nor does she belittle her sacrifice. And,

throughout it all, there is no word of passionate farewell to the

husband who wept and "waxed importunate in prayer," who

' This scene has been interpreted in the most strikingly divergent ways.

Hartung said long ago (Eur. Restitutus, i, p. 225), " Vix credas fieri

potuisse, ut risum movere voluisse Euripidera hanc patris filiique conten-

tionem super probissimae mulieris funere institutam proponendo quisquam

arbitraretur." So, too, Bissinger calls the scene " keineswegs lachener-

regend." Weil, on the other hand, speaks of "la scene vraiment comique

entre Adm^te et Pheres," and Haigh even says (Tragic Drama, p. 286) :

"In this well-known scene the unblushing egotism of father and son is

depicted with humorous exaggeration," and a little further on, he speaks

of the "humorous situation." Far truer are Schone's words (Ueber die

Alkestis, p. 8), " Wie man in dieser Szene etwas von humoristischem Tone

hat finden konnen, begreift sich schwer. Wer dieses Drama ernst nimmt

. . . wird weit eher geneigt sein, jenen Dialog vielmehr peinlich und

brutal, als humoristisch anklingend zu finden." Schone's inference seems

to me, however, unsound. A great blot on the play the scene certainly is;

but it has an important bearing on what follows, as Ebeling has pointed

out. This fact, and Euripides' fondness for a pointed debate must be

borne in mind in interpreting it; and Wieland's suggestion that Admetus

is beside himself with grief is worth remembering.
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pleads with her not to leave him, who cries out against the

"fate "that robs him of a loving wife without whom life will be un-

endurable. Almost all that she says directly to him is the calm,

reflective speech, uttered with all the solemnity of approaching

death, in which she shows him the freedom of her choice, and

bids him respect her children and never to give them a step-

mother to oust them from their rights. There is no passionate

outburst, no word of love for him in all that she says ; she does

not even ask that he do this for her sake. Would it not appear

that even in the heroism of her sacrifice the iron has entered into

her soul : he can let her die ?
^

(5) Euripides plainly means us to see a change in Admetus'

character during the course of the play. I say " plainly," despite

the fact that, in the face of much that has been written on the

Alcestis, it may seem a strong statement, and it may be claimed

that I am interpreting Browning, and not Euripides ;
^ but, to me,

the matter admits of no doubt. Were one to say that Admetus
comes back from the tomb a changed and chastened nature, it

might indeed be objected that a modern conception was being

substituted for the antique view. Changed and chastened in the

Christian sense he certainly is not ; but he comes back realizing

his loss, and realizing also that the fault is his own and not an-

other's. In the earlier part of the play he protests his love, begs

Alcestis not to leave him, and bewails the "fate" that makes this

sacrifice necessary. This, and, if we add protestations that he

will prove faithful to her memory and that life will be a blank

without her, this alone. He speaks of himself and of her as "two

souls fordone by woe, who have committed no sin against the

gods that thou shouldst die " (vs. 246 f.). He will not marry

again ; he cares not for more children ; he but prays the gods

that he may have joy of those he has, uov yap ovk uvqixeda (335)

;

and this tone of indignant protest against his lot is strongly

marked ; it is a part of his egoistic nature.

^ That this is not to be interpreted merely as an instance of antique

reticence, is plain from other passages in Euripides ; see, e. g., the fine

outburst in Iph. Taur. 708-710.

* Ebeling has rightly emphasized this, and has shown that this fact helps

us in understanding the Pheres-scene ; but I should hardly go so far as to

assume that Euripides' main purpose in writing the play was to criticise

the conception of Admetus' character as seen in the epic version.
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But when he comes back from the tomb his eyes are opened.

The maid-servant had said of him (vs. 145): oun-w r6h' oldf fito-TroTijy,

irpiv av iraBrj, and, when the chorus attempts to soothe him with

the commonplace: in naatv fjfuv Kardavtiv o^fiXerat, he answers:

inicra/iai ye kovk aipvu kukov t66e

npoainTar^ • e'ldag 6' aiir' i.TEtp6fnjv •Kokai,

Yet, in a far different sense, he cries out in vs. 1068,

(J rTiTJiiuv eyi),

wf apTL TTEvdovg Tovde ytvofiai ntKpov.

See also vs. 940.

NoWy instead of groaning at his "fate," he sees where the fault

lies. The chorus says (929) dXX' (aaxras ^Imov Koi ^vxav, but he

answers

:

<j>i2.oi, ywaiKog Saifj.ov'' evrvx^f^Tepov

Tov/jiov vofii^o), Kainep oh doKovvd'' bfiug

'

ryg fiEV yap ovSev d/lyof arpETai ttote,

TToAAov 6e /j.6xS(JV ev/cAe^/f inavaaTO.

iyo) (5' ov oh XPW ^W> ''^('P^h to fidpaifiov,

"KvTzpov did^u ^ioTov apri fiavddvu.

This is the new key, iya> 8' ov ov xpi" C"?"- Life now has no

charms for him, it will be \vrrp6s; now he knows what his foes

will say of him, and, with what good reason, Ihov rov ata-xpo>s fwjra

(955 ff.). Verily, Pheres' taunts have left an impression, and

Admetus is in full earnest when he cries out (vss. 897 ff.)

:

ri fi^ EKuXvaag plijjai Tvfijiov

Tadpov elg KoiTirjv koI /itr^ EKEivtjc

Tijg fxiy^ apicTrig KEladac <pdifiEvov ;

(Compare the passage beginning fi;Xw <f)6ifxivovs, vss. 866 ff.)

To call this last "ein lacherliches Gerede" is not sane criticism.

At the same time it would be wholly wrong to assume that

Euripides means us to see in the restoration of Alcestis a divine

amende to a husband who is now worthy of her. Of this there

is no suggestion. We are not even to think of her restoration

as due to the nobility of her sacrifice, as though the gods them-

selves gave her back.^ Heracles is but paying a debt to his

friend, who had so generously entertained him, and had made
nothing of his private grief. Thus there is a break in the action,

1 Contrast Plato, Symposium 179 C, where a very different form of the

myth is given.
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as was indeed inevitable, and the motif m the first part of the play

is different from that in the last part ; a dramatic blemish, no

doubt, but one that, in Euripides, need not surprise us ; he offers

many parallels.

These same considerations afford, it seems to me, the best

answer to those who maintain that Admetus is a comic personage.

These protestations of his in the first part of the play are not to

be taken as a travesty of sincere affection. No, he is sincere and

stricken with grief; but when the choice was made and the alter-

native had been put before him by Apollo, he, the prince, honored

and beloved even by the god, and still in the glory of youth and

strength, had chosen—well, he had chosen life rather than death
;

and he rendered all honor to her who had bought his life at the

price of her own. It was still in the future, and it had the divine

sanction ; but now the time is at hand, she is being taken from

him, and he can but cry out against his " fate."

And now of Heracles, " der ungezogene Herkules." ' He is

the central figure of the play as read by Browning ; but, much as

we admire the heroic figure of " the Helper," " the grand Benev-

olence," who does but " snatch repose " in the " interval 'twixt

fight and fight again," and all for man's sake, we must admit that

this is really hineininterpreiirL Euripides, in this play at least,

has not a word of it all." But when this has been said it remains

true that the character is drawn from life. Heracles is the epitome

of animal strength, somewhat slow of wit, but fearless in danger

and shrinking from nothing. He makes little of what he has

done, and talks lightly of the labor he is now on his way to per-

form. He honors his friend and is quick to make return for the

entertainment given him at the cost of a struggle from which any

other than Admetus would have shrunk. We see him in relaxa-

tion, or rather, in the first place, we are told of him by a servant

;

and it is to be noted that this servant is overwhelmed with grief

at the loss of a loved mistress, whose kindness had been marked
(vss. 193 ff.), and whom he would fain have followed to the tomb
instead of serving this reveller (vss. 765 ff.). Is it to be expected

that he will give a sympathetic picture of the feasting hero ?

'

^ Wieland, Briefe uber das neue Singspiel Alceste.

'See Verrall's vivacious travesty, Euripides the Rationalist, p. 19.

^ In this Euripides appears as the artist rather than the man ; for his own
temper was, all tradition says, like that of the servant, and he was no lover

22
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So, between the setting out of the funeral procession and the

return of the now really grief-stricken husband, Euripides has

inserted a scene of distinctly lighter tone. He has represented

Heracles, who is soon to go forth to wrestle with Death himself,

as feasting and drinking in the house of mourning, and bidding

the gloomy servant join his revels. An instructive fact, surely,

coming from Antiquity. The blending of the serious and the

lighter tones has no extensive range on the Greek tragic stage

;

there are touches here and there, but that is all. In the Alcestis,

for the first time, we see a whole scene so treated. Shall we
with Shakespeare before us, say that this is inconsistent with

tragic dignity? This very scene has, by French critics^ been put

side by side with that in Romeo and Juliet where Peter and the

musicians jest with each other while Juliet lies dead, in semblance,

in the adjacent chamber. They came for the wedding, they

serve for the funeral ; and meanwhile they jest and banter. Or
shall one say that we have here not tragedy but tragi-comedy, a

form alien to the spirit of Hellenic art ? Yet that very phrase is

Hellenic, it is Plato S, tji tov ^lov ^vfircduTi rpayadia koX KCi)/Lia)dta, Phllc-

bus, 50 B, and, apart from all false realism, Euripides gives us

here a genuine reflection of human life.^
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of professional athletes. Yet he sketches the character sympathetically,

and points it by the splendid soliloquy, vss. 837 ff. Those who will have

it that Heracles gets drunk and so disfigures the play, must not disregard

the fact that in such a scene Euripides has Aeschylus for a predecessor

see Athenaeus, 10, 428 F. One must not forget the position of the play in

the tetralogy, or that 'Hpa/c/l^f -kelvuv was a stock figure.

^ See Patin, Euripide, i, p. 216.

'In the same spirit the scene between Apollo and Thanatos should be

interpreted, and the concluding scene as well. The "comic" tone some

have found in these is to me unimaginable. Thanatos is grim, not ^^plump "

(Wilamowitz), and the verbal duel between him and the god of light a fit

prelude to the play. As for the silence of Alcestis, what was she to say ?

(Cf, Tennyson, In Memoriam, XXXI.) Heracles' testing of Admetus may
perhaps be playful, but it is to be noted that it leads him to reiterate the

very promises he had before made to Alcestis—and how much more they

mean now !



CHIASMUS IN THE EPISTLES OF CICERO,

SENECA, PLINY AND FRONTO.

Chiasmus occurs in the Epistles of Cicero, Seneca, Pliny and

Pronto in about eight hundred and fifty passages. A more

careful search might add further examples, but this number—for

Cicero 300, Seneca 225, Pliny 260, Pronto 65^—is complete

enough to represent fairly the usage of these writers. In another

paper, I gave a systematic division of the examples of chiasmus

in Sallust, Caesar, Tacitus and Justinus,^ and in the following

study, the divisions will correspond to those there used. That each

citation will not show a conscious arrangement for the purpose

of producing the chiasmus is altogether likely, especially in cases

where intervening words may have somewhat weakened the im-

pression made by placing together similar terms. The euphony

resulting from different combinations must have had great in-

fluence in determining the arrangement. As, however, in the

majority of my examples one member of the chiasmus imme-

diately succeeds the other, without apparent violation of euphony,

the changed order must, in such instances, be considered as a

conscious use of the figure.

Freedom in the use of chiasmus seems to depend on a conscious

rhetorical development in the style of the individual writer. In

those epistles of Cicero which were most freely and rapidly writ-

ten chiasmus does not often occur. The short compact sentences,

written to convey facts and not to display rhetoric, practically

preclude its use. The different works of Seneca, however, have

all the same character, and to all may be applied the words of

Quintilian 10, i, 130 si rerum pondera minutissimis sententiis non

fregisset. Any page will give examples of this style of his with

its short clauses and excessive use of anaphora, e. g., Ep. i, i

' In the case of Cicero and of Fronto, some of the examples are found in

the letters of their correspondents, and the few of these which have been

quoted are enclosed in parentheses.

* Chiasmus in Sallust, Caesar, Tacitus and Justinus, J. H. U. Diss.,

Northfield, Minn., 1891.
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quaedam tempora eripiuntur nobis, quaedam subducuntur, quae-

dam effluunt. turpissima tamen est iactura quae per neglegen-

tiam fit.

The Panegyricus of Pliny is thoroughly rhetorical and contains

more examples of chiasmus than his epistles. Fronto's style is

somewhat like that of Seneca. His work opened at random (ad

Amicos I, 8, p. i8o, Naber) shows this: Ama eum, oro te.

Cum ipsius causa hoc peto, turn mea quoque. Nam me etiam

magis amabis, si cum Pio familiarius egeris. Ep. ad amicos i, ii

(p. iSi, Naber) is similar in style: Figurae orationis sunt quae

maxime orationem ornant. Duplex autem genus est figurarum:

aut enim verborum figurae sunt aut sententiarum. In figuris

verborum est tropos, metaphora. In contrast with this, observe

the passage ad Aurel. Caes. I. (pp. 1 13-14) in which thirteen

lines are made up of successive pairs of words, containing a few

instances of chiasmus. So also in his Greek epistles, e. g. p. 247,

2 %ti6a aire 6 Tonos tS>v diKacTTTjpiodv, ovt€ tS>v biKa^ovrav 6 dpidfxos, oiJrc

rd^is t5)v (fiacrecav Koi Khrjaeajv, ovre tov vBaros to nerpov.

Cicero.

The few adverbs used in chiasmus are chiefly those of time

;

e. g. ad Att. 8, i, 3 umquam, semper
; 9, 6 a, i feci saepe, saepius

facturus; 13, 30, 2 hodie, eras; ad Fam. 3, 12, i prius, deinde;

4, 6, I saepe, numquam ; ad Quint. Frat. i, 3, 3 aliquando,

umquam. The Ep. ad Octavianum, formerly attributed to Cicero,

furnishes two examples 'sui generis': i iam, deinde; 10 primo,

post. The adverbs are made the extremes with but few exceptions,

as ad Fam. 2, 7, i longe enim absum, audio sero.

Repetition of the same word and the use of contrasted terms

seem to have been the dominating factors in the chiastic arrange-

ment of nouns and adjectives : ad Att. 7, 7, 4 tranquilla, tranquil-

lissimus; ad Brut, i, 3 a, 1 consules duos, bonos quidem, sed

dumtaxat bonos consules amisimus; ad Att. 5, i, 4 lenius, asperius;

ad Fam. 3, 11, 4 leviora, maiora; 5, 15, 4 perpetuam, exiguam

;

II, 27, 2 mihi utile, nee inutile ipsi Caesari. Ad Fam. i, 4, i

acerbum Curionem, Bibulum multo iustiorem ; but i, 7, 2 Hor-

tensium percupidum tui, studiosum Lucullum; 7, 23, 2 aptum

bibliothecae studiisque nostris congruens.

The personal element in the epistles accounts for the large

number of pronouns used in chiasmus: ad Att. i, 16, 3 ex eventu
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1

ab aliis, a me ex ipso initio; 3, 23, 4 tibi, aliis; 5, 10, 5 in te,

in nos; 6, 3, 5 non in Pompeium prolixior per ipsum quam per

me in Brutum ; 12, 7, i liberalitate mea, sua libertate; 14, 20, 4
tibi, mihi; ad Fam. 10, 28, 3 ilia ex aliis, a me pauca; 11, 27, 2

dilexi te, meque ate diligi iudicavi ; 15,4, 12 inimicum meum,
tuum inimicum. Ad Att. 2, i, ii te expectat et indiget tui ; ad

Fam. 4, 5, 6 in te amor fuit pietasque in omnis suos.

In combining verbs with dependent nouns no preference in

arrangement whether as means or as extremes seems to have

been shown: ad Att. 9, 5, 3 cogito, cogito; 10, 8, 5 fugiamus,

fugeremus; 13, 22, 3 aut obsoletum Bruto, aut Balbo inchoa-

tum ; ad Fam. 6, 6, 4 utebar familiarissime Caesare, Pompeium
faciebam plurimi; 10, 8, 6 (confirmare salutem, periculum

morari); ad Quint. Frat. 1,3, 3 amabat ut fratrem, ut maiorem

fratrem verebatur. Ad. Att. 7, 21, i Capua discessi et mansi

Calibus
; 9, 12, 3 nos vivimus, et stat urbs; ad Fam. 12, 7, 2

in senatu disserui, dixi in contione. Similar in arrangement

are the passages in which there is a dependent clause or

infinitive: ad Att. 2, 9, 3 male vehi malo alio gubernante quam
tarn ingratis vectoribus bene gubernare; 9, 2, i gaudere ais te

mansisse me et scribis in sententia te manere
; 9, 6, 5 proximae

gaudere te ostendunt me remansisse ; 12, 48, i te venturum scrip-

sisti et addidisti te putare opus esse; 13, 20, 4 non possum non pro-

bare et tamen non curare pulchre possum; 13, 48, 2 cures velim,

velim mittas; ad Fam. 5, 12, 4 et reprehendes ea, quae vituperanda

duces, et, quae placebunt, . . . comprobabis; 6, 21, i aut

interitum adlatura esset, si victus esses, aut, si vicisses, servitutem;

7, 27, 2 non enim ingrata mihi sunt, quae fecisti, sed, quae

scripsisti, molesta; 7, 32, 2 derided te putas; nunc demum
intellego te sapere

;
Quint. Frat. 2, 14, 2 faceres, quod velles, ego

ipse quid vellem, ostenderem.

Examples of chiasmus with pairs of nouns or adjectives which

govern genitives are frequent: ad Att. 8, 6, 3 malo Tironis vere-

cundiam in culpa esse quam inliberalitatem Curi ; ad Fam. 8, 3, 2

(quod ad Philotimi officium et bona Milonis attinet) ; 15, 14, 3 cum
pro rerum magnitudine, tum pro opportunitate temporis. Ad
Fam. 5, 12, 7 ad laetitiam animi, ad memoriae dignitatem ; 10, 10, 2

non invitamentum ad tempus, sed perpetuae virtutis est praemium.

Chiastic arrangement of successive pairs of nouns dependent on

the same verb is rare : ad Att. 9, 10, 3 me meis civibus famem,
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vastitatem inferre Italiae? 13, 52, 2 Puteolis se aiebat unum
diem fore, alterum ad Baias; 4, 8, i hoc scito, Antium Buthrotum

esse Romae, ut Corcyrae illud tuum Antium; 5, i, 3 in Arcane

Quintus . . . ego Aquini ; ad Fam. 5, 12, 7 Timoleonti a Timaeo

aut ab Herodoto Themistocli
;
Quint. Frat. i, 3, i flens flentem,

prosequentem proficiscens dimiseras.

In most instances prepositional phrases in chiasmus are placed

together : ad Att. 3, 7, 3 accedemus in Epirum, per Candaviam

ibimus ; 6, 6, 2 largitio fuit in cives, sed in hospites liberalitas

;

14, 12, 3 remotum a dialecticis, in arithmeticis satis exercitatum
;

ad Fam. 5, 12, 4 optabiles in experiendo, in legendo iucundae.

Successive pairs of words which form a chiasmus are compara-

tively common: ad Att. i, 14, i non iucunda miseris, inanis im-

probis, beatis non grata; i, 16, 9 manet . . . consensio, dolor

accessit, virtus non imminuta; 5, i, 5 mandata exhaurias, scribas

ad me omnia, Pomptinum extrudas; ad Fam. 2, 8, i scribent alii,

multi nuntiabunt, perferet multa etiam ipse rumor ; 15, 4, 2 biduum

Laodiciae fui, deinde Apameae quadriduum, triduum Synnadis,

totidem dies Philomeli; ad Quint. Frat. i, i, 11, 32 esse abstinen-

tem, continere omnis cupiditates, suos coercere, iuris aequabilem

tenere rationem, facilem se . . . praebere.

A few instances are found with groups of three or more words

:

ad Att. I, 19, 4 sentinam urbis exhauriri et Italiae solitudinem

frequentari; 7, 21, i fugam ab urbe turpissimam, timidissimas in

oppidis contiones, ignorationem adversarii ; 11, 17 a, 3 ne profec-

tum quidem illim quemquam post Idus Martias, nee post Idus

Decembr. ab illo datas ullas litteras; ad Fam. i, i, 2 tuorum in se

officiorum et amoris erga te sui
; 3, 10, 6 alienum tempus est mihi

tecum expostulandi, purgandi autem mei necessarium ; i, 7, 9
magna est hominum opinio de te, magna commendatio liberali-

tatis, magna memoria consulatus tui ; ad Quint. Frat, i, i, 2, 7

exsistunt graves controversiae, multae nascuntur iniuriae, magnae
contentiones consequuntur ; i, i, i, 5 nullas, ut opinor, insidias

hostium, nuUam proelii dimicationem, nuUam defectionem soci-

orum, nullam inopiam stipendii aut rei frumentariae, nullam sedi-

tionem exercitus pertimescimus.

Seneca.

Chiasmus is not a very prominent feature in the style of Seneca.

In adverbs it is found most frequently with primum, deinde,
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Ep. 28, 10; 29, 5; prius, deinde, 44, i; 65, 15; 116, 3 inbecillus

est primo omnis adfectus, deinde ipse se concitat et vires . . . parat.

Scattering examples with other adverbs also occur: Ep. 82, 13

Catp honestissime, turpissime Brutus ; 104, 14 petierant cupidis-

sime loca, cupidius deserunt; 114, 8 hominis interdum, interdum

temporis. There are also a few instances in which the adverbs

are arranged as the extremes; Ep. 14, 15 aliquando innocentes,

nocentes saepius; 20, 3 se domi contrahunt, dilatant foris; 43, 3
non ut tutius vivamus, sed ut peccemus occultius

; 95, 5 recte

faciunt, nesciunt facere se recte; 99, 24 efFusissime flere, memi-

nisse parcissime.

Adjectives are often arranged chiastically, the nouns which they

modify being generally placed together: Ep. 90, 16 tactu mollia

et inpenetrabilia ventis; ii6, 5 alteri emancipatam, vilem sibi;

116, 4 regredi facile, optimum progredi; 117, 18 si algor malum
est, malum sit algere; 119, 11 corporibus electa, spectabilis cultu

;

80, 3 solem ardentissimum in ferventissimo pulvere
; 92, 7 bene

homini, si palato bene
; 97, 9 plurimum libidini, legibus minimum

;

70, 14 unum introitum, exitus multos
; 70, 27 varios accessus,

finem eundem
; 9, 7 fructuosior adulescentia, sed infantia dulcior.

Note also Ep. 100, 12 sine commendatione partium singularum in

universum magnificus.

The use of pronouns in chiasmus shows nothing remarkable

:

Ep. 23, 2 felicitatem suam in aliena potestate;' 70, 10 illo saeculo

quisquam aut ipse ullo; 95, 56 discendum de ipsa est ut ipsa dis-

catur; 121, 23 tutelam sui et eius peritiam
; 37, i honestissimi

huius et illius turpissimi; 108, 17 dissimilis utrique, utrique

magnifica
; 32, i inquiro in te et ab omnibus sciscitor

; 54, 4 hoc

erit post me, quod ante me fuit ; 69, 6 ilia ad nos, ad illam nos

;

98, I ilia ex nobis, non ex illis nos. In a few passages the pro-

nouns form the extremes : 10, 2 de te sperem, spondeam mihi

;

34,4 inter se congruant ac respondeant sibi; 94, 31 altera in

totum, particulatim altera; 109, 12 alienam virtutem exercendo,

exerceat suam.

Very few instances occur in which a genitive forms one of the

terms in the chiasmus: Ep. 11,6 condicio nascendi et corporis

temperatura
; 55, 3 amicitiae Asinii Galli, Seiani odium ; 84, 4 ros

J Compare Ep, 13, 5 suis viribus, inbecillitate nostra, and 47, 20 suarum

virium et inbecillitatis alienae where suus is placed before its noun.
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illius caeli aut ipsius arundinis humor; 95, 22 multa auxiliorum

genera, periculorum paucissima; 74, 11 vitae odium, timer mortis

;

81, 9 verborum proprietas, consuetudo sermonis ; 82, 18 peiorum

metu aut spe bonorum. Pairs of nouns dependent on the same

verb, show a chiastic arrangement frequently : Ep. 117, 17 sapere

sapientiae usus est, quomodo eloquentiae eloqui. Of the cases, the

nominative and accusative occur most commonly : Ep. 16, 8 exi-

guum natura desiderat, opinio inmensum ; 22, 11 paucos servitus,

plures servitutem ; 24, 5 ad occupanda pericula virtus, crudeHtas ad

inroganda ; 80, 2 quam multi corpora exerceant, ingenia quam
pauci

; 94, 66 Marius exercitus, Marium ambitio ; 105, 8 tutum ali-

qua, nulla securum. There are also a few scattered instances with

other cases : 24, 5 Porsenna Mucio . . . sibi Mucins
; 53, 1 1 ille

beneficio naturae non timet, suo sapiens; 97, 16 multos poena,

metu neminem
; 98, 10 nihil firmum infirmo, nihil fragili aeternum;

108, 34 Ennium Homero, Ennio Vergilium.

About one-half of the instances of chiasmus with only two

pairs of words, are formed by verbs and the nouns which they

govern, the nouns being most frequently placed together : 90, 3
colere divina, humana diligere

; 94, 33 expelle falsas, veras repone
;

114, 7 pepercit gladio, sanguine abstinuit; 124, 16 conprendit

praesentia, praeteritorum reminiscitur, but with the opposite

arrangement 74, 12 praesentibus gaudet, concupiscit absentia. In

some passages the verb is repeated : Ep. 68, 13 credituri fuimus

rationi, experientiae credimus
; 71, 26 cadere in hominem, in se

cecidisse; 74, 20 placeat homini, deo placuit. In such cases the

verbs are generally placed together: 3, 3 committas, committere;

19, 8 accesserit, accedet; 51, 8 cessero, cedendum est; 52, 9

fiant faciantque; 105, 6 tacuerit, tacebit. In the remaining in-

stances some of the verbs are contrasted : 49, 9 mors me sequitur,

fugit vita; 120, 9 factum laudavimus, contempsimus virum ; 24,

13 persona demenda et reddenda facies. The contrasted terms

are sometimes arranged on the extremes : 71, 8 mala fortuna vin-

citur et ordinatur bona.

Infinitives or clauses frequently form chiasmus with the verbs

on which they depend : Ep. 5, 7 desines timere, si sperare desieris ;
•

14, 1 nego indulgendum, serviendum nego; 59, 5 loqueris quantum

vis et plus significas quam loqueris; 94, 41 non deprehendes . . .

prosit, profuisse deprehendes; 94, 45 prodest qui suadet, et qui

monet proderit; 99, 4 quid doles amisisse, si habuisse non prodest;
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48, I seducere me debeo et quid suadeam circumspicere ; 81, 29

non quia concupiscenda laudantur, sed concupiscuntur quia lau-

data sunt; 114, 4 cupierit videri . . , latere noluerit; iii, 3 minus

adparet longe intuentibus, cum accesseris manifestum fit; 61, 3
quicquid necesse futurum est repugnanti, volenti necessitas non

est ; 88, 22 dehiscentibus, quae cohaerebant, aut his, quae dista-

bant, coeuntibus, aut his, quae eminebant, residentibus.

Prepositional phrases in chiasmus are arranged both as the ex-

tremes and as the means : Ep. 66, 24 amicitia in hominibus, in

rebus adpetitio; 71, 20 haec de omnibus, de hac nulla; 78, 14

deploratus a meis, a medicis relictus ; 89, 8 nee philosophia sine

virtute nee sine philosophia virtus
; 90, 35 civem extra patriam,

extra mundum deos
; 93, i multos inveni aequos adversus homi-

nes, adversus deos neminem. 19, 2 in freto viximus, moriamur in

portu; 71, 17 in bonis numeres, numerabis in malis; 84, i de

inventis iudicem, et cogitem de inveniendis; 87, 25 ex malo
bonum . . . ficus ex olea; 91, 5 ex amico inimicus, hostis ex

socio. Here also may be placed 66, i ad cetera contemnenda

a contemptu sui.

Chiasmus with three or more successive pairs of words occurs

more frequently in Seneca than in the other authors here exam-

ined: Ep. II, 7 deiciunt enim vultum, verba summittunt, figunt in

terram oculos ; 15, 2 occupatio exercendi lacertos et dilatandi

cervicem ac latera firmandi ; 24, 8 minus sanguinis, minus virium,

animi idem ; 66, 8 nihil invenies rectius recto, verius vero, tem-

perato temperatius; 68, 8 pedem turgidum, lividam manum,aridos

nervos; 24, 26 diem nox premit, dies noctem, aestas in autumnum
desinit, autumno hiemps instat

; 41, 4 interritum periculis, intactum

cupiditatibus, inter adversa felicem, in mediis tempestatibus

placidum; 117, 31 incendium domus et periculum liberorum et

obsidio patriae et bonorum direptio.

Groups of three or more words which form a chiasmus are also

common in this author. One word has generally the same rela-

tive position as the corresponding word in the second group : Ep.

13, 5 alios inter flagella ridere, alios gemere sub colapho; 13, 12

nulla causa vitae, nuUus miseriarum modus; 51, 5 Hannibalem

hiberna solverunt . . . ilium virum enervaverunt fomenta Cam-
paniae; 74, 25 non facit adiectio amici sapientiorem, non facit

stultiorem detractio; 94, 23 puta avaritiam relaxatam, puta ad-

strictara esse luxuriam ; 104, 4 securior sui tutela, et vitae usus
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animosior; 124, 22 effuderis more Parthorum vel Germanorum

modo vinxeris. 8, 5 cibus famem sedet, potio sitim extinguat,

vestis arceat frigus. 23, 4 hilariculo mortem contemnere ? pauper-

tati domum aperire? voluptates tenere sub freno? meditari dolorum

patientiam ? 29, 7 moveat ille mihi risum, ego fortasse illi lacrimas

movebo. 66, 4 non deformitate corporis foedari animum, sed

pulchritudine animi corpus ornari
; 76, 35 alii diu patiendo levia

faciunt, hie levia facit diu cogitando; 86, 21 ne quemadmodum
Aegialus me sibi adversarium paravit, sic ego parem te mihi. 76,

14 ad secandum subtilis acies est et mucro munimentum omne
rupturus.

Pliny the Younger.
The variety of feeling, ranging from the frank, unrhetorical state-

ments in some epistles to the artificiality of others which were com-

posed with greater care, makes Pliny's letters an excellent though

a limited field for study. That the use of chiasmus was recognized

by Pliny as a part of his rhetorical art is indicated by its frequency

in the Panegyricus, which, with the two epistles to Tacitus, 6, 16

and 20, will be considered in detail, since all three were carefully

prepared. Pliny himself states to Tacitus the object he had in

writing Ep. 6, 16, indirectly quoting from Tacitus, quo verius

tradere posteris possis. Again the quotation from Vergil at the

beginning of Ep. 6, 20 seems to herald an attempt to emulate in

prose and on a smaller scale an artistic recital of the Aeneid.

Adverbs, as is usual when the arrangement is chiastic, are placed

together with but a single exception ; P. 83 aut inconsultius uxor

adsumpta aut retenta patientius. In a few instances the same

adverb is repeated : 58 ita consules semper ut semper principes

erant; 84 invicem, invicem
; 91 simul, simul. With adverbs of

time or place chiasmus is found at P. 11 lacrimis primum . . .

mox templis ; 88 optimi prius, deinde maximi ; Ep. 6, 16, 6 inter-

dum, interdum; 10 illuc, unde; 17 alibi, illic. In P. 29 a preposi-

tional phrase is used in the second member of the chiasmus : quod

genitum esset usquam, id apud omnes natum esse videretur.

There are some noticeable examples of the chiastic arrangement

of adjectives: P. 28 gaudentibus gaudens, securusque securis;

37 tributum tolerabile et facile heredibus dumtaxat extraneis,

domesticis grave
; 56 aut beneficio sterile aut vacuum laude ; 56

magnum est differre honorem, gloriam maius; 78 non nimium

privatis quod principi satis est; 63 marcidi somno, cena redun-

dantes. 6, 16, 17 faces multae variaque lumina.
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The use of chiasmus to emphasize the personal or demonstra-

tive element is fairly common, the pronouns being generally

arranged together: P. 6 sollicitior tu, ille securior ; lo illud, ilia;

20 aliis, tibi; 55 nos, tu
; 57 aliis, in se

; 72 nee magis sine te nos

esse felices quam tu sine nobis potes. 74 alius fortasse alium,

ipsum se nemo deceperit .... precati sumus ut sic te amarent

dii quemadmodum tu nos. The arrangement of the pronouns as

the extremes is far less frequent; P. 71 te mirer magis an impro-

bem illos; 42 alienis mancipiis, civibus suis. 6, 16, 18 alios in

fugam vertunt, excitant ilium.

Possessive pronouns are frequently placed together, though

with suus, nosier and tuus the normal order may not be inverted

:

6, 16, 2 perpetuitati eius scriptorum tuorum aeternitas ; 12 timorem

eius sua securitate ; 6, 20, 10 tuus, tuus. P. 80 fortunis suis, tua

existimatione ; 80 utilitate nostra, tua laude.

At times in the chiastic arrangement of verbs with nouns, repe-

tition occurs : P. 43, donavit . . . donasti ; 66 deceptus est,

decepit ; 67 invita suscipiat, susceperit invita ; 68 scis tibi ubique

iurari, cum ipse iuraveris omnibus
; 76 sequerentur omnes et

omnes improbarent. In other instances the most strongly con-

trasted words are placed as the means in the chiasmus : 63 non

consulatus detur sed abrogetur imperium. 53 neque enim satis

amarit bonos principes qui malos satis non oderit ; 68 ibi intem-

perantius amamus bonos principes, ubi liberius malos odimus
; 74

dabat apud optimum principem quod apud malos detrahebat.

Nouns with dependent genitives are usually arranged as the

extremes : P. 24 securitatem olim imperantis et incipientis pudo-

rem
; 70 nee poenis malorum sed bonorum praemiis

; 56 urbis otio,

sinu pacis. The chiastic arrangement is frequently used with

pairs of words dependent on the same verb: 11 Tiberius

Augustum . . . Claudium Nero . . . Vespasianum Titus, Domi-

tianusTitum ; 62 nemo omnes, neminem omnes fefellerunt; 6, 16,

16 et apud ilium ratio rationem, apud alios timorem timor

vicit; 70 magistratus magistratu, honore honor petitur; 10 tibi

terras, te terris reliquit; 13 cum solacium fessis, aegris opem
ferres ; 89 alteri triumphalia, caelum alteri

; 31 nos Aegypto, nobis

Aegyptum ; 10 imperator tu titulis et imaginibus et signis, ceterum

modestia labore vigilantia dux et legatus et miles.

There are but few instances of the chiastic arrangement of

dependent clauses or of infinitives : P. 9 successor, etiamsi nolis.
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habendus est; non est habendus socius, nisi velis; 6i ut felicitatis

est quantum velis posse, sic magnitudinis velle quantum possis.

With prepositional phrases chiasmus is comparatively frequent

:

5 adversa ex secundis, ex adversis secunda
; 9 provincias ex pro-

vinciis, ex bellis bella; 13 a manibus ad oculos, ad voluptatem a

labore
; 43 scriberis ab amicis, ab ignotis praeteriris

; 48 pallor in

corpore, in ore inpudentia
; 73 sanguinis in ore, in animo pudoris;

92 suffragator in curia, in campo declarator.

Where three or more pairs of words occur in succession the

order of the words is sometimes varied: P. 9 principi civis, legatus

imperatori, filius patri; 60 vis constare reverentiam magistratibus,

legibus auctoritatem, modestiam postulantibus? 16 interfusomari,

fluminibus inmensis, praecipiti monte; 15 mores gentium, regionum

situs, opportunitates locorum, aquarum temperiem; 81 lustrare

saltus, excutere feras, superare iuga, gradum inferre; 25 negotiis

aliquis, valetudine alius, hie mari,ille fluminibus; 25 terras . . . ad-

movere, spatia contrahere, intercedere casibus, occursare fortunae,

omni ope adniti; 6, 20, 14 audires ululatus feminarum, infantum

quiritatus, clamores virorum : alii parentes, alii liberos, alii coniuges

vocibus requirebant. Successive groups of three or more words

do not always exhibit a parallel arrangement : 32 sive terris divini-

tas quaedam sive aliquis amnibus genius; 80 reconciliareaemulas

civitates, tumentes populos . . . compescere, intercedere iniqui-

tatibus magistratuum.

The straightforward, business-like tone of the epistles to Trajan

is noticeable and in them there are but few instances of chiasmus:

Ep, 8, 1 oratione pulcherrima et honestissimo exemplo; 43, 2 sump-

tus levaretur et impleretur officium
; 73 de agnoscendis liberis et

natalibus veris restituendis. Cf. 72 where the arrangement is

anaphoric. Compare 81,2 tuam statuam et corpora sepultorum,

with 96, 6 imaginem tuam deorumque simulacra. 116, i qui viri-

lem togam sumunt vel nuptias faciunt vel ineunt magistratum vel

opus publicum dedicant.

In the other epistles, chiasmus occurs less frequently, and only

a few of the instances will be quoted. Adverbs are usually placed

side by side : rursus, mox Ep. 2, 17, 5 ;
primum, mox 3, 3, 7 ; 8, 14,

21 ;
primum or primo, deinde 4, 15, 4; 7, 19, i; 7, 27, 5; rursus,

rursus 3, 9, 36; acriter, fideliter 4, 9, 2; altissime, humillime 6,

24, I. There are but few instances of adverbs as the extremes:

Ep. 6, 5, 5 frequentius singulis, ambobus interdum ; 8, 14, 8 num-
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quam seria, tristia saepe; 8, i8, 8 diu vidua, mater olim; 9, 21, 4

iterum rogabo, impetrabo iterum.

In the arrangement of adjectives with nouns the words most

strongly contrasted are placed together: Ep. i, 6, i manus

vacuas, plenas ceras; 2, 17, 10 grande, modica; 2, 13, 6autfidelius

amico aut sodale iucundius. In a few instances the adjectives are

repeated, Ep. 6, 25, 5 mira, mira ; and an equivalent occurs 5, 3,

II multis gloriosum, reprehensioni nemini. In Ep. 8, 22, 3 nobis

inplacabiles simus, exorabiles istis, the strongly contrasted adjec-

tives have forced the pronouns to the extremes, as in Ep. 9, 22, 3

ego non minus aeger animo quam corpore ille. Demonstrative

and possessive pronouns with genitives are usually arranged in

similar fashion: Ep. 2, 11, 14 audientium adsensu, soUicitudine

mea; hie and ille are so placed 5, 6, 43 hie Aeneae, Achillis ille

:

cp. 9, 33, 7 and 2, 17, 7. A personal pronoun is usually placed

in the emphatic position, e. g. 5, 18, i mihi, tibi ; 8, i, 3 ipse, nos;

9, 7, 2 tu, ego
; 9, 12, I pater ille, tu filius

; 9, 24, i iuvabit hoc te,

me certe iuvat.

Emphasis determines the position of verbs with nouns though

repeated terms are placed together: Ep. 8, 8, 6 praebent, praebent;

9, 6, 2 nunc favent panno, pannum amant; 8, 12, i colit studia,

studiosos amat; 6, 6, 6 dicenti adsistit, adsidet recitanti; 6, 22,

8 neque enim tam iucundum est vindicari quam decipi miserum

;

8, 10, I omittit, facit; 9, 13, 11 praesentibus confidis, incertus

futurorum; 9, 13, 2 insectandi nocentes, miseros vindicandi. Here

may be placed 9, 32, i scribere nolim, velim legere.

Nouns with dependent genitives are placed as in the Panegyri-

cus, the genitives forming the means, e. g. Ep. i, 12, 4 pretia

vivendi mortis rationibus; 3, 4, 9 simplicitas dissentientis, com-

probantis auctoritas; 9, 6, 2 velocitate equorum, hominum arte.

Chiasmus with pairs of nouns in other cases is not frequent: Ep. i,

23, 4 tribunum omnibus, paucis advocatum
; 3, 20, 9 multi famam,

conscientiam pauci verentur
; 9, 13, 23 collega Certi consulatum,

successorem Certus accepit.

Prepositional phrases chiastically arranged are common : Ep. 2,

14, 2 in foro pueros a centumviralibus causis auspicari ut ab

Homero in scholis ; 3, 9, 3 Priscus ex Baetica, ex Africa Classicus

;

5. 6, 23 ; 5, 6, 37 ; 7, 5, 2 requies in labore, in miseria curisque

solacium; 9, 13, 23 reddat praemium sub optimo principe, quod

a pessimo accepit; 5, 21, 3 ex quaestura rediit, decessit in navi;
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6, 24, 4 se cum marito ligavit, abiecitque in lacum ; 8, 14, 18 cum
secunda prima, secunda cum tertia; 9, 4, 2 in universitate longis-

simum, brevissimum in partibus
; 9, 19, 4 tanta in praedicando

verecundia quanta gloria ex facto.

Chiasmus is of comparatively frequent occurrence when there

are several successive pairs of words: 3, i, 11 obiit ofificia, gessit

magistratus, provincias rexit, otium meruit; 4, 7, 4 imbecillum

latus, OS confusum, haesitans lingua, tardissima inventio, memoria

nulla, nihil denique praeter ingenium insanum; 4, 25, 4 poposcit

tabellam, stilum accepit, demisit caput, neminem veretur, se con-

temnit; 6, 11, 2 mira utrique probitas, constantia salva, decorus

habitus, os Latinum, vox virilis, tenax memoria, magnum inge-

nium, indicium aequale; 6, 33, 8 copia rerum et arguta divisione et

narratiunculis pluribus et eloquendi varietate
; 9, 20 2 decerpere

uvam, torculum invisere, degustare mustum, obrepere urbanis.

Successive groups of three words present some variety in

arrangement: Ep. 2, 11, i personae claritate famosum, severitate

exempli salubre, rei magnitudine aeternum ; 2, 17, 6 altera fenestra

admittit orientem, occidentem altera retinet; 6, 5, 6 nam et Celsus

Nepoti ex libello respondit et Celso Nepos ex pugillaribus; 8, 14,

7 cum suspecta virtus inertia in pretio, cum ducibus auctoritas

nulla nulla militibus verecundia; 8, 18, 6 mira illius asperitas,

mira felicitas horum. 9, 7, 4 haec unum sinum molli curvamine

amplectitur, ilia editissimo dorso duos dirimit. Here the first

and last terms alone have the same relative position.

Pronto.

Adverbs in chiasmus have the position as means p. 6 habeas in

promptu, quod facile respondeas, or as extremes p. 45 aeque

accipit, habitatur aeque; p. 135 si umquam me amasti sive ama-

turus umquam es
; p. 185 ut numquam venierit, veniat semper.

Adjectives are most often placed as the means in the chiasmus,

e. g. p. 41 "puerulum audacem" aut "temerarium consultorem;"^

p. 131 delinquere humanum est, et hominis maxime proprium

ignoscere
; p. 154 dulce esu, haustu iucundum

; p. 155 parum e-

loquentiae, sapientiae nihil
; p. 229 curruli strepitu et cum

fremitu equestri.

* A quotation from the preceding letter to Fronto, temerarium consul-

torem sive audacem puerulum, but he has changed the order of the words

thus causing chiasmus.
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With the exception of p. 24 versus, quos mihi miseras, remisi

tibi, pronouns are placed together: p. 12 cocco alii, alii luteo;

p. 19 meam tua; p. 164 (mallem mehercule Gyaris cum ilia

quam sine ilia in Palatio vivere). Where chiasmus occurs of verbs

with nouns the latter are usually placed as the extremes : p. 74
ut frivolis finem faciam, et convertar ad serium ; 188 praesens

trepidaveris, trepidaverim absens. p. 170 cum dedisti procurationes,

cum excusationes recepisti.

No preference is shown in the arrangement of nouns with

dependent genitives: p. 28 (decus eloquentiae, amicorum gloria);

p. 46 socium dignitatis gloriae bonorumque omnium participem
;

p. 71 (vitium corporis, animi studium)
; p. 215 diffidentia formae,

diligentiae inlecebras. p. 7 Baiarum specus, fornaculas balnearum

;

8 feminae consiliis, vaticinationibus Sibyllae
; p. 143 Achillei

pernicitatem, debilitatem Philoctetae; p. 146 Alexini verba, verbis

Platonis. Pairs of nouns form chiasmus on p. 98 terra urbem

illam, animos audientium tua oratio moverit.

Verbs with dependent infinitives in chiasmus occur on p. 4

(metuo quicquam dicere quod tu audire nolis), and chiastic prepo-

sitional phrases on p. 213 infrequentes a laudibus, verum in usu

cultuque humano frequentissimos.

Three or more pairs of words in succession forming chiasmus

are comparatively frequent: p. 61 (verbum absurdius, inconsultior

sensus, infirmior littera)
; p. 154 Libero thyrsi, corona Silenp,

nymphis redimicula; p. 157 caudam cycni, capillum Veneris,

Furiae flagellum
; p. 126 eloquentes ut oratoris, strenuae ut ducis,

graves ut ad senatum, ut de re militari non redundantes; p. 106

vel graves ex orationibus, vel dulces ex poematis, vel ex historia

splendidas, vel comes ex comedis (so MS), vel urbanas ex togatis,

vel ex Atellanis lepidas; p. 114 saevit Cato, triumphat Cicero,

tumultuatur Gracchus, Calvus rixatur; p. 113 quid si Parrhasium

versicolora pingere iuberet, aut Apellen unicolora, aut Nealcen

magnifica, aut Nician obscura, aut Dionysium inlustria, aut

lascivia Euphranorem, aut Pausiam [p]?'^(?[l]ia ?

Groups of more than three words are occasionally found : p.

204 bella duo maxima a duobus maximis imperatoribus
; p. 33

omnes meae fortunae et mea omnia gaudia; p. 14 (veram sensuum

facultatem, elocutionis variam virtutem, inventionis aliquam novi-

tatem, orationis dispositionem), is anaphoric excepting the posi-

tion oi veram in the first group; p. 8 ratio consiliorum prudentia
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appellatur, vatum impetus divinatio nuncupatur; p. 177 quantum

ex tua benivolentia Faustinianus ornamenti adsequetur, tantum

tu voluptatis ex Faustiniani elegantia capies, in which the first and

last terms are anaphoric, while the four intermediate terms form

chiasmus in the order 1234 3412.

Summary.

As has been pointed out, the repetition of words and the use

of words strongly contrasted, influence the chiastic arrangement.

In the use of the different parts of speech some of the writers

show a preference for a certain arrangement. Adverbs are regu-

larly placed as the means in the chiasmus by all the four authors

with the exception of Fronto who has but few examples. With
pairs of nouns and adjectives, Cicero and Pliny show no choice,

Seneca prefers to place the nouns together, Fronto the adjectives.

With the exception of Seneca, all use pronouns freely in chiasmus

and regularly place them as the means. Seneca rarely uses pairs

of nouns with dependent genitives, and only Pliny shows a pref-

erence in arrangement with the genitives as means. When pairs

of nouns with verbs form chiasmus, Seneca is inclined to place

the nouns as means, Fronto as extremes. Seneca here shows the

most extended usage as he also does with pairs of nouns dependent

on the same verb. All four use chiasmus in the arrangement

of dependent clauses, and all, except Seneca, prefer to place

prepositional phrases together. As far as these authors are

concerned, no difference due to personal preference is discernible

in the arrangement of three or more successive pairs of words,

nor in the case of groups of three or more words, unless we may
say that Seneca seems to use the latter more freely than the

others.

Vandbrbilt Univ.. Nashville, Tknn. -K.. o. oTEELE.



ON CAUSES CONTRIBUTORY TO THE LOSS OF
THE OPTATIVE ETC. IN LATER GREEK.

Hatzidakis, in the course of his convincing argument for the

essential identity of the modern with the ancient Greek, calls

attention (Neugriechische Grammatik, p. 13) to the part played

in the disappearance of words and forms by phonetic changes

blurring the distinctions in sounds.

An ingenious application of the combined effect of " itacism
"

and the loss of the spirUiis asper is his explanation of the fact

that the words Is and oh, already in the usage of the New Testa-

ment, had been replaced by
x'^''-P°^

^^^^ npo^arov respectively

because they had become indistinguishable in sound.

I do not know whether any one has ever made the obvious

application of the principle here involved, in connection with the

disappearance of the optative. Hatzidakis (1. c.) goes on to

illustrate by the confusion, ' due to itacism,' of forms of rifie'is and

v^et? which resulted in the development ofnew forms ffiels, ea-els, etc.

In Lucian MSS, as elsewhere, the confusion between fjfiwv and

vficov is frequent and, as illustrative of this whole category of con-

fusions, one may instance the v. 1. in Lucian, Piscator 5. a, *, B

have Spare /X17 . . , TToutre while Q, 31, r, Urb. have Spare ^lf) . . .

noiTjre. Sommerbrodt prefers the subjunctive, by virtue perhaps

of the somewhat superior MS authority, but the context would

seem to point to the indicative as more vivid and, with ' itacism

'

to reckon with, one may safely choose on other grounds than the

mere overplus of MS authority. The same may be urged in the

case of other homophones of the decadent pronunciation, i. e.

at = f ; I =: ei = rj =z V = 01 ', co = o^
',
and 0, 1, v = a, X, v. Hencc

^Cf. Winer-Schmiedel,^ Gram, des neutestamentlichen Sprachidioms,

§5, 16. This confusion of these five sounds " ftihrte in den Handschriften

zu den eingreifendsten Verwechselungen." For the whole discussion of

"itacism " in the N. T. see pp. 43-47. E. g. ei6>] was even written for Idrj,

though more frequently l6oi> for eldov.

' On the confusion of and u, of e and ?) cf. Winer® §5, 19; e. g. ^firp)

and 7/fj.ev. This was brought to an end when r/ became identical in sound

with I, while " der Wechsel zwischen und w dauerte fort."

23
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Hatzidakis (p» 306) says :
" Es ist eine vollstandig verlorene

Miihe, wenn man statistisch nachzuweisen sucht, welche Ortho-

graphic fiir diese oder jene neue Form der spateren Zeiten iiblich

war," Examples follow illustrating the confusion of Xeyerai = Xeyere,

that of the fut. indie, and the subjunct. as in ha nXripaatt, that of o

and 0) as in iva Se^ovTm etc.

On p. 13 Hatzidakis concludes: " Vor allem ist aber dieser

wechselseitige Einfluss bei den verschiedenen Kasus, Deklina-

tionen, Personen und Modi bemerkbar, z, B. . . . Xeyets., Xiyn,

\eyofiep—Xf-yrjs, Xeyj], Xeyco^ev.

This statement would seem to involve the similar confusion in

sound between forms of the subjunctive and optative but he draws

this conclusion neither here nor on page 218. At the latter point

(p. 218) one might well have expected the explicit statement but,

although speaking of the disappearance of the optative,- he con-

.tents himself with the general remark that the subjunctive com-

pietely supplanted the optative and then definitely attributes to

the coincidence between ei and 77—e. g. Trojijo-etf and noi^q-rjs—the

fact that the subjunctive has driven the future indicative out of

use.

But why may we not make the application of this phonetic

blurring as contributory to the disappearance of the optative?

The points of contact, cited above from Hatzidakis, between the

indicative and subjunctive present, are three,—two due to 'itacism,'

one to the leveHng of the o and w. In the paradigms of the active

present subjunctive and optative there are four points of contact

due to itacism, i. e., Xeyjjs, Xe-yj, Xeyjjrov Xf'yijTe—Xeyoty,, Xe'yoi, Xeyotroi/,

XeyoiT€. The same confusion exists between the act. perfect subj.

and optative, and while the forms of the aorist subjunctive and

optative could only have been confused by way of the two-fold

confusion,

—

t] with 6, and then of e = at,—yet the coincidence in

sound between the four forms of the paradigms of the aor. subj.

and the fut. opt. and two of the fut. indie, may be reckoned in>

perhaps, as contributory. In the middle voice there is little con-

fusion, and that not as significant as if in the third person, i. e.»

X^yrjadov Xeyrjade—\iyoiadov, XkyoiaBt; SO the aor. paSS. Xf^^^Tov,

Xex^^«—Xcx^"'"<"'> >^ex'^"'"f- ^^ "^^Y ^^ remarked, however, that in

^"Der Optativ ist schon dem N. T. fast voUig fremd . . . und die

Atticisten machen seltenen oder verkehrten Gebrauch von ihm, was nichta

anderes als ein Schwinden dessclben in der Sprache beweist."
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the 2nd aor. act., e. g. Xinrjs Xiirrj XItttjtov XiTrrjre—XtTToif XiTTOi \moiTov

XlnoiTf, the same confusion of four forms of the paradigm exists

between the subjunctive and optative, while, from the nature of

the augmented tense, no confusion whatever exists between the

indie, and subjunctive. The same may be said also of the 2nd

perf. XfXoinris etc. The optative, it is true, was doomed to disap-

pearance anyhow, but it seems not unlikely that these coinci-

dences in sound may have been contributory to the process.

It is a matter of surprise to find Lucian using, not infrequently,

the optative for the subjunctive. Especially is this the case in final

clauses after a primary tense—a case of ' verkehrter Gebrauch

'

(cf. Hatz., 1. c.) on the part of an Atticist.' One would like to

maintain that Lucian could not have committed so obvious a

solecism while so faithfully reproducing other more intricate

niceties of Attic syntax. It would be tempting to think of these

optatives as due to itacizing scribes, but no such application is

possible here. Lucian not only makes this blunder in his most

carefully finished works (e. g. Piscator, Charon, etc.), but out of

seven instances in the Charon, §§1-9, for example, three only

could under any circumstances be claimed as due to phonetic

confusion with the subjunctive— i. e. t8ois, Karidois, apxoi—the other

four optatives are in the first person. Such distinctions, it is

clear, had been blurred long since and Lucian, in resurrecting

Attic ghosts, ferried back in Charon's boat or let in with the

dva^ioivTfs (cf. Piscator §§13, 15, 16, 44, 47) some very un-Attic

optatives.

On p. 206 Hatzidakis mentions various synonyms where the

later Greek, ignoring many finer distinctions in vocabulary as

well as syntax, has contented itself with retaining one only of a

group of two or more.

Mere poverty of imagination may in some cases have been the

reason, but in others various causes, sometimes hard to guess,

must have operated. That vea (swim) should have been dis-

^ For other deviations in the use of the opt, by Atticists in general see

Schmid, Atticismus I, pp. 97-98 ; for Lucian see Schmid I, pp. 242-244,

etc., and cf. Krliger 54, 8, 3 for the use of the optat. with Iva after primary

tenses even in Attic authors where "im Haupttempus ein Prateritum mit zu

denken ist oder aber rein Ideelles vorschwebt." This, it may be assumed,

is the entering wedge and, like other deviations from the Attic standard,

this too has its origin in a distortion or an extension of a legitimate usage.
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placed by n-Xeo) {sail) is hard to understand. One might rather

have expected that vka would have expanded to take in ttXcw,

but it is not unlikely that the number of meanings of vfi (i. e.

swims', spins', piles up) may have made it convenient to discard

at least one meaning when the chance offered. Itacizing homo-

phones of vfi, like the particle vij or a form like vo'i {yois), present

no points of contact.

In another pair (H. p. 206), vet

—

^pex^i, it might seem as if

itacism may have co-operated, after the spiriius asper was lost,

just as in the case of Is and oh, in supplanting v^i by ^pex^^- ^^

fact, v€i would be indistinguishable from the following verbal

forms : viz. (from tlixi)
—rjei, Itj, toi; (from trjfii)

—
elr) and tei {bis i. e.

imperf. and imperat.); (from dfii)—el'??. While these verb forms

have no contact in meaning with vet. as in the case of vs and 01?

there are here enough homophones to suggest the feeling,

when pronouncing ua (e6-ee), that ' it never rains but it pours.'

Hatzidakis, however, does not appeal to itacism as co-operative

here, although he suggests it (p. 207) in the case of the confusion

between Kddiaov and Kddrjrro, which even in Lucian's time (Pseudo-

logista §11) "man nicht zu unterscheiden wusste."

One might perhaps add to his list the pair deco and rpexfo- Of

the former Veitch (s. v.) says :
" In lexicons the usage is consid-

erably understated." In the N. T. ^ew is not used, but it would

be far-fetched to assume that homophones from Tidrjfii, e. g. Subj.

2nd aor. 6rjs, Gfi, 6^tov, drjre, contributed to crowd out the indie, of

Bfoo—dfis, 6fl, Oilrov, deiTf.

Another interesting case of crowding out, dating at least from

the time of Polybius (see Hatzidakis, p. 207, and for references cf.

Winer-Schmiedel,* Gram, des neutestamentlichen Sprachidioms,
jjter

^Yli,^ §26, 5, note 8), is that of the indefinite t\s which is

supplanted by els. Possibly foreign Hellenists, losing the feeling

for the accent, found it increasingly hard to distinguish between

Tis and ris. The interrogative ris, indeed, confused in usage with

TTolos, was itself disappearing—"ist fast vollig aus der Volkssprache

verschwunden " (H. p. 208). May not the shorter forms of rh,

i. e. gen. and dat. tov and tw, have co-operated through a confu-

sion with the same forms of the article ?

Brown University. FrANCIS G. AlLINSON.



THE ETYMOLOGY AND MEANING OF THE
SANSKRIT ROOT ID.

In the Rig-Veda I. 1-2 we read as follows:

Ag7iim lie purdhitam

yaj'fidsya devdm rtvijam

hdidram ratnadhatamam

Agnih purvebhir f^ibhir

idyo ntitandir titd

sd devan ^hd vaksati.

These two stanzas are usually translated: " Agni I praise, the

purohita, the divine ministrant of the sacrifice, the hotar, the

greatest giver of riches. Agni, worthy of being praised by the

rshis of old and by those of the present time, will bring the

gods hither."

It is often no easy task to interpret a Vedic word restricted in

its meaning and referring to a single deity. We have to search

for the sphere in which it is used and to determine to what deity

it refers. With but one exception, this has not been done in the

various attempts at explaining the etymology and meaning of the

root V H' The root has been treated too much m vaaio and its

frequent discussion has been due to phonetic reasons, viz. the

treatment of the sonant sibilant in Sanskrit. Cf. Bechtel BB. X.

286; Bartholomae ibid. XII. 91; Arische Forschungen II. 78;

Johansson IF. II. 47; Brugmann IF. I. 171 f. The last-named

connects it with the root i^yaj (Greek ay-to-s) part, istd, evidently-

following out a suggestion made by Bezzenberger in Gottinger

Nachrichten for 1878, p. 264 n.

But it seems to me that we cannot refer id, either with

Bechtel, Bezzenberger and others, to Greek albiofiai., aWofxai, Lat.

aestimare < aezdiiumare, and Goth, distan, ga-distan on phonetic

grounds, or to sjyaj as Brugmann has done.

My reasons for not agreeing with the distinguished scholars

mentioned will be seen later. A fairly complete literature on the

subject can be found in SBE. XLVI. p. 4 to which may be added
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the hints given by Benfey in the glossary to his edition of the

Sama-Veda.

As stated above, the cause of the frequent discussion of the

word has been a phonetic one, viz. the treatment of the sonant

sibilant in Sanskrit, a question which need not be entered into at

this time. All these attempts must be regarded as unsatisfactory,

because it has not been considered at all i) to what divinity the

word is applied, 2) to what sphere it belongs, and 3) with what

other word or words it is correlated. The most recent explana-

tion is that of Oldenberg in SBE. XLVI. p. 2 f. He translates

it by " magnify," considering id etymologically connected with

is " food," according to which its original meaning would be " to

give sap, nourishment." But this is as improbable as the other

derivations referred to above. Oldenberg rightly observes, how-

ever, that, although no god in the Vedic Pantheon is so highly

and frequently praised by the poets of the Rig-Veda as Indra,

with very few exceptions Vfrf is avoided in speaking of this god.

The ninth niandala is devoted to the praise of Soma. Yet

throughout the entire book id occurs but twice (5, 3 ; 66, i), and of

these one instance (5, 3) is contained in an dprl verse transferring

to Soma such qualities as originally belong to Agni. On the other

hand, in invocations addressed to Agni, this verb and its deriva-

tives are most frequently used.

To show how id and its derivatives had a connotation which

qualified them to be used with Agni and not with Indra or Soma
is difficult, if not impossible. It is probable that it may be due to

the development of the myth, although it is hardly worth while to

enter upon any discussion in regard to this matter.

We may now explain the form of td.

The root t^ id <. 12 + d <i is -\- d with assimilation of the sibi-

lant to the following sonant consonant, the z itself disappearing

under the law of the existing language, which admits no sonant

sibilant but causes a lengthening of the preceding vowel, if

short, cf. Whitney § 222 c. This regularly occurs where Indo-Iran.

z and z follow a vowel; cf. Ascoli, Krit. St. 283 ff.; Hiibschmann,.

KZ. 24, 405 ff.; Bloomfield, Non-diphthongal e and o in Sanskrit.^

'For a similar phenomenon in Germanic, cf. OE. w^aT, " reward, pay,"^

OS. meda, OHG. mita, meata, viiata, tnieta. The Goth, niizdo corresponds

exactly to the OE. ott. Aey. meord. Cf. further Gr. jxia-dog, OB. mizda, Streit-

berg, UG. §79, 2. But see Sievers, PBr B. XVIII. 409.
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Wackernagel, in his Altindische Grammatik § 40, is uncertain

whether to connect f^ with hjyaj or \/?§ " to wish, choose: " "f

aus iz in v. z</-,,anflehen" zu jj/«y-,,opfern " (oder zu i^-^wiin-

schen^^y} As additional examples may be cited riida < '^nizddy

J>id < ^piz-d < pii^-d; mrcl < mrz-d; cf. Skt. virdlkdm: Av.

msr^zdikarti; midhdni < Indo-Iran. »zzf^//a < Indo-Eur. migdha

< Indo-Eur. viighia; vidii < z'/f + fl?z<! < z/z's; sidaii < sizdeii

(d (or d by analogy, cf. OsthofF, Perf. 2 ff.); see further Wacker-
nagel, Altind. Grammatik §§ 40 and 238 ; Jackson, Avesta Gram-
mar § 183.

fd then is z§ + a ' determinative ' d through which the connection

between id and t's is effected and by which id is differentiated from

the simpie is. The original signification of this root-determina-

tive d is uncertain ; it may be, in some way, connected with the

root V da, to give.

The key to the whole problem, and we need not go outside of

Sanskrit, is found in the fact that on one hand vr interchanges

with z§, on the other with id. The question is how far is in id

has retained its original signification of wishing, choosing. It

would be futile, of course, to deny that this word never has the

meaning of honoring, praising, because what we wish we love,

and what we love we honor. What we do claim is that the mean-

ing of choosing is dominant in certain forms of id, and that the

same forms of vr are used in similar connections and applied, in

most cases, to the same divinity.

We will now give a few examples, showing the interchange o§

kjvr with sj is and sj id.

In the Kaugika-Sutra 94, 2 we read: iatra raja bhmnipatir

vidvdlisam brahmanani ichet and in 126, 2 of the same work:

taira raja bhumipaiir vidvdnsam brahmdnam vrnlydt. In the two

passages cited above we have the very best evidence that V ^ ^^^^

i^vr are used synonymously. The connection, too, is the same in

both passages. Again in RV. VII. 93, 4:

glrbhir viprali prdmatim ichdmdna

itte rayithyafdsam purvabhajam

^ Max Miiller SEE. XXXII. p. 354, is still more uncertain: "Whether

A/Td\s distantly connected with v'/^zr to desire (Brugmann I. 591), or with

ardz=.to strive, OF with ar:=:to go, is a question which admits of many or of

no answer."
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where z^/(? clearly =z/r?iz/^; this passage is of additional interest

in that tijld {itte) is used side by side with V z§ {ichdmdna). For

further passages where sji^— sjvr cf. RV. III. 30, i ; IX. 112, i.

But it is especially in the gerundive forms tcUnya, vdrenya

that the relation of the two words is most clearly shown, and I

need but to present a few instances where i4^nya and vdrenya

occur to put, it seems to me, the question, as a whole, upon a

firm basis.

In the Ap^. 4, 5, 5 we have: idenyakraiur aham apo devir

upa bruve with which we may compare Av. 6, 23, i : vdrenya-

kratur ahdvt apd devir tipa hvaye ' ; here the two words idenya-

kraiur and vdrenyakratur are synonymous.

In the Rig-Veda idenya is without exception used of Agni,

the case in RV. IX. 5, 3 being, as above stated, but an apparent

exception as the qualities belonging to Agni are transferred to

Soma. Indeed, as Bergaigne has observed, idhiya is as regu-

larly used of Agni z& pavamdna is of Soma; likewise vdrenya is

generally used of Agni. Cf. Grassmann, Worterbuch, s. v.

On the writing lie, ilenya cf. von Bradke ZDMG. XL. 668 n.

i; Whitney, §54.

I have been purposely rather sparing with examples, as this is

not a question of interpretation, and to adduce a large number of

instances of the use of vdrenya I consider unnecessary as the

meaning is quite clear. From ^ id, idya is also employed with

Agni, the exceptions out of thirty passages numbering but four

or five.

A noticeable fact in connection with vdrenya is that instrumen-

tals such as gira, suvrktibhir, etc., are used with it, precisely as is

the case with idenya (idya).

To sum up our remarks : ^ id <C \/ is + d < V ^§ + ^' ^^^^

determinative fl^ effecting a connection between hj id and nj iq and

differentiating t^ id from the simple V^?/ '^^4 and /ij is are

frequently correlated with V^f/ idenya is always, and idya

and vdrenya are, with but few exceptions, used in invocations

addressed to Agni; the sj id is Vedic. I would, therefore, trans-

late RV. I. 1-2 as follows: "Agni I choose as the purohita, the

divine ministrant of the sacrifice, the hotar, the greatest giver

of riches.

* For these two passages I am indebted to Dr. Bloomfield.
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" Agni, fit to be chosen by the rshis of old and by those of the

present time, will bring the gods hither."

If this account of sj id holds good, the meaning of the word

will be slightly modified in a few Vedic passages, but the interpre-

tation of these passages will not be essentially changed, since

the matter involved is not so much the sense of the word as its

derivation and relation to sj vr.

Jens A. Ness.





THE TECHNIC OF SHAKSPERE'S SONNETS.

<l)S>s iSiov Tov pov TO. KaXa ovofiara.

—LONGINUS.

It may be reckoned as the progress of the 20th century beyond
the 19th, that it begins with a general confession of the futility of

that criticism which has too long been exercised upon the sonnets

of Shakspere. The biographical theory may frankly be said to

have failed. The 'dark lady' whitens into a ghost. Students of

the poet's life and achievement are not, it may be hoped, to be

worried any longer by those fantastical legends of his personal

weaknesses and abasements, which bad critical method so long

sought to draw from his poems.

The gain is likely to be great. For, so soon as the world

ceases to seek in the sonnets for morbid details of the poet's

biography, and for the revelation of his adventures and intrigues,

those poems assume their true value as works of art. And, if the

stages of a poet's artistic development be in truth the vital facts

of a poet's life, then the sonnets become of monumental worth,

stages in the attainment of his perfect art, the training-school of

his transcendent genius for poetic form. They are the abiding

record of his studies in poetry. In them the young dramatist,

with his mind set upon all that was best in the sonnet-literature

of his time, trained himself by strenuous practice and through

the most ingenious and varied experiments in style and poetic

diction, to his final purpose, the dramatic rendering of human
character.

In essence, therefore, the sonnets, as a long series of elaborate

studies in the lyrical expression of thought and emotion, are as

purely and intensely dramatic as the dramas themselves. There

is, under the lyrical form, the same movement and process of the

imagination. For, in each drama, each dramatic speech that the

poet creates is the utterance, as conceived by the poet, of some
imagined person as evoked by some imagined situation. If the

speech fit the character and spring by force of nature from the

situation, there is the true fxlfirjais, the full attainment of dramatic
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life. And, in the sonnets, in like manner, for the creation of each

sonnet, there is the situation that the poet imagines and the

personality that he poses in the situation. Thus, in fitting dra-

matically the style, in all its details of language and versification, to

the character and to the situation as he imagined them, he struck

the deepest fountain of lyrical inspiration. Hence the infinite

variety and impersonality of the sonnets themselves. Shakspere

made of them, in the mighty studies of his youth, no trivial rev-

elation of women that had kissed him nor of friends that had

betrayed him, but the generalized utterance of human passion.

The characters that he imagined were so placed in a series of

imaginary situations, as to exhibit, in the widest possible range

of emotion, the full play of the human soul.

And again, in thus combining character and situation, the poet,

whose whole nature was dramatic, followed the same bent as in

the dramas. The situations, instead of being drawn from his own
life and personal experience, were, as it has been proved, almost

without exception, taken from that sonnet-literature with which

his youthful reading had made him so familiar. Thus, as in his

plays, with his mind under the obsession of the assumed char-

acter, he sought in each poem to attain the final harmony of

dramatic utterance. The thought, the sentiment, and the style

were, as his final aim, in their emotional tone, to be fitted as closely

as possible to the assumed situation. It is the full achievement

of this purpose in the best of the sonnets that gives them, for

students of poetry, such peerless charm. And if, as will be seen,

in many of the sonnets this harmony is not fully attained, the

striving and experimentation, even the failures, of so great a poet,

have always a profound interest.

The steps by which Shakspere approached and attained his

perfection of lyrical utterance are to be seen in the sonnets

themselves. The study of them in their details is the study of

Shakspere's technic in the management of words and sentences

and versification. It involves all the means and processes of his

poetical art, and the creation of his style. And, as the composi-

tion of the sonnets was the special work of his youthful years, it

is plain that the labor spent upon the sonnets, in making each

one in its concentrated brevity the dramatic expression of some
phase of human passion, was his intellectual training for the

dramas that were to come.
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For Shakspere himself, as for all the great writers of his time,

the chief problem of style, in the poetic handling of their English

language, was the dainty choice of words. Each man's habit of

mind and intellectual range of expression showed themselves in

the preference that he gave either to the native words or to the

borrowed words of contemporary speech. In the absence of

dictionaries and elaborate works of reference, this choice, far

more than in later ages, was the work of individual bent and

personal taste. On the one hand, there was the charm of racy

popular usage, in words so rich in natural poetry, inherited from

the earlier time. On the other hand, there was the charm of

literary usage and association, in words derived either from the

Latin, through which men's education had been conducted, or

from the French or the Italian or the Spanish, in which their read-

ing chiefly lay. There was, as was natural, excess on both sides,

much ugliness and endless affectation. In Shakspere, within the

compass of the sonnets, the chief character to be noted is the wide

range of his choice, the flexibility of his style. In all the sonnets

taken together, there is the average of i6f per cent of foreign

words to 83J per cent of native words. But in separate sonnets,

and in groups of sonnets, there is large divergence from this

normal average. The percentage of foreign words, at its lowest,

falls to 7J per cent, and at its highest rises to 26^ per cent. The
sonnets that stand at each extreme show a special character that

makes them noteworthy. Sonnet 73, for example.

That time of year thou may'st in me behold,

with its low percentage of foreign words, represents the class in

which the gem-like radiance of Shakspere's poetical diction is

most keenly felt. On the other hand, sonnet 125,

Were it aught to me, I bore the canopy,

with its high percentage of foreign words represents the class in

which the movement of imagination is most impeded, the charm

of poetry least felt. Such extremes mark the range of the young

poet's experiment in poetic diction, and the movement of his

mind toward purity and daintiness. The sonnets that show the

largest excess of foreign diction are

107, 125, 15, 66, 85,

129, 127, 4, 8.
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The sonnets in which the diction is purest are

43, 73, 22, 24, 42,

61, 9, 72, 92, 140.

Several in each class are supremely beautiful. They show with

what skill the poet knew how to secure the tone of his emotion/

The charm of the Shaksperian word-choice is chiefly to be seen

in those elaborate passages in which, for special emotional effect,

he confines himself to one class of words. Thus, although in

general, he blends native words with foreign, he gives in many of

the greatest sonnets, series of verses that are composed altogether

of native words. Such, for example, is the superb opening of

the 73rd sonnet, made by three pure verses, or that exquisite

passage, vv. 9-13, by which, in five pure verses, he leads the

80th sonnet to its close. These groups of pure verses represent

the poet's highest attainment in poetic style ; and the few sonnets

that contain no pure verses, like sonnets 125 and 127, are of

inferior workmanship. The poet loved, especially in closing the

sonnet by the rhyming couplet, to reach his final effect by such a

grouping of pure verses. See, for example of this manner, the

powerful close of sonnets 136 and 137.'^ Such sequences of pure

verses seem to render in Shakspere's art the highest emotional

intensity.

In reckoning the poetical quality of words, next to their his-

torical sense and emotional power, their length and syllabic

quantity seem the most important condition of usage. The verse,

as Shakspere came to conceive it, in its lovely interlacing of

accents and quantities, is mainly dependent on the interchange

of monosyllabic with dissyllabic words. A word of excessive

length is almost fatal, from his point of view, to the poetical

movement. It marks the lapse into prose. Only three times,

for example, does he suffer a word of five syllables to intrude

its unwieldy length into the sonnet-form.^ Of words of four

^ In his use of foreign words, Shakspere showed a strong preference for

foreign nouns and an aversion for foreign adjectives. Of his foreign words

the nouns are 54 per cent, the verbs are 31 per cent, the adjectives are 15

per cent. Sonnet 121 stands alone in its excess of foreign adjectives.

*The average of pure verses is slightly over three to the sonnet. The

largest number is found in sonnets 43 and 73. There are only five sonnets

that contain not a single pure verse, viz., i, 4, 35, 125, 127.

"^Determination, 13. 6, imaginary, 27. 9, insufficiency, 150. 2; of these only

imaginary seems to have the true poetic quality.
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•syllables, there are in the sonnets only 80, and of words of

three syllables only 517. Thus in the poetic diction of Shakspere

as elaborated for the sonnet, over 97 per cent of his words are

either monosyllabic or dissyllabic. But here, once more, as in the

case of native and foreign words, a special character is given to

separate sonnets by their wide divergence from his normal usage.

Many of the most exquisite sonnets are formed altogether of short

words. So, for example, sonnets 104 and 137. See also sonnets

17, 47, 69, 83, 130, 145. On the other hand, a few sonnets, like

the beautiful 66th, owe their special charm to the skilful manage-

ment of the many polysyllabic words. It is a marvellous triumph

of technical skill, a startling experiment in poetic diction. But,

in general, the excess of polysyllabic words, as in sonnets 125,

105, 124 and 135, gives a prosaic movement. Among the sonnets

there are only 16 that show such faulty use of polysyllables—and

there are 41 from which they are almost or altogether absent.

Shakspere's love for the short word, as leading to terseness of

expression and concentrated energy of emotion, culminated in

that superb use of the monosyllabic line which was a special mark

of his poetic style. Such verses form in truth the special glory

of English poetry ; for, as they form themselves by the grouping

of separate syllables, according to their vowel-quantity, under

accentual law, they cannot arise save in our English language.

Thus, by their condensation of meaning, they give to the poet

that can use them such an overwhelming rapidity and fulness of

imaginative force as no other poetry can parallel. In the son-

nets it is remarkable that the distribution of the monosyllabic

verses is strangely irregular. There are 36 sonnets that contain

no such verses; and they are fewest in the early sonnets (1-31)

and most numerous in the latest sonnets (128-154). It seems to

indicate a chronological order as basis of the sonnet-groups. It

is, as if the poet, pleased by the movement of such verses, came

as the result of his experiment to use them more and more freely.

It is, however, in sonnets 42, 43 and 44 that the use of the mono-

syllabic verse is carried to its highest point. They occur in

unbroken sequence of three verses in sonnet 44, and they are

used with splendid skill to make the closing couplet of 43.^

'Compare also the final couplet of sonnets 127, 134, 147, 149, 103, 115,

18, 26. It is chiefly condensation of thought that the poet here seeks and

attains.
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There was, however, in Shakspere's choice of words, still

another, a third principle of selection. The leading words of each

verse were chosen habitually for their delicate alliterative harmony

with one another. In composing the sonnets, he became, as we

shall see, almost infallible in the proper placing of the caesural

pause. Thus, as the result of the caesura was to cut the verse

into two halves, he felt, like the older poets, the need of linking

the two parts by most ingenious harmonies of sound. In many
cases, this could be done without formal alliteration, by the cor-

respondence of his accented vowels. Apart from this means, and

apart from those innumerable cases in which alliteration is used

only to decorate a single half-verse, there is in the sonnets

careful alliteration of verse-structure in 38 per cent of his

verses. In general, Shakspere confines the process to the single

verse; but in some sonnets he binds together by alliteration

groups of verses, e. g. 82, vv. lo-ii
; 71, vv. 2-3 ; 135, vv. 1-2

;

127, vv. 2-3-4; 109, vv. 6-7. Within the compass of the single

verse, so used in each case, as to bind the two halves together,

alliteration is either double, triple or four-fold, e. g.

—

From fairest creatures, we desire increase, i. i.

lats-xi penury within that/^w doth dwell, 84, 5.

Poor soul, the centre of my sinful earth, 146. i.

Like a lamb, he doth his looks translate, 96. 10.

The poet's preference for the various sounds of our language

as bearers of alliteration is visible, according to scale, in the

table

:

S alliteration used 134 times.

Vowel " " 118 "

L " " 61 "

B " " 53 "

F " " 48 "

H " " 46 "

W " " 44 '*

P " " 43 •'

T " " 41 "

M " " 41 " &c., &c.

It is to be noted that, in general, alliteration is more frequent

in the later sonnets. It rises to its highest use in sonnets 141-50
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ami sinks to its lowest in sonnets 41-50. There are ten sonnets

altogether free from alliteration, and there are seven that rise

above the rest in what may almost seem excess of alliterative art,

viz.: 30, 85, 116, 129, 135, 146, 148.

In the sonnet, as the name denotes, the chief condition

of excellence is the beauty of the words taken singly, each

in its place, and the beauty of the verse-cadence by which

they are united. Thus it has showed itself, in the develop-

ment of the sonnet-form, that almost all poets have, in fix-

ing their attention upon the sensuous element of poetry, been

prone to neglect its intellectual side. In almost all sonnets there

is lack of lucidity in syntax, lack of logical precision in the

arrangement of sentences, either a too violent compression of the

thought to be expressed or an excessive looseness and prolixity.

It is here that the young Shakspere shows the supreme mastery of

his art. For him, the perfect pose of his thought upon the

'sonnet's Procrustean bed' reveals neither cramping nor stretch-

ing. Except in two or three passages, where the text is doubtful,

the syntax of the sonnets is faultless and even luminous. He has

solved in his sonnet-composition not only the problem of choos-

ing and grouping his words according to their sensuous rhythm,

but also the problem of constructing and grouping his sentences

according to their intellectual relations. Thus, in the best ofthe son-

nets, above all in those in which he has revealed the fulness of his

imaginative power, there is the attainment of the highest poetic

harmony, the harmony of cadence with emotion and truth of

thought.

If all the sonnets be taken together, the average length of Shaks-

pere's sentences is twenty-five words. It is a sentence so moder-

ate in length as to allow at once perfect freedom and perfect

accuracy of formation. But here again, around this normal pat-

tern, there is in the different sonnets an ample range of

variation. In sonnet 15, for example, he arranges 112 words

in one single sentence, and so lucid and easy is the arrange-

ment as to make us unconscious of its unusual length. But in

sonnet 40, he breaks his thought into 10 sentences with an

average length of only 12 words. In these two extremes,

he illustrates the two theories of perfect sentence-construction;

and between these two extremes, there is each step of

variation. The average length of his sentences is highest in

24
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the early sonnets, especially in sonnets 12 to 31 ; and it is lowest

in the later sonnets, lowest of all in sonnets 132-154/

In the form of the sentence, there is visible the same freedom of

variation. Among all forms, the complex sentence, in which the

main statement is modified by one or by two subordinate clauses,

is the form that Shakspere best loved. In all the sonnets

taken together, such complex sentences make 45 per cent of all.

The simple sentences make only 18 per cent, and the compound

sentences only 13. The rest, 24 per cent of all, are the special

glory of the poet's constructive skill. They are sentences that are

at the same time both complex and compound. Notice, for

example, how sonnet 15, composed on this pattern, develops the

thought, through a long succession of graceful members, to the

lovely epigram with which it closes. Such work as this shows

the highest technical skill that was ever seen in our English

poetical literature.

With exception of 99 and 126, poems that are not sonnets at

all, the sonnets of Shakspere were planned upon the familiar

sequence of seven rhymes.

ABAB—CDCD—EFEF—GG.

He conceived the sonnet, not in the Italian fashion, as octave

and sestet, but, in English fashion, as three quatrains and a

couplet. It was, as many have felt, a false conception. By the

prominence that this plan gives to the closing couplet, in which

there is too often an epigrammatic flash of thought or sentiment

out of harmony with the first quatrain, he has changed the

natural movement of the sonnet, and lost its natural grace of

easy subsidence. But, although the rhyming plan calls for seven

rhymes, the full number is, in Shakspere's practice, often reduced.

Thus, in sonnet 135 and in sonnet 3, the poet, by repeating one

of his rhymes, reduces the number from seven to four. In both

sonnets this novel arrangement is plainly calculated for a special

purpose. And in 11 other sonnets, by the like repetition, the

number of rhymes is reduced from 7 to 6. From this point of

view, the group of sonnets, 133, 134, 135 and 136, is specially to

be noted.

^The sonnets that have the highest average of length are 12, 15, 64, 75

and 29; those that have the lowest are loi, 100, 130, 40, 19, 87 and 96.
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Much the same result as by reducing the number of rhymes is

secured by the lavish use of assonance. It serves to bind together

parts of the sonnet that would otherwise be disconnected. Notice,

for example, in sonnet 96, the two sets of assonance:

queen— esteemed, seen—deemed vv. 5-8,

betray—translate, away—state yv. 9-13.

Shakspere loves the rich assonance in I, a and e. It produces

in his art almost the effect of rhyme, and, of the 154 sonnets, 63

are constructed on this plan of interlacing assonance with rhyme.

In sonnet 64, not less than 10 of the 14 verses are those linked

by assonance on a; and, in sonnets 27 and 55, eight verses in each

are linked by assonance on I. In all these poems, the loveliness

of verse-movement and the unity of the sonnet-form are by this

expedient much enhanced.

The perfect rhyme, so much used by poets of the time, is but

seldom used by Shakspere—e. g. offence and defence, 89. vv.

2-4, It occurs only six times in the sonnets. Cf. sonnets 10,

26, 69, 74 and 114.

As against this dislike of the perfect rhyme, there were two

kinds of imperfect rhyme that Shakspere tolerated and even

loved. His fondness for vowel-assonance has already been dis-

cussed. He lets it even take the place of the true rhyme and

serve in its stead, e. g.

—

open—broken, 61. 1-3,

remembered—tendered, 120. 9.1 1.

Here the charm of the unexpected combination is delicious. Less

pleasing to modern ears is the other habit of Shakspere's rhyming

to which we may give the name of consonantal assonance, e. g.

—

field— held, 2. 2-41,

son— noon, 7. 13-14.

Rhymes founded upon the consonantal assonance, false rhymes to

modern ears, are largely used in the sonnets, over 90 times

in all, and many of them are so often repeated as to show that the

poet loved them. It is, however, to be borne in mind, that in the

shifting and breaking of vowel-sounds that have gone on since the

i6th century, many rhymes that were good in Shakspere's time

are now false. ^ Each case of apparent consonantal assonance would

1 So, for example, the frequent rhyme of parts and deserts and of one and

alone.
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need a special discussion. The majority of cases involves the

sound of 6 and o.

In the study of Shakspere's rhymes, it is the question of his

feminine rhymes that has the highest technical interest. It is in

using them largely and in refusing to use them at all, that he

shows the most deliberate intention to experiment with their

poetic value. If all the sonnets be taken together, the feminine

rhymes make only eight per cent and the masculine rhymes

make 92 per cent. But the distribution of the feminine rhymes

is plainly not accidental nor according to any law of general

average. From great masses of the sonnets, taken in large

groups, the feminine rhyme is altogether absent.^ On the other

hand, sonnet 20, whose exquisite movement is a marvel of litera-

ture, is composed altogether on feminine rhymes; and sonnet 87,

not so well done, shows the feminine rhyme in 12 out of 14

places. See also the large use in sonnets 26, 42, 119, 121 and 152.

There is here always deliberate calculation, the purpose of secur-

ing a definite emotional effect. The use of feminine rhymes is

at its lowest in the sonnet-groups 71-80 and loi-iio, and at its

highest in sonnet-groups 11-20, 81-90 and iii- 120. There are

few examples of a sonnet in which masculine and feminine rhyme

are used in fairly equal proportion. The poet saw that, for his

effect, there must be in each sonnet, the strong predominance of

the one or of the other, or the total exclusion of the one by the

other.

Even more important, in Shakspere's eyes, than the manage-

ment of the final rhyme, was the management of the caesural pause.

In this respect, also, the sonnets reveal the wonderful progress

of his verse-construction. Some verses are, indeed, to be found

in which there is no recognition of any natural caesura, e, g.

—

Until Death's composition be secured, 45. 9.

Against confounding Age's cruel knife, 63. 10,

Such inarticulate verses, of which there are 71 in all, occur

most frequently in the sonnet-group 34-66, and most rarely

in the sonnet-groups 23-33, and lOO-iii. They form less than

three per cent of all the verses. In all the other verses, more

than 97 per cent, the poet makes the caesural pause so coincide

^ See, for example, the group of sonnets 95 to 1 10, with exception of one

pair in sonnet 102.
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with the structure and meaning of the verse itself as to be always

clear and always beautiful. In this point, also, the sonnets mark
the advance in his verse-construction from the verses of his

youthful period to those of his mature manner.

If all the sonnets be taken together, there is a steady predom-
inance of the masculine over the feminine caesura, 68 per cent

against 32. But here again the actual distribution defies the

general average. In many groups of sonnets, the one form or the

other is almost exclusively employed. In a few sonnets, eight

in all, there is an exact balance between the masculine and the

feminine form, each occurring seven times—e. g. sonnets 97
and 98. In each the reader is conscious of the exquisite har-

mony that results. Among the other sonnets there are 58
marked by large predominance of masculine caesuras. It

produces an effect that can best be felt in sonnets 28 and 42. And
there are seven sonnets that are rendered remarkable by the

predominance of feminine caesuras. Read, for example, sonnet

48. The proportion of feminine caesuras is largest in the group

of sonnets 89-133. It is lowest in the groups 23-33 and 145-154.

In the construction of the separate sonnets, there is in general

a free shifting of the caesural pause from verse to verse. The
poet's purpose is, in the great majority of sonnets, to give

variety. In 72 sonnets, one-half of all, each poem is arranged

on the shifting movement of four different forms. Many have

only three forms. But there are 41 sonnets that show five different

forms of caesura, 17 that show six, and three that show seven

varieties. The marvellous charm of such ample caesural varia-

tion is best seen in sonnet 116.

On the other hand, in order to attain some special emotional

tone, the poet loves to construct a sequence of verses on the same
caesural arrangement. Thus in the splendid 14th sonnet, there

is a grandeur of movement in the monotony of the masculine

caesura, opening with vv. i, 2, 3 and 4, repeated in 8, 9 and 10,

and closing with 13, 14 and 15. Contrasted with this in emo-
tional tone, is the lovely monotony of the opening in sonnet 95,

formed by a sequence of feminine caesuras. Of all unbroken

sequences, the most remarkable is to be found in sonnet 30, vv.

6-14, all in one and the same masculine form.

The last and the highest point of view from which the poetical

style of Shakspere is to be studied, so far as displayed in the
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sonnets, is the extent to which his vocabulary is penetrated and

colored by his imagination. For, according to the purpose to be

attained, words are to be chosen either because they involve the

figure and thus transfer the movement of the imagination, or

because, being so far as possible freed of figure, they make
their appeal only to the pure reason. It is, in making this choice

of words between the limits thus given, that the style of Shaks-

pere shows the infinite range of its emotional variation. There

are in fact, within the group of sonnets, intermingled with each

other, two sets of poems formed on principles of art that are fun-

damentally diverse. On the one hand, composed with the highest

attainable splendor of imaginative diction, there are poems formed

of verses that are made each to sparkle and corruscate with bril-

liant touches of natural poetry. On the other hand, composed

in words from which all touch of figure is carefully withheld, there

are poems in which the subtle play of pure thought, rising some-

times into ingenious conceit, is made to take the place of imagi-

native fervor. Whether a poem belongs to the one or to the other

class, may be roughly tested by the presence or the absence of

consciously suggested figure. Thus among the sonnets there are

45 that may be fairly described as purposely left bare of figure and

of imaginative decoration. And there are 44 others in which the

play of figure is, except upon close analysis, almost invisible.

In these 89 poems, the poetic quality lies solely or almost

solely in the melody of verse, in the refined and accurate

choice of words and in the emotional interest of the psycho-

logical problem. The 42nd sonnet, for example, without intro-

ducing a single image of natural beauty, shows the dramatic

poet dealing, in verses of lovely form and arrangement, with a

<iramatic situation of most curious dramatic interest. Inter-

mingled with these 8g there are 21 others that are unsurpassed in

human literature for their concentrated splendor of poetical

imagery. In them the poet, instead of developing a curious

thought, embodies an overwhelming emotion, in symbols and

figures of natural beauty, drawn from all the sources of the

poetical imagination. Watch, for example, the magical effect

of sonnet 33, as, full-orbed in radiance, it falls into its place

after the more subdued harmonies of 30, 31 and g2. And so,

again, sonnet 73, with its incomparable fulness of sensuous

charm, is set, like a precious gem, between the almost
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unadorned movements of sonnets 72 and 74. Between the two

extremes that have been defined and exhibited, there are

44 sonnets that partake, in ever shifting degrees, of both

characters. They are poems, in which, while there is more or

less development of natural figure, there is also the purely psy-

chological delight in situation and dramatic movement.

The sources of imaginative figures are, as revealed in the son-

nets, almost the same, in their nature and relative proportions, as

revealed in the dramas. Those figures that involve the beauty

of animal life are 52 in number. Those that involve the beauty

of plant life are 70 in number, with rose, lily and violet as the

most prominent. Figures drawn from the color,^ form and

moverrient of landscape are 74 in number. They deal by pref-

erence with the change of season as seen in English nature,

with the change from day to night, and with the aspects of the

seashore and the sea. It is in the vivid and intense beauty of

these landscape effects, in the fewness of the words employed

and the infinite variety of their suggestiveness, that the best

of the sonnets reach their fullest poetical splendor. Such supreme

sonnets as 33, 73 and 97, may in their power of using the beauty

of physical nature as the symbol of human emotion, be accepted

as the highest lyrical expression that E'nglish poetry has

achieved.

Columbia University. THOS. R. PrICE.

^ Color, as element of physical beauty, is used in the sonnets 42 times.

There are 13 colors employed, with great preponderance of gold, red and

green.





THE ATTITUDE OF ALCUIN TOWARD VERGIL.

No attentive reader of Alcuin (Albinus Flaccus) will have

failed to detect that this avowed enemy of the classics in general

possesses a Latin style which, setting aside the mere matter of

literal quotations, betrays an evident fondness for certain classical

poets in particular. In his life of Alcuin, published at Halle in

1829, Lorenz was struck by this inconsistency between precept

and practice and found it difficult to explain.^ Nor does any

adequate discussion of the matter seem to have fallen within the

purpose or province of those writers^ who, since the book of

Lorenz was published, have been interested in the career of the

famous teacher, minister, and friend of Charles the Great. The
nearest approach to a discovery of the key to the situation is

suggested by the words of Comparetti (Vergil in the Middle

Ages, trans. Benecke, 1895, p. 83), who maintains that "if any

one were to collect from the ecclesiastical writers all the passages

in which they inveigh against the reading of pagan authors and

the pursuit of profane studies generally, the collection would be

a considerable one; but far greater would be a collection of the

passages which prove that none the less the same writers oc-

cupied themselves with studies of this very kind."

It is proposed here to restate briefly the attitude of representa-

tive patristic writers prior to Alcuin, and by a collection of

material from Alcuin, chiefly from his poems, to show that his

inconsistency is merely a reflex of his age.

1" In a letter to Angilbert (Mon. Ale, Ep. 54, p. 282), who was then re-

siding in Rome, and whom he requests to bring some relicts from that city,

Alcuin quotes a verse from Ovid's Ars Amandi. Strange as it may seem,

that a man who could quote a frivolous poem when speaking upon a sub-

ject so serious and sacred as relicts were to him, should prohibit the read-

ing of the poets, still it was one of the inconsistencies of his character."

— Slee's trans, of Lorenz, London, 1837, p. 284.

'The work of Lorenz has been partially superseded by Monnier, Al-

cuin et Charlemagne, Paris, 1863; Mullinger, The Schools of Charles the

Great, London, 1877; Werner, Alcuin und sein Jahrhundert, Wien, 1881;

West, Alcuin and the Rise of Christian Schools, New York, 1892.
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The student of patristic Latin knows that two extremes in the

attitude ol Christian writers toward pagan literature are repre-

sented in the period which may be roughly fixed between the

reigns of Constantine the Great and Charles the Great. During

a large part of this period, as Comparetti in particular has shown

(p. 96), references to Vergil are so numerous in expressions of

hatred or love for the ancients that it may be assumed that he

was to them " the chief representative of the classical tradi-

tions." ^ Their attitude toward Vergil, then, may very well illus-

trate the two extremes to which reference has been made. In

the early part of this period, before the open rebellion against

classical traditions, Vergil as " the poet of the Saints " is already

a familiar figure. To the Christian feeling, doubtless, mens sibi

conscia recti and aiiri sacra fames were as good as their own
equivalents "a conscience void of offense" and "the love of

money," or even better, because certain of the pagan poets had

also said them; while such a line as Aen. V, 815 unum pro mul-

tis dabitur caput, seemed little short of actual inspiration.' Au-
gustine quotes from the fourth Eclogue as if from sacred proph-

ecy (e. g. C. D. X, 27; Ep. 137, 12, Migne XXXIII, col. 521),

and this was the general interpretation of the early fathers, who
were glad to welcome any testimony from this source; Jerome
alone denied, and that, too, in no uncertain terms, that this

Eclogue referred to the coming of Christ (Ep. LI 1 1, 7, Migne
XXII, col. 544). In this same passage Jerome also speaks dis-

paragingly of the " Vergiliocentonas," but Proba's lengthy mosaic

was only the first ^ of many productions of that sort. The ex-

tensive use made of Vergilian passages by many, as Cyprian,

Lactantius, Ambrose, Jerome, Augustine and Minucius Felix, in

proving Christian principles, was supported by the example of

Moses, who gained wisdom from the Egyptians;^ but numerous

reminiscences and quotations in these same authors show pas-

sages used purely for ornamental effect. Thus Jerome found

horror ubique animo, simul ipsa silentia terrent (Aen. II,

' Compare also Manitius, Gesch. cl, christ.-lat. Poesie, Stuttgart, 1891,

P- 57.

*See Peiper, Virgilius als Theolog u. Prophet d. Heidentums in d.

Kirche, Evangel. Kalender, Berl. 1862, p. 49.

^Isidorus, de Vir. 111. 22 ; Orig. I, 38, 25 ; Manitius, p. 124 f.

* Cassiod. Instit. Divin. Lit. ch. 28, Migne LXX, col. 1142.
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755) most expressive of his feelings when surrounded by the

gloom of the catacombs; cf. Comm. in Ezech. ch. 40 (Migne

XXV, col. 375).

The frequency of these reminiscences was in a large measure

due to the training of the schools ; compare August., C. D. I, 3

apud Vergilium quem propterea parvuli legunt,^ ut videlicet

poeta magnus omniumque praeclarissimus atque optimus teneris

ebibitus animis non facile oblivione possit aboleri. Augustine

himself used to read half a book daily. By the sixth century

the word "Virgilius" was synonymous with grammar,^ and a

would-be grammarian of the day appropriated the poet's full

name.

Meantime a counter current was running toward the other ex-

treme. Its beginning may be traced as far back as Tertullian

;

e. g. de Idololai., ch. 10 quaerendum autem est etiam de ludi-

magistris sed et de ceteris professoribus litterarum. Immo non

dubitandum affines illos esse multimodae idololatriae. Arnobius

adv. Nationes III, 7 is glad to record that the pagans themselves

desired the destruction of Cicero's de Natura Deorum, as a case

of saving themselves from their friends. The two extremes re-

ferred to often met in the same writer. Augustine in middle life

regrets the time wasted on Vergil (Conf. I, op. 153), yet shows

abundant traces of such wasted time in the work of his old age.

Jerome censures priests " who have Vergil always in their hands

and make a sensual sin of that study which for children is a

necessity,"^ and asks with feeling, " What has Horace to do with

the Psalter, or Vergil with the Gospels, or Cicero with the Apos-

tles ? " * Yet Vergil was still used in the school at Bethlehem and

Jerome's inconsistency is criticised by Rufinus.^ Julian with

more consistency, even in his apostasy, ordered that grammar

and rhetoric, i. e., pagan literature, should not be taught in the

schools : tS>v iBviKcav /3i/3Xico»' Travrav d7r€;^ou. . . . fire yap iaropiKa deXeis

^See the statement of Pamlin. of Pella, Corp. Eccl. XVI, p. 263 f.

2 Compare e. g. Greg. Turon. IV, 47.

3 Ep. XXI, 13 (Migne XXII, col. 386).

«Ep. XXII, 29 (Migne XXII, col. 416); cf. Praef. ad Comm. in Epist.

ad Galat. Ill, 5 (Migne XXVI, col. 399).

5 Apol. in S. Hieron. II, 8 (Migne XXI, col. 592) ; cf. also ibid. 7 si una

eius operis pagina est, quae non eum iterum Ciceronianum pronuntiet, ubi

non dicat : sed TuUius noster, sed Flaccus noster, sed Maro.
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Sifpx^crdai, ?X"^ '""^ PaaiXeiovs ' . . . eire qv^ariKOiv opeyrj, €;^ftf roiig

^ah/jt-ovs '
• . . ndvTcov oiiv rSiv dWoTpicop koI 8ia^o\iKci)v la^vpS)! anoaxov,

Apost. Const. I, 6. This work may not be canonical \ but that

some action was taken is evident from Amm. Marc. XXII, lo, 7

illud autem erat inclemens, obruendum perenni silentio, quod

arcebat docere magistros rhetoricos et grammaticos ritus christian!

cultores.

The matter, however, was not easily controlled, and later at-

tempts at consistency, as in the case of Gregory of Tours, Isi-

dorus and Beda, only made the inconsistency more conspicuous.

Among the earlier Christians all had read Vergil, a few had re-

viled him ; among the later Christians all read him, and but few

did not revile him.^ And yet, whatever the outward pose, those

who attempted epics, without exception, imitated Vergil.^

Alcuin's inconsistencies merely reflect the inconsistencies of his

age. According to the anonymous author of the vt'^a beati

Alchicini Abbaiis, whose source was Sigulfus* (Vetulus), one of

Alcuin's followers from England, Alcuin in his earlier years was

Virgilii ampiius quant psalmorum amator (ch. i, Mon. Ale, p.

6). A characteristic story follows, according to which Alcuin,

when 1 1 years old, was allowed to stay all night with a rustic for

the sake of company ; the latter by loud snoring next morning

disturbed the service of worshipers near by, and, while he was

being flogged by the brethren as a wholesome example, Alcuin,

puer nobilis tremiscens, ne sibi eadem fierent, haec, ut ipse post

testatus est, corde dicebat imo: O doynine Jesu, si me nunc isto-

rum eruis manibus cruentis, et post hoc sollicitus erga ecclesiae

iuae vigilias ministeriaque laudum nonfuero, plusque ultra Vir-

gilium quampsalmorum modulationeTn amavero; tunc tale sortiar

castigationis flagellum. Tantum, obnixe precor, nunc Donline

libera me.

' Cf. Comparetti, p. 81, n. 12.

^ John of Fulda has a poem on the respective merits of Vergil and Ara-

tor, to the great disparagement of the former :

vs. 13 Virgilius paleas, frumentum prebet Arator

;

Hie mansura docet, ille caduca refert.

Poet. Lat. Aev. Carol. I, p. 392.

^ Manit. p. 57 und zwar nicht nur in dieser fruhen Zeit, sondern auch

fast wahrend des ganzen Mittelalters.

*Cf. Lorenz (Slee), p. 284.
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1

Some consistency, therefore, as well as acerbity, he does show
later in trying to prevent the young monks from reading the
" lies of Vergil " (vita, ch. 10, Mon. Ale, p. 24) : legerat isdem

vir Domini libros iuvenis antiquorum philosophorum, Virgiliique

mendacia, quae nolebat iam ipse nee audire, neque discipulos

suos legere, sufficiunt, inquiens, divini poetae vobis, nee egetis

luxuriosa sermo7iis Virgilii vos polhii factindia. Sigulfus at-

tempted deception, but was detected and severely reprimanded.^

Various expressions in the letters support the biographer's rep-

resentation. A conspicuous case is the reproof of Richbodus,

Archbishop of Treves (Ep. 216, Mon. Ale. p. 713 f.): Flaccus

(i. e. Alcuin) recessit, Virgilius accessit, et in loco magistri nidi-

ficat Maro ? . . . Utinam euangelia quattuor, non Aeneades duo-

decim, pectus compleant tuum. Compare also Ep. 243, p. 783
haec (sc. sapientia) in Virgiliacis^ non invenietur mendaciis, sed

in euangelica affluenter reperietur veritate; Ep. 119, p. 485
quamvis magis nobis adtendendum sit euangelicis praceptis quam
Virgiliacis^ versibus ; Ep. 239, p. 764 et (sc. ut) impleatur Vir-

giliacum ^ illud

Dat sine mente sonum

et non euangelicum. To Angilbertus (Ep. 252, p. 803), who has

asked for the gender of mbus, Alcuin cites a line (Eel. Ill, 89)

from Vergilius, haud comtempnendae auctoritatis falsator. Sim-

ilarly he speaks again oifalsi Maronis ; cf. the verses prefixed

to his commentary on the Song of Solomon (Carm. LXXVIII, 5

fF., Mon. Germ. Hist. I, p. 299

Has, rogo, menti tuae, iuvenis, mandare memento :

Cantica sunt nimium falsi haec meliora Maronis.

Haec tibi vera canunt vitae praecepta perennis,

Auribus ille tuis male frivola falsa sonabit.

The expression iuxta Virgilii vestri prophetiam, Ep. 98, p.

410, in quoting Eel. IX, 51 ff., is doubtless a playful allusion to

Vergil's fame from the fourth Eclogue, since in Ep. 54, p. 282, a

line from Ovid^ is humorously applied as a prophecy to Angil-

' Cuius satisfactionem benigne pius pater post increpationem accepit,

monens eum ne ultra tale aliquid ageret.

''No further occurrence of this formation has been noted. In Ep. 119

it follows euangelicus and may be due to the suggestion from that word,

which, it will be noted, is in the context of the other two examples. Virgilii

mendacia is the phrase of the vita, ch. 10.

3 A. A. II, 280 si nihil attuleris, ibis, Homere, foras.
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bertus, and Alcuin adds : hoc de te tuoque itinera prophetatum

esse, quis dubitat ? Si Christum Sibilla eiusque labores praedixit

venturum, cur non Naso Homerum eiusque itinera praececinit?

Further references and quotations in the letters have been cur-

sorily noted : Ep. 70, p. 324 quid enim auri insana cupido non

subvertit boni? Aen. Ill, 57; cf. also Ep. 160, p. 597 sed quid

non efficit auri sacra fames ; Ep. 98, p. 408 tarditas aselli, Ge.

I, 273 ; ibid. Entellus senior, Aen. V, 437 ff. ; ibid, frigidus circa prae-

cordia recaluit sanguis, Ge. II, 484; ibid. p. 410 iuxta Virgilii

vestri prophetiam. Nam
saepe ego longos

Cantando puerum memini me condere soles.

Nunc oblita mihi tot carmina ; vox quoque Flaccum >

Ipsa fugit,

Eel. IX, 51-54; ibid. p. 413 et Virgilius Augusto scribens:

tu sectaris apros, ego retia servo,

Eel. Ill, 75; Ep. 116, p. 478 quid ad haec?

sit Tityrus Orpheus,

Orpheus (in silvis) inter delphinas Arion,

Eel. VIII, 55 f.; ibid.

Omnia vel medium fiant mare. Vivite, silvae,

dixit amans spernenti se. Idem in eodem poeta

:

Invenies alium, si te hie fastidit Alexis,

Eel. II, 73; Ep. 119, p. 485 legitur quendam veterum dixisse poe-

tarum, cum de laude imperatorum Romaniregni, si rite recordor,

cecinisset, quales esse debuissent, dicens:

Parcere subiectis et debellare superbos,

Aen. VI, 854; Ep. 121, p. 491 lupus gallo" tulit voeem. Eel. IX,

53 f. ; Ep. 132, p. 520 fama per multorum ora volitans resonat,

Ge. Ill, 9, Aen. XII, 235; ibid. p. 521 et more senis Entelli sal-

tare . . . . et Daretem Hispanieum vincere, qui gloriatur in

fortitudine iuvenilis aetatis, Aen. V, 369 ff.; Ep. 147, p. 559 en erit

ilia dies, ut lieeat mihi etc.. Eel. VIII, 7 ff. ; Ep. 194, p. 679 lacri-

mis dietavi obortis, Aen. Ill, 492, IV, 30, etc.; Ep. 216, p. 713

amor Maronis tulit memoriam mei? O si mihi nomen esset Virgi-

lius, tunc semper ante oculos luderem tuos, et mea dicta tota

1 With substitution of Alcuin's scholastic name, cf. e. g. Ep. 78 ; 216.

"Referring to Adalhardus to whom the letter is written.
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pertractares intentione, et iuxta proverbium illius essem apud te

Tunc felix nimium, quo non felicior ullus,

'

Aen. IV, 657, IX, 772; Ep. 252, p. 803

Mella fluant illi, ferat et rubus asper,

Eel. Ill, 89; Ep. 293, p. 881 o si mihi vox ferrea esset et omnes

pili verterentur in linguas, Ge. II, 43 f.

In his poems Alcuin does not try so often to point a moral with

his Vergilian reminiscences; these are, therefore, more genuinely

imitations for the sake of embellishment, due to study of Vergil as

a model.^ Ovid,^ Horace, Propertius, Lucan, Persius and Calpurnius

Slculus are also represented, but the Vergilian reminiscences num-

ber more than twice as many as all the rest combined. Compare

the following: I,* 11 dona ferentes, Aen. 11,49; 46-49 est antiqua,

potens bellis et corpore praestans, Germaniae populos gens inter

et extera regna, Duritiam propter dicti cognomine Saxi. Hanc
placuit ducibus regni conducere donis, Aen. I, 531 ff.

; 76 iam

nova . . . sceptra, Eel. IV, 7 ; 84 peregrini cultor agelli, Mor. 3,

(ef. Eel. IX, 3); 98 verbisque adfatur amicis, Aen. II, 372; 99 quae

te dura eoquit, iuvenum fortissime, eura, Aen. VII, 345 (cf. Enn.

Ann. X, 5, p. 51 Vahl.) ; 103 imperium latum tibi terminat undis,

Aen. I, 287; 127 nee rapit arma furor, Aen. I, 150; 140 f. solis

ceu lucifer ortum Praeeurrens tetras tenebrarum discutit umbras,

Ge. II, 357 ; 155 namque erit ille mihi solus deus omne per aevum,

Eel. I, 7 ; 243 bellorum vivida virtus, Aen. V, 754 ; 255 f. ut leo

cum eatulis crudelis ovilia vastat Et peeus omne ferus maetat man-

ditque, trahitque, Aen. IX, 339 ff. ; 258 per tela, per hostes, Aen.

II, 527; 321 amoena vireeta, Aen. VI, 638; 346 f. contigit ut subito

flammis volitantibus altum Ignis edax eulmen raperet, Aen. II,

758; 525 imbribus exundans torrens ceu montibus altis Sternit

agros segetesque rapit silvasque recidit, Aen. II, 304 ff. ; 655 dis-

^ Alter, Vergil.

2 Cf. Ebert, Allgem.Gesch. d. Lit. d. Mittelalters, Leipz. 1880, II, pp. 26, 36.

3 Ovid leads in this list with about a dozen passages; one of these, A.

A. Ill, 62 ff.

Eunt anni more fluentis aquae.

Nee quae praeteriit, iterum revocabitur unda.

Nee quae praeteriit, hora redire potest,

makes a good text some half dozen times: XLVIII, 26; LXII, 146;

LXXVI, 20, etc.

* The numbering of Duemmler, Poetae Lat. Aev. Carol., Berl., 1881, is

followed.
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cutiens tenebras, Ge. II, 357; 896 vivo equidem, Aen. Ill, 315;

1253 dives opum terrae, Ge. II, 468; 1350 non hodie effugies,

Eel. Ill, 49; 1418 spes tanta parentum, Aen. II, 281; 1440 solis

lunaeque labores, Ge. II, 478 (cf. Aen. I, 742); 1588 vitae spes

maxima nostrae, (cf. Aen. XII, 168); 1590 te duce. Eel. IV, 13;

1592 dum sol noxque sibi cedunt, dum quatuor annus Dividitur

vicibus, crescunt dum germina terris; Sidera dum lucent, trudit

dum nubila ventus. Semper honos nomenque tuum, laudesque

manebunt, Aen. I, 607 fF., Eel. V. 76ff.; Ill, 2, 20, 30 aecipiens cali-

cem pleno se et proluit ore, Aen. I, 739; 21, i est antiqua, potens

muris et turribus ampla, Urbs Treveris, Aen. I, 531 f.; 30, 7 sperare

salutem, Aen. II, 354; 31, 2 nervi vix ossibus haerent. Eel. Ill,

102; 12 per membra cucurrit, Aen. XII, 447; IV, 19 tua laus

mecum semper, dilecte, manebit. Eel. V, 76 ; 23 puppis potiatur

harena, Aen. I, 172; 28 ab orbe Britanno, Eel. I, 67; 30 data

copia verbi, Aen. I, 520; 61 f. nunc tamen hanc ederam cireum

sine timpora sacra Serpere, Eel, VIII, 12 f. ; 64 and 70 heia age

. . . fuge, rumpe moras, Aen. IV, 569; VII, 210 decus omne tuis,

Eel. V, 34; VIII, 12 sic male sacra fames, Aen. Ill, 57; IX, 5

per varios casus, Aen. I, 204; 45 quis teneat lacrimas, Aen. II, 8;

67 inclita bello, Aen. II, 241 ; 84 ignis edax rapuit, Aen. II, 758;

103 strato . . recubabat in ostro, Aen. I, 700; 105 oeulos atra

caligine elaudit, Aen. XI, 876; 109 subito vox faueibus haesit,

Aen. XII, 868; 113 vix ossibus haeret. Eel. Ill, 102; 155 sic tan-

dem vobis elipeus descendit ab alto (cf. Aen. VIII, 664) ; XIV, i

pergite, Pierides, Eel. VI, 13; XVIII, 19 Orpheus aut Linus,

nee me Maro vineit in odis, Eel. IV, 55 ; XXVI, 23 f. quid faciei

tardus canuto vertice Drances Consilio validus, gelida est cui dex-

tera bello, Aen. XI, 336 ff.; XXXII, i saevis ereptus ab undis,

Aen. I, 596; 4 o Corydon, Corydon, Eel. II, 69; 31 f. rusticus est

Corydon, dixit hoc forte propheta^ Virgilius quondam: "Rus-

ticus es, Corydon," Eel. II, 56; XL, i nix ruit e caelo, gelidus

simul ingruit imber, Aen. XII, 284 (possibly a play on Aen. VIII,

369); 8 carmina non curat David, nee Delia curat, Eel. II, 6,

Eel. VIII, 103; XLII, I roseis Aurora quadrigis, Aen. VI, 535;

19 sint patris Entelli memores iuvenisque Daretis, Aen. V, 368 ff.;

XLIV, 45 omnia vineit amor. Eel. X, 69 ; XLV, 67 erige sub-

ieetos et iam depone superbos, Aen. VI, 853 ; L, 33 velivoli pelagi,

Aen. I, 224; LV, 3, i hos ergo versiculos (cf. "hos ego versicu-

' Compare Epp. 54 and 98.
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los") ; LVII, I Dafnin dulcissime, (cf. Ecll. V, VII, VIII); 2 rapuit

saeva noverca, Ge. II, 128; 4 incipe tu senior, quaeso, Menalca

prior. Eel. V, 10; 29 en tondent nostri librorum prata iuvenci,

Ge. I, 15 and 289, Eel. VII, 11 ; 39 si non dura silex genuit te,

Aen. VI, 471 (ef. IV, 366) ; LVIII,^ 8 his certamen erat cuculi de

carmine grande," Eel. VII, 16; 13 turn glacialis hiems, Aen. Ill,

285; 45 desine plura, Hiems, Eel. V, 19 (ef. IX, 66); LIX,^ 25

improbus ille puer, Eel. VIII, 50; LXI, 21 vino somnoque sepul-

tos, Aen. II, 265 ; LXV, 4 a, 13 haee erit, haec requies vestri

iam eerta laboris, Aen. Ill, 393; LXIX, 11 mens conseia reeti,

Aen, I, 604; LXXIV, 14 omnia vineit amor, nos quoque vincat

amor. Eel. X, 69; 19 f. iudice te nullum, si numquam fallit imago,

lam metuens fugiam. Eel. II. 26 f.; LXXVI, i, 25 accipite haec

animis, Aen. Ill, 250; LXXXV, i, 13 ad sidera tendit, Aen. V,

256; XCIII, 14 postquam Tondenti in gremium Candida barba

cadit, Eel. I, 28 ; C, 3, i frigidus hiberno veniens de monte
viator, Eel. X, 20; CII, 11 incipit ille prior. Eel. V, 10; CIV,

6, I urbibus egregiis, quarum nova culmina surgunt, Aen. I, 437.

In minor points of diction, too, Vergil's influence is seen: cf.

navita I, 29 (de Orthograph.,* G. L. VII, 305, 17; Ge. I, 137;

372, etc.); relliqiiias, according to Duemmler's text, I, 361 ; 366;

483; 1317, etc. (Orthograph., p. 308, 31 reliquiae per unum 1,

licet Vergilius . . . ,
" relliquiae Danaum") ; vel=.et\, 1179 and

frequently, is found in Vergil, though it is common in Ecclesiastical

writers, cf. Georges s. v.; altaria circunt IX, 201, cf. Eel. VIII,

74 (Orthograph., p. 298, 24 circum in quibusdam post ponitur, ut

Vergilius 'maria omnia circum '), certain archaisms, such as ast,

foret, the infinitive in -ier, Alcuin may have justified by Vergil's

usage.

Alcuin's use of Vergil, therefore, far exceeds his abuse, precisely

as in the case ofmany of his predecessors ; and it is not surprising to

find him making the same defense of his borrowings though his

• The conception of this really good poem, Conflictus veris et hiemis, is

in direct imitation of Vergil's amoebaean Eclogues, even a Palaemon set-

tles the contest.

- Note the use oigrande for Vergil's magmtm ; cf. Korting, Latein.-reman.

Worterb., s. v.

^Cf. vs. n fas idcirco, reor, comprendere plectra Maronis.

* Alcuin's intimate acquaintance with Vergil is an easy inference from

his grammatical works alone ; in the brief Orthographia out of 22 references

to classical and preclassical authors, 17 are from Vergil.

25
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apology does not cover the whole ground; cf. Ep. 147, p. 561

litterulas aliquas admonitionis vestrae scribere venerandae

auctoritati temerarium duxi, nisi legerem , beato Hieronymo dicente,

aurum in sterquilinio inventum lavandum esse et thesauro

dominico inserendum. Nam beatus apostolus Paulus aurum

sapientiae, in stercore poetarum inventum, in divitias ecclesiasticae

transtulit prudentiae; sicut omnes sancti doctores, eius exemplo

eruditi, fecerunt.

Northwestern University, OMERA FlOYD LONG.
EvANSTON, III.



NOTES ON LUCIAN'S SYRIAN GODDESS.

The authorship of the Ionic piece in the corpus of Lucian, De
Dea Syria, has never been thoroughly estabhshed. The majority

of scholars in the early part of the last century believed in its

Lucianic composition. See Mees, De Luciani studiis et scriptis

iuvenilibus, 1841 ; and Planck, Quaestiones Lucianeae, 1850.

But such scholars as Bekker, Dindorf, Sommerbrodt oppose this

view. Croiset, La Vie et les Oeuvres de Lucien, 1892, p. 63, says:
" Quant au morceau Surla de'esse syrienne, je le considere comma
une habile et plaisante contrefagon d'H6rodote, dont I'^crivain

imite non-seulement le langage, mais toutes les habitudes d'esprit

jusque dans leurs moindres particularites. L'intention, dans ce

cas, ne serait pas douteuse; sous une forme un peu plus dis-

simul^e, I'objet de I'^crit est le m^me que celui de VHistoire

vraie, montrer combien il est aise de rendre vraisemblables, par

un air de sinc6rit6, des choses qu'on tire de son imagination en
les m^lant k quelques details exacts. Ainsi compris, ce morceau

ne me semble pas indigne de I'auteur de VHistoire vraie, et il se

relie naturellement a cette s6rie de compositions satiriques que
nous venons de passer en revue." The last writer I have noticed

on the subject, Bolderman, Studia Lucianea, 1893, accepts it as

Lucian's and answers Dindorf's arguments, the principal one

being the dialect, the other its superstitious character. This

latter point has been treated by Dr. AUinson in the American

Journal of Philology, 7. 203 ff.: "In the d. d. S. the hand of

Lucian is suggested for the following reasons: i. There is sup-

pressed satire running through the piece. 2. The imitation of

Herodotus is in many places decided enough to imply an author

as familiar with Herodotus as we know Lucian to have been."

As Croiset finds the same general type of narration in the d. d. S.

as in True Histories, so Dr. Allinson collects under his first

point a number of illustrations which are decidedly Lucianic in

character.

One of the most striking parallels between this work and parts

of Lucian's accepted works is the class of stories which remind us
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of accounts given in the Holy Scriptures. We are reminded of

Jonah by Lucian's marvelous fish story in True Histories. The
Syrian from Palestine who cast out evil spirits (v. Philopseudes i6)

reminds us of Christ, and again we think of Christ's miracle in

connection with the man who took up his bed and walked (v.

Phil. ii). The same determined, satirical seriousness with which

he tells these stories, the same spirit which leads him to begin

one work by saying that he is going to tell as many and as big

lies as possible, and another by asking why a man should lie

deliberately when he is to gain no practical advantage, is manifest

in the account of the deluge in the d. d. S., §§12, 13, where the

grave statement occurs, that all the water from the deluge ran

into a small hole, an account referred to by Dr. Allinson as a

comic imitation of Hdt.

It is along the liae of Herodotean imitation that I would study

Lucian and the d. d. S. Dr. Allinson speaks of this point in

general terms as follows :
" Lucian's own expressions of contempt

for those who affect Ionic, do not militate against the probability

of his having tried to beat them at their own game, while at the

same time he made good his opportunity for ridiculing the piety

of the old historian as well as the superstitions of his own time.

He has himself (Luc. XXI i), apprised us of his admiration for

Herodotus as a writer, and he certainly would have been as

capable of imitating him as would any other writer of the second

century A. d."

After citing a number of passages where imitation is clearly

apparent, Allinson then gives a comparison of the Ionic forms and

the deviations from the lonism of Hdt. that appear in the d. d. S.,

the De Astrologia, and Arrian's Historia Indica. My contribution

to the subject is a short study of particles and the structure of the

period, also a few remarks about verborum ubertas and whether

6pd6T>]s or TrXaytacr/Lio? is preferred. I confine myself to the d. d. S.

Let us then begin with the understanding that the d. d. S. is an

intentional imitation of Hdt. Prof Gildersleeve (A. J. P. 1.47)

says that Herodotos " is more or less closely imitated " in the d. d. S.

and the De Astrologia. The point at issue is, can we detect the

character of imitation here that has been established for Lucian?

I shall use the method and follow the order of investigation

employed in my study entitled " Herodotos in the Renascence."

It is in the direction of Herodotos' greatest perfection, his most
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distinctive characteristics, that Lucian has imitated him, particu-

larly in narrative passages. This perfection is designated by-

Aristotle as \(^is flpoiievt). Parataxis is also used, not the parataxis

ofmere juxtaposition, but co-ordination by the use of co-ordinating

particles and conjunctions, loose connections " with many phrases

for the purpose of introducing, recapitulating, or repeating a

subject," phrases characteristic of oral discourse. Even a casual

reader of the d. d. S. would notice on the part of the author an

effort to write paratactically by means of paratactic particles.

The frequency of xat places polysyndeton very much in evidence.

This effect is decidedly more marked in the d. d. S. than else-

where in Lucian, but much less pleasing, as there is almost a total

lack of that ease and variety exhibited in the narrative of

Herodotos and present, though to a less degree, in other works of

Lucian. Notwithstanding the frequency of re-Kai (72 occurrences

in 22 pp.), the skill of Hdt. is not present, and kuI is often written

where Hdt. would have written re. But the great abundance of

these particles does not exclude fxkv and be, nor even asyndetic

parataxis. Let the following sentences illustrate these points.

D. d. S. 24 (3- 47-'^) • /^fTct be irapeopTdiv 01 Tav (piX(cv, 01 koI Tore irefiTTo-

fitvo) ra Kofi^d^co Trapeyevovro, Trapayayav es fieaov KarTjyopeeiv apxero Kai oi

fxoixtjirjv re Koi aKoXacriTjv Trpovcfiepe ' Kapra be beivonadecov niariv re Koi (j)i\irjp

dpeKaXeero Xeyatv Tpiaaa Kon^djBov dbiKe'eiv p,oL)(6v Tt iovra kol es Tncrriu

v^plaavra Koi es deov dae^eopra, rfjs ep tco epyco roidbe enpr]^e', 25 (3* 47^)'

fxera be ixeydXi] bcoperj dm^eTai ^(pvcros re noWos Kai apyvpos anXeros Kai

iadrjTes 'Acra-vpiai koi ittttoi. ^aaiXrjioi
', IJ (3> 4^4)' o be r5>p p.ep aXXau

eaiovTiop navTcop ev r]pep,ir] jxeydXr] rjp, uts be fj fiTfTpvifj dniKfTo, ri)P re xpo^l^'

TjXXd^aro Koi Ibpaeip ap^aro koi Tp6p.cp e)((TO koi fj Kapbit] dpeirdXXero' ra be

yiypofieva epttpapea tco Irjrpa top epccra eiroiee ', lb. I (3. 45^)" ^oKeei be poi,

Tobe TO ovpofia ovk ajoia ttj noXi olKeofxeprj eyepeTo . . . lb. 20 (3* 475/ •

boKeei b' Sap poi, nal obe es eKeluov fiifirjaip tov ^vXipov dpbpos dvepxcrai.

With the last two passages, cf. Luc. Somn. 16 (i. 21): ravTo

fiefivrjuai Ibcop dpTLuais eTi &p, epol boKel, eKTapaxdeis TTpos top Ta>p 7rXrjyS>p

ipo^op. Sommerbrodt remarks upon this passage that e'p.o\ boKelp,

f/jLol boKel, poi boKe'tp, /xot boKe'i are often used parenthetically in Lucian

as here. See Lehmann on the same passage and cf. Charon, c. 11.

The last two passages are rightly compared with Herodotean

usage by the editors and the d. d. S. is cited, where these expres-

sions abound. Cf. § i (3. 451), 8 (3. 456), 17 (3. 464), etc.

Kalinka, Dissertationes Philologae Vindobonenses, 2. 145, has
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pointed out Herodotos' partiality for yap, which he, Grundmann,

and others emphasize as a paratactic particle, when used as Hdt.

has used it. I have called attention to the fact that Lucian in his

narrative pieces makes frequent use of ydp after the Herodotean

fashion. The great number of polysyndetic particles in the d, d. S.

has diminished the number of ydp's. The proportion is slightly

over one per page, this being less than half the average

of Hdt. and Lucian's typical narrative. But even here, if we can

add strength to our assumption that the d. d. S. is a conscious

imitation of Hdt. by calling attention to the massing of particles

in combination with ydp, a practice of Hdt., we strengthen the

relationship between the d. d. S. and Lucian, who on this point

is very close to Hdt. The especial Herodotean'combination yap

hi), which is also the most common combination in Lucian, occurs

5 times in d. d. S., and always in still greater combinations, e. g.,

/cat yap 8f) (i6), yap 8q hv (6, ID, 56), Ka\ yap br) Sv (33). This heap-

ing of particles seems to indicate an exaggeration of Hdt., who

has great numbers of Ka\ yap, yap 8rj, dfj S)u, and this exaggeration

corresponds to the unusual abundance of kqi's and re's. Similarly

the author of the d. d. S. is no less fond of koI yap, and ol (olbe, ovr^)

yap, which are so frequent in Hdt. and Luc. The most striking

instance of Herodotean influence on Lucian in the use of this par-

ticle is the important parenthetic ydp. It occurs in the same way

in d. d. S. Cf. 26 (3. 472) pera 8e alrrja-dnevos eKreXeVai ra Xeinovra t<o

prjoi—arfXta ydp piv dnokeXoiTreep—avris enepnero. With thlS Compare

other examples of ydp very nearly related, 25 (3. 472): ov ydp poi

ravTT]s aTToXoyir]! tdeev, 27 (3. 473)* <rvvfvei)(Or] ydp ol Ka\ rdSe.

Aij is another Herodotean particle mentioned by Kalinka that

demands attention. The same conditions as to the use of fiij

exist in the d. d. S. as in the narrative of Lucian, whose use of

the particle I have attributed to the influence of Herodotos for

reasons which need not be stated here. Suffice it to say that

the combinations of 8r] with other particles, such as koI, ydp, piv,

are strikingly analogous in the three works. Here again is

exemplified the same tendency to heap up particles, a tendency

due to conscious imitation, which does not exist in Lucian's

natural narrative, where his familiarity with the prince of story-

tellers comes out in unconscious imitation.

This is not the place to treat subordinate clauses, but one or

two statements as to final particles will not be amiss. Iva, Herod-
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otos' favorite particle, which is also fairly frequent in Lucian and

largely with the subjunctive, as in Hdt., is entirely wanting both

in Lucian's typical narrative, True Histories, and in the d. d. S.

<Bc, which is such a favorite with Lucian, is wanting in his True

Histories and also in the d. d. S.

The points made above concerning co-ordination and the use

oi co-ordinate particles are a most important factor in the study of

periodic structure. We found that the constructions in the d. d. S.

parallel those in Lucian's narrative, which conform to the Hero-

dotean standard. In like manner, in both, the sentences are

comparatively short and have the same general " rosary " or

"strung-on" effect, without any approach to Isocratean periods

and cola : e. g., d. d. S. 32 (3. 478): rb be Sq ni^ovos X6yov a^iop, TOVTO

dirr]yrj(rofiai' Xidov enl tt} KecfiaXr] cfyopeei, Xv^vls KoXefrat, ovvofMa bt ol tov

epyov f] (rvvTv^irj. aito tovtov tp vvktI (TtXas noWov dnoXafjiTTfTai, vno Se

01 6 VT)6s anas 01.0V vno Xv)(voi,(ri (jyaeiverai ' iv rjfxfprj 8i to fifv (peyyos

aadfved. Idtrjv be «x" Kapra nvpwbea. Such passages abound in the

d. d. S. and, stripped of the dialect, might easily find a place in

Lucian's ordinary narrative. The great abundance of co-ordi-

nating particles in d. d. S. is really an over-abundance, and often

at the expense of participles. Here is where the piece falls short

of both Hdt. and Luc. At no place can it be called polymetochic

or even eumetochic, though a few sentences can be cited like 27

(3* 473) * ^^""? yvvTj es TTarrjyvpiv diriKOfifvi] Ibovtra KaXov re iovra Ka\ eadrjra

€Tt dvbpTjlrjv e\ovTa epwri fxeydXa eaxero, pera be padovaa dreXea eovra

ecovTTjv bieipydaaro. Sentences of this kind that do occur, however,

are alternated with ametochic passages, just as they are in Hdt.

and in Lucian's narrative. Such an arrangement is hardly

accidental. When a man is imitating intentionally, especially

if he is struggling with a dialect not his own, the tendency is to

overdo the imitation, as has been done in the d. d. S. in the effort

after Herodotean co-ordination. When Lucian is writing natural-

ly, as in his narrative pieces, the narrator, whose works he has

conned so thoroughly that they are almost entirely assimilated,

leaves an undeniable yet all unconscious impress.

This greater ametochic effect in the d. d. S. would allow more
opportunity for Gorgianic figures, but very little, if any, difference

is perceptible. By the side of pure paronomasia we find some

15 examples of the \6yov Xeyeiv group. Cf. Hdt. i. 14: dpe$T)K(

apadrjpara. Repetition is on a par with Hdt. and Luc; also pari-
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son. Paromoion is naturally a little more frequent, owing to the

large number of co-ordinate finite verbs. The \6yov Xtytip group,

another over-imitation in keeping with the general spirit of

ridicule in the piece, may be taken as evidence bearing upon
verborum ubertas. Add §29 (3. 475): d 8t ns ro'Se fxev ovk oivanev,

oTTcone 8e (ftoiviKo^areovTas. Cf. Hdt. I. 24; oTavra iv roiari edcoXloicri

delaai' deiaas de vnf8eK€To. Here should be mentioned a most
interesting point of agreement between the d. d. S. and Lucian's

narrative, a practice evidently Herodotean, viz., the sum-
marizing of preceding facts with fiep and opposing the summary
to something which follows introduced by Se. Cf. 8 (3. 456):

6 fi6P ixoi Bv^Xios Toa-avTa dnrjyftTO with LuC, Ver. Hist. I. 36 (2. 99):

TOiauTT) fiev fj x^pa eaTiv' vfidi fie XP^ opav onus . . . Add d. d. S. 12

(3* 459) • '''"
M^** AeuKaXt'dji/o? Tre'pi "EWrjvfs Icrropeovcn ', 1 3 (3- 459) • ^ M'**

Siv dp}(aios avToicn \6yos dpcfu tov Ipov rocoaBe eari] 27 (3' 473/ • Ko/ijSd^ou

fx'ep fxoi nepi roadde elpTjo-da) ', 1 7 (3- 4^5) > ^3 (3- 47'-')'

As is to be supposed from the foregoing considerations, 6p66Tr]s

is the type of periodic structure in the d. d. S. rather than

TrXa-yiacr/xof. Almost every sentence from the beginning to the

end is an illustration, and naturally, inasmuch as opdoTrjs and

co-ordination are congenial associates.

The d. d. S. also shows a tendency to over-imitate Hdt. in

the use of anastrophic nepi, showing 15 examples of nepi to 3
of Trepi. Lucian does not show this extreme tendency, but it is

decidedly interesting to note that where he calls up Hdt. in the

De Domo 20, he makes him talk Ionic and use ntpi.

In §§ 25, 31, 33, 50, 54 of the d. d. S. are examples of ovSe used

after an affirmative sentence for koI ov, another Herodotean con-

struction, used also by the poets. Kriiger has already pointed

out that later writers followed the same practice, and his state-

ment is reinforced by du Mesnil, Grammatica quam Lucianus

in scriptis suis secutus est ratio etc., Stolp, 1867, p. 48, so that

the point would not amount to much for our purpose, if special

mention were not made of Lucian, and if Lucian did not use it in

passages decidedly Herodotean, such as Dial. Mar. 8. i.

Finally, as Herodotos is careful to leave the impression that he

must not be held responsible for all the statements he makes, so

Lucian in the preface to his True Histories states that he is not

going to utter one word of truth, and then, like Hdt., apologizes

for remarkable stories. Similar expressions abound in the
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d. d. S. Cf. 7 (3. 455); II (3. 457); 13 (3. 459): fT/cJ) ae Ka\ rb

Xaa-fia fidou, Ka\ icrriv vno rw vrjm Kapra iiiKpov'. 28 (3- 474/ » ^9 (3' 47^) !

39 (3- 484) ; 45 (3- 484) ; 48 (3- 485) :
"^^' n^ rovTe'cov nipt aacfifs

ovSfv e)(<i> (Infiu' ov yap rjXdov avTos ov8e (nfiprjdrjv TavTr]s Trjs oSoinopirji' ra

fie fXdovres irouovcriv, fibov Koi anriyrjcrofiai ] 60 (3« 49^) • *'*' ^^* noieovai.

In fact, such expressions are too common. Here, as elsewhere,

the feeling is that the imitation is overdone.

To further illustrate this principle of over-imitation in the d. d.

S., one or two strong Herodotean peculiarities not common in

Lucian's narrative may be mentioned. Note the extraordinary-

frequency of oSe in all of its forms, and of the article used as a relative

in such expressions as rav fjfMfis t8p.€v, 2 (3. 452). This is very

much overdone. Then we find prepositions used independently

or adverbially, especially ev and perd. Cf. 38 (3. 482), 39 (3. 482),

49 (3. 485). Again Kapra which is found to an appreciable extent

only in Hdt. and tragedy abounds here. Cf. Luc. Calumn. 3

(3. 128). This fact, that there are in the d. d. S. instances of

decided imitation which do not appear in Lucian's best narrative,

has no weight in arguing against the Lucianic composition of the

d. d. S., but rather tends in the other direction. It is far more

natural that he should have emphasized by over-imitation Herodo-

tean peculiarities, whether they represent the best Attic or not,

rather than pass over those peculiarities for others which he has

found most useful in his best narrative. In his Attic narrative

Lucian has been influenced more or less unconsciously by

Herodotos in those things which go to make the best, the most

interesting and the most attractive narrative. In the d. d. S.

Lucian has tried to give a literal imitation of Herodotos in every

detail, in a spirit of ridicule, without much care or regard for

general effect. In consequence he is natural in the one and un-

natural in the other.

These considerations strengthen my own belief in the Lucianic

composition of the d. d. S., whatever its defects may be both as a

work of Lucian himself and as an imitation of Herodotos.

University of Texas. DaNIEL A. PeNICK.





THE GREETING IN THE LETTERS OF CICERO.^

In modern letter-writing there is a great variety of forms

in use for the address and subscription of a letter, and each form

represents more or less exactly a definite idea. We recognize

instinctively the feeling which each expresses, and can classify the

various forms into groups representing in a general way different

degrees of intimacy between the correspondents. We are in the

habit of employing different forms for our different correspondents,

and of varying them as our relations change. The address and

corresponding subscription are harmonious in spirit, and often

form a safer basis for determining the feeling of the writer towards

his correspondent than the contents of his letter. The letter may
be a business one and colorless in tone, but the address and sub-

scription will indicate the true or pretended feeling of the writer.

The greeting at the beginning of the Roman letter corresponds

in meaning to the address and subscription of the modern letter,

and exhibits an equally large variety of forms. It is the purpose

of this paper to classify the forms of greeting in the letters of

Cicero into certain groups, and determine the feeling that each

group expresses.

Nearly all the letters in the collections ad Atticum and ad

Brutum have a uniform greeting (Cicero Attico Sal. and Cicero

Bruto Sal.), which suggests the possibility of later editing. Throw-

ing out these and all instances due to conjecture in the edition

of Baiter and Kayser we have the greeting in 374 letters to

consider.

The greeting in each case consists of the name of the writer in

the nominative, the name of the person addressed in the dative,

and some form of salutation expressed or implied. Either name
may be given in full with the three parts, praenomen, nomen and

cognomen, or with only one or two parts. The form of the

^ Babl, De Epistularutn Latinarum Formulis, 1893, pp. 17-18, barely

touches upon the subject of this paper. Peter's Der Brief in der r5m.

Lit., Teubner, 1901 I know only from the title given in the list of new books

in a recent number of the Woch. f. Klass. Phil.
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greeting may be varied by the addition of the father's name, by

both the father's and grand-father's, and by a free use of titles.

There is also equal variety in the form of the salutation ; it may
be omitted, or may be expressed by the abbreviations S., Sal.,

S. D., S. P. D., suo S. P. D., suo dulcissimo S., etc., or it may
be written more or less in full.

The following is a series of representative forms of greeting:

Cicero Varroni.

Cicero Varroni Sal.

Cicero S. D. Paeto.

Cicero Cassio S.

Cicero Servio S.

Tullius S. D. Terentiae suae.

Tullius Terentiae suae Sal. Plurimam.

Tullius Tironi Sal.

Tullius Tironi suo Sal.

Marcus Quinto Fratri Salutem.

M. Cicero S. D. Curio.

M. Cicero S. D. C. Furnio.

M. Cicero S. D. D. Bruto Imp. Cos. Desig.

M. Cicero S. D. C. Antonio M. F. Imp.

M. Tullius M. F. Cicero S. D. Cn. Pompeio Cn. F. Magno
Imperatori.

M. Tullius M. F. M. N. Cicero Imp. S. D. C. Caelio L. F. C.

N. Caldo Quaest,

From this list of typical examples one can form some idea of

the many possible varieties.

Comparing the relation of the names alone in the letters of

Cicero, i. e., taking no account of the salutation, I have noted 39
different types. If then we consider the form of the salutation

and its relation to the names, we shall find the number greatly

increased. The various types, however, fall more or less dis-

tinctly into five or six groups. There are five different combi-

nations which Cicero employs for his own name : Cicero, Marcus
Cicero, Tullius, Marcus, Marcus Tullius Cicero, in the order of

frequency. The nomen cognomen (Tullius Cicero) and the prae-

nomen nomen (M. Tullius) never occur. For the name of the

recipient he uses six forms, viz.: Cognomen, Nomen, Praenomen
cognomen, Praenomen nomen, Praenomen, Praenomen nomen
cognomen, and avoids the form Nomen cognomen. The form
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Praenomen nomen (M. Tullius), which Cicero avoids in the case

of his own name, but uses frequently for the name of his corres-

pondents, is often necessary because of the lack of the cognomen,

once the mark of nobility.

We have seen that there is a great variety of forms in the

Roman greeting, and it is reasonable to suppose, from the an-

alogy of modern letters, that they express an equally wide range of

meanings. There is perhaps sufficient proof of this in the greet-

ings themselves. In the first place there is an evident attempt to

maintain a perfect balance between the forms of the two names

which in itself suggests that each form has a certain significance

or feeling. In a way the name of the sender corresponds to the

subscription of the modern letter and the name of the recipient

to the address of the modern letter. A glance at the lists of

greetings will show that the harmony in the form of the two

names in Latin is as marked as in the address and subscription

of the modern letter. Furthermore, it may be noted that the

greeting varies in a conspicuous way with different correspondents,

and usually only slightly, if at all, in a series of letters to any one

person ; that in some of the few cases where there is a marked

difference in the form of greeting to a particular person the

change coincides with some known change in feeling. A third

proof that the greeting is an essential part of the letter and indic-

ative of the feeling existing between the correspondents is the

fact that whenever Cicero encloses a copy of a letter in the one he

is writing, whether his own or one he has received, he is always

careful to preserve the greeting. There is also noticeable harmony

between the form of the salutation in each greeting and the form

of the names. The forms indicative of friendship or intimacy are

found only with certain forms of the names which we may assume

to be familiar forms, e. g. Tullius S. D. Terentiae Suae ; Tullius

et Cicero Tironi suo S. P. D. Again, the use of the father's

name, grandfather's name, and titles, is found only with certain

other forms of the name, and helps us to determine and grade

the more formal types of greeting.

After recognizing that each form of greeting expresses some

definite feeling or degree of intimacy, we can classify the various

forms into certain natural groups, and ascertain the meaning of

the characteristic forms in each group from our knowledge of the

intimacy existing between Cicero and the well-known correspond-
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ents, and from incidental hints in the literature. This I have

attempted to do for the letters of Cicero, but space will permit

the consideration of only certain typical cases and the statement

of the results.

Cicero uses his praenomen (Marcus), which corresponds to our

Christian name, only in addressing his brother Quintus. Marcus

and Quintus were the familiar names of their boyhood, and it is

but natural that they should retain them in their correspondence

of later years—always, however, with the term "frater" added,

thus "Marcus Quinto Fratri Salutem." The only other corres-

pondents whom Cicero addresses by the first name are Servius

Sulpicius Rufus and Appius. In the 17 letters of Sulpicius, 11

have only the praenomen " Servius." We know him to be one

of Cicero's dearest friends. They were both of equestrian rank, of

about the same age, and had been playmates and school-fellows

together. They continued their studies abroad together and re-

mained firm friends throughout life. Sulpicius' beautiful letter

of condolence to Cicero on the death of TuUia is evidence of their

lasting friendship. It is not strange that Cicero should continue

to address Sulpicius by the name of his boyhood. The only

other use of the praenomen is the brief, colorless letter ad Fam.

X. 29, with the greeting "Cicero Appio S.", and it is said to refer

to some other Appius than Appius Claudius, the elder brother

of the notorious Clodia. We can safely say that if the principle

which this paper seeks to establish is true, there was no Appius

of the Claudian family whom Cicero would think of addressing

by his praenomen. Some late MSS read "Ampio" here, and

there was a Titus Ampius Balbus whom Cicero in ad Fam. VI.

12 addresses thus: "Cicero Ampio S. P.", employing the same

greeting as here, if we change Appio, the praenomen, to Ampio

the nomen. Good evidence can be brought forward in favor of

this change.

Cicero uses his nomen "Tullius" only in addressing the mem-

bers of his family, and Tiro his freedman. In his 24 letters to

Terentia and his children, 23 begin with Tullius, and one has no

nominative, the greeting being simply " suis S. D." This use

of " Tullius " ^ corresponding in form with Terentia and Tullia

I Among the letters of Cicero's correspondents there are four cases in

which the author uses his nomen. In three of these the author has no

cognomen, so far as we know ; Curius (M.) Ciceroni Suo Sal., Fam. 7. 29

;
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seems clearly familiar, and an appropriate form for expressing

the intimacy of the family and for those for whom the praenomen

would be inappropriate. To Tiro also, who was always regarded

a member of his family and as dear as his own son, Cicero used

this form in 20 out of 21 instances. Cicero's son writing to Tiro

addresses him Cicero Filius Tironi suo dulcissimo S.

The use of the nomen in the dative was often used by Cicero

in connection with the cognomen in nominative. This combina-

tion is more familiar than cognomen and cognomen. Yet it is in

some cases necessary when addressing those who have no cog-

nomen. This use of the nomen (i. e. cognomen and nomen) is

found in the 17 letters to Trebatius, Cicero's young friend and

protege, the brilliant young lawyer whom Cicero twits on his

cowardice in battle, but in whose company he delights to discuss

knotty problems in law over his wine cups. Of the fifteen other

correspondents whom Cicero addresses with the nomen in the

dative 11 had no cognomen, so far as we know. Five of his

7 letters to Q. Cornificius were thus addressed. He was a good

friend of Cicero, and his colleague in the college of Augurs.

Cicero dedicated one of his rhetorical works to him. M'. Curius,

to whom three letters were addressed with this form, was very

intimate with Cicero, as is known from the many references to

him, and from the fact that in his will he left Cicero considerable

property. Two of the three letters to C. Memmius are of the

same form, and there are several passages in which Cicero speaks

of him in friendly words of praise. There are two letters to

Ligarius with this form, the man whom Cicero defended so vigor-

ously in the extant speech. In the same way we find Cicero address-

ing Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus, the son of that haughty aristocrat,

who aided Cicero so successfully in his canvass for the consulship.

The letter is a sympathetic appeal for Domitius to yield to the

will of Caesar and to accept pardon after the utter defeat of the

Pompeian party. The other letters with this form of greeting

are for the most part also to those whom we know to have been

intimate with Cicero.

The use of the cognomen for the name of the writer is by far

Trebonius Ciceroni Sal., Fam. 12. 16; Matius Ciceroni Sal., Fam. 11. 28;

the fourth is Caelius Ciceroni Sal., Fam. 8. 1-17. They are all intimate

friends of Cicero, Ijut in no case do they address him by his nomen.
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the most frequent form, occurring i8i times; and the combination

cognomen and cognomen is also the commonest formula,

occurring 93 times. It represents a friendly relation between the

correspondents, and is used in social letters and in letters between

friends doing business with one another. This form of address

is used in the 5 letters to M. Brutus in the collection ad Fam.
(also in the collection ad Brut.); in the 12 to his good friend

Paetus; in 15 of the 17 to Plancus, the friend of his adversity,

whom he afterward befriended ; in 6 of his 7 to his son-in-law,

Dolabella; in the one to his would-be son-in-law, Crassipes; in 7

of the 8 to the great scholar, Varro; and so on in the letters of his

less famous friends.

The formula praenomen cognomen is second to the simple

cognomen in point of frequency, occurring 129 times in the first

part of the address and 60 times in the second. The number

is smaller in the second part because of the lack of the cognomen

in many names, praenomen nomen often taking the place. The
formula praenomen cognomen and praenomen cognomen has

a business tone and is found in 11 of the 12 to Appius Claudius,

in the three letters to Cato, in the 14 letters to D. Brutus, in the

letters to Metellus Nepos, in 2 of his three letters to Pompey,

in I of the 7 letters to Dolabella, in one of the letters to Plancus,

his friend, and so on with a large number of his political associates.

The use of the praenomen nomen in the second part is

more familiar, or else due to lack of cognomen. It occurs in such

letters as the 4 to Marius, 6 of the 17 to Servius Sulpicius, 2 of the

3 to Trebonius, in the 9 to Caelius. The full name praenomen

nomen cognomen in both parts was decidedly formal and official,

and in all but three cases was supplemented with the name of the

father (sometimes the grandfather also), or with titles, or both.

Cicero sometimes used the praenomen cognomen for his own
name and the full name in the second part, thus making the whole

slightly less formal and paying the compliment to his corres-

pondent.

Three hundred and fifty-five of the 374 greetings may be

reduced to the following five general classes,^ which with the

' The feeling of these five classes may be represented in a general way

by the following English forms of address: i. My dear Charles. 2. My
dear Walker. 3. My dear Mr. Walker. 4. Mr. Charles H. Walker, Dear

Sir. 5. Hon. Charles Hadley Walker, Superintendent of Public Works,

Dear Sir.
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intermediate ones are arranged in order according to the degrees

of familiarity they represent. The number of occurrences is

given for each in parenthesis

:

._,-_, ^
") Close friendship, of long

i.|^f\^";T"^^''o^^- ^^°^
^ ^standing, perhaps from

i (a) Norn. & Praen. (20) j boyhood.

f Norn. & Norn. (24) ) .^^^ intimacy of the fam-

1 (a) Cogn. & Norn. (55) V'^r ""' ^^^ friendship of
^ ^ -' & ^^^''

) maturer years.

3. i ^(TcognTpriln.^Nom. (7) j
^""'^'^^ ^"^ ^^^^"^^y; b"^

(. (^) Coin. & Praen. Cogn. (1
1)3"°^ P^^^°"^"y^^t^«^^te.

f (a) Praen. Cogn. & Praen. "^

4.<i'
PraenX^gn.& Praen. Cogn. (50) '5. .

Merely business or polit-

I

(6) Praen. Cogn. & Prien
|

^^^^ acquaintance,

t Nom. Cogn. (4) J

r Praen. Nom. Cogn. & Praen. 1 ir r 1 j re • i

5-t Nom. Cogn. (5) |
^^^^ ^""'"^^^ ^"^ °ffi^^^^-

The familiar forms may be made more cordial by the use of

plurimam, or sue, or some adjective; and the more reserved ones

may be made more formal by the addition of titles, father's name,

etc. The remaining 19 instances are somewhat irregular and fail

to give a proper balance to the two names. They are represented

by the three forms :

Cogn. & Praen. Nom. Cogn. (2)

Praen. Cogn. & Nom. (10)

Praen. Cogn. & Cogn. (7)

One of the places to which we may apply the principles of this

paper is in the greeting of the letters to Atticus. The form

Cognomen & Cognomen (Cicero Attico Sal.) is the most common
of all, and the one an editor would be likely to use if he sought

uniformity ; but inasmuch as the greeting is indicative of feeling,

Atticus himself would probably be the only editor who would

venture to change the original forms, or desire to reduce all to a

common level; and of course there are good reasons for believing

that he prepared the collection for publication. This friendly

but somewhat business-like formula is not the one that we should
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expect to find occurring so frequently in Cicero's letters to

Atticus, certainly not so uniformly; especially when we consider

that a continued correspondence in the case of others usually

shows some variety, and that in the body of the letters to Atticus

Cicero shows variety in the form of address, using in order of

frequency the forms Atticus, Pomponius, Titus, and Titus Pom-
ponius. The one exception of moment to the standard formula is

the playful address in III. 20 (Cicero S. D. Q. Caecilio Q. F.

Pomponiano Attico, quod quidem ita etc.), which is an essential

part of the letter and could not be changed by the editor.^

' Since this paper was read by title before the American Philological

Association July, 1895, an interesting article has appeared in the Classical

Review, 1898, p. 438 ff. by Cora M. Porterfield, in which the author

would prove the traditional greeting, Cicero Attico Sal., genuine. Against

the charge of uniformity she cites as instances of variety the form in III.

20, six omissions of Sal., 3 occurrences of S. D., one of Sal. Die, and one

of Salutem Dicit, and refers to instances of approximate uniformity in

the letters to certain other correspondents.

Unfortunately Miss Porterfield proves too much. The variations S.,

Sal., Salutem, etc., are unessential and none of the editors are careful to

follow the MSS. Even Mendelssohn is careless in this particular. Among
the instances cited as examples of uniformity she fails to notice that only

two of the ten greetings in the letters to Lentulus are genuine, and that

they are not uniform in the MSS, that only 7 of the 14 cases for Corni-

ficius are genuine and they also differ, that in the case of the other authors

cited the number of variants from the standard type is larger than is

supposed, as no account is taken of letters to the same correspondents to

be found in other books than the ones mentioned. This part of the argu-

ment breaks down completely on a careful examination of all the cases.

The numbers cited for the various lists differ materially from mine, but the

only one that I have attempted to test is in the statement concerning the

letters to Tiro where it should be stated that one and not nine of the 26

greetings correspond to the type in the letters to Atticus. On second

thought one would see that there is little point in citing the name of Tiro,

for Cicero could hardly employ any other name for his freedman.

The arguments from the use of the forms of address in the letters

(Tite, I, Pomponi, 8, and Attice, 19) may be turned about and used in sup-

port of the theory of later editing. If I may trust my own index of

proper names for the letters ad Atticum there are 33 instances of the form

Atticus (including the vocative and other cases), 7 of Pomponius (usually

with mi expressing marked intimacy), 3 of T. Pomponius, and 2 of Titus.

The other arguments are also equally forceful in support of variety in the

original greetings and of later editing.
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There is a somewhat important question of interpretation in

Latin which we are now in a position to consider. Here and

there throughout the literature names are used in the vocative of

address, and there is no agreement among scholars as to the

meaning suggested by the different forms. One may notice the

various views held on such passages as Hor. Sat. 2. 5. 32,

" Quinte," puta, aut " Publi " (gaudent praenomine molles Auri-

culae), "//i^/ra(?w^;«(??z ticklesihe sensitive ear'^ ; Hor. Sat. 2. 6. 37,

Pers. V. 79, Cic. Fam. VH. 32, and many others. For example,

Orelli on the first passage in Horace maintains that the praenomen

belongs to freemen, and is used among relatives and friends.

Gildersleeve on Pers. V. 74 also says that only freemen were

entitled to the praenomen. Tyrrell on Cic. Fam. VH. 32 takes

exception to the view of Orelli and affirms that it was the omission

of the praenomen that was a mark of intimacy in the time of

Cicero, and quotes the following from the beginning of the letter:

Quod sine praenomine familiariter, ut debebas, ad me epistolam

misisti, primum addubitavi num a Volumnio senatore esset, quo-

cum mihi est magnus usus, deinde (iiTparnXLa litterarum fecit, ut

intellegerem tuas esse.

Reid on this same passage differs with both in holding that the

address dy one name only was the familiar style. Any one who
has read thus far in this paper can see how there is some truth in

each of these views, and how no one fully expresses the principle.

A study of the greetings makes the subject perfectly clear.

But to turn to this passage from Cicero again, which has never

been properly interpreted, it is probable that the letter to which

Cicero refers was addressed on the outside simply M. Tullio (cf.

M'. Curio, ad. Att.Vni. 5. 2, and M. Lucretio, ona Pompeian wall

painting), and that the greeting read, Volumnius S. D. Tullio, a

form expressive of close intimacy^ (sine praenomine familiariter).

Cicero in order to introduce a delicate compliment says that with

the praenomen omitted he was in doubt whether the letter was

from him, P. Volumnius, or the Senator L. Volumnius, with whom
he was on intimate terms, until the spicy style of the letter itself

revealed the writer. He then assures Volumnius that this form

of address was much more acceptable than a formal one, meaning

perhaps P. Eutrapelus M. Tullio S. D.

^See class 2, page 401 above.
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Space will not permit me to do more than mention other

questions to which the principles of this paper may be made to

apply. They may be used in testing the large number of greet-

ings that have been introduced by conjecture, in determining the

value of various emendations that have been made in others, in

correcting certain errors in the tradition of the MSS, and with the

aid of complete indexes of proper names in establishing the text

of the letters in regard to proper names, and in distinguishing men

of the same name. We are also in a position to form some idea

of the relative esteem in which Cicero held many of his acquaint-

ances, and in some instances where almost nothing is known of a

correspondent we can learn something of Cicero's feeling for him

from the greeting alone.

Leland Stanford Jr. University. •^' •"•'•• -C EASE.



ORATION XI OF DIO CHRYSOSTOMUS.

A Study in Sources.

Dio Chrysostomus' Oration XI, TpmiKos vnep rov "iXiop /L117

a\5>vai, is the centre of his sophistic studies upon Homer. It is

the sole surviving treatise which preserves, in organic sequence,

traces of the adverse Homeric criticism of preceding centuries.

The fact that modern scholars have differed widely as to its real

purpose and date^ should not be allowed to obscure its undeni-

ably sophistic character.' It is not necessary, however, to assign

it to Dio's distinctively rhetorical, that is, pre-exilic, period.

It is very probable that he wrote it even in the midst of the

sober efforts of his philosophical period, as a burlesque upon

the methods of the Sophists, the professional truth-teachers,

and with the express purpose of so treating a preposterous

theme as to beat them on their own ground. Its tone, therefore,

is much the same as that of Isocrates' Boixripis and 'EXevTjr

iyKap.iov.'^ The abuse which the oration heaps upon the Soph-

ists and their methods is manifestly Isocratean* in tone, though

in language it is an imitation of Plato.^

The framework of Oration XI is the application of Aristotle's

theory of to cIkos and to dvayicaiop, as laid down in the Rhet-

oric, Bk. I, ch. 2, §§14, 15. Dio, however, has done exactly

what Aristotle forbids, and has applied the theory to the events

of an artistic creation. He rejects the limiting dictum of the

Poetics, ch. IX, §1, 145 1 21 38 : ov t6 to. yevofxeva Xe'yeii/, tovto ttoitjtov

Zpyov ifTTiv, ak\ oia av ytvono Koi to. bwara Kara to fiKos rj to avayKaiov»

1 See Hagen, Quaestiones Dioneae, Kiel, 1887, pp. 42 f., for resume of

opinions of Casaubon, Burckhardt, Dummler, von Wilamowitz-Mollen-

dorff.

2 See von Arnim, Leben und Werke des Dio von Prusa, Berlin, 1898,

pp. 166-169.

3 Cf. Jebb, Attic Orators, Vol. II, pp. 93 ff.

< Cf. Or. XI, §§ II, 16, 18, 19, 23, with the Helen, §§ 2-13, and with the

Kara tuv ao^Laruv
, §§ i, 2.

s Cf. the Republic, Bk. X, 595 B, C.
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Cf. also ch. XXIV, §IO: irpoaipeTa-dal re Sei dbvvara elKora fiaXXov 7

Svvara airldava. Cf. also ch. XXV, §17, 1461 b IO-13: oXw? 8e to

ahvvaTOv fifv r) irpbs rfjv iroirja-LV 17 npos to ^eXriov rj rrpos Trjv 86^ai> Set

dpdyeiv, npos re yap rrjp Trolrjtnv aip(Ta>T€pop nidavov dSvvarov ^ dnidavov

Kill hvvaTov. . . . npos <^h ^ d (^acriv, Tokoya, ovtco ts koX on noTe ovk

oikoyov eaTii>' elKos yap Ka\ napd to ukos ylveaBai. Similarly, each Step

in the argument of Oration XI is a perversion of some Aristo-

telian principle of Homeric criticism.

These principles of Aristotelian and Peripatetic criticism upon
Homer are, as is well known, represented only in the Scholia

upon Homer, and chiefly in those which bear the name of Por-

phyry. The adverse side of this criticism represents the labors

of the eva-TaTiKoi, from Zoilos down; the explanatory and de-

fensive, those of the Xvtikoi. It is the purpose of this paper to

show, from close parallelisms between these Scholia and Oration

XI, that Dio's sources were Porphyry's as well, and consequently

to indicate Aristotelian sources and influence for Oration XI.

Dio sets it as his task to show in what points Homer has

misrepresented the story of Troy, and to refute him from his

own poems,—a manifest perversion of the Aristarchean maxim,
Optjpov €^ Oprjpov aacf)T]vi^fiv.

1. According to the universally accepted tradition. Homer was
a beggar. It is not probable that beggars in his day were more
trustworthy than they are at present. Nor do even his admirers

maintain that he was free from falsehood. This is Aristotelian

;

cf. Poetics, ch. XXIV, §§8, 9* to 8e davpaaTov fjSv' orfpelov he' irdvTes

yap TipoaTiOivTes dnayyekXovcnv uis )(api^6pevoi, SeS/Sa;^e»' dt paXicTO Oprjpos

Ka\ Tovs aWovs •^evbri Xeyuv 6)s 8ei. In spirit this point is Platonic;

cf. the Republic, Bk. II, 334 B.

2. Dio dismisses as commonplaces Homer's false and scan-

dalous representations of the gods,^ and maintains that even

on minor points Homer is a liar. Homer reports scenes and

conversations among the gods of which it was impossible that

he should have knowledge. He even pretends to know the

language of the gods,—a manifest absurdity.'' But not even

^ The language is a close imitation of Plato, Rep. Bk. II, 378 D ; III, 386

A, B.

* Cf. for the language, the Cratylus, 391 D. For Dio's a J>riort aTgumcnt,

cf. Isocrates, Kara tuv aotpiaTuv, § 2, oii rtjv eKeivuv [to)V d-euv) yvufiT/v eidd>c,

d/A' r/fili^ evdei^aff'&ac /3ov7i6fj,evog on Tolg av&puTToig iv tovto tuv adwaruv eariv.
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Homer, with all his effrontery, dares vouch for these stories, but

resorts to the device of putting them in the mouths of his char-

acters/

3. Homer's starting-point and conclusion seem chosen utterly

at random.^

4. The Homeric account of Helen's abduction is totally false.

It is unreasonable that Alexander should have become enamored

of a woman whom he had never seen, and that she, in turn, should

have been persuaded to leave all that was dear to her, in order to

follow a man of alien race. It was because of this dXoyi'a, and in

order to aid Homer in his embarrassment, that men had to fashion

the myth of Aphrodite's assisting Alexander in return for his

decision in favor of her beauty.* Every circumstance points to

Helen's having been given in legal marriage by her father, who
had power * to bestow her as he pleased. Even if Alexander

himself had wished to pursue such a course as Homer ascribes

to him, it is not probable that his discreet brother Hector would

have allowed it at first, or, having allowed it, would later have

' Such is Dio's perversion of the well-known "kvciq zk tov TrpoaCiTvov. Cf.

also the Poetics, ch. XXIV, § 7 : "OfiTjpog . . . a^ioc kiraivelaOai, ... on /lovog

Tuv TcoiTjTuv ovK ajvosl SeI TTOie'iv avrdv. avrbv yap 6tl tov itoijjt^v i'kax'-'^'^o,

Xeyeiv. oh yap kari Kara ravra fufirfrriq. . . . 6 6e oMya (ppoifiiacdnevog, eiid-vg Eicdyei

avdpa fj ywaiKa rj aTiko tl, Kal ovdev arj-deg, cAa' exovra fj-&7].

* Cf . Porphyry, Schol. to A i : 610, ri d-iro tuv rekevTaluv fjp^aTO, Kal /ly arrb

TUV TvpuTuv 6 TTOLrjTTjq ; and further, on the poet's beginning with the unlucky

word iiijvLq: ettiXvovgc de avTo oi Tzepl ZtjvddoTov ovTuq otl npenov earl rij noiT/aei

TO TzpooifiLOV, TOV vovv TOV oKpoaTuv disyelpov Kal TrpoasxEdTepovg ttolovv, el

HeXkEi noTiifiovg Kal T^avaTovg 6iT/yei<y&ai. Cf. also Porphyry on M 127

:

Kal yap ovTog elg Tpdnog EpfirjvEiag, ek tuv vaTspov ap^d/iEvov dvadpa/iEiv Eig to.

npoTa Kal irdTicv awd'^ai TavTa To'ig vcTEpoig. . . . ovTug yap (6 notrjrrjg) Evdvg kot'

dpxag T^ fifjviv elnuv KEipalaiudug, bauv kokuv ahia ysyove Tolg "'ETCkr^aLv, vaTspov

knl TO. alTia dvarpEXEi TavTT/g Kal ETTE^Epyd^eTai di' blr/g Trjg -Koirjaeug to. KaT^ avTrjv.

Aristotle is the ultimate source; cf. Poetics, ch. VII, 3; XXIII, 3.

* Cf . Porphyry on A 51, where the defence of Hera, Athena, and Aphrodite

is set forth : EVTrpEm/ /3ov?i.6/j.Evog TcepidEivai aiiTij {"Hpa) T7]v aiT'iav r^^g bpyf/g

6 Koir/Tfjg Kal ovx fjv b fivOog avarrTidTTEi kt?^

* For the same word, Kvpcog, cf. Arist. Rhet. II, ch. 24, 1401 b 35:

dXTiog {TOTTog) izapd t^v E2,?iEnpiv tov ndTe Kal nug, olov on ScKaiug 'AXE^avdpog Eka^e

t^v ''EikEVTjV' diptcig yap avTij e666ij Trapd tov naTpdg. . . . ov yap del Iffug, d/l/la to

izpuTov. Kal yap 6 TzaTTip fiEXpi tovtov Kvpiog. Aristotle may have had reference

to an 'ATiE^dvSpov kyKu/itov that was probably composed by Poly-

crates, Isocrates' rival.
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reviled him for this very reason/ Further, it is improbable that

Alexander could have managed the abduction in so leisurely

a manner, as to carry off not only Helen, but many household

goods, and, strangest of all, Helen's handmaid, the aged and in-

firm Aethra, the mother of her former abductor, Theseus.^

Most conclusive of all, Helen's father and brothers, alone of the

Achaean chieftains, took no part in the expedition. It was for

the purpose of anticipating criticism on this point that Homer
represented Helen as wondering where her brothers were." Even
granting that they had originally accompanied the expedition,

why did they delay ten years* in making preparations for it?

Agamemnon's ambition and power placed him at the head of

the expedition/ He was incited by Menelaus' reproaches for

having allowed Alexander to win Helen's hand ; and he, in turn,

used as arguments to the other chieftains the rich booty to be

obtained in Asia, and the aid his Asiatic kinsmen would render

the expedition/ A formal demand was made upon Priam for the

1 Porphyry on V 16-49 shows that the justice of the abusive terms had

been extensively discussed: Tioiddpov yap nddog to fiera evvea ettj e'lg TOLavrag

Tioidopiac EKTciTCTeiv, . . . vvv de Sta ri Tavra 'Kpo<pepEi ; ov yap 6r] uawep "0/j.7ipog

•KpuTjjv iidxvv ravTrjv ixpiaraTai hv Tvoir/aei, Kal ralg dXT/deiacg wpurr/ r/v, Iva Idyov

^XV *' '''^^ '"^KTopog bvEt.6c(jfc6g, el fi?) TioiSopov apa eTvidel^ai (iov2,ETai koI opyiTMV

aTCkug rbv "BKTopa. Further on in Oration XI, Dio, using Aristotle's ?ivaig

£K. Tov Kaipoii, accepts the scene as an actual occurrence.

^ This also was a fruitful theme for disputation. Cf. Porphyry on T 144:

adyvardv (paai t^v Aldpav eti C,^v Kal afKptTrdTiOV rd^iv ex^iv /ctA.

^ Porphyry's long note on T 236 shows this point to have provoked

probably a greater amount of discussion than any other single one : Sid ri ttjv

'Eaevtiv TTEnoLijKEV dyvoovcav TVEpl tuv d6£?i<puv on ov napfjaav, dEKasTOvg tov

KokEfiov bvTog Kal alxfta2.o)Tuv tto/I/Iwv ysvofiEvuv ; dTioyov ydp. eti Se Kal eI T/yvoEi,

dTiX' oiiK r)v dvayKalov /ivrjadyvai tovtuv, ovke puTrjdElaav . . . wspl avTuv ovSe ydp

TTpbg TTjv Tcoijjuiv wpb spyov rjv r/ tovtuv nvijiir]. Several "kvoEig are ascribed to

Aristotle . . . Myei 6e 'UpaKXeidijg oti dXoyov fpj bvrug tovto eI diaTsTiEcavTUfv kv tt^

Tpoia ndvruv 'E/l/l^vwv evveo ett] firjS'Ev Trspl tuv d6EX(j>uv ecx^v 'E/Iev^ "kkyEtv, , .

.

6fjXov ovv oTi npooiKOvofiEi 6 TvoLrjTrjg (iovU/iEvog eItteIv T7]V dipdvEiav avTuv.

* Cf. Porphyry on Helen's eeikootov ETog (i2 765). It was made the

basis of a legend, entirely unknown to Homer, of a former expedition of

the Greeks against Troy, when they landed by mistake in Mysia, and had

to return to Greece to re-assemble their forces.

' Cf. Thucydides, Bk. I, ch. 9 : 'Ayafj.Efj.vuv te
fj.01

6okeI tuv tote 6wdfj£i

Trpovxuv Kal ov tooovtov Tolg Hwddpsu bpKoig KaTEiTiijfifiEvovg Tovg ' 'EXivTig fivrjOT^pag

ayuv Tbv otoTvov dysipai,

* For the Asiatic origin of the Atridae, cf. Thucydides, Book I, ch. 9.
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surrender of Helen—a demand which the Trojans, conscious of

innocence in obtaining her, indignantly refused. Otherwise, who
of them would have submitted to the woes thus imminent, when

they could have saved the city and themselves by surrendering

Helen ?i

5. The Achaeans were repulsed on their first attempt to land.

Homer admits that Protesilaus was killed, and his ship burned ;^

but the losses of the Achaeans were far more serious than this.

They returned under cover of night, and, constructing a camp at

the ships, fortified it with a wall.' They occupied no territory

besides their camp, as is proved by two facts, which Homer
mentions : Troilus, a mere boy, was in the habit of running for

exercise so far from the city as to be ambushed by Achilles; and

the Achaeans cultivated the Chersonese, and brought wine from

Lemnos.* Their situation grew more desperate, day by day,

—

a fact which not even Homer could conceal. The successes of

the Trojans at this period are set forth with much truth, though

unwillingly. It is when Homer comes to flatter^ the Achaeans

that he is plainly guilty of falsehood. The dpto-Tctat of the

Achaeans are all fruitless, and are full of the most absurd and

even impious inventions.

6. It was thenceforth impossible that men so decisively beaten

1 Both argument and language are Herodotean ; cf. Bk. II, ch. 120.

^ Cf. Porphyry, Schol. to O 701 £f. : il,r]TriraL Ad Troiav alriav fiovrp rijv

npuTecn'Adov izaptduKe vavv KaiofievTjv. pTjTsov ovv on y'SeadTj 6 "O/ur/pog elnelv

kfiTvpijaaL TLva tuv fwvruv, fiijnug dvavdpiav avTov rig M^y Karayiv^GKeiv. , . .

EVTTpeTTug eirt ttjv T0iavT7]v vavv rjyayt rbv "EKTopa, tjq ovte rbv 7'/yE/i6va fisjiTpaadai

evijv jifi KuTivcavTa t^v ocKeiav vavv ifitznzpanevTjv.

3 Cf. for this tradition that the wall was made necessary by defeat,

Thucydides, Bk. I, ch. 1 1. Cf. also Porphyry on M 10 and 25, whose general

idea is identical with Aristotle's (see Strabo, 13, i, 36), viz. that this wall

was a pure invention of Homer. Cf. also Porphyry on K 194, where is

set forth Aristotle's dnopia as to why the Achaean council was not held

inside the wall,—if any such wall existed.

Cf. Thucydides, Bk. I, ch. 11.

' For this as a principle of composition, cf. Porphyry on A 1 : ^TjTomc

ica ri ctto rayf fiijViSoq r/p^aro /crA. . . . 'iva to, eyKUjuia ruv ''EiXkrjvuv TrtdavuTspa

TTOiijay. inel 6e efisTiTie viKuvrag anocpaiveiv rovg "EAA^vaf, e'lKdrug ov Kararpexei,

a^ioTTiaTorepov ek tov fi^ navra xo^pi^Ecdai tu ekeIvuv iiraivu. So everywhere

throughout the apiaTElai. Cf. Porphyry on E 7 and 20, where Zoilos is

quoted as chiding Homer for having portrayed certain details liav ysTiotug.
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should turn back the tide of fortune.^ The strength of the Myr-
midons alone—granting them to have hitherto held aloof from

war—was not adequate to accomplish this, and it is incredible that

the mere shouting of the single individual Achilles should have

done so." Often must he have engaged in the fight before—else

how could he have had any renown at all ?—and yet nothing

remarkable is recorded of him. The true story of his combat

with Hector is exactly the reverse of the Homeric version. How
could Achilles have been so av6r]ros as to send Patroclus forth

to fight, bidding him to avoid Hector, as if one could choose his

adversary in a battle?' Yet it was to this one, known to be Hec-

tor's inferior, that Achilles entrusted his armor and steeds. How
is it possible that Patroclus could have worn the armor, and yet

been unable to wield the spear ? * Furthermore, Achilles himself

does not go, as Homer is careful to emphasize, because of a cer-

tain prophecy to the effect that he would fall. This is nothing

less than a direct accusation of cowardice. The prophecy is

deficient, also, in that, though coming through his mother,^ it told

him nothing of the fate which awaited Patroclus. And yet Homer
says he loved Patroclus as himself, and on his death, no longer

cared to live. In a word, this whole account of Patroclus is full

of inconsistencies. Patroclus is manifestly a supposititious*

' Cf. Porphyry on O 56-77 : . . . TTapapfiElTai tov aKpoarf/v ... on ol ra

Toiavra Tvpa^avTEQ (ot Tlpueq) KparTjO^aovrai ttote.

^ Cf. Porphyry on 2 230 : aTridavov (baai koX afierpov to TTJq vnepfio'k'ijz. Cf.

also Porphyry on X 205 : Trwf yap [(pTjal MeyaidEidriq) roaavrag fivpidSag vevfiari

'A,^i/l/leif aTrearpscpEv; Cf. also Schol. A (Dindorf) to 2 217.

3 Cf. Porphyry on S 22 (Achilles' grief at the tidings of Patroclus' death)

:

. . . ZwiAof de (pTjaiv utotzov vvv eldevai tov 'AxMeo. • Tvpo£i6evat te yap kxpyv oti

KOLvol ol TroTLEfiiiiol Kivdwoi, t6v te ddvaTov ovk kp^p^v Seivov vno?ia/Lcl3dv£iv.

* Cf. Porphyry on 11 140 : 6ia tI ovv fi6vov to Hr^T^iuTiiidv avTU avapfiuaTsl 66pv,

Tuv d^Auv apfioaavTuv ottTmv, Meya/c^efd^f hv dEVTspu nspl '0/j.Tipov TrpooiKovo-

jiElaSal (pTjctv "OfiTjpov Trjv oTvXoTvoiiav, ktTl.

* Cf. Schol. A (Dindorf) to 2 10, 11 : nug de, cpaal, tovto irEKVC/iEvog napa -fjQ

/J-r/rpbg inEfinE tov UaTpoKTiov slg tov wdA.s/j.ov
;

* While it is nowhere distinctly enunciated, there are adumbrations of

this in the immense mass of adverse criticism which is known to have been

directed against 2 and X. In the scholia on these books the names of

Megaclides and Crates are especially prominent. Cf. Porphyry on T

154: on de £/£ Tuv OTrAwf tv^v TrTiavTjO^vai Tovg cnvb tuv ott-Xuv a7/fiaivo/i£Vovc

EKaoTov, drpMl to. etu tov TlaTpdiOiov, bq EvSmaadac to, 'A;^tXX£a)f birXa sdE^r/, kt?i,.

ovTug OVK f]v TOV aTTo TUV ottTiuv Tivd So^dl^ovTa ySr] Koi bvTug ycv6<TKEiv avTov. Cf.
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personage

—

vTr6^\r]Tos—invented by Homer merely to rob

Hector of the glory of having slain the mighty Achilles himself.

7. The details of the combat, as given by Homer, are incredible.

Achilles, single-handed, checks the Trojans, while all the rest of

the Achaeans look on, as if at a theatrical performance.^ Now he

fights with the river, and though well-nigh exhausted,^ is not con-

quered ; now he impiously threatens Apollo, and pursues him^

in order to punish him for favoring the Trojans. Though called

the swiftest of mortals, he yet cannot overtake Hector,* who, in

turn, acts most unreasonably, refusing to heed his parents' prayers

that he should enter the city, and then, stricken with panic fear,

fleeing around it.^ Athena comes forth from the wall in the like-

ness of Deiphobus, deceives Hector, and steals his spear.® In

short the entire narrative is like that of absurd dreams.'

also Porphyry on A 6ti : 6cd tI tov ndrpo/cAoj' 6 'Axi^^sv? Trefnrsi ;
pTjrtov ovv

brc Kar' o'lKOVO/iiav. . . . wore TrpouKovdjur/aE tovto 6 TroiT/T^g oijrug, Iva 'Axi^^^a

6ei^ri fier' evMyov npo<paae(,)g stf tov izoT^efiov k^dyovra tov ILaTpoKAov. Cf. Por-

phyry on O 56-77 (prophecy of Zeus athetized by Zenodotus): (ftaai 6e Kal

OTi 6 [MaXXuTTjr'j Z. TO. EK TOV IIdTpoK?iov . . . "^KTup . . . eug TOV "kLaaofiEvri . . .

'A X i-^^£ d ^vpiTTiSEM Myec koiKEvai. TrpoAt^yw, cKps'Aug TrpoaxGivra Kal elf ov6ev

6eov a.(j)7/y^fj.aTiKC)g. Cf. Porphyry on 2 192 : ^r/TElTai 6id tI to, TiaTpoKXov {oTrXa)

ov Xa/J.l3dvei, eI koI Ta avToi) eke'ivo) ^pfioaEV. Tivsg, yvioxov TisyovTeg tlvat tov

JlaTpoK^ov , <pacl [ifj ex^i-v avTov oTvAa. , . . Kpdr^g, otl -d TlaTpdKTjov Avto/lleSuv

elxEV, OTTug la(i)dy to eldog Kal dS^oxnv slvai 6 fiev 'Axi^'^'^^vg o de UdTpoK?Log.

^ Cf. Porphyry on X 36 : d^iov ^j^Tyasug, Trag d-JvovTog 'A;jfi/lA£Wf fj.7}6elg koIejueI

''EKTopi , . . MEyaKAsidrfg 6e <j>7]ai Tama rravra TrXdafiara slvai. Cf. also Schol.

B (Dindorf) to <l> 269 : oTiov to tceSiov TTsXayog yEyevrjfiEvov vito tov iroTafiov

eSec^ev udTE Kal Tovg ufiovg ETnKXv^Eiv tov 'Axi^^Eug • Kal Tzpbg fiEV akijdeiav TavTa

oil TTidavd—Ti yap knpdTTETO Tvspl Tovg d/lAonf CTpariuTag ; dnidavov yap fiovov tov

'AxMi^d vnb tov noTafiov TavTa irdcxei-v—ug 6e ev KOLtjaei, TrapadsKTa.

* Cf. Porphyry on X 165 : Kac <paacv ol fiEV i.TTiTr]6Eg avTov vnb tov ttoititov

KaTanETTOvfjcdai tzoTJ-m wdvcj irpoTspov, iv' uaiTEp ev dEdTp(f) vvv fiEii^ova Kivr/ari -Kadr}

ktX.

* Thought and language are close imitations of Plato; cf. the Republic,
III, 391 A.

* Cf. Porphyry on X 165: irug de, (paalv, 6 Ko6uKicTaTog rtdvTuv ov KaTa?i.aft(3dvec

TOV 'EKTOpa ; . . . npSxecpov fisv ovv to ^.eyeiv otl 6 fiEV 'Axi-^^^vg dptaTdg ectc, tvX^v

KEKfirjKEv vno advdov, ktTl.

* Cf. Scholium A (Dindorf) to X 141, where (anonymous) dissatisfaction

is expressed at the inconsistency of his heroic firmness in vss. 92-97 with

his thought of surrender and final flight.

* Cf. Porphyry on X 231 : aTondv (paac i?edf ovaav TvTMvdv tov "'EKTopa,

'These dTropy/iaTa all go back ultimately to Aristotle's distinction

between the canons of artistic construction for epic and those for dramatic
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Achilles could not have conquered Hector, because, by Homer's

own showing, he could have had none ofthe virtues claimed for him.

Besides being senseless (aj/oT^roy), impious (do-e^j/?), and even

without his boasted speed of foot—as has already been shown

—

he was also inconsistent (dvei/xaXo?)' in his excessive grief;

irascible (op-yi'Xoy);^ and even cowardly (SetXdr).^

A brief portion of Oration XI is concerned with extra-Homeric

events. As this portion is beyond the scope of this paper, it is

sufficient to say that Dio concludes that these also prove the failure

of the Trojan expedition. The Achaeans selected the winter

season for their return voyage ; they returned singly, or in small

groups ; and almost every one encountered either unfaithfulness

in wife or disloyalty in subjects. The Trojans, on the contrary,

were able to send forth the well-known expeditions of Aeneas

and Helenus,—a sure sign of increase in numbers and wealth.

Walter A. Montgomery.

poetry. Cf. the Poetics, ch. XXIV, 1460 a 14 f£.: fioKkov 6' evdexsrai tv rij

EnoTTOua TO akoyov . . . 610. to fitj opav £«f tov npaTTovTa. etteI to. Tvepl rfjv "'EnTopog

Siu^iv, ettI cKTivrjg bvTa, yE2.ola av ^avEir}- 01 fitv, kaTure^ kol ov diuKovTeg, 6 de,

dvavEvuv. Cf. also ch. XXV, 1460 b 26 ff. The criticisms of the combat

on the side of the supernatural are probably from Megaclides, the pupil

of Aristotle and elaborator of some of his principles of criticism.

' Cf. Porphyry on S 98.

« Cf. Arist. Rhet. Bk. II, 3, 1380 b, 94. Cf. also the Poetics, ch. XV, 8,

1454 b, 12-15, where Achilles, as delineated by Homer, is taken as the type.

^ For the view that his inactivity was due to cowardice, cf. Porphyry on

A I and H 229; and see Schol. B (Dind.) on H 228. Cf. especially Schol.

A (Dind.) on X 188 : (jf}fj.eio)6ec oti fiovog "Ofif/pog ^tjgl juovofiax^oai tov "E/cropa,

ol Se TuoiTvol TvdvTeg EVE6pEv6?}vai vno 'A;j;<A/l£wf.

Doubt as to Achilles' pre-eminence is as old as Xenophanes. Plato,

Zoilos, Antisthenes, Crates, and Persaeus (cf. Porphyry on A 62) especially

contributed to it, Aristotle, in Bks. II and III of the Rhetoric, has many
references to Achilles that sound as if taken from sophistical rpdyoi.



THE USE OF ATQUE AND AC IN SILVER LATIN.

As early as 1563, Gabrielle Faerno/ in a note to Cic. pro Flacc.

3, commented upon the difference in the use of atque and ac.

Two centuries later Burmann and Drakenborch again took up

the discussion, and from that time to the present, treatise after

treatise has appeared. It is now generally agreed that ac is only

a shortened form of atque^ and that the a of ac is short.^

As ac is a shortened form of atque, it follows, of course, that

atque is the older form, and that it was only by degrees that ac

secured a firm foot-hold in the language. The usage of Plautus

and of Terence shows its growth: Plaut. (Goetz and Schoell) in

four plays, containing 5000 lines, uses atque 211 times (Amph.,

51, Capt., 37, M. gl., 51, Ps., 72), while ac is used only seven times

(Am. 443, 755; Capt. 636; M. gl. 619, 997, 1252; Ps. 558); Ten,

on the other hand, uses atque 210 times and ac 66 times.* From
this starting-point ac became more and more widely used, until,

during the Silver Age, it occurs nearly twice as often as atque (cf.

p. 414,1). In the classic period the use oi ac, as is well known,

was restricted.^

A number of instances of ac before a vowel are to be found in

some of the Christian writers.^ In Elegiac poetry the use oiac was

restricted to certain formulae, as simul ac."" Landgraf (1. c.) says

that Cicero uses ac before c in five passages (all before the syl-

^ Cf. Zumpt, Lat. Gram.' p. 263 (Schmidt's transl.).

'Cf. Stolz, Formenlehre,* §§46 and 49; Lindsay, Lat. Lang. p. 598,

Chap. 10, §2; Georges, Lex. d. lat. Wortf., s. v.

' Luc. Mueller, De Re Metr.^ p. 426, however, regards the a as long.

<Cf. Elmer, Am. Journ. Phil., VIII, p. 459.

* Landgraf, note 408 to Reisig's Vorles. iiber lat. Spr., cites but five

examples of ac before a vowel ; moreover, two of these are extremely

doubtful. In Plin. N. H. XVI, 266 Mayhoff reads aut alio; in Gell. 16, 8,

16 Hertz has atque, Georges, Lex. d. lat. Wortf., cites Liv. 21, 24, 8 and

42, 13, 3—both incorrectly for 41, 24, 18 and 42, 10, 3—but even here the

latest editions eliminate ac.

* Cf. Luc. Mueller, De Re Metr.* pp. 426 and 502.

'Cf. Haupt, Observ. Crit. p. 355 and Schulze, Rom. Eleg.^ p. 283.
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lable con-) and once before^. C. F. W. Mueller, vol. II, i, p. cii,

however, says: ''Ciceronem ac ante c,g, q posuisse non credo."

Caesar, according to Kraner and Doberenz (note on B. G. i, 44,

3), uses ac before c only three times, before g but once.

The object of the present investigation is to determine the

exact use, range, and sphere of these two particles in Silver

Latin, and, with this object in view, nine of the leading writers

of prose and nine of poetry were examined, the latest Teubner

text being used in each case and the text variants noted/

The general usage of prose as contrasted with that of poetry-

may be seen from the following table:

PROSE. POETRY.

Atque. Ac. Atque. Ac.

Veil, Paterc 58 122 Phaedrus 10 2

Val. Max 155 302 Seneca 46 109

Seneca 119 728 Persius 9 6

Petronius 61 67 Lucan 82 57

Plin, mai 529 932 Val. Flacc 145 79
Quintilian 322 421 Sil. Ital 403 315

Tacitus 312 893 Statius 222 107

Plin. min 74 172 Martial 59 i

Suetonius ........ 217 627 Juvenal 156 59

Total ....... 1847 4264 Total 1132 735

In the Silver Age atque occurs 2979 times z= 37.3^ ; ac, 4999 times z=

62.7^.

1. The figures just given show that during the Silver Age ac

occurs about twice as often as atque.

2. Atque, however, is the favorite form in poetry (6o.6j^), a fact

which is possibly due to metrical convenience, since it shows the

obvious gain of a short syllable. On the other hand, the wider

use of ac by the writers of prose (69.8^) may have been influenced

by the greater frequency, in writers of this age, of nee, the corres-

ponding form oineque. The preponderance of ac in prose is all

the more striking in view of the fact that, while atque may be

used before either vowels or consonants, ac is not found before

vowels or gutturals.

Seneca is the only poet that shows a smaller number of occur-

rences oi atque (2^.']%) than of ac (70.3^). This is doubtless to be

^ It is unfortunate that a complete apparatus crtticus for every writer

of the Silver Age is not available. In an investigation of this sort, the

knowledge of all variations in text tradition is an obvious necessity.
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explained by his large employment of iambic rhythm, which

is closely allied to prose.

3. Several prose writers show a marked preference for the use

of ac} No prose writer of this period shows more examples of

aigue than of ac.

4. The two earliest prose writers in Silver Latin, Velleius and

Valerius Maximus show about the same percentage for these two

particles, but in Seneca the break occurs with the use of atque

14^ to ac 86^.

5. Of all the writers of poetry, Martial was most fond of atque

,

using ac only once (9, 22, 15), atque 59 times. In the other eight

poets investigated, the opposite extreme occurs in Seneca, ac

70.3^, followed by Silius Italicus, ac 43.9^^, and Lucan, ac 41 J^.'

Prose usage presents some interesting contrasts from the point

of view of the letter which follows. Thus atque occurs before <^

twice, g- 6, 77, c 85, p 70, d 45, a 239, e 269, and z 548 times.

In poetry atqzie occurs before g- twice (Stat, and Mart.),

i (cons.) twice (Mart.), 6 4 times (Stat. Mart. Juv. twice),

n 6 (Val. Flacc. Sil. Stat. Mart. Juv. twice), u 91 times and e 96
times. Phaedrus does not use atqjie before e and u, nor Persius

before z and o. Of the consonants, atq?ie is most frequently found

before ^ (25 times), m (20), ^ (13), of the vowels, before / (284),

a (254), and o (133 times).

In prose ac occurs least often before^ (4 times), c (49 times;

Plin. mai. alone has 30-35 examples, cf. p. 422 f.).* Ac is found

most frequently before p (698), s (685), m (443), n (413), and d

(409 times).

In poetry ac occurs least often before^ (once), c (3), d (3 times),

and most frequently before 5(121), /> (112), / (84), and ?n (83 times).

The usage of poetry shows a practical agreement with that of

prose in that ac is most frequently used before the same three

consonants/", ^ and ?/i.

The attitude of the writers of the Silver Age toward atque

before vowels and consonants may be seen from the fact that

"^ Ac ranges from 86® in Seneca, 74.3^ in Suetonius, 74.1% in Tacitus,

to 56.7/^ in Quintilian and 52.3® in Petronius.

* Sen., atque 46, ac 109 ; Sil. Ital., atque 403, ac 315 ; Lucan, atque 82, ac 57;

Persius, atque g,ac 6; Val. Flacc, atque 145, ac 79 ; Stat, atque 222, ac 107;

Juv., atque 156, ac 59 ; Phaedr., atque 10, ac 2.

^ For its use before vowels, cf. p. 421, b.
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they use atque 2319 times before vowels and only 662 times be-

fore consonants. In other words, they used atque about three

and one-half times as often before a vowel as before a consonant.

The prose usage should also be contrasted with the usage of

poetry : in prose, atqtie before consonants occurs 498 times (27^^),

before vowels (including K) 1349 times (73^);^ in poetry, on the

other hand, atque before consonants is found 164 times (14^),

before vowels (including K) 970 times (86^). Hence atque is

used before consonants twice as often in prose as in poetry.

The following is a tabular exhibit of the frequency of atque

before vowels as compared with its use before consonants :

PROSE.
Vowels.

Velleius Paterculus 51

Valerius Maxinius. 130

Seneca iii

Petronius 54

Plinius maior .... 300

Quintilian 225

Tacitus 246

Plinius minor 72

Suetonius 160

Total : vowels, 2319 ; consonants, 662.

From this table it will be seen that in prose atque occurs

least frequently before consonants in Plin. min. (2.7^), Seneca

{(y.^fo), and Petronius (11.5^), and most often in Plin. mai. (43.3^),

Quintilian (30.1^), and Suetonius (26.3^); in poetry, atque before

consonants varies from no occurrence in Phaedrus, 3^ in Silius

Italicus and gfo in Statius to i8.6j^ in Valerius Flaccus, 37.5^ in

Juvenal, and 47.5^ in Martial.

The detailed usage of atque and ac before the various letters is

as follows :

"^

A. Atque and ac before consonants :

' This is a marked departure from the usage of Sallust, who uses atque

184 times before consonants and 186 times before vowels. Cf. Alfred

Kunze's Sallustiana, 1892, a summary of which is found in Archiv f. lat.

Lex. VIII, p. 152.

* For the usage of Cicero, Caesar, Sallust and Livy cf. P. Stamm, Ac

und atqui vor consonanten, Jahrb. f. phil. u. paed. 137 (1888), pp. 171 ff.

and for Curtius, ibid. pp. 711 f.
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b: prose, atque 2, ac 63; poetry, aique 4, ac 3 times. Several

writers never use atque\^ Velleius (i), Valerius Maximus (5),

Seneca, prose (18), Petronius (i), Quintilian (6"), Suetonius (5),

while Plinius mai. uses atque once, ac 12 times, Tacitus atque i,

ac 15 times. Atqiie does not occur in poetry before Statins (i);

elsewhere, Martial (i) and Juvenal (2); ac only in Seneca, Lucan

and Silius Italicus, once in each author.

c. prose, aique 85, ac 49; poetry, atque 15, ac 3 times, Plinius

mai. takes a conspicuous position among all Latin authors from

the large number of times that he uses ac before c (cf. p. 422 f.).

Quintilian uses ac before c twice, aique 19 times, the former usage,

as in Cicero, occurring before the syllable co7i- (cf. p. 422, a).

d: Here the contrast is marked; prose, aiqtie 45, ac 409;
poetry, atque 13, ac 51 times. Valerius Maximus, Seneca (prose

and poetry), Petronius, Plinius mai., Phaedrus and Persius never

use aiqtie.

f: prose, atque 39, ac 273; poetry, aique 12, ac 45 times.

Velleius uses ac 12 times, Plinius min. twice, Seneca (poetry) 7
times, never aique. Seneca in his prose uses atque once, ac 12

times; Quintilian, atqiie 3, ac 28 times, and Tacitus aique 7, ac

53 times.

g\ prose, atque 6, ac ^•, poetry, aique 2, ac once.'

i (conson.) : prose, aique 1 1 (15^), ac 62 (85^) ;
poetry, atque 2

{Sfo), ac 23 (92^). Atque before i (conson.) occurs only in Martial.

Tacitus uses atque once, ac 16 times; Seneca (prose) and Suetonius

each use ac 10 times, aique never
;
Quintilian uses atque before

ieumam, i, 4, 5, ieiuni, 2, 25, i, ieiunum, 2, 8, 9, but has ac ieiuni,

10,2,17.

/: prose, aique 36 (11.3^), ac 281 (88.7^); poetry, atque 16

(25.8^), ac 46 (74.2^). In prose, then, ac before / is far more
common than atque \ atque, on the other hand, is used more than

twice as often in poetry as in prose. The following authors never

use aique -.^ Velleius (6), Plinius min. (6), Lucan (3), Silius

^ The number of occurrences of ac is placed in parentheses after the

name of each author.

^ Neue, Formenlehre^, II, p. 955, cites 7 passages from Cicero and 4 from

Caesar. For occurrences in the Silver Age, see p. 423.

^ The same plan of placing the number of occurrences of a^ in parenthe-

ses after the name of each author is followed in the discussion of each

letter.

27
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Italicus (28). Seneca (prose) uses atque only once, ac 51 times, in

his poetry atque but once, ac 7 times. Tacitus' preference is no less

clearly marked: atque but 3 times, ac 74 times. Juvenal and

Martial, however, use atque before / more frequently than ac\

Juvenal, atque 8 times, ac twice, Martial, atque 4 times, ac never.

In Petronius we find atque used 3 times, ac twice. The ratio in

Plinius mai. is as 19:71, in Quintilian, 5:28, in Suetonius, 3:28, and

in Persius, 1:7.

m-. prose, atq^ie 31 (6.5^), ac 443 (93.5^); poetry, atque 20

(19^), ac 83 (81^). In poetry atque is used about three times as

often as in prose. The following authors never use a/^«f: Velleius

(8), Petronius (18), Plinius min. (10), and Silius Italicus (32).

Seneca (prose) shows a marked fondness for ac before m, using

it 90 times, while we find atque only 3 times. This is also true in

the case of Tacitus who uses ac 103 times, atque but twice.

Plinius mai. uses atque 15 times, ac 96 times; in Quintilian the

figures are 8:36, in Suetonius, 2:61, in Valerius Flaccus, 7:9, in

Statius, 3:13, and in Juvenal, 4:11.

n\ prose, atque 37 (8.2^), ac 413 (91.8^); poetry, atque 6

(8.7^), ac 63 (91.3^). The usage of poetry and that of prose

nearly balance each other. The following authors never use

atque: Velleius (7), Petronius (15), Plinius min. (32), Suetonius

(97), Seneca, in poetry (7), Persius (i), Lucan (9); the following

use it but once: Seneca, in prose (31), Tacitus (79), Valerius

Flaccus (9), Silius Italicus (31). The fact that Quintilian uses

atque 4 times, ac 29 times, Tacitus atque once, ac 79 times, and

Suetonius atque never, ac 97 times, indicates the marked prefer-

ence for the use of ac before n which is noticeable in all the writers

of the Silver Age.

p\ Here the contrast is again marked: prose, a/^w<? 70(9.1^)

ac 698 (90.9^); poetry, atque 8 (6.7^), ac 112 (93.3^). Both

prose and poetry decidedly prefer the use of at before p. This

preference is further emphasized by the fact that the following

authors never use atque, while they employ ac with great fre-

quency as the figures in parentheses indicate: Valerius Maximus

(47), Seneca, in prose (100), in poetry (12), Petronius (9), Plinius

min. (39), and Silius Italicus (47). The ratio of atque to ac in

Plinius mai. is 36:144, in Quintilian, 15:63, in Tacitu?, 6:156, in

Suetonius, 9:119, in Lucan, 1:5, in Valerius Flaccus, 2:11, in

Statius, 1:27, in!^Martial, 1:0 and in Juvenal, 3:10.
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r\ prose, atqiie 17 (6.6^), ac 240 (93.4^); poetry, atque 14

(30.4^), ac 32 (69.6^). In prose therefore, ac is preferred before r.

The following writers use only ac, the figures in parentheses

showing the number of occurrences : Velleius (7), Valerius

Maximus (14), Seneca, in prose, (43), Plinius min. (9), and Lucan

(3). Plinius mai. uses atque 5 times and ac 73 times, Quintilian,

atque 8, ac 31, Tacitus, atque once, ac 33, and Silius Italicus, atque

^, ac 15 times. The preference for ac is marked in every writer

of this age except Valerius Flaccus, atqiie twice, ac twice, Statius,

ac once, atque once, and Juvenal, who reverses the usage,

employing atque 6 times and ac 4 times.

^ : A similar preference for ac occurs with this letter, the excess

being even greater than with r; prose, atque 35 (4.9^), ac 685

(95-1^); poetry, atque 25(17^), ac 121 (83^). Prose writers

prefer ac to atque before s in the ratio of 95 : 5. Atque is never

used^ by Velleius (18). Seneca, in prose (117), in poetry (15),

Petronius (6), Plinius min. (45), and Persius (2). Valerius Maxi-

mus uses atque but once, ac 31 times ; in Plinius mai. the ratio is

15: 144, in Quintilian, 11 : 76, in Tacitus, i : 132, in Suetonius,

7 : 116, in Lucan, i : 8, in Valerius Flaccus, 4 : 18, in Silius Italicus,

2:58, and in Statius, 3: 16. Martial and Juvenal are the only

exceptions to this rule, the former using atque 7 times, ac but

once, and the latter atque 8 times, ac 3 times.

t\ prose, atque 41 (11.3^), ac 322 (88.7^); poetry, atque 12

(12.5^), ac 84 (87.5^). As with n and r the usage of prose and

that of poetry almost balance each other, each showing a prefer-

ence for ac before /. Atque was never used by the following

writers : Velleius (8), Valerius Maximus C32), Seneca, in prose

(60), in poetry (15^, Petronius (6), Persius (i), Lucan (11), Silius

Italicus (26). Plinius min. uses atque once, «!^ 13 times, Sueto-

nius, atque oncQ, ac 39 times, and Statius, atque once, ac 12 times.

Atque before t does not appear in prose before Plinius mai. who
uses it 17 times, ac 58 times. Following Plinius, Quintilian uses

atque 5 times, ac 25 times, Tacitus atque 17 times, ac 80 times.

Atque in poetry appears as early as Seneca who uses it twice, ac

20 times, and reappears in Valerius Flaccus who uses it 3 times,

ac 8 times. Here, again. Martial and Juvenal depart from the

prevailing usage, the former^ using only atque, and but once,

^The figures for ac are given in parentheses.
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while in the latter author the two almost balance, aique being

used 5 times, ac 6 times.

•v\ prose, aique 33 (9.1^), ac 328 (90.9^); poetry, atqiie 11

(14.3^), ac 66 (85.7). The preference for ac before v is more
decided in prose than in poetry. Aique was never used by Va-

lerius Maximus (23), Petronius (4), Phaedrus (2), Statins (12), and

only once by Velleius (11), Seneca, in prose (56), in poetry (11),

and Valerius Flaccus (10). Plinius mai. uses aique 9 times, ac

70 times; for Quintilian the proportion is 9:44, for Tacitus, 4:76,

for Plinius min., 3:9, for Suetonius, 6:35, for Silius Italicus, 2:19

and for Juvenal, 3:7. Martial alone uses aique more frequently

than ac, though he uses atqtie only twice and does not employ ac.

What was the factor that determined whether aique or ac

should be used? Was it an inherent difference in the significa-

tion of these two forms or did the consonant which followed settle

the question ? It need hardly be said that the usage of prose alone

should be considered and this speaks in no uncertain tones. The
exact usage of the leading stylists of this age may be gathered

from the following statements:

Seneca (prose) never uses aique before the following conso-

nants:^ before b (18), d (Sg), p (100), r (43), s (iiy), / (60).'

Tacitus, before ^,has aique once, at 15 times, before m, aique twice,

ac 103 times, before «, aique once, ac 79 times, before p, aique 6,

ac 156 times, before r, aique once, ac 33 times, before s, aique

once, ac 132 times. Plinius min. never uses aique before d (12),

n (32), p (39) and s (45). Velleius before ^ has only ac, 18 times.

Valerius Maximus never uses aique before d (44), p (47), ^ (32),

V (23). Suetonius never has aique before consonantal z (10), or n

(97). In view of these results and the additional fact that in the prose

of this period aique is used 45 times before d, ac 409 times, 36

times before /, ac 281 times, and that before n, aiq7ie occurs in 8.7^

of the cases, before p, in 9.1^, before r, in 6.6^, and before s, in

only 4.9$^, the conclusion seems to be sufficiently clear that the

choice of aique or ac was determined by the consonant which

followed. In the case, however, of monosyllabic conjunctions,

adverbs, and prepositions, ac alone was used. Aique non is found

first in Plinius mai.;' aique si occurs in Sen. Ep. 102, 12 (245).

^ The number of occurrences of ac is given in parentheses.

^ Beforey he uses ac 62 times, atque once.

2 Cf. Schmalz, Lat. synt.^ p. 340.
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B. a) Atque before vowels

:

1. Atqiie in prose was used most frequently before the vowel

i (548 times); before e it occurs 269 times, before a, 239 times,

before u, 130 times and before 0, 77 times.

2. In poetry also atqzie was used most frequently before the

vowel i (284), then before a (254), o (133), e (96) and u (91).

3. Atque was used by Plinius mai. 59 times before <?, 37 of the

cases occurring before eiiam.

4. In prose, atque occurs before h 85 times, in poetry, 112

times/

5. In every prose writer except Plinius min. atque was used

most frequently before /. In this writer e leads with 31 instances,

followed by i with 21.

6. Plinius min. is the only prose writer who does not use atque

before o, Persius the only poet.'

b) Ac before vowels :

Here but one certain example occurs in Silver Latin : Plinius

mai. II, §174 has ac ardua with no variants. In XVI, §226,

Detlefsen reads ac in, but Mayhoff writes aut with D.^ In

XXIX, §50 again, Detlefsen reads ac una, Mayhoff denarii una.

In Seneca two bracketed passages occur, N. Q. 2, 31, i ac in-

laesis and Dial. 7, 22, 2 ac aniisso. Neue, Formenlehre, II,' p.

956, cites Quint. 12, 10, 77 ac oratorem. This is the reading of

Spalding, but Halm reads nee and Meister, following Haupt,

omits the conjunction.

C. Special consideration of ac before c, g and q :

The writers of the Silver Age used ac before gutturals much
more frequently than the writers of the best period,^ but as early

as Livy we find exceptions to the classical rule. H. J. Mueller*

says that Livy in the first decade uses ac before gutturals 43

^ Atque occurs only once each in Phaedrus, Persius, and Martial.

*As i and e are both palatal vowels and the e of atque %\\oxt, and as Quin-

tilian IX, 4, 34, in speaking of the ' vocalium concursus " says, " minima est

in duabus brevibus offensio," one would expect atque to be used more fre-

quently before * and e than before the guttural vowels o and u. The results

of my investigation substantiate this theory, for in prose and poetry atque

was used 832 times before /, 365 times before t, in all 1197 times, on the

other hand 210 times before and 221 times before u, in all 431 times or

approximately one-third as often.

3Cf. p. 413.

*Cf. H. J. Mueller, Z. f. d. GW. 1888, XIV, 102 ff.
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times, of which 19 are before the syllable con, and in the other

books 5 times, all with the same syllable.^

I. Ac before c.

Lucian Mueller, De Re Metr.* p. 502, cites ac cevei in Juvenal 9,

40, but Friedlaender, Jahn-Buecheler and Weidner all read et

cevet. Seneca has but one example. Dial. 8, 3, i ac con-; Quin-

tilian two, 5, 14, 31* and 10, i, 48, each before con-\ Tacitus five,

Agr. 10, 6 ac caelo, 31, 6 ac con-, 40, 11 ac com-, Hist. 4, 18, 23*

ac caeco, Ann. 12, 47, 12; Suetonius (Roth) five, Caes. 49 ac

Curio, Aug. 40 ac comitiis, Cal. 17 ac conchylii, ib. 50 ac circa,

Claud. \\ ac centurionibus.^

Plinius mai. is conspicuous among all writers of Latin literature

in the number of times that he uses ac before a word beginning

with c. His works show 17 certain, 13 probable and 5 doubtful

examples.

a. The 17 certain examples (without variants) are: H. loi ac

Castori ; VH. 168 ac ciborum ; XI. 220 ac ciborum ; XH. 4, 3 ac

cypiro; XV. 77 ac comitio ; XVI. 60 ac colore; 71 ac Cytoriis;

76 ac Candida; XVII. 253 ac cinere; XVIII. 59 ac cicer; XIX. 42

ac contumacem; XX. 15 ac coxendicum; XXX. 117 ac celerius;

XXXV. 5 ac circumferunt ; 80 ac curare ; XXXVI. 79 ac cepas

;

XXXVII. 4 ac colore.

1 In the 3rd decade, however, Livy uses ac before co7i- 3 times, 22, 30, 4 ;

38, 11; 47, 3; before gl- 22, 12 4; before gr- 27, 17, 10 (M. M.) ; 28,

42, 19; before eel- 26, 27, 16.

2 Omitted by Neue, Formenlehre, 11^, p. 956.

3 In Hist. 4, 81, 23 Halm 2 reads ae caeeo, but in his 4th edition he has

changed this to at caeeo, which is the reading of Meiser in the Baiter-

Orelli edition. In the two other uncertain passages, Ann. i, 8, 10 Nipper-

dey reads ae cohortes, Halm* aut eohortes, Ann. 11, 4, 3 Nipperdey ae

causa. Halm'* at causa.

*As is well known the text of Suetonius is in a deplorable condition.

Through the kindness of Professors Smith and Howard, of Harvard Uni-

versity, I am able to give a conspectus of the readings in the above pas-

sages : Caes. 49 aic V" V^ V* Par. 5801, ad A, at Par. 6116, a Par. 5801

;

Cal. 17 flc VO Par. 6116, Par. 5801, at A, Par. 5802; Cal. 50 of V » Par.

5801, ad A, at Par. 6116, Par. 5802 ; Claud. i\ acY^ A Par. 6116, Par. 5801,

Par. 5802. (Here A=Par. 61 15 (Memmianus) saec. IX Extr., Par. 61 16

saec. XII, Par. 5801 saec. ?, Par. 5802 saec. XIV; V^Vat. Lat. i860 saec.

XIV in.; Vi=Vat. Lat. 7310 saec. XIV in.; V4=Vat. Lat. 1904 saec. XI-

XII, but extending only to p. 120, 14 of Roth's edition.)
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h. The probable examples (read by both Detlefsen and May-
hoff) are: VIII. 223 ac conchylia ; X. 120 ac cibis ; XI. 231

ac cetera; XIV. 45 ac Corinthum ; XV. 10 ac cellis ; XVIII. 305
ac Cerinthi ; XXV. 119 ac ceteris; 141 ac contrahit; XXX, 55
accute; XXXIV. 128 ac Cadmeae ; 160 ac compescit; XXXV.
Ill ac concinnus ; XXXVII. 173 ac contra.

c. Read by Detlefsen alone : II. 219 ac circumcisura, Ac D %
a, r v.; XI. 222 ac cervorum D^ ad MR, at Mayhoff; XVI. 103

ac coactae ED.hae MayhofF; XXVIII. 187 ac Cinere V, Mayhoff
omits connective ; XXXII. 24 ac calcularum BS, <?/ Mayhoff.

In Plinius min. Pan. 30, Keil in ed. min. reads ac dementi, but

in ed. mai. changed the reading to ac detinenti.

In poetry there are but three examples, all with text variants:

Seneca Troad. 850 ac carens (ac Both., au at), Valerius Flaccus 4,

411 ac caeci (Saevi V), Statins Theb. 12, 33 ac ceteri (ac P, a/ w).

In each case ac is read in the latest Teubner text.

Summary: ac before c in prose: Seneca once, Quintilian twice,

Tacitus 5 times, Plinius mai. 30-35 times, Suetonius 5 times ; in

poetry: Seneca once, Valerius Flaccus once, and Statius once;

prose 43-48 times, poetry 3 (?) times.

2. Ac before g.^

This occurs 4 times in prose, once in poetry: Seneca Ep. 13. 3.

9 (ac gr-), Plinius mai. II. 135 (ac gelida), XXXIV. 114 (ac ge-

narum, Detlefsen, Mayhoff <?/ with C), Tacitus Ann. 12, 64, 13 (ac

Gnaei), and Silius Italicus 10, 363 (ac gelidis).

3. Ac before ^.^

Plinius mai. has 4 examples with no text variants, II. 200 (ac

quinquagies), 206 (ac quicquid), X. 157 (ac quaedam), XXXIII.

29 (ac quod) ; in XXV. 31 Detlefsen reads ac quale, but Mayhoff

au:l with NC.^ One example occurs in poetry, Valerius Flaccus

7, 267 (ac quem),

D. The usage of Tacitus shows some noteworthy phenomena:

i) Atgue before consonants."

While Tacitus uses atque most frequently in the Annales (41

Harper's Lat. Diet, says : " Before^, ac does not occur."

'Before q, ac does not occur," is quoted from Harper's Lat. Diet.

3 Plinius mai. uses atque also before q in II. 38, XXII. 95, XXXIII. 46,

XXXVI. 8. These, with Martial 11, 71, 3, form the only citations of the

usage from Silver Latin.

* Gerber and Greef, lex. Tac., omit Ann. 3, 16, 4 (before </) and 4, 10, 5.
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times out of i8o), in the Historiae he uses it but once 5, 12, 8,

and in his minor works only 3 times, Agr. 16, i in the formula

"his atque talibus," Dial. 15, 3 and 18, 25. In the following

table, the preponderance o{ ac (j6fo) is noteworthy:

atque ac

Annales 180 389
Historiae 62 300
Germania 7 48

Agricola 27 102

Dialogus 15 54
Total : atque 291, ac 893.

2) Atque before vowels occurs before z, 129 times (Ann.

81, Hist. 31, Germ. 3, Agr. 7, Dial. 7), before a, 50 times

(Ann. 23, Hist. 16, Germ, i, Agr. 6, Dial. 4), before o^

strange to say, 24 times (Ann. 13, Hist. 5, Germ, i, Agr. 5), before

e, 21 times (Ann. 10, Hist. 6, Germ. 2, Agr. 2, Dial, i), before Uy

II times (Ann. 7, Hist. 2, Agr. 2) and before h, 11 times (Ann. 5,

Hist. I, Agr. 4, Dial. i).

3) Ac occurs most frequently before p, 156 times (Ann. 74,

Hist. 54, Germ. 9, Agr. 13, Dial. 6), before s, 138 times (Ann. 57,

Hist. 44, Germ. 6, Agr. 21, Dial. 10), and before m, 102 times

(Ann. 50, Hist. 26, Germ. 4, Agr. 17, Dial. 5). It is found least

often before g, only once (Ann.), before c, 5 times (Ann. i. Hist.

I, Agr. 3), and before b, 14 times (Ann. 5, Hist. 4, Germ. 3^

Dial. 2).

4) Ac occurs most frequently in the Annales, Historiae, and

Germania before /and s, in the Agricola before ^ (21) and m (17),

and in the Dialogus before ^ (10) and v (^10), p being third with

6 occurrences.

5) Gerber and Greef say of<zc: "longe frequentissima est parti-

cula ante liquidas et litteras s, v." A more exact statement is that

ac occurs most frequently before p (156 times), before s (132)^

before m (103), before / (80), before « (79), before v (76) and

before / (74).
Summary:

i) In the Silver Age, atque : ac :: 37.4 : 62.6.

2) Atque in prose: atque in poetry : : 62 : 38.

3) In Seneca (prose) ac comprises 86^, in Tacitus 74.1^, in Sue-

tonius74.3^, inPlinius mai.63.8^, in Pliniusmin.69.9^,inQuintilian

56.7^, in Petronius 52.3^, in Velleius 67.85^, and in Valerius

Maximus 66.1^.
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4) In Martial ac is used but once, 9, 22, 15, and in Phaedrus

ac comprises 16.7^, in Juvenal, 27.4^^, in Statius, 32.5^, in Valerius

Flaccus, 35.3^, in Persius, 40^, in Lucan, 41^, in Silius Italicus,

43.9^, and in Seneca, 70.3^.

5) In prose ac occurs most frequently before p (698), j' (685),

and m (443); in poetry, before ^ (121),/ (112), / (84), and m (83).

6) Ac before ^ : a) in prose : Seneca once, Quintilian twice,

Tacitus 5 times, Suetonius 5 times, while PHnius mai. shows the

extraordinarily large number of 30-35^; b) in poetry: Seneca,

Valerius Flaccus and Statius once each.

7) yi^ before^: Seneca (epist.), Tacitus and Silius Italicus once

each, Plinius mai. once or twice.

8) Ac before q : Plinius mai. 4 times, Valerius Flaccus once.

9) Of ac before a vowel there is but one certain example

(Plin. mai. II. 174), though Detlefsen writes it in two other

passages of Pliny.

10) Atque was used three and one-half times as often before

vowels as before consonants.

11) Atque was used most frequently before i (548) and e (269)

in prose, and before i (284) and a (254) in poetry.

12) The choice of atque or ac before consonants was deter-

mined by the character of the consonant which followed.

The College of the City of New York. EmORY B. LeASE.

1 See p. 422 f.





INDICATIVE QUESTIONS WITH ^.7 AND ipa ^^Z

The first half of section 1603 of Goodwin's grammar reads as

follows :
" The principal direct interrogative particles are apa

and (chiefly poetic) ^. These imply nothing as to the answer

expected; but apa oi implies an affirmative answer and apa prj a

negative answer." The form of these statements leads one to

believe that apa firj is a common prose construction, and, conse-

quently, that the number of examples of apa prj in classical

prose exceeds the number of ^'s, whereas just the reverse is true.

In section 1015 of Hadley-Allen the sentence apa pfj Sia^dWea-Bat

Sd|€is; is citedwithouta hint as to the extent ofthe use of Spa prj either

in prose or poetry. Kiihner, 587, 11, speaks only of prj and has

only three words on this: "erst seit Aeschylus," though to be

sure, in 587, 14, he says that apa occurs " erst in der nachhome-

rischen Sprache." All other grammars, both German and English,

are as silent on this subject as Kuhner. The lexicons either

furnish little information or are misleading. (Cf. Amer. Journ. of

Philol. Ill, 515 and XIX, 233.) Commentaries show as little

sense of proportion in respect to the usage of these interrog-

ative particles as the grammarians.

Dyer on Apology 25 A remarks that " questions with prj take a

neg. answer for granted," and on Crito 44 E " apa prj looks for a

neg. answer, but it may also convey an insinuation that in spite of

the expected denial the facts really would justify an affirmative

answer." There is no intimation of the limitations of both prj and

Zpa fXTj. On apa fir] in Memorabilia II, 6, 34 Winans has nothing to

say; on IV,2, 10 he refersto the grammars of Goodwin and Hadley;

and on pr) in IV, 2, 12 to Goodwin's Moods and Tenses 46 n. 4,

1 My attention was first directed to this subject by Dr. C. W. E. Miller,

who pointed out to me the rare use of //^ (apa firf) as an interrogative

particle in Classical Greek, and told me that as the result o£ observations

in this direction he felt certain that, with the exception of perhaps a solitary

example in Demosthenes, the construction was not found in the Attic

orators, and that Plato was about the only prose writer that employed it to

any noteworthy extent.—J. E. H.
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where, he remarks, " another interpretation is given, however,

reading Suva/nat with Kiihn. and several MSS." But Goodwin
reads Si^i/w^at in the edition of 1890 (268).

With the exception of three examples in Xenophon, a^ta fi^ does

not occur in prose outside of Plato ; and in the 2442 pages of

the extant works of this author (Teubner text) only ten examples

of the construction are found, two of these being in spurious

dialogues (Anterastae and De Virtute). The Phaedo contains

three of the remainder ; two of these may be counted as one

—

64 C, where apa (jltj SXXo n rj is used and then repeated in toto in

resuming the question; the third is found in 103 C. The remain-

ing five are distributed as follows: Crito 44 E, Parmenides 163 C,

Charmides 174 A, Lysis 213 D, Republic 405 A. The indicative

is used in all the examples except the second one of Phaedo 64 C,

which has the subjunctive, like the examples of simple /x^' in

cautious questions.'

The frequency of occurrence of the interrogative particle apa,

alone and combined with ov, ye, ovv and pij, in the dialogues of

Plato may be seen from the following conspectus :
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Andocides having two examples (both without ov), Lysias seven

(one negative), Isocrates five (one neg.), Isaeus five (one neg.),

Lycurgus six (three negatives), Aeschines five (one neg.),

Hyperides four (all neg.), Dinarchus four (no negatives).

In the historians apa hardly makes its appearance—twice in

Herodotus (Spa III, 50; ap oh IX, 27) and only once in Thucyd-

ides (I, 75, I, where apa = ap oh, as in Sophocles, O. C. 753, 780,

Aristophanes, Birds 797).

Xenophon has go examples of Spa [36 of simple apa, 15 of ap' ov,

2 of apa pTj, 26 of ap' ovv (including one ap' olv ... prf), and 1 1 of apo

yc]. More than half of these (48) occur in the Memorabilia. The
rest appear as follows: Anab. 4, Cyropaed. 18, Hellen. i, minor

works 19. Of the 15 examples of ap oh, eight belong to the

Memorabilia, three to the Anabasis, one to the Cyropaedia and

three to the minor works. Ten examples of the combination ap' av

(followed by the optative) are found in the Cyropaedia alone.

The references for the three instances of apa pri are Mem. II, 6,

34; IV, 2, 10; and Anab. VII, 6, 5.

Interrogative /xij occurs neither in the orators ' nor in the his-

torians. Even pSw, which is commoner in Plato than prj and must

be regarded as differing from ^7) ovv (pSiv pi], pStv oh and pS)v ovv are

not rare), does not appear in the orators, historians or Xenophon.

There are twenty-four examples of pi) interrogative in Plato.

Of these the greatest number is in the Republic (6) ; the Protag-

oras comes next with five ; two each are found in Euthydemus,

Gorgias, Meno, and Apology ; one each in Phaedo and Hippias

Major, and three in the Theaetetus (not counting the repetition

in 146 E). In Meno 89 C (^pi) tovto oh KaXas (opokoyrja-apcv )) oh and

KoKas coalesce, as does oh and roiavrriv in Protagoras ^12 A pfj oh

roiai>TT}v vTroXap^dveis crou rrjp padrjfrtv etrecrOai J
(whlch, however,

Goodwin considers declarative). Over against these 24 examples

of pi) there are 83 instances of p&v, which include 28 occurrences

of pav oh, 5 of pS)v prf, and i8 of pS)i> ovv, this last embracing 8

instances of pa>v ovv oh.

^ There is an example oi pr/ with the past indie, in Dem. XX, 160 (rt; p^
KOI -a piXTiovT^ {^«'f ;), but the passage is possibly corrupt. The form of the

rhetorical viro(popd immediately following indicates that the preceding

question was not put as it appears in our MSS. Many readings suggest

themselves, e. g. ti Jet /cat ra heTCKovt'' f/dj;
;
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All the questions introduced by /xij in Xenophon occur in

Memorabilia IV, 2, 10 (except one in III, 11, 4 /^jj xf^pofexvai npesOt

and the four found here are merely a continuation of Socrates'

question 'Apa (j.tj larpos (SC. jSoiiXfi, or fnidvpe'is, yevf'adai) ;
^ ficov, aS

has been stated above, does not occur in Xenophon.
So much for the classical prose writers. Let us now direct

our attention to the poets. Though apa p.7) is, as we have seen,

rare in prose, it is still rarer in poetry, there being only three

examples in the whole range of epic, lyric and dramatic

literature. No instance can be cited from Homer ; none from the

melic poets; none from Aristophanes. It appears twice in

Sophocles (El. 446, Ant, 632) and once in Aeschylus (Septem

2083. As for ap' ov, Aeschylus has not a single example, Sophocles

but three, Euripides five, whereas Plato has 360. Simple apa

occurs ten times in Aeschylus ; there are 38 examples in Sophocles

and 52 in Euripides—just 100 in all. There are 48 Spa's (seven

of these followed by ov) in Aristophanes, but, as has been stated,

not a single apa firj.

Simple /Lti7 (without a preceding interrogative particle) is not

found before Aeschylus, and in all the tragic poets occurs but

six times, four of these being in Aeschylus (P. V. 247, 959, Pers.

344, Suppl. 295), one in Sophocles (Trach. 316)," one in Euripides

(Hipp. 799). In Aristophanes there is but one example, and that

is found in the brogue of the Scythian archer (Thesm. 11 14
(TKeyj/ai to kiktto' firf ti jjliktov iraiverat, y) . The Compound fxav, Oti

the other hand, (used only by the Attic writers), can not be

classed with htj, for, although it is not employed by any prose

writer except Plato, the particle occurs frequently in comedy (27

examples in Aristophanes) as well as in tragedy (41 examples).

The fact that n&v occurs 33 times in Euripides and only five and
three times in Sophocles and Aeschylus respectively (together

with its use in comedy and its absence from the orators and histo-

rians) seems to indicate that it belongs to the sermo familiaris.

^There is another example in the Oeconomicus (XII, i //^ ce KaTaKU?,vu

anievai 7/6?f /3ovX6/xevov;). This may, however, be taken as a hortatory sub-

junctive, and so Holden explains (although in his text the sentence is

interrogative), translating "let me not detain you," and referring to Goodwin

253 (1344). Kuhner and Dindorf regard the sentence as a question. In

Mem. IV, 2, 12 fi^ ovv . . . ov 6vvu/iai /cri. the mood is the subjunctive.

* The verb in this passage is unexpressed.
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MS>v ovv is found twice in Aeschylus and once in Euripides
; fimv ov

occurs but twice in the tragic poets (Eur. Med. 733, Troad. 714),

fiS>v fjLT] not at all.

The interrogative 7 occurs, of course, much more frequently

in the tragic poets than in prose (25 times in Aeschylus, 61 times

in Sophocles, and 74 times in Euripides). Aristophanes again

comes near the prose norm with hardly a dozen examples.

If I can trust to a rapid reading of Aristotle, neither fir] nor apa

fiTj appears in his writings. The same may be said of Callimachus,

ApoUonius Rhodius, Lycophron, Theocritus, Bion, Moschus,

Polybius, and Diodorus Siculus (2043 Teubner pages).^

In Theophrastus apa prj does not occur at all and prj is found

but once, and that in one of the Characters (iiepl Aoyonodas), where

the author is giving a sample of ordinary small talk, and puts

in the mouth of his character the words pf] Xe'yerai Kaivorepov; Im-

mediately thereafter FoSS would read p^ dyadd ye fan rd Xeyopeva ;

but the MSS have ku) prjv instead of pr].

Yet in spite of the fact that in the whole domain of Greek liter-

ature, from Homer down to the time of Christ, a period of one

thousand years, dpa pr) appears but three times in poetry and

II (13) times in prose, a celebrated scholar (Blaydes) desires

to emend a perfectly intelligible sentence in Sophocles apd pov

pepvrja-de; (O. T. I4O1) SO aS to read dpa pfj pepvTjcrde;

When we come to the New Testament we have a different story

to tell : pr] in questions is common—eight times in Matthew, four

in Mark, six in Luke, twenty-one in John, four in James, eight in

Romans, fourteen in I Corinthians and four in II Corinthians.

All of these are with the indicative. The sum total, then, of ques-

tions with pr] in the New Testament is sixty-nine, a greater number
than in all the prose and poetry of the ten centuries preceding.

All the examples oi pr] in the New Testament are found in eight

books, the four gospels containing more than half of the whole

number (39). About one-third of the number (21) are in John
alone. In about one-half of the cases (32) the verb is one of the

'Not unlike the behavior of dpa pij is that of aklo ti and dA/lo ti 7/. These

phrases do not appear to any extent outside of Plato. There is not a single

example in the orators except Lysias (two instances only, one of these in

a genuine speech and supporting the thesis that the phrase belongs to the

language of everyday life, the other in a spurious speech) and the un-

rhetorical orator, Andocides.
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three that are most common in the speech of everyday life (de,

ca?i, have). An even dozen of the /xij's appear in the form of /xij rt.

The double negative /u^ ou is found in Romans x, 18. The nega-

tive oix' is very frequently the introductory word of a sentence;

and apa ye is found in Acts viii, 30.

The behavior of the particles in later Greek is similar to their

conduct in the pre-Christian period. Dionysius of Halicarnassus,

who sought to revive a true standard of Attic prose, has not a

single example of either. In Plutarch (3670 pages in the Teubner

text) apa fit] does not occur (though apa alone does), /ur} only once,

Alexander XXVIII fxi) n av toiovtov 6 tov Aio?
;

In the sophist Dio Chrysostoinus we find two examples of apa firj

and six 01 firj : XXXII (683 R) apd ye prj AaKedcnp-oviovs fiipuade ', LVII

(296 R) apa p,fj dXa^ova nenoirjKe top NeVropa ," IX (294 R) /Ltij ovp

Bav/jLa^ovaiv avrov', X (306 R) yui) yap e'Kelvos eXvae to alVty/xa
J
XIV

(43" R} M*? °^'' ^^ 4'li^ eXevdepov eivai top ap8pa tovtop ', XXX (54" R)

dXXd jirj Ti Vfids eXt'TrfiJ XXXII (676 R) prj Ta S)Ta eTraXrjXinTai tS}p

eaei', LVIII (30I R) /^'7 '^^'' o-i^os ye alpel

;

Even Lucian, in spite of the fact that he wrote the best Attic

prose that had been written for four hundred years, is not fault-

less. He uses ^ir] for oi; but this should not surprise us, as he was

a man free from affectation and would naturally use the language

as it was spoken, so far as he could without being rude.^ But

Lucian is not fonder of the firj construction in questions than Dio

Chrysostomus,andin the 1301 pages of the Teubner edition not a

single example of apa p,r] can be found, firj occurs only eight

(really seven) times, as follows : p.T] opelpwp inoKpiTas Tivas 17/xaf

vneLXr](jiep', (^'Epvttpi.op I, 22 R.), 'AXXa pr]oveipos KoiTavTa eartp; (^'Opeipos

II, job), ai) 8e fir) Ka\ top 'ScoKpaTrjp avTOP Ka\ top TlXaToupa etSey ep TOis

veKpois', (^<^iXo\j/ev8i]s III, 52), 'aXXo fj-rj 'EpiiacppoBiTos el; ... p.}] ovp koI

(TV ToiovTOP Ti nenopdas] ('EraipKcoi Aoyot III, 291), pr] ti top TvaiboTpl^rjv

AioTinop Xtyeis', (Ibid. 3O5), fxr] ti 8ir]fxapTes jSaXtuc; {^ev8o(To4>ia-Tr]S III,

571), and one in the Pseudo-Lucianic dialogue ^iXoTraTpis (111,597),

fifj Tr)p TeTpoKTVP (pis Trjv Tlvdayopov', The particles pajr, apa and op'

OVP are found occasionally.

' Dindorf brackets the passage in which apa fiy with the subjunctive

occurs (XXVI, 524 R). Dio does not write as good Attic as Niebuhr

would have us believe. See Amer. Journ. of Philol. I, 48, 50, 53, 57.

2 See A. J. P. I, 47.

28
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Of the writers of the third century a. d. I selected Plotinus

and Philostratus for investigation. The chief representative

of Neo-Platonism uses opa, apa ye and ap' oi, but never fx^j or apa

fit). In Philostratus are found fiSiv, apa, ap' ov and rj ; and two ex-

amples of fir] : Ap. V, 33 prj pu^ov Ti rovTcov; V, 34 prj Ti rois elprjpevots

irpo<rTidr]s; In the thirty-ninth epistle another question (MjjS* ypdcf^av

(f)vyd8a dve^rj]) might be added to the number.

University of Cincinnati. J. -t^. rlARRY.



RIME-PARALLELISM IN OLD HIGH GERMAN
VERSE.

As is indicated in the first part of the title, Old High German
verse here means rimed verse, embracincr in addition to Otfrid the

following minor monuments: Ludwigslied, Georgslied, Petrus-

lied, Christus und die Samariterin, Psalm 138 and De Heinrico.

The date of composition of most of these minor poems is less

certain than that of Otfrid's Evangelienbuch. They probably,

however, all follow the latter in point of time, ranging from the

Ludwigslied of 881-882 to the De Heinrico of perhaps 984
(Koegel). In regard to length also the shorter poems are at a

considerable disadvantage as compared with Otfrid, the latter,

inclusive of the acrostics, numbering 7416 lines, ^ whereas the

longest of the minor poems, the Ludwigslied, has only 59 lines,

and the shortest, the Petruslied, barely nine lines.

By rime-parallelism is meant the joining in rime of words that

are from a morphological point of view, more especially in respect

to endings of declension and conjugation, parallel forms. Adverbs

in -<7, while strictly speaking not falling under this rubric, have

also been included. To illustrate the nature of this parallelism I

cite' a passage from Otfrid, III, 25, 15-26.

,,So quement Romani ouh ubar thaz, nement thaz lant allaz

joh ouh thes giflizent, iz italaz lazent;

Mit wafanu unsih thuingent, oba sies biginnent

;

mit kreftigera henti duent unsih elilenti.

Wanent sie bi notin, thaz wir then urheiz datin,

joh wir thes biginnen, thaz widar in ringen."

Gab einer tho girati thuruh thaz heroti,

bihiaz sih ther thes wares, ther biscof was thes jares.

„ Ni bithenket," quad, „in wara unserero alio zala,

joh ir ouh wiht thes ni ahtot ouh drof es ni bidrahtot,

Thaz baz ist, man biwerbe, thaz ein man bi unsih sterbe,

joh einer bi unsih dowe, ther Hut sih thes gifrowe."

^The figures of Wilmanns, ZfdA. xvi, 117 are not altogether correct.

'Quotations from Otfrid are from Erdmann's large edition.
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This is evidently rime in a most rudimentary state. In relation

to rime proper—be it stem- or suffix-rime—it is a veritable pons

asinorum. Did the poet realize this and did he attempt to count-

eract the effect by including in the rime the root-syllables of the

words in question, in addition to the suffix-syllables ? This could

only be determined by computing the proportion that parallel

rimes in which the rime embraces more than one syllable bear to

such as are non-parallel.^ There is, however, no likelihood that

there was such an effort on the part of the poet : the frequency of

the phenomenon would in itself seem to preclude such a view.

While, therefore, the underlying principle is to a certain extent

the same as that on which the use of identical rime in classical

Middle High German poetry is based, there are yet decided

differences: i. In the case of rime-parallelism complete identity

of sound does not necessarily, or even customarily, follow. 2. It

is not a mere makeshift, but is characteristic of the verse.

Granted that parallel suffix-rime represents rime in a rudimentary

state of development, and that is characteristic of Otfrid's verse

^If additional evidence that rime-parallelism is a real factor in the

make-up of Otfrid's verse is demanded, it may be gathered from an exam-

ination of individual rime-groups. Rimes in -it afford an example. There

are 324 such rimes (162 rime-pairs) in Otfrid. Of these, forms of the third

person singular constitute the larger part: 219 altogether. Now 172 of

these latter are found joined in parallel rime, and in the case of two other

rime-pairs we find a third person singular linked with quit, which on

account of the difference in quantity has, as noted below, not been classed

as parallel rime. In other words, of 219 forms of the third person singular,

there are only 43 rimes that are each joined in rime with one of the remain-

ing 105 forms in -it. Similarly in the case of the weak uninflected past par-

ticiples. We find 70 of these in rime position, 32 being linked in parallel

rime, 38 riming each with one of the remaining 254 forms. An examination

of rimes in -an yields similar results. There are 422 such rimes, made up in

part of 124 infinitives (exclusive of /w?-verbs), 80 past participles and 67

accusatives singular. Of the infinitives 74 are parallel, of the past par-

ticiples 46, and of the accusatives 40, leaving 50 infinitives, 34 past

participles and 27 accusatives, with rime facilities respectively of 298, 342

and 355. For the completeness of these statistics I rely upon Ingenbleek's

Reimlexikon zu Otfrid, QuF. xxxvii.

It is also interesting to note that parallel rimes otherwise uncommon,

when once occurring, are apt to be 'bunched'— an evidence of the psycho-

logical element involved in the phenomenon. For examples see Otfrid I,

4, 68 £E.; II, 4, 62 and 64 ; II, 4, 92 and 96 ; IV, 18, 27 ff.; V, 6, 36 ff.
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in so far as the latter is suffix- and not stem-rime, some light

would seem to be thrown on the much mooted question of the

origin of rime in German. If end-rime in German is, in respect

to its origin, as ancient as alliterative rime, and if at the time of

Otfrid it had passed through centuries of growth and cultivation,

how is this primitive condition to be explained?

There are a number of difficulties encountered in determining

just what constitutes parallelism of rime. If our theory as to its

nature be correct, then such parallelism is to be assumed wher-

ever in the mind of the poet the forms were regarded as parallel.

This involves, however, practically a reconstruction of the declen-

sional and conjugational groups of Old High German Grammar,
a reconstruction in which the psychological element must needs play

an important part. In addition, the question ofrimes betweenshort

and long vowels is of some consequence. Whether e. g. such

forms as zellen and farhi are to be considered parallel when
linked in rime, depends upon whether we believe with Zarncke

and Koegel that quantity plays no part in Otfrid's rimes, or with

Wilmanns, Paul and Zwierzina that long and short vowels are in

the Evangelienbuch not joined in rime indiscriminately. I am
of the latter opinion and I should therefore not regard zellen and

farin as constituting parallel rimes.^

Two kinds of parallelism may be distinguished. In the first

of these the riming words conform merely from a morphological

^ The grouping adopted in determining what is parallel in the doubtful

noun-classes is as follows : a) Masculine -a, -ja and -wa stems ; mascu-

line -i stems (sing.), neuter -a and -wa stems, b) Masculine -ja stems and

neuter -ja stems, c) Feminine -6 and -jo stems.

Masculine and neuter nouns have consistently been kept apart from

feminine nouns. Neuter -o stems and -jo stems have also not been
classed as parallel. Personal pronouns (i, 2, 3 person and reflexive), in

view of the identity of stem and ending in a majority of the forms, have

likewise been ruled out. As indicated above, forms known to differ in

quantity have in no case been accounted parallel. Different cases (nom.

and ace. pi., etc.) and different persons ( i and 3 person, singular and plural)

have been kept separate. Adjectives (possessive pronouns, demonstrative

pronouns, participles) have been regarded as parallel with nouns of iden-

tical case, case-ending and number. This does not include such forms as

min, thin, etc., but only those that clearly show a case-ending. Where
the endings of adjective and noun essentially differed, the forms have not

been classed as parallel, even though the final vowel was the same.
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point of view, in the second there is syntactical as well as mor-

phological agreement. The former of these is by far the more

common. Where syntactical correspondence exists, it is, of

course, possible that a distinct stylistic effect has been aimed

at, and at times this does seem to be actually the case, although

the instances are comparatively rare.^ There is some ground, I

think, for finding a connection between the principle of variation

as observed in alliterative verse and this latter form of syntactical

rime-parallelism.''

It is natural to inquire whether a study of parallel rime in Otfrid

throws any light upon the order in which the different portions

of the work were composed. The complete statistic, giving the

percentage of the parallel rimes to the total number of lines in

each chapter, is as follows :

L, 21.9; S, 22.9; H, 23.8.

I, I, 33.3; 2, 27.6; 3, 24; 4, 32.6; 5, 31.9; 6, 33.3; 7, 17.9;

8, 32.1; 9, 22.5; 10, 25; II, 37.1; 12, 17.6; 13, 45.8; 14, 25;

15.30; 16,35.7; 17,26.9:18,17.4; 19, 2S.6; 20, 38.9; 21, 18.75;

22, 24.2; 23, 35.9; 24,30; 25, 16.7; 26, 21.4; 27, 34.3; 28, 15.

Average, 29.1.

II, I, 42 ; 2, 28.9 ; 3, 22.2 ; 4, 28.7 ; 5, 32.1 ; 6, 34.5 ; 7, 38.2

8, 26.8; 9, 29.6; 10, 50; II, 32.4; 12, 41.7; 13, 42.5; 14, 26.2

15,25; 16,32.5; 17,29.2; 18,33.3; 19,17-9; 20, 35.7; 21, 29.5

22, 35.7; 23. 16.7; 24, 26.1. Average, 31.4.

111,1,36.4; 2,28.9; 3,28.6; 4,39.6; 5,13.6; 6,32.1; 7,31.1

8,32; 9. 30; 10. 21.7; II, 43-75; 12, 38.6; 13, 29.3; 14, 37.5

15, 36.5; 16,33.8; 17,32.9; 18, 31-1; 19, 23.7; 20, 28.5; 21,30.6

22, 32.4; 23, 30; 24, 28.6; 25, 45; 26, 32.9. Average, 32.

IV, I, 35.2; 2, 41.2; 3, 12.5; 4,38.2; 5,33.3; 6,42.9; 7,30.4

8, 35-7; 9, 38.2; 10,37.5; 11,19.2; 12,20.3; 13,25.9; 14,27.8

15, 23.4; 16, 33.9; 17,43-75; 18, 19; 19, 31-6; 20, 32.5; 21, 19.4

22, 20.6; 23, 13.6; 24, 18.4; 25, 35.7; 26, 32.7; 27, 30; 28, 37.5

29, 32.8; 30, 19.4; 31, 13.9; 32, 33.3; 33, 30; 34, 19.2; 35, 43.2

36, 45.8 ; 37, 32.6. Average, 29.7.

V, I, 35.4; 2, 16.7; 3, 40; 4, 28.1; 5, 13.6; 6, 30.6; 7, 28.8

8, 20.7; 9, 32.1; 10, 33.3; II, 42; 12, 23; 13, 33.3; 14, 16.7

> See the refrains, Otfrid II, i, 16, ff., and V, 15, 9; 21; 35.

2 For the connection between parallelism of expression in Otfrid and

variation in alliterative poetry see P. SchUtze, Beitrage zur Poetik Otfrids,

Kiel, 1887.
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15,26.1; 16,30.4; 17, 30; 18, 18.75; 19, 15.2; 20, 33.6; 21, 19.2;

22, 18.75; 23, 31.2; 24, 18.2; 25, 30.8. Average, 28.5.

Average for the whole EvangeHenbuch, exclusive of the

acrostics, 30.2.

It will be seen that taking each book as a whole the differences

in percentage are very slight. Individual chapters show consid-

erable variation, the range being from 12.5 in IV, 3 to 50 in II,

10. There are twenty-five chapters with a ratio below twenty,

and fourteen with a ratio of forty and over. It is to be observed,

however, that nearly all the chapters that show an abnormally

low percentage are extremely short, only four out of twenty-five

containing forty lines or over.' This observation does not, in the

same degree at least, apply to the chapters showing a high ratio

:

seven out of fourteen contain forty lines or over.

In view of these facts, it is manifestly impossible to base on this

single criterion a new theory as to the order in which Otfrid's

work was produced. Nor can the test be made use of to corrob-

orate, to any extent, the results arrived at by others. To take,

for example, the theory expounded by Erdmann on pages

Ixv-vi of his Introduction. He there distinguishes four groups :

A. Friiheste Versuche (noch ohne merkliche Beziehung auf

das Gesammtwerk).

B. AUmahlich durchgefiihrte Ausarbeitung des Evangelien-

buchs.

C. Selbstandige Stiicke . . . zur Abrundung und Ausfiillung

in das Werk aufgenommen.

D. Letzte, bei der Schlussredaction hinzugefiigte Stucke und

Anhange.

Without attempting to distinguish B and C from each other

or from A and D, we should at any rate expect to find a differ-

ence in ratio 'of parallel rimes between groups A and D. Such

is not, however, the case. In the nine (entire) chapters which

Erdmann groups under A, the range is from 17.9 to 35.7, in the

twelve (entire) chapters under D, from 18.2 to 42.9.

I do not believe, therefore, that any theory of order of compo-

sition can be based on this statistic, any more than on that

of Wilmanns, ZfdA., XVI, 117, for stem-rime. Wilmanns there

computes for the different books the proportion of rimes in which

^ The average length of a chapter is about fifty-one lines.
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at least one rime-word is a root-syllable to the total number of

couplets and finds it varying from 20.4 in Book I to 30.3 in

Book III. His percentages are as follows: I, 20.4; II, 29.8;

III, 30.3; IV, 28,9; V, 26.8. From this Wilmanns concludes

that Books I and V were composed first. It would seem, how-

ever, that first of all no importance can be attached to the slight

difference in percentage between Books IV and V, 26.8 (more

correctly 26.9) and 28.9, when none is attached by Wilmanns
himself to that between the 28.9 of Book IV and the 30.3 of

Book III. Furthermore, the whole argument begs the question

whether books or chapters constituted the unit of composition.

Erdmann, as we have seen, practically assumes the latter, and

this would seem to be the only sound method of procedure, as

long as the opposite has not been proved. In the third place, it

does not appear why rimes extending over more than one syl-

lable should be classified as suffix-rime rather than as stem-rime.

As Wilmanns gives only the sum-total of his figures there is no

way in which his grouping can be altered. The subject of

stem-rime and suffix-rime will again be touched upon below.

How do the results for Olfrid compare with the technic of the

minor poems? The poem entitled De Heinrico does not come
in for consideration on account of its mixture of German and

Latin. Nor is any importance to be attached to the extremely

short Petruslied, consisting as it does—exclusive of the refrain—of

some six lines. The tabulated results are as follows

:

Otfrid 30.2

Ludwigslied . . . .22
Georgslied^ .... 42.1

Petruslied .... 16.7

Christus u. d. S. . . . 12.9

Psalm 138 . . . • 5-7

The arrangement is a chronological one. To do away with

a possible element of subjectiveness, Koegel's conclusions as

^ In judging the result for the Georgslied the presence of a refrain (selbo:

Gorio), which in slightly varying forms occurs four times (6, 11, 48,55),

must perhaps be borne in mind. Not counting these the ratio would be

35.1. The poem has, however, also numerous refrains without parallelism

(16, 21, 26-8, 33-5, 41-3), so that after all it can perhaps not be considered

a factor that affects the result.
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1

regards dating have been followed. The general trend is unmis-

takable : a gradual decrease in the use of parallel rimes. The
Ludwigslied and the Georgslied are grouped by the side of the

Evangelienbuch as opposed to Christus u. d. S. and the Psalm.

This difference may be brought out still more forcibly by an

examination of the passage in Otfrid's work (II, 14, 1-60) which

treats the same theme as Christus u. d. S. We find that Otfrid

here uses 33.3 per cent of parallel rimes, whereas the other poet,

treating the identical subject, uses but 12.9 per cent.

It is interesting to notice that this decrease in the use of rime-

parallelism is accompanied by, and finds a partial explanation in,

an increased use of stem-rime. For Otfrid I am here dependent

upon the statistic of Wilmanns. As indicated above, in the sense

that Wilmanns attaches to the term, stem-rime includes the rime

of root-syllable with root-syllable, as well as of root-syllable with

inflectional syllable. It does not include rimes extending over

two syllables. While I do not believe this classification to be the

best that could be made, I have yet followed it in the case of the

minor poems, in order to make a comparison with Otfrid possible.

The figures are

:

Stem-rime. Suffix-rime. [Parallel rimes.]

Otfrid,
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DID EURIPIDES WRITE aKvt,va>y HIPP. 1276?

Investigations in the Kynegetikos ascribed to Xenophon have

for some years led the present writer to observe with attention

the position of the dog in various periods of Greek life, and

in various departments of Greek letters. The following paper has

been prompted by the Tragic Dog.

There are two curious tales that have come down to us, perhaps

the mere symbolic expression of a passing fancy, perhaps sug-

gested by an actual tradition. Of Sophokles it is said (Diog.

Laert. 4, 20), Kara Tov KajjiiKov ra noirjfiara avrco kv(ov tis eSoKCt avfinoiuv

MoXoTTiKos ; while of Euripides Haigh (Tragic Drama of the Greeks)

quotes among others Sotades (Stob. Flor. 98, 9), Kvves ol Kara

QpaKTjv 'EvpmiSrjv tTptoyov.

Euripides, if any poet, challenges close investigation; his syntax

has the precision of a foreigner; point after point is made by strict

attention to his language; he himself was an unflinching critic

of minutiae (Ar. Ran. 801 6 yap Evpinidt]:
\
kqt enos ^aaavie'tv (f)r](Ti

ras TpaycpSlas' cf. 826 sqq.)- One may claim pardon then for going

into details ; but—to avert the omen—we shall take up only two

plays, the Hippolytos and the Bakchai, the other plays containing

for the most part only unimportant passages bearing on the case,

or points of negative value such as the impression created by

isolated expressions (drfpeveiv etc.) combined with the absence

of sustained allusion.

The Hippolytos (b. c. 428) one might reasonably expect to

show signs of interest in the chase more striking than those

of a landscape painter, for eiVopw (52-3)

(Tre(;i^oiira drjpaq /j.6x9ov iK?ie?i,onr6Ta

'Ittkoavtov,

Kapos \fKaK(v (vs. 55) is expressive enough of a troop of huntsmen,

X. being used of Skylla and her voice oarj a-KvXaiioi veoyiXrjs (cf.

hymn, in Herm. 145 uv8e Kvves XeXuKovTo). Eur. also uses the verb

(it is a specialty with him) in Alk. 345 sqq. ov yap ttot ovt' av

/Sap^iVou diyoip! en |
ovt' av (f)pev' i^aipoipi npos Ai^vp XaKelu

|
avXov,
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Perhaps in thus belittling his attempts at music Admetos but

shows a reversion to type when the social hand of his model wife

was no more in evidence.

Vs. 109 repTTPOV eK Kvvayias
|
rpcinf^a 7r\rjpr]s (cf. Bakch. 339, Soph.

Ai. 37) is a truism needing as little poetic imagination as ex-

perience.

V. 215. Phaidra. TvinireTe //.'' elg opog' el/u TrpoQ vXav

Kal Trapa tzevkuq, Iva dtjpo^dvoi

arei^ovcL nvvsg

jia7ualg eldcpoig kyxpip-T^Tofievar

npog deuv, ipa/uai Kval duv^ai

Kal napa xci-Tav ^av&av pltpai

Qeaaa?^dv opnaK', kwl/ioyxov exovc^

Nurse. t'c ttot', w re/cvov, raJe KT/paivetg;

Ti Kvvrjyeaiuv Kai aoi /xeHttj
; . . .

fyxpipnropevai is not particularly appropriate, davaa-o) is more
applicable to the voice of the dogs. Sophokles (Ai. 308) uses it

in Tekmessa's description of Aias in his woe, waiaas mpa 'dav^ev,

but CI. O. C 1623 (j^Beypa 8 f^alcfii'Tjs Tivos
\
Bav^fv avrov, coare Ttavras

opdias
I
(TT^a-ai (l)6^co Sela-avras e^ai(pvT}s rplxas, and doubtleSS 6a)vcr(Ta>

might convey the impression of ydgerlatein on the stage. At
any rate the speaker was not a sporting character, and the last line

of the quotation will not be insisted on. The opn-?;! apparently

formed a handy instrument for relieving the feelings upon an ox
(Hes. Op. 468), nor dare we press the hand that holds the intKoyxov

^eXos without caution. Kwr^yeaiov is frequent in Xen. Kyn. and a

fellow-demesman of Xenophon uses the word in a passage that

recalls at once the preamble to the Kynegetikos and its versatile

author (Isok. vii, 45).

V. 1 1 27. G) 6pv/ibg bpEoc, odi Kvvuv

o)Kvn66uv pira &f/pag evaipEv

AiKTvvvav afitfL aspvav,

reminds one of * 485 sqq., where Hera addresses Artemis with

the words : rj roi ^eKrepov fcrri Kar ovpea 6rjpas evaipfiv
(
dypon'pas t

f\d(f)ovs rj Kpeia-a-oaiv I(f)i paxfo-dai—q. V. and cf. Bakch. 984 with

2 488.

Now it may be subjective criticism, but to our mind none of

these passages strike the genuine note of the opening of Soph.

Aias; they are artistically appropriate in a play like the Hip-
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polytos, they are a literary necessity, perhaps, but they bear the

stamp of a iour de force.

V. 1274. dekyu J' epwf, cj fiaivonevq. upadig.

iZTavbg €(l)opfidc!i) xP'^'^^'P^VCi <l>'vaiv r'

bpEOKduv OKVfivuv tre'kayiuv 6' baa te ya Tpe<pei,

TCLV aWSfjEvog aktoq depKErai,

avdpng te.

The reading is that of v. Wilamowitz for MS a-KvXdKav. But just

as one would think twice about attempting solvere phaselon with

Euripides to show him how, so I doubt if Euripides knew enough

as a dog-man or cared enough as a litterateur to distinguish

the two.

Euripides (cf. Jebb, Soph. Ai. 591) is apt to echo contempo-

raries—a frequent occurrence among Greeks and Grecians, and

useful as a foundation upon which to build a superstructure of dates

although the experiment is dangerous. He sometimes impreg-

nates himself with predecessors (cf. Aisch. P. V. and Eur. Bakch.)

He is essentially literary. Given sufficient materials and leisure

one might show instance after instance of borrowing or acceptance

of suggestion. Many of his hunting metaphors have a prototype

in Homer or Aischylos—but often to his own detriment just as

Euripides' Cyclops has not the other side to his character as had

the author of t 447.

Eur. I. T. 284 Koi ^oa Kvvayos &s, [
UvXadrj, SeSopKas rrjvdf ; etC, IS

obscured, to say the least, by what follows, yet it reminds one

somehow of the poet's friend Sokrates. Plato has many queer

hunting expressions, but then Sokrates is whimsical and is not

above bewildering the object of his cross-examination by talking

about dogs with which Glaukon was intimate, and meaning the

while something transcendental (Rep, 459A ydnois re kq) nai8onouais;

TO TToiov, f(f)r];). Plato moreover reproduces the man who would not

venture beyond the city walls—the opening of the Parmenides

(126 E-127 C) shows a return to more vigorous pursuits.

A few scattered instances of metaphor and simile occur in

Med. 1374 (see Verrall ^<i^iv), Hek. 1172, 1265, and in I. T.

I. A. confines itself practically to 959 ^ twv ydfjLwp skuti p-vpiai Kopai
|

drjpSxTi XeKTpov Tovfiop, II62 andvinv 8e drjpevp. ai/8p\ TOi.avTr]v Xa^elv
\

SafMopra, reminding one of Hel. 63 dqpq yafxelp (X€, Hel. 314, 545,

where the occurrence of drjpav, etc. (in isolated instances) shows

perhaps the ' dominant note ' of Theoklymenos.
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On the other hand the Bakchai, written in Macedonia at the

close of the poet's life and exhibited in Athens about 406, is full

enough of reminiscences of the chase.

Whatever critical sentiments we may have as to the author-

ship of the Kynegetikos, this much may be said: the nature of

the dog as the product of the fancier, with a fancy price and a

fancy utility, compels the writer on the subject, if it be congenial

to him, if he be a sympathetic writer, to adopt a peculiar style

that will strike the uninitiated of any age as sophistic. This is all

the sophistry that there is in the Kynegetikos. The author knew
his subject at first hand even if as an amateur he is at fault at times

(probably in the time a bitch carries her puppies) and passes on a

story that would grace a Forster^s hut, yet the list of appropriate

names (7, 5) does not touch on literature or mythology, although

both might suggest good, sharp names for a hound. As to the

age at which the author wrote it—suppose the author of the

Kynegetikos to have become acquainted with Sokrates at 15, he

would feel decidedly old at 30 and would take pains to dedicate

his treatise to the young; still on the other hand an old man with

a hobby may write as youthfully as an Indian officer retired on

half-pay and golf-links. If Attica was depleted of hares during

the Peloponnesian war, Macedonia (Kyn. 11) afforded plenty

of game not so far beyond its borders (5th century), the main

difficulty being to find a man (dp^vcopo?) who spoke Greek (Kyn.

2, 3) and not a wretched patois. The point of view in top Kittov

TOP vnep rris MaKebovias (ii, i) is interesting as a date

—

Bakch. 337. opfif rbv 'Auraiuvog adTiiov /j.6pov,

bv ujuoGiTot cuvTiaKEQ ag idpeiparo

SisaTrdaavTO Kpeiaaov'' iv Kvvayiaiq

'AprifiiSog elvai KO/xirdaavT^ kv bpydaiv

are verses which prepare for the dominant note in the play in its

connection with mythology, with the theatre of action, with

possibly ever so slight a touch of real dpaveia, and opydaiv sounds

the keynote to Kyn. 9, 2. oKvXaKes has its sporting gender.

Passirig over 434, 435 uKpavd' (opprjcratiev would be interesting

if one could banish from mind Aisch. Cho. 882 a/cpaj/ra /Safco, where

^a^cD is the language of the dog but aKpavra not necessarily (cf.

6fjp for drjpiov). 732 eTTfo-de fxoi is all right if poi is ethic (Kyn.

6, 19). 848 et'y ^oXov Kadia-rarai perhaps echoes literary antecedents.
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V. 862 (cf. El. 859). ap' kv Tzavvvxioig X'''PO~'i

Bfiau VOTE XevKov

TrdJ' ava^aKxsvovaa, dipav

cif aWepa dpoccpoi'

p'mTova\ wf vefipo^ x^oepalg

ifiTrai^ovaa 2.£i/LiaKog ijdovalq,

fjviK' av (pojiEpav (pvyy

\ 6r/pav e^u <pvXaKdg

EVTV?,£KrUV vTzep dpKVUV,

Ouvcauv 6e Kwayerac

awreivy 6p6fiTj/ia kvvuv •

fioxOocg r' unvSpSiioiQ d£/l-

laq dpuaKEi TreSiov [or aEX?.ntg]

7rapa7vnTd/2inv, r/chjUEvn

(SpoTuv kprifuaiq

OKiapoKouov r' kv ipvEdtv vTiaq.

The picture is good and very complete. If we turn to Kyn. 9,

we may see in a^a rrj rjptpa (3) the reason for bpoatpov, and XelpaKos

suggests opyaSey (2) and Xeip-aves (ii). On the other hand " Der

Gegensatz von " rjSovais . . . /xo^^ot? . . . rj8np.epa " allein wiirde

geniigen, um Aristipp als den bekampften Gegner zu erkennen"

(cf. Hermes 25, 584), but apparently it doesn't. TreSlov rcapanorapiov:

cf. Kyn. 9, II, Trepi Tovs Xeifiwvas Koi ra pe'idpa, where ep rols spyois

also suggests ^porav eprjfxlais. But the peculiarly Euripidean trait

comes out in vnep apKvwv, for they did not use nets to catch ve^povs

nor e\d(j)ovs either, although the presence of the dpKvapos (9, 6)

possibly misled Euripides—in a passage that is an artist's trans-

lation of the chapter into verse.

Of course one has to be cautious in advancing any theories, or

rather hypotheses ; and if one insists on reading weighty philo-

sophic and eristic matter into the Kynegetikos, one must decide

against rhetoricians and Arrian, and not allow Xenophon or even

a contemporary to have exhibited this somewhat naive side (sed

quam nulla consequi affectatio possit) to his character. But

where earthquakes are expected true caution is shown in building

lightly.

Pentheus is discovered couchant on the limb of a tree; so it is

decided, v. 1142, that he must be a lion ; that was enough to ex-

asperate the most long-suffering of dogs

—

" EiaoKE (J^ 6aifi(j)v Evpi—id/j Evpsr' oXEd^pov

'AfKpifiiov CTvyvuv avnaaavn kvvuv.'''

The McGill Univ., Montreal. HeNRY N. SaNDERS.





THE PARTICIPLE IN APOLLONIUS RHODIUS.

In the introduction to his Graviniaiische Studie^i zu Apollonius

Rhodius, Wieyi, i8y8, Rzach, after speaking of the value of

Merkel's Prolego^nena for our knowledge of the vocabulary of

Apollonius, called attention to the lack of a systematic presenta-

tion of the grammar of this foremost representative of the

Alexandrian Epos. In these Studies the questions relating to

phonology and morphology received such a treatment at Rzach's

hands, but even at the present time a similar presentation of the

syntax is still wanting, although such a work would prove of value

not only for the text, interpretation and literary appreciation of

the poet, but also as a contribution to the Historical Syntax of the

Greek language. In addition to this it may be hoped that it would

occasionally, at least, afford glimpses of the state of the Homeric

text before Aristarchus and of the syntactical views of his prede-

cessors,—though from the nature of the problems the results in

this line, and in the line of textual criticism, cannot be expected

to prove as numerous and as valuable as those obtained from the

study of the poet's morphology.

Even for detailed treatment of single chapters of Apollonius'

syntax, I am able to cite only Wahlin, De ustc modorum apud
Apollonium Rhodium, Lundae, i8gi, and Apollonius Rhodizcs,

His Figures, Syntax^ arid Vocabulary, JohnsHopkins Disser-

tation, Baltimore, i8gI, by Chas. J. Goodwin, in which the syntax

of the final, conditional and temporal sentences receives such

consideration. The results are of interest as showing a general

faithfulness to Homeric usage combined with "a tendency to

develop the more unusual forms," and the occasional intrusion

of later usages, sometimes, as in the case of o0pa with the past

tenses of the indicative, with incongruous results. The parallelism

of this and the similar results that will be obtained in the syntax

of the participle with the poet's morphological usage will be noted

and I hope to show also cases of imitation of isolated syntactical

phenomena that may be compared with Rzach's observation,

Studien, pp. 9 /"., in regard to fpyofiepTjv and elpye, so that the con-
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elusion is, I believe, justifiable, that ApoUonius' knowledge and

imitation of Homeric syntax was in general not inferior to his

knowledge of Homeric morphology. In connection with his

method of work two other questions may be raised, whether he

did not sometimes, when conveniently possible, avoid constructions

not infrequent in Homer because they happened to coincide with

later prose usage, and whether, on the other hand, he did not

sometimes employ constructions borrowed from lyric or tragic

poetry. Apparent examples of both of these phenomena will be

cited below, though the passing of final judgment on their cause

must be reserved until we have a complete syntax of ApoUonius'

work.

In comparing the usage of the participle in ApoUonius with that

of Homer we may begin with the consideration of the frequency

of its occurrence as indicative of its stylistic effect. The facts for

ApoUonius are shown in the following table :
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The difference between the Homeric and the Attic use of the

participle may be stated in general by saying that the use of the

participle as the conscious abridgment of a finite clause is still

undeveloped in Homeric times, that the use of the genitive abso-

lute is neither so frequent nor so free as in Attic Greek, and that

the constructions of the supplementary and the adjectival participle

are not so widely extended. A consequence and at the same time

an indication of the non-development of the participle as the equiva-

lent of the finite verb is seen in the difficulty of its combination

with the negatives ov and /nij. This state of affairs is on the whole

reflected by Apollonius with considerable faithfulness—with how
much consciousness it is difficult to determine. That it is not

altogether the unconscious result of an effort to reproduce

Homeric modes of thought and expression is shown most clearly

by the treatment of the future participle which is confined within

limits considerably narrower than those of Homeric usage. The
image is, however, somewhat disturbed by Apollonius' lack of

appreciation of quantitative differences—note especially the Geni-

tive Absolute—and by the intrusion of constructions of later

development that had the merit of convenience.

The facts upon which these statements are based are presented

in the following sections. The order followed is that of the disser-

tation already cited, to which I must refer for the details of

Homeric usage. Apollonius has been cited by Merkel's Teubner

edition of 1897, in addition to which I have employed his large

edition of 1854, and that of Lehrs, the Didot edition of 1862.

Adversative Participle.

The examples of the adversative participle in which no particle

is added either to the participle or to the main verb are as follows:

I 140, 445, 602, 1037, II 73, 247, III 54, 682, 1069, IV 491,

791, 800, 1006, 1558, 1650. The adversative relation is then

merely an inference from a contrast suggested by the context,

and the examples are not always especially cogent.

In the following examples the adversative relation is indicated

by a Tre/j that emphasizes the participle itself or one of its modi-

fiers : I 99, 299, 896, 1199, 1340, II 27, 252, 260, 541, 1 112,

III 92, 408, 428, 584, 661, 782, 948, 1343, IV 813, 1146, 1166,

1527, 1647, 1674, 1734. Similar examples with Kai are III 719,

IV 31, 443, 834, 1252, 1456. Ka\ . . . TTep occurs I 484, 95O, IV

65 ; Kai nep Only III 525 ; ovde nep III 52O.
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In the following examples the particles that indicate the adver-

sative relation qualify the main verb :' xal oiy III 790; e>7r»j? I 314,

IV 797 ; «/:i7ra I 792. In some of the examples cited above a

double strengthening both of participle and main verb is found.

So I 299 ''^'' l^oipav Kara dvfiov avia^ovaa nep efMnris
\
TXijdi ^e'petc (cf. Ill

782) and IV 65 TerXadi S' efjLTrrjs \ /cat tiivvt^ nep eovaa (cf. I 484). In

IV 1 146 IS found tcr;^e 8 eKciaTTjv
\
alScas iepe'vrjv Trep ofius ini X^^P^

^aXeadai, where G has Spas, and so in III 948 peXnopevrjs TTfp Spas,

where L has opas.

Comparing these examples with the Homeric usage we find

that the construction does not occur quite so frequently in Apol-

lonius as in Homer in proportion to the bulk of the poems, nor is

the relative distribution between speech and narrative the same.

In Apollonius the two nearly balance—26 of the examples occur-

ring in the speeches and 29 in the narrative—while in the Iliad

about two-thirds of the examples and in the Odyssey five-sixths

are furnished by the speeches. This is partly due to the fact that

speeches do not constitute as large a proportion of the bulk of

the Argonautica, but in part also it is stylistic, indicating a greater

amount of tameness in Apollonius' speeches.

In the more frequent employment of the particles we find a

significant agreement with the Epic as against the Attic usage,

the proportion being but little different from that found in the

Odyssey. Of the different particles ntp has about the same large

predominance that is found in Homer, but Km . . . Trep instead of

being equal to Kal is only half as frequent. The single example

of Kai nep in imitation of the isolated Homeric example r^ 224 is a

syntactical phenomenon in line with Rzach's remarks on e'pyopevrjv

and elpye, 1. c, pp. 9 f.

The examples of opas can hardly be employed to strengthen

the reading of that particle in X 565 as the order of words serves

rather to recall Hesiod, Op. 20 ^ re Ka\ dndXapov nep Spas e'm epyov

eyeipei—an example, to be sure, that contains no participle. Note-

worthy also is the post-Homeric epna that our poet has borrowed

from a lyric or a tragic source.

As in Homer the present (43) and the perfect (7) largely

predominate. The aorists are such as approach the perfect in

^ References, however, in all cases are to the line containing the participle

in question.
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meaning (see Gildersleeve, Syntax § 248), the examples being

Qavovri II 260, and its synonyms (fidifitPT) III 790, Kara^ditiivoio III

782, ano(})dlfxtvos IV 1 5 27, and in addition avir]deis I 1340— all

of which conforms closely to the Homeric usage.

The Temporal Participle.

In a few cases the stress on the element of time that is apt

to be present in the tense of the participle is rendered clear

by a parallel or a contrasted clause. The examples are III 653

fJTOi OT Wvaeiev epvKe fiiv evSodev atSco? *
|
atdol d ipyofi4vr)v dpacrvs i^epor

orpvveaKev and IV 784, 1048. Sometimes such a force is suggested

by the concatenation of the participle and a preceding word, as in

the example just quoted and I 447, II 449, 498. More frequently

the presence of a word of temporal meaning—whether connected

with the participle or the main verb—causes its temporal force to

spread throughout the whole clause. This is plainest in those

cases in which a particle qualifying the main verb resumes a tem-

poral clause, as reas I 516 (the passage, however, is emended

by Merkel), avTUa II 562, 626, t6t' enuTa III 898 (following

the punctuation of Merkel's editio maior), en I 513, IV 926, en

pip I 644. To these may be added the cases in which en qualifies

the participle itself: I 195, II 433, 709 (bis), III 134, IV 38,

1 38 1. Similar examples are : with fjSr] III 1384, with peop (moj/)

I 125, 1003, III 690, 1383, IV 54, with (ov^nco II 116, IV 678

(bis), with Tore II 721, ndpos III 182, to Trpiu I 497. A similar effect

is sometimes produced by words that may be called temporal in

a wider sense, as hy alyj^a I 15, IV 681, drjvawp III 589, Xoiadia IV

472, Trpo (in TTpo . . . irriixapdiVTai) IV 558, ra Trpwra I I2I2. In SOme

cases also the meaning of the participle itself, e. g. fj^fja-as, is such

as to suggest the temporal meaning.

The treatment of p.e<T(Tr]yC(s') calls for separate mention. In

Homer it has, even in rj 195, only local meaning, in Apollonius it

undoubtedly has sometimes a temporal signification. The clearest

example is IV 579 avrUa 8' a(f)POi |
laxev avbpoper] fponf] p,ea-ar]yv Oiovrav

I
avbr^ev yXacbvprjs prjos 86pv. Here the poet seems to have en-

deavored to turn the Attic construction of fxira^v with the partici-

ple into Epic form. Similar examples with the present participle

are III 307, 665 (but cf. p. 463), 723. The same use seems

to be found with the aorist in II 337 and III 929, which is
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perhaps no more surprising than the Attic use of Snia with the

aorist participle. However, as other juxtapositions of fxeaa-rj-yv

and an aorist participle (II 269, III 1316) are clearly not temporal,

it is perhaps better to explain uta-ariyv in II 337 as local, and refer

it in III 929 to the general situation. In a similar way the Attic

construction of ddis with the participle is represented in I 688 by
npoaa though a Variant reading in L, kqI nepireWoufvov, is also

reported.

As examples of the temporal participle may be cited besides:

I 160, 378, 413, 892, 906, II 385, 416, 513, 751, 915, 1098, III

68, 264, 405, 741, 859-60, 876, 974. 992, 1079, 1383, IV 90, 358,

1 161, 1555, 1759. To these are to be added a number of tempo-

ral expressions cited under the head of the Genitive Absolute.

The use of the participle as a substitute for a temporal clause

developed early on account of the element of time in the tense

of the participle, and examples are by no means infrequent in the

Iliad. The chief difference between the use of Apollonius and

that of Homer is in the particles that are employed to emphasize

the temporal relation.

The Causal Participle.

A case in which the parallel constructions unmistakably show
the causal relation is III 620 t6v ^uvov fi* fboKrjafv vcfyfaranevai TOP

aed\ov
I

oiJrt /Ltd\ opfialvovra btpos Kpioio KopiitTcrai \ ov 8e ri toIo eKijri pera

TTToXiv AiTjTao
I

eXdepev, o<ppa 8e ktX. Other instances in which the

poet seems to have wished his readers to infer a causal relation

are: I 314, 840, 1161, 1179, 1252, II 235,419,873, III 596, IV

51, 1401, 1565. More doubtful examples are: I 103, 1241, 1286,

II 919, 1061, III 333.

Of particular interest are two passages in which are (IV 1439)
and ola (IV 1722) are added to the participle to mark the causal

relation in a way that is at variance with Homeric usage.

At this point may perhaps be mentioned the construction of the

participle with particles expressing a comparison, which some-

times appear to approach a causal value. In Homer are found

tor, ws re, ws el, wy et re; in ApoUonius none of these occur. But

there are found instead : as . . . wep I 764 (formed probably by

some such proportion as Kuinep: *ca» . . . irep = mairfp: as . . . nep);

Tjvre III 461, IV 1737 (jjvTf Kovprj approved of by Ziegler and read

by Lehrs has not sufficient MS authority although in my opinion
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either reading might be defended); oW re II 306, IV 997; olaTf.

I 991, III 618, IV 196, 318, 400. None of these words are

combined in Homer with a participle. The supposed approach

of such constructions—cf. Goodwin, Moods and Tenses § 874

—

towards the causal construction arises from the fact that in some
instances either view of the situation would be logically appropriate,

but the particle indicates clearly which concept the writer pre-

ferred. In a single passage Apollonius couples a participle with

an instrumental dative. The example is II 325 (cf. T 336), and

may be recorded here.

The Conditional Participle.

The clearest instances of this construction in Apollonius are

those in which we have two possible contingencies expressed

by contrasted participles. The examples are: IV 1104-5 irap-

BeviKTjv fi(t/ ioxxrav e«3 ano narpi KOfiiacrai
\
Wvvo}' XtKrpov Be aw avipt

TTopcraivovaav
\ ov fiiv eov iroaios voa(f)i(T(Tonai, which is repeated With

some variation IV 1116-7; and III 614-5 ^«"f ^«' M'" "<Txave

6vfi6v,
I

fiT] ncos Tje Trap alcrav iraxria fxtiki^airo
\
Trarpos arv^opevqv oKobv

)(6\ov, rje XiTTfaiv
\

eajro/iieVijf dptdrfKa Koi dpicfiada (pya neXoiTO, Ol a dif-

ferent type IS IV 402 avToi 8e (TTvyepm Kev oXoip.i6a ndvTis 6\i6pa>
\

fii^avres 8at x««paf' Here it is the optative with Kev that suggests

the possibility of the resolution of the participle into a conditional

clause. A similar suggestion is felt with greater or less force in

I 470, II 147, 805, III 703, IV 389, 501. In IV iioi and 1748

it is probably best to make the resolution as Lehrs does, but I see

no reason for following him in the resolution of IV 113—cf. IV
182—nor should I resolve I 765-6 nor IV 428-9, which are the

only other examples in which I can see the slightest possibility

of suggesting such a construction.

There remains II 192 oi 8e ns erXt]
| p^ kuI \evKaviT}v Se (f)Opevfi(vos

dW dno rrjXov
\
e(TTr}m, which if Conditional (ol de Kev erXijs would

rather have been expected) is the only example of prj with the

participle in Apollonius (for the possibility of another interpreta-

tion compare p. 462). In no case is the conditional relation

indicated by the addition of particles nor by a parallel clause

with ei and the finite verb, and while the construction is much
more frequent than in the Iliad, still, from the examples of the

negatived construction collected by Gallaway, 0?i the Use of pfj

with the Participle in Classical Greek, Baltimore, iSg'j, pp. 49 ff.>
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it may easily be inferred that the poet has not allowed himself

all the freedom of Attic usage, an inference that would be

strengthened if a complete collection of the examples of the

participle as the equivalent of a conditional clause were available.

Participle of Purpose.

The difference between the Epic and Attic use of the participle

is clearly marked in this category. For in the early Epic the use

of the future participle, especially in conjunction with wr, as a form

of oratio obliqua is conspicuous by its absence, and the future

participle is confined almost entirely to the use with verbs of

motion. It is evident from ApoUonius' work that he was conscious

of this difference, and also evident that he limited somewhat too

narrowly the Epic usage. For in the Argonautica the future

participle is used only with verbs of motion. Parallels for the

adjectival use of eVad/xfi'or are wanting, nor are there any for the

use of the future participle with so-called ellipsis of the article,

such as 2 3*^9 *"' '"^ KraviovTa KaTtura, '^ 379 eViS^jao/ieVoKriJ' eiKT-qVf

X 6o8 ale\ /SaXeojTi eoi/cwf, Or Hcs. S. 215 dnoppiyj/'OPTi eomais. AlsO

without parallel is the use E 46 = n 343 t6v ... vv^' "mnav eVi-

^rjtjofievov, for the form aXe^ofievov in IV 549 Kai flip enecf^vovlMevTopa,

dypavXoKTiv aXe^ofievov nepi ^ovdiv, which Lehrs translates by opitu-

laturum, is clearly a present in IV i486 dXe^o'/iei'os KaTenecfivev and

in the only passage in which it occurs in Homer, i 57 dXi^onevoi

fievopev. This may be taken as an indication that ApoUonius

considered the form fni^rja-opfvov in these passages as aoristic—

a

view which is supported by the context and against which there

is nothing to be urged except the evidently future sense in * 379.

For ApoUonius' use of sigmatic aorists with thematic vowel, cf.

Rzach, p. 144.

The examples of the nominative with verbs of motion are as

follows: with avTida IV 859; (/t€ra)/3atj/o) IV II75, I181 ; ei/ii IV

197, 740; {pfT)e\delv II 149, III 482; (daa(f))iKdv<o III 351, IV 541;

iKOfJirjP I 12, III 539; fifTaKidBo) IV 53I, Kiov II II73i Ke8dvvvpi II 136;

vavriWofiai III 62; ariWofiac II 1198. But a single example of the

' The examples are too numerous to warrant Monro's remark, p. 58 n.,

that the use is " hardly to be defended ". It may be noted, however, that

the examples come only from the latest parts of the Iliad, the Odyssey and

Hesiod.
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accusative occurs III 1172, where the participle is in agreement

with the subject of an infinitive, and it would seem not impossible

that this restriction was intentional on the part of Apollonius,

and rests on too narrow a conception of the Homeric usage. Of
particular mterest is IV 1 1 13 o-Iya S' khv KijpvKa KoXfaaafitvr] Trpocreeiirev

\

fl(Ti.v eTri(f)poavvrj(Tiv fnorpvvtovcra fiiyrjpai
\
Al(Tovi8i}v Kovpt], whlch IS m

evident imitation of T 120 airrj S' dyyeXeova-a Ala Kpuvlcova rrpoarji/Ba,

the future participle being justified by the motion implied in each

case in the context. Different is IV 248 ku). 8q ra fxev, Sa-a-a dvrjXrjv
\

Kovpt] TTOparaveovara TirvcrKero, ni]Te ris larap
\

f'lij QUae SdCYlficiUm puello,

instruciura paravit, for which should be read iropaalvovQa. The
reading of G IV 817, 1535, Trprjaovra, irpTjaovTos, which is adopted

by Merkel and Lehrs, also affords impossible syntax. Lehrs'

translation shows in the second example (the first can afford no

indication) a present participle. Merkel at IV 817 ascribes this

reading to the influence of Herodian; what Apollonius wrote he

considers uncertain, perhaps nprjacrovTa the reading of L. In IV

1535 either a present or an aorist participle is possible so that the

simplest emendation would be Trprjaavros, but in IV 817 a present

participle is (cf. p. 467) required. May it not be best to cut the

knot and read TrpTjdovTa even though the present stem occurs only

in the compound evenpridov II. 9 589.

There remains the question as to whether the present participle

is ever used by Apollonius in this construction instead of the

future. Of this no example occurs in the Iliad, nor is the sin-

gle example in Hesiod, Op. 85, very satisfactory. A number of

passages in Apollonius have been interpreted in this way but

unnecessarily, e. g. IV 1471 e^r; 8L^TjfjL€Pos 'Apyw, abierat quaesi-

turtis Argo (Lehrs); cf. II 697, IV 1150, and IV 483 to o-^t^

TrapdfpiKT] TfKfiap nfTiovaiv afipev. The fire need not be a signal for

them to return (accessuris) but rather a beacon for which to steer

as they return. So also IV 455, 6 8' is Xoxov rj^v 'irjamv
\
Sey/xci/of

"AyJAvprov, the lying in wait for Absyrtus is conceived not as the

purpose {excepturtis Absyrtuvi) but as commencing with the

going into ambush. Two more examples remain, I 209 »;/uop

t^T] Hu^o) Se Oeonporrlas f'peeivcov vavriXirjs, which should be rendered

"in quest of oracles " rather thsin " oraculum consuliurus^\ 2ind

703 opcro fxoi, 'icpivoT), Tov8 avipos avTioaaa, " ext . . . TOgatUTd^ in

which such an explanation is inadmissible. The form di/rido) is,

however, used by Homer not only as a present but also as a future
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(cf. La Roche, Einleitung § ii, Monro § 63, Vogrinz p. 133), so

that here and in III 879 I should assign the participle, against

Rzach p. 153, to the future and add the example to those cited

above.
Genitive Absolute.

This is the construction in which Apollonius varies most from

the Homeric usage. The reason is that the difference between

Homeric and later usage is largely a matter of quantity, and
hence could hardly be expected to find reflection in Apollonius.

Differences that are more easily observed, such as the exclusion

of the future participle from this construction, are maintained and

hence there can be no doubt that the solitary example IV 1535
is to be emended. The reading of the scholiast cfyvaavros tov ave'fiov

shows that he was dealing with a present participle, though to

read irpTjaavTos would be palaeographically the simplest correction.

No less than fifty-four examples are found in the Argonautica

that must be interpreted as genitives absolute—a number which in

proportion to the bulk of the work is about five times as great as

the number of occurrences in the Homeric poems. The examples

are as follows: Of the present participle, I 314, 452, 521, 588

(the scholiast gives a different but impossible interpretation), 651,

688, 757, 925, 1015, 1360, II 140, 147, 153, 195, 451, 496, 571,

753. 795. 805, 932, 963, III 864, 1385, IV 75, 241, 579, 835,

1157, 1214, 1462, 1535, 1580; of the perfect, II 905; and of the

aorist, I 456, 470, 513, 607, 1063, 1152, 1159, II 468, 642,

729, III 850, 1358, 1398, IV 163, 501, 668, 926, 1401, 1406,

1629. KeKkoiifvos II 642, IV 163, has been classed here although

the occurrence of KeKkofiai II 693 and /ce/cXerai I 716 renders the

classification doubtful.

The next question to arise is as to how those passages are to be

interpreted in which there is more or less possibility of finding a

word uponwhich the genitive may depend. In view of the number

of certain examples cited above I am of the opinion that the abso-

lute construction is to be accepted for Apollonius when the depend-

ence is at all strained and that it is by no means certain that even

such an example as II 1080 ot»j fie KXayyri 8i]0v neXti i^ Ofiahoio
I

avbpav

Kivvfiiva>v—although composed in imitation of such passages as K

523, X 605, ^ 412 and K 556, in which the genitive is undoubtedly

dependent—was not felt by the poet to contain a genitive absolute^

Instructive in this respect is II 107 tov S' aaaov Iovtos \
St^irep^
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oKavTis vTTfp o<^p\)oi ^aae x^ipl. To make the genitive depend on

6(fipvos is to my mind out of the question. The notable thing is

the ease with which an absolute construction might have been

avoided by writing tov S' iiaaov Uvra
\
ktK. And so, while in Ho-

meric poetry in a passage like II 594 eneyvdpnTOPTO 8( Kmnai
\
r^vre

KapnvXa ro^a, ^la^optvoov ijpcowi' the genitive would be dependent, I

should consider it in Apollonius a genitive absolute as Lehrs

translates it, and the same applies to I 934, III 782, IV 211 and

555. In I 544 the interpretation turns upon the meaning o( revxfa.

Lehrs interprets it as armamenta navis, but as it is difficult to un-

derstand how the poet could say of this oTpdnTf. 5' vn ijeXim (f)Xoyl

eUeXa, we must refer revxta to the armor which each hero had on

the seat by him (cf. 530), and the vtj6s lovarjs is genitive absolute.

The scholiast also refers revxea to armor. Less certain are III

709 and 805, while in I 1304 and II 572 (scholiast 6 tov Kvparos

d(j>p6s^ it seems best to accept the dependence of the genitive.

In IV 1459 Lehrs rightly recognizes a genitive absolute and

1 should do the same also in I 260, II 11 14 and IV 906.

In the last four passages the subject is omitted, but indisputable

examples of this will be cited below from Apollonius. This inter-

pretation of IV 1459 is strengthened by the parallel II 451, and that

of IV 906, by I 513. These last two passages, however, are of

especial interest. Both refer to the minstrel Orpheus, IV 906

o(pp' apv8is K\oveovTos fTTi^popecovTai aKovai,
\
Rpey/nw, I 5^3 '"''' ^ ciporov

Xrj^avros en irpovxovTo Kciprjva, and it Can hardly be a mere coincidence

that the most satisfactory example of the construction in Homer,

2 606 = 819 poKnrjs f^dpxovTos (sc. aoiSoO), also comes from the sphere

of music. The similar position in the verse and the fact that

Xri^apTos and f^dpxofTos are exact opposites strengthen this belief.

Its importance for the Homeric text is that it confirms the state-

ment (Athen. V, p. 181") that the reading before Aristarchus was

f^dpxovTos whereas our MSS have e^dpxovres with Aristarchus.

There remain a few passages in which there is the possibility of

the genitive depending on the verb of the sentence. These cases

are difficult to decide in the absence of any monograph to show

the use of the cases in Apollonius and especially the syntactical

influence possibly exerted upon him by the tragic poets. Thus

in II 73 we find ^ 8'
. . . dXia-Kei

|
Uptvov (fiopeeadai earn Toixoio KXvdupos.

Parallels for dXixTKeiu nvos can be found in Soph. Ant. 488, El. 627,

but the epic construction is the accusative. Similarly in IV 834,
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Kvnaros . . . vrja (raaxrefievai might be Compared with Soph. Ant.

1 162 (Tcofray . . . f'xdpmv . . . p^^ova (cf. Phil. Q 1 9), but Homeric usage

requires a preposition. The use of neiQofiaL with the genitive is

found in Eur. I. A. 726, is disputed at Thuc. 7, 73, 2, admitted for

Herodotus and said to occur as a variant in K 57. It seems nec-

essary to admit this construction in HI 308, though whether it

should be ascribed to the influence of Euripides, or taken as a

confirmation of the age of the variant at K 57, must remain an

open question. I should prefer to interpret HI 1054 as a genitive

absolute rather than as an ablatival genitive, though the absence

of earlier examples of the verb avavraxva must make the interpre-

tation doubtful.^

The addition of these examples raises the number of the occur-

rences of the genitive absolute to 71, comprising 47 presents, 2

perfects, 22 aorists. The proportion of present to aorist is prac-

tically the same as that found in the Homeric poems—a result

that is surprising when contrasted with the use of the tenses of the

participle after verbs of seeing.

The 'last step' in the development of the genitive absolute

is the omission of the subject. The occurrence of this for Homer
has been denied. The examples at best are rare, La Roche
citing only 2 606 = 819 and A 458 (cf also Spieker A. J. P. VI, p.

317). The genuineness of the first example is disputed and the

last could possibly be removed by reading (nrdaaavTi, the per-

missible hiatus being the cause of the corruption. In marked
contrast is the use of Apollonius. Cf. I 260, 513, II 153, 451,

642, 1 1 14, III 709 (??), 782, 805 (??), IV 211, 579, 906, 1406, 1459.

Other departures from early Epic usage may be noted in the

use of the relative as the subject in II 195, and in the fact that

the genitive absolute is somewhat more freely employed in other

than temporal relations. For the examples compare the preceding

sections. Noteworthy also is the use of neaarjyC, rrpoKa, en to mark
the temporal relation.

^ Since writing the above I have succeeded in obtaining a copy of the

dissertation De Apollonii Khodii casuum synlaxi comparato usti Homerico,

Lipsiae, iSSy, by Linsenbarth, which brings evidence of the influence of the

tragic poets on Apollonius. The author would apparently consider these

passages genitives absolute, as on p. 6 only examples of akvoKew with the

accusative are cited, and on p. 43 only III 1127 is given as an example
of caovv with the genitive. There is no mention of irei^ofiat with the

genitive nor of avacTaxvu,
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1

At this point may be cited the examples in which a participle

is employed in a case different from that of the pronoun with

which it might agree, as these are in imitation of passages in which

some would see the origin of the absolute construction. In three

passages, III 371, 1009, IV 170, the ethical dative ol is followed

by a genitive, and in another, II 393, we have a shift from the

accusative subject of an infinitive to a dative depending on xp"»
eVrt, as follows : atCka ri fj fie nd\iv XP^^^ a^ireadai,

|
• • • f^evfnovri

',

where Merkel, editio maior, and Lehrs follow G and the corrected

reading of L e^epenovTa, the original reading of L being a compen-

dium. Cf. p 555, ^ 206, the passages cited there by Ameis-

Hentze, and Monro §243 d.

In I 396 is found an example of the so-called nominative abso-

lute (cf. also IV 200). More interesting are the approaches to

a dative absolute, as, for example, IV 977 wktI 5' lovcrri as compared

with vvKTos lovcrrjs, but here I 1080 and II 942 point rather to

a temporal dative. Other examples are II 679, 728, 973, 1003,

1231, III 166. For Homeric parallels cf. Monro § 246. Of the

accusative absolute there is an example IV 417 el' Ktv ttws KTjpvKas

aTTep)(ofiivovs nenidoifii \
olodev oiov epoiai avvapdpriaat, entecraiv. As the

construction is hardly admissible, the passage needs emendation.

The reading of G anepxopevTj and the scholiast's unfortunately free

(fiiklav irpos avrov avvBcpevr} suggest a feminine participle such as

nepnofievr}. But as that would destroy the caesura it is perhaps

best to read ktjpvkos anepxopievov with but slight deviation from the

manuscripts.

Negative with the Participle.

Originally the participle, like other adjectives, was negatived

by composition with a negative prefix while the particles ov and

/i7, or rather the predecessors of these particles, were employed

only with finite verbs. The retiring of this first method of

negation in favor of the second goes, as Delbriick has shown,

Ver^leichende Syntax II 531, hand in hand with the approach

of the participle towards the nature of the finite verb. That this

process is but beginning in the early Epic poetry I have endeav-

ored to prove, and have found in this fact one of the strongest

reasons for believing that the participle was not felt by early

Epic poets as an equivalent of a subordinate clause.

I have also attempted to show that at a still earlier period the
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particles ol and /x^ were brought into contact with the participle

as the result of a process which we may term with Paul displace-

ment of the syntactical distribution, so that as a corollary of this

it must be admitted that the main verb of the sentence exerts an

influence on the negative of the participle—an explanation which

is sufficient (cf. Gildersleeve, A. J. P. XVIII 244) to account for

all cases of ^^ with the participle in Epic poetry.

That this should be faithfully reflected in the work of Apollo-

nius is hardly to be expected. What is merely external—the

rarity of examples of \i.ri with the participle—he has grasped and

imitated. For the construction there can be cited at most but two

passages in the Argonautica and of these examples one is not

satisfactory. This is IV 1019 "lara 8' Uphv (f)dos 'HeXioto
| . . . u^

fi€V iyibv edeXovaa avv dvdpaaip aWoSaTroicrip | KeWev d(pmpfj.T]dr)v. The
negative belongs logically to edfKovaa but formally to dcfxopurjdrjv,

otherwise we should have had the adhaerescent negative.^

The other passage is II 192 koL 8' em iivdaXerjv oS/xiyj; x^""' "* ^«'

Tty eVX;;
|

fiTj koX XfVKapirjv de cf)op€vfi€vos aX\ drro ttjKov
\ ccrrijcof. Lehrs

renders p.fi kuI . . . dXX' by nedum . . . adeo, giving it the sense of

/xij OTTO)? . . . akXdy for which I know no parallel, and making the

participle supplementary. One who is willing to introduce into

Apollonius a case of /u>/ with the participle as the equivalent of a

negative protasis of a conditional sentence—a construction not

found in Homer—may interpret ov hi n? eVXij as an apodosis with

K^v omitted (for other examples cf. Goodwin p. 24, where this

passage is not included), although it seems to me that the poet

would rather have written in that sense ov he k€p erXt]:. In either

event it is intended to match the one apparently real example of /i^

with the participle in Homer, namely h 684.

Of the examples with ov a number might be explained away as

due to displacement of the syntactical distribution (I 840, 1341,

II 873, III 84, 388), others as adhaerescent (I 1217, 1219, IV 491,

636, 983, 1564), but the number of examples that remain (I 1191

(bis), II 990, 1026, III 839, IV 670) especially with the adversative

(III 54, 520, 1221), the temporal (II 116, IV 676,678), and the

causal participles (II 235, III 620), are out of all proportion to the

' In T 262 IcTu . . . fiy fiEV iyu Kovpy BpiaTjiSi x^'-p' eT^iveiKa
\

ovr' Evvrjg

TTpocpaaiv Kexpni^ivoc ovts rev aXlov the participle seems added as an after-

thought and the force of the oath has not carried the negative ju^ through.
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Homeric usage and show how the syntax of Apollonius has been

influenced by the post-Homeric development of the participial

constructions.

The Supplementary Participle.

Verbs of Perception.

Subdividing according to the different senses and beginning

with the sense of sight, we find in Apollonius the following

instances of the supplementary participle after opau> and its

compounds:

Present: I 241, 323, 552, 633, 814, H 431, 562, 1035, HI 77,

490, 729, 827, IV 129, 185, 861, 973, 1193, 1245, 1478, 1719.

Aorist: H 1255, HI 702, 1378.

Perfect: I 1056, H 1148, HI 673, IV 1624.

After j/oeo) and etaroeoj, which, as in Homer (cf. La Roche at M
335), are used without any difference in meaning, are found the

following examples of the Present: I 322, 1230, II 1261, IV

872, and the following aoristic forms: ^akoiaav IV 724, XmovTes

I 1283, -nXonevos III 1 27, 1149, mcoj/ IV 752. In meaning, however,

fctcov is certainly a present. Cf especially Ap. I 391, < 574, it 156

and A 284, S 440, 6 286. -nXofievos is an isolated form, the aoristic

force of which (cf.'^uKrt fninXofievr] with wktI lovGii) may not be fully

felt, while the example in I 1283 is not a case of actual perception.

To these examples should most probably be added III 665 : rr^v 8e

Tis a(f)V(o
I
nvpofievrjv iMeaarjyvs iiriirpofioKoviT ivorjaev

|
S/iwawj', thougn

it is also possible to consider the participle as temporal and

depending directly upon e-mnpofiokovaa. After 6r]eop.ai are found the

following examples of the present, I 437, 438, 776; after 8oKevo>

is found the present in III 1055.

So far there is a close parallelism with the early Epic usage.

But no examples occur with either ddpea or Xevcraa, and on the

other hand we find no Homeric parallel to IV 318 old re drjpas
\
oa-

a-ofin'oi novTov fxeyaKrjTeos f'^aviovras, this Verb not being used in

Homer of actual perception, nor to the examples after SepKOfiai, IV

567, 864, 1047, which tend to show a loss of feeling for the original

meaning of the word and the employment of it merely as synony-

mous with opdci). In the case of nanraivo), however, this has not

happened and the examples of the participle after the verb, I 342,

II 35, 611, III 924, are not to be classed as supplementary,

though the last example approximates to such a usage. Finally
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I 1360 o\ hi xQovoi elaapexovcrav
|
aKrfjv e'/c koXttoio jiaX ivpeiav iaibeddai

I
<j)pa(T(Tdfj.evoi, Ku>nrj(Tiv afx rjeXia eneKiXo-av may be interpreted as

supplementary rather than adjectival. The closest Homeric paral-

lels are ^ 453 (f)pd<T(raTO 8' Imrov apinpenea Trpoxjxovra, which La Roche
correctly interprets as t^oxov in opposition to the Trporpexofra of the

Paraphrast and K 339 t6v 8e (f/pdaaro npoa-iovTa, where La Roche
makes the equation ^pao-aro = eporjaep. There is, however, no

reason for giving up the distinction between these verbs. Cf. La
Roche at 'i' 450.

In Homer these verbs of seeing are used only of actual percep-

tion. This is generally the case in Apollonius also, but we have

one instance of j/oeo denoting intellectual perception, I 1283 Trjfios

Tovs y eporjaap didpei^cn Xinopres—where the use of the nominative also

is a construction that developed in post-Homeric times—and one

example after fta-opdco, HI 77 oCero 8' dpTopevrjp''Hprjv edep elaopowaa,

which must be classed as intellectual perception since Hera has

expressed her request only in words and evidently without assum-

ing the posture of a suppliant. In the use of the tenses there is

quite a noticeable departure from the Homeric usage. The exam-

ples of actual perception in Apollonius include 34 present, 6

aorist and 4 perfect participles. Two out of the 6 examples of

the aorist are the isolated -nXofxepos forms but even including these

the present participle furnishes in round numbers four-fifths of the

instances of this construction as against three-fourths in Homer,

while the aorist participle instead of being nearly twice as frequent

as the perfect is only one and a half times as frequent. That is,

Apollonius has made no attempt to imitate the chief Homeric

peculiarity in this construction—the frequent use of the aorist

participle. In this respect his poem stands about on the level

of Attic poetry, which also employs the aorist participle to a

limited extent. Of the four examples of the aorist apart from the

two of -7rXo'/iej/o9, two are forced on the poet

—

vnepnTdjiepop, II 1255,

by the metrical impossibility of vnepneTOfxepop, hiappaia-dipras, III 702,

by the lack of a corresponding perfect, for 8iappaiop.epovs would

express an entirely different idea—but the third, di^apra III 1378,

is deliberately chosen as dlaa-ovTa would have fitted both metre

and sense. The passive of this construction is found in the use

of cfyaipofiai with the participle: II 6go, 1044, III 819, 956, IV i6oi.

Under the verbs of finding we have the following examples

:

after ivpicrKa II 781, IV 661, 850, 1122; after reV/ze I 908, III 249 (as
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emended), 1275, 1276, IV 537; after 6^w IV 1458. To these may
be added IV 1484, with which P 134 and tt 254 are to be com-
pared. The tense employed is always the present except for one

occurrence of the perfect, III 1275. The corresponding passive

construction, which occurs I 491 ^pafeo h\ onnas ;(ftpa? ffias (Toos

e^aXfoio,
I XP^"^ deanl^Q)!/ fKrajxaviov fj (^ei) Kiv aXarfi, IS WlthoUt

parallel in Homer.

As in Homer the verbs of hearing are used both of actual and

intellectual perception. The examples of actual perception are

all in the genitive, viz., after aKovfn I 278 (aorist), 1260 (present)

and after eniKXiKo I 1240 (present); the examples of intellectual

perception are III 352 aluv efiedev ^xiya 8v(TiJLfveovTas
|
lavpofiiiras and

914 o''' ^'^'? TTJvbe KacriyvTjTav ecraKOvaev
\

rjspirjv 'Ekuti;? upov p.iTa vijov

lovaav, and being both in the accusative show that in this con-

struction Apollonius has followed the Attic distinction of cases (cf.

Goodwin, Moods and Tenses § 886), which is at variance with

the Homeric usage.

Verbs of hearing or seeing may become verbs of knowing or

learning by hearsay or by sight and still figuratively retain the

construction of actual perception. The examples of this after

QKouci), dio), etVopdo) and j/oecD have already been noted. But this

opens the way for the analogical extension of this construction to

a variety of verbs denoting "to perceive," "to know," "to learn,"

"to think." Thus we find the participle after fVaici) I 1022, II

195, after olha I 135, II 66, III 175, IV 1317, after yiyvuxjKa III

972, after 8aT]aop,ai IV 235 (following Merkel's punctuation) and

7rpo8afjvai I 106, after BodixiTai III 954, and after fxavddva IV 1204.

Of these verbs Homer employs in this construction only aKovo),

olda and yiyvaxTKQ}, and in addition to these neldofiai with which no

participle is found in Apollonius. The construction is not only

more frequent in Apollonius in proportion to the bulk of his

work— 15 examples occurring in the Argonautica to 12 in the

Iliad and 21 in the Odyssey—but the use of the nominative (II

66, III 175, IV 235, 1204) is a marked variation from Homeric

usage.

Also without parallel in Homer is the further extension of

this use of the participle to verbs of "showing" IV 1415, and
" reminding" III 11 15. In I 1086 onl dea-niCovcra \

X^^iv dpii/ofie'vcov

dvefxav the Construction is avoided in a way that may be compared

with Homer's oaaofifvov . . . dvep.(x>v . . . Ke\(v6a.

30
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AANeANQ TYTXANfl ^-GANQ.

Noteworthy is the fact that the ordinary prose construction with

Tvyx^^^—of which but a single example | 334 :=t 291 is found in

Homer—does not occur in Apollonius. Nor does he employ rvx^v,

which is not found in Homer, except in the sense of "hitting"—

a

sense in which Apollonius would have had little occasion to use it.

With XavQavoi and (^Qavut the typical construction is identity of

tense and from this type there is no real variation in Homer. This

is also true of the examples with cj^ddvo) in Apollonius I 1209, II

587, IV 307, and of the following examples with Xapddva, II 539,

755, III 737, 779, IV 49. But in addition to these we have III

212 o(j)pa Xddoiev | KoXxcov fivpiov edvos es AlrjTao kiovtss, whlch showS

a rather mechanical treatment of kiwv according to its form rather

than its meaning (contrast jt 156 ovS' ap' 'kOtjvtjv \ \rj6ev dno inaQpoio

Ki^v ktK.). Also in II 226 we find the aorist combined with the

perfect participle

—

dWd Kt pela
|
avrhs ipov \e\d6oipi voov bopnoio

fieprjXais \
rj Keivas—a combination that is unavoidable, as either the

perfect of \av6dva> or the aorist of peKa would be un-Homeric.

The reverse construction occurs—always with coincidence of

tense—in III 280 \a6a,v, II43 vnocfiddpivov, IV 911 7rpo<p6dpevos.

The construction of cfyddva with the infinitive is found I 1189, IV

1766, and although the occurrence of the construction in Classic

Greek is considered more than doubtful by Goodwin, Moods and
Tenses § 903, 8, still Apollonius has a single Homeric parallel

(n 861).

Verbs of Beginning, Continuing, Ending and Enduring.

Of the participle with these verbs Apollonius contains the fol-

lowing examples : e^dpxopai I 362, pipuco III 7, avva I 600, fpriTvo) II

251, IV 1052, KaTeprjrva I 493, KaTtpvKco IV 1006 (possibly adversa-

tive), e^w I 391, II 463 and 577, loxdv(0 IV 108, Xrjya II 84, pfOlrjpt

IV 797, Xaxfyda IV817 (but cf p. 457), (IV 1416 is adjectival rather

than supplementary), rXdw II 192-3 (but cf. pp.455, 462), Kdpva IV

1326=1352. Periphrasis for dvanvfco (cf. a 8or) is found II 476
oil de Tis ^€v dvdnvfvcrit poyeovri. Similar IS IV II7 odi Trpwrop

KfK/xTjora yovvar tKopip-ev
\
varoicrtv (ftopecov ktX. (cf. K 20I and AmeiS-

Hentze at v 187, Anhang). Here may be added: I 973 ov Se vv

TTco nai8ecraiv dyaWopevos pepoprjTO (cf. I 646) and I II7I x^^P^^ y^P

^ The scholiast reads ayd}J\Ecdai.
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dr]dea-ov rjpefiiovvai. Worthy of notice also are I 1353, III 274, IV

192, in which we seem to have a contamination of this construc-

tion and a case construction (cf. fi 475-6).

The list of verbs used varies considerably from the Homeric

usage, most noticeably in the avoidance of Tvavut for which are

substituted (KaT)eprjTva), KaiepvKio, Xocfxia). The reason for this is

undoubtedly the fact that irava was also used in prose and that

Apollonius was seeking for what he considered more elevated

expressions. Notice, as a morphological parallel, the way in which

the late Epic poets avoid npos except when driven to it by the

exigencies of the metre (cf. La Roche, Wiener Studien XXII, p.

49). Except for two present-perfects XeXox^ipevoi III 7 and eVrrjw?

II 193 and one instance of klwv I 391, the participles, as was to be

expected, are all present participles. Hence II 230 ol Ke ns av8e

pivvvQa jSporav avaxoiro neXda-a-as must be interpreted as circum-

stantial, "No mortal could approach and endure it even for a

little while."

Verbs of Emotion.

The distinction between the circumstantial and supplementary

participle is extremely slight in verbs of this class. When either

the participle or the principal verb in a sentence denotes a state

of the feelings an extra-linguistic inference of a causal connection

is in many cases rendered particularly easy, and even the cases

of the closest fusion of verb and participle amount to hardly more

than this (cf. Goodwin, Moods and Tejises, § 882). Still the fol-

lowing examples may be cited here, and classified according to

the case of the participle :

The nominative occurs with dap^ico I 322, 550, II 923, III 923,

IV 184, 1 190, I361, eratpov II IO4O, a^opat. Ill 77, yriOia I 436, laivopai

III IOI9, iyyeXda III 64, f7re;^i7paTo IV 55, alBeopat IV IO47, avid^eaKov

III 1136, arvyta II 1199, and oXocfiipopai IV 1737 if Lehrs' reading

fjvTe Kovprj be retained. To these should be added II 583 ot 8'

e(n86vT(s
\
rjpva-av Xo^oXvi Kaprjacriv, and IV 170 ev 8e oi rjjop

\ ^"'Pf*

8epKopevT]s KaXov (reXas where the participle, although in the genitive,

qualifies the logical subject of the sentence (cf. Ill 1009).

With the genitive we find only a6epiCa> I 123, III 80, and the

curious passage IV 690 dprjxaveova-a KiovTcov "at a loss for their

coming," i. e., "wondering why they had come". In II 642 6 Sc

(f)pfvas fi>8ov Idvdr]
\
KeKXoptvav the participle is most probably a gen-

itive absolute.
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With the dative are found laivofxai II 163, dyaiojiat. Ill 1015,

)(0\60fJLUI. Ill 124«

With the accusative is used e^eaipa) IV 736, 1306, 1421, odvponai

I 1066.

Besides these are found a number of phrases with alpeu, e^M,

XafilSdva that serve as periphrases for verbs of emotion. An ex-

ample with the genitive of the participle—unless it be considered

a genitive absolute—is IV 555 airov irov fxeyaXaaTl biSovnoTos

'A-^vproio
I

Zfjpa deStv ^aaiXrja ^0X0? Xa/Sei/. The dative OCCUrs in II 775

(ixos 8' eXiv 'iipaK\Tji
\ Xeinofieva (changed, howevcr, to the genitive

by van Herwerden; cf. Rzach, Bursians Jahresbericht 38, p. 16),

but more frequently the accusative: IV 1243 axos 8' eXei/ daopouivTa^
;

so I 1054, II 19, 410, 577, 683, III 726, IV 582, 958.

Comparing these examples with the early Epic usage, the most

noticeable difference is the absence of
x^^'^P*^^

(except in IV 170

which is raised far above the prose level by the periphrasis) and

repTTOfiai, which is on a line with Apollonius' avoidance of nava with

the participle. In not using ^do/xai the poet comes closer to

the Homeric usage which affords but a single example of this

construction. aOeplC^ is also not employed by Homer with the

participle—nor is it construed with the genitive—but Apollonius

has given to it the construction of its synonyms. On the other

hand is to be noted the construction of the participle with albiofxai,

the earliest example of which is Kallinos i, 3.

The Adjectival Participle.

The clearest sign of the degradation of the participle to an ad-

jective is the formation from it of comparatives or adverbs. Of
this we have in Apollonius only one example k<Tavp.fva>s, which

occurs I 789, 1329, II 540, 896, 1174, 1248, III 840, IV 881, 1407,

1531, 1593. Next may be mentioned some words of a quasi-

participial nature

—

Kpeiav IV 1007, 1067 {^oss\h\y=.freydns; cf.

Brugmann, Grundr. II 404), Kptiova-a IV 572, fiedeovaa IV 915 (note

that it is construed like a noun with the genitive), ^advppeiovra

II 661 (cf. 797)' ^^P^ peovTa II 1264, tfXaSeti/a peovras III 532> 7rap(fia-

poaa-av III I279 (cf. I 788), fVKTipevrjs I 1355) ev(t)povfovcra III 997»

dfKovTi II 769 (cf. IV 1504)—which are used as adjectives.

The remaining instances of the attributive participle may be

classified into those in which the simple participle is used to qual-

ify the noun, and those in which it is employed to form a complex
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that is practically the equivalent of a compound adjective. Of
the first class we find: Present, aidonivoi^ I 518, 1 134, II 158,

III 848, IV 598,923, I416, ly ig, enavdiocovTas III 519, eiSiowvrt II

371, Kara^XaaKovTi IV 227, KfXdbcov I 5OI, IV I33, Koipaveovros IV 545'

KVfxaivovTi IV 609, XafiTTerornvTa III 1 36 1, Xafinonivriaiv III I355>

fieXaivofifVT]!' Ill 749> fj^vdocoaa IV I529, vevovras II I067, i/»;m(i;(o«/ros-

IV 866, opivofj-ivcop I 1086, n\ad6o)(rav II 664, ttXtjOovtos IV 1768, npovxf^f

I 925, IV 1 58 1, 1624, nvdofihoKTiv IV 1403, TT]KoiJLe'pco IV 1678,

TJ/Xe^aoira IV I423, rvc^oixevos IV I39, 621, (pXeyedovra III I4I>

;^j'oaoi'Taf II 43*

Perfect: dpiypo/xeV jji/ III 1335, aprjpas I ll6;^, I/I 1^2^, ^e^aprjora IV

1524, (eK)Yey(ia)f I 208, 233, 719, 975, III 244, 364, IO74, eaSdra II

35, eotKora I II4I, III 594, /c€>c^j;a)y III I34O, IV 1 16, /ce/coT/^dri IV

1086, p.(popp.ivov III 1 129, Trenpa fj.€ VI] II 817, TerXfjore? II 544> Terprjori

IV 156, Terpj;;t&>y I 1 167, III I392, TiTpvfxiva I II74.

Aorist: SiaKpivdevres I 856, davopTos I I350, Kap.6pT0)v II 1 276,

Karacfidiixepoio III 1 272, ovXd/xej/of I 802, II I53, II87, III 436, 677,

IV 446, 1009, 1250, 1483.

Examples of the second class are: Present, I 34, 37, 49, 411,

546, 935, 1076, 1191 (bis), II 739, 744, 1072, III 67, 410, 496,

839, 927, IV 221, 323, 788, 976. Perfect, I 52, 76, 147, 200, 508,

576. 595. 787. 938, II 26, 278, 552, 818, 1226, III 832, 1290, 1294,

IV 670, 675, 1463, 1559, 1583.

Of the participle employed as a substantive we have the follow-

ing examples with the article: III 174 6 Se alya v6ov ^ovXtjp t anepixav,

III 406 TOP 'EXXdSt KOipapeovra. In II 156, III 204, 42I, dpTjp (cf.

Gildersleeve, Sy7itax §31) takes the place of the article. Examples

without the article are more frequent: nepipauTaovres I 229, 941, II

911, dpfypofievoi II 673, vnfp^ia firjxapocopres III 583* appepa IV 237,

887, napeSpiocop II I04I, Sidvdixa Pcn-erdopTas III 990> '"'dpfopras II IO26,

Kcias ayfip Kpioio jtxe/nadraf II I20I, nvypa^fopra 11 785' C<^oVtwv (neuter}

IV 1507) vnoTpicra-avTos IV I505' &o.p6ptos IV 477) olxofiepoiai II 8421

(f)dip.€Poi(n II 891, lovaip III 9^7) 'J^fvBop.evois IV 263, enipiiraofiepoiaiv

IV 281, nXuovcriv (?) IV 525) dpTOfiipoicrip (?) IV 1553) ^aiopepois

(neuter) II 703) KarrjcpiocopTi I 461, fxaykopTi I 739) f^evenovTi I 7^4,

eVaiVo-oi/Ti (neuter) II 170, Tveptyvdfiy\ravTi II 364.

^ When several examples in different cases occur the participle is cited

only in the nominative singular masculine. Italicized examples contain

a parallel adjective.
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Of the participle used as a predicate with various forms of et/it

the following examples occur: of the aorist only apfxevov I 1290,

of the perfect eKyeyacores I 95 2> T^fpi- • • • eaKXrjaTes II 53, eXrjXcifjLevov

II 231, /3e0oXj;fte»'oi II 4^^) nporre(f)pn8ix€ifov III I314, TereXearnevos III

1^06, 8e8ar]fifvoi IV 1 276. In a number of Other cases the copula

is omitted and the participle itself takes the place of the finite

verb: ^(^o\T]p.evr] I 262, eoiKW? I 7^4) KvXivdofievov IV I52, app.evoi. IV

1459-

The examples show no noteworthy departure from the Homeric

syntax. The most interesting fact is the disappearance of many
of the most familiar epitheta ornantia, but that is a matter that

concerns ApoUonius' vocabulary rather than his syntax.

Catholic University of America. GeORGE MeLVILLE BOLLING.
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The Greek negatives are ever a fair subject for discussion, and

the pages following will take up once more the 'AXo^ai/SiaKor

<ro\oiKi(Tfius as illustrated by the usage of ten authors from Polybius

to Lucian. The /^ly's that have trenched on the ground of ov in

these ten have for most of them been collected in various places,

whereby the labor of him who would trace the growth of this en-

croachment is facilitated. All these collections could not be

obtained, so that I have in the main made my own collection,

which has been checked wherever possible. The limited space

precludes much discussion, but this is not necessary, inasmuch

as the encroachments of /x^ on ov in Later Greek have been

treated by Professor Gildersleeve in the first volume of the Amer-
ican Journal of Philology (pp. 45-57). No one has as yet set

forth in order the development of the encroachments of /i^ on ov

during the centuries preceding the full growth reached in Lucian

and the other Atticists.

Stephanus Byzantius (s. v. 'A\a^av8a) says, 'AXa^afSiaKos o-oXoi-

KicrfJios u>s ^iXo^evos ttjv 08vcrcreiav e'^rj-yovfj-evos, orav 17 firj anayopevais aiTi

Trjs ov Kfirai, a>s to firj 81 e'fJ-^v loTtjTa U.oaei8acov e'voaix^doiv. And Schmid,

Aiticismus ii 60Anm. 78, supposes that its prevalence was due to the

Alabandian rhetoricians Hierocles and Menecles, whose influence

was exerted in the first half of the century preceding the Christian

era. Whether the credit for the name Alabandian as applied to

this solecism is due to these two citizens of Alabanda, or not.

Professor Gildersleeve has shown in the article already cited that

there was always a common border-land between ov and firj, and

that the latter trespasses over this border-land by the extension

of usages at first legitimate. Brugmann, Griech. Gram.* p. 499,

adopts Professor Gildersleeve's view. To refer the encroachments

of nrj on oil to the desire to avoid hiatus shows little appreciation

of the problem, and does not account for the ^r/'s that are not used

to avoid the yawn, nor for the authors who had no regard for

proprieties.
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The encroachments in each author will be catalogued under his

name so as to indicate as much as possible the historical growth.

To begin with Polybius.

POLYBIUS.

For Polybius the figures of Birke are used, taken from his

dissertation De particularum nrj et ov usu Polybiayio Dionysiaco

Diodoreo Straboniano, Lipsiae, 1897. Birke's interpretation of

an encroachment is faulty, as he often disregards the context.

1. /L17 can be legitimately employed after a verb of saying, the

utterance striving to make good the statement. And the only

two instances of ^7 thus used in Polybius would be explained, were

his Greek classic. The two are after ^r/jitt, ii 49, 7 ; xiv 9, 9.

\4y(x> is followed by a negative only in the on oi construction.

The verba cogitandi, pofiiCco (xi 3, 6) and o'lofxai (i 37, 7), with fir}

are to be explained, the former by a preceding wore, the latter as

depending on 8elv. Boku efioiyf, ix 36, 2 = m/xiCco, A. J. P. i 49.

2. Two examples of the simple relative with ^irj are cited

by Birke, x 32, 9 and xviii 31, 7, the former being explained by
a preceding Set. /x^' after oaos (i 51, 12; x 35, 3; xvi 12, 6; 34, 11)

is not to be counted as an extension in Polybius, In general, firj

is more and more used after oaos, oi avoided.

3. The most certain intrusion o( fXTJ into the sphere of ov is with

the participle, most widely with the causal participle, which is an

extension of the conditional. Four such participles are cited : iv

24, 6 (o. o.) ; xii 16, 9; xviii 7, 5; 30, 10. But purely causal are

those with are: V 48, 10 (are fir)Bft>6s kcoXvovtos) ', 67, II ; viii I9,

9. Once a concessive-adversative participle takes fit], iii 26, 4. In

xviii 31, 5 we have an adjective followed by a participle with fxrj,

"^tXav, rrpos de tovtoii fjLrjbep f)(ovT(x>v.

Philodemus.

Philodemus, vihose floruit is set at about a century after that of

Polybius, and after the supposed influence exerted by the Alaban-

dian rhetoricians, shows the Alabandian solecism well developed.

I. Among the verba diceyidi with /n)/, ^r]ixl, as might be ex-

pected, leads the way : n-. prjropiKfjs (cited by page of the Teubner

text) i 91 ; 153; 188. Others are (paaKa, n. prjr. i 223; Xtyw, ii 226,

240 ; 0J/61S1X0J, supplem. ii 5 ; dirobeiKwpai, ibid, ii 2, 32. General

oratio obliqua {oratio obi. without any special introductory word)
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with /x?7 is found in tt. \io\)(T\.Kr\s p. 17. The verba cogitandi are

represented by vo\i\.iu>, n. pijT. i 22, 147; 8okS} (= videor), ibid. ^«^/>.

ii 18, 54.

2. Causal ort /x^ is not employed, but eVetSf) /ii; is found once,

without oratio obligua, n. prjT. ii 264.

3. The following three simple relatives with fxrj are extensions

of (xrj into the domain of ol : n. pr]T. i 79 (6 fj.Tj nov <jvix^i^r}Kiv)

;

326 fr. 7 ; supp. ii 48.

4. The oratio obliqua participle with \ir^ is found after cfiaivoum, n.

fiova: 6, ovB' f'(palvovTo fif] oScrai. Examples of causal participles

with firj are, tt. prjT. i 302; szipp. ii 31: of temporal, fifj bvvj]6evTi,

ibid, i 342. wf fxr) with a participle deserves notice, ibid, ii 105

tr. 12, a)j /xij Kar <ip;^LaffJ evdf<os evSoKt/novvraj.

DiODORUS SiCULUS.

1. The few years from Philodemus to Diodorus find in the latter

a large increase in the number of /hj/'s with an oratio obliqua infini-

tive. The verba dicendi are the following: <^r]p.l, heading the list,

i 24, 2 ; 43, 4 ; 84, I ; 89, 2 ; ii 30, i {jii] interchanged with ov) :

Xeyo), i 94, 4; ii 16, 3: dno(f)alvofj.ai, iii 18, 5; xii I4, 2: einov, xvii

114, 2: ia-TopS), ii 38, 6: pLvdoXoyS), iv 64, 3. Of general oratio

obliqua there are 49 examples in the first five books, iv 9, 3 {jii]

and ov interchange); 45, 3; xiii 94, 3, etc. The verba cogitandi zxo.

i/o/xifo), xi 8, 4 ; V 24, I ; xiii 32, 2: rj-yovfiai, i 78, 2 : vno\ap.^ava), ii 26,

9; xvi 45, 4: SiaXa/i^ui/o), ii 50, 6: 80/cw, xv 34, 2; xi 82, 3: fXnlCoo,

XV 51, 4: StaXoyt'to^ai, XX 12, 5. Trvz/^ai/o/ncu, a vcrbuni sentiendi,

not seldom takes p.r], xii 33, 4; 49, 2; xix 43, 2, etc. on p.^ does

not occur.

2. The simple relative with p^ is found only in oratio obliqua

after 07/^/, or X/yw : i 24, 5 ; 45, 3.

3. Oratio obliqua participles with pi] are used after 6pw, xi 17, i;

XV 93, 2 ; xviii 59, 4 : ^cwpw, xiii 78, 3 ; xix 64, 5 : -ytyi/aiCTKco, xviii

64, 3 : oiSa, xix 9, 2 : (j)aivopai, i 39, 8. Examples of the large

number of causal participles with prj are : i 6, 3; 8, 5 ; 23, 4 ; 29,

6; 30, 8. Concessive-adversative are ii 16, 4; 18, i ; v 69, 5

;

XV 81, 4. Temporal are ii 10, 6; v 14, i ; xi 64, 4 ; 84, 3.

as prj c. part, is found once (v 69, 3), but in connection with

an infinitive after aronov, so that it does not count.

^^^ OF THE
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DiONYSius Halicarnaseus.

Dionysius contemporary with Diodorus does not in point of

number approach the latter, which is perhaps due to his stricter

Atticism. But on ^xi] (in o. o.) and e'neiBriji^ occur in the rhetorical

^ works, which are cited for convenience' sake by J^/ief. from the

old Tauchnitz edition.

1. The following verba dicendi tdi'kQ nrj with the oratio obliqtia

infinitive: <^r7/it, Ayiiiq. ii 60, 4; 69, 3; Rhet. v [149J, 291: Xe-yw,

Ant. iii 29, i : dnoKpivonai, A?it iii 23, i : diTo(paivofj,ai, Rhet. vi 194.

General oratio obliqua with //ij occurs in Aiit. v 71, 3; vii 17, i ; ix

28, 4. The verba cogitandi are fjyovfiai, A?it. ix 54, 3: otofiaiy

Ant. ii 43, 4; vi 35, 2: boKco, Ant. viii 67, i : bo^av napexo), A?tt.

ix 23, i: dKdC<o, Ant. i, 10, 2: eoiKo, Ant. ii 56, 6: \oyi(ofiai,

Ant. V 70, 3. Dionysius has one verbum. sentiendi, nwddvofiai,

Ant. V 52, 2.

2. oTt fiT] in oratio obliqua is found once in the rhetorical works

after cjuXoaocpe'l'. OTL firjSev eari, 0iXocro0ft, V [l54j'

3. The rhetorical works also contain two causal sentences intro-

duced by erre\ firj and eVeiSi) fxri'. ta/j-fv . . . ovk eVeiSi) fifj npoarJKfi . . .

dXX eVet fxfj navTuiv Kaipos, V 225.

4. Relative sentences with firj are not restricted to oratio obliqua,

as in Diodorus: Ant. ii 19, 5; 26, 6; v 24, 2 ; Rhet. v 61; [212}.

One local sentence occurs in the Antiquities, i 40, 6, %v6a firi

Tvyxdvei, and One temporal sentence in the De Lys. hid. v 252,

OTf \ir\ Tracriv i^riv.

5. Oratio obliqua participles with p.rj are found after opo), Ant. vi

40, 3 : otSa, vii 53, 3 : evplaKa, Rhet. vi 226. Causal participles

with firj are : A?it. i 52, 4 ; ii 59, 4; Rhet. v 88, [132]; temporal are:

Ant. ii 42, 2 ; iii 67, 5 ; adversative-concessive are : Ant. ii 71, i

;

xi 52; Rhet. vi 176. ola 8r] p.rj is found with participles: Ant.

V 28, 2; 67, 5; and wy /:i7 similarly: A7it. iii 3, 4; ix 22, 6; ^/z<f/.

V342.

Strabo.

I. Oratio obliqua infinitive with ^if): after verba dicendi (f:>T}fii,

i 29 B; 30 D; ii 77 A (often): Xeyw, vii 301 D: eiTrov, i 48 A:

cXcyx". xiv 677 A: vniaxvovfiai, V 222 D: general oral. obi. i 23 C;

31 C; ii. 76 B, and often. These are the verba cogitandi: voixlC<o>

i 22 B; 38 D: vTTo\aix^dva>, i 29 D: elKd(a), i 23 B; vi 274 C: Sokw, xi

491 D—rare in comparison with the preceding class.
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2. Oratio obliqua w? /nr/ (c. opt.) is found twice, xv 715 A (al-

ready orat ob.), vi 265 B (after Xdyor).

3. My occurs twice in causal sentences: after eVei, ix 401 A {orat.

ob., if not corrupt); after eVftfiiy, vi 271 C.

4. Relative sentences with ^xi] that show an intrusion of this

negative into the realm of ov are few : i 13 C; vi 286 C; xvii 730 B.

Local sentences with /iij are two in number, vi 285 B; ii 73 D
(oTTOU \i-i]).

5. Participles with \ii) in oraiio obliqua are used after op(i>, xvi

785 B : olba, i 28 D : Karavocb, xvi 741 A. Of the others with htj

the most numerous are the causal: i 38 C; 44 D; iii 144 D, 170
A, etc. The temporal are i 45 C; 56 B; vi 274 B, etc. Con-
cessive-adversative are ii 104 C; 121 A; xi 491 D, etc. is fi^

c. part, is found at i 8 C ; 28 C
; 43 A.

New Testament.

The New Testament which is placed here after Strabo presents

fewer instances of fit] wrongly used than would be expected in

the march of the development of /aij's intrusion on ol, except that

/X7 holds almost undisputed sway with the participle.

1. Oratio obliqua infinitive with /xjj. Striking is the entire

absence oi(^r\^\ fiij. Xtya, is found three times, Matt, xxii 23; Mark
xii 18; Acts xxiii 8. Besides these we find also dpTiKeyo), Luke xx

27; aiTOKpivofxai, Luke XX 7; anapvfKrdai, Luke xxii 34. The verba

cogitandi with pi] are XoyiCopai, ii Cor. xi 5; KaraXap^dva), Acts

XXV 25.

2. One oTi fxt] causal is found in John iii 18, 17S7; KUpiTai, on pr] nfiri-

(rrevKev. eVet prj ttotc in Heb. ix 18 is explained as interrogative,

Blass, Gram. d. neutest Griech. 75, 3.

3. There are four simple relatives with pr]-. Titus in; ii Pet. i

9; i John iv 3; Col. ii 18 (which does not really count, being after

an imperative).

4. Oratio obliqua participles with pi] are found only after deapSt,

Acts xxviii 6, and eiplaKcc, ibid, xxiii 29. Numerous above all are

causal participles with prj: Matt, xviii 25; xxii 25; Mark ii 4, etc.

Examples of concessive-adversative participles with prj are John
vii 15; Acts xiii 28; i Cor. ix 20. The following prj's are with

temporal participles, Luke ii 45; John viii 10; Acts xii 19. Less

defined are not a few : Luke vii 30 ; Acts v 7 ; Phil, i 28 ; i Pet.
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iii 6. wff \xr) c. part, is represented by two examples: i Cor. iv i8;

ii Cor. X 14. Three times we have an adjective and /ldj+ Par-

ticiple: StVato? tov Ka\ [IT] ei\u>v, Matt, i 19; Heb. vii 3; Jude 19.

Plutarch.

In Plutarch's Lives there is a great increase of /uj/ for ol.

1. Oratio obliqua infinitives with /n?/: after verba dieendi, 0ij/ii,

Thes. 13; Rom. 29; Num. 9: Xeyw, Thes. 31; Rom. 9; Pop. 6:

aTTOKplvofjLai, Cam. 13; Tim. 6; Agis 10: emov, Ale. 7: aiViWA'ai,

Thes. 29; Brut. 40: avTeZn-oi/, Cam. 29: laropco, Caes. 63: Kara-

fiefi(f)0[iai, Pomp. 76 : dTr6(f)r]fii, Alc. 23 ! ypd(f)a), Ant. 22 : aj-Tt^tovS,

Arat. 8: ukovo), Galb. 13. General ^r^/. ob/. with /ld? is common:

Thes. 23; Rom. 28; Aem. P. 19; Flam. 21. nwddvoixai prj is also

found, Alc. 7; Cat. Min. 72. Plutarch yields the following verba

sentiendi: vofiiCa>, Alc. 37: Tjyovixm, Cras. 2: fXniCco, Luc. 9; Eum.

15: SoKQJ, Alc. 18; Cor. 33; o'io/xui, Rom. 27: KaWcoTri^fo-dai, Marius

30: €iK(iCco, Brut. 51: foiKa, Thes. 14: TOcfiaipofxai, Phoc. 4: XoyiCofiai,

Cleom. 25.

2. on prj after verbs of emotion, corresponding to quod c. conj.

in Latin: 6vixovp.ai, Dion 9: ayavaKTm, Pop. 2: xa^f"'a''*''»> Otho 7.

OTi /X17 after Xeyw in Pomp. 36, on /li?7 jSaXXei, is due to ^av/iaardf.

3. Two causal on /xt^'s were found, Demet. 52; Galba 17, and

the same number of eVel pr]S, Thes. 28; Pyr. 10,

4. The following are instances of relative sentences with /xij for

ov: Lye. 9; Sol. 29; Cor. 22; Tim. 36. Two local sentences are

Peric. 28 (oTTot;); Luc. 39 (ov). ore /u.17 temporal-causal is found

once, Ant. 5.

5. Oratio obliqua participles with ^17 are found after these verbs

:

(f)aii>opai, Thes. 27: Spa), Sol. 8; Cor. 12: a-woplb, Sol. 19: nvvddvopai,

Alc. 35: KaraXdju^aj/o), Aem. P. I9: alcrddvopai, Syl. 4: dvexofiai, Syl.

6: eXf'yx(o, Ages. 22: evpia-Ka, AgeS. 24: oi8a, DemoS. 13: yiyvwa-Kd,

Demet. 49. Examples of causal participles with pr] are, Thes. 15;

Rom. 16; Lye. 8; Numa 16, and often: of concessive-adversa-

tive, Thes. 20; Sol. 7; Pop. 5; Alc. 10: of temporal, Pelop. 30:

less defined, Them. 23; Lye. 22; Alc. 16. The following parti-

cles are found, is pi), Rom. 6; Lye. 5; Them. 9, and often:

wanep plj, Cor. i; Galb. 7: are p^, Rom. 14; Lys. 11; Luc. 11;

Nic. 23. Plutarch also uses an adjective with prj + participle,

Alc. 14 (^naXipjBdXovs . . . Ka\ ar]8ev . . . rJKOVTas) ',
Pelop. 285

Brut. 15.
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Dio Chrysostomus.

Dio Chrysostomus presents nearly the same condition of affairs

in regard to ^^ as does Lucian.

1. Oratio obliqua infinitives with /xij : after verba dicendi,

(f)T]ni, iv 75 (page of Teubner text); vii 130; xi 180: Xe'-yco, xi

178; Xxi 301: dvTiXiym, vi lOI : (f)dcrK(o, vii I35: ofxoXoya, x\ 171:

aTTo(j)aipo), xxx'i 367: KaTafj.tjvva>, lix 1 87: general oratio obliqua, \\

95; 98; 100, and often: after verba cogiiandi, vofiiCco, xxx 345:
SoKot, KOfiTjs iyK. 3IO-

2. ort jjL^ as an oratio obligiia construction has spread much be-

yond Plutarch's few verbs. It is found after 6nvfia(a, vi 102:

BavnacTTov, XXxi 382: ax^dofiai (8i6ti fxrj), XXXViii 75: Xoyt'fo/xat, iv. 80:

KpiVd), Xvi 270: f'vSviiovfiai, XXxi 357 ^ iwoovnai, Xvi 27 1 : ofiokoyw, xlv

121: ima-Tafxai, XXxi 357 : olba, ibid. 359: Xt'yco, Ivii 182: etVeiv, XXxi

352: fTTtSeiKi'viut, xxxiv 24 : opw, ibid. 34: 8ia<f)fpei, xxxi 348: S^Xoj/,

ibid. 350: (f)av€p6i>, xxxviii 79: tovto, xxxiii 71, cf. xvii 275. Some
of the above /iry's are explainable by the complex (condition, im-

perative, etc.) in which they occur.

3. Not only causal on prj but also ^tdrt pr] is used by Dio. on p^

causal is found in xxxi 365 (after «() ; 376; 379; xxxiv 23: fiioTi prj,

cf. axdopai (]. c). The number of prj's for ov's in the 31st oration

is worthy of remark. Neither inti nor eVetSij with p^ occurs.

4. The following places may be cited for simple relatives with

p^: vi loi ; 103; xxix 326; xxxi 344. Local adverbs with p^ are

OTTOt, xxxi 374: oTTov, xxxi 385: evda, IxXX 288: temporal, ocraKis,

xlix 145.

5. Oratio obliqua participles with prj are used after 6pS>, vi 102

;

xi 175: olba, xxxi 358: ayvoSi, xiii 245. For causal participles

with pij may be cited vi 102; x 157; xi 209; xxvii 317; xxxii 416:

for concessive-adversative, vii 115; xi 192; 202: for temporal,

xxxi 350: less defined, xi 189; 198; xxxi 395. An example

of arc pf] with part, is vii 132: of ws- pi), xxx 332. For an

adjective with pi] + participle the following passages will suffice:

iii44; vii 134; Ivi 225.

Arrian.

Arrian has few passages in which pij has been wrongly placed

for ov. This may perhaps be explained by the relation borne

by his works to those of Xenophon.
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1. Oratio obligua infinitive with ii{^: after verba dicendi, Xtya,

Cyn. 24, 2; dnoKpivofiai, Anab. i i, 2; 8rjXS), ibid, vii 18, 2: general

o. 0. Ind. 7, 3 ; Anab. v 28, 3 : after verba cogHandi, 8okS), ibid, i

25.5-

2. Causal on fiT] occurs five times, Cyn. 36, 2; Anab. v 8, i ; vi

6, 3 ; 16, i; 21, 3. enubrj fiTJ is found in oraL obi. after (^j^^i in

Cyn. 36, I.

3. Relatives with \i.r] are represented by Anab. ii 6, 6, x'i'/'o*', ou

/x^rc iyeviTo. iva-rrep fir] is found at Anab. V 23, 6.

4. Once an <7ra/. obi, participle is used with /mj, after 6pa), Anab.

vii 2, 3. Concessive-adversative participles have pi) in Anab. v

14, 3; vi 9, 5; others less defined are Cyn. 15, i; 20, 2; Anab. iv

11,9. These make the sum total of participles with prj that were

collected as fair examples, and they form a surprisingly small

number. Cyn. 4, 4 contains an adjective with firj + participle.

Justin Martyr.

Justin Martyr's misuses of jur} have been collected and arranged

by Professor Gildersleeve in the index to his edition of the

Apologies.

1. Oratio obliqua infinitives with pi] are: after verba dicendi,

(f>r]pi, A 4, 18; 28, 16: Xe'ycD, A l8, 22: vnicrxvovpai, A 5, 2: after

verba cogitandi, vopi^a, B lo, 14.

2. Oratio obliqua on pij is found after eyKaXw, A 24, 9: eA/y;^a), B

3, 16: enia-rapai, A 26, 35. nelSco takes wj prj at A 26, 21.

3. A simple relative with prj is found once, B 3, 5 (characteris-

tic; see note of the editor).

4. For the oratio obliqica participle we have A 44, 30 ; 63, 45,

both after fX«'-y;(w. Causal participles with /n?/ are A 5, 4; 29, 10;

36, 11: concessive-adversative, A 24, 2; 28, 9; 54, 31: less de-

fined, A 53, 36. An example of w? pi] c. part, is A 4, 19: of an

adjective with py) + part., A 9, 4.

Summary.

The basis for the encroachments of /xi/ on ov is to be found in

the earliest Greek, and their growth is an extension of legitimate

usages. The first certain extension of p-^ is in the direction of

the causal and of the concessive-adversative participle. In the

course of the next century /u^' has in Philodemus enlarged its

sphere well into the oratio obliqua with the infinitive (in the line
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of the stronger expression), into the realm of the causal sentence,

and into that of the relative. The negatives with the participles

have, however, remained almost as in Polybius. But in a few

years the oratio obliqua infinitives with /x>/ have become numerous

in Diodorus; and likewise the number of participles with /i»/ has

enlarged. The oratio obliqua participle with \x.i) appears for the

first time. M?/ with simple relatives is confined to oratio obliqua ;

but after Diodorus there is no longer a similar restriction. Di-

onysius Halicarnaseus has restricted the number of /17's for ov's,

but two causal sentences with \ir] are found in the Veierum Cen-

sura. The Ars Rhetorica has an oratio obliqua on fXTJ. Strabo

does not differ much from the two preceding writers, except that

he has two oral. obi. as firj's. In New Testament Greek firj has

become the usual negative with the participle. There is one

causal oTi firf. Oratio obliqua infinitives with juij are much re-

stricted. Plutarch has made a long stride. He uses on nrj after

verbs of emotion and the causal 6n firj. In Dio Chrysostomus

the categories are full, there being an increase of on /xf}'s. Arrian

shows comparatively few encroachments of nrj on ol in any line,

and Justin Martyr, likewise, has no large number in comparison

with his heathen contemporary Lucian.

South Carolina College. EdWIN L. GrEEN.





A TRAGIC FRAGMENT OF ION.

Plutarch, Comparison of Alcibiades and Coriolanus, Teubner

Text, vol. I, p. 458, lines 21 ff., has this phrase : dXX' 6pyj} ^apifo/iei'or,

nap' ris ov8eva (prjalv 6 Alcov dnoKa^e^v X'^P'-*''
Removing the WOrdS

(f)Tiah 6 Aloi', and then writing the phrase in direct discourse,

we have opyfj ;^aptfo/i€ros, Trap' rjs oidels X^P^" I
oTreXa^e—a trimeter,

faulty only in that the main caesura is at the end of the third foot.

Likely the use of the words 6py^ ;^apt^opei/or suggested to Plutarch

the rest of the verse, of which they were the chance beginning,

and the participle did not stand in the original verse, but some

other form of xoptC^a-dai, which suggested the kindred word x^P^^-

In a quotation from Menander (Stobaeus, Florilegium XX, 6),

based on this passage, the imperative is used, and here also the

participle does not lend itself to gnomic expression, so that it is

probable that a negative imperative was the original form of this

proverb : opyrj xopiC^^ pf/Sa/xcof, Trap' Tjs X''P"' I
oiiBiis dne\a^€. The

trimeter is thus a perfect tragic verse, and but two changes have

been made in the prose of Plutarch, x^P^Cop^^^os having been

transferred to the imperative and a negative added.

This negative prjSafxas is thus used, after the caesura in the

third foot, by Aeschyl. Pro. 337, Soph. Ajax, 74, Eurip. Hipp.

611, Aristoph. Clouds, 1478, and frequently elsewhere.

The play on the words x"P^Cov and xa'pt" is exactly the same

as one found in Ion, Agamemnon, Frag. 2, Nauck, KOKav dneaTa

dduaros, wy t8rj KaKa, where the turn is on kokwv, KaKa.

The prose fragments of Ion, found in Muller, F. H. G., II, pp.

44 ft"., nearly all turn on some kindred word play, or contain some

point of humor.

The change from 6 S' "icoi/ to 6 Aiwi^ in Plutarch is a simple one,

and has an exact parallel in Pollux II, 88, where the editio

princeps (Aldine, 1502) has Trapa Aicoft 8e r^rpayiKa fv TU iniypa-

(jiofjLfva '2vveK8rinT)TiKa k. t. X. The phrase TM rpayiKw, and the evident

similarity of ^vveKbrjprjTiKot with Ion's 'EmBrjiJiiai mentioned by

Athenaeus XIII, 603 E, and also with Ion's Upta^evTiKos (Xoyoj)»

referred to by the scholiast to Aristoph. Peace 835, leave no doubt

that the true reading in Pollux is napa S' "lapi tc3 rpayiAcw, and that

df before tw rpaytKw is redactional. So in Plutarch 6 8' "lav has

31
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been falsely read 6 Aicoi/. The Se here in Plutarch needs no

other explanation than that it was the insertion of a careless

scribe, or due to the desire to avoid hiatus. The sentence just

quoted from Pollux shows a fie falsely inserted after "law. In

Eurip. Medea 698, in the face of the meter, two manuscripts,

Vaticanus B and Florentinus c, have ttkttoj S' ovk %^v. So in

Pausanias, III 24, 11, the reading of the Aldine and of some of the

older editors is rhv hk 'Odvacria npos 'AXkIvovv Trepi rav in "AiSov koi

aXka Biriyovfievov koi oti Qrjcrea 8e I8uv idekijcrai k.t.X., where the fie

before Iddv seems to have no MS authority. Polybius II 24, i

has also a mistaken insertion of fie'. It seems quite reasonable,

then, to suppose that in the passage from Plutarch fie' was similarly

inserted between 6 and "iwi^ and then 6 fi' "icov became 6 Aia>v

exactly as in Pollux, II, 88.

It was a characteristic of the comic poets to appropriate and

modify the verses of tragedy. Ion was so used by Aristophanes,

Frogs, 1425, irodei fiev, e'p^^aipet fie', ^ovXerui S' ex^iv, which passage

according to the scholiast is founded on the following verse of

Ion, criya fiev, fxdaipfi fie', ^ovXerai ye jJ-rjv-

Menander's mode of adaptation of tragic passages is shown

by comparing Aesch. Prometheus, 377,

ovKOvv, Upofirideii, tovto •ytyi'toffAcetf on

yj/'vx^s voaovarjs ela\v larpoi XoyotJ

with Menander, Meineke, F. C. G., Vol. IV, p. 240,

\vTTr]s larpos icmv avOpanois Xoyos

'

yfrv^iis yap ovtos fiovos e;^et deXKTTjpia.

Now, if my contention as to the source of the citation in

Plutarch is correct, Stobaeus' quotation from Menander,

'Emcrxfs opyi^ofievoS' Ak\a ^ovXofiai,

ov8e\s yap opyrjs X°P"' aneiXTjcfiev, irdrepy

referred to above, would also seem to be founded on a verse from

Ion, but Menander omits the play on xapiCe(^6ai and xap'". which is

the key to the verse in Ion.

My conclusion is that as the words in Plutarch so easily form

a tragic trimeter, they must be a poetic and not a prose quota-

tion, that an easy restoration is

6py^ XapiCov fitjdafxas nap rjs X^P^"

oiideis dneXa^e,

and that Ion was the author.

Northwestern University. JOHN x\.DAMS DCOTT.



THE METAPHOR IN AESCHYLUS.

Of the two classes, a^wara Xf^fcos and a-xw'^Ta Biapolas, into

which the ancients divided all figures, the metaphor belongs to

the second. It permeates all literature from the earliest to the

most recent productions. From Homer to Tennyson poets have

been lavish in its use. Quintilian ' calls it translation and says :

Incipiamus igitur ab eo, qui cum frequentissimus est, turn longe

pulcherrimus, translatione dico, quae n(Ta(f)opa Graece vocatur.

Volkmann says,^ Der haufigste und schonste, dabei allgemeinste

Tropus, so dass sich die meisten iibrigen Tropen im Grunde
genommen als Unterarten desselben betrachten lassen, ist die

Metapher. It has been demonstrated by Bliimner^ that the

metaphor grows from age to age with the progress of man and
the multiplicity of his inventions. Its possibilities are practically

unlimited. New and beautiful metaphors are constantly being

discovered. As the original color of all figures is apt to fade, so

many metaphors have lost the freshness of the first poetic color

and may now be regarded as simple colorless prose. It has been

well said that "language is a dictionary of faded metaphors."

The Greek rhetoricians devoted considerable time and thought

to the study of the metaphor. Cf. Spengel, Rhetores Graeci II,

254; III, 191, 208, 216, 22S, 232, 245, 280; Aristotle, de Arte

Poetica 1457 b. Tryphon (III, igi) has given us perhaps the best

definition of the figure : fxeracjiopa icm Xe'^t? ynTa^epoixivr] a-no rov Kvpiov

eV* TO pfj Kvpiov e'/x0d(rea)f rj Spoiaxreaf evtKa. He also dlVldeS the

metaphor into four classes (ytWai Se f] p.€Ta<popa T€TpaxS)s) as follows:

aTTO efi^jrvxcav eVi efiij/'vxct ' otto dyf/'vxoiv en\ o\^v;^a * dno d\j/'vx<>>v enl ?/i\^u;^a
*

dno ip.y\rvx<^v em a^uxa. Several Other rhetoricians make the same

divisions. Gregorius Corinthius (III, 217 Spengel) adds a fifth

—

OTTO TTpa^eas errl npd^iv. The effect of metaphor is stated by Aris-

totle, Ars Rhet. 1405 ^> ^> ''"° o'^cfifs koI t6 rj8v koI t6 ^eviKOV e;^ft paktara

1 Quintilian, Inst. Orat. VIII, 6, 4.

''Volkmann, Rhetorik der Griechen u. Romer,* p. 417.

3 Bliimner, Ueber Gleichniss u. Metapher in d. Attischen Komodie,

p. ix.
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T] fiiTa(f>opa. Cf. also Demetrius (III, 280 Spengel), avrai (al /xera-

(f>opa)) yap fiaXia-ra Kal fjbovrjv avp^dWoPTai rois \6yois <a.\ p-tyedos^

The dominant figures in Aeschylus belong to the a-xripara

Siavoias rather than to the axwara Xe^ios. The proportion is

about two to one in favor of the former. In this respect his lan-

guage is in marked contrast with that of Sophocles where the

{TXripara Xe^eas lead in the proportion of three to two. The
metaphor is easily the leading figure in Aeschylus. He has more
examples of metaphor than of all the other axw'^'^'^ 8iavoias

combined. All of his axw'^'^^ Xe^fus fall short of the number

of his metaphors. However, in spite of his excessive use of the

metaphor it is never dull nor monotonous. The range of his

metaphors is as wide as life itself. Illustrations are furnished

from all experiences of man and from all of his environment

;

from the winds, from the torrent, from the sea, from the farm,

from the ruler of the state to the lonely woman working at her

loom ; from the flowers that bloom, to the beasts that roam the

field.

The poet sometimes illustrates his point by introducing several

metaphors in quick succession. A good example of this is found

in the Sepi. c. Th. 599-608, where in ten lines we find at least

five metaphors:

iv navTi npayei S ead opiXias KaKrjs

KQKiov oliSep, Koprros ov Kopiareos'

arrj! apovpa davarov i kkq pn i^erai.

fj yap ^vfet(r/3af ttXoiop cucre^ijj dvrjp

vavTaiai deppois iv iravovpyia riiA.

oXcoXev avbpav avp deoTTTvaro) yeVet,

1} ^vv TToXirais dvBpda'iv diKaios a>v

ix^po^evQis re Ka\ 6eS>v dpvqpoaiv

TavToii Kvprjaas evSiKois dypevparos

,

TrXrjyeis 6eov /xaoTfyt irayKolva haprj.

The farm, the sea, the state, the chase, and again the farm.

Each figure follows closely upon the other as the scene unfolds

itself to the poet's vision. In such an aggregation of figures

Aeschylus may be compared with Homer who gives us such a

rapid succession of similes in II. B 455-476.
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The metaphors in Aeschylus may be divided into the following

classes:^ A. Man. B. Nature. The metaphors from man, his

occupations and environment, easily lead in number, there being

a total of 450. These may be divided as follows :

I. The human body. In this division the Prom, leads with the

Agam. a close second. The best examples are the following

:

Jrtom.. 64 ddafiavrivov vvv a(pT]v6s avddbt] yvddov. ^S8 noTafiol irvpos

daTTTOVTfs dypiais yvddois- Agam. 306 cf)\oy6s fieyav tt c!) y to j* a

.

Choeph. 854 ovroi ^piv av iCKk-^^i^v w fJLfxaTa) fi€Pt)V . Choeph. 934
0(f>daX(i,6v oiKcov fifj navaXedpov ireadv.

II. The conditions and acts of body and mind. This division

outnumbers the preceding almost three to one. Here again the

Prom, leads with the Agam. and Sept. c, Th. not far behind.

First among these must be placed the well-known noprlap re

KvfidTcov
I
dpripidfxov yeXafffia (Pro?n. 90). In the Prom. Aeschylus

is especially fond of using pdao^ and poarjpa metaphorically. Cf.

Prom. 225 ei/ecTTi . . . TovTo rj) Tvpapplbi \ poatjpa, and his especially

bold daXaaaiap re yrjs TipdKTfipap pocrov (^Prom. 924), aS if pOOr old

mother earth were subject to chills. Another good example is

Prom, 685 poarjpa yap
\ aiax^icTTOP eipai (f)T]pi crvpQeTovs Xoyovs. One

of the best of his "pugnacious" metaphors is found in Prom. 881

xpaSla 8f (po^a cjiptva XaKrifet. Among Other bold metaphors

of this class may be mentioned: Sept. c. Th. 155 al$r)p inttialvtrai.

Id. 247 (TTtPfi TToXia-fia (cf. 901). Suppl. 770 (^tXet | otKipa TiKTfip

trv^, Agam. 276 aW TJ a eiriavev tis anrepos (fydrisj Id. 64O noXfi

ftep (Xkos fP TO brfp.iop rvxtip. Choeph. 1 67 opxtlr ai hk Kaphla (j)6l3(o.

197 Topb' diroTTTv a ai jtXokop. £umen. 280 /3ptfct yap aJfia koI

fiapaip€Tai ^tpos.

III. External circumstances, clothiiig, etc. There are com-

paratively few of these but they are generally very striking. One
of the best is the much admired "'star-bespangled' night,"

—

TTotKiXet'/iwi' pv^ {Prom. 24). When the chorus in the Persae fear

for the safety of the Persian army Aeschylus wraps their heart

with a black tunic—peXayxi-ruiP 4>P1'' apvaa-frat (f)6^a {Pcrs. II4).

Another bold metaphor is found in Pers. 815 KovSeVo) KaKS>p Kprjuls

Znearip. Cf. alsO Suppl. 95 eXiri8a>p d(f)' vyj/^nrvpyap , Agam. 839

ofxtXias Kdronrpop, dbaXop aKids, Choeph. 81I •<««]> 8po<f)fpds

KaXvirrpas.

* In the classification of the metaphors of Aeschylus Bluemner has been

followed as far as practicable.
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IV. Family arid daily life. These are not so numerous as one

would expect in Aeschylus. The most of them are found in the

Prom, and the Agam. He is especially fond of using /xjjtjjp in a

metaphorical sense, as Prom.. 90 nafififiTop re y^, Id. 301 rfjv

aibrjpoiJirjTopa
\
eXdeiv eV aiav, Id. 461 p.vTifiT]v dndvTcov, fiov(Top.r)TQp'

(pyavTjv. Obedience to rule (nfidapxia) is the viother of well-being

(jT)^ fvTrpa^ias
\
ix^TTjp), Sept. c. Th. 224-5. ^ Very bold metaphor

is found in Pers. 614 where the poet says the pure wine is from a

wild mother (/xjjrp Of aypi'as otto). He gives the traditional step-

mother a hard rap when he says the rough Salmydessian coast is

a j/<?/);«^/y^^r of ships (firjrpvia veav), Prom. 727. Cf. Hesiod

Works and Days 825 aXXore nr]Tpvif) TrAet wepr). When a city is

captured plunderings are the sisters of pursuits—apnayaX be

8ia8popav6p.aip.oves, Sept. c. Th. 351. We may not consider it

quite ' elegant ' to speak of smoke as the " flickering sister of

fire —\iyvvv peXaivav, aloXrjv irvpos kcktiv, Sept. C, In. 494— '-''^^

it is thoroughly Aeschylean. He also calls dust the sister of

mud!

—

Kaais
I

ivriKov ^vvovpos 8f^La kovis, Agam. 495. When
sad cares touch the heart they are its neighbors (yeirovts fie

Kap8ias
I
pepipvat, Sept. c. Th. 288). In the Pers. (577) fish are the

dumb children of the sea, and (618) wreaths of flowers are the

children of earth. The beacon fire that flashed to the palace roof

of the Atreidae was the grandson of the fire from Mount Ida

(^(})dos rob' ovK awairirov 'i8alov Trvpos, Aga?n. 311J. Wealth begets

children and does not die childless (ptyav . . . oX^ov
\
reKvovadat

pr)8' anaiba dvijaKeiv, Agam. 753-4). In the Euw,en. 534 wanton

insolence is the child oi impiety (bvaae^ias ph Z^pis tskos). When
Agamemnon has been murdered by his wife the poet says the

victim filled a bowl full of evils and drained it to the dregs

CAga?n. 1397-8).

V. The occupations of man.

I. The liberal arts. In this division the art of medicine occu-

pies very nearly the whole field, with a total of 18 examples—9 in

the Agam., 6 in the Prom., and 3 in the Choeph. The following

are some of the best: Prom. 378 opyr]^ voaovcn]s eWiv larpol

Xoyot. Agam. 17 vTTvov Tob' avTipoXTTov ivTtpvoiv nKos. Again. 54^

TO aiyav <f)dppaKov ^Xd^rjs ex*"* Agam. 848—50 ora be Kal 8fi <f>ap'

paKtov Traiaviav,] rjroi Keavrts fj repovre s fv(f)p6vo)s\7reipaa6pf(T6a ni^p

dnoarpfyj^ai poaov. Agam. l622—3 e^oxu>TaTai <ppevci)v\laTpopdvT€is .

Choeph. 471 bwpacriv tpporov
\
ravb okos.
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The Again, furnishes 3 examples from art : Kapr airofiovaws ^ada

ycypafijievos (801), arag raade 6 piyKoxrav <pi\ois (1283), ^oXals

vypdxxacov arnoyyos rnXfcrev ypa(f)T]v (1329}. Cf. also Agam. I340>

Choeph. 503> Euni. 50 Hhov nor r}8r] <E>ti'<cdf yeypanfiepas \
8(invov

(fxpovtras.

2. T/ie useful arts. This division is naturally a very numerous

one. It easily leads the whole list of metaphors, with a total of

about 170. The metaphors from husbandry are the most

numerous, with those from the sea-faring man not far behind.

Aeschylus seeks the type of natural prosperity in agriculture, and

that of avarice in commerce. Trade and commerce come in for

their full share of metaphors. The smith and the carpenter are

treated alike. Even the servant, the cobbler, the weaver, and the

executioner are not forgotten. The farm furnishes the poet with

some of his most striking metaphors, among which may be men-

tioned the following: Prom. 322-3 ovkqw .. . ttpoi Ktprpa kS>\ov (k-

Tevds. PrOffl. 6^2 fnrjvdyKa^e viv
\ Atos ;^aX t ros Trpoy ^tav 7rpd<rcr€iJ' TaSc.

Sept. C. T^k. ^g^ ^adeiav aXo Kubia (f)pev6s Kupirovfievos. Id. 60 1 arij?

apovpa ddvarov i kko pTTL^erai. Agam. 1624 npos Kivrpa firj Xaxrife.

Id. 1655 ''"oS e ^afMrjcrai iroWa 8vcrTr]vop depoi. Choeprl. 25 ovvxps

aXoKt vtoTofxa. Id. 795 C^y^t'T iv apfxaTiv
\

TrTjixdrciv. Id. IO44
M'?'''

emCivxdiJs (TTop-a
\ (fjrjpTj novripa. Aeschylus is especially fond of

the metaphor of yoking oxen, using the noun or adjective 15

times and the verb 8 times. The sailor's vocabulary is made to do

good service, as we may expect. His sea metaphors are about

as numerous as his farm metaphors. He speaks of the gods

as 'helmsmen' of Olympus

—

olaKop6[j.oi Kparoia 'o\vp.Trov (Prom.

149). The old familiar 'ship of state' is not forgotten

—

Sept. c.

Th. 2-3 iv irpvp.vxi TToXeay,
|
oia/ca vcopcov. The young warrior

Parthenopaeus has a ' fair prow'

—

^Xdarrjpa KaXXijrpapov (Sept. c.

Th.$T)2>)^ as has also Iphigenia

—

aToparos re KaX'\nrp(fpov ^vXaAca

KaTacTxeh \ (fidoyyov (Agam. 235 ff.). The poet teaches his hearers

a moral lesson by a metaphor Sept. c. Th. 602 ff. ^weKr^as nXolov

evae^r/s dvrjp
\
vavTaifrt 6epp.oit fv navovpyia tiv\ \ oXfflXfi'. Cf. Horace,

Carm. Ill, 2, 26 ff., and the English familiar expression "in the

same boat." In the Sept. c. Th. 208 ff. Eteocles criticises the

timid maidens, who cling to the altars in their fright, as follows :

Ti ovv , o vavTTjs apa fjLT] s irptapav (pvytov

npvfivriOev rfvpe fxrjxavfjp vtorriplas,

fcwf Kap,ovaT)s ttovt'k^ irpos Kvp.aTi',
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The Agamemnon contains some of the poet's most striking and
powerful metaphors. Cf. Agam. 1005 if.,

Koi iroTfios eidvTTopciv

dvSpos firaiafv a(j)avTov epfia.

Kal irpo pet> ri Xpr]paTa>v

KTrjaiav okvos 0a\an>

(TffyfvBopas an tvperpov,

ovK thv nponas bopos

TiTjpovas yepav ayav,

ov8 eTTovTiae cr K.d<post

Also Id. 1617 f.,

(TV ravra (pavtis vfpTtpa tt po<Tr}p.fvos

KatTTjiy KparoCvTCiP tS)V firX ^vyw bopos',

Even the heart is looked upon as a ship in a storm

—

Choepk.

390 ff.,

TTupoidfV Se TTpapas

bpipvs a-qrai Kpahlas

dvpos eynoTop arvyos.

Commerce and trade are associated with the sea and naturally

suggest many metaphors to the poet. In fact these are the most

numerous in his writings after those of the farmer and the sailor.

In the SeJ>^. c. Th. 545 the messenger thinks Parthenopaeus will

wage no 'petty peddling' fight—eoiKei/ ol KaTrrfXcvaeiv fiaxn"'

In the battle of Salamis, so the Persian messenger reports, an

'evil genius' (baipap ns) tipped the balance the wrong way

—

TaXavra ^plcras ovk la-oppoirco tvxo (^PcVS. 346). Man learnS by
experience, but in this Aeschylus sees the scale descend

—

At'fco 8e rois piv iradova-iv padeiv inippinei {AgUM. 250). The image
of the scale occurs no less than a dozen times. It is especially

frequent where the poet treats of the fortunes of battle. Even
Ares likes to drive a good bargain— 6 xP^'^^H'^i^os d' "Apijs

a-apdTap {Agam. 437). In bitter irony Helen is called an ayaX/*a

ttXoutov (^Agam. 741) to Troy. When Clytaemnestra has mur-
dered her husband the children are 'sold' as slaves

—

nenpapepoi

yap i/ui; ye TTOf aXaptda ( Choeph. 132) says Elcctra in speaking of her

condition. Similarly Orestes says St^wr inpd6r\p Stp eXevdepov narpos

{Choeph. 915).

VI. The pleasures of man.—This division ranks second in

the whole list of metaphors. It yields only to the useful arts in
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numerical order, with a total of over a hundred. The palaestra

and the chase furnish three-fourths of the examples; races and

dice practically all of the remainder. In metaphors from the

palaestra the Again, leads with ten, the Prom, following closely

with nine. The Choeph., Eumen. and Sept. c. Th. run neck and

neck, with the Pers. and Suppl. bringing up the rear. In the

Prom. aOXov is very frequently used. An especially good Aeschy-

lean metaphor is found in Sepi. c. Th, 441

—

attoyv\iva^iitv aro^ia.

The metaphor

—

^apxn
\
noBoip evrjWov—in Pers. 516 may be

compared with that in Again. 1175

—

Baifimv vnfpfiapfis tfini-

Tvav, both being taken from wrestling. Another from the same

source is 'Ao-i'a ... alt>a>s €Tr\ yovv jcf'/cXtrat (Pers. 930), the cry of the

chorus after the defeat of the Persians, which may well be

compared with Agam. 63-4 noWa iraXaia-fiara Kai yvio^apfj
\

yovaros Koviaiaiv t peiirofitvov . When Zeus succeeded Cronus

the latter was thrice thrown by his victor

—

TpiaKTtjpos otxerat

rvxotv, Agam. 172. In the midst of her misfortune and sorrow

Electra asks oIk drplaKTos ara; (C/ioepk. 339). Many have

'wrestled' with misfortune but Aeschylus alone has thought of

overcoming the old adversary by 'three throws.' When Orestes

admits that he killed his mother the chorus of Furies claims one

'fall'

—

fv fifv T08' rjbrj tS>v TpiSav TraXaiafxaTav, JEumeit. 5^9*

When Orestes is on the point of avenging the death of his father,

by slaying Aegislhus and Clytaemnestra, the poet immediately

thinks of a wrestling ring or pugilistic encounter where one is

matched against two

—

roidvb^ ndXrjv n6vos o)v ((f)e8pos
I

fitcro-oir

fuWti delos 'Opiarqs
\
a^nv, Choeph. 866 ff.

In metaphors from the chase the Agam. again leads. The
Prom, follows with the Eumen. a close third. In the Prom, the

poet seems especially fond of the verb iindoi\t<Taa, on which the

Scholiast (^Prom. 73) remarks 17 p.€Ta(fiopa dn6 tu>v Kwrjyciv. The
hunter's net furnishes its full share of metaphors. In the Pers.

99 the goddess Ate beguiles men into her nets

—

napaaaivd
|
^porov

€ls apjcuaf "Ara. When Troy is taken the poet thinks of this city

as caught m a net

—

en\ Tpoias nvpyots e^aXes
|
areyavov diKTVov, as

fttJTC'.. vntpreXfaai
\
p.eya bovXelas

|
ydyyofiov, Agam. 357 ^* > ^^' ^IsO

1375-6. Cassandra's prophetic vision sees a net—a net of Hell,

—
ri. ToSe (paivfTai; ^ dUrvov ri y *AtSou; the net is Clytaemnestra

—/laX' apKvs & ^iiffwos, the victim Agamemnon (^Agam. 1115 f.;

cf. also Choeph. 998). In the Eumen. 147-8, when Orestes has
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escaped from the Furies, it is the wild beast that has escaped the

nets—e'^ apKvmv ntnTCOKev oixeTal 6 6 Ofjp. vnva KparrjOe^a-' aypav

uXeora. Just before this Clytaemnestra tells the drowsy Furies they

are pursuing their victim in a dream

—

Svap diaxtis 6^ pa (^Eumen.

131). Of the more than three dozen metaphors from the chase

in Aeschylus the above are fair samples.

Fully half the metaphors from the race-course are found in the

Again. One of the finest of all the poet's metaphors is found in

Again. 312-4. The beacon fires, first lighted on Mt. Ida to

telegraph to Argos the fall of Troy, naturally suggest a torch-

race. A lively and intensely interesting one it is.

Toioibi Toi
fj.01 XafiTT adrjcfio pcov v6p,oi,

aWos Trap ukXov 8 lado x,ots TrXrjpovfievoi'

viKa 8 6 TrpaTos Ka\ TtXevralos Spa/xtuy.

A few lines further on the voyage to Troy and return presents

itself to the poet as a " double course " race in which the return

course is yet to be run—Set . . . Kafi^ai diavXov ddnpov KotXop

TToXiv {Agam. 344). Again in the Agam. 1245, when the chorus

cannot quite understand the prophecy of Cassandra they say

they are "off the track"

—

eK hpopov wea-oip rpexo- Cf. Prom. 883,

?^&) fie dpofiov (j)epofiai, and Choeph. 1022, woTrep ^vv Imrois fjvi-

oa-Tpo(f)S>i> Spofiov
I
f^otrepo). The same metaphor occurs also in

Choeph. 514.

Man's gambling propensity is not forgotten by Aeschylus.

The die furnishes several good metaphors. Even the gods are

not exempt from this weakness, as we see from Sept. c. Th. 414
tpyov 5' ev Ki)Pois"Apr)s Kpivei. In the Same play (v. 1028) Antigone

will 'risk a throw' (dva kIvBwov ^aXS>) in burying her brother.

In the Agam. (v. 33) when the watchman sees the beacon fire that

announces the capture of Troy, it is a 'lucky throw'

—

Tp)s 1^

^aXova-Tjs rrjardt HOI (ppvKTcoplas. Another 'lucky throw' is found

m Choeph. 696

—

Ope'aTrjs ^v yap ev^oXtos t^f^v.

VII. War and law metaphors. Since Aeschylus was always

proud of the fact that he was a ' Marathon man,' and seems to

have belonged to a fighting family, we naturally expect many fine

metaphors from war and the battlefield. Here, however, the poet

is disappointing. We find barely two dozen metaphors from

fighting and none of these very striking. In Prom. 2,Ti- the lava

streams of Aetna are ' hot arrows '—Tui^wr t^ava^eaei x°^ov | depHols
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1

. . . ^fXtai. In Prom. 649 Zeus smarts from the 'arrow' of love

—Zfvs yap Ifjifpov ^e\f t . . . TfBaXnTai. In the Suppl. we find that the

tongue can shoot

—

ykuxroa ro^tixrava fir] to. Koipia (446), and the

eye has its arrow

—

opparos QAktt^piov
\
ro^evp^a) (1004). Cf. also

Ag^am. 240 f^aW^ fKaarov . , . opparos jSeXei, and 742 oppdrav ^e'Xoj.

In Agam. 1194 Cassandra asks if her words have hit the mark

—

rjpapTov, fj KvpS> ri to^ottjs tis as', in the Choeph. 694 the Curse

shoots the family of Agamemnon with unerring arrows—rd^ot? . . .

euo-KOTTotf. In the Eumen. 676, when the Furies have finished

their arguments in the trial of Orestes, they have shot their last

arrow

—

riplv ptv rjbri irav rero^fVTai ^tXoS'

The metaphors from the legal profession are not as numerous

as those in the preceding class. Nearly all of them are in the

Sept. c. Th. and the Agam. In the Sept. the poet is rather fond

of the word ^epe'yyuo? (cf. 396, 449, 470, 797). In the Agam,.

41 Menelaus is Priam's adversary in a law suit—Mei/tXaor ava^

peyas dpTidiKos, and in v. 451 both Menelaus and Agamemnon are

viewed as such

—

nXyos epnei Tvpob'iKois 'ArpelSais.

B. Metaphors from the realm of Nature. Aeschylus is very

fond of metaphors from this source. Nature stands next to man
in suggesting metaphors to him. Many of his most powerful

personifications also come from the realm of nature. This division

contains nearly three hundred examples, which may be grouped

as follows

:

I. The animal world. One-third of the whole number of ex-

amples from nature falls into this group. The hare is the type of

cowardice everywhere, so we may expect it as such in Aeschylus.

The bird, especially the bird in its flight, is the symbol of swift-

ness. The bite and snarl of the dog, the kick of the horse, the

bellow of the bull, all furnish the poet with excellent metaphors.

For the hare cf. Prom. 29 vnonTTjo-a-av xo^o^> ^^^ 960 vtto-

TTT^aaeip re roi/s veovs deovs. The 'bird' metaphors are especially

numerous. The winds have swift wings

—

Prom. 88 Ta;^w7rre/3o»

npoai] so also ships

—

Suppl. 734 v^fs . . . diKviTTfpoi. Snow has

white wings

—

Prom. 993 Xei;/co7rTe/)(» 8e vi(pd8i. Misery settles-

upon one as a bird of evil omen

—

Prom. 276 nrjpovf) npoaiCdpei, as

does also a curse

—

Sept. c. Th. 695 'Apa ...7rpoo-tfa»/6t. Trouble

is never of the same ' plumage '

—

Suppl. 328 -novov 8' Xhoa av oidapov

ravTop irrtpop. The locks of brother and sister—Orestes and

Electra—are of 'like feather' (opoTrrtpos, Choeph. 174). The
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children of Agamemnon are the brood of an eagle— Choeph. 247

ihov hi ykvvav evviv aerov Trarpos, and a little later (v. 256) they

are nestlings

—

Trarpos veoa-a-ovs roiiah' anoipdflpas, and (v. 501) Ibiov

veoatrovs rovab ((pTjpevovs 7"«0a).

Next to the bird the horse and dog suggest the most meta-

phors to the poet. In the Eumenides the horse leaps into prom-

inence by the poet's frequent use of the verb KadiTnrd^oixat

—Eunien. 150 8aip.ovas KaBmnaaa), 73I KadimrdCd fJ^e, 779 and 809

vofiovs Kadiirnda-aa-de. \n the Prom. 1085 the winds 'leap' like

a young horse

—

am pro. 8' dveficov
I
TTvevnarn. The maidens in Se/>f.

c. Th. are 'fillies' in the eye of the poet

—

naXiKuiv &
\
fBuXltou

vnepKona 8opi nor (Kkand^ai (454-5). In Atossa's dream the two

women, one in Persian the other in Dorian garb, become, in an

extended metaphor, a pair of horses which Xerxes yokes and

undertakes to drive. A runaway is the result, and Xerxes takes

a fall

—

Pers. 189-197

irals 8 ffios fiadaiv

Kareix^ ndnpdi'i/fv, a pp. a (tip 8 vno

(evyvvaivavTa>Ka\Xe7ra8v in avx^vav

Tidrjcrt. xn M^** '''Ti^ invpyoiiTO (ttoXtJ

> f / fit „ ,

(V Tjviaiari r fiXfP evapnTov crropa,

f) 8 ((r(f}d8a^f, Koi x^po^v ^vrt) d((^pou

8iacmapa<T<T(i, /cat ^vvapira^ei ^ia

Svfv x^X.ivS>v Koi {'vyof dpavei p,i(TOV»

iTinT€i 8 epos ndis.

In the Agam. (1066) Clytaemnestra thinks that Cassandra is not
' broken to the bit'—;(aXivoi/ 5' ovk. fnia-Tarai (})fp(iv. The chorus

immediately recommends the captive to handsel her yoke

—

Kalviaov fuydi'.

The dog furnishes the poet with some fine metaphors. The
bark, bite, snarl, and wagging of his tail are all pressed into ser-

vice. The verb aalvat is especially common in a metaphorical

sense; cf. Sept. C. Th. 383 aalvnv p.npov, Id. 704 av (Taivoip.€V

oXfdpiov pdpov, Pers. 97 irapaaaivd ^poTov . . ."Ara, and Agam. 798,

Choeph. 194, 420. In Agam. 607 Clytaemnestra is the watch-dog

of the royal palace

—

8a>pdTci>v Kvva, and a little later (v. 896) she

calls her husband the same

—

Xeyoip' up av8pa t6p8^ jyoj aradpap kvpo.

In Agam. 1228 Cassandra speaks of Clytaemnestra as yXSxraa

fuatirrfs Kvpos. The avenging Furies are hounds

—

Choeph. 924
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(pCXa^ai fXTjTpos tyKorovs Kvvas, as also V. 1054. In the Opening

scene of the Persae the chorus cry aloud for their absent king

as a dog moans for his master

—

viov 8' ai'dpa ^uv^€i (v. 13). Cf.

also Agam. 449 raSe a'lya Tty ^ai fet, 1 63 1 vj]niots vXay fxa<T iv , and

1672.

The ox furnishes Aeschylus with a powerful metaphor in Agam.
36. The guard of the house knows a secret, which he cannot

tell, for

—

an ox is on his tongue, /So Of «Vt -yXwo-ffj? fityas
\
^ttSrjKfv.

Bat here the poet has evidently borrowed from the language of

the people, for the expression /SoOf eVt yXoxro-j? is designated by the

scholiast as a -napoiyiia. It would be hard to find a more powerful

figure in any writer than that in Agam. 11 25-7 where Cassandra

cries out

aa, I80V IBov ' anfx^ Taf ^oos

Tov Tavpop' iv ntnXov viv

p,e\dy Kepus Xa^ovcra pTj^avrjfiaTt.

Tvnrei.

Ships in a storm are at the mercy, as it were, of a mad bull

—

at de K€ poTVTrov/jLevai ^ia . . . (S^ovt clcjiavToi, Id. 655'7"

In the Agam. 1224 Aegisthus is a cowardly lion

—

ivoivai 0»7/x»

/SovXeueiv riva
\
XeofT^ avaXKiu, while in 1258-9 he is a wolf,

Clytaemnestra a lioness and Agamemnon a noble lion

—

avTi] diTTOvs Xe'aiva crvyKOip-cofxevrj

XvKcp Xeovr OS eiyevovs dnovcriq.

Aeschylus also makes good use of the serpent, although not as

often as we might expect; cf. Pers. 82 Xeva-aav (jyoviov 8epypa 8pd-

KovTos. An arrow is a winged serpent— Xa/SoOo-a nrr]v6v dpyrja-Tfjv

6(f)i.v, Eumeii. 181. The spider is also found, y^^aw. 1492, 1516,

and even the wryneck or snakebird, Pers. 989.

II. The vegetable world. This division does not contain as

many metaphors as that of the animal world nor are they as

striking. Aeschylus prefers more pugnacious nature as the source

of his metaphors, rather than the quiet and peaceful life of the

vegetable world. About seventy examples, however, have been

found which may properly be classed under this head. The
SuppL, the Agam., and the Sept. c. Th. have a strong lead in the

number of such metaphors. The remaining plays run an even

race, except the Persae which is slightly in the rear. Fully half

the metaphors are from the seed, flower, and fruit. The remain-
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ing examples are distributed among the other parts of the plant,

such as root, sprout, stem, leaf, and bloom.

The metaphor of the seed {anepua) as applied to the offspring

of the human race is so common that it has become practically one

of the "faded metaphors." That of the flower is of brighter

color. The 'flower' of an army is common enough both in Greek

and in English. Aeschylus is very fond of it. Other examples

of the 'flower' metaphor are more striking. In Prom. 7 the

gleam of fire is a 'flower'

—

avdos, TravTfXfov irvpbs atkas. The color

of the human body is a 'flower' or 'bloom'

—

Prom. 23 xp°^^^

dfieiyj/eis avOos. In the Agam. 743 Helen is referred to as drj^lOvfj-ov

epciTos avdos, and in 954-5 the following words refer to Cas-

sandra

—

avTrj 8e TroXXStp XPW^''''^^ e^aiperov
\
avdos. In the Agam..

1 144 the nightingale is 'in full bloom' ( z= filled) with sorrow

—

dp,(jiida\r]s KUKo'is. In the Choeph. 394 all-powerful, all-abounding

Zeus is dfj,(f)idaXf]s Z(vs. Bad company is a 'fruit' that is not to be

plucked

—

Sepf. c. Th. 600 Kapizhs oh KOfxta-reos, and in 618 of the

same play the poet says et Kapnos ean Oea-cjidToiarL Ao^iov. A curse

is the 'fruit' of a rash tongue

—

Eiim,en. 830-1 y\ai(T(Tr]s fiaralas n^

'K^dXrjs eni x^ova |
Kupnov. Old age is a withered leaf

—

(f)v\\d8os

^8r}
I
KaTaKap(j)ofiivr)s, Agam. 79. The stem is twice employed

with telling eflect in the Choeph. 204 a-p.iKpov yevoir av a-nepfiaros

aiyas Trvd/JLrjv, and 260 ovt' dpxiKos croi nds 08 avavdels nvdp.r]v
\

^oop-oh dprj^ei.. A child is a 'sprout'

—

Sept. c. Th. 533 ^Xdarrifia

KaWiTTpcppov (a strangely mixed metaphor), Agam. 1281 prjrpoKTovov

<f)iTvp.a, Eumen. 66i eaaa-ev epvos. In the Sepi. c. Th. 594 plans

'sprout'

—

^Xaa-rdvei ^ovXevp-ara. A fine Aeschylean metaphor is

found in Pers. 821

—

v^pis yap t ^avdova-' f Kapnaxre crraxw
\

aTrjs.

Cf Agam. 756.

In the Prom. Aetna has roots

—

pl^aioiv Ahvaiais vno (365),

and so has the earth itself

—

x'^°''°-
^' ^'^ fvdp.evcov

\
airais pleats

7rv€vp.a Kpa8aivoi (1046). The poet Can even speak of a murder

as a flower bursting into full bloom

—

noXvfivaaTov enrivdicroi alfi

aviTTTov, Agam. 1459. So also calamity can be 'in blossom'

—

nddos dv6(l, Choeph. 1009. The "irony of sorrow" can speak

of being 'decked with many woes'— TroXXoIr enavdla-avres
\
novoia-t

yevedv, Sept. c. Th. 95 1. In the Suppl. 72 the chorus is plucking

'flowers of sorrow' yoeSva 5' dvOefii^ofiat (schol. TO avdos rStv

yoo)!/ aTToSpeVeo-^ai). The sea 'blossoms' with corpses

—

opwfuv

dvBovv Tvekayos Atyalov vfKpols, Agam. 659«
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III. The elements. Metaphors from the elements (wind, fire,

winter, rain, etc.) are about as numerous as those from the veg-

etable world. In this division the Agam. is far in the lead, the

Sept. c. Th. next, the Prom., Choeph. and Eiimen. close together,

while the Suppl. falls far in the rear. The metaphors from the

wind are by far the most numerous, as we should naturally ex-

pect. Heat, cold, and light also come in for a fair share.

One of the most powerful metaphors is found in the words

of the god-possessed Cassandra, y^^a^w. 1309 <^6vov h6\xoi twiovviv

al^aToaTayrj. Cf. also Choeph. 32 kotov ttv/coj', QS-"- f^vioxxr e'v

4x&pois KOTQv. Fortune is a 'fair wind' that gives a man a 'fair

sail —orav 8 6 balnav evpo^, ntTToidivai
|

tov avrov altv avffiov

ovpieiv Tvxrjs, Pcrs. 6oi-2. The Furies are asked to pursue

Orestes, but the language is highly figurative and fairly burns

with hot metaphors

—

Eiimen. 137-139,

(TV h alfiaTT) p6v irvevfj, enov piaacra t<u,

dTfji^ KaTiaxvaivovcra, vrjdvos nvpi,

enov, fjidpaive devrepois diwy fia<Tiv.

In Sept. c. Th. 52 we find three metaphors employed with

dvfjios—iron, fire, wind

—

aidrjpocjipap yap 6vfi6s avhpfia ^Xeywj'l

€rrvei. Anxious cares are 'kindling fires'

—

fxe'pifipai fwTrvpoiJo-i

rdp/Sor, Id. 289. The heart is 'set on fire' by a message from

a beacon fire

—

cf)\oy6s TrapayyiKfiaaiu \
j/eoi? wv pcodevra Kaphiav, Again.

480-481. A bold Aeschylean metaphor is the following : firjTpo^ re

TtXrjyfjvTis Karaa-dea-ei biKt); Sept. C. Th. 584. It is not tOO bold for

Aeschylus to call a rash man 'hot'—yeXa Se Saifxcov in dp8p\ dtppw,

Eumen. 560. Cf. also Sept. c. Th. 603. The trumpet blast

'fires' the Greek fleet at Salamis—o-dXTrty^ 8' dviji navT fKflv' eni-

<f)\fyev, Pers. 395. Fear is a 'frost'

—

kokSv pe Kopdiap n Trepiwiruet

Kpvos, Sept. c. Th. 834. Even bolder is the metaphor in Agam.

1512 irdxva Kovpo^opta Trape'^fi. An attack upon Thebes is a violent

'snow-storm' or perhaps a 'blizzard'

—

picf>d8os |
or' 6Xods pi<po-

fifpas ^popos ip nvXats, Sept. c. Th. 213. The winter and the

stormy sea also do their part

—

oX6i ae xf^f^'^" '«a*« KaKmp rpiKvp-ta
\

enfia a<pvKTos, Prom. Id 5. Clytacmucstra would address her

returning lord as KdWi<TTOV ^pap tlaiSeip «< ;^ei/iaTO?,
| 68onr6pa

di\lrS>PTi irrjyaiop ptos, Agam. 900-901. The cursc in the house

of Agamemnon is a ' storm '—oSe rot peXadpois to7s ^aa-iXdois
\
Tplros
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aZ x^tf^^" I
Tvevaas yovias freXfadri, Choeph. 1065-67. After the

'storm' of battle the 'ship of state' has fair sailing and has not

sprung a leak—Sept. c. Th. 795-6,

TToXt? 8 €V ev8ia re Koi k\v 8 av iov

TToWalai frKrjyais uvtXop ovk eSe^aro.

The life-blood of Agamemnon is bloody 'dew'

—

^dWei n' f'pfnv^

^aKabi (poivias 8p6a-ov, Agam. 1390. His death is a 'shower' of

blood—S<5ot»ca S' ofJL^pov KTVTTOV 8opo(Tcf)aXii
I
TOP alfiuTTjpov' ^fAaKas 5e

^7^h Agam. 1533-4-

University of Nebraska. J AS. i . ijEES.



THE RELATION OF THE RHYTHM OF POETRY
TO THAT OF THE SPOKEN LANGUAGE WITH
ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO ANCIENT GREEK.

It is a matter of common experience with students of Greek that

have advanced far enough to read Homer to find that it is

impossible for them to read a single line of Homer rhythmic-

ally, and that this ability can be gained only by dint of hard

practice and by a thorough understanding of the structure of the

heroic hexameter. The difficulty is very much increased when
the student encounters the Comic trimeter, and it may be truth-

fully stated that many a fair Greek scholar never masters the

trimeter. Now if the English or the German student will recall

the experience of his boyhood, he will notice that there was no

such chasm between prose and poetry. Though he had barely

learned how to read he was able to render the ordinary rhythms

of his mother-tongue correctly when attempting to read a poem.

The most natural question, and the question that presents itself

to everyone that has had the above experience, is this :
" Whence

this diversity? Why could I not read my Homer or my Sophocles

correctly as well as my English or my German poem ?
"

The traditional answer to this question is contained in the

assertion that Greek versification is a purely artificial product

of the poet's brain, or, at any rate, that the fundamental

principles of Greek rhythm are not based upon the rhythm

of the spoken language. So, for example, Westphal, in his

Griechische Metrik (1868), p. 2, after having on page i explained

the term ictus, makes the following statement: "Die Setzung

des rhythmischen Ictus auf die eine oder die andere Silbe ist

wenigstens fiir die griechische Poesie ledigUch^ die That des

Dichters in seiner Eigenschaft als Rhythmopoios, der in dieser

Beziehung gmizlichfrei iiber das sprachliche Material gebietet."

And Christ, in the second edition (1879) of his Metrik der

* The italics in this and the following quotations are not in the originals.

32
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Griechen und Romer, p. 3, makes use of the following language :

" Das Natiirlichste ware daher gewesen, wenn der rhythmische

Ictus sich mit den langen und zugleich accentuirten Sylben

verbunden hatte ; aber damit batten sich dieDichter zu beengende

Fesseln angelegt ; sie legten daher dem Versbau nur eines von

jenen beiden Elementen, eniweder die Quantii'dt oder den Accent

zu Grunde, indem sie zugleich bei der langen aber unbetonten

Sylbe die Tonstarke und bei der accentuirten aber kurzen Sylbe

die Sylbendauer kiinstlich steigerten."

The foregoing quotations plainly indicate a belief in the possi-

bility of a system of rhythms whose entire fabric rests upon

purely artificial principles and such as are entirely distinct from

those of the spoken language, and, as was pointed out above,

this represents the traditional view with regard to Greek versifica-

tion. The falsity of this view seemed so self-evident to the writer

of this article, that as early as 1884, in a paper read before the

Johns Hopkins University Philological Association, an abstract

of which was published in the Johns Hopkins University Circu-

lars, No. 32 (1884), pp. 125 f., it was quietly discarded by him,

and instead the principle was postulated " that the versification of

a language must be in accordance with the nature of the

language." But old beliefs die hard, and even in 1892, at the

close of a distinguished career in the field of Greek rhythmic and

metric, Westphal had apparently not gotten over the position he

held in 1868, for on p. 42 of his Allgemeine Metrik he speaks

thus :
" Zum Begriffe des Rhythmus gehort ein Zweifaches, ein-

mal die Gleichheit, zweitens die Hervorhebung dieser einzelnen

Zeitabschnitte als selbstandiger Gruppen durch den Ictus . . .

Beide Momente suchen sich nun an die in der Sprache vorhan-

denen Eigenthiimlichkeiten anzuschliessen : die Ordnung in den

aufeinander folgenden rhythmischen Zeitabschnitten an die in

der Sprache bestehende Zeitdauer der einzelnen Sylben, der Ictus

an den in der Sprache bestehenden Wortaccent. Aber keine

Poesie lasst gleichzeitig der Sylbenquantitat und dem Wortaccente

dieselbe Berechtigung zu Theil werden. Die griechische Metrik

unterwirft lediglich die prosodische Sylbenbeschaffenheit dem
Rhythmus und vertheilt den Ictus unabhangig von dem Wort-

accente nach einem freien kimstlerischen Principe, wahrend

die altgermanische Poesie ohne Beriicksichtigung der Sylben-

quantitat an dem Wortaccente als dem Trager des rhythmischen
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Ictus festhalt . . . Es lasst sich aber auch denken, dass eine

Poesie die Sprache nach einem vollig freien Principe dem
Rhythmus unterwirft, bloss auf die Zahl der Sylben Rijcksicht

nimmt und sich weder in der Zeitdauer der rhythmischen
Abschnitte an die Sylbenquantitat, noch im Ictus an den Wort-
accent bindet, und somit wiirde zu dem quantitirenden und
accentuirenden noch ein bloss sylbenzahlendes Princip der Metrik
hinzukommen."

It is perfectly clear, then, that in 1892 Westphal had not

abandoned the position he held in i868, and as some such theory

as this is still widely prevalent, and even at the present day the

majority of the youth of the land are trained by their text-books,

or teachers, or both, to look upon Greek versification as based

upon purely artificial rules, it did not seem amiss, in view of the

fundamental importance of the principle involved, to take up the

question once more and treat it at greater length.

Before proceeding with our discussion, it may be well to issue

a word of caution. We will readily grant that it is possible to

conceive of poetry for which the author might choose a means of

artistic embellishment or a distinctive form other than that of

artistic rhythm. Alliteration, rhyme, equality or symmetry of

the length of the verses depending upon equality or symmetry of

the number of syllables, equality or symmetry that may be only

approximate, or some other device, might all of them, either

singly or in combination, serve as an artificial or an artistic means
of formally separating poetry from prose. But all such poetry

would fall outside of the scope of the present discussion. Our
contention is simply this—to state it a little more clearly than in

the Circulars—that under normal conditions, when a poet employs

an artistic form of rhythm as an artistic embellishment of his

poetry, such rhythm is not a purely artificial and arbitrary prod-

uct of the poet's brain, but is based upon the rhythm of the

spoken language, or, to put it more concisely. Under normal con-

ditions the rhythm ofpoetry is based upon the rhythn of the spoken

language.

We may without fear of contradiction venture the statement

that all serious art is meant by the artist to appeal to the

aesthetic faculties of others than himself. It is true that there is

a certain charm for the artist in the mere act of creating ; he may
also look forward with keen pleasure to the completion of his
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work, and he may even display an affection for the finished prod-

uct of his skill comparable to that with which a parent views his

offspring ; but his joy will be full only when his work has found

appreciative hearers, readers, or admirers, and when its merits

have been recognized and acknowledged by intelligent critics. If

this is true of the sculptor, the painter, the musical composer, and

other artists, it is certainly true of the poet. Take away the

reader, the hearer, the admirer, and poetry would soon practically

become extinct. Under normal conditions, then, poetry is meant

to be heard or to be read. But by whom ? The poet's mission

is ordinarily not confined to any single individual or class, but he

strives to reach everybody. Poetry is essentially of the people

and for the people, and our great poets speak to their country-

men at large without reference to social distinctions or intellec-

tual attainments. " He that hath ears to hear, let him hear,"

saith the poet as well as the preacher.

It is evident, then, that if poetry—rhythm and all—is not in-

tended simply for the poet's own amusement but is primarily

designed for others than the poet himself, the rhythm must be

expressed in such a way as to be intelligible to the reader, just as

the thought must be clothed in a language that will be understood

by those to whom the thought is to be communicated, for without

an intelligible medium of expression neither thought nor rhythm

can be discerned. From the very nature of the case, then, just

as the poet is forced to employ the mother-tongue of the reader

or hearer as the vehicle of expressing his thoughts, so he is com-

pelled to use the rhythm of the mother-tongue of the reader or

hearer as the basis of his own rhythm ; for language is the com-

mon carrier of both thought and rhythm. In other words, when
the poet is writing iambic, trochaic, dactylic, or anapaestic

rhythm, the rhyihm that results when the reader reads such

poetry according to his natural way of speaking, must be iambic,

trochaic, dactylic, or anapaestic, as the case may be.

If the above be true, it follows that the adoption of a purely

artificial basis of rhythm, or the adoption of foreign principles of

rhythm, is altogether excluded. But for the sake of viewing the

matter in all its aspects, let us suppose that an English poet did

write an English poem which was based upon the principles of

rhythm of Ancient Greek, if such a thing were possible, or, if it

be preferred, let the laws of rhythm employed be those of the
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French language ; it matters not ; the result would be the same

in each case : no English-speaking person would comprehend the

rhythm, if he followed the ordinary pronunciation of the Eng-
lish language, and if, by a previous knowledge of the poet's inten-

tion and by dint of extra effort, he should succeed in rendering

the poem in such a way as to bring out the intended rhythm, the

result would be gibberish and the reader would not be able to

follow the sense and much less impart it to others. So the result

of the experiment would be either a loss of the rhythm, and we
should have the case of a poet consciously undertaking a very

difficult, if not Herculean, task, all to no purpose, a thing which

it is scarcely possible to conceive as happening in reality ; or, if

the rhythm were maintained, the sense would be lost, and the

poet confronted with an alternative even more absurd than the

other.

Having shown that the principle enunciated by us is true on

a priori grounds, let us now look at some of the actual facts, as

far as we are able to observe them. That the principle holds

good for English, German, Norwegian, French, and Modern
Greek, all those that are conversant with the facts will readily

admit. Any English, German, Norwegian, French, or Greek

man, woman, or child that knows his mother-tongue and can read

with any degree of ease, whether he has any scientific knowledge

of rhythm or not, nay, even without knowing that there is such

a thing as rhythm, can and does without any effort bring out in

his reading the ordinary rhythms of his native poetry, and the

fewer the rhythmic licenses in which the poet has indulged, the

more exactly will the rhythm of the reading correspond with the

rhythm designed by the poet.

Though the writer of this article cannot speak from personal

observation and experience about other languages than those

mentioned above, yet there is sufficient variety in these to warrant

the inference that the same state of affairs as has just been

described prevails also in the case of all the other European

languages in which a well-defined rhythm is the concomitant of

poetry. If only the Teutonic group of languages were repre-

sented, one might be in doubt as to whether the principle would

hold good in any of the Romance languages, or in Modern
Greek ; but when three so dissimilar languages as the German,

the French, and the Modern Greek afford evidence of the truth
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of the principle for which we are contending, the only safe

inference is the one presented above, and we can confidently

assume the validity of the principle for all the languages that fall

under the scope of the present investigation.

Before taking up the question of the applicability of the prin-

ciple to Ancient Greek, it may be well to state that the author, of

course, recognizes the fact that the truth of the principle in the

case of the more familiar modern languages must have been

apparent to many persons even before the author's publication of

his views, and that it must have appeared to others independently

since. So, for example, as early as 1871, Briicke in his Physio-

logische Grundlagen der neuhochdeutschen Verskunst, p. i, says:
" Ich glaube nicht auf den Widerspruch des Lesers zu stossen,

wenn ich von dem Grundsatze ausgehe, dass ein Vers um so

corrector sei,je weniger man sich beim scandiren desselben in

storender Weise von der prosaischen Aussprache zu entfernen

braucht."

Lanier's whole Science of English Verse (1880) is based upon
a recognition of this principle for English. Thus, on page 73 f. is

found the statement :
" We have found, first, that an ordinary

English reader, in coming upon the line.

Rhythmical roundelays wavering downward,

would immediately recognize in it the rhythmic movement noted

in the musical scheme . . . By what signs is this recognition

made ?
"

" To this question there can be but one answer : The English

habit of uttering words,/>r^5^ or verse (the italics are not Lanier's),

is to give each sound of each word a duration which is either equal

or simply proportionate to the duration of each other sound ; and,

since these simple proportions enable the ear to make those exact

co-ordinations of duration which result in the perception of pri-

mary rhythm, we may say that all English word-sounds are

primarily rhythmical, and therefore that the signs of those sounds

—that is, written or printed words—are in reality also signs of

primary rhythm ; so that we may say further. Written or printed

English words constitute a sort of system of notation for primary

rhythm."
" But this is not all. We found, secondly, that an ordinary

English reader, in coming upon the line,

Rhythmical roundelays wavering downward,
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would recognize not only the simple relations in time among the

verse-sounds which suggest primary rhythm, but would al^o

recognize a certain grouping of these sounds which was intended

by the writer and which constitutes their secondary rhythm,

to wit, the grouping of the eleven syllables into four bars, each

bar equal in its time to each other bar, etc."

Compare also what the same writer says on page 117 of his

work :
" (i) Primary rhythm is the result of simple time-relations

between individual verse-sounds. (2) The English habit of

utterance in current speech is to deliver the sounds in some sort

of primary rhythm. (3) The particular sort of primary rhythm

thus given varies with different speakers, but only within such

limits as allow every speaker (the italics are not Lanier's) to pre-

serve without difficulty the larger time-relations of bar to bar in

secondary rhythm. (4) In consequence of the habit mentioned,

words have become so associated with their rhythms as to suggest

them when written or printed and thus to become a system of

notation for rhythm."

Even Westphal, when he is not brought face to face with the

perplexing problem of accounting for the seeming difference

between the pronunciation of Greek poetry and that of prose,

recognizes the principle at least for German ; for on page 116 of

his Allgemeine Metrik (1892) he expresses himself in favor of

Briicke's view as follows: " Oftmals genug kommt es vor, dass

unsere besten Dichter auch eine Flexionssylbe im Verse zur

rhythmischen Hebungssylbe machen. Nur muss mandabei mit

E. Briicke von dem Grundsatze ausgehen, dass ein Vers um so

correcter ist, je weniger man beim Scandiren der Verse in storen-

der Weise von der Aussprache der Prosa sich zu entfernen

braucht."'

But it is high time for us to direct our attention to Ancient

Greek. The same a priori reasoning that led us to accept the

principle in the case of other languages would lead us to accept

it also in the case of Ancient Greek. It may be well to note, it is

true, that music and the dance played a prominent part in Greek

* The above was written before the appearance of Chapters on Greek

Metric, by Thomas Dwight Goodell, New York, 1901. It is a source of

great satisfaction to the writer of this article to note that Goodell also

(pp. 19 f.) unreservedly recognizes, for English, German, and Ancient

Greek, the principle which this paper is seeking to establish.
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poetry. But as the Greeks employed no system of notation for

expressing the rhythm of the musical and orchestic accompani-

ment of their poetry other than that which was contained in the

language itself, and as the music and dance, if any, were simple

and were in general subordinated to the words, the conditions

in Greek, so far as the relation of the rhythm of poetry to that

of the spoken language is concerned, could not have been essen-

tially different from those which prevailed in other languages.

Furthermore, the overwhelming mass of the testimony of the

ancients themselves points in the direction of our theory. The
limits of this paper preclude the presentation of all this testimony

and it would be wearisome to quote even the familiar remarks

of Aristotle and of Dionysius of Halicarnassus. Among other

works that might be mentioned as presenting more or less of this

testimony, may be cited De vi atque indole rhyihmorum quid

veteres iudicaverini, Breslau, i88j (= Breslauer phil. Abh. I, 3),

by G. Amsel, who gives a formidable array of quotations and

references on the subject. Without stopping, then, for a detailed

discussion of these passages we shall content ourselves with

calling attention, on the one hand, to Plato's views regarding the

rhythm of poetry, and, on the other hand, to the important place

assigned to rhythm in the artistic elaboration of Ancient Greek

prose.^

The manner in which Plato, in the Republic, discusses rhythm,

and the importance which he, from an educational point of view,

attaches to the character of the rhythms employed, plainly show
that rhythm was a feature of poetry that was universally recog-

nized and whose effect was universally felt. It does not seem

reasonable to suppose that this recognition was made possible

only by the instruction received at school and that it was not

primarily due to the conformity of the rhythm of poetry with the

rhythm of the spoken language. On the other hand it is impos-

sible to conceive that Plato, Isocrates, Demosthenes, and other

Greek prose writers should have paid so much attention to

rhythm, and that the works or teachings of the Greek rhetoricians

should be fraught with such minute observations and explicit

' For the proper appreciation of the part played by rhythm in the elabora-

tion of Greek prose, a study of Blass' Attische Beredsamkeit and of Nor-

den's Antike Kunstprosa is indispensable.
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instructions on this subject, if rhythm had not been intended for

artistic effect. Now this effect would have been entirely lost if

the rhythm had not been properly brought out in the delivery of

the works referred to, or had not been observed when these works
were read. But this would have been impossible unless the

rhythm had been based upon the rhythm of the spoken
language. For surely the orator could not possibly have pro-

nounced his oration on a rhythmical basis entirely distinct from

that of his ordinary pronunciation, and if, for the sake of argu-

ment, the possibility of such a feat might be granted, the audience

could but ill have understood him, if it understood him at all;

and, on the other hand, it is preposterous to suppose that the

ordinary Athenian reader could have discarded his ordinary

rhythmical utterance of prose and adopted therefor a purely

artificial one for the sole purpose of enjoying, during his reading,

the beauties of a purely artificial rhythm. Hence, as the artistic

rhythm of prose was based upon the same principles as the

rhythm of poetry,^ it follows that the rhythm of poetry must have

been based upon the rhythm of the spoken language.

But the same result may be reached in another way by simply

confining our attention to one particular feature of the testimony

of the ancients. It is well known that the employment in prose

of a verse of any of the ordinary rhythms, as, for example, an

iambic trimeter, or a dactylic hexameter, or a trochaic tetrameter,

was regarded by the ancient rhetoricians as a blemish. This fact

shows that such verses, if present in prose, must have been

noticed by the average reader or hearer, even when the reader or

hearer was unprepared for them, and this ability on the part of

the reader or hearer would be inconceivable unless the rhythm in

question had been a reflex of that of the spoken language. Now,
since it is perfectly certain that an iambic, trochaic, or dactylic verse

• Compare Amsel, 1. c, page 26 :
" Oratores autem quin suos numeros a

poetis quasi mutuati sint, in dubitationem vocari nequit. . . . Sed cum
rhythmorum in prosa oratione usurpatorum natura eadem sit atque metro-

rum, quibus carmina efficiuntur, consentaneum est indolem quoque eorum

fere esse parem. Quare non solum universa brevium et longarum sylla-

barum, rhythmorum ascendentium et descendentium vis eadem fere est in

orationibus atque in carminibus, sed etiam ubicumque de singulis pedibus

rhetores iudicium faciunt, animis eorum obversantur versus ex bis pedibus

contexti."
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in poetry differed in no respect from one that happened to be
employed in prose, except that the latter was unexpected, and since

the rhythm of the prose verse, as we have just seen, must have
been a reflex of the rhythm of the spoken language, we are again

forced to the conclusion that the rhythm of poetry was based

upon the rhythm of the spoken language.

It now remains for us briefly to discuss some of the reasons that

have prevented the proper recognition of the principle here advo-

cated, and that have made it possible, especially in the case of

Ancient Greek, for the traditional view to hold its own with such

a degree of tenacity. The first of these reasons inheres in the

very nature of the rhythm of poetry. For, after all, no matter

how artistically and how skilfully used, poetical rhythm serves as

an artificial restraint upon the language. Language does not

naturally run in uniform rhythms ; not all words are iambi, or

trochees, or dactyls, or anapaests. To secure a uniform move-
ment the poet has to resort to a process of selection and

re-arrangement, and in the course of this process of selection and

re-arrangement he at times does violence to the rhythm of the

spoken language as he does to the grammar and to the diction.

But as there is usually some excuse for the deviations in gram-

mar and diction, and, indeed, a portion of the poet's art may
consist in the skilful use of these very deviations, so there is

usually some excuse for the deviations from the rhythm of the

spoken language, and the rhythmical artist will show his supe-

riority also in the way in which he admits these variations. Some
of them may be survivals from earlier periods, which have become
a part of the rhythmical paraphernalia of the poet's workshop.

This is true notoriously of the employment of mute e in modern
French poetry in a manner that is largely at variance with the

usage of the spoken language. Other deviations may be so skil-

fully employed as to be noticeable only when the verse in which

they occur is taken out of its context, whereas in continuous

recitation or reading they escape observation. This becomes
possible by the momentum, if we may call it so, of the rhythm.

The type of the rhythm has been set up and the reader's mind,

in accordance with the law of inertia, unconsciously continues in

the same movement. This factor is one that is of the utmost

importance, and it unquestionably played quite as prominent a

rdle in Ancient Greek as it does in modern languages. The fol-
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lowing lines of Tennyson's Princess may serve as an illustration:

A great broad-shoulder'd genial Englishman,

A lord of fat prize-oxen and of sheep,

A raiser of huge melons and of pine,

A patron of some thirty charities.

These lines, if read singly, and without a knowledge of the con-

text, would certainly not be suspected of being heroic verse, and

yet, when taken in conjunction with the preceding portion of the

poem, they are naturally read as heroic verse and one would not

at first sight notice that in prose they would be read otherwise.

Even those seemingly more serious variations that are brought

about by placing the rhythmical accent upon an unaccented final

syllable may be concealed by a little manipulation, which consists

in a dissociation of the pitch and stress on the one hand and the

rhythmical accent on the other hand, the stem-syllable retaining

the pitch and stress elements of its normal accent and thus doing

partial justice to the language, whilst the requirements of the

verse are met by placing the rhythmical accent on the ending.

Thus, if in the following two verses from Tennyson's Idyls of
the King,

Darkening the world. We have lost him : he is gone

and
Wearing the white flower of a blameless life,

the words " darkening " and "wearing" are pronounced some-

what as the words "Thine are" in the fifth verse of Tennyson's

In Memoriam,

Thine are these orbs of light and shade,

the word " thine", because of the emphasis, receiving a higher

pitch and greater stress than the word " are", and the word " are
"

receiving the rhythmical value demanded by the verse,' no per-

ceptible violence will be done to the language and we escape the

shock of the sudden transition from ascending rhythm in a number

of successive verses to descending rhythm in a single verse

followed by just as sudden a return to ascending rhythm in the

very next line.

1 For a different view of the matter, see J. W. Bright, Publications of the

Modern Language Association, XIV (1899), PP* 3^4 ^'
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But apart from all these deviations which are perfectly justifi-

able, there are others that are less so, and these are occasionally

indulged in even by poets that are distinguished for their fine

rhythmical feeling. So, for example, a verse like the following

from Tennyson's Princess

^

Blacken'd about us, bats wheel'd, and owls whoop'd,

does not fall naturally into the movement of heroic verse, and any

large number of such verses would be fatal to fine rhythmical

effect.

Now all these greater and lesser, justifiable and unjustifiable

deviations have a tendency to obscure the true relationship sub-

sisting between the rhythm of poetry and that of the spoken

language, and it is, perhaps, not surprising, after all, that there are

found those who would deny the existence of any relationship

whatsoever between poetry and the spoken language in the matter

of rhythm.

The second great reason that has served to keep our principle

in the background arises from the physiological and mechanical

difficulties that are encountered in the analysis of the sounds of

the spoken language. Thus, whilst the average person will

readily admit that every musical sound possesses at least four

characteristics, viz., quality, quantity, stress, and pitch, and whilst

he may be able fairly well to distinguish these four characteristics

in the case of vocal music, few persons would, perhaps, feel per-

fectly safe in admitting the presence of these four factors in the

sounds of the spoken language, and very few, indeed, are there

whose ear is sufficiently well trained to enable them, in the case

of spoken sounds, to distinguish even roughly between the four

qualities, not to speak of measuring them. The truth is that the

human ear, though capable of the most marvelous development

in the matter of recognizing minute variations of quantity, stress,

and pitch, is at best an imperfect instrument, and so rapid are the

changes that take place in the quantity, stress, and pitch of the

sounds of the spoken language that even those who think they

hive discerned certain relationships between spoken sounds

hesitate to express very positive views on the subject for fear of

being mistaken, and the average person, appalled by the difficul-

ties, is satisfied to leave the problem unsolved. Neither does

physics come to our rescue. For, wonderful as have been the
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results obtained in the investigation of vocal sounds by the aid of

ingenious physical apparatus, no instrument has as yet been
devised that will simultaneously determine the absolute or relative

values of the quantity, stress, and pitch of the sounds of a sentence

of even moderate length.

But great as may be the obstacles occasioned by the physical

limitations described in the previous section and by the artificial

restrictions imposed on language by the very nature of rhythm,

greater still are the barriers to a proper understanding of the

subject under discussion that have been caused by the great

difference between the Teutonic languages and Modern Greek
on the one hand and Ancient Greek on the other so far as the

interrelationship of the elements of pitch, quantity, and stress is

concerned. Modern Greeks were the teachers of the western

nations in the study of Ancient Greek. As these teachers were

unable to read Ancient Greek verse without a great deal of

practice, the belief arose that Ancient Greek poetry was con-

structed according to an artificial system of versification. Now
the Teuton, while experiencing the same difficulty with respect to

Ancient Greek as did his Modern Greek teacher, found no diffi-

culty whatever in mastering Modern Greek rhythms, a Modern
Greek word being pronounced just as an English word that has

the same number of syllables and that is accented on the same
syllable as that which bears the Greek written accent. It was

quite natural, then, that the belief regarding the artificiality of

Ancient Greek rhythm should have found a firm lodgment in the

mind of the Teutonic scholar.

Furthermore, as Modern Greek rhythm is regulated principally

by the written accent just as English or German rhythm is regu-

lated by the so-called word-accent, and as the principal point in

connection with the writing of Classic verse was to know the

quantities of the syllabks of the Classic languages, the versification

of these languages was said to be quaniiiaiive, whilst that of the

Teutonic languages and Modern Greek was said to be accentual.

Now as the word accent is used in a variety of significations it

became necessary, of course, to define the meaning of the word

accentiial. Inasmuch as the accentual principle was supposed to

be radically diflferent from the quantitative principle, quantity was

excluded ; everybody knew that the term did not apply to timbre;

a slight knowledge of music was sufficient to show that pitch did
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not determine rhythm ; so the only thing left was to suppose that

accent was tantamount to stress} The inevitable result of this

false notion has been the growth of a belief in the existence

of two distinct kinds of rhythm, one based upon quantity,

the other based upon stress," and it is precisely this erroneous

belief that has to a large extent been the cause of the

^This false view seems to have been perpetuated in the term expiratory

as applied to the accent of Modern Greek (Brugmann, Gr. Gram.^ §i43)

and of the Teutonic and other languages (Hirt, Der Indogermanische Akzent,

pp. ID and 47), though Hirt after accepting the current classification of word-

accent as musical and expiratory is careful to add that probably both kinds

of accent exist in every language, and he does not fail to call attention to

the existence in the modern Germanic dialects of a well-developed so-called

musical Accent. The fact of the matter is that the current classification is

misleading, and any definition of the word-accent of any particular language

that fails to take into account the three factors of pitch, stress, and quantity,

fails to give an adequate idea of the nature of such accent. Now whilst there

is still a great deal to be learned in regard to the word-accent of English or

German, not to mention Ancient Greek, yet the most palpable difference,

as the writer sees it, between the word-accent of English or German and

that of Ancient Greek is this : The German, or the English, word-accent

contains in addition to the stress element a decided pitch element, and as

the word-accent is also the regulator of the rhythm, the quantitative

element must also be reckoned with, for without a symmetrical distribution

of time-values rhythm is impossible. It will be seen, then, that in English

and German there is a tendency to combine prominence of pitch, stress,

and quantity on one syllable, whereas in Ancient Greek there is often a

tendency to dissociate prominence of pitch from prominence of either or

both of the other two factors. To Christ (1. c, p. 4) belongs the credit of

having pointed out, as early as 1879, the essential difference between the

accent of German and that of Ancient Greek.

* One of the latest adherents of this view is G. Schultz, who in Hermes

XXXV (1900"), p. 314, uses the following language :
" Man pflegt den Unter-

schied im Versbau der antiken und der neueren Zeit so zu bestimmen,dass

man jenen als quantitirend, diesen als accentuirend bezeichnet. Die Verse

der Alten bauen sich auf der Lange und Kiirze der Silben auf, die unsrigen

auf der verschiedenen Tonstdrke (the italics are mine). Dieser Unterschied

ist, wie man meinen sollte, offenkundig und allgemein bekannt . . .Esgiebt

in der antiken Poesie keinen Versaccent (the italics are Schultz's). Dieser

Satz beruht zunachst auf einer allgemeinen Erwagung. Wo bleibt denn der

Unterschied zwischen accentuirendem und quantitirendem Versbau, wenn
auch dieser wiederum der Accente bedarf {the italics are mine)?" It is hard to

escape the conclusion that Schultz, in addition to limiting the German word-

accent to stress and believing in a rhythm based on stress versus a rhythm

based on quantity, is also confounding rhythmical accent and word-accent.
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persistence of the idea as to a purely artificial basis of the

rhythm of poetry and that has blinded the eyes of scholars in

regard to the true nature of the rhythm of Ancient Greek.

Let us now rapidly survey the ground that we have covered.

In the first place, the principle was advanced that under normal

conditions the rhythm of poetry is based upon that of the spoken

language. Secondly, it was shown that the principle is probable

on a priori grounds, that it actually holds good for a number of

languages, and that therefore there is a strong presumption in its

favor in the case of all languages whose poetry is characterized

by artistic rhythm. Thirdly, it was pointed out that the same

a priori reasoning applies also in the case of Ancient Greek and

that our position is sustained by the overwhelming mass of the

testimony of the ancients. In the last place, some of the reasons

were pointed out that have kept the principle in the background

and that have made it possible, especially in the case of Ancient

Greek, for the traditional view to hold its own with such a degree

of tenacity.

It would seem high time, then, to abandon the view that

Ancient Greek rhythm was based upon principles that were

purely artificial and foreign to the genius of the language, and it

ought to be distinctly understood that the reason why the average

English or German student, in spite of a normally developed

rhythmical feeling, cannot read his Homeric hexameter or iambic

trimeter without special preparation and without a forewarning,

is that he is in the habit of pronouncing his Greek according to

the laws of English or German rhythm and not according to the

laws of Ancient Greek rhythm.

Johns Hopkins University. v^» VV . H,. iVlILLER.
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